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Percom's Double-Density Disk Controller.

You Even Get a Bonus
Parallel Printer Port.

$249.95

Expect more from Percom. You won't be disappointed.
Percom's double-density Z Controller for the H-89 is

now available. Besides its many outstanding drive

control features, the Z Controller includes a bonus
parallel port that lets you directly connect your com-
puter to a standard, off-the-shelf Epson MX-80, Oki-
data Microline 80 or other low-cost printer.

• Controls up to four single- or double-headed mini-disk drives.

• Handles 35-, 40-, 77- and 80-track drives, and other standard

track densities. • Formatted data storage capacity of 80-track dis-

kettes is over 368 Kbytes. Forty-track diskettes store over 184
Kbytes. Capacities for other track densities are proportional. A Z
system with four double-headed, 80-track drives provides almost

3 megabytes of on-line data. • The Z Controller co-resides with

your H-89 disk drive controller. Your software can select either,

and you don't have to move drives around when switching be-

tween systems. • The Z Controller includes Percom's proven dig-

ital data separator circuit and a dependable write-precompensation

circuit. Expect reliable disk operation for a long, long time under T
control. • The Percom Z Controller is priced at only $249.95, com-
plete with HDOS-compatible disk drivers on diskette, internal inter-

connecting cable and comprehensive users manual.

System requirements - H-89 Computer with 24 Kbytes memo-
ry (min), Replacement ROM Kit H-88-7 and HDOS 2.0.

PEflGOM
PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC.

1 1220 PAGEMILL RD DALLAS. TX 75243
(214) 340-7081

Toil-Free Order Number: 1-800-527-1222

« 1981 PERCOM DATA COMPANY. Inc

PERCOM. ZFD 40 and ZFD 80 are trademarks of Percom Data Company
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Corporation.

Add-On Z Drives for H-89, H-8 Computers

• Forty- and eighty-track densities in either 1- or 2-drive modules.

• All drives are rated for single- and double-density operation. With

a Z Controller, an 80-track drive can store over 364 Kbytes (for-

matted, one-side), a 40-track drive can store over 184 Kbytes.

• Some models permit "flippy" storage, letting you flip a diskette

and store files on the second side. »Z drives are fully tested, includ-

ing a 48-hour operating burn-in to prevent shipment of drives with

latent defects. • Assembled and tested one-drive units from only

$399, two-drive units from only $795.

System requirements - H-89 or H-8 computer with 16-Kbyte

RAM, Heath first-drive floppy disk system, HDOS and drives inter-

connecting cable. (Two-drive interconnecting cable optionally

available from Percom)

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

Watch for announcement of 'Z' CP/M.

Yes ... I'd like to know more about Percom Z drives and the

Z Controller. Rush me free literature.

Send to

PERCOM DATA COMPANY, Inc., Dept. 26K

I

11220 Pagemill Rd. Dallas, TX 75243

name

street

city state

1
zip phone number

MAIL TODAY!



Most small system users think all micro-

jmputers are created equal. And they're

right. If you want performance, convenience,

styling, high technology and reliability (and

/ho doesn't?) your micro usually has a price

tag that looks more like a mini. It seems big

irformance always means big bucks. But

tot so with the SuperBrain!

Standard SuperBrain features include: twin

louble-density 5%" drives which boast nearly

!50,000 bytes of disk storage - expandable

to 10 megabytes. A full 64K of dynamic

IAM. A CP/M* Disk Operating System to

insure compatibility to literally hundreds of

iplication packages presently available. And,

12" non-glare, 24 line by 80 column screen.

You'll also get a full ASCII keyboard with

an 18 key numeric pad and individual cursor

control keys. Twin RS232C serial ports for

fast and easy connection to a modem or

printer. Dual Z80 processors which operate

at 4 MHZ to insure lightning-fast program

execution. And the list goes on! Feature after

feature after feature.

Better yet, the SuperBrain boasts modular

design to make servicing a snap. A common

screwdriver is about the only service tool

you'll ever need. And with the money you'll

save on purchasing and maintaining the

SuperBrain, you could almost buy another one.

For under $3,500, it is truly one of the most

remarkable microcomputers available anywhere.

Whether your application is small

business, scientific, educational or just word

processing, the SuperBrain is certainly an

exciting solution to the small computer

problem. And since you can easily expand it,

you'll probably never outgrow it.

Call or write us today for a complimentary

copy of our "SuperBrain Buyer's Guide." We'll

show you how you can get big system per-

formance without having to spend big bucks.
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PUBLISHER'S REMARKS By Wayne Green

Goodbye
To Kilobaud

The New Hobbyists
It doesn't take long in the microcom-

puter field to become an old-timer, so as

one who got started with the original Mits

Altair, I probably qualify. Those were
hardy pioneer days and I'm glad I was
there to enjoy them. But they will not be
missed.

The whole microcomputer field was or-

iginally supported entirely by electronics

hobbyists. No one else could have sur-

vived those times. Many of our manufac-
turers were busy selling kits of parts

which, when assembled, did not work.

Even the engineering prototypes had
never worked correctly. The thinking

was that the hobbyists would solve the

problems the manufacturer had failed to

work out and pass along the solutions,

and that eventually we would have work-
ing computers. They were right—that's

just how it worked out.

One of the surprises during the first

year, 1975, was that there were as many
naive hobbyists as there were. Some of

the firms were not satisfied with shipping

kits to make unworking computers; they

found other more exotic ways to shoot

themselves in the foot. I remember one,

long deceased, that went to the trouble to

stick all of the kit parts—including the

memory chips—into foam plastic, com-
plete with stencilled marking. The prob-

lem, it developed, was that sticking the

chips into the plastic generated thou-

sands of electrostatic volts and blew
them to smithereens. That was a great

joke on the hobbyists, who wondered
why their systems arrived with defunct

chips.

When I got an idea of what the micro-

computer industry was going to grow in-

to I quickly started Byte magazine; that

was in mid- 1975. It took off fast and was
an immediate success. A year later, feel-

ing there was a need for a magazine
aimed more at the newcomer to com-
puters, I started this publication.
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At that time, with virtually nothing

available for programs, with even disk

systems still not really working, and with

our more modern microcomputers still a

glint in the eye of their designers, one had
to be a dedicated hobbyist to spend the

money and time for so little in the way of

useful equipment. Thus Kilobaud, when
it started, was aimed at the hobbyist of

the early days—the hobbyist of 1976.

The name itself was kind of representa-

tive of the state of the industry, a

kilobaud being a high-capacity data

channel, which seemed appropriate for

the magazine.

Then, with the PET, the TRS-80 Model

I, and other plug 'em in and let 'em run

computers, the type of buyer of micros

slowly began to change. People who be-

gan buying systems were more inter-

ested in what they could do than in the

gee-whiz of owning a computer and
struggling with it. By 1979 the old type of

hobbyist was fading away, being re-

placed by a new style of hobbyist, one

more interested in using the computer

than in building and playing around with

the hardware.

To keep abreast of the growth of the

field the articles in Kilobaud changed
with the times, as did the name, to the

more expressive name of Microcomput-

ing. With this issue we have dropped

Kilobaud from the title. You know, after

five years ofpublishing Kilobaud, we sort

of hate to say goodbye to the old name, as

out of date as it is. But it seems unfair to

the marketing department to put off

prospective readers with an old-

fashioned name, one which isn't as ex-

pressive of the mission of the magazine.

Remember, the more subscribers we
have, the more advertising we'll be able

to attract, and the more ads, the more
pages of material we'll be able to bring

you each month.

Microcomputing is being edited for the

owners of microcomputers, bringing arti-

cles which will carry on from where the

documentation for your system leaves

off. Now that you have a computer sys-

tem, you want to learn more and more
things you can do with it. You want pro-

grams to run, and you want to get an idea

of how the thing works, how to fix it and
what is available in accessories and pro-

grams.

I have four magazines in the micro
field. There is Desktop Computing for the

businessman who does not yet have a

computer. This magazine is nontechni-

cal, with all of the buzzwords edited out

so the material is simple to understand.

Desktop emphasizes the uses for small

computers in business and education.

Then there is this publication. Micro-

computing, which I've explained. A sort

of companion magazine is 80 Microcom-
puting, which does about the same, but

is strictly for the owner of a TRS-80
system. It's not only packed with pro-

grams every month, but we also have
these programs available on a cassette so

they don't even have to be typed in.

They'll soon be out on disk. too.

The fourth is Microcomputing Indus-

try, which is a controlled-circulation

monthly magazine sent to the industry.

This is filled with avuncular advice on
how to run computer stores and how to

advertise, and news of interest to the in-

dustry. It's available to qualified industry

people.

Schools Self-Destructing

The theft problem for most software

firms is annoying, but not so bad that it is

stopping the development and market-

ing of software. It is indeed unfortunate

that a small percentage of the people are

crooks, for this makes it impossible for

software firms and dealers to deal with all

customers as though they were honest.

Where the situation is much more di-

sastrous is in the educational field. We're
already seeing a rapid slowdown of ed-

ucational software coming on the mar-
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DO WITH YOUR
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BY MARK SAWUSCH

333 pages $10.95
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ket. There's no sign that this trend is go-

ing to change. You see, the problem here
is that most software firms have dis-

covered that after they go to the expense
of producing a good educational pro-

gram, about the best they can hope for is

the sale of one per school.

Now, even if programmers didn't stop

writing for such a market, you may be
sure that the program publishers are go-

ing to find better places to spend their

development and publishing money . . .

and quickly. One of the reasons that

there are so few large program-pub-
lishers is that it is almost unbelievably
expensive to evaluate, document,
duplicate, package, advertise and sell

programs. It's costing my Instant Soft-

ware division about $3000 per program
for the process, with the costs rising as
programs get ever more complex.
Without some way to recoup that invest-

ment there can be no programs.
Schools seem to have the idea that

unlike books, all they need to do is buy
one copy ofa program and then duplicate
it when more copies are needed. If it was
as easy and inexpensive to duplicate
books, I assume that schools would buy
one copy of each textbook and then start

the copy machine running for all others

needed. That would stop the supply of

textbooks in a hurry, just as it is stopping
the supply of programs.

Until schools work out some system for

charging for each use of a program and
getting that money back to the publisher

of the program, it is unlikely that many
sophisticated programs are going to be
written for educational use. Indeed, the

present situation could pretty much stop

the development ofeducational software.

It may be possible to use free labor

(slave labor, it you like), where students

are encouraged to write programs which
are then swapped with no income for the

programmer. I think this system will not

result in much good software, and it

would further discourage any commer-
cial efforts at solving the problem.
There has been some dismay ex-

pressed in articles reviewing the state of

computer education in our schools. The
plain fact is that there has been an
absence of direction or progress, with no
one seeming to understand just what has
gone wrong.

The school market for microcomputers
has been confused by the large number
of schools buying systems, but without
any real plan for their use. The general

idea has been to promote "computer lit-

eracy'' rather than computer-aided in-

struction (CAI), which was the heralded
use. With little available in software
other than games, CAI has remained in

the future. I'm sure that Instant Software
hasn't been the only software publisher
to notice that educational programs sell

one copy per school, with the result that

they have been phased out as a product

/ because of the overall poor sale.
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We're seeing

a rapid slowdown

of educational software

coming on the market.

Since schools seem to be able to sur-

vive the cost of books for students, is it

any more ridiculous to expect students to

buy their own programs than to expect
them to buy their texts?

Until some solution is found to the theft

of programs by schools, I think there will

be little real progress toward serious uses
of microcomputers in schools. It's a pity,

for there are many applications where
micros could be extremely helpful to

students and teachers, making learning

easier and more fun, and thus saving
time and money in the educational pro-

cess.

In the past I've mentioned the possibili-

ty ofmy publishing a magazine aimed at

helping the educational micro market to

grow. . .something along the line of

Desktop Computing, but school-
oriented. I really don't think this market
can develop until some solution to the

software problem is worked out. And
without the programs, who needs
microcomputers?

Author's Guide
With microcomputer books selling up

a storm, authors are coming out of the
woodwork everywhere. And you know,
despite the fact that there is a very active

book division to Wayne Green, Inc., I get

letters from authors asking how they
should pick a publisher.

Well, since our book department is

pretty well signed up for 1982 (oh, I sup-
pose they could cram in a couple more
books, if they looked really good), I'll

discuss the situation briefly (a first).

One thing that authors do not seem to

understand about publishers is that
there are two processes involved in pub-
lication. The first, and easiest, is setting

the type, putting the book together and
printing it. Heck, anyone with some
printing background can do that. No,
that is not the major service a publisher
provides. The big deal is distribution.

Ask any published author.

Just to give you an example, I got a call

recently from a well-known micro au-
thor. He'd had a very nice book published
by one of the big names in the business.
The publisher is a good friend of mine, so
he shall remain nameless. The book, if

properly promoted and advertised,
should have sold a bunch of copies, but
the author has been unable to get any ac-

tion from the firm, so the book has been

languishing.

Worse, the first print run was a small
one, so the author moved heaven and
earth to get all of the revisions in before

the second printing. You guessed it—they
went ahead and printed it again, ignoring

the corrections. They didn't even put in

an errata sheet!

Okay, if you have a best-seller bottled

up in you, I would suggest you move very
carefully when you deal with publishers.

The key to your royalties lies in their pro-

motion and advertising of your book. If

no one knows about it, it isn't going to

sell.

One of the services our book depart-

ment offers authors is monthly ads in

several magazines, plus a nationwide
group of reps visiting the computer, elec-

tronic and other book stores, setting our
books on the shelves and seeing that

they're visibly displayed. Then there are

new product releases to dealers, and re-

view copies to all the magazines, and so
on. After a while you build up a group of

people who know how to get the best cov-

erage for a new book.

So before you jump into the arms of a
book publisher you should take a very
close look at how likely it is that they are

going to be promoting your book. How
many pages of ads do they run a month?
What kind ol service do they provide their

dealers? How much publicity do their

books get in the magazines? After all.

you're after royalties, not just a letter of

thanks and a few author copies of your
book for the shelf.

Programmer Alert
Every now and then something goes

wrong with our computers. The question
immediately arises: what happened?
Was it a program bug or something in the

hardware? That's when it would be most
comforting to whip out a diagnostic disk

and run the system through its paces. A
test series should check out the comput-
er memory exhaustively. It should check
out the CPU functions. It should check
disk write and read. It should check out
the peripherals.

Most of the manufacturers have these
diagnostics for their own use, but have
not made them available to us. Wouldn't
you like to be able to throw in a disk and
make sure that your ROM is still perfect?
Or that something hasn't gone wrong
somewhere in your CPU? When we live

in an age where a passing gamma cor-

puscle can zap a memory location, we
need to have the tools for self-diagnosing
our computers.
A couple of years ago I suggested

that programmers work out diagnos-
tics which might be distributed by In-

stant Software. This is still an open
avenue for making some very handsome
royalties. I know that diagnostics for the
popular computer systems would sell ex-

ceedingly well.D
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NATIONAL
COMPUTER
CONFERENCE
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JUNE 7-10 • ASTROHALL • HOUSTON, TEXAS

'ADVANCING PROFESSIONALISM"
Register now for the most prestigious

computer conference in the world.
*The conference that has progressed in

quality each year since its inception.

• The conference that continues its dedication

to Advancing Professionalism — through an
intensified emphasis on excellence in:

Plenaries and technical sessions

Professional Development Seminars
Services to international visitors

Exhibits of the latest technological advances

* The conference that this year honors the
developers ofFORTRAN, the pioneer computer
language.
To pre-register, just clip and mail this coupon.

You'll save money on full conference registra-

tion. And you'll avoid time-consuming registra-

tion lines at the 1982 National Computer
Conference.

* The one computer conference you can't

afford to miss.

'*
*•••••••••*•••••••*•••••*••••••••••••••••••••*•*************************************

Yes, I want to pre-register for NCC '82.

Please send me information.

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Name

Title_

Company-

Address

City State Zip

•See List of Advertisers on page 178

fp :

*
Mail to: NCC '82

J
AFIPS *
Box 9658 J
Arlington, VA 22209 *
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Introducing
the Sinclair ZX81

If you're ever going to buy
a personal computer, now is the
time to do it.

The new Sinclair ZX81 is the
most powerful, yet easy-to-use
computer ever offered for anywhere
near.the price: only $149.95* completely
assembled.

Don't let the price fool you. The
ZX81 has just about everything you
could ask for in a personal computer

A breakthrough
in personal computers

The ZX81 is a major advance over

the original Sinclair ZX80—the world's

largest selling personal computer and
the first for under $200.

In fact, the ZX81's new 8K Extended
BASIC offers features found only on com-
puters costing two or three times as much.

Just look at what you get:

Continuous display, including moving
graphics

Multi-dimensional string and numerical
arrays
•Plus shipping and handling. Price includes connectors
for TV and cassette, AC adaptor, and FREE manual.

Mathematical and scientific functions
accurate to 8 decimal places

Unique one-touch entry of key words
like PRINT, RUN and LIST

Automatic syntax error detection and
easy editing

Randomize function useful for both
games and serious applications

Built-in interface for ZX Printer

1K of memory expandable to 16K
The ZX81 is also very convenient

to use. It hooks up to any television set
to produce a clear 32-column by 24 -line

display. And you can use a regular
cassette recorder to store and recall

programs by name.

If you already own a ZX80
The 8K Extended BASIC

chip used in the ZX81 is available

as a plug-in replacement for your
ZX80 for only $39.95, plus shipping

and handling—complete with new key-

board overlay and the ZX81 manual.
So in just a few minutes, with no

special skills or tools required, you can
upgrade your ZX80 to have all the
powerful features of the ZX81. (You'll

have everything except continuous dis-

play, but you can still use the PAUSE
and SCROLL commands to get moving
graphics.)

With the 8K BASIC chip, your
ZX80 will also be equipped to use the
ZX Printer and Sinclair software.

Order at no risk**

We'll give you 10 days to try out
the ZX81. If you're not completely satis-

fied, just return it to Sinclair Research
and we'll give you a full refund.

And if you have a problem with

your ZX81, send it to Sinclair Research
within 90 days and we'll repair or replace
it at no charge.
'•Does not apply to ZX81 kits

NEW SOFTWARE:Sinclair has
published pre-recorded pro-
grams on cassettes for your
ZX81, or ZX80 with 8K BASIC.
We're constantly coming out
with new programs, so we'll

send you our latest software
catalog with your computer.

ZX PRINTER: The Sinclair ZX 16K MEMORY MODULE:
Printer will work with your ZX81, Like any powerful, full fledged
or ZX80 with 8K BASIC. It will

be available in the near future
and will cost less than $100.

computer, the ZX81 is expand
able. Sinclair's 16K memory
module plugs right onto the
back of your ZX81 (or ZX80,
with or without 8K BASIC).
Cost is $99.95, plus shipping
and handling.

ZX81 MANUAL: The ZX81
comes with a comprehensive
164-page programming guide
and operating manual de-
signed for both beginners and
experienced computer users.
A 510.95 value, it's yours free
with the ZX81.
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Introducing
the ZX81 kit

If you really want to

save money, and you enjoy

building electronic kits, you
can order the ZX81 in kit form
for the incredible price of just

$99.95* It's the same, full-featured

computer, only you put it together

yourself. We'll send complete, easy-

to-follow instructions on how you can
assemble your ZX81 in just a few hours.

All you have to supply is the soldering iron

How to order

Sinclair Research is the world's larg

est manufacturer of personal computers.

The ZX81 represents the latest

technology in microelectronics, and it

picks up right where the ZX80 left off.

Thousands are selling every week.

We urge you to place your order

for the new ZX81 today. The sooner you
order, the sooner you can start enjoying

your own computer.

To order, simply call our toll free

number, and use your MasterCard or VISA
To order by mail, please use the

upon. And send your check or money
order. We regret that we cannot accept
purchase orders or C.O.D.'s.

CALL 800-543-3000. Ask for op-

erator #509. In Ohio call 800-582-1364.

In Canada call 513-729-4300. Ask for

operator #509. Phones open 24 hours

a day, 7 days a week. Have your Master-

Card or VISA ready.

These numbers are for orders

only. For information, you must write to

Sinclair Research Ltd., 2 Sinclair Plaza,

Nashua, NH 03061.

inczl



DEI-POURR1 By Robert W. Baker

Souped-Up
PET/CBM

With 16-Bit

Board from
Digital Acoustics

DTACK Grounded
Want faster operating speed and higher

performance from your PET/CBM? Digital

Acoustics, Inc., has a new add-on board

for the Commodore systems (besides

others) that adds a 68000 16-bit micro-

processor. The 68000 does not replace

the PET's original 6502 processor; it works

in conjunction with the 6502 improving its

capabilities. The 6502 passes commands
to the 68000 telling it what is to be done.

The 68000 performs the desired function

and returns the results. In this way, the

68000 works as an "attached processor"

improving overall system performance.

The DTACK Grounded board derives its

name from the fact that a very simple

68000 system can be built by grounding

the data acknowledge pin of the 68000.

This drastically simplifies the bus inter-

face between the 68000 and the rest of the

hardware. Normally, the DTACK pin is

used to synchronize data transfers on the

68000 bus and this process can be

very complex. The method developed by

Digital Acoustics has made it much easier

to construct very simple 68000 systems.

The actual printed circuit board is 6V2

by 15 inches and mounts inside the PET.

There is room for up to 92K ofmemory on

the basic 68000 board, but you can get it

with as little as 4K. A separate power

board also mounts inside the PET and at-

taches to the PET's power transformer.

There should be room and reserve power

for a 128K memory expansion board as

well, but this hasn't been confirmed. Ifyou
want to add another 512K of expansion

memory, it will definitely have to

mount outside the PET and a separate

power source will have to be provided. All

this memory is for the 68000 and is not

connected to the 6502 address space.

However, a 2K block of additional static

RAM is attached to the PET starting at lo-

cation $8800 of the 6502 address space.

On power-up, the PET is in control and
can reset the 68000 at any time. The in-

terlace between the 6502 and the 68000 is

via an eight-bit data byte with two status

bits for handshaking. The 68000 runs at
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full speed, all the time, currently running

at 8 MHz.
An 8087 floating-point math processor

board is also planned, once chips are

available from Intel. This should increase

floating-point processing by about 125

times as compared to the original 6502
alone. Until the 8087 is available, floating-

point routines are available in the 68000
and are about 13 times faster than in the

6502.

So far, the 68000 board will only work
with the 8032 or 4016/4032 models. The
PET must have 24-pin ROMs mounted in

sockets. The "fat'' PETs (40-column

machines with 12-inch screens) have the

ROMs soldered in and the 68000 board

cannot be used in them. When adding

the board to a 4016/4032 there are no

changes to the original PET hardware.

On an 8032, one trace must be cut on the

main printed circuit board and a 74LS32
chip must be added to decode the added
RAM and the 68000 interface for the

6502. In either case, you must replace

one of the existing PET ROMs. Digital

Acoustics will not provide the new ROM
due to copyrights on the software within

the ROM. You must burn your own 2532

EPROM with ninejump instructions add-

ed to the original UD9 ROM.
A collection of6502 utilities are provid-

ed in a 2532 EPROM, assembled to plug

into the $A000 socket (UD11). Source

code of the binary code in the EPROM will

be included. This ROM provides various

utility routines to communicate with the

68000. All entries to the ROM are via

jump tables to allow future changes and
additions without changing any software

using the ROM.
The upper 1.5K of the user ROM has

68000 floating-point routines assembled
to run in a minimum 4K 68000 DTACK
Grounded board. This code must be

transferred to the 68000 RAM before be-

ing used. Once it is transferred, floating-

point functions can be performed by
either the 6502 or the 68000, depending

on a one-byte flag in the 2K private RAM
($8800—88FF). When using the 68000
board for floating-point functions, Basic

programs can be loaded and run without

any modifications. Use of the 68000 to

perform the math is completely trans-

parent to the user and to the Basic pro-

gram itself.

Another interesting point is that the

68000 board also works with programs

generated with the DTL compiler for the

8032/8050. Actually, it should work with

any compiler without modifications as

long as the compiler generates calls to

the floating-point routines in the Basic

ROMs.
Currently the floating-point routines

are the only functions performed by the

68000. Additional routines are planned

to transfer more and more processing to

the 68000. You can, however, write your

own routines to be run in the 68000.

Since the same 68000 board is also being

produced for other systems, any general-

purpose routines generated for the 68000
board could be used in these other

systems as well.

For pricing and more detailed infor-

mation, you can write Digital Acoustics,

Inc., 1415 East McFadden. Suite F, Santa

Ana, CA 92705. Prices range from $450
to $1575 depending on the amount of

68000 RAM and whether or not the

68000 chip is included. Prices will drop

accordingly as the cost of the 68000 chip

decreases.

A DTACK Grounded newsletter is also

available at $15 for six issues. This is a

journal for simple 68000 systems and
provides an ongoing report of current ac-

tivities with detailed discussions/listings

of various 68000 routines.

Multipurpose Interface

I recently received a new product an-

nouncement from Teaching Tools:

Microcomputer Services announcing a

Address correspondence to Robert W.
Baker, 15 Windsor Drive, Atco, NJ
08004.



new multipurpose interface for PET/CBM
computers. This is a three-in-one inter-

face that provides a video monitor con-

nector, a sound adapter and an audio
tape recorder control.

The video monitor connection lets you
display anything on the PET screen onto
an external video monitor. This makes
large or multiple displays for classroom
use very easy to connect. A high-quality

rf modulator is also available but can on-
ly be used with the older 40-column
displays with nine-inch screens. This lets

you use a standard TV in place of a video

monitor.

The sound adapter has a built-in am-
plifier, speaker and volume control. It

provides the standard CB2 sound inter-

face while taking its power from the PET.
No batteries are needed.

The audio tape recorder control lets

you add recorded messages to your
programs. You then have complete
start/stop control of an external au-

dio cassette recorder from within your
program.

The interface unit plugs into the back
of the PET/CBM and complete instruc-

tions are included. Price of the basic

multipurpose interface is $109.95 plus

$3 shipping. The rf modulator is $40 ex-

tra. A sample copy of the instructions is

only $1 and can be applied to a later

order. For more information you can
write Teaching Tools: Microcomputer
Services. PO Box 50065, Palo Alto, CA
94303. In Canada you can contact SES
Computing, 465 King St. East, Suite 9,

Toronto, Ontario M5A 1L6.

EHS's Scroll

Carl Moser of Eastern House Software

has come up with another interesting

machine-language utility program for

the PET. CBM and VIC. The Scroll pro-

gram provides the ability to scroll for-

ward and backward through a Basic pro-

gram using the cursor up and cursor

down keys. After listing any line of your
program, simply position the cursor at

the top of the screen and press the cursor

up key to scroll backwards through your

program. The screen actually reverse

scrolls, with the top line displaying the

previous Basic program line.

Auto-repeat is enabled on all keys and
you can simply hold down the cursor up
key to continuously scroll backwards
through the program until you find the

desired line. Similarly, you can position

the cursor at the bottom of the screen and
scroll forward through your program un-

til the end. As you can see, it makes
program-development work a real snap!

When scrolling, you may want to insert

a Basic line or command. To do this you
will need a clear line to enter the com-
mand.

Well, if you hit the DEL (delete) key

whenever you are in column 1 and at

either the top or bottom of the screen, the

cursor will move to the bottom of the

screen and give you a blank line.

The Scroll program initially loads into

memory as a Basic/machine-language

program. The purpose of the Basic part is

to display introductory messages on the

screen. When you type Run, the Basic

part is deleted leaving only the machine-
language scrolling code in upper RAM
memory. The program uses approx-
imately IK of available memory and will

not interfere with Toolkit, ROM Rabbit,

DOS wedge, etc. However, the Scroll pro-

gram must be loaded first, before any
other utilities.

One small quirk of the Scroll program
is mentioned in the documentation. If

any Basic program line is longer than 80
characters when displayed, it may cause

Scroll to misread the next line number if

the 81st character starts in column 1 and
is a number. In effect. Scroll may in-

terpret the character as a Basic line

number and scroll the wrong line onto

the screen. You should be aware but not

overly concerned about this since it

should be a somewhat rare occurrence.

files, and thus loads very quickly. Instead

of using data files, the data to be retained

is actually poked back into the program
itself and the entire program is resaved

on tape. By keeping the data in the first

two lines of the program it makes the

POKEs very easy to set up.

However, the location used in line

1010 (N = 4102) must be changed to

N=1030 if the VIC has the memory
expansion or you are going to use the pro-

gram on a PET. This is because the start-

ing location of RAM memory on the

standard VIC is different from the normal
PET/CBM.

I don't claim to be an accounting ex-

pert but the Home Budget program
works and serves a very useful purpose.

It provides all the desired functions to

keep an accurate home budget with a
minimum of effort. It does not have any
fancy features but simply provides the

necessary information in an easy to use
format.

Various "accounts" within the budget
help to allocate money for different pro-

jected expenses. Accounts for bills paid

The program provides a simple way
of budgeting money for various home expenses

with a minimum of effort.

Eastern House Software is offering this

utility for only $6 on cassette or $9 on
disk (add $3 for overseas). In return for

this surprisingly low cost, they are ask-

ing one small favor. Just make five copies

of their advertising flier and pass them on
to your PET/CBM friends. You get a good-

quality program at a very low cost while

EHS beats the high cost of advertising.

For more information on this and other

fine products you can write Eastern
House Software, 3239 Linda Drive.

Winston-Salem, NC 27106. If you'd like

to see more offers like this be sure to let

them know.

VIC Budget
Here's an interesting program for the

VIC-20 which can be used to maintain
your household budget. It's actually a
newer version of a program I originally

wrote for the PET several years ago. For
those interested, the PET version ap-

peared in the January/February 1980
issue of Compute. I thought it might be

worthwhile to redo it for the VIC since it

was developed for a small system that

used cassette tapes.

The program itself provides a simple

way of budgeting money for various

home expenses with a minimum of ef-

fort. It does not use any separate data

at least once a month are kept in the fami-

ly checking account where they are
readily available. Accounts for other
bills, paid at longer intervals, are normal-
ly kept in the savings account until need-
ed. An account is established for each
major expenditure, such as insurances,

home mortgage, utilities, telephone,
loans, vacations, etc. All smaller ex-

penses are grouped into a miscellaneous
account that is kept in the checking ac-

count. An additional account is reserved
in the savings account for all 'excess'*

funds, as the true "savings'' total.

The names for accounts in the check-

ing account are in line 100 while those for

the savings account are in line 120. Un-
fortunately, the account names must be
kept very short—nine characters or

less—since the VIC only has 22 char-

acters per line. The values of C and S
in line 500 indicate the number of ac-

counts in checking and savings re-

spectively. The total number of all ac-

counts (A) is computed from these two
numbers (A = C + S).

When run, the program displays each
account total along with the current

checking and savings balances for fast

and easy verification. Each transaction is

entered by selecting the appropriate ac-

count number and the value to credit ( +

)

or debit ( - ) the specified account.
Positive values indicate deposits while

negative values indicate expenses or bills
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paid. You can even transfer funds from

one account to another. Simply enter T
for transfer followed by the account num-
bers of the accounts involved and the

amount to transfer. The actual transac-

tions are not recorded, only the running

totals for each account. Remember that

this was supposed to be a simple budget

program.

An account total can become negative

if expenses exceed current funds al-

located for that expense. This effectively

indicates "borrowing" money from other

accounts and should be corrected by

C = #flCCOUNTS IN CHECKING
= OflCCOUNTS IN SAVINGS

TOTAL ^ACCOUNTS
. > = HONEY VALUES

N* ( . > = ACCOUNT NAMES
CB = CHECKING BALANCE
SD = SAVINGS ON DEPOSIT

1 © DATAOOOOOO 1 800088 > 000008

•

000 • OOOOOO 008600 > 000000
20 DATA000000 .. 000000 > 000000 # 000000 .• 000008
30 ;

35 REN *** ABOVE LINES MUST BE FIRST 2 LINES OF PROGRAM ***
40 :

58 REM ACCOUNT NAMES FOR CHECKING
1 00 DATA CHARGES ,

" AUTO EXP " , MORTGAGE , PHONE > UT I L , LOAN , M I SC
110 REM ACCOUNT NAMES FOR SAVINGS
128 DATA "AUTO INS", "FIRE INS", "LIFE INS" ,XMAS, SAVINGS
200 DATA 25,40,140,15,50,40,8 : REM CHECKING PflV DEPOSITS
250 DATA 30,10,20,15,0 : REM SAVINGS PflV DEPOSITS
290
300
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
490
495
500
510
515
520
530
540
550
560
565
570
575
580
585
590
595
60O
610
620
638
648
645
650
660
676
68©
685
690

S=5 R=C+S DIM M •: A > , N* < A ) : CB=0 : SB=0
X-l TO C READ M<X>:CB*CB+H<X>-'NEXT
X=C+1 TO
X=l TO A

:xA: READ M
READ M»<X)

"
= REM 4- 9

'SD=SD+M(X>NEXT
NEXT
PERIODS & A SPACE

LISTING NOTES
"T
II •-*!{

"II"
„ r

700
710
720
730
30O
810
812
815
816
820
325
830
835
340
900
910
912
915
920
950

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

C=7 :

FOR
FOR
FOR
Lt="

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

PR I NT "n"; : C2=0 : S2=0 : FOR X=l TO C V=M<X> GOSUB 909= NEXT
PRINT-PRINT" STTOTAL CHK *"; V=CBGOSUB910 PRINT
FOR X=C+1 TO flV=M<:X> GOSUB 900 = NEXT
PR I NT : PR I NT " aTTOTAL SAV $m i

' V=SD
PRINT" *— ACT* SPSRV :JT«?flNSFER"
REM tt SHIFT - AND SHIFT &
INPUT" OR aD«3NE".;A$:X=VflL<fl$)IF X>0 AND X<=fl THEN 880
IF LEFT*<R*< 1) = "T" THEN 810
IF LEFT$<A$,1>0"P" OR <C1O0> THEN 1000
PRINT: INPUT "CHK DEPOSIT" ; CI : INPUT"SflV DEPOSIT'SSl
C1 = INT<100*(C:1 + .001)>:S1 = INT<100*<S1 + .001))
FOR X=l TO A READ V V-V»100
IF X=C THEN V=C1-C2 PRINT'TFAV DEPOSITS TO. ..": PRINT : PRINT : GOSUB 900
IF X=A THEN V-S1-S2: PRINT: PRINT OOSUB 900
GOSUB 950 -NEXT: PRINT: PRINT:pRINT"<« HIT ANV KEV >» M

GET R$:IF R$="" THEN 720
GOTO 600
PRINT INPUT" +/- $AMT"
PRINT"T1
PRINT"

CLEAR/HOME
CURSOR UP
CURSOR LEFT
REVERSE
REVERSE OFF (SHIFT REVERSE)

GOSUB 910: PRINT" t"

V V=INT< 100*< V+. 001 > >
: GOSUB 950 : GOTO

"REM « 2 CURSOR UP + 21 SPACES
"

: REM *
N>fl THEN 600

606

2 1 SPACES
I NPUT "

m

y FROM ACT# " ; A* = N=VAL (ft*> : IF N< 1 OR
REM tt 2 CURSOR UP, SHIFT + AND SHIFT &
INPUT"' TO ACT#";R$X=VAL<R$>: IF X<1 OR X>fl THEN 600
REM tt SHIFT - AND 3 SHIFT &
PRINT : 1 NPUT " $AMOUNT " ;

V
: V= I NTU 00* ( V+ . 00 1 > )

• I F V<0 THEN 600
REM t 5 SPACES
GOSUB 950 : V=-V : X=N : GOSUB 950 : GOTO 600
PRINT RIGHT$(STR$<X+1O0>,2>;" ";N*<X);RIGHT*<L*, 11-LEN<N*<X))>;
PR I NT R I GHT $ < " " +STR$ < I NT < flBS < V ) / 1 OO >*SGN <V> > » 4)

*

REM t 4 SPACES
IF V<0 AND V>-188 THEN PRINT"lil-0";
PRINT". ";RIGNT*<STR*<flBS(V)*iee>;2>: RETURN
M<X>=M'::X>+V IF X>C THEN SD=SD+V : S2=S2+V : RETURN

96Q CB=CB+V : C2-C2+V : RETURN
lOOO IF LEFT*<A$, 1)<>"D" THEN 600

REM POKE NEW VALUES INTO DATA STATEMENTS OF LINES 10 & 20
N=4102F0R X»l TO A :LMRIGHT*< " "STRt<H<X>>*6)
REM CONSTRUCT 6 CHAR STRING, t 6 SPACES
FOR V=l TO 6 POKE N, ASC<MID*<L*, V, 1 >> N=N+1 NEXT
N=N+1 : IF X=C THEN N=N+5
REM EXTRA 5 IS ADDED AFTER CHECKING ACCOUNTS
REM TO STEP OVER END-OF-LINE FLAG, LINE NUMBER, AND LINK
NEXT
PR I NT "REWIND TAPE" : PR I NT "AND SAVE PROGRAM"
PR I NT : PR I NT"TO RETA I N NEW DATA ! "

: PR I NT : PR I NT

1005
1010
1020
1038
1040
1045
1046
1050
2OO0
2018

READV.

Program listing. VIC Budget program.
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transferring money from another ac-

count if possible. Otherwise you might

want to reconsider the pay deposit value

if a particular account consistently goes

negative. On the other hand, a negative

checking or savings balance would in-

dicate an overdrawn account and should

be avoided.
One other very nice feature of this pro-

gram is the ability to set the amount to be

credited to each account for a paycheck

deposit. Thus, come payday, you simply

enter the amounts to be deposited to

checking and savings and the program

does the rest. Because of this feature, the

last checking account must be the MISC

account and the last savings account

must be the SAVINGS account. The

amount to be deposited from pay to each

account is specified in lines 200 and

250 with a zero value shown for the MISC

and SAVINGS accounts. These accounts

automatically get any remainder from

the pay deposit after all the required

deposits are made to the individual ac-

counts. If the pay deposit is not large

enough to meet the required budget to-

tals for checking and savings, the dif-

ference is subtracted from the MISC
and/or SAVINGS accounts.

Since we are going to save the data

within the program, we must define

storage for the values in data statements.

Line 10 contains the initial values for the

checking accounts and line 20 is for the

savings accounts. Separate data state-

ments were used for checking and sav-

ings to allow easy addition or deletion of

accounts as required. These lines must

be the first two lines of the program for

the POKEs to work correctly.

All values are kept internally as whole

numbers by multiplying each value by

100. This helps avoid decimal points and

problems associated with fractions in

Basic computations, besides making the

data easier to save using POKEs. With six

digits per field, the limiting values for any

account value are - 999.99 to + 9999.99

since the minus sign takes up one digit

space for negative numbers.
To customize the program for your

own use. simply set the correct values of

C and S in line 500. Then add or delete

the required data fields in lines 10 and
20. You should have one field of six zeros

for each account, with a separating com-

ma. Do not add any separating spaces!

Then add or delete the account names in

lines 100 and 120. Change any names as

desired but keep each to a maximum of

nine characters.
Now set the PAY deposit values for

each account in lines 200 and 250 by tak-

ing into consideration the related ex-

penses and frequency of payment. Re-

member to keep the MISC and SAVINGS
accounts as the last accounts in the

checking and savings, with zero pay

deposit values for each. Individual ac-

counts can be added or deleted at any

time by making similar changes. Just

don't forget to get an account value to

Reader Service for facing page * 150-*



Our drives feature excellent engineering, and
all of the advanced performance features you've
come to expect from the nation's leading disk
drive manufacturers. All systems are completely
burned-in and tested. And, you'll see at least

five quality assurance stamps on each and every
drive, which is how we make sure our drives
will run and will continue to run past our
optional two year extended warranty.
Our drive packages start at $250.00 and in-

clude a comprehensive operations manual and
an attractive static free, dust free cover.

Systems available for Altos, 1 Apple™. Atari.

Heath™, North Star™. S-100, 2TRS-80™ (Model
I, ll, III, Color). Zenith™.

If one of our drives fails to meet your highest
expectations of how trouble free and reliable a
disk drive can be, then return it to us for a
complete refund.*

So, before you buy another drive, take a test
drive with one of ours. We're sure that you'll

findTRAXXtobethe
finest.

IT'S GUARANTEED!

Call our toll-free TRAXX LINE: 1-800-621-3102. In Illinois, call: (312) 987-1024. 10AM-6PM CST.
Monday thru Friday. 'For full refund drives must be returned within 10 days of purchase.



zero by transferring any money to other

accounts before deleting the account.

This will keep your checking and savings

balances correct.

The program listing has a number of

remark statements to help document the

program. If you should decide to use the

program, please don't bother entering

these lines. They'll only make the pro-

gram loading and saving much longer,

just what we wanted to try to avoid. Once
typed in, a few minutes experimenting

with the program should clearly indicate

how it works. Enter a few transactions,

then type D (for done) and list lines 10

and 20 to see what was saved within the

program. If you have any problems,

check for extra spaces in lines 10 and 20
or check the POKE address in line 1010.

Remember that N=4102 only works

with the basic VIC: it must be changed to

N = 1030 if you have the expansion

memory or are using the program on a

standard PET/CBM system.

This whole program was originally

used to illustrate the idea of saving data

within the program itself. The basic

theory is to include data statements in

the program with initial data specified for

the first time the program is run. The
data statements and their associated

data define space within the program for

the data that is to be saved after each

time the program is run. Before terminat-

ing, the program simply pokes the new
values to be saved back into the data

statements to replace the original data.

The entire program is then saved after

each execution and the latest data is

automatically included without any

What's

The best disk emulator you'll find anywhere. It's a single

512K byte memory board. (1 Megabyte on special order) It

operates like a disk, except far faster. Your software is

compatible with no modifications.

No strings attached. No need for a special CPU, DMA, I/O,

or disk controller. No need to return your operating system
disk. No changes to your present hardware.
SemiDisk doesn't interfere with memory space, which is

left totally free for the operating system or user programs. If

you have an 8080, 8085, or Z80 CPU with CP/M 2.X on S-100,

you can use it right now. (Available soon for TRS-80 Model 2

and IBM Personal Computer.)

Unmatched Performance:
• 30 to 300 times faster than 8" floppies
• Much faster than hard disks
• Expandable to 8 Megabytes
• Only 0.6 amps (typ) supply current for 512K
(0.9 amps for 1 Megabyte)

SemiDisk is the least expensive disk emulator per byte of

storage. At $1995 for 512K, it's less than a third the cost of the

closest competition.
So compare price, performance, hardware requirements,

flexibility, storage density, and expandability, and you'll

select SemiDisk!

SemiDisk
Systems

P.O. BoxGG
Beaverton, OR

97075
(503)-

642-3100

TRS-80 trademark of Rad ;o Shack — CP/M Trademark of Digital Research

special actions by the user. Whenever

the program is loaded, the previous data

is readily available using the standard

read command of Basic. Saving data us-

ing this method is extremely simple, but

it does require knowing the format of

Basic lines stored in memory.
For those newcomers to the Com-

modore world and Microsoft Basic, here's

a quick overview of the structure of your

Basic program in memory. Quite simply,

each line consists of two bytes containing

the line number converted to a 16-bit

hexadecimal quantity, a two-byte link or

address pointer to the start of the next se-

quential line of the program, the actual

text of the Basic line, and a one-byte end

of line flag (a zero value). The actual text

of each line is compressed, with each Ba-

sic keyword replaced with a single byte

token representing the corresponding

Basic keyword.
Your Basic program starts at location

4097 on the VIC-20 without any expan-

sion memory. With the memory expan-

sion, or on a standard PET/CBM, the pro-

gram actually starts at location 1025. So.

looking at line 10, the two-byte line

number starts at 4097 followed by the

two-byte link and the data token. Thus,

the first digit of the first data field is

stored at location 4102 on the VIC-20.

This is how the correct value for N (line

1010) was computed.
When the data is poked back into the

data statements it must be converted to a

character string of the same length as the

data field in the data statement. This is

done in line 1010 by taking the RIGHTS
of the value string concatenated to a

string of spaces. This guarantees a string

of exactly six characters in length, with

any necessary leading spaces added. The
entire six-character string is then poked

back into the data statement in line 1030

to erase any previous data as well as stor-

ing the new data.

Each time a character is poked back in-

to the program, the pointer (N) is in-

cremented accordingly. Note, however,

that after completing the checking ac-

counts (when X = C) another 5 is added to

the pointer N. This corrects the pointer

for the fact that another program line is

used for the saving accounts. The addi-

tional 5 accounts for the end of line flag in

line 10 and the two-byte line number and
two-byte link in line 20.

If you should use this technique of sav-

ing data within your own program, don't

forget it can be used to save strings or

numbers. Be careful you don't destroy

the data statement itself or the separating

commas when poking characters into a

data statement. Also, don't forget the ex-

tra bytes between program lines. Each
field definition must reserve enough
space for the longest length expected to

be encountered by the program. Numeric
values must be converted to strings

before being saved. Quotes should be

used at the beginning and end of each

field when saving text strings.
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EPROM
PROGRAMMER

Shown assembled EPROM not included.

For single supply 2516, 2716 & 2758 EPROMs. Connects through
a user supplied interface to any computer system. Inter-

facing requires two 8-bit ports plus hand-shake lines. One of the
ports must be software controllable for input or output. Timing is

done via hardware, thus is independent of MPU clock rate. Verify
erased. Program — entire or partiar. Auto verify after program-
ming. Transfer contents to RAM for modifying or duplicating.

Select Documentation for: Interface to:

6502 6820 PIA or 6522 VIA
6800 6820 PIA
6809 6820 PIA

8080/8085/Z80 8255 PPI
Comprehensive documentation booklet contains schematic, instructions for construe
tion. check-out and use. and a well commented assembly listing for the specified MPU.

Complete kit of parts (includes ZIF socket) $ 45.00
Bare PC board and Documentation $ 25.00
Software listings for additional MPUs

(with purchase of Kit or PC board) $ 5.00
Ordering: Specify MPU Add 5% for P&H Overseas add 10%. Ariz, residents add 5% tax

Micro Technical Products, Inc.
, _

814 W. Keating Ave., Dept. K ^280 '

Mesa, Arizona 85202 • 602-839-8902

Coid

Super
Compuprism

Color Graphics
iA

• _r .

For the S-100 Bus. 32K of on board memory
allows a 288 H. x 192V. dot matrix, for a total

of 55,296 pixels. Every pixel is progromable in

any one of 1 6 colors or 1 6 grey levels

completely independent of all other pixels in the

matrix.

Compuprism Bare Board with documentation
S45, kit $240, ass and tested $280.
(16K Memory 144H. x 192V.)

Super Compuprism Bare Board with

documentation $50, kit $350, ass. and tested

$395

(32K Memory 288H. x 192V.)

Add $ 1 5 to A & T price for 1 6 level grey scale

.

Add $ 1 5 to A & T price for memory
management port.

Compuprism software package, includes alpa-

numberics, point plot, line draw, and TRS-80*
graphics simulation $20 or FREE with A & T unit.

Z-80 Users
You Can Usel
TRS-80 *

Software
We offer an assembled hardware
interface which we guarantee

will load data from TRS-80*

cassettes into any Z-80 based
system. (Except sealed units.)

The documentation explains how
to patch the TRS-80* software

to your system. In fact you can

virtually change your Z-80
machine into a TRS-80* without

making a single hardware

change The documentation also

includes an example of patching

SARG0N II** into a Z-80
system

.

The price is $30 or FREE with the|

purchase of an assembled
compuprism or super compuprism
unit.

AD, DA Board

S-100 board provides 16 chan-
nels of analog to digital input

and 8 channels of digital to

analog output. With on board
kluge area. Total cost of board
and parts less than $120. Bare
board with documentation $45.

ALL COD ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN 72 HOURS.
EXPANDORAM $10.

4MHz MOD FOR S.D. SYSTEMS

J.I.S. GRAPHICS, P.O. Box 2752
Tulsa, OK 74101, (918) 742-7104
TRS-80* is a trademark of Tandy Corp.
SARGON II** is a trademark of Hayden Book Co.

JOHN STARKWEATHER'S

$149.95 For all CP/M systems. Works
with Apple (softcard need-
ed), TRS-80, North Star, Super-

DISKETTE AND MANUAL brajn> Micropolis, Vector and
many other microcomputers. Needs 32K RAM, one disk drive
and CRT or video display and keyboard.

• PILOT for Programmed, Inquiry, Learning Or Teaching.

• An excellent interactive language for education and office automation.
• Perfect companion for BASIC, COBOL and PASCAL to solve training and

documentation problems.

• John Starkweather, Ph.D., creator of PILOT, wrote this version to meet
all PIL0T-73 standards and added many new features.

• New features include full screen text editor, commands to drive
optional equipment such as VTR's & voice response units.

• Currently used in many college and progressive high schools.

• Use for interactive applications—data entry, programmed instruction
and testing.

MimiM

$119.95
For all CP/M-based systems. Re-
quires 32K RAM, one disk drive
and CRT or video display and

DISKETTE AND MANUAL keyboard.

A character oriented full screen video display text editor designed
specifically for program preparation.

Write program in COBOL, FORTRAN, BASIC or similar languages.
Features include single key commands for cursor control, scrol-

ling, block moves, search and replace, tab setting and multiple file

insertions.

$199.95
DISKETTE AND MANUAL

For all CP/M or MP/M operat-
ing systems. Requires 32K
RAM and one disk drive.

Edition II of Nevada COBOL is based on ANSI-74 Standards.
With 48K RAM, you can compile and execute up to 4000 state-

ments.

COPY statement for library handling.

CALL.. .USING. ..CANCEL
PERFORM. ..THRU. ..TIMES. ..UNTIL.. .paragraph or section names.
IF... NEXT SENTENCE... ELSE...NEXT SENTENCE AND/OR < = >
NOT.

GO TO. ..DEPENDING ON...

Interactive ACCEPT/DISPLAY...
RELATIVE (random) access files

Sequential files both fixed and variable length.

INSPECT. . .TALLYING . . .REPLACING .

O
ELLIS COMPUTING

2?
cod» welcome

600 41st Avenue, Dept. K
San Francisco, CA 94121
U.S.A.

(415) 751-1522

^180

CP/M, MP/M and TRS-80 are registered TMs of Digital Research and Tandy Corporation.

^See List of Advertisers on page 178 Microcomputing, March 1982 17



Because your computer is
BUSINESS ANALYSIS

Business Analysis is a flexible, professional time series analysis and forecast-

ing package. It features a unique graphing capability and can direct any chart or

graph to your printer. Ideal for personal or business applications, Business Analy-

sis can be used in sales and stock market analysis, forecasting, product or

business planning, and family spending and energy consumption trends. Docu-

mentation included. Model I & III, Level II, 16K.

TRS-80,* Tape, #0140R-36 $75.00

TRS-80,* Disk, #0152RD-36 $99.95

EASY CALC
Easy Calc is a unique program that will turn your computer into an electronic

worksheet with all the speed and power of a programmable calculator. In addition

to the regular calculator features, you can calculate percentages, summations of

all rows of columns and other time saving functions. Your worksheets can be

merged with Scripsit* word processor files for complete, professional reports.

ENTER and SAVE your calculations with a touch of a single key! Easy Ca/c's

special library feature allows you to name each file with up to 28 characters. All op-

tions are MENU selectable and described in plain English. A detailed User's

Manual is provided.

TRS-80,* Disk, #0369R3D-36 (Model III version) $49.95

TRS-80,* Disk, #0269RD-36 (Model I version) $49.95

TLDIS/DLDIS
Tape and disk-based Labeling Disassemblers, TLDIS and DLDIS are three-pass

disassemblers which assign labels (where appropriate) to routines in a machine-

code program to give an output which is identical to a hand-assembled source

code. Options enable you to send the disassembly to a lineprinter or to tape. TLDIS

and DLDIS have many other special features and come complete with documenta-

tion. Model I & III, Level II, 16K.

TLDIS, TRS-80,* Tape, #0230R-36 $14.95

DLDIS, TRS-80,* Disk, #0231RD-36 $19.95

THE ELECTRONIC BREADBOARD
The Electronic Breadboard permits the design and analysis of analog circuits. It

can be used to evaluate voltages, currents, impedance and the frequency response

of any circuit. This package is ideal for audio component repairmen, ham radio

operators, hobbyists, electrical engineers, telecommunications engineers,

audiphiles and students of electronics. It is a great training aid! Documentation is

included. Model I & III, Level II, 16K.

TRS-80,* Tape, #0287R-36 $49.95

SUPER»TERMINAL
The most flexible and powerful microcomputer terminal program available at

any price, Super»Terminal, allows you to communicate with almost any other

computer system quickly and efficiently. It provides single key auto sign-on, file

transfer capabilities which include prompted output and Xon/Xoff code recogni-

tion, and a continuous count of parity, framing and overrun errors. These and many
more features make communications with Super»Terminal fast, efficient and

easy to use. Requires TRS-80* Model I or Model III with 32K memory and one disk

drive. Documentation is included.

TRS-80,* Disk, #5700RD-36 $95.00

TYPING TEACHER
Transform your computer into both a typewriter and an instructor with this com-

plete seven-part package. Includes on-screen diagrams and practice sessions.

Your computer becomes a bottomless page for typing practice. The lessons are

tailored to the keyboard, but train you to use any standard typewriter. Manual.

Model I & III, Level II, 16K.

TRS-80,* Tape, #0099R-36 $12.95

SPACE SHUTTLE
Instant Software's Space Shuttle puts you in the command pilot's seat of

America's first reusable space shuttle. Until commercial space flight becomes a

reality, this is the closest you'll get to the ultimate flight. Complete with documen-

tation. Model I & III, Level II, 16K.

TRS-80,* Tape, #0332R-36 $14.95

JET FIGHTER PILOT
After you've flown a few missions with the Jet Fighter Pilot package, you'll know

you've earned your wings. Jet Fighter Pilot is a brilliantly realistic simulation of a

real mission putting you in total control of the aircraft. All controls respond the

same as they would on a real jet fighter. This combat flying program comes with

comprehensive documentation. Model I & III, Level II, 16K.

TRS-80,* Tape, #0159R-36 • $14.95

DANGER IN ORBIT
Danger in Orbit is a real-time, machine-code space game with variable levels of

difficulty, superb high-speed graphics, sound effects and automatic scorekeeping.

Destroy asteroids with your anti-matter cannon! Prevent alien spacecraft from in-

vading the Terran Defense Network. Avoid alien attacks from hyperspace. Only

lightning reflexes and nerves of steel will enable you to survive Danger In Orbit.

Comes with documentation. Model I & III, Level II, 16K.

TRS-80,* Tape, #0237R-36 $14.95

SKYBOMBERS II

Skybombers II is an aerial war game pitting two nations against each other. Bat

tlesounds and graphically displayed explosions give each battle a vivid reality. The

scores for both countries are constantly updated at the bottom of the display

screen. Experience air warfare at its best with Skybombers II. Requires 32K RAM,

Applesoft in ROM and game paddles. Documentation is included.

APPLE,* Tape, #0183A-36 $9.95

APPLE,* Disk, #0271AD-36 $19.95

BALL TURRET GUNNER (with sound)

Ball Turret Gunner is a deep space, laser attack game. As a member of the Ball

Turret Gunner service you're at the console of the spaceship: your mission-
destroy the enemy! Multiple levels of difficulty, optional sound effects, superb

graphics and complete documentation enhance this program. Model I only.

TRS-80,* Tape, #0051R-36 $9.95



YES, 1 want to join the celebration!
^

Send me dealer information. D Check here for FREE catalog.

Here's my order. Please add $2.50 per order for postage & handling

Air Flight Simulation

Air Flight Simulation

Ball Turret Gunner

Business Analysis

Business Analysis

Cosmic Patrol

Cosmic Patrol

Danger in Orbit

DLDIS

Easy Calc

Easy Calc

Elec. Breadboard

TRS-80,*Tape, #0017R . . $9.95

APPLE,*Tape, #0148A . . $9.95

TRS-80,*Tape, #0051 R .
. . $9.95

TRS-80,*Tape, #0140R •
.$75.00

TRS-80,*Disk, #0152RD . $99.95

TRS-80;Tape, #0223R .$14.95

TRS-807Disk, #0224RD .$19.95

TRS-80,*Tape, #0237R $14.95

TRS-80,*Disk, #0231 RD $19.95

TRS-80,*Disk, W3369R3D . $49.95

TRS-80,*Disk, #0269RD . $49.95

TRS-80;Tape, #0287R . $49.95

sed Mastercai

.Geography Exp.:USA

Jet Fighter Pilot

Master Reversi

Santa Paravia

.Santa Paravia

_Santa Paravia

_Skybombers II

_Skybombers II

_Space Shuttle

Super»Terminal

TLDIS

^Typing Teacher

TRS-80;Disk,

TRS-80;Tape,

TRS-80,*Disk,

TRS-80,*Tape,

APPLE;Tape,

APPLF.rDisk,

APPL'£,*Tape,

APPLE,*Disk,

TRS-80,*Tape,

TRS-80;Disk,

TRS-80.*Tape.

TRS-80,*Tape,

#0071RD

#0159R

#0378RD
#0043R

#0174A

#0229AD

#01 83

A

#0271AD

#0332R

#5700RD

#0230R
#0099R

. $49.95

.$14.95

. $29.95

. . $9.95

. . $9.95

.$19.95

. . $9.95

. .$19.95

. $14.95

. . $95.00

. .$14.95

. $12.95

D Visa D American Express

Exp. Date.

SHIP TO (if other than opposite)

Name

Address

Telephone

•TRS-80 and APPLE are trademarks of Tandy Corp. and Apple Computer Co.. respect.vely

City State. Zip.

RC-36
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BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 1024 PETERBOROUGH, NH 03458

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRES

InstantSoftwnre
Rte. 101A & Elm Street
Peterborough, NH 03458
Att: Order Dept.

|
NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
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UNITED STATES
|
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only as good as the software
GEOGRAPHY EXPLORER:USA

Learn the vital facts about each state in our union in the most fun and
fascinating way yet. The program displays computer generated maps of the United
States, its seven regions and even its individual states. Questions may be multiple
choice, recognition or fill-in format. A unique TEACHER mode allows multiple op-
tions of how the material is to be presented. As an added bonus, Geography Ex-
plorer:USA has the capability of supporting a light pen. The union of sophisticated
software with the speed and novelty of the light pen represents a milestone in Com-
puter Assisted Instruction. Fully documented, this program is educational for any
age group. Model I or III, Level II, 16K.

TRS-80,* Disk, #0071RD-36 $49.95

MASTER REVERSI
Master Reversi is a state-of-the-art game that's simple to play, yet infinitely

challenging. It is a tournament-winning program that has more features than any
other reversi program on the market. Master Reversi offers a special library of
tournament-level games for you to analyze. Whether you're having fun or studying
for the world championship, Master Reversi is the game for you. Documentation in-

cluded. Model I, Level II, 16K.

TRS-80,* Disk, #0378RD-36 $29.95

AIR FLIGHT SIMULATION
An actual simulated take off, flight and landing, Air Flight Simulation is

both fun and educational. Basic flight instructions, explanations of basic
aerodynamics, principals of flight and well illustrated documentation included.
TRS-80* version requires Model l*or III, Level II, 16K. APPLE* version requires 16K
RAM and Applesoft.

TRS-80,* Tape, #0017R-36 $9.95
APPLE,* Tape, #0148A-36 $9.95

COSMIC PATROL
With Cosmic Patrol you get the best of the search and destroy space games. Im-

pressive sound option and superb graphics make Cosmic Patrol the best of its

kind. Defend your interstellar space and prey on the enemy with this fast, real-time

action game program. Documentation included. Model I & III, Level II, 16K.

TRS-80,* Tape, #0223R-36 $14.95
TRS-80,* Disk, #0224RD-36 $19.95

SANTA PARAVIA AND FIUMACCIO
Build a powerful kingdom from your tiny city-state. Set in the year 1400 AD,

in Italy, this challenging program allows you to test all your leadership skills.

See if you have what it takes to be a wise and competent ruler. Well
documented. TRS-80* version Model I & III, Level II, 16K. APPLE* version requires
Applesoft in ROM.
TRS-80,* Tape, #0043R-36 $9.95

APPLE,* Tape. #0174A-36 $9.95

APPLE,* Disk, #0229AD-36 $19.95

Here's how to order:
RETAIL: Ask us for a list of the Instant Software dealers nearest you. If there is

not one near you, let us know. Meanwhile, if you would like to order any of the
products featured on these pages call toll-free 800-258-5473, or use the handy
reply card in this magazine (a photocopy of it is acceptable). Just fill in the
necessary information and return it to us. To receive a free copy of our latest
catalog, just ask, or check the appropriate box on the reply card. Visa, Master-
card, American Express and personal checks or money orders are accepted.
Sorry, no C.O.D.s. Please add $2.50 per order for postage & handling.

DEALERS: If you would like to join the hundreds of Instant Software dealers in
the United States, Canada and Europe who are already celebrating our software,
fill in the coupon below (a photocopy is acceptable) or call toll-free 800-258-5473
and ask for our dealer sales department.

*TRS-80, and Scripsit are trademarks of Tandy Corp. APPLE is a trademark of
Apple Computer Co.

InstantSoftware
A SUBSIDIARY OF WAYNE GREEN INC., PETERBOROUGH, NH 03458

/ I want to join the celebration! \
As an Instant Software dealer you can open up a new world

of software for your customers. You'll receive the finest

business, utilities, applications, games, simulations and educa-

tional software for most popular microcomputers. Find out

how you can increase your profits as an Instant Software

dealer. Inquire today—you owe yourself a celebration.

I

Call me directly.

end me dealer information.
Dealer name

Address

City State. Zip.

Your name

Telephone ( )

AREA CODE

Instant Software, Inc., Peterborough, NH 03458 C'36



DIAL-UP DIRECTORY

Moving Files

Made Easy

By Frank J. Derfler, Jr.

With Smart
Terminal

Programs

In this month's Dial-Up Directory, we
will examine the ways in which files can

be transferred between microcomputer

systems. In the process, I will describe an

interesting (and inexpensive!) new smart

terminal program for the TRS-80 Models

I and III called Modem 80. But first, let's

look at a communicating game from Ad-

venture International called COMMBAT.

Blasting Bits

Playing games against a computer is

one way to enjoy yourself, but playing

against a flesh-and-blood person adds

several dimensions of strategy and skill

that are difficult for a computer to match.

Bob Schilling has written an interactive

real-time war game for two physically

separated players called COMMBAT.
This two-system war game is being re-

leased through Adventure International.

The best part of this program, from my
point of view, is that versions of the soft-

ware are being released for the TRS-80

I/III and Color, the Atari, the Apple II, and

later the Commodore VIC and possibly

the NEC. The game will run on disk or

cassette machines. This means that two

players, equipped with any two of these

computers and connected by modems
and telephone lines, can play a real-

time game across town or across the na-

tion. (They could also play across the

room if they were connected by an RS-

232C cable.)

Since the same program is running on

both machines, playing time is not taken

up by the transmission of complete

screens of information. The program on-

ly has to transmit status messages be-

tween the systems to update the dis-

plays. The usual sector map and status

boards are available along with a wide

selection of weapons and strategies.

The significant difference between this

and other games of weapons and man-

euver comes from the presence of the

"other" human, who is only known
through his or her strategy and tactics.

The game is most interesting for evenly

matched players.
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Transferring files on a disk

is only simple if the

machines and operating

systems are identical.

COMMBAT is available from Adven-

ture International, 507 East St., Box

3435, Longwood, FL 32750. (Order

phone 800-327-7172.) The cost ranges

from $19.95 to $24.95, depending on the

medium and machine.

This program provides an excellent ex-

ample of the ability of the data communi-

cations port to serve as a common link

between different computers regardless

of their power or design.

Moving Files

People want to transfer files of informa-

tion from one computer to another for

many reasons. Authors transfer stories to

their publishers, businesses transfer or-

ders and accounting information and
programmers transfer programs for sale

or development.

The simplest way to transfer files is to

carry them on a floppy disk. This is prac-

tical when a standard disk format is used,

like the eight-inch single-density disk

commonly used to transfer CP/M pro-

grams and files. But, as so many of us

know, the kinds of disk formats and disk

drives in use vary widely—particularly in

the world of 5V4-inch disk drive systems.

Not only are machines from different

manufacturers completely different, but

even the same model machine from a

single manufacturer may not read disks

formatted under different versions of the

operating system. Obviously, the simple

method of transferring files on a disk is

only simple if the machines and operat-

ing systems are identical. But there are

other ways to get the job done.

The data communications ports of al-

most all microcomputers (except Com-
modore) use RS-232C signaling and the

ASCII data alphabet. The data communi-

cations port provides a good way of trans-

ferring file information because the re-

ceived and transmitted information is

not influenced by the kinds of drives, the

size of the disks, or the operating system

in use.

But to transmit and receive data to and

from the disk system, you need a special

program. This program not only allows

the computer to act as a terminal (dis-

playing the received and echoed data); it

also allows the computer to exchange in-

formation to and from the communica-
tions port, system RAM and the disk

drives. A program like this has to do a lot

of buffering, initializing and interacting

with the operating system which is never

seen by the operator. Hopefully, all the

operator sees are simple displays and

easily understood operating-system

messages.

Common File Transfer Programs

The most common file-transfer pro-

grams are those meant for the exchange

of ASCII text. They capture all of the data

entering the communications port and

save it into a disk file. A word-processing

program can be used at a later time to

clean up any stray words (such as

prompts or operator messages from the

other system) that might have been cap-

tured along with the desired text. This

kind of ASCII text file can stand an occa-

sional garbled character caused by noise

on the telephone line or other
interference.

The best of these text transfer pro-

grams have several nice features. They
often will move the data through the

RAM in blocks so that disk files larger

than the available RAM size can be creat-

ed. This is useful when the disk will be

used on a larger, but otherwise identical,

system. These programs will often allow

for opening and closing the receive buffer

with a single keystroke while the pro-
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gram is on-line. This allows the operator

to easily pre-edit the received data.

In the transmit mode, most smart ter-

minal programs will respond to prompts

from the distant receiving system which

tell the transmitting microcomputer
when the receiving system is ready to

take the next character or line. They will

also usually allow for some control over

the speed of the characters being sent—
not in terms of the actual transmission

speed, each character is still sent at the

standard speeds of 1 10, 300, 600 or 1200

bits per second, but in terms of through-

put, so that the transmission and receiv-

ing systems do not become overloaded.

Some programs have some very spe-

cial features. ST80 III, written by Lance
Micklus, will compare each transmitted

character with its echo. If they differ it

will display a trouble message. At this

point, the operator can only choose be-

tween going on and aborting the op-

eration.

Omniterm, written by David Lind-

burgh, offers a slightly more accurate

method of determining if a file has been

received correctly from another Omni-
term-equipped machine.

An Omniterm utility program trans-

lates any file into a special bit-packed for-

mat with checksums at the end of each

line and a sum of all checksums at the

end of the file. It will detect any errors in a

file received from another Omniterm sys-

tem, but it does nothing about correcting

those errors.

Modem 80 is an

uncommonly capable

smart terminal program

at a very low price.

Error Detection and Correction

This kind of file transfer capability is

good enough for ASCII files and it will

often work with program files when the

telephone circuits are ofhigh quality. But
many people who transfer binary files,

machine-language program files, or files

of financial data need 100 percent ac-

curacy in their file transfer programs.

One error can result in programs that will

not run or serious mistakes in business

statistics. These people need both error

detection and automatic error correction

in their smart terminal programs. Sever-

al programs available under the CP/M op-

erating system perform this kind of reli-

able file transfer.

CP/M Block Transfer Programs
A program is available in the public do-

main called "Modem" which provides for

automatic error detection and retrans-

mission of the incorrect data until it is

transferred correctly. The Modem pro-

gram was originally written by Ward
Christensen (one of the developers of the

first successful CBBS) and is on the CP/M
User's Group disk number 25. Modem
breaks files into 128-byte blocks. Each
block is transmitted along with a numer-
ical checksum that allows the receiving

program to compare the value of the

checksum for each block with the block
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value sent by the transmitting program.

If the value is not the same, the program

retransmits the block until it is correct—

although it usually is set to stop after the

tenth try.

Clink

Another widely used program has a

slightly different protocol which it uses

for file transfer. Clink was written by

Larry Hughes in 1978. Larry now esti-

mates that over 5000 copies of the pro-

gram are in circulation, although he

hasn't released it into the public domain.

Larry claims that this gives his program
the dubious honor of being one of the

most stolen pieces of software in the field.

Clink uses blocks ofdata which are 256
bytes long or greater. It operates under
the same general concept as Modem and
other protocol file transfer programs in

that it will retransmit the block when it

detects an error. The cyclic redundancy
check system used by Clink is statistical-

ly more certain to produce 100 percent

reliable copy than the checksum system
used in Modem.
Clink is a command-driven program

(as opposed to the more common menu-
driven programs). An updated (legal) ver-

sion of the program is available from My-
croft Labs, PO Box 6045, Tallahassee, FL
32301, for $75. Version 3.5 includes a
number of bug fixes and new features

such as control-Q/control-S handshaking
for the transmission of large data files.

The Crosstalk program from Microstuf,

which has been reviewed before in this

column, is completely compatible with

the Clink file transfer protocol. A new
version of Crosstalk should be available

by the time this article is published

which has many special operating fea-

tures. By the way, Microstuf, Inc., has
moved across town in Atlanta. They are

now at 1900 Leland Drive, Suite 12,

Marietta, GA 30067.
Another file transfer program operat-

ing under CP/M is called COMMX. It is a

very good menu-driven program which
will receive a more thorough review here

in the future. COMMX uses a 128-byte

block, but it uses seven-bit bytes. This

unique feature allows the program to be

used on time-sharing networks, and local

networks such as Xerox's Ethernet,

which will pass only seven-bit data. The
COMMX program is available for $75

from Hawkeye Grafix. 23914 Mobile St.,

Canoga Park, CA 91307.

Out of all of these programs, only Clink

and Crosstalk use a common protocol er-

ror detection and correction scheme. All

of the other programs can only exchange

files with computers equipped with an-

other copy ofthemselves. Until the devel-

opment of the next program we are about

to see, users of non-CP/M computers had
no way to exchange data files using

reliable statistical error detection and

correction techniques.

Modem 80

Modem 80 follows the Modem protocol,

but operates on the TRS-80 computer.

Written by Leslie Mikesell, it is a com-
plete smart terminal package available

on TRS-80 Model I disk format. I've used
the program for several weeks and I'm

very pleased with most of what Leslie

has done.

Anyone with a single disk drive

TRS-80 Model I/III should know by now
that he will have trouble using many of

the programs available from non-Tandy

sources. The TRS-80s need to have an

operating system disk available seeming-

ly every time the disk turns, and outside

sources are not allowed to supply their

software on a system disk. If you don't

have a two-drive system, you need a

friend with one. Modem 80 easily chang-

es into a Model III program by the use of

the Convert utility on a two-drive system.

The program has two main features-

its protocol file exchange capability and
its price. The protocol file exchange por-

tion of the program will let you exchange

files with either a CP/M computer run-

ning Modem or another TRS-80 running

Modem 80. The Modem 128-byte block

protocol described above is used. This

program should answer the wishes of

many serious TRS-80 users. At $39.95

( + $2 shipping), it's a steal.

Modem 80 has several other unique
features. A single-key command lets you
transmit one line of a file at a time. This

means that you can load all of your sign-

on codes into a single file once, and then

transmit them one-by-one in response to

the prompts from the system you're

using. In many programs with an auto-

matic transmission function, you have to

put in nulls where you expect the system
prompts to come, and hope that the nulls

are equal to or longer than the delays in

the time-shared system. Usually, they
aren't.

Modem 80 also lets you have both a file

for transmission and a file for reception

available simultaneously. This means
you can prowl through bulletin boards

quickly. You can easily capture those

messages you want to save (usi* g the

nonprotocol data capture feature of

Modem 80) and just as smoothly leave

messages you've prepared without leav-

ing the on-line mode to open and close

files from some local menu selection.

Modem 80 has other features, such as



the ability to both transmit and receive

files larger than the available RAM. The
program designates the number keys at

the top of the keyboard as special func-

tion keys when they are used with the

clear key. These special function keys al-

low the user to do things like toggle the

printer off and on and open and close the

capture buffer without leaving the on-

line mode. Modem 80 has some valuable

menus, but the most commonly-used
features are available from the on-

line mode.
The program is designed for 300-bps

operation. It can operate at 1200 bps if

you don't have to scroll the screen. A spe-

cial patch on the disk will allow the

program to operate with full features

at speeds of up to 2400 bps with the

LDOS operating system on the TRS-80
Model III.

Modem 80 contains other advanced
features, such as four separate transla-

tion tables which can be used to filter and
convert characters going out the commu-
nications port, to the display screen, to

the disk file and to the printer.

The instruction manual is packed with

information. It includes a glossary and
detailed descriptions of the RS-232C sig-

naling scheme and control codes. Unfor-

tunately, the information is not well-or-

ganized, and there is no index and a very

skimpy table of contents. The subjects

are not introduced very smoothly, but

once you find out where you are, all the

information that you need is in the book.

In short. Modem 80 is an uncommonly
capable smart terminal program at a
very low price. But that ain't all. Along
with Modem 80 and all of its utility pro-

grams, Leslie has included a program he

calls Host 1

.

Hostl turns any TRS-80 Model I or

III—regardless of the DOS—into a remote

operation system. It allows users to dial

into your auto-answer modem and use

your computer to run, load or transfer

data. The protocol file transfer subpro-

gram can be run by itself so that remote

users can perform a complete unattend-

ed transfer of files with a high assurance

of accuracy.

Hostl doesn't have any fancy protec-

tion schemes or passwords, but remem-
ber, this program is a "freebie" with a

communications package that only costs

$42 in the first place. Go ahead "and bury

Leslie with your letters and certified

checks. Order Modem 80 ($39.95 + $2
shipping—no credit cards) from Leslie

Mikesell, 32466 SR541, Walholding. OH
43843.

Tell Me!

If you make a product for microcom-
puter data communications or if you
have any specific problems, questions or

complaints, let me hear from you. Send

paper mail to PO Box 691, Herndon, VA
22070. Address electronic mail to

TCB967 on The Source or 70003.455 on

CompuServe.
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Professors

Take Plunge

Compiled by Eric Maloney

Lease/Purchase Program
Catches On

At Hampshire

Micros and the Liberal Arts
Can computer science and the liberal

arts find true happiness together? At

Hampshire College in Amherst, MA, the

answer is a resounding "yes."

At first glance, Hampshire is the last

school on Earth where you would expect

to see an interest in computers. Founded
in 1970 by Amherst, Mount Holyoke and
Smith Colleges and the University of

Massachusetts, Hampshire is an experi-

mental, open-concept school. Its 1250

students devote their time to indepen-

dent studies and self-designed projects,

in courses with such titles as Gods,

Beasts and Mortals: The Beginnings and
the End of Political Theory, Exploring the

Winter Woods, and Natural Habitats of

New England.

But Hampshire is in the throes of what
one faculty member calls "a kind of

mania" for computers. At least 15 of 100

faculty have acquired Apple microcom-

puters through a special college

lease/purchase program. And one profes-

sor estimates that as many as one-quar-

ter to one-third may have machines.

The craze took hold last summer when
a campus workshop introduced micros to

a number of faculty.

"The workshop triggered an astonish-

ing number ofpeople on the faculty to de-

cide that they wanted to own one of these

things," says Richard Muller, a professor

in the school of language and communi-
cation. People from a variety of disci-

plines—history, psychology, literature,

chemistry, biology, music, and commu-
nications—have joined in.

The lease/purchase program is simple.

The faculty member requests the com-
puter, and the college buys it. The profes-

sor puts down one-third of the system's

cost, with two other payments due over

the next two years. When the final pay-

ment is made, Hampshire College turns

the computer over to the professor.

Many faculty have a very practical rea-

son for buying a micro—word process-

ing. Because Hampshire largely eschews
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Hampshire is in

the throes of

what one professor

calls "a kind of

mania" for micros.

grades and exams, faculty do an enor-

mous number of written project evalua-

tions. This, says Muller, has created "a

big paper flow problem."

"Almost everybody got an MX-80
printer with their systems," Muller says.

"The proportion ofmemos and paper be-

ing generated on micros is becoming
noticeable."

But micros are also playing an impor-

tant role in Hampshire's curriculum, par-

ticularly in the school of language and
communication. The school includes a

cognitive science program, which com-
bines linguistics, computer science, an-

alytic philosophy and cognitive psychol-

ogy to study, says school literature, "not

only how human minds function, but al-

so the thought processes of animals and
computers." The program places special

emphasis on computation theory and ar-

tificial intelligence.

But Hampshire's liberal arts tradition

remains in evidence; the computer craze

is sobered by heavy doses of skepticism.

"We have the excitement, but we also

have an Tm-from-Missouri' attitude,"

says Bill Marsh, dean of the school of lan-

guage and communication. The college

does not take a "computer groupie" ap-

proach typical of business and technical

schools, he says.

"Hampshire is in the position of being

able to provide other perspectives on
such subjects as the history of technol-

ogy, the impact of technology on society,

and the role large corporations play in

America and the world," he says.

Muller concurs: "A number of us ar-

rived at the conclusion—although this

may be slightly overstated—that we're

looking at something as important as

Henry Ford putting cars on the assembly

line." It's important, he says, that people

in the liberal arts learn about computers,

and become involved in public policy-

making.
"It should not be left to a previously-de-

fined technological elite," he says.

Computer Generated Fiction

The editors of Omni magazine touted

"Soft Ions" as "the first experiment in

computer-generated science-fiction writ-

ing." But is the story, which appeared in

Omni's December 1981 issue, an exam-
ple of artificial intelligence?

No, says William Chamberlain, who
co-wrote with Thomas Etter the Racter

program that wrote the story.

"This does not think, nor does it repli-

cate thinking vis a vis the artificial intelli-

gence work being conducted right now,"

he says.

The program runs on an Ohio Scien-

tific Challenger II with 48K bytes of

random-access memory. Chamberlain
says that it "can compute character

strings which we recognize as being En-

glish and to which we give meaning."
The program differs from AI experi-

ments because it doesn't apprehend any-

thing outside itself, he says. "It's doing

its thing inside."

Chamberlain, 41, admits he is only a
dabbler at computer programming. "I'm

quite a dilettante at this," he observes,

"but I've learned a lot over the past four

years working on this project."

Born in the Chelsea section of New
York City, Chamberlain has penned
short stories, tv scripts and pulp fiction.

He has made blue movies, as well as

medical films for the University of

California Medical School at Berkeley

and the University of Minnesota Medical

School.

According to Chamberlain, his part-
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ner, Thomas Etter, has 20 years' experi-

ence with computers and holds patents

in the field. Etter, who lives in Cali-

fornia, is a quantum logician and sys-

tems designer.

How It Works

The program. Chamberlain says, is

composed of dictionary files—made up of

lists of words—and hierarchic files.

These echo the dynamics and structure

of language in an algorithmic way. They
tell the computer about clauses, sub-

jects, objects, modifiers, and so on—the

meter and resonance of language rather

than its meaning.
"The program fools around with words

based on certain formalisms we have de-

cided upon," he says. "The most im-

portant one, of course, is what formal-

isms one can extract from the English

language.

"Once you've extracted certain shapes
and forms and thrusts and parries of

English, and then given the computer
some English words, conjugations, rules

for pluralizing things, and a way to keep
track of gender, it is able to compute
English."

Chamberlain says that words called

identifiers define the relationships be-

tween words in the program. "Fur" could

be an identifier, he says; the computer
could be told that if it chooses the word
"horse." it can use "fur" with it, but if it

chooses "grand piano." it cannot.

"Now, if you simply expand upon
that," he says, "and make it more and
more intricate and more and more com-
plex, you will see that the computer can

compute some very interesting things in

the English language with nothing but a

long list of identifiers to make choices

from."

Even though Racter has produced one

story. Chamberlain and Etter are not

ready to churn out more. Chamberlain

says bugs in Racter and hardware limita-

tions keep another unique story from be-

ing produced. "If you started the pro-

gram now." he says, "the stories would
be similar."

All the files can't be loaded into the

OSI's memory at once, he says, so the

choice points in the program are limited.

So is what Chamberlain terms "depth of

call"—the distance the program may de-

part from the point before returning to it.

Racter has a depth of call of six to seven,
he said, another factor that would con-

tribute to the "sameness" of a second
story.

It also makes Racter's prose repetitive.

Note the use of "braid" in this passage
from "Soft Ions":

"Helene speedily brushed her straight

braid. She slowly ironed her brassiere,

and John, aloof, dazzling John, com-
menced singing quizzically. Matthew
yearned to look into Helene's nightgown

while Wendy pondered her dreams
(maniacal leopards were swallowing
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She was a maid,

but oboists, even

loony oboists, weren't

in Helene's brain.

loony oboists). Helene started brushing

her braid: She was a maid, much to

John's happiness, but oboists, even

loony oboists, weren't in Helene's brain;

she was simply commencing tocomb her

braid after brushing it and prepare for

supper."

Also, Racter only works on the OSI,

which limits its portability. The pair have

purchased new hardware but are having

a difficult time adapting Racter to it.

"As it stands now," Chamberlain ob-

serves, "it is a very buggy program. It

takes an immense amount of idiosyn-

cratic knowledge to get the thing work-

ing properly.

"We have some limitations that are

very hard to get at and each of us has

other things to do to make a living. We
can't spend our time exclusively on this

activity."

Omni helped Chamberlain and Etter

with a substantial initial problem with

Racter: translating it into machine lan-

guage. "It was running too slow in

Basic," Chamberlain says.

No Future?

"If we don't get some money, there's

not going to be any future," says Cham-
berlain. But he adds he hopes to publish a

book of 13 computer-generated short

stories written in a "very intriguing and

new kind of expressive fiction."

He says computers will eventually be

producing novels. They will "look differ-

ent than anything a human being has
ever produced," he says, but they "could

never have the mystery of writing.

"It could write junk novels," he adds.

"I think that's a possibility, although my
colleague and opposite number, Mr. Et-

ter, thinks that is not the case."

However, he said, "I don't think a com-
puter will ever write literature."

Asked if "Soft Ions" reflected his writ-

ing style. Chamberlain says, "Many peo-

ple that know me have said. 'Wow. Bill,

it's saying crazy things, we don't under-

stand it, but it sounds like you.'

"The computer somehow seems to

sound the way the person who has writ-

ten the files sounds, regardless of what
the computer is saying. If this is indeed

the case, then this particular program in

some sense captures some aspect ofa liv-

ing person.

"Had Oscar Wilde started out with this

computer and got some aspect of himself

in it on a disk, then we could have Oscar

Wilde talking to us now. It wouldn't be

reasonable talk, but it would be ever

changing and be some aspect of Wilde.

"That may be one of the most impor-

tant things such programming can do,

and there's no other modality around

these days that can afford us that."

Informatics the French Way
This article is adapted from "Infor-

matics in French Secondary Education:

The ' 1 0,OOOMicrocomputers ' Project
'

' in

the October-December 1981 issue of

Agora magazine, published by the Inter-

governmental Bureaufor Informatics in

Rome, Italy.

Last September, students in the third

to last year in a dozen French lycees

equipped with microcomputers were giv-

en the option of studying informatics as a

regular subject. This began a new and
important phase of the "10,000 Micro-

computers" project, which will include

the in-depth informatics training of 200
teacher-volunteers and the installation of

microcomputers in 200 lycees during

this school year.

The origins of the project go back to the

Informatics and Education international

symposium at Sevres in 1970, which rec-

ognized the importance of introducing

informatics technology into secondary

schools as an aid to teaching other

subjects.

At the time of the Sevres symposium,
Mr. W. Mercouroff. then responsible for

informatics in the Ministry of Educa-
tion, described informatics as "the

science of information processing. . .

characterized by the advance of new
modes of thought (model-based, algo-

rithmic and organizational).

"Because it is an element of common
culture and in order to awaken students

to this advance in thinking, informatics

must be introduced into secondary
education, but without creating a supple-

mentary subject. To do this, informatics

will be used in teaching traditional

subjects. It is not a question of training

informaticians, but of enriching general

education."

An Informatics Experiment

From 1970 to 1976, the government
carried out an experimental project

dubbed "58 lycees," in which 58 schools
received minicomputer systems. The
project was especially remarkable for the

ambitious way in which it provided infor-

matics training for teachers.

Teachers participated in two training

courses. The first gave 500 teachers one-
year leaves to learn enough about infor-

matics to train colleagues in both the ed-

ucational uses of informatics and pro-

gram writing. The second consisted of a

correspondence course complemented
by four two- to three-day training periods

with a teacher who had already been



trained. By the end of the project, 5000
teachers had finished this second type
of training.

The Ministry of Education found sever-

al important advantages to using infor-

matics as a teaching aid.

First, they found that the computer en-

couraged logical thinking and coherence
in students.

Second, they learned that the com-
puter can appreciably enhance the

knowledge offered to students. Students
can use models previously impossible to

create in a classroom.

Third, students learn to appreciate the

advantages of a computer, and are no
longer mystified by it.

Finally, the student-teacher relation-

ship is improved. When a student needs
help on a computer, he goes to the teach-

er, who has been freed to concentrate on
slower students. The teacher demon-
strates that he is superior to the machine,
and the machine, in turn, becomes
his ally.

The French government was particu-

larly careful in its approach to introduc-

ing informatics technology into secon-

dary education. The "58 Lycees" project,

for example, involved less than 5 percent

of the lycees in the country, and was
given a full six-year trial period.

The New Project

Technological advances in the late 70s

made equipment less expensive and
more flexible, and caused the French
government to reconsider its educational

options in informatics. A new project de-

signed in 1978 and 1979 took on the am-
bitious task of installing microcomputers
in all of the country's lycees.

Already by the end of the first year of

the "10,000 Microcomputers" project,

400 new microcomputers had been put

into place. The budget for 1981 and 1982
alone is 250 million francs. According to

the plan, 200 lycees per year will be

equipped each with eight micros and one
printer.

By 1987, the year in which the project

should be finished, some 50,000 teachers
will have had some sort of informatics

training. And every lycee in France will

be able to offer its students the use of in-

formatics technology.

N.H. Educational Computer
Week
The first week in May will be Educa-

tional Computer Week in New Hamp-
shire.

"It is generally agreed that all students

should become computer literate in order

to function effectively in today's environ-

ment," reads the proclamation to be
signed by N.H. Gov. Hugh Gallen.

Sponsored by the University of New
Hampshire's department of computer
services, the week's highlight will

• See L»sf of Advertisers on page 178

By 1987, some
50,000 teachers will

have had some sort

of informatics training.

be an all-day Educational Computer
Faire at UNH's Durham campus. The
Faire, set for May 4, will feature current
educational microcomputer software,

and information on the educational uses
of microcomputers (see the September
1981 Microcomputing, our annual
education issue).

Educators and vendors will be there to

discuss trends in educational computing,
the value of learning computer program-
ming as a method for training and other

innovative ideas. Exhibitors will pay
$100 for 12 x 12 foot booths.

"Educators are becoming more inter-

ested in computers and computer liter-

acy," says Faire coordinator Anne
Knight, the educational coordinator for

the UNH department ofcomputer servic-

es. Knight is also chairperson of the New
Hampshire Association for Computer Ed-
ucation Statewide (NHACES). Her de-

partment at the University is acquiring

information about educational software

for distribution to New Hampshire school
districts.

The department owns a TRS-80 Model
I and some educational software, in spite

of an infinitesimal microcomputer I

budget.

By spotlighting computers and educa-
tion for the entire week of May 3-7,

Knight hopes to engage the imagination
of students and their parents to the po-

tential of educational computing. And by
involving the governor and the state

news media through the proclamation of

Educational Computer Week, she hopes
to "make everyone at least aware that
microcomputers are likely to be an excit-

ing aspect of the educational
experience."

Also planned for Educational Comput-
er Week is an Information Swap, to be
held at the Ramada Inn in Concord, NH.
Sponsored by the NHACES, the Swap
will be followed by dinner and a guest

speaker. (Knight was narrowing down a
long list of potential speakers as
Microcomputing went to press.)

In addition, NHACES is encouraging
local school districts to organize their

own meetings to explore the educational
uses of microcomputers.

(For more information, contact Anne
Knight at 603-862-3527.)

TODAY'S just another good reason to be a subscriber to the
CompuServe Information Service. Because TODAY is a magazine
published free-of-charge for our customers and also offered to

others interested in the latest developments in the growing
videotex industry.

TODAY includes new and current product and service

offerings on the System, technological developments at
CompuServe and in the industry, customer profiles, features on
information providers and announcements of special events. An
extensive subject index appears in each issue.

Ask for a demonstration of the
CompuServe Information Service at a
Radio Shack® Computer Center. Videotex
software is available for various brands
of personal computers. CompuServe
Information Service, 5000 Arlington
Centre Blvd., Columbus, Ohio 43220.
(614) 457-8650

CompuServe
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Business Is

Our Business
Gene Cayot, Sales Manager, MSI. . .

We have been building commercial quality computer systems for 1 1 years

now. . . a lot longer than most companies in our industry. Our reputation

for quality and reliability has been firmly established in over twenty different

countries where MSI Business Systems are sold.

Let me tell you more about MSI and our business systems. • •

With MSI you get a lot

more than just hardware.



Technical Support

We offer the finest and most extensive customer support of any company
in our industry. Our systems are equipped with modems which permit our

technical support staff to perform system diagnostics and file maintenance

remotely via telephone lines. Our company aircraft allows support personnel

to be at the customer's site within a few hours if necessary.

Expandability

Our systems do not have built-in obsolescence. Any MSI computer

system can be expanded to run in multi-user mode, with large capacity hard

disk drives, and with our business software. MSI systems can grow, as your

business grows, to meet your needs.

Customer Training

We hold seminars at selected locations around the country which provide

training in all areas of MSI system operations — from installation to the use

of our business software.

Business Is Our Business

Our business software modules are designed for "real world" business

use. We offer complete audit trail files for all changes to the data base,

complete history files, and general ledger posting files. Back-up routines

provide maximum protection of the data files on removable disk cartridges.

Let MSI help your run better

If you have a problem in inventory control, bills of material, order

entry/accounts receivable, general ledger, or cost accounting — give me a

call personally for more information on an MSI Business System.

^ 144

midwest Scientific Instruments
220 West Cedar Olathe, Kansas 66061

Toll Free 800-255-6638

913-764-3273

TWX 910 749 6403 TELEX 437049
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When a sunflower sprouts and

begins to grow, it doesn't sim-

ply push its way straight up out of the

soil— it moves in a spiral.

This process, called circumnuta-

tion, is common to many plants, and

nobody is quite certain why. But

researchers hope to get a better idea

next year with Spacelab, a joint proj-

ect of NASA and the European Space

Agency. This compact laboratory will

be carried into space by NASA's
Space Shuttle. And on board, helping

to control the experiment, will be an

Apple II.

The story began in 1977 in the

laboratory of University of Penn-

sylvania biologist Dr. Allan Brown.
Brown is one of many scientists stu-

dying what factors affect plant

growth. In particular, why do so

many plants follow a helical path? Is

it just an extraneous bit of behavior
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which entered by accident into the

evolutionary process, or does it serve

a purpose? How much do the forces

of gravity come into play?

Brown focused his attention on the

effects of gravity. But the study of

gravity presents a problem in the lab.

While a scientist can change the di-

rection of the g-force by rotating the

plant, he can never completely elimi-

nate gravity itself.

It became clear that experiments

had to be done somewhere other than

in an Earthbound laboratory. NASA
looked at the problem and agreed

that this was, indeed, a prime exam-

ple of an experiment which needed to

be done in space. But one problem
presented itself. Brown's experiment

would require a precision centrifuge,

video cameras and recorders, light-

ing, temperature regulation, and con-

trolling electronics and instruments,

and it would have to be condensed in-

to a miniature self-sufficient package

about 2x2x6 feet.

So the University asked Interactive

Structures, Inc. of Bala Cynwyd, PA,

to design, develop and build an ex-

periment controller which would
manage every aspect of a seven-day

experiment aboard the shuttle.

Old Tech, New Tech

The conservative approach to

development of experiment control-

lers and instrumentation in 1977 was
to design custom circuit boards for

the timing, control and measurement
circuits, and to provide a generous

helping of trimming adjustments and

Address correspondence to Dr. Joseph Willson,

President, Interactive Structures, Inc., 112 Bala

Ave., Box 404, Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004.



oscilloscope test points for the
unlucky engineer assigned to repair,

or worse yet, to modify the system.
The company's experience with

this technology showed that the only
hope of meeting the size constraints

and readying for the inevitable revi-

sions was to look to the newly emerg-
ing technologies. In addition, NASA
had directed the experiments should
make use of existing technology and
avoid costly custom development.
The slightly more-daring approach

in 1977 was to go with one of the
recently-introduced 16-bit single-
board minicomputers. But that single
board didn't include any way of get-

ting the information in or out; it still

needed a serial interface board and a

complete video terminal just to deter-

mine if the machine was working.
Putting together a system on which
Interactive Structures could efficient-

W *"^P

Photo byJames L. Umg Associates

ly develop software and hardware in-

volved a string of other expenses,
starting with several thousand dollars
just f^r operating system seitware.

In ±977, the microcomputer in-

dustry was barely off to a start.

Several companies had marketed rec-

tangular boxes with sets of switches
and red lights on the front panels.
Everyone knew the microprocessor
was the coming thing but nobody
knew just how soon or in what form.
It would obviously have a place in

the laboratory, but to go with
one of these early arrivals seemed
risky at best.

The Apple II was unique. No rec-

tangular box, no switches, no lights.

It really was a single-board com-
puter, since the keyboard, video im-
age generator and interfaces for

future devices were all included.
Rather than promising future add-in

boards and add-on chassis for the
memory, Apple included space for
up to 48K of memory. When you
turned it on, it spoke to you in Basic
instead of binary. Why, these folks
had even thought about interrupts
and direct memory access data
transfer!

Interactive Structures had evalu-
ated these points in the context of
general-purpose laboratory com-
puting, and had already launched a
family of interface boards which
would connect the Apple directly to
sensing devices and other lab equip-
ment. For the NASA application, the
Apple added up to a single device that
could function as both a development
system and as the eventual experi-
ment controller itself.

In addition, it was off-the-shelf,

readily-available technology, just the
type NASA was eager to show in use
aboard the shuttle. An Apple II-based
system became the experiment con-
troller for the project.

The System

The system has a tough assign-
ment. The hardware houses a sta-

tionary plant growth station and two
miniature rotating precision cen-
trifuges which will spin some of the
plants and selectively re-create a
gravity-like force (Fig.l). The speed
of rotation must be held constant,
since it will generate a force of 1 g.

The motor selected will accept an
eight-bit number from the controller
to determine speed, and also return a
series of pulses which the controller
can monitor to verify that the speed
has reached the requested value.
These signals are interfaced using the
company's bidirectional DI09 digital

interface (Fig. 2).

Three video cameras will collect
pictures of the growth at regular in-

tervals. Solid-state CCD array
cameras were chosen since they are
light, compact and sturdy. Infrared
lighting will minimize any stimulus
to the plant. The equipment will
switch on only while recording to
conserve power. The project decided
on a conventional video cassette
recorder, interfaced through its

remote-control facility. The con-
troller will select a camera and re-

quest a recording, and a modification
will allow it to monitor the current in
the recording head to verify that
recording was taking place. The DI09
will switch cameras, recorders and
lighting.

Temperature has to be monitored
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Spacelab Experiment 101 enclosure, processor and

A102 interface.

and regulated so that it will not be a

factor. A complete closed-loop

temperature regulation system was

designed for the three plant-growth

areas. An integrated circuit

temperature sensor in each chamber

will produce a linear range of analog

voltage indicating the temperature.

Here, Interactive Structures used its

AI02 analog input system to provide

multiple channel analog-to-digital

conversion (Fig. 3). The firmware

will check the temperature against

SPACELAB RAU
COMMUNICATIONS

TO EARTH

PROCESSOR
(APPLE)
I6K RAM
6K ROM

SPACELAB
28 VOLT
POWER SUPPLY

EXPERIMENT
INTERFACE
(IS)
5 BOARDS

INDICATORS BUTTONS

PAYLOAD
SPECIALIST'S
CONTROL PANEL

controller/
APPLE

EXPERIMENT
101

Schematic of Experiment 101 photo.

the allowable range and control

heating panels accordingly.

Certain operations, such as getting

new plants from storage and insert-

ing them into holders in the rotor,

will be done by the operator, the on-

board payload specialist (PS). The PS

will use a front panel with indicator

lamps for each of the controlled por-

tions of the system to display experi-

ment status and allow him to enter in-

structions. Membrane switches allow

the PS to enter requests and acknowl-

edge instructions from the control-

ler. Here again, the bidirectional

DI09 will handle both the lamps and

the buttons with a single card.

Temperatures, speeds, video sys-

tem operation and the PS's actions

are to be logged for analysis after the

experiment, so the experiment needs

a one-way communication link. The

project will use the shuttle's on-board

remote acquisition unit (RAU), essen-

tially another computer devoted to

managing communications between

the experiments and Earth (Fig. 4).

The predefined format for communi-

cations is a serial scheme, clocked by

HEATER CONTROL

TEMPERATURE DATA

SPEED CONTROL

SPEED DATA

CAMERA CONTROL

LIGHTING CONTROL

VTR CONTROL

EXPERIMENT
APPARATUS

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the Space Shuttle experiment configuration developed by Interactive

Structures.
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a 1 MHz signal from the RAU, trans-

mitting a burst of 16 16-bit words at a

time. Here a special Apple interface

is necessary and will include the buf-

fer for a complete burst of data, and

the control circuits to request a

transmission using the RAU.
Time will be extremely important,

since the growth of the plants is slow

and the time in orbit is limited.

(Sometimes more limited than ex-

pected, as in the second flight of the

Shuttle.) The experiment therefore

will need every minute, even if the

system's 28-V power goes off ac-

cidently, and even during the re-

entry free-fall time when power will

be turned off intentionally. Both

space and weight are limited, and the

essential components (camera, lights

PROCESSOR

C^S

"ON-OFF"
CONTROL OUTPUTS
PULSE AND DIGITAL
INPUTS

PAYLOAD
SPECIALIST
CONTROL
PANEL

Fig. 2. Digital interfacing for the experiment.

TEMPERATURE
SENSORS 28 VOLT

POWER
VERIFY

VTR RECORD
VERIFY

Fig. 3. Scheme ofanalog data acquisition from the

experiment.

PROCESSOR 3y//Aj\

u RE0UESTjCL0CK_ ipATA

I REMOTE ACQUISITION UNIT

RF LINK ---U-V-^U (RAU)
|

ON-BOARD SPACELAB

Fig. 4. Apple to Earth communications system.
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Heath/Zenith

SOURCEBOOK
A directory to Heath/Zenith compatible |

products, The Information Center Source- §

book features over 200 pages of abstracts
|

and listings, including:
|

HARDWARE SOFTWARE |

PRINTED MATTER USER'S GROUPS =

LOCAL DEALERS SERVICE CENTERS
|

BUSINESS APPLICATIONS
|

Three quarterly updates are mailed free [

to all owners of the Sourcebook.

The Information Center Sourcebook is
|

available at Heathkit Electronic Centers*
|

and computer stores nationwide, or for |

$20.00 from:

The Information Center ^223

642-AW. Rhapsody
San Antonio, Texas 78216

512/340-1561

Dealer inquiries invited.

•Heathkit is a registered trademark of Heath Company
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FORTH

Special versions for

the Apple, Radio
Shack, Commodore,
Atari, IBM P.C., and

other small systems

will be available soon.

For immediate noti-

fication of availability,

please send name, ad-

dress, and description

of system.

See December is-

sue of Kilobaud for full

page description or

send for brochure.

FOR/MAT™
SCREEN EDITOR

A MUST FOR THE SERIOUS FORTH
PROGRAMMER

• All code is Forth-79standard Each line

of code is fully explained and flow-

charted (Forth style) for easy
modification

• This editor works just like the popular
word processors on the market except it

is written in high level forth and is

confined to the 1024 byte boundary of a

forth screen

• There are over 20 different commands
for cursor positioning, text modification,

tabs, relocating lines, spreading lines,

and moving lines to other screens

• Insert mode is toggled on and off for

midstream insertionsand deletions Text

ahead of CP is moved right during

insertion and left during deletion if insert

mode is on.

• Column position

times
• Bomb proof — all

codes are trapped

• Must be used with

cursor addressing or'

mapped video

• Send check or money order in the

amount of $50 00 and receive complete
source code, flowcharts, documen-
tation, and instructions for bringing up
on your system

KV33 CORPORATION
P.O BOX 27246

TUCSON. AZ 85726
(602) 889-5722

is displayed at all

unused control

a CRT
with a

that has
memory
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TheA 113 Interface puts

your Apple* Computer
to work
in the
Laboratory
For Only

$550

this powerful interface

easily into your AppleComputer
and create a fast, flexible

analog data acquisition system
with all these features:

•
1 6 independent input channels

• Ranges from lOOmV to ± 5V. selectable by software

• 12 -bit precision. 0.024% accuracy
• Fast 20-microsecond conversion time

• Sample-and-hold circuitry captures changing signals

• External trigger mode responds to commands from

remote equipment
• Software diskette included, to get you started right

away

A I 1 3 comes with a I year warranty and is backed by full

technical support. It is part of a full line of IS analog and

digital systems, all inexpensive and modularly designed

so that you can select and pay for only the interfaces and

functions you need.

Interactive Structures has been designing and producing

interfaces for Apple Computers since 1 977. Thousands

of \5 units are in use internationally. One is being used in

the instrumentation for making analog readings aboard

the NASA Space Shuttle.

Write or call now for more information on the A I 1 3—
the best investment you'll make in a research assistant.

• Hecommended ( I S list pric e ea< h

Apple is a registered trade name ol Apple ' C omputer ln<

• 73

Interactive Structures, Inc.

112 Bala Avenue
P.O. Box 404
BalaCynwyd,PA 19004
(215)667-1713
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Interactive Structures' DI09 bidirectional digital interface and AI02 analog input system used in Ex-

periment 101.

and recorder) also use the most
power, so a simple reserve battery

system was not feasible.

The experiment therefore was
designed with a special battery
backup system which includes its

own alarm clock (Fig. 5). This clock
can power the entire experiment
down for ten minutes, then power up
and record video data, power down
again, etc., with a resulting power
savings of 10-to-l.

Packaging

Of course, the packaging of the
system also needed some attention.

The experiment is rack-mounted, so
a metal enclosure was needed (Fig.

6). The vibration levels during lift-off

and re-entry dictate that all connec-
tors and plugs be held together firm-

ly; all unnecessary connectors such
as (you guessed it) IC sockets are a no-

no. Also, in the absence of gravity,

dirt, liquids and even metal particles

may be found drifting through the
air, so each and every exposed circuit

element is coated with an insulating
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film. An entire custom-constructed
Apple was created.

The project progressed, and it was
time to test the Apple RAU,interface.

However, the RAU itself was still

under construction in France, so an
actual test was impossible. Interac-

tive Structures pressed another Ap-
ple into service and outfitted it with
an interface card which simulated all

the timing and signal levels of the

RAU. The RAU simulator (SRAU)
would play the part of the shuttle's

communications system and verify

that Experiment 101 was trans-

mitting information properly.

SPACELAB
28 VOLT POWER

PROCESSOR SWITCH

_/J / \ \ //^
,

L— / / \ \ i d BATTEF

CLOCK-CALENDAR AND
POWER CONTROLLER

Fig. 5. Clock, power down and wake up system.

The payload specialists will play an
important part in the experiment,
since they are responsible for an ex-

tensive detailed script of all events
during the seven-day mission. They
will certainly be able to refer to the
script as they use it, so memorization
was not necessary. However, effi-

ciency and accuracy were critical to

the success of the mission. The proj-

ect needed a training program so that

realistic trial-runs could be made. In-

teractive Structures interfaced yet
another Apple to a simulated front

panel using DI09s, and developed
software to conduct the trial-runs and
watch for digressions from the script.

The experiment controller system
underwent a series of functional tests

(to verify that it managed the experi-

ment properly) and environmental
tests (to be sure it could withstand
space flight conditions, mainly vibra-

tion and temperature extremes).
Having passed all these tests, it now
awaits a 1983 voyage. The combina-
tion of Interactive Structures inter-

faces and Apple microcomputers pro-

duced such a comprehensive in-

strumentation, testing and training

capability at such a low cost that the
same approach is now being con-
sidered for several new Spacelab ex-

periments.

Conclusions

If we ignore the special prepara-
tions necessary for space flight, the
experiment controller is not an
unusual laboratory Apple instal-

lation. Interactive Structures inter-

faces are being used to make Apples
into vibration monitors, chemical
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Fig. 6. RAU communications test system.
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Fig. 7. Payload specialists' training system.

analyzers and temperature con-
trollers, with new applications being
added to the list daily.

The components are low in
cost. They are modular so
capabilities and expenditures ex-

pand only where needed.
For example, the AI13, a 16-

channel, 12-bit analog data acquisi-

tion system which allows the soft-

ware to independently select the in-

put range for each reading, is now
available from stock for $550. The
DI09, used extensively in the experi-

ment controller, provides 32 lines of
digital I/O, plus eight other lines for

handshaking, for $330. Apple Com-

puter now offers an IEEE-488 inter-

face card, and other companies are
beginning to enter the Apple-based
lab system market.

If the microprocessor was the first

chapter in the story of the low-cost
techniques which have been "spin-
offs" from the space program, then
laboratory and scientific capabilities

for personal computers may be the
second. Just as the microprocessor
has brought the cost of computation
out of the $10,000-and-above range,
these interface modules allow all but
the most unusual measurement or
control applications for significantly

less than $1000.B

OMNITEK COMPUTERS
INTERNATIONAL, INC.

1 899 MAIN STREET „ 140

TEWKSBURY, MASS
617-851-4580

Scotch S.S/S.D 5.25 Diskettes 25.00
Elephant Memory 5.25" Diskettes. 23.00
1 6K RAM KITS 1 4.00
TECO 1

2* B&G Monitor 1 19.00
Okidata Microline 80 329.00
Okidata Microline 82A 449.00
Okidata Microline 83A 699.00
Epson Mx-80 479.00
Radio Shack Mill w/48K 879.00
Radio Shack Mill w/48K and 2 40T dr

1699.00
40 track 5.25" Tandon TM- 1 00- 1 . 284.00
80 track 5.25" Tandon Dual Head484.00
5.25" Power Supply and case 49.00
8" Power Supply and case 1 09.00
Apple II plus w/48K, 1 drive. RF mod

1690.00
Comet 1 25 CPS printer 299.00

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of

Tandy Corp.

Prices are for mail order only.

TERMS: Check, money order, Mastercard
and Visa accepted. F.O.B. Tewksbury-

freight extra. Mass residents add 5%
sales tax. Write for FREE CATALOG.

o
V.I.P.'s Call A.E.I.

V.I.P's call A.E.I, because A.E.I, tests before shipping, has expertise on all items offered, and is

price competitive.

TELEVIDEO COMPUTER

TS-800 User Station
TS 801 Computer
TS-802 Comput/Terrninal

TS-802H Comput/Termin
TS806 Multi User Proc

List

1795
3295
3495
6995
7195

Sell

1450
2650
2796
5596
5749

TELEVIDEv, TERMINALS
List Sell

910 Terminal 699 575
912 Terminal 925 659
920 Terminal 995 725
925 Terminal 995 750
950 Terminal 1195 900

NEC PRINTERS

3510 1 30CPS Serial

7710 1 55CPS Serial

7720 1 KSR Serial

Forms Tractors

List

2450
CALL
CALL
CALL

Sell

2050
CALL
CALL
CALL

NORTHSTAR HORIZON
PRODUCTS

HRZ2G64K
HRZ1Q-64K HD5
MRZ1064K HD18

List Sell

4495 3149
6695 4999
9270 6749

NorthStar is discontinuing many of their

horizon products. Call for availability

and price of any product not listed.

NORTHSTAR SOFTWARE

Northword D/Q
Mailmanager D/Q
Infomanager D/Q
General Ledger D/Q
A/R D/Q
A/P D/Q

List

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS PRINTERS

List Sell
TI-810 BASIC 1645 1396
TI-810 Full ASCII 1745 1479
TI-810 Package 1945 1649
T 1-820 R/O BASIC 1995 1625
TI-820 KSR Package 2395 1950

NORTHSTAR ADVANTAGE
COMPUTER

ADV2Q64K
SIO Board
PIO Board
FPB Board
Graphics Option

List Sell

3995 CALL
175 CALL
200 CALL
399 CALL
299 CALL

MODEMS

Cat Modem 189
DCat 199
Auto-Cat 249
Apple-Cat 389
DC Hayes Micro 100 379
DC Hayes Smart Modem 279

EPSON PRINTERS

MX-80
MX 80 FT
MX 100

Sell

CALL
CALL
CALL

Call for pricing on interfaces and cables

1^1

MORROW DECISION COMPUTER
List Sell

Decision 1 BASIC 1725 1350
Decision 2 CALL CALL
65 K Static Ram 1000 780
Switchboard I/O 259 210
Select drives from Morrow disc systems

for desired configuration.

MORROW DISC SYSTEMS
List Si

Discus 2D 1 Drive 1095 8
Discus 2D 2 Drive 1875 13
Discus 2 + 2 1 Drive 1395 10
Discus 2 + 22 Drive 2495 18
M26 Hard Disc 4495 33

CP/M & Microsoft Basic Included

LINE PRINTERS

Okidata 82A
Okidata 83A
Anadex 9500
Anadex 9501

1285
1285

SYSTEMS GROUP

List Sell

2800 Computer 5035 3595
DM-6400 Memory 760 585
DMB-6400 Memory 995 735
CPC 2813 CPU + VO 460 365
FDC 2801 Controller 465 370

*H4*
MICROPRO SOFTWARE

List Sell

Wordstar 495 330
Apple Wordstar 375 275
Spetlstar 250 190
Mailmerge 150 100
Datastar 350 250
Supersort 250 190

an*
DISCCABLES

Memorex 5" 1D
Memorex 5" 20
Verbatim 5" 10
Verbatim 5" 20
RS 235 5 Cable
RS 232 10 Cable

—SEE THESE PRODUCTS AND MORE IN OUR SHOWROOM-
PRICES CHANGE DAILY—CALL OR VISIT FOR CURRENT PRICING

AUTOMATED EQUIPMENT, INC. .96

18430 WARD STREET, FOUNTAIN VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92708

Calif and International

(714) 963-1414
Out of State

(800) 854-7635

.See List of Advertisers on page 178 Microcomputing, March 1982 35



How will micros be used in space? This author takes a look at the personal computer's role in man's

greatest adventure.
.

The Final Microcomputer
Frontier?

/ never knew what welding steel in

space was like until I actually tried it.

The man at the company's personnel of-

fice never promised it would be easy, but

he also never said it would be as rough

as it was. Imagine, ifyou can, welding in

a zero-gravity situation—nothing to hold

on to—every time you start up the laser-

torch, it feels like some space bully is

punching you in the chest. It was no pic-

nic, let me tell you.

Another problem was the speed with

which they had to recruit workers. That

training class instructor went through

the stuffso quickly, I barely had time to

hear her, much less understand what

she said. So what do I think of my per-

sonal computer? Well, let me tell you,

my friend, if it wasn 't for my little digital

buddy telling me how and when to do

what, me and my lasertorch would

probably have been kicked into a per-

manent orbit around the earth by

wow.—Transcript report from a

spacejourneyman, Prefab Welding
Sector X1Z3, July 21, 2014.

Space-welding operations haven't

started on a major scale yet, but

microcomputers are already
there—or just about. Scheduled to

ride on an upcoming space shuttle

mission is an 11-pound Apple II mi-

crocomputer. And, if predictions

prove correct, this instrument should

be only the first of an entire series of

little computers winging their way to

the stars.

At first, the idea of using micros in

space may sound a trifle silly. After

all, can't NASA afford something a

bit more substantial? Have budget

cuts gone so deep that the govern-

Address correspondence to John Edwards, 78-56

86th St., Glendale, NY 11385.
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By John Edwards

ment has to buy ordinary personal

computers for our astronauts to use?

Well, it's a matter of perspective.

What we consider ordinary comput-

ers just might be the proper tool for

the job.

"Tool" is the key word. When our

ancestors were first faced with clear-

ing a continent, they, too, needed

tools. For these hardy souls, picks,

axes and hoes were necessities of life.

Soon, space pioneers may come to

look upon the personal computer as a

vital instrument in their daily lives.

Why Microcomputers in Space?

Personal computers are ideally

suited for space uses because of their

small size and considerable comput-

ing power. While the micro being

carried aboard upcoming space shut-

tle missions will only be used by as-

tronauts and an elite group of scien-

tists, it can be expected that as space

travel becomes more commonplace,
users of space micros will begin to

more closely resemble their earth

counterparts.

The micro's greatest promise in

space exists in its unique ability to

train people on a one-to-one basis.

When more people begin migrating

to orbiting work stations (perhaps by

the beginning of the next century),

education will become a formidable

problem. For instance, how does one

train construction workers, possess-

ing experience only in terrestrial

fields, to build structures in space?

Considering the many specialized

tasks that will have to be done, in-

class instruction may prove to be ex-

pensive, save for the most general of

topics.

By using personal computers, em-

ployees will be able to train in their

own homes, at their own pace, per-

haps reporting to a central school on-

ly for periodic check-ups and final ex-

aminations. Later on, since meeting

space on orbiting stations will prob-

ably be at a premium, personal com-

puters will allow workers to study

new or updated material without

returning to earth.

Personal Computer Helpers

Considering the phenomenal
growth in microcomputer technology

over the past few years, we can also

expect that by the time space indus-

trialization begins in earnest, micros

will have far greater abilities. With
continued advances in both hard-

ware and software, future space

micros will probably use highly de-

veloped voice synthesizers and
speech recognition systems, allowing

users with no computer background

to verbally communicate with a

micro as if it were a fellow human.
Use for such a computer would be

as a "space helper.' Since space

work promises to be both intricate

and hazardous, a computerized assis-

tant could be a godsend. Imagine, for

example, that while working on a

deep space repair job, a normally

routine procedure suddenly goes

haywire. A quick consultation with

your personal computer may be able

to pinpoint the problem and explain

exactly what went wrong.
One important hindrance while

working in space is the fact that you

can't easily refer to an instruction

manual for guidance. By using a per-

sonal computer to feed a running

commentary into your spacesuit

communication system, complicated

repairs and installations could be

handled much more efficiently. A
personal micro might even be able to

spot an imminent mistake and give

advance warning. Like they say, it's

always nice to have a friend when
visiting a strange place.

Micro Monitoring

So far, the microcomputer space



applications I've looked at border on
the realm of science fiction. But
there's one field where micros are
not only expected to make a signifi-

cant contribution, but are already do-
ing so—the area of computer control.

Much space work is made up of nec-
essary, but repetitive, chores. These
tasks include "housekeeping"
(assessing and adjusting the environ-
ment of space workplaces) and the
monitoring of scientific experiments.
While housekeeping will be primari-
ly the responsibility of larger com-
puters, individual experiments will,

in many cases, be supervised by
micros.

Future microcomputer-controlled
experiments, both in the Spacelab
and future projects, should be limited

only by man's imagination. Entire

series of medical, resource explora-

tion and manufacturing studies can
be 'automatically monitored, leaving
humans free to work on more impor-
tant tasks. Clipboards needn't follow
man into space.

Microcomputers as
Space Design Aids

The microcomputer's versatility as

a design tool for terrestrial engineers
has long been recognized. In space,

however, this feature takes on even
added importance.

Colossal power-gathering satellites

measuring hundreds of miles in di-

ameter, space transportation sys-

tems, orbiting colonies—all must be
designed and built with the help of

computers. While large computers
will do the lion's share of the central

design work, it's hard to see how any
space architectural engineer is going

to be able to tackle his assignment
without having his own computer
close at hand. The sheer mathematics
involved in designing such projects

would, by itself, exhaust a platoon of

scientists.

If mankind is indeed going to con-
struct such mammoth projects, port-

able personal computers, and lots of

them, must be at the fingertips of

every man and woman involved.

Where Do We Go from Here?

This has only been a quick over-

view of the personal computer's po-

tential in space. One thing is cer-

tain: there will be literally thou-

sands of spaces uses for micros, just

as there are thousands of earthbound
uses. All that remains to be seen is ex-

actly what shape these applications

will take.B

Maxell Floppy Disks

The Mini-Disks
with maximum quality.

maxell

/roa

'—~A
I IIHim inn

Dealer inquiries

invited. COD's
accepted. Call

FREE (800) 235-4137.

sg
PACIFIC EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd. San Luis

San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
In Cal call (800) 592-5935 or

(805)543-1037
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Supports the

6801 micro-
computer family

Only 4x6%"
Including a 4x2

"

prototyping mrma

2K Byte*
EPROM/2K ByUi
RAM RS-232
Interlace

Complete
documentation
(over SO pages)

MC6801 APPLICATIONS PROTOTYPE BOARD
The APB it s small board which supports the MC6801 family of microcomputers It is

described in Motorola's application note AN799 A typical 6801 member contains an
enhanced 6800 processor. 2K bytes of ROM. 128 bytes ot RAM. a 16-bit programmable
timer, parallel I/O. and a serial communications interface In addition to the resources

of the 6801. the APB provides an additional 2K bytes of EPROM (TMS2716). 2K bytes of

RAM (21 ML), and a full duplex RS-232 interface It also supports special versions such
as the 6801G1 with its LILbug' monitor, and provides on-board programming of the

68701 EPROM version

The APB is an excellent educational aid which allows for evaluation and familiarization

ot 6801 family members It is great for prototype development. Since the nuts and
bolts are already in place, the designer need only add the necessary interface circuits

for a particular application It can also be used as a simple cost-effective dedicated
controller tor those limited quantity applications

Besides being so practical, it is a tun little board Order yours today'

* TM ot Motorola Semiconductor Product! Inc

APB- 1 Bare board with documentation $ 19
APB-2 Above assembled with all parts less microcomputer and memory S 69
APB-3 Above with MC6801G1 and LILbug manual $109
APB-4 Above with tour 2114L RAMs $129

For the SS-30 Bus
AD-68A A'D Converter - 8 channels. 8 bit. 0-2 5V input. 6ms conversion time — $39 A4T
CI-68A Control Interface - 8 opto-isolated inputs. 8 reed relay outputs — $79 kit. $98 AST

Terms Check. MO. VISA, or MC In US and Canada add $3 per item for shipping Others
add $7 per item US funds only TX add 5% tax Shipped from stock to two weeks

\
IINNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY

510 Oxford Park
*SM*

Garland, TX 75043 (214) 270-8393

You can pay more —
But you can't get more!

Model III 16K

$839 Color Com P uter 4 *

Model III 48K $310
2disc& RS232C w/16KExt. Basic

$2100 $459
BUY DIRECT. These are just a few of our great

offers which include Printers, Modems, Com-
puters, Peripherals, Disc Drives, Software and

more. call toll FREE 1 -800-343-81 24

We have the lowest COffTl
possible fully

warranteed prices Write for your

and a full complement ,
c
fi

a
J°i

of Radio Shack Software

*^362
245A Great Road
Littleton. MA 01460
617 • 406 • 3193

$275
DISK DRIVES

5 1/»" 40 Track drive with case and
power supply.

FLIPPY DRIVES ONLY $295.00

2 DRIVE CARLE $14.95

4116 MEMORY CHIPS 8 FOR $20

CORSAIR COMPUTER
CORPORATION .346

7952 Highway 80 West

Fort Worth, TX 76116

817-244-8051

NEW! for

the '89 from

MAGNOLIA
MICROSYSTEMS

^234

DOUBLE DENSITY
DISK CONTROLLER
for both 5V4" & 8" drives

only 0)5303 complete

including CP/M™2.2

MAGNOLIA MICROSYSTEMS. INC.
2812 Thorndyke W, Seattle 98199

(206) 285-7266 (800) 426-2841

CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research.

Designed for your . .

.

TRS-80™
thePHOTOPOINT™ Light Pen*

a whole NEW concept in

computer application
• Just plugs into your TRS-80 with disk
or without! (Does not void warranties.)

• Programs with 3 lines in Basic!
• Comes with two Programs
• Complete instructions!!

• Just point to play!

• Often eliminates confusing keyboard from
games, education, or multiple choice.

All you need to get up and running the same day
you receive your PhotoPoint is included.
For only . .

.

<r-i Q 95 OrderNOW from

I %#" MICRO MATRIX
Complete P.O. Box 938

Pacif ica, CA 94044
*Dealer inquiries welcomed!

*^134
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Save tax dollars! Here is a micro helper for filling out your 1040.

Basic RandomrFile
Record Keeping

By Murray L. Lesser

Several years ago, I began keeping
a summary record of the sales

taxes I paid, to check whether I was
gaining or losing by using the IRS op-

tional tables for the income tax de-

duction I was entitled to. I soon dis-

covered I was paying much more
than the tables would allow, so I now
deduct the amount of general sales

taxes my records will support. Since a

file kept with a computer is not suffi-

cient by itself to satisfy the IRS in

case of audit, the only items I enter,

using my Basic program SALESTAX,
are those for which I have a cash

receipt, cancelled check, charge-card

tissue or other evidence. The file

gives me the totals for filling out

Form 1040, as well as an audit trail to

the original paper.

Even if you don't need to keep a

sales tax record, you may wish to

modify SALESTAX for other record

keeping purposes.

SALESTAX is a record-keeping

program, not a file maintenance pro-

gram. Once a record has been written

to the file, there is no way of deleting

it or modifying it without erasing the

whole file and starting over.

Of course, no one could live with

such a restriction unless the program
gave the user plenty of chances for

mind-changing, in case of input er-

ror. SALESTAX does. For example, it

won't write to the file until you have

had the opportunity to view the en-

tire new record based on your input

data, and have correctly answered

the question, "Is this OK to file?"

SALESTAX keeps its file in Micro-

soft Disk Basic random mode. The
primary advantage is security. You
can modify sequential files with a

text editor. You can't even read

Microsoft Basic random files contain-

ing numerical data with an editor!

You can't write another Basic pro-

gram to read or modify a random
record without having the file

Program listing. The Salestax program in Microsoft Basic-80.

00100
00110
00120
00130
00140
00150
00160
00170
00180
00190
00200
00210
00220
00230
00240
00250
00260
00270
00280
00290
00300
00310

*** 1982 SALES TAX RECORDS ***

Written by M. L. Lesser, August 24, 1981

Based on subroutines in "1981 Tax Records" written 1/1/81

Written in Microsoft BASIC-80, release 5.2

Compiled with BASCOM 5.2, switch/

Z

This program maintains a "random" file showing the sales tax

paid during the year. Each record shows the payments made

during one period (usually one month). The fields in the

record carry the accumulated totals of the individual entries

made in the following categories of payment type:

Cash, Checks, American Express, MasterCard, and Other.

The program adds two more fields: the total sales tax
paid during that period, and the date the record was entered.

Reports may be displayed or printed, showing all records
in the file and the accumulated total sales tax paid to date.

The program is written to be run on the A disk. The file

description from the original

program.

Another advantage for record-

keeping purposes is that you can tack

a new record on to the end of the file

without streaming the whole file

through RAM.
Before I describe the program it-

self, and how to modify it to meet
your needs, let us review the princi-

ples involved in using Microsoft disk

Basic files.

Disk Basic Files

When you open any file, Basic sets

up a disk I/O buffer in RAM to

hole the physical record (usually one
sector in length) to be written to (or

read from) the diskette, along with a

file control block (FCB) that tells the

operating system where to find the

file on the diskette and which physi-

cal record to deal with next. For se-

quential files, you establish whether

you are planning to write or read by

specifying that it is an "O" or an "I"

file. The file number given in the

OPEN statement is the identifier for

the buffer and FCB; the name of the

file is put into the FCB.

Writing to a sequential file is analo-

gous to display or printer output.

Basic inserts <CR> <LF> bytes to

mark the end of each variable-length

record. The variable-length fields in

each record are in ASCII character

form, separated by input-like delimit-

ers. Reading from a sequential file is

Address correspondence to Murray L. Lesser, c/o

Microcomputing, Pine St., Peterborough, NH
03458.
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THECOMMODORECOMPUTERS
"FROM $300 TO $

1995,THEY COST LESS AND GIVE
YOU MORE FOR YOUR MONEY. READ OUR CHART."

The idea of a computer in every office and home used to be
science fiction. Now it's becoming a reality. The question is,

with so many to choose from, which computer should you
buy? When you consider the facts, the clear choice is

Commodore.

COMPARE OUR $995 COMPUTER

William Shatner

FEATURES
COMMODORE

4016
APPLE

II IBM

Base Price

12" Green Screen

IEEE Interface

TOTAL
Upper & Lower
Case Letters

Separate Numeric
Key Pad

Intelligent

Peripherals

Real Time Clock

Maximum SW* Disk
Capacity per Drive

$995

Standard

Standard

$995

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

500K

$1,330

299

300

$1,929

NO

NO

NO
NO

143K

$1,565

345

NO
$1,910

Standard

Standard

NO
NO

160K
Prices are as of the most recent published price lists, September, 1981 and approximate the

capabilities of the (16K) PET K 4016. Disk Drives and Printers are not included in prices. Models
shown vary in their degree of expandability.

Many experts rate Commodore Computers as the best

desk-top computers in their class. They provide more storage

power— up to 1,000,000 characters on 514" dual disks— than

any systems in their price range. Most come with a built-in

green display screen. With comparable systems, the screen is

an added expense. Our systems are more affordable. One
reason: we make our own microprocessors. Many
competitors use ours. And the compatibility of peripherals

and basic programs lets you easily expand your system as

your requirements grow. Which helps explain why
Commodore is already the No. 1 desk-top computer in

Europe with more than a quarter of a million computers sold

worldwide.

WE WROTE THE BOOK ON SOFTWARE.
The Commodore Software Encyclopedia is a com-
prehensive directory of over 500 programs for

business, education, recreation and personal use.

Pick up a copy at your local Commodore dealer.

FULL SERVICE, FULL SUPPORT.
Commodore dealers throughout the country offer

you prompt local service. In addition, our new
national service contract with TRW provides

nationwide support. Visit your Commodore
dealer today for a hands-on demonstration.

Commodore Computer Systems Canadian Residents:

681 Moore Road Commodore Computer Systems
King of Prussia, PA 19406 3370 Pharmacy Avenue

Agincourt, Ontario, Canada, M1W 2K4

Please send me more information

Name

Company
Address _

City

Title.

State- Zip.

Telephone

Interest Area

Business Education Personal cbm-ko

Cm.commodore
COMPUTER

^184
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Listing continued.

00320
00330
00340
00350
00500
00510
00520
00530
00540
00550
00700
00710
00720
00730
00740
00750
00760
00770
00780
00790
00800
00810
00820
00830
00840
00850

00860
00870
00880
00890
00900
00910
01000
01010
01020
01030
01040
01100
01110
01120
01130
01140
01150
01160
01170
01180
01190
01200
01210
01220
01230
01240
01250
01260
01270
01280
02000
02010
02020
02030

02040
02050
02060
03000
03010
03020
03030
03040
03050
03060
03070
03080
03090
03100
03110
03120
03130
03140
03150
03160
03170
03180
03190
03200
03210
03220
03230

it maintains, SALESTAX.82, is on the B disk. At the
conclusion of a session with the program, a backup copy
of SALESTAX.82 can be written to the A disk on demand.

Set up
DEFDBL
DEFINT

A
I

DEFSTR D,P,R
DIM AMOUNT(40),PERCENT(40),TAX(40)

1 Double-precision
•Integer variables
'String variables
'Array variables

Only "FIELD" variables used in Microsoft's BASIC "Random"
mode begin with the letter R. In most cases, these have
an obvious mnemonic connection with the corresponding
program variables, where such exist.

Integer variables begin with the letter I. Integer
variables are used for flags and indices. The other
integer variables are IRECORD (the number of records in
the file) and I POST (the date the current record is
being posted--in form <mmdd> )

•

AMOUNT is the only double-precision variable. It is carried
in this form to allow sales amounts of over $9,999.99 to
be entered without loss of precision. All TAX amounts,
including the totals year-to-date, are precise only when
the value is less than $10,000.

The array variables are used for storing the raw input
prior to verification. After the 40th entry, the
program will jump to the next payment category with no
verification.

Main Program
GOSUB 10000
PRINT : PRINT
INPUT "Enter today's date (MMDD): ", IPOST
GOSUB 2000
1 Function choice:
PRINT: PRINT
PRINT "Functions available for Sales Tax File:"
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT:
PRINT

'Clear screen

'Open Sales Tax File

n 4 it

' /

ii o n
> * I

II 1 H
> » I

PRINT
•Which

"QUIT"
"Display File"
"Data Entry; Post
"List File"

New Record'

LET IFUNC
IF IFUNC »

IF IFUNC »

IF IFUNC -

IF IFUNC "

Function?"
VAL(INPUT$(1))
THEN GOTO 61000

2 THEN GOSUB 3000
3 THEN LET ILIST -1 ELSE LET ILIST
1 OR IFUNC - 3 THEN GOSUB 4000

' Go around again
GOSUB 10000
GOTO 1100
i

OPEN "R",
FIELD #1,
FIELD #1,

4
IF LOF( 1

)

RETURN
t

Subroutine: Open Sales Tax File
#1, "B: SALESTAX.82", 32
2 AS RECORD, 4 AS RTAX, 26 AS RDUMMY
2 AS RPOST, 6 AS RPERIOD, 4 AS RCASH,
AS RAMEX, 4 AS RMSCD, 4 AS ROTHER, 4
- THEN GOSUB 11000

'Make backup and end
'Enter Sales Tax Record
»

•Display/List File

'Clear screen
'Function choice

•32-byte records
' Leader record
4 AS RCHECK,
AS RTOTAL
•Initialize file

Post new sales tax' Function routine:
GOSUB 10000
PRINT: PRINT "Entering New Sales Tax Record:
GOSUB 12000
1 Start new record
LINE INPUT "Enter Tax Period (6 characters or less):

LSET RPERIOD * PERIOD
LSET RPOST - MKI$( IPOST)
' Enter data
LET DUMMY "CASH RECEIPTS"
GOSUB 20000
LSET RCASH - MKS$( TOTAL)
LET DUMMY - "CHECKS WRITTEN"
GOSUB 20000
LSET RCHECK
LET DUMMY -

GOSUB 20000
LSET RAMEX
LET DUMMY -

GOSUB 20000
LSET RMSCD = MKS$( TOTAL)
LET DUMMY = "OTHER SALES TAX PAID
GOSUB 20000
LSET ROTHER - MKS$( TOTAL)

record
•Clear screen

: PRINT
•Get leader data

'; PERIOD

- MKS$ (TOTAL)
"AMEX TICKETS PAID"

i MKS$( TOTAL)
"MASTERCARD TICKETS PAID'

• Data entry
'Post cash entry

'Data entry
' Post checks entry

'Data entry
•Post AMEX entry

•Data entry
•Post MasterCard entry

'Data entry
Post "others" entry

40 Microcomputing, March 1982

analogous to keyboard input.

When you open an "O" file, an ex-

isting file of that name on that drive

will be erased and you will start a

new file. Thus, you cannot read from
and write to the same sequential file

at the same time, so you can't update

in place.

Unlike a sequential file, a random
file is made up of records of fixed

length. You establish the length

when you open an "R" file. (For ex-

ample, the records kept in SALES-
TAX are all 32 bytes long; see line

2010 in the listing.) You can read or

write any individual record in a ran-

dom file, so you can update in place.

You get random records to read

them, and put records to write them.
Of course, you have to specify both

the filenumber and the record num-
ber in GET or PUT statements.

When you open an "R" file, a rec-

ord-length field buffer is also set up.

When you get a record, Basic deter-

mines which one or more physical

records contain that logical record.

The operating system is called to find

and read the physical records into the

disk I/O buffer. The logical record is

assembled in the field buffer. When
you put a record, the physical records

that contain the old logical record are

brought into the disk I/O buffer be-

fore the replacement is made. If the

entire logical record is in disk I/O buf-

fer at the time of a GET or PUT, it is

not necessary to make the disk access.

Whether or not a logical record
spans more than one physical record

depends on their relative lengths. If

the logical record length is a divisor

of the physical record length, the logi-

cal record will always be contained

within a single physical record. This
will minimize disk traffic and in-

crease performance slightly. I usually

specify my random records to con-

tain 32 or 64 bytes.

A random file, as recorded on a
diskette, does not have any record or

field separators in it. Before you can
make use of a random record in a pro-

gram, you must specify each field by
an "n AS fieldname" segment in a

field statement. The n is the length of

the field, in bytes; the fieldname
must be defined as a string variable

not used for any other purpose.
The FIELD statement lists all of the

fields in the record, in order and sep-

arated by commas. The fields can be
of differing lengths, but the sum of

the lengths of the fields cannot ex-

ceed the record length.

You can field a single file as many
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If you've tried to market your own program,
you've probably run into a virtual brick wall of

problems. Problems that require time, energy, funds,

personnel and expertise to solve.

Lifeboat Associates invites you to bring your
problems to us. That way you can do what you do
best: create quality software. And we can do what we
do best: sell it.

As an international publisher of quality

computer software with a strong relationship among
business, professional, programming and personal
computer users, as well as micro- and minicomputer
OEM's, Lifeboat Associates has sold and fully

supported more software programs by more authors
for more machines to more users in more countries

than anyone else.

And we do a lot more than sell. Lifeboat

also provides:
• Full after sales support • A multitude of media
formats • OEM sales • Extensive promotional cam-
paigns through Lifeboat's Software Desk Reference™,
specially designed OEM private label catalogs, foreign

catalogs, brochures, flyers and direct mail • Adver-
tising • Advertising preparation • Marketing services

throughout a wide network of affiliates, dealers and dis-

tributors • Translation facilities into foreign languages
• Seminars • Typesetting services • And lots more

So if you've expended your time and genius in

writing a great program, bring it to Lifeboat. We'll

expend our time and genius in publishing it.

Write for a copy of the Lifeboat Author Guide.

^78

2414

lifeboat Associates
World's foremost software source

1651 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10028

Copyright ©1981 , by Lifeboat Associates Software Desk Reference is a trademark of Lifeboat Associates
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Listing continued.

03240 • Total sales tax paid this period
03250 LET TOTAL = CVS(RCASH) + CVS(RCHECK) + CVS(RAMEX)

+ CVS(RMSCD) + CVS(ROTHER)
03260 LSET RTOTAL = MKS$( TOTAL) •Post total paid
03270 ' Verify record before filing
03280 GOSUB 10000 •Clear screen

03290 PRINT "This is the record just entered:"
03300 PRINT
03310 GOSUB 30000 •Display heading
03320 GOSUB 31000 •Display record
03330 PRINT
03340 PRINT "IS this OK to file (Y/N)?"
03350 LET PASS = INPUT$ ( 1

)

03360 IF PASS <> "Y" AND PASS <> "y" THEN RETURN 'Verification failed
03400 • Store Sales Tax Record
03410 LET TAX(0) = TAX(0) + TOTAL
03420 LET IRECORD = I RECORD 1

03430 PUT #1, IRECORD
03500 • Update leader record
03510 GET #1, 1

03520 LSET RECORD = MKI $( I RECORD

)

03530 LSET RTAX = MKS$(TAX(0))
03540 PUT #1, 1

03550 RETURN
03560 i

04000 • Function routine: Display/List File
04010 GOSUB 10000 •Clear screen
04020 GOSUB 12000 •Get leader data
04030 IF ILIST THEN PRINT "Listing Sales Tax File"
04040 IF ILIST THEN GOSUB 32000 ELSE GOSUB 30000 •Show Heading
04050 LET TOTAL =

04060 FOR I = 2 TO IRECORD
04070 GET #1, I

04080 LET TOTAL = TOTAL + CVS (RTOTAL)
04090 IF ILIST THEN GOSUB 33000

ELSE GOSUB 31000 'Show record
04100 NEXT I

04110 IF INT(100*TOTAL+0.5) <> INT( 1 00*TAX( )+0.5

)

THEN GOTO 60000 •File error
04120 IF ILIST THEN GOSUB 34000 •LPrint Sales Tax Total
04130 IF ILIST THEN RETURN
04140 PRINT
04150 PRINT "Total sales tax paid is: "j

04160 PRINT USING "$$###.##"; TAX(0)
04170 PRINT
04180 PRINT " Press any key to Continue "

04190 WHILE INKEY$ = "" 'If no input pending
04200 WEND • keep on looping
04210 RETURN
04220 •

10000 • Subroutine: Clear and home display
10010 1 Note: This subroutine is for a P-E 550 display terminal.
10020 ' Rewrite to suit user environment.
10030 PRINT CHR$(27) "K" STRING$( 20, )

10040 RETURN
10050 i

11000 • Subroutine: Initialize file on first use
11010 LSET RECORD = MKI$(1) • Make leader record
11020 LSET RTAX = MKS$(0) • Zero accumulated tax

11030 LSET RDUMMY " " •Fill with blanks
11040 PUT #1, 1

11050 RETURN
11060 •

12000 1 Subroutine: Get leader data
12010 GET #1, 1 • Read leader record
12020 LET TAX(0) = CVS(RTAX) • Accumulated tax

12030 LET IRECORD = CVI ( RECORD) •Last record posted
12040 RETURN
12050 i

20000 ' Subroutine: Data Entry for Payment Category
20010 GOSUB 10000 'Clear Screen
20020 PRINT "Enter Data from " DUMMY " for " PERIOD
20030 PRINT , "If amount entered is total paid, enter tax rate as percentage"
20035 PRINT , "If amount entered is actual tax, enter tax rate as *A'"

20040 PRINT , "To quit entering data into this field, enter amount as ' • ;
"

20050 PRINT ,
" for input verification, enter rate as 'V, else '0'."

20060 PRINT
20070 • Input Data
20080 LET 1=0: AMOUNT(O) = 1: IVERIFY = 1: TOTAL =

20090 • Enter Item
20100 WHILE AMOUNT(I) <> AND I < 40 AND IVERIFY <>

20110 LET 1=1+1
20120 INPUT "Amount, Rate "; AMOUNT(I), PERCENT(I)
20130 IF PERCENT(I) = "V" OR PERCENT(I) = "v"

THEN GOSUB 21000 •Verify input
20140 IF PERCENT(I) = "A" OR PERCENT(I) = "a"

TAX(I) = AMOUNT(I) ELSE
THEN

TAX(I) = (VAL(PERCENT(I))*AMOUNT(I))/(100+VAL(PERCENT(I)))

More

times as you wish, as long as you use

different variable names for each dif-

ferent field format. For example, the

SALESTAX.82 file is fielded in three

different formats.The leader record

has only two non-blank fields: one

tells how many records are in the file

and the other gives the sum of all the

taxes paid (this latter is used for a file

integrity check, made every time the

file is displayed or printed). The lead-

er format is specified in line 2020.

The second field format is for the tax-

records themselves, in line 2030.

Finally, there is a full-record field,

used for all the records in the file

when making a backup (line 61050).

You load data into the FIELD buf-

fer by using the LSET and RSET com-
mands, before filing the record with a

PUT statement. The two field-load

commands put a string into the field.

LSET (RSET) left (right) justifies the

string into the field. If the string is too

long to fit in the field, it is right (left)

truncated. If it is too short, the rest of

the field is padded with ASCII
blanks. An example of the use of

LSET with a string variable is given

in line 3060.

Only strings can be used in an
LSET or RSET statement. So how can

you put a numeric variable into a

random record? This is where Micro-
soft is very clever. Its Basic can
treat the data bytes of numeric var-

iables as pseudo-strings, made up
of a sequence of bits rather than

of ASCII characters.

The function MKI$( ) makes an in-

teger into a two-byte pseudo-string

for loading into the FIELD buffer.

Similarly, MKS$( ) and MKD$( ) will

make four-byte and eight-byte
"strings" out of single- and double-

precision floating numbers, respec-

tively. Just remember that MKx$
makes a pseudo-string ($) out of a nu-

meric variable of type x. You will

find statements using LSET with

MKI$ and MKS$ in the subroutine

starting on line 3000.

After you get a record, you tell Ba-

sic that these pseudo-strings are real-

ly numeric variables by using the cor-

responding convert functions—
CVI( ), CVS( ) and CVD( ). The sub-

routines starting on line 3000 and on
line 31000 have statements using the

CVx functions in differing ways.
You have to close any file that has

been written to. When you close a

file, you are telling Basic to write any
unfiled data in the disk I/O buffer

to the diskette and update the disk-

ette directory with the information
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HAVE WE
601A PROGRAM
FORYOU INK

Over 150,000 computer owners and novices attended the 1981
National Computer Shows and Office Equipment Expositions,

and more than a quarter of a million are expected to be at the

1982 shows.
Each show features hundreds of companies using thousands

of square feet of display space to showcase and sell millions of dollars

worth of micro and mini computers, data and word processing equipment,
peripherals, accessories, supplies and software.

Under one roof you'll see — and be able to buy — all of the hardware
and software made by every major computer manufacturer for busi-

ness, industry, government, education, home and personal use.

The show includes computers costing as little as $100 to com-
puters selling for $150,000.

Don't miss the coming of the new computers — show up for

the show. Admission is $5 per person and $3 for children.

=-=_==-—*j = sir-

Ticket Information

Send $5 with the name of the show you

plan to attend to National Computer

Shows. 824 Boylston Street. Chestnut

Hill. Mass. 02167. Tickets can also be

purchased at the show.

THE
MID-fiTLflNTIC
- COMFUTER -

SHOW
Washington, DC

DC Armory/Starplex

Across from RFK Stadium

Thursday-Sunday
October 28-31, 1982

11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS:
2001 E CAPITOLSTSE

(E. CAPITOL ST. EXIT OFF I-295

— KENILWORTH FRWY)

THE
SOUTHWEST
COMPUTER
SHOW
Dallas

Dallas Market Hall

Thursday-Sunday
April 15-18, 1982

11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS:
2200 STEMMONS FREEWAY

(AT INDUSTRIAL BLVD)

s z.

.Unt^li i Lsi —

i

Uniondale, Long Island

Nassau Coliseum

Thursday-Sunday
April 22-25, 1982

11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS: TAKE L.I. EXPWY
TO EXIT 38 NO. STATE PKWY
TO EXIT 31A MEADOWBROOK

PKWY SO. TO EXIT M5
HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE

Minneapolis
Minn. Auditorium
& Convention Hall

Third Avenue
Thursday-Sunday

September 16-19, 1982
11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS HWY 94 to

11th St Exit to Third Ave

THE
MID'WEST— COMPUTER -
SHOW
Chicago

(Arlington Heights)

Arlington Park Racetrack
Exhibition Center

Thursday-Sunday
November 5-7, 1982
11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS: EUCLID AVE &
WILKE RD. TAKE NW TOLLWAY

TO RTE 53 EXIT AT
EUCLID AVE EAST

THE

Boston
Hynes Auditorium/
Prudential Center

Thursday-Sunday
November 11-14, 1982
11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS: TAKE MASS
PIKE TO PRUDENTIAL

CENTER EXIT

lir^s-'L? i hsi

Atlanta

Atlanta Civic Center

Thursday-Sunday
December 9-12, 1982
11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS:
395 PIEDMONT AVE NE

(AT RALPH McGILL BLVD)

The National Computer Shows are produced by Northeast Expositions Inc. who also produce Electronica — shows featuring home entertainment equipment and personal

electronics — which are held annually in major US cities. NEI also produces the Applefest Shows. For more information about any of these events call us at 617-739-2000

or write to the above address.

^See List of Advertisers on page 178 Microcomputing, March 1982 43



Listing continued.

20150 LET TOTAL = TOTAL + .01 * (INT(100 * TAX(I) + 0.5))

20160 WEND
20170 IF IVERIFY = THEN GOTO 20000 'Error, Reenter data

20180 RETURN
20190 •

21000 • Subroutine: Verify Input Data
21010 GOSUB 10000 'Clear Screen

21020 PRINT "The following were entered for " DUMMY M for H PERIOD

21030 PRINT
21040 PRINT " Amount" , "Tax Rate", " Tax": PRINT

21050 FOR IX = 1 TO I - 1

21060 PRINT USING "$$####.## "; AMOUNT(IX);
21070 IF (PERCENT (IX) "A") OR (PERCENT (IX) = "a")

THEN PRINT " " PERCENT* IX ) , : GOTO 21100

21080 PRINT USING "###.##"; VAL( PERCENT ( IX ))

;

21090 PRINT "% ",

21100 PRINT USING "$$###.##"; TAX(IX)
21110 NEXT IX

21120 PRINT
21130 PRINT "Total sales tax from " DUMMY " is ";

21140 PRINT USING "$$###.##"; TOTAL
21150 PRINT
21160 PRINT "Is this OK (Y/N)?"
21170 LET PASS = INPUT$ ( 1

)

21180 IF (PASS = "Y") OR (PASS = "y") THEN IVERIFY = 1 ELSE IVERIFY =

21190 RETURN
21200 i

30000 • Subroutine: Display Sales Tax Heading
30010 PRINT
30020 PRINT "PERIOD " " CASH " CHECKS " " AMEX

" MSTRCD " " OTHER " " TOTAL " " POSTED"
30030 PRINT
30040 RETURN
30050 i

31000 ' Subroutine: Display Sales Tax Record
31010 PRINT RPERIOD "

31020 PRINT USING "$$###.## "; CVS(RCASH); CVS(RCHECK);
CVS(RAMEX); CVS(RMSCD); CVS(ROTHER); CVS(RTOTAL);

31030 PRINT USING " ####"; CVI(RPOST)
31040 RETURN
31050 •

32000 ' Subroutine: LPrint Sales Tax Heading
32010 LPRINT TAB(10) "SALES TAX FILE" 'Left margin at 10

32020 LPRINT
32030 LPRINT TAB(10) "PERIOD " CASH " " CHECKS " " AMEX "

" MSTRCD " " OTHER " " TOTAL " " POSTED"
32040 LPRINT
32050 RETURN
32060 •

33000 ' Subroutine: LPrint Sales Tax Record
33010 LPRINT TAB(10) RPERIOD " ";

33020 LPRINT USING "$$###.## "; CVS(RCASH); CVS(RCHECK); CVS(RAMEX);
CVS(RMSCD); CVS(ROTHER); CVS(RTOTAL);

33030 LPRINT USING " ####"; CVI(RPOST)
33040 RETURN
33050 i

34000 ' Subroutine: LPrint Sales Tax Total
34010 LPRINT: LPRINT
34020 LPRINT TAB(10) "Total sales tax paid is: ";

34030 LPRINT USING "$$###.##"; TAX(0)
34040 RETURN
34050 i

60000 • File error routine: Totals don't match to penny

60010 PRINT "FILE DOES NOT BALANCE"
60020 PRINT "ABORTING PROGRAM"

60030 PRINT "USE BACKUP FILE AND UPDATE"

60040 GOTO 62000 'Close file and END

60050 •

61000 • Function routine: Quit, make back-up file

61010 GOSUB 10000 'Clear Screen

61020 PRINT "Do you want a backup file (Y/N)? "

61030 LET PASS = INPUT$ ( 1

)

61040 IF PASS <> "Y" AND PASS <> "y"

THEN GOTO 62000 'Close files and End

61050 FIELD #1, 32 AS RFILE
61060 OPEN "R", #2, "A: BACKUP. TAX", 32

61070 FIELD #2, 32 AS RBACKUP
61080 GET #1,1
61090 LET IRECORD = CVI ( RECORD

)

61100 FOR I = 1 TO IRECORD
61110 GET #1, I

61120 LSET RBACKUP = RFILE
61130 PUT #2, I

61140 NEXT I

62000 ' Close files and End
62010 CLOSE
62020 END
62030 •

contained in the FCB. If your CLOSE
statement does not specify a par-

ticular filenumber, all open files

are closed.

I have tried to make SALESTAX a

readable, well-structured program,

for ease of maintenance. Even Basic

programs must be read and under-

stood (and modified) by humans as

well as by machines. It is easier to

write readable structured programs

in Basic than it is in some of the

languages specifically designed for

structured programming; Basic has

some readability advantages. With
Basic, you can put the main routine

and the subroutines in any order you
wish—for the reader's convenience

rather than for the language-
inventor's convenience. And, since

all GOTO or GOSUB calls require a

target statement number, the reader

always knows where on the listing to

look for the routine being called. Of
course, you don't have to write struc-

tured programs if you are using

Basic, which may be what bothers

some of the language's critics.

If your dialect of Microsoft Basic is

the same as mine, the comments in

the listing—along with the figures

simulating the display—should make
the program almost self-explanatory.

However, I have used some operator

convenience constructs that may not

be familiar to you, along with some
little-used Basic functions, so an ex-

planation of what it going on, and
how to change things if you want or

need to, might be useful.

Some Details

As with many file maintenance
programs, SALESTAX is menu
driven. A simulation of the screen

showing the initial menu presenta-

tion after entry of the posting date is

given in Fig. 1. However, unlike

many menu-driven programs,
SALESTAX uses single-key entry

whenever feasible. You do not hit the

return key for any purpose except to

enter actual data. Thus, if you press

the 1 key in response to the "Which
Function" question, SALESTAX will

display the file immediately, as

shown in Fig. 2.

If you're so fond of hitting return

that you can't break the habit, or if

your version of Basic doesn't have
the INPUTS) ) function, you can re-

place line 1190 with:

INPUT "Which Function"; IFUNC

and delete line 1200. Make a similar

substitution for the PASS string vari-
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100% Compatible
Model III Disks

Complete Business
System includes:

48K TRS-80™ Model
III, Disk III™ 2 Drive

System, TRSDOS
and Manual.

$1882
DISK III single drive assembly includes: one 40 track
5%" double density drive, power supply, controller,
mounting hardware, and applicable cables.

DISK III Single
drive assy $599.00
DISK III Two
drive assy 864.00

DISK III Assy
w/out drives 435.00

TRSDOS™ &
Manual 21.90

External drives

(3 & 4) 299.00

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY -

WINCHESTER HARD
Integral Winchester
Business system includes:

48K Model III, LDOS
Disk III™, 6.3 MEG
HARD DISK SYSTEM.

COMPARE AND SAVE
DISK MODEL III

$2895

$4995

6.3 MEGABYTE WINCHESTER
HARD DISK SUBSYSTEM
With chassis, PS, LDOS
9.5 MEG $3395.00

TM

MOD III Options:
9.5 MEG HD (internal)

80tk1 side floppy

80 tk 2 side floppy

add $500.00
add $120.00
add $240.00

Winchester Subsystem Options:
2x6.3 Meg drives

2x9.5 Meg drives

4495.00
5495.00

Peripherals

Epson MX-80
Epson MX-80 FT
Epson MX-1 00
Centronics 739
Starwriter25(P)
RS-232
Lexicon modem

500.00
615.00
800.00
700.00
1395.00

95.00
105.00

MODEL l/lll

EXTERNAL DRIVE
W/ PS & ENC
Fully Compatible
120 day warranty

Easy installation

80 tk or 2 sided

80tk&2sided

$275

$419.00
549.00

IF YOU DON'T SEE IT ADVERTISED CALL US AND ASK FOR IT.

PUBLISHED PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNT.
ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
TRS-80 and TRSDOS are trademarks of Tandy Corp.
DISK III is a trademark of VR Data Corp. Dealership available.

Phone toll free 800-345-81 02
• in PA 215-461-5300 Cable address "VRDATA" TELEX

OTHER PRODUCTS
SUPERBRAIN 64K
PARALLEL PORT —
SUPERBRAIN

DISK & MYSTERIES
BASIC & MYSTERIES
NEC Ribbons (min. 6)

Epson Ribbons
NEW—
LDOS Operating
System

COMING SOON!!
Internal MODEM for MOD III

2990.00

99.95
22.50
29.95
5.95

12.50

149.00

VR Data Corporation
777 Henderson Boulevard • Folcroft, PA 19032 ^
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able used in answering the yes/no

questions in the verification subrou-

tines (lines 3340-3350, 21160-21170

Enter today's date (MMDD): 831

Functions available for Sales Tax File:

QUIT
1 Display File

2 Data Entry; Post New Record

3 List File

Which Function?

Fig. 1. Initial menu display.

and 61020-61030).

When you are actually entering

data for a payment category, the

screen will look like Fig. 3. Note the

various modes of entering data, de-

pending on whether your document
shows the actual tax paid or merely
the total amount of the transaction

and the percentage tax rate. If you
think you have made a mistake, or

merely want to verify the input be-

fore going on to the next category,

enter a V for the rate. What you get

back is shown in Fig. 4, for the same
input data. Any answer to the ques-

PERIOD CASH CHECK AMEX MSTRCD OTHER TOTAL POSTED

JAN 82 $3.89 $34.57 $30.58 $17.27 $0.00 $86.31 131

FEB 82 $2.81 $13.59 $20.41 $26.19 $0.00 63.00 302
MAR 82 $8.53 $37.15 $12.06 $65.53 $0.00 $123.27 331

APR 82 $6.40 $20.20 $7.10 $15.66 $0.00 $59.36 430
MAY 82 $3.27 $3.39 $11.68 $12.23 $0.00 $30.57 531

JUN82 $4.14 $22.72 $27.66 $3.02 $0.00 $57.54 701

JUL 82 $4.54 $10.15 $11.73 $22.85 $0.00 $49.27 801

Total sales tax paid is: $469.32

-Press any key to Continue—

Fig. 2. Console display of sample file.

i

tion other than Y or y will send you
back to the beginning of entering data

for that payment category.

The leader record must exist before

any entries can be made to the file. In

my version, I use the initialization

subroutine starting on line 11000 on-

ly once—the first time I run the pro-

gram each year. The program knows
it is the first time because the length

of file, given by the LOF function at

line 2040, will be zero.

However, whether Basic-80 has the

LOF function depends on the op-

erating system it is running under. If

you don't have LOF, you should

write a stand-alone program to ini-

tialize the file. This little program
would consist of lines 2010-2020,

lines 11010-11040 and lines 62010-
62020. If you use stand-alone initiali-

zation, you should delete line 2040
and lines 11000-11060 from
SALESTAX.

I don't like to enter data at the bot-

tom of the screen cluttered up with
other details not germane to the im-
mediate task at hand. So every entry
operation starts at the top of a clean

screen. This leads to lots of Clear
Screen commands and my Basic

Complete line of supplies for small computers & word processing

PERCOM HARDWARE
Doubler II, Data Separater, Cable Connectors, Disk Drives, etc.

Inquiries invited — please call or write

Verbatim DISKETTES 3M

5"SSDD
5" DSDD
5"SSOD
8"SSSD
8' SS.DD
8" DSDD

10/2 40

103 95
102 90
10 3 05
10/3 35
10 4 15

50/2 35

50/3 90

50/2 85
50/3 00
50 3 30
50/4 10

5"SS.SD
5" DSDD
8"SS.SD
8" SS.DD
8" DS SD
8"DS DD

10/2 80

10/3 95

10/2 90
10/3 50
10/4 50
10/4 50

50/2 70

50/390
50/280
50/3 40
50/4 40

50/4 40
Please specify soft sector or the number of hard sectors

STORAGE MISCELLANEOUS
Diskette Storage Pages 10/6 95 (Specify 5' ." or 8")

Ring King Easel Binders 1" ring 8 00 V "ring 9 00
2" ring 10 00 2' " ring 11 40

Ring King Diskette File Tray with Lid
5. "24 00 8" 30 00

(Specially designed to hang in standard-size file drawers
or to be used on desk top & protect 80 diskettes)

Ring King Flip Files 5 .
" 36 00 8" 42 00

(Black suede vinyl binder protects with non-glare vinyl

pages & displays 20 diskettes colored labels for coding)

Ring King Printwheel Binder fholds6pnntwheels) 1 1 00

Ring King Thimble Binder (holds 6 thimbles) 10 00
Flip N File 5 V 22 95 8" 27 95
(Smoked plexiglass lid flips back to reveal 30-50 diskettes)

Library Cases 5 .

" 2 05 8" 2 80

3M Head Cleaning Kit

Specify 5' i" or 8"

19 50

3M Diskette

Write-On Labels
Specify 5' ." or 8"

10 50

3M Diskette Mailers
Specify 5' i" or 8"

1 25 ea

PRINTWHEELS (Plastic) RIBBONS
Mfr. ea. 6- Mfr. ea. Doz.
Diablo 7 95 6 95 Diablo Hytype II 5 95 64 75
Qume 7 95 6 95 Qume 4 00 39 85
NEC Thimbles 17 00 15 50 NEC 7 00 68 75

PAPER & LABELS
Greenbar 14 - x 11 Labels 3' x »»/

18
one part 3000 sheets 39 95 one across box of 5.000 17 30
two part 1300 sheets 45 95 two across box of 10.000 34 60
White 9' x11 NOTE Shipping charges for paper
one part 3500 sheets 29 95 & labels is determined by weight
two part 1400 sheets 33 95 and destination

COMMERCIAL DATAPRODUCTS "HP Minimum $2.00

'Dp p O Box 49343 . Atlanta. Ga 30359 shipping & handling

63 (404)325-7800 9m Credit card users
add 3 to total order

OSI COMPATIBLE HARDWARE
IO-CA10X SERIAL PORT $125
ACIA based RS-232 serial printer port. DIP SWITCH selectable baud rates of 300-9600
Handshaking (CTS) input line is provided to signal the computer when the printer buffer
is full. Compatible with OS-65U V1 .2 and OS-65D

.

IO-CA9 PARALLEL PORT $1 75
Centronics Standard Parallel printer interface for OSI computers. The card comes com-
plete with 10 ft. of flat ribbon cable. Compatible with OS-65D and OS-65U software.

IOCA9D DIABLO PARALLEL PORT $175
DIABLO 12 BIT WORD Parallel port for use with word processor type printers Complete
with 10 ft cable. Compatible with OS-65U software.

IO LEVEL 3 MULTIUSER EXPANSION $450
Provides 3 printer interfaces currently supported by OSI-Serial, Centronics Parallel,
Diablo Parallel. 4K of memory at D000 for Multi-user executive. 4 Port serial cluster The
LEVEL 3 card allows expansion of an OSI C3 machine up to 4 users with appropriate ad-
ditional memory partitions.

24MEMCM9. ..$380 16MEM-CM9...$3O0 8MEM-CM9 .. $210
24K memory card is available at 3 different populated levels. All cards are fully socketed
for 24K of memory The card uses 21 14-300ns chips. DIP SWITCH addressing is provided
in the form of one 16K block and one 8K block. Also supports DIP SWITCH memory parti-

tion addressing for use in multi-user systems.

FL470 FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER $180
OSI -Type floppy disk controller and real time clock. Will Support 5V* " or 8", Single or
double-sided drives. Requires drives with separated data and clock outputs.

BIO 1600 BARE IO CARD $50
Super 1/0 Card. Supports 8K of 21 14 memory in two DIP SWITCH addressable 4K blocks,
2 16 Bit Parallel Ports may be used as printer interfaces, 5 RS-232 Serial Ports with CTS &
RTS handshaking. With manual and Molex connectors.
BMEMCM9 BARE MEMORY CARD $50
Bare 24K memory card, also supports OSI-type real time clock and floppy disk controller.
With manual and Molex connectors.

#96 PROTOTYPE CARD $35
Prototype board holds 96 14 or 16 pin IC's. Will also accommodate 18, 24, or 40 pin IC's.

Row and column zone markings, easy layout. '/„" epoxy glass PC. board.

C1PEXP EXPANSION INTERFACE $65
Expansion for C1P 600 or 610 boards to the OSI 48 Pin Buss. Uses expansion socket and
interface circuitry to expand to 48 Pin Backplane Requires one slot in backplane.
BP 580 BACKPLANE $47
Assembled 8-slot backplane with male Molex connectors and termination resistors.

DSK-SW DISK SWITCH $29
A circuit when added to OSI Minifloppy systems extends the life of drives and media. Ac-
complish this by shutting off Minifloppy Spindle motor when system is not accessing
the drive. Complete KIT and manual.

D&N MICRO
INC. *x293

3684 N. Wells Street Ft. Wayne, Indiana 46808
219/485-6414

TERMS: Check or money order Add $2 Shipping
(

Outside U.S. add 10%.
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doesn't have one. I have put the
somewhat laborious PRINT equiva-
lent for my terminal in the subrou-
tine starting on line 10000. If you
have a Clear Screen command avail-

able, substitute it for each of the eight

statements, GOSUB 10000 and delete

the subroutine.

An important part of the data-input

subroutine, starting on line 20000, is

a WHILE . . . WEND loop. (WEND
means while loop ends.) If your dia-

lect of Basic doesn't have this func-

tion, you can do the same thing by
substituting an inverted IF . . . GOTO
for the WHILE and a GOTO for the

WEND. For example, replace line

20100 with:

IFAMOUNT(I) = 0ORI = 40ORIVERIFY =

THEN GOTO 20170 and replace line 20160

with GOTO 20100.

If your version of Basic doesn't

meet all the ANSI standards, you
may have to change the Display/List

subroutine starting in line 4000. Stan-

dard Basic tests the index in FOR
... TO loops at the FOR ... TO state-

ment. Thus, if the index is great-

er than the loop ending value on
the initial pass, the loop will be

skipped. Many older versions of Ba-
sic perpetuate John Backus' mistake
(made in the original Fortran, first

released in 1957), and test at the

NEXT. With the Fortran approach,
the program will always take the loop
at least once. This can lead to

catastrophe if you should ask
SALESTAX to display or list the file

before there have been any entries.

The fix is to insert line 4055:
IF IRECORD = 1 THEN GOTO 4110

If you have a nonstandard Basic

that starts numbering arrays from ( 1)

,

instead of from (0), you will have to

make a more extensive change. All

appearances of TAX(0) (lines 3410,

3530, 4110, 4160, 12020 and 34030)
will have to be changed to TAX(l).
Change AMOUNT(O) in line 20080 to

Enter Data from CHECKS WRITTEN for AUG 82

If amount entered is total paid, enter tax rate as percentage

If amount entered is actual tax, enter tax rate as 'A'

To quit entering data into this field, enter amount as O';

for input verification, enter rate as 'V, else O'.

Amount, Rate?. 16,A
Amount, Rate ? 17.75,5

Amount, Rate? 1.75,a

Amount, Rate ? 64.83,5

Amount, Rate ? 23.46,5

Amount, Rate ? 49.39,5

Amount, Rate? 26.26,1

Amount, Rate ? 13.69,5

Amount, Rate ? 19.96,5

Amount, Rate ? 19.96,5

Amount, Rate ? .8,a

Amount, Rate ? 0,v

Fig. 3. Entering data.

IMl/COBOL™ MAKES ITACROSS!

...FROM ONE OPERATING SYSTEM
TO ANOTHER!
A VITALWAYTO PROTECTYOUR
SOFTWARE INVESTMENT FOR THE
FUTURE!!

The RM/MMMM* language runs on more different

Operating Systems and more different-sized com-
puters than any other similar language. Kor

starters, it runs on N(]R and Tl minicomputers
and. in the micro field, on the CP/IVK MP/M-*.

CP/M-Hfi'. MP/M-80'. TRSUOS 3
. OASIS*.

MOASIS'. and UNIX* (ONYX version) Operating

Systems . . to mention only a few.

I ' nt il now. serious business software of the scope

and flexibility seen in the minicomputer world has

not been available on micros. RM/f*MMM< now
allows transfer of such software with a minimum
of fuss.

We have participated in such a mini-to-micro

transfer of a major set of general business software

. . . using KM IIIM. as the transfer mechanism, of

course. Running on literally thousands of mini-

computers, these refined, enhanced, and proven

KAl IHKHI. and <RTf '

MH from CYBERNETICS
ARE GOING STEADY. .

.

f/f

...AND YOU'RE GONNA LOVE EM TOO!!
I "se your computer to program itsell (RTf ICohol

Reprogramming TooM I from Cybernetics is ,i program
generator for KM <:•••!. ih.it produces error-tree

IA l!MM. source programs for data input, file main-

tenance, and report printing programs.

A full feature interactive program generator, not a sul>-

setlCall Now! 714/84H-1<>22.

r t
software packages cover A/R. A/P. G/L P/R. Order
Kntry (with Invoicing and Inventory Control) as

well as Sales Analysis. The Packages define a new
level of achievement for features and flexibility in

micro applications software and offer top quality at

a reasonable price.

Kor immediate information, call 714/848-1922

tor your complete product description.

Trademarks off:

1-Ryan-McFarland Corp.;2-Digital Research, Inc.; 3-Tandy

Corp.; 4-Phase One Systems, Inc.; 5-Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Inc.; 6-Cybernetics, Inc.

^^ &
18

8041 NEWMAN AVE., SUITE 208
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92647

714/848-1922
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AMOUNT) 1). Then, change line

21050 to read:

FOR IX = 2TOI-1

There are several changes you
should make to personalize SALES-
TAX to fit your own situation. The
display layout (Fig. 2) is set up for 80
columns, the printed output (not

shown) for 100. If your system dif-

fers, you must change the subrou-
tines in lines 30000-34050. You may
wish to change the field headings to

suit your own requirements. These,
and the associated variable names,
appear in the subroutines starting in

lines 2000 and 3000, as well as in the
detail display/print subroutines in the
30000 series. If you delete or add
fields, you will have to change the

record length to suit. Besides making

changes in the subroutines men-
tioned above, you will have to

modify the backup file specifications

in lines 61050-61070.
Unlike those of us who use compil-

ers, many users of interpretive Basics

have learned a number of bad habits

(which lead to unreadable, nonmain-
tainable programs) in an attempt to

save memory space and running
time. The most common bad habit is

to eliminate all the remarks. If you
are using an interpreter, I suggest you
delete only the introductory remarks
prior to line 1000 and insert a few
new ones to remind you where to

find the original documentation (this

issue of Microcomputing) in case of

later difficulty. You will save a little

over 2K of memory space and the

negligible associated running time.

The following were entered for CHECKS WRITTEN for AUG 82

Amount Tax Rate

$0.16 A
$17.75 5.00%
$1.75 a

$64.83 5.00%

$23.46 5.00%

$49.39 5.00%

$26.26 1.00%

$13.69 5.00%

$19.96 5.00%

$0.80 a

Total sales tax from CHECKS WRITTEN is $11.98

Is this OK (Y/NJ?

Fig. 4. Verifying input data.

Tax

$0.16

$0.85

$1.75

$3.09

$1.12

$2.35

$0.26

$.065

$0.95

$0.80

If you insist, you can also remove
most of the remaining remarks. How-
ever, I recommend strongly that you
leave the line-end remarks telling

where the GOTO or GOSUB is going
(if your version of Basic allows them)
and at least an abbreviated version of

the subroutine entry-line remarks.

These will more than pay for

themselves if you modify the pro-

gram extensively and later have to

trace your path to find an elusive bug.

You can shorten the variable
names down to two characters each,

if you wish to go further along the

route toward unreadability (or are

forced to because of the limitations of
the Basic dialect you are using). In

most cases, you can use the first two
letters of the names I have used.

However, following this rule blindly

will lead to a few duplications and
some contractions to reserved words,
so take care.

The ultimate interpreter-user's

abomination—which produces com-
pletely unreadable programs— is

leaving out the spaces between
variable names and reserved words.
Programmers who commit this crime
should be forced to spend six months
on bread and water, trying to make
sense out of a complicated program
written by an idiot.

I hope using SALESTAX saves you
a lot of money next April. But even if

it doesn't, perhaps you have learned
something about using Basic random
files, as well as how to build in some
user convenience aids, for the next
time you design a record keeping or
file maintenance program.

AUTHORIZED TRS 80 to DEALER #R491

26-1062
Model III 16K RAM
Model III, BASIC 26 - 4002

Model II, 64K

TRS-80 Color Computer With
Extended Color BASIC

$825.00
WE ACCEPT CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR PHONE ORDERS WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD. SHIPPING
COSTS WILL BE ADDED TO CHARGE ORDERS. DISK DRIVES, PRINTERS, PERIPHERALS, AND SOFT-
WARE- YOU NAME IT, WE'VE-GOT IT. WRITE OR CALL FOR OUR COMPLETE PRICE LIST.

C & S ELECTRONICS, LTD. 32 EAST MAIN ST. MILAN, MICH. 48160
^79 (31 3) 439-1 508 (31 3) 439-1 400

C & S ELECTRONICS MART IS AN AUTHORIZED TRS 80 SALES CENTER STORE #R491
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NEW! TPM* for TRS-80 Model II

NEW! System/6 Package
Computer Design Labs Z80 Disk software

We have acquired the rights to all TDL software (& hardware). TDL software has long had the reputation of being the best in the
industry. Computer Design Labs will continue to maintain, evolve and add to this superior line of quality software.

— Carl Galletti and Roger Amidon, owners.
Software with Manual/Manual Alone —
All of the software below is available on any off the

following media for operation with a Z80CPU using
the CP/M* or similar type disk operating system
(such as our own TPM*).

for TRS-80* CP/M (Model I or II)

for 8" CP/M (soft sectored single density)
for 5 1/4" CP/M (soft sectored single density)
for 5 1/4" North Star CP/M (single density)
for 5Y4" North Star CP/M (double density)

BASIC I

A powerful and fast Z80 Basic interpreter with EDIT,

RENUMBER, TRACE, PRINT USING, assembly language
subroutine CALL, LOADGO for "chaining", COPY to

move text, EXCHANGE, KILL, LINE INPUT, error inter-

cept, sequential file handling in both ASCII and binary

formats, and much, much more. It runs in a little over 1

2

K. An excellent choice for games since the precision

was limited to 7 digits in order to make it one of the
fastest around. $49.95/$15.

BASIC II

Basic I but with 1 2 digit precision to make its power
available to the business world with only a slight sacrifice

in speed. Still runs faster than most other Basics (even
those with much less precision). $99.95/$15.

BUSINESS BASIC
The most powerful Basic for business applications. It

adds to Basic II with random or sequential disk files in

either fixed or variable record lengths, simultaneous
access to multiple disk files, PRIVACY command to

prohibit user access to source code, global editing,

added math functions, and disk file maintenance capa-

bility without leaving Basic (list, rename, or delete).

$179.95/$25.

ZEDIT
A character oriented text editor with 26 commands

and "macro" capability for stringing multiple commands
together. Included are a complete array of character

move, add, delete, and display function. $49.95./$15.

ZTEL
Z80 Text Editing Language - Not just a text editor.

Actually a language which allows you to edit text and
also write, save, and recall programs which manipulate
text. Commands include conditional branching, subrou-

tine calls, iteration, block move, expression evaluation,

and much more. Contains 36 value registers and 1 text

registers. Be creative! Manipulate text with commands
you write using Ztel. $79.95/$25.

TOP
A Z80 Text Output Processor which will do text

formatting for manuals, documents, and other word
processing jobs. Works with any text editor. Does
justification, page numbering and headings, spacing,

centering, and much more! $79.95/$25.

MACRO I

A macro assembler which will generate relocateable

or absolute code for the 8080 or Z80 using standard
Intel mnemonics plusTDL/Z80 extensions. Functions
include 1 4 conditionals, 1 6 listing controls, 54 pseudo-
ops, 1 1 arithmetic/logical operations, local and global

symbols, chaining files, linking capability with optional

linker, and recursive/ reiterative macros. This assembler
is so powerful you'll think it is doing all the workforyou. It

actually makes assembly language programming much
less of an effort and more creative. $79.95/$20.

MACRO II

Expands upon Macro l's linking capability (which is

useful but somewhat limited) thereby being able to take

full advantage of the optional Linker. Also a time and
date function has been added and the listing capability

improved. $99.95/$25.

LINKER
How many times have you written the same subroutine

in each new program? Top notch professional pro-

grammers compile a library of these subroutines and
use a Linker to tie them together at assembly time.

Development time is thus drastically reduced and
becomes comparable to writing in a high level language
but with all the speed of assembly language. So, get the

new CDL Linker and start writing programs in a fraction

of the time it took before. Linker is compatible with

Macro I & II as well asTDL/Xitan assemblers version 2.0

or later. $79.95/$20.

DEBUG I SYSTEM/6
Many programmers give up on writing in assembly TPM with utilities, Basic I interpreter, Basic E compiler,

language even though they know their programs would Macro I assembler, Debug I debugger, and ZEDIT text

be faster and more powerful. To them assembly language editor.

seems difficult to understand and follow, as well as Above purchased separately costs $339.75
being a nightmare to debug. Well, not with proper tools Special introductory offer Only $1 79.75 with coupon!!
like Debug I. With Debug I you can easily follow the flow
of any Z80 or 8080 program. Trace the program one
step at a time or 1 steps or whatever you like. At each
step you will be able to see the instruction executed and W
what it did. If desired, modifications can then be made
before continuing. Ifs all under your control. You can
even skip displaying a subroutine call and up to seven
breakpoints can be set during execution. Use of Debug I Ipvl \
can pay for itself many timesoverbysaving you valuable Mw
debugging time. $79.95/$20.

DEBUG II

This is an expanded debugger which has all of the
features of Debug I plus many more. You can "trap" (i.e.

trace a program until a set of register, flag, and/or
memory conditions occur). Also, instructions may be
entered and executed immediately. This makes it easy
to learn new instructions by examining registers/memory
before and after. And a RADIX function allows changing
between ASCII, binary, decimal, hex, octal, signed
decimal, or split octal. All these features and more add
up to give you a very powerful development tool. Both
Debug I and II must run on a Z80 but will debug both Z80
and 8080 code. $99.95/$20.

I

ZAPPLE
A Z80 executive and debug monitor. Capable of

search, ASCII put and display, read and write to I/O

ports, hex math, breakpoint, execute, move, fill, display,

read and write In Intel or binary format tape, and more!

on disk

APPLE
8080 version of Zapple

NEW! TPM now available for TRS-80 Model
II!

TPM*
A NEW Z80 disk operation system! This is not CP/M*.

It's better! You can still run any program which runs with

CP/M* but unlike CP/M* this operating system was
written specifically for the Z80* and takesf ull advantage
of its extra powerful instruction set. In other wprds its

not warmed over 8080 code! Available for TRS-80*
(Model I or II). Tarbell, Xitan DDDC, SD Sales "VERSA-
FLOPPY", North Star (SD&DD), and Digital (Micro)

Systems. $79.95/$25.

$160

ORDERING INFORMATION
Visa, Master Charge and C.O.D. O.K. To order call or

write with the following information.

1. Name of Product (e.g. Macro I)

2. Media (e.g. 8" CP/M)
3. Price and method of payment (e.g. C.O.D.) include

credit card info, if applicable.

4. Name, Address and Phone number.
5. ForTPM orders only: I ndicate if forTRS 80, Tarbell,

Xitan DDDC, SD Sales (6W or 8"). ICOM (6V or
8"), North Star (single or double density) or Digital

(Micro) Systems.
6. N.J. residents add 5% sales tax.

Manual cost applicable against price of subsequent
software purchase in any item except for the Osborne
software.

For information and tech queries call

SYSTEM MONITOR BOARD (SMBII)
A complete I/O board forS-1 00 systems. 2 serial ports,

2 parallel ports, 1200/2400 baud cassette tape inter-

face, sockets for 2K of RAM, 3-2708/271 6 EPROM's or
ROM, jump on reset circuitry. Bare board $49.95/$20. 609"599~2 1 46

ROM FOR SMB II

2KX8 masked ROM of Zapple monitor. Includes source
listing $34.95/$15.

PAYROLL (source code only)
The Osborne package. Requires C Basic 2.

5" disks $124.95 (manual not included)
8" disks $ 99.95 (manual not included)

Manual $20.00

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE/RECEIVABLE
(source code only)

By Osborne, Requires C Basic 2
5" disks $124.95 (manual not included)
8" $99.95 (manual not included)

Manual $20.00

GENERAL LEDGER (source code only)
By Osborne. Requires C Basic 2
5" disks $99.95 (manual not included)
8" disks $99.95 (manual not included)
Manual $20.00

C BASIC 2
Required for Osborne software. $99.95/$20.

These are NEW Toll Free numbers
For phone orders ONLY call toll f

r

1-800-458-3491 Ext. 15
In PA only 1-800-252-3567

OEMS
Many CDL products are available for licensing to

OEMs. Write to Carl Galletti with your requirements.

* Z80 is a trademark of Zilog
* TRS-80 is a trademark for Radio Shack
* TPM is a trademark of Computer Design Labs. It is not

CP/M*
* CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research
Prices and specifications subject to change without
notice.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

COMPUTER
DESIGN
LABS

^18

342 Columbus Avenue
Trenton, N.J. 08629

^See List of Advertisers on page 1 78 Microcomputing, March 1982 49



The next time you have to use the magic PIA chip, let your micro figure out the configuration process.

PIA Initialization

By Gene Embry

Sample run.

RUN
Which port for output ? 3

PIA Initialization

This proaram will assist you to determine the code

necessary to initialize a PIA device. Me assume that the
SWTPC configuration for the PIA is used.

What is the memory location of CRA ? 8001

Mill Side A of the PIA be used ? Y

CLR $8001 Clear out control register

Will all lines of side A be inputs ? N

Will all lines of side A be outputs ? Y

LDA A

STA A

#X1111-1111

$8001-1

All lines are outputs

Mill you use CA 1 as input interrupt
Mill CA 2 be used as an input ? N

Mill CA2 be used an an output ? N

? N

LDA A #7.0000-0100

STA A $8001
Note conf isuration

Do you want to confiaure Side B of the PIA ? Y

Nill all
Mill all
Specify
Specify
Specify
Specify
Specify
Specify
Specify
Specify

CLR

line

line
i/o c

i/o
i/o

i/o

i/o

i/o
i/o

i/o

$8001+2 Clear out control register

s of side
s of side
onf iaurat
onf iaurat
onf iaurat
onf iaurat
onf iaurat
onf iaurat
onf iaurat
onf iaurat

B be inputs ? N

B be outputs ? N
ion of the data line #1

ion of the data line #2
ion of the data line #3

ion of the data line #4
ion of the data line #5
ion of the data line #6
ion of the data line #7
ion of the data line #8

I=input
I=input
I=input
I=input
I=input
I=input
I=input
I=input

0-output
0=outPut
0=output

0=outPut
0=output
0-output
0=output
0=output

?

?

?

?

?
?

?

I

I

I

I

LDA A

STA A

#X1 11 1-0000
$8001+1

0=input 1 output

Mill you use CB1 as input interrupt ? Y

There are 4 options to choose from.
Remember: CB1 is input only.

1. Interrupt on a hiah-to-low transition- IRQ is diabled.
2. Same as 1 but IRQ aoes low causina IRQ interrupt to cpu.

3. Interrupt on a low-to-hiah transition - IRQ is disabled.
4. Same as 3 except IRG aoes low casuina IRQ interrupt to cpu. More

The peripheral interface adapter

(PIA) is a magical device. Manu-
factured by Motorola as the Model
6820 and by several other companies,
the PIA interfaces parallel informa-

tion from the computer to the outside

world or vice versa. It not only will

function as an interface to parallel

devices but can be forced to operate

as a serial device under software con-

trol, such as with Motorola's MIK-
BUG monitor.

It has one other feature that has yet

to be covered in the literature. The
configuration process tends to drive

novice programmers crazy.

This Basic program eliminates the

need to think when initializing the

PIA.
The PIA occupies four read/write

memory locations on your computer.
If you're using the SS-50 bus for your
computer, the order of the six PIA
registers will probably be as follows:

The first address is assigned to side

A for the peripheral register and the

data direction register. The second
address is assigned to control register

of side A. The third and fourth ad-

dresses are the same, except side B is

involved.

The program asks a series of long

questions (see Sample run). Only
three operand codes are used during

the process: CLR, LDA A and STA A.

The corresponding 6800 machine
code is $7F, $86 and $B7. Not only

may you configure sides A and B as

inputs or outputs but you may config-

ure the individual lines as either in-

puts or outputs. Finally, if you are

planning to use the control lines, you
can do so.B

Address correspondence to Gene Embry, Route 1,

Box 151-H, Morrisville, NC 27560.
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Sample run continued.

llaKe selection ? 2

Mill CB2 be used as an input ? N
Mill CB2 be used an an output ? Y

Configuring CB2 as an output.
Note that CRB5 is hish.

1. Goes low on positive transition of E after a WRITE to DRB.
Goes hiah when CB1 is set!

2. Goes low as above. Goes hish on positive ed9e of E durins a deselect
3. Goes low when CRB-3 9oes low as a result of a Write to CRB.

Goes hish when a WRITE to CRB sets CRB-3 hish.
4. Stays hish as Ions as CRB3 is hish. Cleared when WRITE to CRB.

Goes hish when CRB-3 is set hish as a result of WRITE to CRB.

Make selection ? 3

LDA A

STA A

#5C0011-0101

$8001+2

Note conf isuration

0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0020
0099
0100
0101

0110
0112
0114
0116
0118
0120
0122
0130
0132
0134
0150
0152
0154
0156
0160
0162
0166
0168
0170
0180
0182
0184
0186
0188
0190
0199
0200
0201

0210
0220
0230
0240
0299
0900
0901
0970
0980
0990
0999
1000
1001

1010
1020
1022
1024
1030

1032
1034
1040

1046
1048
1050

1052

Program listing. 6800 Basic PIA initialization program.

: PIASET.UP
•

I Gene Embrv
! 9/28/80

! Ref. Lance A. Leventhalr 6800 Assembly Lanauase Prosramiina
'. '. Osborne & Associates, chapter 11

GOSUB 9800:."To initialize the program variables

I Main Section

tab(w-len(t$)/2);t$

TAB(5);"This program will assist you to determine
"necessary to initialize a PIA device. We assume
"SWTPC configuration for the PIA is used. " IPRINT
"What is the memory location of CRA "rfi*

Side A of the PIA be used ",Q$

THEN Q$ = "N"

THEN 200

'Mill

"n"

"N"

A$

HOME
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
INPUT
INPUT

IF 0*

IF Q$

LET P$

LET P$ = "$" + P*+" Clear out control register"
LET C% - "CLR "IGOSUB 80001 IPrint a line of code
LET S% = "A "IIF Fl <> THEN S* = "B"

GOSUB 1000: IDetermine how the Side will be used.
LET C$ = "LDA A M :GOSUB 80001 IPrint a line
LET 0$ = "-1-: IF Fl <> THEN 0$ = !"
LET C$="STA A" .'P$ = "$"A$+ OilGOSUB 8000
GOSUB 2000:iConf igure CA1 (CB1)
GOSUB 3000: IConf igure CA2 (CB2)

LET P* = "#r'+LEFT*<P*,4>+"-"+RIGHT$(P$,4>*"
LET C$ = "LDA A-.'GOSUB 8000

":iF Fl <> THEN 0$="*2"

"sta A" :p*= m $ m
-»-a$ o»:gosub 8000

THEN 900::Done

the code"
that the"

Note configuration 1

LET OS =

LET C$ =

IF Fl <>

! Check for Side B configuration
•

IF Fl = GOSUB 9700:: Might want to configure Side B

IF Fl = 2 THEN 900::Side B will not be used
LET P$ = A$ "42"

GOTO 152:: Configure Side B
•

: Finished

PRINT
PRINT "Bye!"
END
•

: Selecting of Input & Output lines

LET PS

PRINT
IF QS =

IF Q$ =

PRINT
IF Q$ =

IF QS =

FOR X =

PRINT
INPUT
IF OS
IF Q$ =

_ M H

"Mill all lines of side ";S*; H be inputs" 51 INPUT Of
"y" THEN G$="Y"
"Y" THEN P$="#XOOOO-0000 All
"Will all lines of side m 'S%

m," be
"y" THEN Q$="Y"

lines are inputs M .'GOTO 1090
outPuts";:iNPUT Q$

"Y" THEN PS =

1 TO 8

lines are outputs" !GOTO 1090"#X1 1

1

1-11 1 1 All
:: Get the data line bit structure

"Specify i/o configuration of the data line #"JX;
" (I=input 0=outPut) "fQS
<> "I" IF QS <> "0" THEN PRINT CHR$<7> IPRINT "Reenter" TGOTO 1046
"I" THEN G$ = "0" (More

SINGLE BOARD
COMPUTER
$49.95

The MASTER CONTROLLER
BOARD contains:

Z-80 Microprocessor: will run
8080/8085 and Z-80 programs.

72 - Parallel I/O lines; three 8255s
Keyboard controller: 8279
(also can control a 16 digit

seven segment display)
12K - EPROM: three sockets for

2708,2716,2732,
2K-RAM: 2114s
8 - Sixteen bit counter timer

channels: one 8253 and one
AMD 9513

2 - Serial I/O ports; one Z-80 SIO
chip. One port has an RS-232
interface and connector.

1 - High speed arithmetic
processor: AMD 951 1 or
AMD 9512
All the I/O chips are memory
mapped AND I/O mapped. A
bus expansion connector is

provided. Can be operated on
5 volts only.

All this on one board less than
nine inches on a side

Only three LSI chips (Z-80, 8255,
and EPROM) plus support gates
and buffers are required for a

working controller.

BARE BOARD $49.95
With documentation.

MINIMUM KIT $99.95 Includes bare
board with documentation, one each
Z-80, 8255, 2708, two 21 14s, and
support gates and buffers, all socketed.

MONITOR $39.95 This program allows
a TTY or CRT to control the MASTER
CONTROLLER. This program requires
the minimum kit and monitor parts kit.

A programmed 2708 is supplied with
the MONITOR.

MONITOR PARTS $54.95
Includes 8253, Z-80 SIO, 1488, 1489,

and connector.

POWER SUPPLY $39.95 +5V 1 A, -5V
ViA, +12V '/.A, -12V v4A
POWER SUPPLY $44.95 +5V 2A, other-
wise same as above.

Please include $2 postage and handling.

OEM and dealer inquiries invited.

VISA and MASTER CARD accepted.

R.W. ELECTRONICS ^390
3165 North Clybourn
Chicago, IL 60618
(312)248-2480
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POWER
FOR YOUR APPLE

iSPEEDHANoH*
LANGUAGE SYSTEMS

APPLESOFT: 30.3 MINI.

MICROSPEED I: 3.9 MIN.
MICROSPEED ][+: 2.4 MIN.

FASTEST

MOST POWERFUL

EXPANDABLE

CREATIVE:

USER-FRIENDLY.

•oo

THAI

IC

iWN
LAN'

\RN

REQUIRES APPLE, SINGLE DISK
U SPEED ][ USES 2mHz PROCESSOR
U SPEED ][+ USES 4mHz PROCESSOR

SEE YOUR DEALEROR^CONTACT:
"1

SBMMML
8910 Brookridge Dr., Suite 707,Upper Marlboro, Md. 20870

(301) 627-6650 ^ g
I'm Interested: Please Send

U SPEED ][ »495 D 160 page Manual »35

D U SPEED 11+ *645 D Detailed Information

Name

Address

City .

State Zip
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1054

1058
1060
1062
1064

1070
1072
1074

1080
1090
1099
2000
2001
2010
2012
2014
2016
2026
2028
2030
2032
2034
2036
2038
2040
2042
2044
2046
2048
2050
2052
2054
2056
2060
2090
2099
3000
3001
3010
3012
3013
3014
3016
3018
3020
3022
3024
3026
3028
3030
3032
3034
3036
3038
3040
3042
3044
3046
3048
3060
3090
3099
3100
3101
3110
3112
3114
3120
3122
3123
3124
3126
3128
3130
3132
3134
3136
3138
3140
3142
3144
3146
3148
3150
3152
3154
3160
3190
3199
3200
3201

3210
3212
3214

0=input I * output 1

IF Q$*"0" THEN Q$="l"
LET P$=P$*Q$
NEXT X

LET Q$=P$: :Re-assianwent
LET P$ = ""

FOR X=l TO 8

LET P* = P$ NID$(Q*,8-X"H,1>
NEXT X

LET P$="#X M +LEFT$(P$,4>+"-"*RIGHT$(P$,4>+"
RETURN
•

: CAl or CB1 - inputs only

LET P*="00000100"::Bit 2 selects the data register
PRINT "Hill you use CSS*?*! as input interrupt "r.INPUT OS

IF Q* = "n" THEN 2090
IF Q$="N" THEN 2090
PRINT

"There are 4 options to choose from."
-Re«eNber: C";S$;"1 is input only."

Listing continued.

"1.

"2.

"3.

"4.

Interrupt
Sa«e as 1

Interrupt
Sane as 3

on a hiah-to-low transition-
but IRQ aoes low causins IRQ

on a low-to-hiah transition

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
INPUT "Hake selection ",S
IF 8<1 THEN HOME .'PRINT CHR$(7):G0T0 2000
IF 8>4 THEN HOME: PR I NT CHR$(7):G0T0 2000
IF 8=1 THEN G$="00"
IF S = 2 THEN Q$="01"
IF 8=3 THEN Q$="10"

IF 8=4 THEN Q$="ll"
LET P*=LEFT*(P$,6>*Q*
RETURN
•

: CA2 or CB2 an an input

IRQ is diabled."
interrupt to cpu."

- IRQ is disabled."
except IRG soes low casuins IRQ interrupt to cpu.

PRINT
IF G*=
IF Q$=

IF Q$=

IF Q$=

IF Q*

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
INPUT

'Hill C";s$;"2 be used as an input "JIINPUT Q$
"n" THEN Q$="N"
"N" IF Fl * THEN 3100
"N" IF Fl = 1 THEN 32001 ICB2 as output
"y" THEN Q*="Y"
<> "Y" THEN PRINT CHR$<7> !PRINT "RE-ENTER" :G0T0 3010

"You may confisure C";s$J"2 as an input in one of the followina ways.

"1. Interrupt
"2. Interrupt

on hish-to-low transition with IRQ disabled."
on hish-to-low transition with IRQ enabled."

"3. Interrupt on low-to-hiah transition with IRQ disabled."
"4. Interrupt on low-to-hiah transition with IRQ enabled."

IF

IF

IF

IF

IF

IF

LET Pf

IF Fl

S

S

6

S

S

S

"Make selection " ,S

1 THEN PRINT CHR*(7) IPRINT
4 THEN PRINT CHR$(7) IPRINT
1 THEN Q$="000"

2 THEN Q$="001"

3 THEN Q$="010"

4 THEN Qf="011'
= LEFT$(P$,2)-»-Q$+RIGHT$(P$r3)
* 1 THEN 3200

"REENTER" IGOTO 3020
"REENTER" :G0T0 3020

Control of CA2 an an output

INPUT
IF Q$ =

IF Q» =

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
INPUT

'Hill CA2 be used an an output ",Q*

"n" THEN Q$= ,, N"

"N" THEN 3180

"Confiaurina CA2 as an output."
"Note that CRA5 is hiah."

"1. Goes low on neaative transition of E after a READ operation."
TAB(4);"Goes hiah when CRA-7 is set!"
"2. Goes low as above. Goes hiah on neaative edae of E durina a deselect."
"3. Goes low when CRA-3 aoes low as a result of a WRITE to CRA."
TAB(4);"Goes hiah when a WRITE to CRA sets CRA-3 hiah."
"4. Goes low when a WRITE to CRA sets CRA-3 to low."
TAB(4>; H Goes hiah when CRA-3 is set hiah as a result of HRITE to CRA."

Make selection ",S
THEN
THEN

3122
3122

IF

IF

IF

IF

IF

IF

LET Pi=LEFTi ( P$ , 2 ) Q«+RIGHT$ ( Pf , 3

)

RETURN

S

S

S

S

S

S

THEN Q$ =

THEN Q* =

THEN Q$ =

THEN OS =

"100"
"101"
"110"
"111"

: Control of CB2 as an output

INPUT "Will CB2 be used an an output Q$

IF Q$="n" THEN Q$="N"
IF Q$="N" THEN 3180

More



3222
3223
3224
3226
3228
3230
3232
3234
3236
3238
3240
3242
3244
3246
3250
3299
8000
8001
8010
8020
8080
8090
8099
9700
9701
9710
9712
9714
9720
9790
9799
9800
9801

9810
9812
9814
9816
9820
9840
9842
9890
9899

"Conf laurina CB2 it an output."
"Note that CRB5 is hiah."

"1. Gots low
TAB(4)-,"Goes
"2. Goes low
"3. Gotf low
TAB(4>; N Gots
"4. Stays hiah as

on positiut transition
hiah when CB1 is stt!"
as above. Gots hiah on
when CRB-3 aots low as
hiah whtn

lona
whtn

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT TAB(4)*"Gots hiah
PRINT
INPUT "MaKe stltction ",S
IF S < 1 THEN 3222
IF S > 4 THEN 3222
GOTO 3148
•

'. Tht code

PRINT *Q
print #q,tab(io>;c$;tab(20);p$
PRINT #Q

RETURN

Listing continued.

of E aPttr a WRITE to ORB.

positive edae of E dunna a deselect."
a rtsult of a Write to CRB."

a WRITE to CRB stts CRB-3 hiah."
as CRB3 is hiah. Cleared whtn WRITE to CRB."
CRB-3 is stt hiah as a rtsult of WRITE to CRB."

: Test for Side B

INPUT "Do you want to confiaurt Side B of tht PIA ".OS
IF Q$ - "n" THEN Q* * "N"

IF OS * "N" THEN Fl » 2 ' GOTO 9790
LET Fl l.'.'Side B flaa
RETURN
•

: Initialize tht rroaraM variablts

STRING* 50
LINE- OIIUnlocK tht 1 ine-f eed/carnaae rtturn foraat
LET W*35
LET Fl * 0::Flaa for Side A or Side B of tht PIA
LET TS "PIA Initialization"
INPUT "Which port for output "-Q

IF Q <> 3 THEN Q * 1

RETURN

«$

JOIN THE PAK!

For only $1 you can become a member of
our exclusive Pak and receive 5 exciting
catalogs throughout . -

1982! In addition you
can become eligible to

receive our Galaxie
catalogs! As a leader .

in the industry we offer 4

Penny Sales, Free
Premiums and Low,
Low Prices on a wide
variety of Electronic Products such as
Computer Peripherals, Integrated Cir-

cuits, Speakers, Audio Equipment,
Rechargeable Batteries, Solar Products,
Semiconductors, and much, much more!
Take advantage of our 25 years
experience as America's foremost
Supplier of discount electronics.

ENCLOSED IS $1 F(

SUBSCRIPTION OF 5 CATALOGS.
NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY:

STATE:. ZIP:.

CLIP AND MAIL COUPON TO:

POLY PAKS. INC.
P.O. BOX 942, KB-3- S. LYNNFIELD, MA. 01940

L0B0 Add-On
Disk Drive

Subsystems
FOr Apple, TRS-80, S-100

Based Computers
Expansion and enhanced capabilities are key words in achieving full utilization of your computer system. Our complete line of LOBO disk

drive subsystems are the ideal, cost-effective way to provide the expansion capabilities you need to meet your system growth requirements. ]

All of our subsystems are complete, thoroughly-tested, 1 00% burned-in, and feature a 1 year 1 00% parts/labor warranty.

APPLE 'Double Density Controller

3101 Minifloppy. $399 31011 Minifloppy w/interface card $489

8101CA One SA800 in cabinet w/power. DDC* Controller, cable and manual $1449

8202CA Two SA800 in cabinet w/power. DDC* Controller, cable and manual $1889

5101CA One SA850 in cabinet w/power, DDC* Controller, cable and manual $1759

5202CA Two SA850 in cabinet w/power, DDC* Controller, cable and manual $2364

LCA 22 Double Density Controller only $599

S-100 BASED
COMPUTERS

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION

4101C SA400 in cabinet w/power $369

821 2C Two SA801 in cabinet w/power $1329

521 2C Two SA851 in cabinet w/power $1799

GENERAL
MODEL NO DESCRIPTION

821 2C Two SA801 in cabinet

w/power $1329

521 2C Two SA851 in cabinet

w/power $1 799

TRS80
MODEL NO DESCRIPTION

41 01

C

SA400 in cabinet w/power $369

8101C II One SA800 in cabinet w/power for Mod II $909

8202C II Two SA800 in cabinet w/power for Mod. II $1349

LX80 Double density expansion interlace $641

RS232 Dual Serial Port Option $75 • 126

INVENTORY CO.,
P.O. Box 185, Santa YMez,Ca., 93460

(805) 688-8781
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Don't become sidetracked when designing and developing programs. With Structured English, you can

concentrate on program logic, separate from other concerns.

Designer's Delight
By David Carew

Why pseudocode? Well, pseudo-

code is to modern structured

programming roughly what flow
charts were supposed to be to old-

style, natural programming methods.
The fact is that complex computer
programs are not written into exis-

tence, they are designed and devel-

oped into existence by a process in-

volving successive levels of consider-

ation and separation of concerns.

Flow charts were often advised and
too seldom used in this process, for a

number of good reasons.

If you stop and think about it, and
especially if you have ever tried flow

charting, you will realize that the

only way to draw a readable flow

chart is to (1) know exactly where
you are going beforehand, and (2) be
very careful even then. Flow charts

are excellent for depicting program
logic graphically after the logic is

done. They simply aren't very pro-

ductive in the process of developing

that logic. They lead you away from

Fig. 1. A single flow-chart sequence box.

IF (condition test) THEN
(stmt A)

(process B)

ELSE
(stmt n)

(stmt X)

(process Y)

(stmt n)

ENDIF

Fig. 2. Structured English construct showing logi-

cal selection.
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the problems of coding logic, into a

separate little world of boxes and
tiny arrows.

Instead, the program designer

wants something he can write the

way he writes a programming lan-

guage, something which embodies
the program logic exactly as it will

be in the program, but which does

not embroil him in the details of

the syntax and grammar of some
specific compiler or interpreter.

These details are a separate concern

which he must deal with at a differ-

ent level of consideration.

If you set aside the concerns atten-

dant to flow chart graphics and actual

language implementations, the re-

maining essentials can be made quite

simple. Any algorithm which can be

written for a Turing machine (a sim-

ple mathematical model of a com-

puter) can be written using only

three basic building blocks for pro-

gram control logic. Those three

building blocks are sequence, selec-

tion and iteration.

Structured English

An ideal tool for designing the logi-

cal flow of a program would use sim-

ple conventions for depicting these

basic building blocks, and give the

programmer as much freedom as

Fig. 3. Flow chart ofthe logical selection construct

shown in Fig. 2.

possible beyond that. One such tool is

called Structured English, which is

the simplest kind of pseudocode.

Pseudocode is a general term for any
of several systems of conventions

which let programmers think about

and specify the control logic of a pro-

gram without wasting time on imple-

mentation details.

To see how Structured English (and

other pseudocode) works, you must
examine in detail the three basic con-

trol structures for program logic: se-

quence, selection and iteration. It is

perhaps ironic that the best way of

dep: ng *hem precisely is to use

flow charting.

Sequence

Logical sequence is simply specify-

ing the order of execution of algo-

rithm steps. In this form, pseudocode
specifies order of execution in exactly

the same way as Basic and most
other implementation languages: by

Address correspondence to David Carew, Interac-

tive Management Systems, Corp., 3700 Galley

Road, Colorado Springs, CO 80909.

_ j

Fig. 4. The construct in Fig. 3 can become a single

process block.



lexicographical precedence. In other
words, unless the other two logical

control forms intervene, things are

done in the order they are written.

Structured English lets any English
language declarative or imperative
sentence be a "step." However, as

with Basic and many other com-
puter languages, Structured English

pseudocode allows a given sequence
to be physically elsewhere and ex-

ecuted by reference. In Basic this

is the GOSUB statement; Structured

English CALLs things by title. For an
example, see Listing 1.

The empty flow chart box in Fig. 1

illustrates what is meant by levels of

consideration in attacking a problem
with sequence, selection and itera-

tion as logical control forms. Depend-
ing on your level of consideration at

the moment, a single flow-chart se-

quence box could contain a single

step or any number of steps or called

sequences. It could also contain any
number of instances of the other con-

trol forms of selection and iteration.

All of these execute as one unit, a

single step at our current level of con-

sideration.

However, some conditions must be
met if a block of multiple steps is to

execute as a single step at some
higher level of consideration. First,

there must be exactly one entry point
and one exit point for all executions
of the block; no GOTO jumps into or

out of locations in the middle of the

block can be used.

Second, if more than one logical

state of the process can exist as

execution begins at the block entry
point, then each allowed state must
be explicitly expressed as data, with
each unit of data having a rigid mean-
ing. The block must operate within a
little universe completely defined by
the values of certain prearranged
data points (often called parameters
or arguments).

Next, as with entry to the block, if

multiple results are to be allowed

^>^
o

Fig. 5. A control mechanism incorporating Fig. 4 as a single process block.

COOSOL DISCOUNTS
PRINTERS

EPSON MX70
EPSON MX80
EPSON MX80 F/T
EPSON MX 100
NEC PC-8023A-C
ANACOM ANC150P OR S
ANACOM ANC160P OR S
TALLY MT-1602 OR 5
TALLY MT-1802 OR 5
NEC 3510-1, 3515-1, 3530-1 ....

NEC 7710-1,7715-1, 7730-1 ....

NEC 7720-1, 7725-1
C.ITOH FP 1500 25PU,
H, OR Q
C.ITOH FP 1500 25RU
C.ITOH FP 1500 45PU OR Q . .

.

C.ITOH FP 1500 45RU
HP-PRINTERS $

. $375
CALL

. $568

. $735

. $555
$1195
$1465
$1495
$1795
$1795
$2495
$2995

$1350
$1450
$1795
$1995
CALL

HEWLETT PACKARD

HP-125 Microcomputer $2995
HP-85A Microcomputer $2195
HP-83A Microcomputer $1595
HP 85/83 16K Memory Module . . $169
HP7225B Graphics Plotter $1959
HP-5 Va" Dual Disk Drive $1995
HP-5 Va Single Disk Drive $1249
HP 8" Dual Disk Drive $5395
HP-Other Mass Storage Units . . CALL
HP-9111A Graphics Tablet $1595
HP Firmware CALL
HP Software Packages CALL
HP Interfaces CALL

OTHER COMPUTERS
ALTOS MTU/Floppy/Harddisk . CALL
ADDS Computer Systems CALL
ATARI Computer and
Accessories CALL

NEC COMPUTER

NEC Computer PC-8001A $795
NEC I/O Unit PC-801 2A $539
NEC I/O Port PC-8033A $152
NEC Disk Drive PC-8031A $795
NEC Disk Drive PC-8032A $695
NEC Dot Printer PC-8023A-C . . . $550
NEC GR Monitor JB-1201 $199
NEC COL Monitor JC-1202 $769
NEC Accessories & Software . . . CALL

TELEVIDEO TERMINALS
910C $595
920C $750

912C $705
950C $959

• ADDS Viewpoint WB2101
or WB2102 $595

Calif.(7l4) 545-22 I 6 (800) 854-8498
COOSOL, INC. P.O. BOX 743, ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA 92805-0743
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mT*% *̂
LOWEST PRICES
ON TRS-80

Model II 64K$ 3298

Model IIM6K $839

line Printer VII. $329

OKIDATA
Microline 80
Microline 82

EPSON MX-70
EPSON MX-80

$394
$499

$389

$4 79

$ SAVE
MOST ORDERS
SHIPPED WITHIN

ONE BUSINESS DAY
$

VERBATIM DATALIFETM DISKETTES
5 1/. inch (box of 10) $25.95

8-inch Double-Density, $43.95
• Payment Money Order. Cashier s
Check. Certified Check Personal
Checks require 3 weeks 10 dear VISA.
MASTERCHARGE — Add 3%

WRITE OR CALL FOR OUR COMPLETE PRICE LIST.

CALL (602) 458-2477
All prices are mail order only

RAND S ^02

2185 E. FRY BLVD.

SIERRA VISTA, AZ 85635
TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation.

<f>

through the one exit point, each

allowable result must be expressed as

a particular data value or collection of

data values; the block is said to

"return" these values. If a block

retains the characteristics absolutely,

it can be safely thought of as a single

step on the road to some other goal.

These realizations are not so much
a part of pseudocode as they are fun-

damental ideas in using pseudocode
(and other design tools for that

matter) to attack a problem one level

at a time, refining your ideas into

more and more detail as you proceed.

Selection

Logical selection is the next basic

logical control form requiring a con-

struct in Structured English pseudo-
code. Logical selection is sometimes
called alternation or conditional

branching. The construct in Struc-

tured English is shown in Fig. 2.

Actual statements or called pro-

cesses are indented within the con-

struction, so that the control of their

execution is made plain. Using pro-

cess block A for any number of steps

associated with the THEN clause,

and process block B for any number
of steps associated with the ELSE
clause, the flow chart for this Struc-

tured English construct appears in

Fig. 3. Notice that at another level of

consideration, the entire construct

can be thought of as a single process

block (see Fig. 4).

Considered as a single block, this

fundamental control construct can be
made one of the alternatives of anoth-

er logical selection, creating a control

mechanism as illustrated by the flow

Fig. 6. Logical iteration control construct desig-

nating DO-WHILE.

AFTER-DINNER-PROC

HELP YOUR WIFE WITH DISHES
WATCH SOME IDIOT TUBE
CALL WALKING-THE-DOG
PREPARE FOR BEDDY-BYE
GO TO SLEEP
ENDPROC

WALKING-THE-DOG

FETCH THE LEASH
GET YOUR DOG
LEASH YOUR DOG
GO OUTSIDE
CALL WALK-AROUND-BLOCK-ONCE
CALL WALK-AROUND-BLOCK-ONCE
GO INSIDE

UNLEASH DOG
PUT AWAY LEASH
ENDPROC;(RETURN)

Sample listing 1. Structured English pseudocode.

WATCHING TELEVISION

CALL GETTING TV READY
GLUE YOUR EYES TO THE TUBE
WITH SLIGHTLY PARTED LIPS, WATCH AND LISTEN TO EVENTS THERE
IF THE URGE STRIKES YOU THEN

SIP BEER
EAT PRETZELS

ENDIF
IF THERE IS A COMMERCIAL BREAK THEN

IF NATURE CALLS THEN
GO TO THE BATHROOM

ENDIF
ELSE

IF YOU ARE LOW ON BEER AND PRETZELS THEN
SIGH HEAVILY ABOUT HOW TOUGH LIFE IS

GET MORE BEER
GET MORE PRETZELS

ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDPROC

Sample listing 2. A program with successive indentation to effect control structures.
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Memory Expansion for ft

The company that brought you the first 32K RAM board
for Apple II® and Apple II+® now offers:

128K RAM
ALL FOR ONLY

$599

Our newest product. Fully compatible with

Saturn's 32K RAM board, 16K RAM cards
and language card.

Includes 5 comprehensive software packages:
1

.

MOVEDOS (relocates DOS)
2. RAMEXPAND (for Applesoft®, Integer®)

3. PSEUDO-DISK for DOS 3.3 or 3.2

4. PSEUDO-DISK for CP/M®
5. PSEUDO-DISK for PASCAL

64K RAM
$425

A medium range memory expansion board which
can be upgraded to 128K at a later date.

(Upgrade kit sold for $175) Includes all 5
software packages offered with the 128K board.

32K RAM
STILL ONLY

The old favorite for Apple users. Includes our
first 3 software packages (above) with CP/M® and
PASCAL pseudo-disks now offered as options

($39 each).

$239
TMVC-EXPAND

MEMORY EXPANSION
FOR VisiCak^

Expand memory available to Personal Software's
16 sector VisiCalc®. Add 32K, 64K, or even
128K to your present workspace (even if you
already have a 16K card in use!) with this

program plus one or more Saturn boards.
Simple operation.

ONLY

$100
-e ^117

(313) 665-6416

P.O. Box 8050 Ann Arbor, Ml 48107
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chart in Fig. 5. Control structures like

this are created in Structured English

by simply nesting IF-THEN-ELSE
constructs one inside another, using

successive indentation to make con-

trol clauses plain. Obviously, such

nesting is limited only by the re-

quirements of the problem under at-

tack. An example of Structured En-

glish pseudocode which illustrates

both nested logical selection and logi-

cal selection with a null (omitted)

ELSE clause is presented in Listing 2.

Iteration

The final control construct, logical

iteration, is a bit more involved in

TRUE

that there are two kinds of iteration

control constructs designated in

Structured English: DO-UNTIL and

DO-WHILE. The flow chart graphics

(Figs. 6 and 7) no doubt suggested

the term "loop" for an iteration

construct.

DO-WHILE (see Fig. 6) will con-

tinue executing and re-executing

steps in the process A as long as the

condition remains true. Note that the

condition is tested before execution of

A, so that if the condition is false the

first time it is tested, then the process

A is not executed at all.

This is in direct contrast to the al-

ternate DO-UNTIL construct (see

Fig. 7) where the control condition is

tested after execution of the process

in the loop, so that the process must

always execute at least once.

By convention, DO-WHILE stops

Fig. 7. Logical iteration control construct desig-

nating DO-UNTIL.

CROSSING THE STREET

DO WHILE CROSSWALK LIGHT SAYS DONT WALK
WAIT ON THE CURB 10 SECONDS
TWIDDLE THUMBS AND SIGH

ENDDO
LOOK RIGHT
LOOK LEFT
IF COAST IS CLEAR THEN

STEP OFF CURB
DO UNTIL YOU HAVE REACHED THE FAR CURB

QUICKLY TAKE A STEP TOWARD FAR CURB
ENDDO
STEP UP ON FAR CURB

ENDIF
ENDPROC

Sample listing 3. A pseudocode listing using both kinds ofDO constructs.

Your Pascal too slow/
Not anymore . .

.

with the PASCAL SPEED-UP KIT, which includes THE MILL: rhe eosiesr

woy ro give your Pascal system a Tremendous performance boost.

Here is how it works:

1) Plug in THE MILL

2) Run our configuration program one time

3) That's all

You now have a 30 to 300% faster Pascal P-machine, and you

don t hove to recompile, reprogram or relink. FORTRAN users may
olso toke advantage of THE PASCAL SPEED-UP KIT. Contact your

local Apple dealer for more information.

THE ASSEMBLER DEVELOPMENT KIT

STELLATION TWO makes available the fools necessary to toke full

advantage of THE MILL. Enter the world of true MULTIPROCESSING

with THE PASCAL SPEED-UP KIT and THE ASSEMBLER DEVELOPMENT

KIT, available only from STELLATION TWO.

THE MILL TRANSFORMS THE 8-

BIT APPLE II into a computer that

acts like a 16-bit machine. THE

MILL has unique features that

permit the 6809 to run at full

speed (1 megahertz) and
allow the 6502 to run

at 20% of its normal
speed-

AT THE SAME TIME!

Find our about
THE MILL and ger

involved with rhe

horresr item on rhe

personal computer

marker today

No existing personal computer

can give you rhe power,

performance and price ofTHE MILL'S

6809-6502 combinorion.
;<#

i: Mm p ION R O. BOX 2342
SANTA BARBARA. CA 9312C

(805)966-1140

o*z „»%<&*>.&&S&^>v» *)\
6 o\e

Apple II

is o trademark

Apple Computer, Inc
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Now NRI takesyou insidethe
newTRS-80 Model III microcomputer

totrainyouathomeasthe
new breedofcomputer specialist!

NRI teams up with Radio Shack
advanced technology to teach
you how to use, program and

service state-of-the-art

microcomputers . .

.

It's no longer enough to be just a

programmer or a technician. With mi-

crocomputers moving into the fabric of

our lives (over 250,000 of the TRS-80™

alone have been sold), interdiscipli- Jl
nary skills are demanded. And NRI can

prepare you with the first course of its

kind, covering the complete world of

the microcomputer.

Learn At Home
in Your Spare lime
With NRI training, the programmer

gains practical knowledge of hardware,

enabling him to design simpler, more effec-

tive programs. And, with advanced pro-

gramming skills, the technician can test

and debug systems quickly and easily.

Only NRI gives you both kinds of

training with the convenience of home

Training includes new TRS-80 Model III micro-
computer, 6-function LCD Beekman multimeter,

and the NRI Discovery Lab with hundreds oftests

and experiments.

(TRS-80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack division of Tandy Corp.)

study. No classroom pressures, no night

school, no gasoline wasted. You learn at

your convenience, at your own pace. Yet

you're always backed by the NRI staff and

your instructor, answering questions, giving

you guidance, and available for special help

if you need it.

You Get Your Own Computer
to Learn On and Keep
NRI training is hands-on training,

with practical experiments and demonstra-

tions as the very foundation of your knowl-

edge. You don't just program your computer,

you go inside it. . .watch how circuits in-

teract . . . interface with other systems . .

.

gain a real insight into

its nature.

You also work

with an advanced liquid

crystal display hand-

held multimeter and

the NRI Discovery Lab,

performing over 60

separate experiments.

You learn troubleshoot-

ing procedures and gain

greater understanding of

the information. Both

microcomputer and

equipment come as part

of your training for you

to use and keep.

Send for Free Catalog. .

.

No Salesman Will Call

Get all the details on this exciting

course in NRI's free, 100-page catalog. It

shows all equipment, lesson outlines, and

facts on other electronics courses such as

Complete Communications with CB,

TV/Audio and Video, Digital Electronics,

and more. Send today, no salesman will ever

bother you. Keep up with the latest technol-

ogy as you learn on the latest model of the

world's most popular computer. If coupon

has been used, write to NRI Schools, 3939
Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D.C. 20016.

NRI Schools
McGraw-Hill Continuing

Education Center

3939 Wisconsin Avenue

Washington, D.C. 20016

\tt>>
w;«**

\K+&*

NO SALESMAN WILL CALL.

Please check for one free catalog only.

Computer Electronics including

Microcomputers

Color TV, Audio, and Video System
Servicing

Electronics Design Technology

Digital Electronics

Communications Electronics • FCC
Licenses • Mobile CB • Aircraft • Marine

All career courses

approved under GI bill.

Check for details

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

• City/State/Zip

|
Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council

172-032

D Basic Electronics

Small Engine Servicing

Appliance Servicing

Automotive Servicing

Auto Air Conditioning

Air Conditioning, Heating
Refrigeration, & Solar Technology

D Building Construction

Name (Please Print) Age

Street
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iteration (exits the loop) with the test

condition False, and DO-UNTIL
stops iteration with the test condition

True. Also notice each of these con-

structs can itself be considered one

process block and thus nested within

another DO construct or made part

of an ELSE or a THEN clause of

an IF construct. The possibilities

are endless: some combination of

these control forms is sufficient to

any possible problem that can be

solved by a computer.

Structured English forms of these

constructs (given in Fig. 8) are much

>

DO WHILE (Condition Test)

(step or process 1

)

Execute

while

Condition is

(step or process n) True

ENDDO
DO UNTIL (Condition Test)

(step or process 1) Execute

until

Condition is

(step or process n) True

ENDDO

>

Fig. 8. Structured English forms of the DO-

WHILE and DOUNTIL logical iteration control

constructs.

alike, and it pays to keep in mind that

the differences can be quite signifi-

cant to your algorithm.

Some commonly occurring control

structures, which would otherwise

have to be built from a combination

of the fundamental ones shown in

Listing 3, are often, for convenience,

given their own names and conven-

tions in the more sophisticated pseu-

docodes. Possibly the most wide-

ly recognized of these is the mul-

Line Numbers Statements

AAAA
xxxx

YYYY

REM DO WHILE
IF [condition test] THEN GOTO YYYY
GOTO ZZZZ

REM BEGIN ITERATION PROCESS HERE

1

ZZZZ
GOTO XXXX
REM ENDDO

Fig. 9. A Basic implementation of the Structured English DO-WHILE construct.

ADVENTURES!!! about 20 keywords including FOR, NEXT,

16 K COLOR 80 or 8KOS1. These Ad- IF THEN, GOSUB, GOTO, RETURN, END,

ventures are written in BASIC, are full fea- STOP, USR(X), PEEK, POKE, -, =, \ /

tured, fast action, full plotted adventures

that take 30-50 hours to play. (Adventures

are interactive fantasies. It's like reading a

book except that you are the main char-

acter as you give the computer commands
like "Look in the Coffin" and "Light the

torch.") $14.95 each.

ESCAPE FROM MARS (by Rodger Olsen)

This ADVENTURE takes place on the

RED PLANET. You'll have to explore a

Martian city and deal with possibly hostile

aliens to survive this one. A good first

adventure.

PYRAMID (by Rodger Olsen)

This is our most challenging ADVE

<\> , Variable names A-Z, and Integer

Numbers from 0-64K.
TINY COMPILER is written in Basic. It

can be modified and augmented by the user.

It comes with a 20 page manual.
TINY COMPILER-$19.95 on tape or disk.

OS1.

QUEST
QUEST - A NEW IDEA IN ADVEN-

TURE GAMES! Different from all the

others. Quest is played on a computer
generated map of Alesia. Your job is to

TURE. It is a treasure hunt in a pyramid gather men and supplies by combat, bargain-

full of problems. Exciting and tough!
j ng# exploration of ruins and temples and

OS1 only TINY COMPILER OS1 only outright banditry. When your force is strong

The easy way to speed in your programs, enough, you attack the Citadel of Moorlock

The tiny compiler lets you write and debug
j n a |jfe or death battle to the finish. Play-

your program in Basic and then automatically aDle in 2 to 5 hours, this one is different

compiles a Machine Code version that runs every time.

from 50-150 times faster. The tiny compiler ^k COLOR-80 OR TRS-80 or 12KOS1.
generates relocatable, native, transportable $14.95.
machine code that can be run on any 6502

system.
It does have some limitations. It is

memory hungry - 8K is the minimum sized

system that can run the Compiler. It also

handles only a limited subset of Basic - ^^ specjfy system on a// orc/erS

This is only a partial listing of what we have to offer. We have arcade and

thinking games, utilities and business programs for the OS1 and TRS-80 Color.

We add new programs every week. Send $1.00 for our complete catalog.

ARCADE AND THINKING GAMES
16K COLOR 80 or 8KOS1

TIME TREK, REAL TIME REAL
GRAPHICS TREK. See the torpedoes fly

and Klingons explode. No more scoll-

ing displays, no more turn taking. — This

one has real time and real displays. In

BASIC — for 16K level II or extended color

BASIC. $14.95.
SPACE ZAPPER. Protect your central

starbase from alien ships by zapping them
first. High res, high speed graphics, right out

of the arcades. $14.95 - 16K Extended or

32K Disk Basic for Color 80 ONLY!
BATTLEFLEET - This grown-up ver-

sion of Battleship is the toughest thinking

game available on 80 computers. There is

no luck involved as you seek out the 80's

hidden fleet. This is a topographical toughie.

$9.95.
SLASHBALL - A two player game of

strategy and skill, this is like nothing you
have ever seen before. This takes fast

fingers, quick wits and concentration. Play-

able from age 6 to 65, it is a good family

game. $9.95.
LABYRINTH - 8K OS1 or 16K EX-

TENDED COLOR BASIC - With amazing
3D graphics, you fight your way through a

maze facing real time monsters. The gra-

phics are real enough to cause claustro-

phobia. The most realistic game that I have

ever seen on either system. $14.95.

^
^91

OS1
AARDVARK-80

2352 S. Commerce, Walled Lake, Ml 48088
(313)669-3110

TRS 80 COLOR
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Authorized Commodore service center
Repair of the complete line of Commodore products

In a hurry! Check our modular exchange program

Computer

Disc

commodore
Printer

HARDWARE:
CBM 8032 Computer 80 Column S 1 095
CBM 8050 Disk Drive ? 340
CBM 4032 Computer, 40 Column 995
CBM 4040 Disk Drive 995
CBM 4022 Printer 649
CBM VIC 20 Computer 263
CBM VS 1 00 Cassette 68
PET to IEEE Cable 33
IEEE to IEEE Cable 39
BASF Diskette, Box of 1 30

SOFTWARE:
OZZ
Wordcraft 80
Tax Preparation System

IRMA
Dow Jones Portfolio

Management System

Personal Tax

Rascal

Assembler Development Package 77
Wordpro 4+ 329

Order TOLL FREE 1 +800-527-3 1 35
1 AM to 4 PMCDT Monday through Friday

Texas residents call 1+214-661-1370

VISA, MASTER CHARGE, MONEY ORDERS,AND COD. "Certified Check" accepted.
Units in stock sNpped within 24 hours, FO.B. Dallas, Texas.

All equipment shipped with manufacturer's warranty.

Residents of Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma City and Tulsa, Oklahoma must add applicable taxes.

Eclectic shortly will be announcing products that are designed to work with CBM systems.

1

.

ROMIO: two RS232 ports-three parallel ports-26K EPROM memory-managed
alternate character set software controlled-EDOS (extended DOS).

2. Terminal program (options with ROMIO) 4. Front-end processor

3. EPROM programmer 5. Additional firmware to be announced

Be sure to write the address below for more information; dealer inquiries welcome.

P.O. Box 1 166 • 16260 Midway Road • Addison, Texas 75001 • (214) 661-1370

^345



tiple-branching CASE statement,

which works like the Basic language

ON-GOSUB.
CASE {PROC-ONE, PROC-TWO,

. . . PROC-N) of CTL-VAR will CALL
PROC-ONE if CTL-VAR is 1, CALL
PROC-TWO IF CTL-VAR equals 2,

and so forth. You could easily build

an equivalent out of a series of IF

tests. Extensions beyond this tend to

bog the logic designer down in the

baggage of syntax and conventional-

use rules.

The Ultimate Freedom

I've suggested some correct, by-

the-book reasons for use of pseudo-

code in algorithm design, and now I'd

like to offer the one that could be the

clincher for the hobbyist on a budget:

pseudocode is the ultimate freedom

from hardware costs. If you are a pro-

gramming-oriented computerist,

here is your chance to write and de-

bug complete, actual programs while

you are still saving up for your ma-

chine. After a surprisingly easy trans-

lation into computer code, such pro-

grams will run on your hardware

when you get it.

To emphasize the freedom you

have in Structured English pseudo-

code, I have given non-machine al-

gorithms as sample listings.

I'll conclude by examining a pseu-

docode routine for executing a binary

search, which is the quickest way to

find the position of a particular item

in an ordered (sorted) set of items.

You could search the set of items

starting at one end and comparing

each item until you found the po-

sition of an item matching our partic-

ular item, but this would be slow.

Instead, knowing the items are in

order, you guess your particular item

is in the exact middle of the ordered

set. If it is, great; you found it with

only one access action on the set. If

OBTAIN: [TARGET-KEY, DATASET, SIZE-OF-SET, BEGINNING-OF-SET]

UPPER = SIZE-OF-SET

LOWER = BEGINNING-OF-SET
MID = INTEGER OF [(UPPER + LOWER)/2]

DO UNTIL [DATASET AT MID = TARGET-KEY] OR [UPPER = LOWER]

IF [TARGET-KEY<DATASET AT MID] THEN
UPPER = MID -1

ELSE
LOWER = MID +1

ENDIF
MID = INTEGER OF [(UPPER + LOWER)/2]

ENDDO
IF [DATASET AT MID = TARGET-KEY] THEN

EXIT FOUNDIT AT MID
ELSE

EXIT NOFIND
ENDIF
ENDPROC; [RETURN]

Sample listing 4. Binary search pseudocode.

CRC PUBLISHING BRINGS YOU AN EXCLUSIVE

Jk ILWi
SOFTWARE
REVIEWS

HARDWARE
REVIEWS

NEW PRODUCT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

TECHNICAL
ARTICLES

PROBLEM
REPORTING

FORUM

VENDOR
DIRECTORY

CLASSIFIED
ADS

OWNER INFORMATION
EXCHANGE

Subscriptions $18 for 12 issues. Sample copy $2
Send check or money order to

q:\rq Publishing ^370

10057 Commerce Avenue, Dept. K , Tujunga, CA 91042
'Registered Trademark of IBM Corp.

DUAL

THERMOMETER
COMP TWARE

<»»«""»*JJB

• Display temperature,
maximum, minimum and
difference.
• Sound alarm for over/

under temperature.
• Store data on disk or
printer automatically.
• Display time with on-

Strawberry "free Computers
Dept M
949 Cascade Drive /
Sunnyvale. Ca. 94087 (I

(408) 736-3083 \

board timer.

• Up to 7 boards with 14

probes in one Apple*.
• - 55°C to 125°C range,
0.4° accuracy over most of

range.
• Requires 48K Apple*
with Applesoft* and disk.

$260.00
If your dealer doesn't
have it, call or write us.

*TM of Apple Computer, Inc

** 66
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the middle item is larger than your
particular item, then you know all

the items after the middle item are
also too large. If the middle item is

smaller, then so are all the items
before it in the set.

In either case, you have eliminated
one half of all possible positions. So,
take the remaining half and guess
again in the middle. Each time, you
either find the position of the match-
ing item or eliminate one half of all

remaining possibilities—the search
narrows rapidly.

This technique is ubiquitous in

computer application software, and
familiarity with it can be something
of a touchstone. I once failed a job
interview largely because I did not
recognize at a glance that a particular

subroutine was executing a binary
search (or rather, I saw what was go-

ing on, but I didn't use the magic
phrase binary search).

The pseudocode routine in Listing

4 is a machine algorithm, and as such
uses variables and assumes fairly rig-

idly definable steps. There is no need
to get overly rigorous about this. You
can borrow the Boolean, arithmetic

and variable conventions (real, in-

teger, acceptable ranges, etc.) from
whatever computer language you in-

tend to ultimately implement. It is

better to use long English variable
names even though the intended im-
plementation language may not al-

low this.

Even a fairly crude and loosely
used pseudocode can be an accurate
and understandable model of ma-

chine procedure. For instance, can
you tell from examining Listing 4
whether this routine would find the
position of a target item if it hap-
pened to be either the first item or
the last item on the list? Examine the
routine for other possible bugs and
ask youself how you might translate

this to a Basic routine searching a
disk file.H

Line Numbers Statements

AAAA
BBBB

ZZZZ

REM DO UNTIL (use Step below if allowed)

FOR J = to 32765 Step .000001

REM BEGIN PROCESS TO ITERATE HERE
I

IF [condition test) THEN J = 32767
NEXT J

REM END DO

Fig. 10. The Structured English DO-UNTIL construct might be implemented like this in Basic.

Line Numbers Statements

xxxx

YYYY

ZZZZ

IF (condition test) THEN GOTO YYYY
REM ELSE CLAUSE HERE

I

GOTO ZZZZ
REM THEN CLAUSE HERE

RM ENDIF

Fig. 11. This is how the Structured English IF-THEN-ELSE construct might be implemented in Basic.

DISK DRIVES FOR TRS-80 AND HEATH

For TRS -80 & HEATH
40 Track Double/Single Density . $250
with Case & Power Supply $325
two drive cable (specify T/H) $30

For Model III

Double Density Disk Upgrade includes
Controller, hardware, cables, 32KRAM,
Two Drive Power Supply & Instr $435.

with one 40 Track Disk Drive $650. with two 40Track Disk Drives $875 • 6 3M
Byte Ext Hard Disk Drive $2895 • 9.5M Byte Ext Hard Disk Drive $3395 •

RS-232 $75 • with Auto MODEM $299 • PROM Blaster (cable & PS req
)

$149 • Micro Clinic $29 • NEWDOS80 2 0$149 • UNITERM/80 commu-
nications Soft $89 • Radio Shack TRSDOS 1 3 & Manual $22

Printers

EPSON MX-80, MX-80 FT, MX-100, Call for price

HyType I Daisey Wheel Factory refurbished. KSR SuperPlot $1395 • RO 1 k

buffer $1095 • (Above Shipped freight collect) 12 GREEN Monitor $175

Diskettes

51/4 Diskettes. Verbatim $29. Shannon $26

Games for Heath
Y-Wmg & Galactic Warr $1 9 50 EA
Missle Control & Invasion $17 50 EA

Games for Model l/lll

Attack Force. Galaxy Invasion. Super

Nova. Meteor Mission. Cosmic Fighter.

Scarfman. Asylum, Labyrinth . Death-

maze, Droids, Astroball, Pmball, Missle

Attack, Gammon, E Explorer, Alien

Armada, Star Scout, Zossed, Space
Intruders & Lunar Lander On disk $1 9 95

EA. On tape $14 95 EA

, Atonputieryision <408> 249 0772

3798 Hancock Drive. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Money i k Calif resi idd 6% COD add S3 .SO Shipping &

1 S1 SO for softwaic & SS 00 for harrlwri

MED
SYSTEMS

SOFTWARE

Med Systems now offers some of the finest professional software
available today. More complete information is available in our full

page ads in 80 Microcomputing, or by calling our toll free
number.

PROFESSIONAL/SCIENTIFIC WORD PROCESSING
Qwerty 3.0 offers more features than any Scripsit patch available

today. Like Greek letters. Over 75 new symbols. Page end indication.

Footnotes. Simultaneous superscripts and subscripts. User-controlled

cursor speed. Two and three column formats. Qwerty 3.0 requires at

least one disk, a TRS 80 Model I or Model III. and Scripsit. $49.95

STATISTICAL PACKAGE FOR MICROCOMPUTERS (SPM)
SPM, written by Bruce Powel Douglass, is one of the finest statistics

packages available for the TRS 80. It includes descriptive statistics,

one and two way analysis of variance, single and multiple variable

linear regression, and single and multiple non-linear regression.

Requires a TRS 80 Model I or III with disk. $89.95

WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION!

When ordering, please indicate Model I or Model III. and number of

disk drives in your system.

MED SYSTEMS Software ^i 65

P.O. BOX 2674 CHAPEL HILL NC 27514
1-800-334-5470
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Here's a Basic program that will let you print customized invoices using your North Star Horizon.

Thank You for Your Order
By Gary E. Nelson

For many small businesses, pro-

ducing invoices can be a time-

consuming process—especially if all

invoices must be typed by a secretary

or written out. This program pro-

duces flexible, general-purpose,

professional-quality invoices.

Since I print invoices for a couple of

local mail-order firms, I needed a

general-purpose form that would
satisfy my own requirements as well

as those of my customers. This pro-

gram should also be useful to those

who do not write enough invoices to

justify the cost of custom-printed

forms.

Using the Program

As indicated in the Sample run, the

program prompts all necessary in-

puts. All entries are single-prompt

single-entry. The REMARKS prompt

is meant to contain the customer's

resale tax number, if applicable, or

any other pertinent data you may
wish to include. Any prompts for

information not relevant to the in-

voice being produced should be

answered with NA for not applicable,

or by hitting the carriage return. All

entries are completed with a carriage

return.

The program begins by prompting

for the date and the invoice number.

It then requests the operator to enter

the company number. This feature

lets you put the names and addresses

of different companies into a file that

can be retrieved by an identifying

number. I found that this was much
easier than typing the company name
and address for each invoice being

Address correspondence to Gary E. Nelson, 13450

Maxella Ave., G185, Suite 142, Marina Del Key,

CA 90291.

printed, especially when printing a

number of invoices for the same firm.

Entering a indicates that the com-

pany name is not on file and the oper-

ator is requested to enter the new
company name and address. If a

number is entered which corre-

sponds to one contained on file, the

program uses the data from the file.

Adding companies to or subtract-

ing them from the file is explained

later. The program will then prompt

for the name and address of the

customer and ask if the order is to be

shipped to the same place. If the ship-

ping address is different, the program
will prompt for the correct one.

The user is then asked to enter the

customer's PO number, terms, meth-

od of shipment, etc. Responses to any

prompts not applicable to the invoice

being generated should be answered

by hitting the carriage return or by

entering NA. When the preceding en-

tries have been made, the program

requests the information for the

ordered items.

After the information for each item

has been received, the program will

ask if any more items are to be in-

cluded on the invoice. If you want to

have more than ten line items on

your invoices, the DIM statement in

line 0010 can be altered to accom-

modate this. Just change the dimen-

sions of D$, P, Q and QS to reflect

the number of line items desired.

Shipping and handling fees are

entered next, followed by the amount
that was received, if any, as deposit

or prepayment. The user is then

asked if a sales tax is to be added to

the invoice, and if the extended price

is to be computed for the quantity

ordered or the quantity shipped. If

the order was prepaid, you may want

to use the quantity ordered—assum-

ing that you are going to ship the

back-ordered items as soon as possi-

ble. Otherwise the extension column

should be calculated using the quan-

tity shipped. Entering a 1 causes the

quantity ordered to be used, while

entering a 2 causes the quantity

shipped to be used.

Finally, the program asks how
many copies of the invoice are to be

printed. Enter a 1 if you want to print

a multicarbon form or if you want

several copies but need to load the

paper into your printer for each in-

voice. After all of the copies have

been printed, the program will ask if

any more copies are desired.

The Program

Invoice was written on a North Star

Horizon using CBasic2. It should

adapt easily to other Basics having

PRINT USING statements, string

variables and one-dimensional ar-

rays. Multiple statements on a single

line are used with a colon separating

each part. A continuation character

(\) is used wherever a statement

takes more than one line. CBasic2

does not require line numbers unless

the statement is referenced else-

where in the program. If your Basic

requires line numbers you will have

to insert them in front of the unnum-
bered statements.

The program was constructed to

permit a maximum of ten line items

on a single form. If you want to in-

crease or decrease the number of line

items to be contained on a single in-

voice, alter the dimensions of D$, Q,
P and QS in line 0010 to whatever

number of items are desired. For 15

line items change the array dimen-

sions as follows: D$(15),Q(15),P(15),

QS(15).

Line 0025 contains the maximum
number of companies contained in

the file starting at line 1000. As com-
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f START
J

INPUT

DATE
INVOICE #
COMPANY *

YES

E>

INPUT THE NEW
COMPANY NAME
AND ADDRESS

GET THE NAME AND
ADDRESS OF THE
REQUESTED COMPANY

INPUT SOLD TO '.

NAME AND ADDRESS

NO

COPY 'SOLD TO" NAME
AND ADDRESS INTO

"SHIP TO" BUFFER

INPUT SHIP TO :

NAME AND ADDRESS

5

I
INPUT

TERMS AND
CUSTOMER PO *

c

INPUT

•

QUANTITY ORDERED
QUANTITY SHIPPED
ITEM DESCRIPTION
AND UNIT PRICE

YES

INPUT
SHIPPING 8 HANDLING
FEES (O IF NONE)

INPUT
ARE THE ITEMS
TAXABLE ?

(Y OR N)

INPUT

OF FORMS
TO PRINT

panies are added to or deleted from
the file, NO.OF.COMPANIES%
must be altered to reflect the change.
Thus, if a company number is en-
tered that is greater than the number
of companies on file, statement
number 0190 will prompt the opera-
tor to enter another number. Com-
pany names are added to the file by
appending the statement number of
the routine which loads the array
"A$" to the ON GOSUB statement in

line 1000. For example:
1040 A$(l) = "Company name"

A$(2) = "Street address"

A$(3) = "City":A$(4) = "State Zip"

A$ (5) = "Phone number"
Then add ",1040" to the end of line

1000. In this case the new company
will be company number 3.

If you don't want to use the
multicompany name call-up feature,

delete line 0025, lines 0175 through
0195 and lines 1000 through 1035.
You will then be prompted to enter
the company name and address for

each invoice. If you plan to use only
one company name and don't want to

enter it each time you run the pro-
gram, change lines 0200 through
0225 as follows:

0200 A$(l) = "Company name"
0210 A$(2) = "Street address"

0220 A$(3) = "City":A$(4) = "State Zip"

0225 A$(5) = "Phone number"

Statement 0450 directs the outputs
of all PRINT statements to the printer

port, and statement number 0970
redirects them to the terminal. If you
are using a different Basic, these
lines can be substituted with
"PORT= " statements containing the
appropriate port addresses for your
system. Statements 0455 and 0475
are format controls for the TI 820RO
printer with the compressed print op-

•- EXIT

Program flowchart.

500 K
Great Reasons
to Buy Your

Diskettes from
Snappware!

Byte for byte, performance
counts. Every byte or data you
record is important. Thafs wby
Snappware offers Scotch dish
ettes, the highest quality dish
ette on the marhet at very com
petitive prices. Scotch dishettes
are tested and quaranteed error
free. And the low abrasivity
saves your read write heads.

Scotch Brand 744-0
5!4 inch single sided, single den-
sity, soft sectored with hub rings.

One box $25.00/box
Five boxes $24.50/box
Ten boxes $24.00/box

Scotch Brand 744D-0
The premium grade mini-floppy
Double density certified, with
hub rings The very finest avail-
able for your Model III

One box $29.00/box
Five boxes $28.50/box
Ten boxes $28.00/box

Scotch Brand 741-0
f ight inch single sided, double
density soft sectored. The very
finest available for your Model

One box
Five boxes
Ten boxes

$34.50/box
$33.50/box
$32.50/box

For every ordrr or ten boxes, re
ceive our head cleaner free a
25.00 value.
Whrn it

( omes to dishettes. we
have the best price per byte.

i Authorized
7T7r\ Distributor '

div. \ Information
\ Processing
\ Products

Time saving power at your
fingertips ***»

CALL TOLL FREE

•See List of Advertisers on page 178

1-800-543-4628
OHIO RESIDENTS

CALL COLLECT: (513) 891 4496
*7l9Mantell

Cinti , Ohio 45236
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^326

Enjoy The

SEX

Here's A New Contest You'll

Love To Enter! Submit your
favorite micro-computer game pro-

gram to the "Dirty Book" contest.

You can win an expense-paid trip

to fabulous New Orleans and enjoy
the exciting French Quarter and all

that jazz. The "Dirty Book" will

expose your bedtime games and
programs to thousands of prospec-

tive buyers. Write for full details.

Bourbon Street Press
3225 Danny Park, New Orleans

(Metairie). LA 70002
(You must be of legal age to enter subscription)

(504) 455-5330

Name

Company (it anyl

Address

Dty

State Zip

Charier Subscription Check enclosed

1 yr 4 issues '2-29 95 COD — Company Only

Single issue ©9 95 P0#

Dealer Inquiries or Call in Orders Visa or

Bourbon St Press (504) 455-5330 MC#

PLOSION
Subscribe Today Take a break

from the space wars and shoot em
ups. The Dirty Book will bring you
the latest collection of bedroom
programs and games geared to

creative, joyful living and
loving. Here's a great

opportunity to chart your
own course to greater

intimacy and satisfaction

in the months to come.

The

'•Boon
Read how your fellow computerists

enjoy these zesty programs.

• French Post Cards • Bedtime Stories

• Dirty Old Man • Animated Comics
• Encounter • Interlude • Pornopoly

• Sex Disk • Softporn • Whatzee
• Wanna Play Footsie? • Zesty Zodiacs

Signature Expiration Date

STE. 82B

CRUN VER 2.06
INVOICE NUMBER 3456
TODAY 'S DATE (D-M-Y) 4-MAY-1980
COMPANY NUMBER <0 -NEW) O
NAME URE COMPANY INC.

STREET ADDRESS 4444 VIA MIRLO
CITY MISSION VIEJO
STATE ZIP CALIF. 92691
PHONE #i <714) 987-6543

SOLD TO: THRE ENTERPRISES
STREET ADDRESS 2513 ArRPORT DR.
CITY NEWPORT BEACKKH
STATE ZIP CALIF. 90500

SHIP TO SAME ADDRESS? Y
TERMS i COD
CUSTOMER'S ORDER # VERBAL

QUANTITY ORDERED 3
QUANTITY SHIPPED 1

DESCRIPTION EXPANSION ASSEMBLY #1007
UNIT PRICE 27.95
ANY MORE ITEMS? Y
QUANTITY ORDERED 5
QUANTITY SHIPPED 5
DESCRIPTION TENSION SPRINGS #2045
UNIT PRICE 3.25
ANY MORE ITEMS? Y
QUANTITY ORDERED 40
QUANTITY SHIPPED 40
DESCRIPTION ADAPTOR SLUGS #2032
UNIT PRICE .25
ANY MORE ITEMS? N

SHIPPING Sc HANDLING FEE 15.75

TAXABLE? (Y OR N) Y
SHIP VIA: UPS
FOB NB
REMARKS SLSM: JOHN
AMOUNT RECEIVED (0 IF NONE)

ARE * TOTALS FOR (l)QUANT. ORDERED OR <2)QUANT

HOW MANY COPIES? 1
&mpfe^

SHIPPED 2

INVOICI

INVOICE NOi 3436
4-MAY-1980

URE COMPANY INC.
4444 VIA MIRLO

MISSION VIEJO. CALIF. 92691
(714) 987-6343

SOLD TOi S" 1 ** T01

tJ«p ENTERPRISES THRE ENTERPRISES

25Va AIRPORT DR STE. 82B 2513 AIRPORT DR. STE. 82B

NlipOR^^HrCALlF. 90300 NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF. 90500

CUST~PoT" "TERMS. SHIP VIAt FOB! !?^S
JLm

VERBAL COD UPS NB SLSMi JOHN

ORD^IP^B.O. DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE EXTENSION

3 t 2 EXPANSION ASSEMBLY #1007 27.95 27.95

3 3 TENSION SPRINGS #2045 3.25 16. zo

40 40 O ADAPTOR SLUGS #2032 0.25 „lll.
TOTAL #54.20

SHIPPING ft HANDLING 15.75

SALES TAX 3.25
AMOUNT RECEIVED 0.00

TOTAL DUE #73.20

(B.O. ) Beck orders will b* filled es

at possible.

e A late pevs»ent cheree if 1.5X Mr month

(18X ANNUALLY) will be eprl ied on ell pest

due accounts.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER

Invoice copy.
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ECQiriPUTHQMICS N
C.

EVERYTHING FOR YOUR TRS-80™ • ATARI™ • APPLE™ • PET™ • CP/M™ • XEROX™ • IBM™ <

TRS-80 is 4 trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp. - • ATARI is a trademark of Atari Inc. - * APPLE is a trademark of Apple Corp. - * PET is a trademark of Commodore
* CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research - 'XEROX is a trademark of Xerox Corp. - * IBM is a trademark of IBM Corp.

BUSINESS PAC 100
r«sed within

24-Hour*

+ 30-Day money

Software

100 Ready-To-Run
Business Programs

(ON CASSETTE OR DISKETTE) Includes 128 Page Users Manual
Inventory Control Payroll Bookkeeping System Stock Calculations.

Checkbook Maintenance Accounts Receivable Accounts Payable

BUSINESS 100 PROGRAM LIST

NAME
1 RULE78
2 ANNU1
3 DATE
4 DAYYEAR
5 LEASEJNT
6 BREAKEVN
7 DEPRSL
6 DEPRSY
9 DEPRDB
10 DEPRDDB
11 TAXDEP
12 CHECK2
13 CHECKBK1
14 MORTGAGE/A
15 MULTMON
16 SALVAGE
17 RRVARIM
18 RRCONST
19 EFFECT
20 FVAL
21 PVAL
22 LOANPAY
23 REGWTTH
24 SIMPDISK
25 DATEVAL
26 ANNUDEF
27 MARKUP
28 SINKFUND
29 BOMDVAL
30 DEPLETE
31 BLACKSH
32 STOCVAL1
33 WARVAL
34 BONDVAL2
35 EPSEST
36 BETAALPH
37 SHARPE1
38 OPTWRITE
39 RIVAL
40 EXPVAL
41 BAYES
42 VALPRINF
43 VALADINF
44 UTILITY

45 SIMPLEX
46 TRANS
47 EOQ
48 QUEUE

1

49 CVP
50 CONDPROF
51 OPTLOSS
52 FQUOQ
53 FQEOWSH
54 FQEOQPB
55 QUEUECB
56 NCFANAL
57 PROFIND
58 CAP1

DESCRIPTION

Interest Apportionment by Rule of the 78s
Annuity computation program
Time between dates

Day of year a particular date falls on
Interest rate on lease

Breakeven analysis

StraightJine depreciation

Sum of the digits depreciation

Declining balance depreciation

Double declining balance depreciation

Cash flow vs. depreciation tables

Prints NEBS checks along with dairy register

Checkbook maintenance program
Mortgage amortization table

Computes time needed for money to double, triple,

Determines salvage value of an investment

Rate of return on investment with variable inflows

Rate of return on investment with constant inflows

Effective interest rate of a loan

Future value of an investment (compound interest)

Present value of a future amount
Amount of payment on a loan

Equal withdrawals from investment to leave over

Simple discount analysis

Equivalent & nonequivalent dated values for oblig.

Present value of deferred annuities

% Markup analysis for items

Sinking fund amortization program
Value of a bond
Depletion analysis

Black Scholes options analysis

Expected return on stock via discounts dividends

Value of a warrant

Value of a bond
Estimate of future earnings per share for company
Computes alpha and beta variables for stock

Portfolio selection model-i.e. what stocks to hold

Option writing computations
Value of a right

Expected value analysis

Bayesian decisions

Value of perfect information

Value of additional information

Derives utility function

Linear programming solution by simplex method
Transportation method for linear programming
Economic order quantity inventory model
Single server queueing (waiting line) model
Cost volume-profit analysis

Conditional profit tables

Opportunity loss tables

Fixed quantity economic order quantity model
As above but with shortages permitted

As above but with quantity price breaks

Cost-benefit waiting line analysis

Net cash-flow analysis for simple investment

Profitability index of a project

Cap. Asset Pr Model analysis of project

etc

59 WACC
60 COMPBAL
61 DISCBAL
62 MERGANAL
63 FINRAT
64 NPV
65 PRJNDLAS
66 PRJNDPA
67 SEASJND
68 TIMETR
69 TIMEMOV
70 FCJPRINF
71 MAILPAC
72 LETWRT
73 SORT3
74 LABEL 1

75 LABEL2
76 BUSBUD
77 TTMECLCK
78 ACCTPAY
79 INVOICE
80 INVENT2
81 TELDIR
82 T1MUSAN
83 ASSIGN
84 ACCTREC
85 TERMSPAY
86 PAYNET
87 SELLPR
88 ARBCOMP
89 DEPRSF
90 UPSZONE
91 ENVELOPE
92 AUTOEXP
93 INSF1LE

94 PAYROLL2
95 DILANAL
96 LOANAFFD
97 RENTPRCH
98 SALELEAS
99 RRCONVBD
100 PORTVAL9

Weighted average cost of capital

True rate on loan with compensating bal. required

True rate on discounted loan

Merger analysis computations
Financial ratios for a firm

Net present value of project

Laspeyres price index

Paasche price index

Constructs seasonal quantity indices for company
Time series analysis linear trend

Time series analysis moving average trend

Future price estimation with inflation

Mailing list system

Letter writing system links with MAILPAC
Sorts list of names
Shipping label maker
Name label maker
DOME business bookkeeping system

Computes weeks total hours from timeclock info.

In memory accounts payable system storage permitted

Generate invoice on screen and print on printer

In memory inventory control system
Computerized telephone directory

Time use analysis

Use of assignment algorithm for optimal job assign.

In memory accounts receivable system-storage ok
Compares 3 methods of repayment of loans

Computes gross pay required for given net

Computes selling price for given after tax amount
Arbitrage computations
Sinking fund depreciation

Finds UPS zones from zip code
Types envelope including return address

Automobile expense analysis

Insurance policy file

In memory payroll system

Dilution analysis

Loan amount a borrower can afford

Purchase pnce for rental property

Sale leaseback analysis

Investor s rate of return on convertable bond
Stock market portfolio storage-valuation program

D CASSETTE VERSION
D DISKETTE VERSION
TRS-80* MODEL U VERSION $149.

ADD $3.00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
ADD $4.00 FOR C.O.D. OR NON-UPS AREAS
ADD $5.00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
ADD PROPER POSTAGE CXJTSIDE OF U.S.,

CANADA AND MEXICO ^ 6

•CQMRJTOQNICS:
•WftTvev/lATOAL APRXA'CTfc S€«=»Vt£

50 N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977 ,ci*<?

ASK FOR OUR 64-PAGE CATALOG
*** ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO

HOUR

(914)
425-1535

CHANGE***

•See List of Advertisers on page 178 Microcomputing, March 1982 67



SPIKE-SPIKERS™
Protect-Control-Organize
Computer & Peripheral Equipment
Helps prevent software "Glitches"

and unexplained memory loss

o

mi
Deluxe Power Console

79.95

PROTECTS against power
line transients & filters

out RFI 'Hash"

CONTROLS with 8 indi-

vidually switched 120 vac
grounded outlets. 2 separ-
ate filtered circuits.

ORGANIZE your computer
& peripheral equipment
power cords individually

or main on/off switch-fuse
& indicator light.

Also available in 2-socket wall mounted models.

MINM
Transient absorber

34.95

MINMI
Transient absorber
plus RFI "Hash" filtering

44.95

Order Factory Direct

215-865-0006
Out of state call toll free

800-523-9685

urU^US' Electronics Co. Inc. ^222
Colony Drive Ind. Park

6584 Ruch Rd . Dept.ftl C
Bethlehem. PA 18017

Dealers Invited
PA Res. add 6%

Electronic

Circuit

Analysis

I totalled analog circuit analysis

last, machine language

Infinite circuits on multiple passes

Worst case analysis

Dynamic modification

Full file handling

Built in chaining and spooling

facilities

Frequency response, magnitude and

phase

C omplete manual with examples

Full support

A truly professional program with

features previously available onlv on
large svstems

TRS-80 model I or model III, disk or

cassette. $75.00

Tatum Labs ^ 350

P.O. Box 722

Hawleyville, CT 06440

IKS-tfO is ,) tradrmarit of

«>t randy t orp

tion and should be deleted if your
printer doesn't recognize those con-

figuration strings.

Statement 0455 puts the printer in-

to the expanded print mode so that

the heading "INVOICE'' will be
printed in double-width characters

(five characters per inch (cpi)). State-

ment 0470 returns the printer back to

the normal (10 cpi) mode. Delete

these lines and change line 0470
to "PRINT TAB(25);"***IN-
VOICE***":PRINT:PRINT if you
are not using a TI printer with the

compressed print option installed.

Line 0460 outputs a form feed to the

printer. If your printer doesn't
recognize this control character, you
can replace it with a GOSUB state-

ment which transfers control to a

subroutine that will output an ap-

propriate number of line feeds, as

shown in the following example:

2000 FOR 1=1 TO 15

2005 PRINT CHR$(n)

2010 NEXT I

2015 RETURN

Statements 0510 through 0540
cause the invoicing company's name,
address and phone number to be
centered when printed on 80-column
paper. Statement 0870 checks to see

if the invoice items are subject to

sales tax, and multiplies the total by
.06 if they are. California has a 6 per-

cent sales tax— if your sales tax dif-

fers, replace the .06 in statement

0870 with the appropriate rate. If you
are one of those fortunate souls living

in an area that doesn't have any sales

tax, delete statements 0370, 0870,

0875 and 0878.

Program listing. Invoice program written on a North Star Horizon using CBasic2.

21 \* »
3i \» INVOICE •
4i \» »
5i \* NELSON MICROSYSTEMS *
6i \* OARY E. NELSON »
7i \* 13450 MAXELLA AVENUE *
8i \* G185 SUITE 142 *
9i \# MARINA DEL REY, CALIF. 90291 *

101 \* (213) 204-0523 •
Hi \* •

13i REM
14i REM
15* OOIO DIM A«<12),B«(4>,Ct(4),D*<10),P(10>,Q<10) ,QS<10>
16* 0025 N0.0F.C0MPANIES7.-2i REM # ON FILE
17* 0030 C-*—." —____. Mfc»— -.————
18* 0040 FOR*= "**##, ###. ••"
19* 0050 FORI«"###.##"
20* 0060 F0R2*= "##,###.##"
21* 0070 F0R3*="###"
22* 0140 INPUT "INVOICE NUMBER" lA*< 7)
23* 0150 A*<7>«" INVOICE NOi "+A*<7>
24* 0160 INPUT "TODAY 'S DATE <D-M-Y)"lD*
25i 0175 INPUT "COMPANY NUMBER <0 -NEW) "IN
26* 0180 IF N-0 THEN 0200
27* 0190 IF N > NO. OF. COMPANIES* THEN GOTO 0175
28* 0195 GOTO 1000
291 0200 INPUT "NAME"?A*(D
30* 0210 INPUT "STREET ADDRESS " 1 A* ( 2

)

31* 0220 INPUT "CITY"?A»<3>
32i INPUT "STATE ZIP"lA*<4>
33* 0225 INPUT "PHONE «! "IA*<5>
34i 0230 PRINT
35* 0250 INPUT "SOLD T0i"lB»(l)
36* 0260 INPUT "STREET ADDRESS" IB* < 2)
37* 0270 INPUT "CITY";B*<3>
38t INPUT "STATE ZIP"lB*<4>
39i PRINT
401 INPUT "SHIP TO SAME ADDRESS?" 1 Z*
411 IF ZtO"Y" THEN 0275
421 FOR I - 1 TO 4
431 Ct<I)-Bt<I>
441 NEXT I

451 GOTO 0277
461 0275 INPUT "SHIP TOi N lCt(l>
47i INPUT "STREET ADDRESS" IC*< 2)
481 INPUT "CITY"lC*<3>
49i INPUT "STATE ZIP"lC»<4>
SOI 0277 INPUT "TERMSi "ILINE At(6)
5H INPUT "CUSTOMER'S ORDER • "ILINE At (8)
52* 0280 PRINT \More_ »
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Listing continued.

53«
541

56*
57*

0300
0320
0325
0330
0340
0350

591
601
611
621
63*
641
651
66i
67*
681
691
701
7H
721
73*
74*
75*
76*
77*
78*
79*
80*
81*
82*
83*
84*
85*
86*
871
881

J-l
INPUT -QUANTITY ORDERED" I Q( J)
INPUT "QUANTITY SHIPPED" lQS( J)
INPUT "DESCRIPTION "«D*<J>
INPUT "UNIT PRICE "IP<J>
INPUT "ANY MORE ITEMS?H lZ*
IF Z*-"N M THEN 0360

0360

0370

0390
0395
IF F«

J-J+HN
PRINT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT

•1 THEN

'JiGOTO 0320

"SHIPPING It HANDLING FEE" IS
"TAXABLE? (Y OR N)"lX*
"SHIP VIAi"?LINE A*<9>
"FOB" I LINE At (10)
"REMARKS"! LINE A*<11>
"AMOUNT RECEIVED (0 IF NONE)"lD
"ARE • TOTALS FOR (l)QUANT. ORDERED OR (2)QUANT. SHIPPED"lF
0400

IF F<>2 THEN 0395
0400 INPUT "HOW MANY COPIES?" I

C

FOR 1-1 TO C
LPRINTER WIDTH 80
PRINT CHR*<27)1CHR*<80)1CHR*<73MCHR*<27>ICHR*<92>

CHRt<12>
TAB( 16) I "INVOICE" i PRINTi PRINT
CHR*(27)!CHR*<80)lCHR*<67>lCHR*<92>!
A*<7)!
TAB < 79-LEN

(

D% ) ) 1 D*
PRINTi PRINT
PRINT TAB<40-< (LEN( A*< 1 ) ) ) /2) ) ? A«< 1

)

TAB(40-( <LEN(At(2> ) )/2) ) I A*<2>
TAB<40-<<<LEN<A*<3)*A*<4>>>«-2>/2>MA»<3>l% "IA*<4>
TAB(40-( <LEN(At<5) ) )/2) )l A*(5)
I PRINT i PRINT
"SOLD T0i"lTAB(41)l"SHIP TO:"

TAB(5)lB*<l)tTAB<45)lC*<l>
TAB(5)!Bt<2)lTAB(45)?C*(2)

0450
0455
0460
0470
0475
0480
0490
0500
0510
0520
0530
0540
0560
0570
PRINT
PRINT

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

Z8 BASIC
COMPUTER/CONTROLLER

As featured in

Byte Magazine, July and August 1981

•On board tiny BASIC Interpreter.

• 2 on board parallel ports.

• Serial I/O port

•6 m\etTup\s.

•Just attach a CRT terminal and
immediately write control programs
in BASIC.

• BAUD RATES 110-9600 BPS.
• Data and address buses available for

124K memory and I/O expansion.
• 4K RAM, 2716 or 2732 EPROM
operation.

•Consumes only 1 Vi WATTS
Z8 Basic Microcomputer/Controller

Assembled & Tested $195.00

Complete Kit $165.00

Universal Power Supply

( + 5, + 12, &-12v) $ 35.00

Z8 is a trademark of Zilog Inc.

SWEET-TALKER,
IT GIVES YOUR COMPUTER

AN UNLIMITED VOCABULARY.

As Featured In

Byte Magazine, September 1981

• Utilizes VORTRAX SC-01 A speech
synthesizer chip.

• Unlimited vocabulary.

•Contains 64 different phonemes
which are accessed by an 8-bit code.

•Text is automatically translated into

electrically synthesized speech.
• Parallel port driven or

Plug-in compatible with APPLE II.

•On board audio amplifier.

•Sample Program for APPLE II on
cassette
SWEET-TALKER
Assembled and Tested
Parallel Port Circuit Card $139
APPLE II Plug-in Card $149

VORTRAX is a trademark of Federal Screw Works

DISK-80
EXPANSION INTERFACE

FOR THE
TRS-80 MODEL I

As Featured In

Byte Magazine, March 1981

• Disk controller (4 drives)

• Hardware data separator
• Buffered TRS-bus connector
• Real-time clock
• Printer port (optional)

DISK 80-ASSEMBLED & TESTED
with 32K RAM $329.95

Centronics Printer

Port add $ 50.00

DISK-80 pc board $ 48.00

Printer/Power Supply
pc board $ 16.00

Complete Kit with 32K
RAM and Printer Port $275.00

TRS-80 is trademark of Tandy Corp.

To Order: Call Toll Free • 1-800-645-3479

(In N.Y. State Call: 1-516-374-6793)

For Information Call: 1-516-374-6793

MICROMINTINC.
917 Midway
Woodmere, N.Y. 11598

See List of Advertisers on page 178 Microcomputing, March 1982 69



iOW TO TALK
BOTH SIDES OF
APPLE.

Utility Packages from
GRYPHON MICROPRODUCTS"

PLP1
MOVES ALL BASIC FILES TO PASCAL

PLP2
MOVES PASCAL TEXT FILE TO BASIC.
DISPLAYS AND MODIFIES ANY BYTE ON
A BASIC OR PASCAL DISK.

•FULLY DOCUMENTED.
•EASY FOR BEGINNERS

Listing continued.

micr'opr'oducts
PO BOX 6543 SILVER SPRING MO 20S06

^351

Call I3Q1I 946-2585 for Phone Orders. Or send $39.95 for

each Disk. Visa and MasterCard add 3%. COD accepted.

•PUP1 •PUP2 "Please send more information

Name Address

City state Zip

V/MC Acct.no. Exp.Date

Dealer Inquires Welcomed

891
901
911
92i
931
94 x

95t
968
97*
98«
99*
100*
101*
102:
103*
104*
105*
106*
107*
108*
1091
1101
111:
112*
113*
114*
115*
116*
117*
118*
119*
120*
121*
1221
1231

M lCt<4)PRINT TAB<5>IB*<3>I", M ?B*<4> tTAB(45) ?C*<3> f

%

PRINT
PRINT Et!EtlEtlE*lEttEtfEtfE*f

PRINT "CUST P0i M lTAB(15)l H TERMSi M ?TAB(30)f "SHIP VIA: M
I

PRINT TAB< 45)

I

MF0B: "; TAB(60) ; "REMARKS: M

PRINT A*<8>ITAB<15>!A*<6>!TAB<30)?A»<9>1TAB<45>?A*<10>!
PRINT TAB(60)f A*<li>

PRINT EttEtlEttEttEtlEtlEtfE*
0640 PRINT TAB(4)t -QUANTITY"

PRINT "ORD SHIP B.O. "?
PRINT TAB (25) I "DESCRIPTION"

I

PRINT TAB (55); "UNIT PRICE"

I

PRINT TAB (70) I "EXTENSION"

0645
0650
0660
0670
PRINT
0690 T
0700
0720
0730
0750
0755

REM CLEAR SALES TAX VARIABLE
FOR J-l TO N
PRINT USING F0R3*!Q<J>lTAB<6>lQS<J>iTAB<12>lQ<J)-QS<J>*
PRINT TAB(18>!Dt(J>i
PRINT TAB (58) II PRINT USING F0R1*!P<J)I
IF F-l THEN GOTO 0760
P*QS<J)*P(J)iG0T0 0770

0760 P«Q(J)*P(J)
0770 PRINT TAB < 70) «t PRINT USING F0R2HP
0780 T-T+P
0800 NEXT J
0810 PRINT TAB (70 ME*
0820 PRINT TAB (55) I "TOTAL"

I

0830 PRINT TAB<68)HPRINT USING FORtlT
0840 PRINT .-PRINT TAB ( 40 )? "SHIPPING * HANDLING"!
0850 PRINT TAB(73)HPRINT USING FORltlS
0870 IF LEFT*<X*.1)«"Y" THEN X-.06*T
0875 PRINT TAB (40)! "SALES TAX"! TAB (73)

1

0878 PRINT USING FORltlX
PRINT TAB (40)! "AMOUNT RECEIVED" I TAB (70)

?

PRINT USING F0R21ID

PLUG INTO SAVINGS!

Electronic Sales, Inc.
Phone (206) 682-5025 (in Wash. State)
2300 First Ave., Seattle, Washington 981 21

MARCH SPECIALS

M*t tartar y leaaas Irani National

SwMCsaejctar!

Printing Calculators - Most are easily

repaired These units have addition,

subtraction division multiplication two
function memory floating decimal and
percent key

Model 312 Table Top Model w/
Green Fluorescent Display

Model 300 Table Top Model w No
Display

Model 410 Table Top Model *
LCD Display

Model 500 Pocket Model w/Green
Fluorescent Deplay
TOUR CHOICE $9 96 each

SPECIAL
1802 CPU Card

Has on board RAM (4 pes 2101 1

1

Sockets for 4 2716 EPROM s (not available)

Battery back up for RAM
Easily addressable

Includes schematics and parts layout

* Q10002 $29 95

For Phone Orders:
TOLL FREE HOT LINE

1-800-426-0634

For Areas Outside Of Washington State
(Including Alaska & Hawaii)

TERMS: Minimum order $10 OO/U.S Funds Only / Open ac-
count to schools and government agencies / All orders
shipped UPS. or P.P / Add 10% (postage & handling) for or-
ders under $100 00 For orders greater than $100 00. we'll pay
the freight / Back-ordered items shipped prepaid / Washing-
ton State residents add 5 4% sales tax / MasterCard & Visa
accepted / C.O.D.'s add $2 00 extra

We reserve the right to limit quantities / All items subject to
prior sale / We reserve the right to substitute manufacturers

»^363
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Listing continued.

-

124* 0880 PRINT TAB<70)fE*
125* 0890 PRINT TAB (55)1 "TOTAL DUE"!
126«
127*
128t

0900
aoi A

PRINT TAB(68) It PRINT USING FOR*? (S+T+X >-D

PRINT " (B.O. ) Back ordtn will b* filled *»
1291 PRINT " «s Pos»ible. M

1301 PRINT
1313 PRINT N * A l*t« P«Yi»*nt ch4n« if 1.57. P#r month"
132s PRINT "(18% ANNUALLY) will b* applied on *1 1 Fast'*
133i PRINT M du« accounts.

"

134« PRINT
135t PRINT TAB(28)? HTHANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER"
1361 NEXT I

137» 0970 CONSOLE
138* 0980 INPUT "MORE COPIES?" 1 Z*
139» 0990 IF LEFT*(Z*.1)-"Y" THEN 0400
140* 0995 GOTO 1999
14H REN NO. OF. COMPANIES* MUST BE ALTERED IF THIS LIST IS CHANGED
1421 1000 ON N GOSUB 1020*1030
143* 1010 GOTO 0230
144s 1020 At(l)-"ABC SYSTEMS INC."
1491 At<2)-"7422 OVERLAND AVE. SUITE #8138"
1461 At(3)-"L0S ANGELES"iA*(4)«"CALIF. 90034"
1471 A*<5)-"<213) 123-4567"
148* 1025 RETURN
1491 1030 A*<1)«"BCD ELECTRONICS"
150s A*<2>«" 10234 LINCOLN BLVD"
1511 AtO)-"SANTA M0NICA"iAt<4)-"CALIF. 90028"
1521 At<5>-"<213> 222-3422"
153* 1035 RETURN
154i 1999 END

NO ERRORS DETECTED
CONSTANT AREAl 16
CODE SIZE: 2780
DATA STMT AREAl
VARIABLE AREAl 208

MICROSTAT™ Release 2.0

r i £A$ Just some of the new features of Microstat Rel. 2.0 in-

"
elude: new programs for moments about the mean, skewness,

kurtosis and stepwise multiple regression, longer file names, faster

sort routine, the ability to declare each data file's numeric precision

and drive location plus an expanded user's manual with new appendi-

ces for the equations and file structures used in Microstat. Also

included is a Data Management Subsystem for file maintenance (edit,

list, destroy, augment, sort, rank-order, move and merge) plus trans-

formations (add. subtract, multiply, divide, reciprocal, log. natural log

and antilog, exponentiation and linear) that allow you to create new

variables from existing variables.

After file creation with DMS, programs for analysis include: Descrip-

tive statistics. Hypothesis testing (mean and proportion), ANOVA
(one-way. two-way. and random blocks), Scatterplots, Frequency

distributions. Correlation analysis. Simple. Multiple and Stepwise

Multiple Regression (including files larger than available memory).

Time series. 11 Nonparametric tests, 8 Probability distributions,

Crosstabs and Chi-square. Combinations. Permutations and Factor-

ials (up to one million factorial). All program output is neatly formatted

for easy use.

The price for Microstat Rel. 2.0 is $295.00 and the user's manual is

available for S25.00 (credited towards purchase) and includes sample

printouts with file tables that reference standard statistical texts and

journals so you can compare the results from Microstat to those

produced on much larger systems. Compare Microstat to any other

package on the market and we think you'll agree that Microstat is the

best at any price.

ECOSOFT, INC. ^82
P.O. BOX 68602

INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46268-0602
(317) 283-8883

master charge

#bq e*e e*e oje e*e •*• f pi f f ^^ •*• •?• f •?• *^ ^*9 ^*9 ^*9
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*

NEW
40 TRACK

DISK DRIVES
with

POWER SUPPLY & CASE
for

RADIO SHACK
and

OTHER COMPUTERS

\cf $179 *o

OMNITEK Computers

<&
International, Inc.

1899 Main Street

Tewksbury, MA 01876

(617) 851-4580

** 140

Shipping extra FOB Tewksbury
Master Card. Visa, or Bank Checks accepted
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t'See List of Advertisers on page 178
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This "friendly" word processor for the Atari is so easy to use and is such a time-saver thatyou may feelyou

have an unfair advantage.

Freedom from
Text Editor Tyranny

By Kent A. Multer

I
had my first experience with word
processing as a student. The

school's PDP-10 had a program
called RUNOFF, which saved me
countless hours of typing and re-

typing whenever I had to do a term
paper or other lengthy report. The
program automatically double- or

triple-spaced, indented, and would
even put the page number and report

title at the top of each page.

This program enabled my fellow

students and me to produce such fine

reports, with so little work, that it

attracted the attention of one of

the deans of the school. His impres-
sion was not good; in fact, he tried

to ban students from using it! He
thought that using the computer as a
super-typewriter gave us an unfair

advantage. Fortunately, wiser heads
prevailed and the ban was never
imposed.

Kent Multer (PO Box 732, W. Acton, MA 01720)

wrote his first computergame in 1970, at the age of

14. After finishing school, where he majored in

computer science, he worked as a programmerand
technical writer at Data General. He has also

worked as an R&D project engineer at the Milton

Bradley Company, where he designed electronic

games and toys.
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Science marches on, and in 1981

we find that the Atari computer, with
the help of an Epson MX-70 or

MX-80 printer, can process words as

well as the old PDP-10.

This micro-RUNOFF program will

let you prepare your own high-qual-

ity documents. You prepare your
document, either as a disk or cassette

file, or as a set of DATA statements

that go right into memory along with

the program. The document consists

of your text, interspersed with spe-

cial characters and command words
that control RUNOFF'S various
features.

How RUNOFF Handles Words
The biggest problem with most text

editors is that if you add or remove a

few words after you type something
in, you end up with one line that's

longer or shorter than the others in

the paragraph. RUNOFF'S most im-

portant function is to solve that prob-

lem by filling each line with as many
words as there is room for.

To do this, the program largely ig-

nores the spaces and carriage returns

in the input text. Specifically, RUN-
OFF considers carriage returns and
spaces to be equivalent, and it con-

siders two or more of them in a row

to be equivalent to a single one. The re-

sult is that RUNOFF converts the text

into a stream of words, with the stuff

between the words not being very
important.

Special Characters

You're free from the tyranny of the
text editor, but there's one small
problem. At times you'll want to in-

sert spaces or carriage returns. In
such a case, you can use the appropri-
ate special characters. The character
"A" (called up-arrow, circumflex or
caret) is converted to a blank space,
and sidesteps RUNOFF'S usual han-
dling. The "%" character forces
RUNOFF to end the current line of

text, even if it isn't full.

The "%" must occur as a word; i.e.,

with a blank or carriage return on
each side. I generally use "% %" at

the end of each paragraph: that

causes RUNOFF to leave a line

blank. If I want two blank lines, I

type "% % %".

Margin Setting and Indenting

The Epson printers put 80 charac-

ters on a line, and RUNOFF normally
fits words into that width. You can
move the left and right margins by
putting the "%LM" and "%RM"
commands in your text. For example,



you might want to print a business

letter with one-inch-wide margins.

Since the printer prints ten characters

per inch, you put "%LM 11 %RM
70" at the beginning of the letter.

Characters 1 through 10 and 71

through 80 will be left blank.

To indent a single line, such as the

first line of a paragraph, use the

"%INDENT" command. It makes a

temporary margin change, which
lasts only until the current line is

printed. For example, "%INDENT
4'

' will cause one line of text to have

sel its left margin four spaces to the

right of whatever your regular mar-

gin is. Similarly, "%INDENT-4" will

produce a hanging indent. Hanging

indents are handy for lists of items, as

shown in the Sample run.

There is another type of indenting

available to you with the "%CEN-
TER" and "%ENDC" commands.
After reading a "%CENTER" com-

mand, RUNOFF will center each

line. This is useful for titles and ad-

vertising copy. The "%ENDC" com-

mand turns off the centering function.

Vertical Spacing Control

If you're writing a term paper or a

manuscript for a book or magazine,

you probably want to use double or

triple spacing. You can control line

spacing with the "%VS" command.
The printer can be set to move from

1/72 to 85/72 of an inch each time it

prints a line. The standard line spac-

ing is 1/6 of an inch, or 12/72, and

RUNOFF will normally use that

spacing. For a double-spaced print-

out, put "%VS 24" in your docu-

ment. For triple spacing, put "% 36".

To return to standard spacing, put

"%VS 12".

You can use "%VS" with any num-
ber from to 85. With zero spacing,

the paper does not move at all. This

8 No r to n C t

.

EastharnF ton? Mrt 1 627

Dear reader?

This letter will introduce you to RJl-JHOF^F

Fro cess ins program for the Atari personal computer

Epson MXM or MX78 printer. Its features include:

1. Fittins lines of text to your specified

left and right margins.

m a word

and the

2. Uariable vertical spacing

3.

4.

Changing from normal to *esx "*- f"=a-

Ui ids characters on comma nd .

Automatic end-of-page processing, with

options such as numbering the pages > or

putting a title at the top of each.

All in all, this program should make it easy for you to

Prepare high-duality letters, reports, and documents of all

types. I hope you enJoy it.

Si nee rely *

Kent Multer

Sample run. (See lines 100 to 270 of the program.)

MMSFORTH VERSION 2.0:

MORE FOR YOUR RADIO SHACK
TRS-80 MODEL I OR MODEL III !

• MORE SPEED
10-20 times faster than Level BASIC

MORE ROOM
Very compact compiled code plus VIRTUAL
MEMORY makes your RAM act larger Variable

number of block buffers 31-char unique word-

names use only 4 bytes in header'

MORE INSTRUCTIONS
Add YOUR commands to its 79 STANDARD plus

instruction set!

Far more complete than most Forths single &
double precision, arrays, string-handling, clock.

more

MORE EASE
Excellent full screen Editor, structured &
modular programming
Word search utility

THE NOTEPAD letter writer

Optimized for your TRS-80 with keyboard
repeats, upper/lower case display driver, full

ASCII, single- & double width graphics, etc

MORE POWER
Forth operating system
Interpreter AND compiler
6080 Assembler
(Z80 Assembler also available)

Intermix 35- to 80 track disk drives

Model III System can read, write & run Model I

diskettes!
VIRTUAL I/O for video and printer, disk and tape

d0 Megabyte hard disk available)

FORTH
THE PROFESSIONAL FORTH

FOR TRS-80

(Over 2,000 systems in use)

MMSFORTH Disk System V2.0 (requires 1 disk

drive & 32K RAM, specify Model I or II) $129.95*

AND MMS GIVES IT

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT
Source code provided
MMSFORTH Newsletter
Many demo programs aboard
MMSFORTH User Groups
Inexpensive upgrades to latest version
Programming staff can provide advice, modifications

and custom programs, to fit YOUR needs

MMSFORTH UTILITIES DISKETTE includes FLOATING
POINT MATH (L 2 BASIC ROM routines plus Complex
numbers. Rectangular Polar coordinate conversions.

Degrees mode. more), plus a full Forth style Z80 ASSEM
BLER. plus a powerful CROSS REFERENCER to list

Forth words by block and line All on one diskette

(requires MMSFORTH V2 0. 1 drive & 32K RAM) $39.95*

FORTHCOM communications package provides RS 232

driver, dumb terminal mode, transfer of FORTH blocks,

and host mode to operate a remote TRS 80 (requires

MMSFORTH V2 0. 1 drive & 32K RAM) $39.95*

THE DATAHANDLER V1 2 a very sophisticated data

base management system operable by non pro

grammers (requires MMSFORTH V? 0. 1 drive & 32K

RAM) W»»5*

MMSFORTH GAMES DISKETTE real time graphics &

board games w/source code Includes BREAKFORTH.
CRASHFORTH. CRYPTOQUOTE. FREEWAY. OTHELLO
& TICTACFORTH (requires MMSFORTH V2 0. 1 drive &

32K RAM) $39.95*

Other MMSFORTH products under development

FORTH BOOKS AVAILABLE
MMSFORTH USERS MANUAL
non owners

without Appendices, for

$17.50*

STARTING FORTH
ual

best companion to our man
$1595*

THREADED INTERPRETIVE LANGUAGES advanced,

excellent analysis of MMSFORTH like lan^

guage. $19.95*

PROGRAM DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION intro to Struo

tured programming, good tor Forth $13.95*

FORTH 79 STANDARD MANUAL
79 STANDARD word set. etc

official reference to

$13 95*

FORTH SPECIAL ISSUE. BYTE Magazine (Aug 1980)

we stock this collector s item for Forth users and begin

ners **.00*

* ORDERING INFORMATION Software prices include

manuals and require signing of a single system, single

user license SPECIFY for Model I or Model III' Add
$2 00 S/H plus $3 00 per MMSFORTH and $1 00 per add)

tionai book, Mass orders add 5% tax Foreign orders

add 20% UPS COD. VISA & M/C accepted no unpaid

purchase orders, please

Send SASe tor tree MMSFORTH mtormauon
Good dealers sought

Get MMSFORTH products from your
computer dealer or

MILLER MICROCOMPUTER ^255

SERVICES (K3)

61 Lake Shore Road, Natick, MA 01760
(617)653-6136

See List of Advertisers on page 178



means you can overprint a line,

which may be useful for special
effects.

Character Width
You can switch your printout from

normal- to double-width characters
by putting the "%WIDE" command

in your text. Use the "%NARROW"
command to resume printing with
normal characters.

Page Layout

RUNOFF measures your printout
vertically as well as horizontally, so it

knows when it reaches the end of a

74

Program listing. The RUNOFF word processing program for the Atari and the Epson MX-70 or
MX-80 printer.

10© data fc H * * * *
110 DATA *LM 41 *RM 70
120 DATA 8 Norton Ct. >. E«th»mpton_ MA *** 01027 >. >. 16-Apr-81 V. V. >. V.

130 DATA JiLM 11 % INDENT 4 Dear r»d«r_ JsUS 24 >.

140 DATA 54INDENT 4 This letter will introduce vou to V.WIDE RUNOFF. ^-.NARROW

15f £21?. I
word ^roc«»i r»* Tosram for the Atari Mrsonil computer and the

160 DATA Epson MX80 or MX70 Printer. Its features includei >. * *US 12
178 DATA V.LM 21 *RM 60 V.INDENT -3 1. Fittine lines of text to vour specified
180 DATA left and risht margins. * X
190 DATA HiNDENT -3 2. Uariable vertical spacins. X X
200 DATA >. INDENT -3 3. Chans ins from normal to >.WIDE extra wide ^NARROW
210 DATA characters on command. V. V.

220 DATA V. INDENT -3 4. Automatic end-of-Pase Process! ns_ with options such
-i3e DATA as number! ns the Pases, or Puttins a title at the top of each. X X X X
,11 ™* V,LM ll **" 70 ** 24 * INDENT 4 Ml in all. this Prosram should make it
250 DATA easv for vou to Prepare hish-^ualitv letters, reports, and documents
^60 DATA of all types. I hope vou enJov it. >. X *LM 41 Sincerelv.
270 DATA >. X Kent Multer
20000 MA IN-30000s GOTO MAIN
20001 REM
20002 REM
20003 REM
20004 REM RUNOFF Word Processor
20005 REM
20006 REM bv Kent A. Multer
20007 REM Copy risht <C> 1981
28008 REM All rishts reserved
20009 REM
20010 REM
22900 REM MMHMSSWMnHHHMMN
22994 REM
22993 REM F I TURD
22999 REM
23000 IF CLM+OBW«-W«-WIDE>RMARGIN THEN QOSUB PRLINE
23013 IF UFLAQ THEN WFLAG-01 OBL-OBL+1 s OBUFS<OBL>«CHRS',CCWID>
23O20 IF OBU>0 THEN OBL-OBL+1 « 0BUFS<0BL >»" " : 0BW-0BW+ 1 +W I DE
23030 OBUF* <0BL+ 1 > -WORD* : OBL-OBL+L : OBW-OBW+W
23040 WORDS* " " : L-0 : W-0 : RETURN
23990 REM mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
23992 REM
23995 REM FINISH
23999 REM
24000 POP *P0P STRAP ERRHAND
24003 IF L>0 THEN 31210
24010 IF OBL>0 THEN GOSUB PRLINE
24015 CLOSE #2
24020 PRINT #l»CHR*<CCNAR>lCHR*<CCESC>i"A"iCHR*<12>;
24025 REM ****** MX-80 onlv > PRINT *ll CHRS<CCESC> ? "2"

;

24030 CLOSE #1
24040 END
24990 REM -————».«.«.«..«»«
24992 REM
24996 REM ERRor HANDler
24999 REM
25000 ERR-PEEK<195>HF ERR- 136 OR ERR-6 THEN GOTO FINISH
25010 PRINT CHRS<CCBUZ)iPRINT " Error "lERRtEND
25990 REM i ———————
25992 REM
25998 REM RDWORD
25999 REM
26000 L-0i GOSUB RDCHRi IF CS-" THEN 26000
26010 IF CS-CHRS<CCRET> THEN 26000
26015 IF CS-"~" THEN IF NOT TMODE THEN CS-"
26020 WORDS-CSiL«H W=WIDE-»-l
26030 GOSUB RDCHRi IF CS-" OR CS«CHRS<CCRET> THEN RETURN
26035 IF CS-"^" THEN IF NOT TMODE THEN CS-" "

26040 W-W+WIDE+1
26050 L~L+ 1 : WORDS <L>«CS i GOTO 26030
26900 RETURN
26990 REM -————«-»......»,«
26997 REM
26998 REM PRLINE
26999 REM
270O8 IF PGLEN+US>PGSIZE THEN IF RDCHRO27800 THEN 27100
27005 IF CLM>1 THEN FOR 1-1 TO CLM-H PRINT #li" " i i NEXT I
27007 IF CENTER THEN J-< <RMARGIN-CLM>-0BW>/2: IF J>0 THEN FOR 1-1 TO J:PRINT ill"

I * NEXT I

27010 PRINT «l;OBUF*
27020 OBUFS-" " i OBL-0t OBW-0: CLM-LMARGIN
27027 IF WIDE THEN OBL-OBL+1 : OBUFS<OBL>«CHRS<CCWID>
27030 PGLEN-PGLEN+US
27040 RETURN
27090 REM ---

i ii . . L

27*92 REM
27095 REM End-of-P«s« handler
27099 REM
27100 R-RDCHRiRDCHR-27800tNXTTRL-l
27 lie HOLDS-WORDS » HOLDW-W » HOLDL-L
27 1 1 5 WORDS- W-0 : L-0
27120 HOLDUS-USt HOLDW IDE-WIDE: HOLDWF-WFLAG
27125 UIDE-0SUFLAG-6
27 1 30 HOLDBUFS-OBUFS i HOLDOBL-OBL : HOLDOBW-OBW
27140 OBUFS«""sOBL-0i OBW-0

j.
More
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page. It then activates a sort of "text

subroutine" called the trailer. Actual-
ly, trailer-header might be a better

name, since it consists of the bottom
of one page and the top of the next.

You must tell RUNOFF how large

the pages should be with the
'%SIZE" command followed by a

number. As for "%VS", the number
is in seventy-seconds of an inch. This
number represents the size of the
body of the page; i.e., it does not
count the header and trailer. RUN-
OFF normally uses a size of 720 (10
inches). With 11 -inch paper, that
leaves half an inch for the header,
and another half-inch for the trailer.

To define your trailer, use the com-
mands '

'%TRAILER' ' and "%ENDT' '

.

All text between the two commands
will be recorded by RUNOFF, and
played back at the end of each page.

You use two commands in your
trailer to control the end-of-page rou-
tine. One is "%FEED", which tells

RUNOFF where one page ends and
the next begins. When RUNOFF sees

"%FEED", it sends a form feed char-

acter to the printer. The form feed

causes the printer to move to the top
of the next page.

The other command for end-of-

page handling is "%PN". When
RUNOFF sees "%PN", it places the
current page number at that point in

your text. If you put "%PN" before
"%FEED", the page number will ap-
pear at the bottom of each page. If

you put "%PN" after "%FEED", the
number will be at the top of each
page. Of course, if you don't want to

number your pages, you needn't use
"%PN" at all.

In addition to these two com-
mands, your trailer may contain such
things as the title of the document, a
copyright notice or even the words
"Continued on next page." If you
don't use "%TRAILER" and
"%ENDT", RUNOFF provides a
standard trailer, as shown in line

30050 of the program. This trailer

causes RUNOFF to:

1. Select standard vertical spacing
(1/6 inch).

2. Skip one blank line.

3. Switch to double-width charac-
ters.

4. Turn on line centering.
5. Print a " ", the current page

number, and another " ". Because
centering is on, this text will be
centered between the left and right

margins.

6. Move the printer to the top of the
next page.



BOY ISTHIS
COSTINGYOU.

It's really quite basic: time is

money.
And BASIC takes a lot more

time and costs a lot more
money than it should every

time you write a new business

software package.

Especially when you
could speed things up with

dBASE II.

dBASE II is a complete

applications

development package.

Users tell us they've cut the amount of code they

write by up to 80% with dBASE II.

Because dBASE II is the high performance relational

database management system for micros.

Database and file handling operations are done
automatically so you don't get involved with sets, lists,

pointers, or even opening and closing of files.

Instead, you write your code in concepts.

And solve your customers' problems faster and for

a lot less than with BASIC (or FORTRAN, COBOL
or PL/I).

dBASE II uses English-like commands.
dBASE II uses a structured language to put you in

full control of your data handling operations.

It has screen handling facilities for setting up input

and output forms.

It has a built-in query facility, including multi-

key and sub-field searches, so you can DISPLAY
some or all of the data for any conditions you want
to apply.

You can UPDATE, MODIFY and REPLACE entire

databases or individual characters.

CREATE new databases in minutes, or JOIN data-

bases that already exist.

APPEND new data almost instantly, whether the

file has 10 records or tens of thousands.

SORT the data on as many keys as you want. Or
INDEX it instead, then FIND whatever you're looking

for in seconds, even using floppies.

Organize months worth of data in minutes with the

built-in REPORT. Or control every row and column
on your CRT and your printer, to format input and
output exactly the way you want it.

You can do automatic calculations on fields,

records and entire databases

with a few keystrokes, with

accuracy to 10 places.

Change your data or your
entire database structure

without re-entering all

your data.

And after you're finished,

you can protect all that

elegant code with our run-

time compiler.

Expand your clientbase

with dBASE II.

With dBASE 11/ you'll write programs a lot

faster and a lot more efficiently. You'll be able to

write more programs for more clients. Even take

on the smaller jobs that were out of the economic
question before. Those nice little foot-in-the-data-

base assignments that grow into bigger and better

bottom lines.

Your competitors know of this offer.

The price of dBASE II is $700 but you can try it

free for 30 days.

Call for our Dealer Plan and OEM run-time package
prices, then take us up on our money-back guarantee.

Send us your check and we'll send you a copy of

dBASE II that you can exercise on your CP/M system
any way you want for 30 days.

Then send dBASE II back and we'll return all of your
money, no questions asked.

During that 30 days, you can find out exactly how
much dBASE II can save you,

and how much more it lets

you do.

But it's only fair to warn
you: business programmers
don't go back to BASIC'S.
AshtonTate, 9929 Jefferson,

Los Angeles, CA 90230.

(213) 204-5570.

AshtonTate
»^287 ©AshtonTate 1981
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7. Skip three more blank lines.

Normally you'll define your trailer

at the beginning of the document.
You can redefine it at any time.

At times you'll want to advance to a

new page before the current one is

full, perhaps at the end of a chapter.

To do this, put the command word
"%PAGE" at the desired point in

your text .

When RUNOFF begins processing
the trailer, it saves the current status

of the margins, vertical spacing, cen-
tering mode and character width.
Your trailer can change any of these

features, and the correct status will

be restored automatically when
RUNOFF begins printing the body of

the next page.

Using the Program
When you run the program, it will

ask you for the name of an input file.

Type the name of the disk or cassette

file that you have presumably pre-

pared with a text editor.

RUNOFF will then ask if the file

has line numbers. This is for you
folks with the Atari Assembler/Editor
cartridge, which puts line numbers in

all source files. If you type "Y",
RUNOFF will throw away all charac-
ters from the beginning of each line to

the first blank space.

If you don't have a text editor, you
can still use RUNOFF by typing in

your text as a series of DATA state-

ments. An example of this is shown
in the listing. To process DATA state-

ments instead of a file, just type a car-

riage return when RUNOFF asks for

an input file.

RUNOFF also asks you for an out-

put file name. If you just type a re-

turn, the program assumes you want
your text to go to the printer, file

"P:". This will usually be correct,

unless you plan to make many copies
of something. In that case you can di-

rect the output to disk or cassette, and
use the DOS COPY command to

make your printouts. Using DOS will

be faster than repeated runs of the
program.

Using RUNOFF
Without a Text Editor

I put this option in the program be-

cause I got tired of having to reboot
my computer every time I changed
from the text editor to the BASIC car-

tridge. It's a handy way to do fairly

short documents; for longer ones, the
renumbering and searching func-
tions of an editor will be worth
having.

Note that the program begins at the
line number 20000. This leaves all

line numbers from to 19999 for

your DATA statements.

After typing in some DATA state-

ments, you can save them for later

use with BASIC'S LIST command.
For instance, typing LIST "C:",
10,1000 will cause BASIC to make a
cassette copy of all data from line

10 to line 1000. You may bring the
copy back into memory with the EN-
TER command.
One problem with using DATA

statements is that you can't put any

commas in the text, because BASIC'S
READ statement filters them out. If

you look at the example in the pro-

gram listing, you will note that it has

an " " (underline) character wher-
ever a comma should be. RUNOFF
converts the underlines to commas.
RUNOFF has two special com-

mands that are for use only with
DATA statements, not in files. One is

"%GOTO", which must be followed
by a number. As you might expect, it

causes RUNOFF to begin reading text

from the specified line number. This
command allows you to rearrange

your text after you've typed it in,

which helps make up for the lack of a

renumbering command in BASIC.
If you use a "%GOTO" from a

high-numbered line to a lower-
numbered one, you may need to use
the "%END" command. It simply
acts as an end-of-file indicator, and
prevents your "%GOTO"s from put-

ting RUNOFF into an infinite loop.

Installation Notes

The program shown in the listing is

set up for the MX-70 printer. MX-80
users should add the extra statements
indicated by the remarks at lines

24025, 31125, 31327 and 31425.
You may wish to redefine the spe-

cial characters "A", "%", and "_".
In fact, I've used those characters on-
ly so that they'll be readable on the
listing. At home, I use some of the
Atari's graphics characters: there are
enough circles, lines and other inter-

esting shapes that you should be able
to find something you like.

ii.it >.

REAL ESTATE SOFTWARE
for M'FI I IKS so ri I

PKOI'I.Hn MANM.IMI-M s\s|l\| $J25
• Tenant History

• Lata Hint Report

• Vacancy Report

Income Report

Auto Late Charge

• Relumed Chocks

• Ownership Files

• Building Reports

• Utilities Report

• Tai Expense Report

• Prints Checks

• Prints Receipts

I'KOI'lHli I ISTINCS ( OMI'AHABI 1 S 1325

SCREEN BY ~m- • Mai 'Mm Price

1 Units/Zone/City

22 Items/Listing • Max Price/Income

tOOO Listing/Disk • Mai Pnce/Sq Foot

• Listing Memo Field • Mm Cashflow

KIM I si mi ANALYSIS MODULES MO/Moah*
• Home Purchase • Tai Deterred Exchange

• Income Prop Analysis • APR Loan Analysis

• Property Sales • Loan Amortization

• Construction Cost/Profit • Depreciation Analysis

WORD PROCESSOR MACK \\ AM) 1285

At Computet Stores Everywhere

or OrOer COD Direct

Cat Residents add 6% Sales Tax

ompany
l?13l 372 9419

Suite F, DoptK 11168m St Manhattan Beach. CA 90266
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MEMOREX
FLEXIBLE DISCS

WE WILL NOT BE UNDER-
SOLD!! Call Free (800)235-4137
for prices and information. Dealer
inquiries invited and C.O.D's
accepted

Oil If PACIFIC ^172

EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo, CA
93401 InCal. call

(800)592-5935 or

,(805)543-1037

SAVE 90°/
YES you can save up to 90% on
a computer system of your own

$150.00 buys a 4MHz Z80A with
64KB & a real Front Panel

$200.00 buys a Full Function
24x80 CRT with Keyboard

You can have your own computer
and be running Fortran, Basic,
Pascal, etc. IF you get our

T R £ £ BROCHURE
TODAY

!

DIGATEK CORPORATION ^155
Suite 77
2723 West Butler Drive
Phoenix AZ 85021

ROLL- YOUR- OWN- TECHNOLOGY
AND SAVE A BUNDLE



CRT CONTROLLER 6522 APPLE II INTERFACE 81-260 "SLIM »! JBE I MICROCOMPUTER

This intelligent CRT Controller
uses an 8085A CPU & an 8275 In-

tegrated CRT Controller, it

features:
• 25lines(80char./line)
• 5x7 dot matrix
• Upper & lower case
• Two 271 6's (controller & char,

generator)
• Serial interface RS232 & TTL
• Baud rates of 1 1 0, 1 50, 300, 600,

1200, 2400, 4800 and 9600
• Keyboard scanning system
• Unencoded keyboard required
• Uses + 5V & ± 12V Power Sup-

plies
• Does not have graphic

capabilities.

Documentation includes program
listing and composite video cir-

cuit.

Bare Board only
(with doc) $39.95

2716Char.Gen.A7 $19.95
2716 Program A 12 $19.9£

TheJBE6522 Parallel Interface for
the Apple II Computer, plugs
directly into any slot 1 through 7 in

the Apple. This card has 2 6522
VIA's that provide:
• Four 8 bit bi-directional I/O

ports
• Four 16 bit programmable

timer/counters
• Serial shift registers
• Handshaking
A 74LS05 is for timing. Four 16 pin

sockets provideeasy connections
to other peripheral devices. (Dip

jumpers with ribbon cables are
also available from J BE) The 6522
Parallel I/O card interfaces to the
JBE EPROM programmer.
Understanding of machine
language required to use this

board. Inputs and outputs are TTL
compatible.

79-295A
79-295K
79*2958

$69.95Assembled
$59.95 Kit

$19.95 Bareboard

AD CONVERTER SPEECH SYNTHESIZERS

JBEs 16 channel AD Converter plugs in-

to your Apple II computer. It uses an
ADC081 7 which incorporates a 1 6 chan-
nel multiplexer and an 8 bit AD Con-
verter. The 16 inputs are high im-
pedance and the voltage range Is to
5.12 volts. Conversion time is < lOOpsec
The resolution is 8 bits or 25§pneps,
linearity is ± 1/2 step. Two 16 pin DIP
sockets are used for inj^gf GND &
reference voltage connections. There
are3singlebitTTLinputS.DOC. Includes
sample program^# | ^^^^*
81-132AAssrj& $89.95
81-132KM I $69.95
81 -132B Bare Board $29.95

EPROM PROGRAMMER

JBE's EPROM Programmer is designed

to program SVSBie'S, 2532*8&2716'sJt

interfaces to the JBE Parallel I/O card

using four ribbon cables. An LED in-

dicates whan the EPROM is being pro-

grammed. A textool zero insertion force

socket is used for the EPROM. Comes
with complete documentation for

writing and reading EPROM's in theAp-

ple II or Apple \\ Plus Cables available

separately.

80-244A Assm $49.95

80-244KKit $39.95

80-244B Bare Board $24.95

PARTS

6502 MPU
6522 VIA
Z-80MPU
Z-80PIO
TW02114RAM
2716
50 pin conn.
DipJumper2 ft.

$9.95
$9.95
$9.95
$9.95
$9.95

$14.95
$5.95
$4.95

JBEs Speech Synthesizers use
the Votrax SC-01 Phoneme Syn-
thesizer chip. The SC-01
Phonetically synthesizes con-
tinuous speech of unlimited
vocabulary. The SC-01 contains 64
different phonemes and 4 levels of

inflection accessed by an 8 bit

code. It requires 10 Bytes per se-

cond for continuous speech. Both
boards have an audio amp for

direct connection to an 8 ohm
speaker.

Documentation includes basic

user programs, a phoneme chart

and listing of coded words to help

you get started. Documentation
for the Apple II* Speech Syn-
thesizer includes adisk withmany
user programs.

81-088 Apple It Speech
Synthesizer $139.95

81-120 Parallel Input Speech
Synthesizer $149.95

Prices include the SC-01 Chip
SC-01 sold separately for $ 75.95

EPROM EXPANSION CARD

JBE EPROM Expander for the Apple II

holds six 5V 2716s for a total of 12K
bytes of EPROM. This board takes the

place of the on board ROM in the Apple.

It is software switchable by the same
technique used by the Apple II firmware

card. Solder jumpers are for reset to the

Apple ROM or EPROM Expansion Card.

Use JBE EPROM Programmer and
Parallel I/O to program your EPROMs.
EPROMs sold separately.

81-085AAssm.
81-085KKit

81-085B Bare Board

$59.95

$49.95

$39.95

Single board large scale Integra-

tion Microcomputer. This 4.5 x 6.5

board uses the 6502
Microprocessor, two 6522 VIA's,

four 2114 RAM's, 2516, 2716 or

2532 EPROM. The fully buffered

22/44 pin bus is similar to the

KIM® , SYM* , and AIM® expan-
sion connector. The four 8 bit I/O

ports connect through 16 pin dip

sockets. This board was designed
for control and is ideal for Per-

gonal and OEM use.

6502 MPU
Two 6522 VIA's

Four 2114 RAM's (2K bytes)

One EPROM 2516 or 2532
Crystal clock 1 Mhz
Requires 5V 1AMP Power
4.5 x 6.5 card ^
Power on reset

Fully buffered-expandable
Solder mask-both sides

Use your Apple II Computer, JBE
6522 Parallel Interface card and
EPROM Programmer as a
development system for SLIM.

Prices:

81 -260A
81 -260K
81 -260B

$199.95 Assembled
$149.95 Kit

$ 39.95 Bare Board

6502 MICROCOMPUTER

6502 MPU, 6522 VIA, 2716 EPROM, 21 14

RAM single board computer. Single 5

volt power supply at 400 Ma. Two in-

dependent 8 bit I/O ports with hand-

shake lines. RC controlled 1 Mhz clock.

Complete documentation. I/O lines use

50 pin edge connector. Data and ad-

dress iines are not accessible. Mod. for

2532 is included. EPROM is not includ-

ed. 1K RAM, 2K EPROM, 2 I/O ports.

80-153Assm.

80-153 Kit

80-1 53 Bare Board

$110.95

$ 89.95

$ 19.95

Z-80 MICROCOMUTER

Z-80 MPU, 2-80 PIO, 2716 EPROM, 21 14
RAM single board computer. Single 5
volt power supply at 300 Ma. Two in-

dependent 8 bit I/O ports with hand-
shake lines. RC controlled 2Mhz clock.

Complete documentation. I/O iines use
50 pin edge connector. Data and ad-

dress lines are not accessible. Mod. for

2532 is included. EPROM is not includ-

ed. 1K RAM, 2K EPROM, 2 I/O ports.

80-280Assm.
80-280 Kit

80-280 Bare Board

$129.95

$119.95

$ 19.95

JBE's 7.75 x 11.75 6502 base
Microcomputer has the
capacity for 16K of EPROM,
4K of RAM, 8 Parallel Ports
and 1 Serial Port. Monitor and
Tiny Basic are also available.

The fully populated version
includes:

• 16502 CPU
• 4 6522 VIA (8 Parallel I/O

Ports)
• 1 AY5-1013 (Serial I/O

Ports)
• 8 21 14 RAM (4K)
•
2J716 EPROM (Monitor &
Tiny Basic)

The partially populated ver-

sion includes:

• 16502 CPU
• 1 6522 VIA (2 Parallel I/O

Ports)
• 1 AY5-1013 (Serial I/O Port)

• 22114 RAM (1K)
• 1 2716 EPROM (with

Monitor)

Both versions include
sockets for 2716s or 2532s, 8
16 pin sockets for I/O interfac-

ing and a DB25 connector for

RS232.

Alt address and data lines are
brought offtheboard to the 50
pin edge connector, (similar

to the Apple II bus)

This board aiso features
power on reset and cassette
interface.

81-030 CFufty
Populated

81-030M Partially

Populated
81 -030B Bare Board
2716 EPROM

(with Monitor)
2715 EPROM

(with Tiny Basic

$349.95

$249.95
$ 89.95

$ 19.95

$ 19.95

•John Bell Eivgiiveeriivg, live.

MC
ALL PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM JOHN BELL ENGINEERING • P.O. BOX 338 • REDWOOD CITY, CA 94064

ADD SALES TAX IN CALIFORNIA • ADD 5% SHIPPING & HANDLING 3% FOR ORDERS OVER $100

SEND FOR CATALOG (41 5) 367-1 1 37 10 °
/o OUTSIDE U.S.A.

VISA



Listing continued.

27150
27160
27179
27198
27790
27792
27793
27799
27800
27900
2799©
27992
27993
27999
28000
28002
28O03
28010
28013
28020
28900
28990
28997
28998
28999
29800
29010
29030
29100
29997
29998
30000
30010
30020
30030
30040
30058
DT "

30060
38500
30510
30880
30900
30910
38920
30930
30940
30930
30990
31000
31010
31020
HEN SLN-1
31030 OPEN
31040
31100
31110
31120
31123

This program is available on cassette or disk

for $10 from Magic Metal Productions, PO
Box 732, West Acton, MA 01720.

HOLDLM-LMARGINi HOLDRM-RMARG I N I HOLDCLM-CLM
CLM-LMARGIN
HOLDCTR-CENTERt CENTER-0
RETURN
REM ————————
REM
REM RDCHR (from tr%il«r>
REM
C*«TRA ILER* <NXTTRL . NXTTRL > t NXTTRL-NXTTRL+

1

RETURN
REM ————————
REM
REM RDCHR <fro» fll«>
REM
GET «INFILE,CtC*-CHR*<C>
L*-STR* <L) I L-UAL <L* >

IF START THEN 280 13
IF COCCRET THEN RETURN
START-01 IF NOT SLN THEN RETURN
GET #INFILE.CiC*-CHR*<C>i IF C*<>
RETURN
REM ————————
REM
REM RDCHR (from DATA>
REM
IF NXTDAT-DATLEN THEN READ D*iDATLEN-LEN<D*>+l I D*<DATLEN>
NXTDAT-NXTDAT* 1 1 C*«D* <NXTDAT , NXTDAT >

IF C*«"_" THEN C*-","
RETURN
REM
REM ————— MAIN PROGRAM —————————=»»
REM
DIM
DIM
DIM
DIM
DIM

THEN 28820

t NXTDAT-0

IN*<16>.OUT*<16>
O8UF*<100>iOBL-0iOBW-0iDIM HOLDBUF*< 100>
C*<1>
U0RD*';32>,H0LD*<32>,D*<128>
TRAILER*<200>iTRAILER*«"V.US 12 V. V.UIDE ^CENTER - V.PN - V. V.FEED % \ SsEN

DIM L*<16>
NXTDAT-0 1 DATLEN-0 : I NF ILE-2 1 W IDE-0 1 PGS I ZE-720 i PGLEN-0 * US- 1 2 : PGNUM-

1

SLN-01 START- 1 i LMARGIN-1 * RMARGIN-801 TMODE-01 WFLAG-Bi CENTER-©
CCESC-27 : CCNAR-20 1 CCW ID- 1 4 1 CCBU2-233 : CCFF- 1 2 1 CCRET- 1 55 1 CCRUS- 1 60
PRLINE-27000
RDUORD-26000
ERRHAND-25000
FINISH*24000
FITURD-23000
LOOP-31200
EOP-32767
PRINT "Input fil«"H INPUT IN*
IF IN*-"" THEN RDCHR-290001 GOTO 31040
RDCHR-28000 i PRINT "Strip lint numbers <tvpt V or N>"H INPUT C*i IF C*-"V" T

31190
31192
31195
31197
31198
31199
31200
31218
31290
31292
31293
31299
31300
31310
31313
31320
31325
31326
31327
31328
31330
31335
31340
31350
31360
31370
OOP
31380
31390
31400
31403
31410
31420
31423
31430
31440
31450
31490
31500
31310
31520
31530
31540
31600
31610
31990
31992
31993
31999
32000
32100

#2.4,0, IN*
TRAP ERRHAND
PRINT "Output fil«" II INPUT OUT* I IF OUT*-"" THEN OUT*-"P"
OPEN #1,8,0, OUT*
PRINT •1ICHR*(CCNAR>ICHR*<CCESC>! "A" I CHR*<US>!
REM ****** MX-80 onlv > PRINT Mil CHR* <CCESC >

J "2"*
REM ——————————•
REM
REM Main 1^0 loop
REM
REM Input section
REM
GOSUB RDWORD
IF WORD*(l, lXV'V THEN 32000
REM———————
REM
REM Keyword hmndlin*
REM
IF WORD*-"V THEN GOSUB PRLINEiGOTO LOOP
IF WORD*-"?O.M" THEN GOSUB RDWORDiLMARGIN-UAL<WORD*> t CLM-LMARGINiQOTO LOOP
IF WORD*- "V. INDENT" THEN GOSUB RDWORD i CLM-CLM+UAL <WORD* >: GOTO LOOP
IF WORD*-"*RM" THEN GOSUB RDWORD i RMARG IN-UAL ( WORD* > t GOTO LOOP
IF WORD*<>"5iUS" THEN 31330
GOSUB RDWORD iUS-UAL<: WORD* >« PRINT #1 I CHR* <CCESO I "A" I CHR* < US >

I

REM ****** MX-80 onlv > PRINT #l; CHR* <CCESO I
"
2
"

I

GOTO LOOP
IF UORD*-"%CENTER" THEN CENTER- 1 1 GOTO LOOP

UORD*-"V.ENDC" THEN CENTER-01 GOTO LOOP
THEN GOSUB RDUORD i RESTORE UAL <WORD* >i GOTO LOOP
THEN GOSUB RDUORD i PGS IZE-UALCWORD* > i GOTO LOOP
THEN WIDE-UWFLAG-HGOTO LOOP

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

WORD*'
WORD*'
WORD*'

"V.GOTO"
"JiSIZE"
"V.WIDE"

WORD*-"V.NARROW" THEN WIDE-01 OBL-OBL+1 i OBUF*<OBL, OBL>-CHR*<CCNAR> i GOTO L

LOOP
T'000

IF UORD*-"*FEED" THEN PRINT #1 I CHR* <CCFF> I i PGNUM-PGNUM* 1 : PGLEN-0: GOTO
IF U0RD*-"5iPN" THEN WORD*-STR*<PGNUM > i L-LEN<WORD* > i W-L*<WIDE+1 > i GOTO o
IF WORD*<>"*ENDT" THEN 31508
WIDE-HOLDWIDE
GOSUB PRUNE i PGLEN-0 1 RDCHR-Ri WORD*-HOLD*i W-HOLDWi L-HOLDL
US-HOLDUS • PR I NT • 1 1 CHR* <CCESC > I

"
A

" * CHR* <US >

I

REM ****** MX-80 onlv > PRINT «ll CHR* <CCESO I
"
2

"

I

OBUF*-HOLDBUF*i OBL-HOLDOBLi OBW-HOLDOBW
LMARGIN-HOLDLMi RMARGIN-HOLDRMi WFLAG-HOLDWF i CLM-HOLDCLM
CENTER-HOLDCTR
GOTO 31210
IF WORD*<>"^TRAILER" THEN 31600
TRAILER*- TMODE-1
GOSUB RDUORD I WORD* <L 1 > - TRA ILER* <LEN < TRA I LER* > 1 > -WORD*
IF WORD*-"54ENDT " THEN TMODE-OiGOTO LOOP
GOTO 31320
IF WORD*-"*PAGE" THEN WORD*- W-01 L-0iPGLEN-PGSIZEi GOSUB PRLINEiGOTO LOOP
IF WORD*-"*END" THEN RESTORE EOPiWORD*- W-OiL«0iGOTO LOOP
REM —————————
REM
REM Output section
REM
GOSUB FITWRD
GOTO LOOP

Program Design

Most BASIC programs published in

computer magazines are written with

efficiency in mind. That is, they are

"efficient" for the computer. Typi-

cally the variable names will be very
short, and as many statements as pos-

sible will be packed into each line.

These practices make a program run
faster and use less memory, but they
also make it much harder to under-
stand, debug and modify. This is es-

pecially true if you put it away for a

few months and then come back to it,

or if the program was written by
someone other than yourself.

With the emergence of disciplines

such as structured programming and
software engineering, professional

programmers have come to realize

that, in the long run, it's more "effi-

cient' ' to use up those extra bytes and
microseconds, to make things easier

on the human being who must work
with the program. Some of the "hu-
man engineering" techniques that I

have used in RUNOFF are:

•The use of names for all subrou-
tines and some other important
points in the program. Atari BASIC
lets you do this, although the names
must be explicitly initialized (in lines

30900 to 30990). The "name" of the

RDCHR subroutine is actually
changed to one of three different val-

ues, depending on whether RUNOFF
is reading characters from a file,

DATA statements or the trailer.

•The use of lots of remarks, not just

to explain the program, but to make
the listing more readable. There are

some REM statements in RUNOFF
that don't have any text in them at

all—they're literally just there to take

up space. Having that extra space
makes it easier to find the part of the

program that you want to study.

• Starting each subroutine at a line

number that is a multiple of 1000.

That gives you plenty of room to add
more statements.

Conclusion

I hope these techniques will make
it easy for you to understand the pro-
gram, and to extend it to suit your
needs. For the sake of simplicity,

I've only included those features

which are available on both print-

ers. I've left out the extra character,

sets of the MX-80, and the high-reso-

lution graphics of the MX-70. You
should be able to add some of these
features yourself.
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Give Your TRS-80* a Tremendous Boost

with RACET computes Software

RACET computes Utility Software makes the TRS faster, more efficient, and easier

to use. Our programming aids improve your productivity. Our reputation is for

products that are professional in design and work as advertised!!!

FIELD PROVEN HARD DISK DRIVES AND OPERATING SYSTEM
Now you can use RACET's Hard/Soft Disk Operating System (HSDS) with the

ARM Winchester Disk Drive on the Model II. This cost effective combination

provides 15 Megabytes per drive including ECC Error Correction Code and an

advanced sequencer to further ensure data integrity. An incremental backup to

floppy is provided so that only those sectors that were changed from the last

backup are saved. A full monthly service contract is available at $30 per month
per drive.

The HSDS Software has more than One Year's FIELD Experience. The latest

HSDS version adds several enhancements including maintenance of system files

on the hard drive, files as large as the disk, the ability to segment the disk as

logical drives, definable directory size, and many utilities including bulk copies

between floppy and hard drives, multiple purge, Superzap, and Directory Catalog

System. Full program compatibility with TRSDOS 2.0a is maintained. Mixed
floppy and hard drive operation is supported.

HSDS is available for the Cameo. Cynthia Bull, Corvus, Data Peripherals, and
Santa Clara Systems hard disk systems as well as the ARM Winchester Drive.

ARM 15 Megabyte Drive Subsystem $3895. HSDS Software $400.
Cameo 5/5 Cartridge Drive $5995. Cynthia Bull 10/10 Drive $7995

new product • Model II Fast Backup Utility • $75

5 to 10 times faster backups!!! Full disk backup (including verify) 55 seconds!!!

on two drive system — 2:15 on single drive system. In business, time is money,
and one BACKUP is worth 1000 tears!!

new PRODUCT • INTEGRATED BUSINESS SYSTEM •
ISAM File Structure — Multi-Company Capability. Modular structure. Each

module includes complete user documentation which guides the user through

installation and allows "practice" using a sample data base. When ready, the

user simply names his data base and begins. The Integrated Business System
program set includes General Ledger, Accounts Receivable. Accounts Payable,

Payroll. Inventory, General Journal, Asset Management and more.

Business Programs $2507 module Mod III. $300/module Mod II. $795 for all four

Mod III, $995 for all four Mod II. General Ledger and Accounts Receivable

available now. Accounts Payable and Payroll 1st Quarter 1982.

E- RACET computes L-rid
L— 1330N GLASSELL. SUITE M, ORANGE. CA 92667 —J

CIRCLE READER RESPONSE BELOW FOR FREE CATALOG

•TRS-80 IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORPORATION

CHECK. VISA. M/C COD. PURCHASE ORDER
TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED (714) 997-4950

Z-FORTH IN ROM by Tom Zimmer
5 to 10 times faster than Basic Once you use it. you'll
never go back to basic 1

source listing add

OSI FIG-FORTH True fig forth model for 0S65D with fig editor
named files, string package & much more

TINY PASCAL Operates in fig-forth, an exceptional value
when purchased with forth

TINY PASCAL & documentation
FORTH & TINY PASCAL

SPACE INVADERS 100°/o machine code for all systems with
64 chr video Full color & sound on C2. 4P & 8P systems The
fastest arcade program available

PROGRAMMABLE CHARACTER GENERATOR
Use OSIs graphics or make a complete set of your own! Easy
to use. comes assembled & tested
2 Mhz boards

PROGRAMMABLE SOUND BOARD
Complete sound system featuring the AY 3-8910 sound chip
Bare boards available

32764 CHARACTER VIDEO MODIFICATION
Oldest and most popular video mod True 32 chr C1P, or 32/64
chr. C4P video display Also adds many other options

ROMS!!!
Augment Video Mod with our Roms Full screen editing, print
at selectable scroll, and many more features
Basic 4 & Monitor
Basic 3

All 3 for

65D DISASSEMBLY MANUAL, by Software Consultants
First class throughout A must for any 65D user

$ 75 00
$ 20 00

$ 45 00

$ 45 00

$ 65 00

$ 995

$ 99 95

$109.95

$ 74 95

$ 29 95

$ 39 95

$ 44 95
$ 15.95

$ 5995

S 25 95

NUMEROUS BASIC PROGRAMS, UTILITY PROGRAMS AND GAMES
ALONG WITH HARDWARE PROJECTS ALL PRICES ARE U S FUNDS
Send for our $1 50 catalogue with free program (hardcopy) Memory Map and
Auto Load Routine

t maim.. ^^^^^

3E H
OSI Software & Hardware ^202
3336 Avondale Court
Windsor. Ontario. Canada N9E 1X6
(519) 969 2500

3486 Countryside Circle

Pontiac Township. Michigan 48057
(313)373-0468

GET THE MOST FROM YOUR NEC PC-8001

WITH RACET computes SOFTWARE!!

RACET NECDOS $175

RACET NECDOS does more for your PC-8001 than any other DOS. Its faster,

more efficient and easier to use. It's loaded with extra features to let you stretch

the limits of your system. This advanced operating system works with the ROM
NBASIC to give full compatibility with color and other BASIC commands
USER FRIENDLY — Emphasizes Integrity. No MOUNT or REMOVE commands!!!
Excellent protection from improper diskette swapping AGAIN. HELP. FIND and
REF commands File password protection

ADVANCED DESIGN. RACET NECDOS utilizes the computer in the 8031 for most
disk I/O functions minimizing memory utilization in the PC-8001 . The Dynamic
Transient Area (DTA) allows multiple transients to be scatter loaded and relocated

in memory simultaneously. This unique capability optimizes use of valuable

memory, yet provides an almost limitless growth potential.

ADVANCED FEATURES. All DOS functions and commands may be used directly

in a BASIC program!!! Special RUN option allows merging of programs, retaining

all variables in memory Fixed block spanned records. AUTO and DO commands
Machine language loads and saves. MATPRINT and MATINPUT to disk. Complete
directory. ALL supervisory calls documented and available to the machine
language programmer. Superzap utility included.

CONVERT TRS-80* PROGRAMS TO RACET NECDOS WITH PROTRAN $99 95

COMPLETE utilities for file transfer and BASIC program conversion. Model III

diskettes may be read directly. Model I and II via RS-232. Transfer BASIC
programs, data files, or machine language files. NO support is provided for

conversion of machine language files or PEEK'S, POKE'S, or USR's to function on
PC-8001. Includes Mod I, Mod II and RACET NECDOS Datadisk with complete
documentation on conversion requirements and syntax differences.

MULTI-KEY SORT MKS $60

SUPER FAST Machine Language In Memory Sorts Three-key sort on 500
elements in 4 Seconds!!! Simple one-line BASIC functions — SORTV and SORTC
verbs Mixed ascending and descending keys.

KFS-80 KEYED FILE SYSTEM $150

Machine language BASIC ISAM utility provides keyed and sequential access to

multiple files Simple interface to BASIC Binary tree keyed-file index system
provides rapid access to records.

RACET computes software for the NEC is distributed by the Waybern Corporation
and is available from your local NEC Dealer.

Waybern Corporation
13911 Enterprise Dr Garden Grove CA 92643

(714)554 4520 • (213)222 7514

CIRCLE READER RESPONSE BELOW FOR FREE CATALOG

E" RACET COMPUTES l*tt3
L— 1330 N GLASSEU SUITE M OMNGE CA92M7 -J

^101

Announcing JRT PASCAL Version 2.

As the name implies, it's PASCAL refined—
the second generation. Here's why:

—No limit on program size— separately compiled

external procedures are auto-loaded

No limits of size of procedures, nesting levels

or recursion

14 digit precision arithmetic, no conversion errors,

exponents from -64 to +63
— Dynamic strings up to 64K bytes

i Verbal error messages, dynamic trace, assembly code

True dynamic storage with auto-compression

All new 110 page user manual

One-step compiler for CP/M* systems

If you're considering any PASCAL, seriously

consider JRT PASCAL Version 2 before you buy.

Another advanced programming product from

JRT Systems, it's ready for you now.

$295 Order from:

JRT SYSTEMS
^284

Dept. 1a

P.O. Box 22365, 189123rd Avenue

San Francisco, CA 94122

*CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research

•See List of Advertisers on page 178 Microcomputing, March 1982 79



NOWTWO LOCATIONS
SAVE TIME • SAVE SHIPPING

Jll Computers

ATART fo' P*°Pfc-

800„ s679TM
410 Recorder
810 Disc Drive

822 Printer

825 Printer

830 Modem
820 Printer

850 Interface

New DOS 2 System
CX30 Paddle
CX40 Joy Stick
CX853 16K RAM
Microtek 16K RAM
Microtek 32K RAM
Ramcram (128K)

One year extended warranty

Wil l II

$76.00

$449.00

$229.00
$629 00
$159 00
$269 00

$169.00
$21 00

$18 00
$18 00
$89 00
$75 00
$159.00

$539.00

$50.00

E~]
i

ATARI 400

16K. ... $329
32K. . . . $478
48 K. . . . $555

ATARI SOFTWARE
CX404 Word Processor $119 00
CX405 PILOT (educational) $105.00
CX413 Microsoft Basic $68 00
CX4101 Invitation To Programing I $17 00
CX4102 Kingdom $13 00
CX4l03Statistics $17 00
CX4104 Mialing List $17 00
CX4105 Blackiack $13 00
CX4106 Invitation to Programing 2 $20 00
CX4107 Biorythm $13 00
CX4108 Hangman $13 00
CX4109 Graph It $17 00
CX41 10 Touch Typinq $20 00
CX4H2 States & Capitals $13 00
CX41 n European Countries & Capitals $13 00
CX41 15 Mortgage & Loan Analysis $13 00
CX41 16 Personal Fitness Program $59 00
CX41 17 Invitation To Programing 3 $20 00
CX41 18 20 Conversational Languages (ea I $45 00
CX4121 Energy Czar $13 00
CXL4001 Educational Master $21 00
CX6001 17 Talk & Teach Series (ea ) $23 00
CX8106 Bond Analysis $20 00
CX8107 Stock Analysis $20 00
CX8101 Stock Charting $20 00
CXL4002 Basic Computing Language $46 00
CXL4003 Assembler Editor $46 00
CXL4004 Basketball $24 00

CXL4005 Video Easel $24 00

CXL4006 Super Breakout $30 00

CXL4007 Music Composer $45 00

CXL4008 SPACE INVADERS $32.00

CXL4009 Chess $30 00

CXL4010 3 DTic Tac Toe $24 00

CLS4011 STAR RAIDERS $39 00

CXL4012 MISSLE COMMAND $32 00

CXL4013 ASTEROIDS $32 00

CXL4015 TeleLmk $20 00

V.sicalc $149 00

Letter Perfect (Word Processor) $109 00

Source $8900
CX481 The Entertainer $75.00

CX482 The Educator $130.00

CX483 The Programmer $54.00

CX 484 The Communicator $329 00

PRINTERS
^

Centronics 739-1 $649 00

Diablo 630 Special $1799.00

Epson
MX70 $359.00

MX80 $469.00

MX80FT Call

MX100 Call

NEC
8023 $639.00

7730 Call

7720 Call

7710 Call

Okidata
82A $499.00
83A $769.00
84 $1129.00

Citoh Starwriter

25 CPS-P $1329.00
45 CPS-P $1699.00

Paper Tiger

445G $699.00
460G $899.00
560G $1129.00

Talley

8024-7 $1399.00
8024.L $1629.00

Texas Instruments

TI-99/4A $359
PHP 1600 Telephone Coupler $169 00
PHP 1 700 RS 232 Accessories Interface $169 00
PHP 1800 Disk Drive Controller $239 00
PHP 1850 Disk Memory Drive $389 00
PHP 2200 Memory Expansion (32K RAM) $319.00
PHA 2100 R F Modulator $43 00
PHP 1 100 Wired Remote Controllers(Pair) $31 00
32K Expansion $329.00
PHP Printer Solid State $319.00

CALL FOR SOFTWARE
SELECTION AND PRICES

XEROX 820
Xerox 820
System I 5 %,• $2450.00
System II 8" $2950.00
CPM 5V4 " $169.00
Word Processing $429.00
Super Calc $269.00

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

Terminals
Televideo

910 $579.00
912C $69900
920C $749.00
950 $939.00

Call for computers
Zenith Z19 $749.00
\dds $549.00

Modems
Novation Auto $239 00
D Cat $169.00
Cat $159.00

Hayes
Smart $239 00

HOW TO ORDER! Phone orders invited or send check or money order and receive free shipping in the continental United States PA and NEV. add sales tax.

computer mail order west
800-648-335I

IN NEVADA, CALL (702) 588-5654

P.O. BOX 6689, STATE LINE, NEVADA 89449

^384



TO SAVE YOU MORE!
COSTS* SAVE SALES TAX

HEWLETT
PACKARD

HP»85 $1999
80 Column Printer $799.00
NEW HP-125
HP»83
HP»85 16K Memory Module
5'« " Dual Master Disc Drive
Graphics Plotter (7225B)

$2999 00
$1699.00
$249 00

$2129 00
$2079 00

NOW IN STOCK!
The new HP41CV Calculator

$259
41 C $189.00

11 C $119.00

12 C $129.00

34C $117.00

38 C $1 19.00

HP«41 Printer $340.00

Card Reader $164.00

Optical Wand $99.00

HPIL CALCULATOR PERIPHERALS
IL Modual $104.00

Digital Cassette $449.00

Printer/Plotter $419.00

CALL FOR SOFTWARE INFORMATION

Monitors
Amdex 12" B&W $149.00

12" Green $169.00

13" Color $34900

Sanyo 12" B&W $259.00

12" Green $269.00

13" Color $449 00

Tl 10" Color $349 00

Electronics
Pioneer Lazer Disk $599.00

BSRX-10 Systems
PK500 $84.00

LM 501 $1600
AM611 $17.00

AM286 $17.00

£ccommodore

CBM 8032

$1039

4032 $969.00

4016 $769.00

8096 $1569.00

Super Pet $1599.00

2031 $529.00

8050 $1299.00

4022 $599.00

4040 $949.00

8300 (Letter Quality) $1799.00

8023 $769.00

Pet to IEEE Cable $37.00

IEEE to IEEE Cable $46.00

Tractor Feed for 8300 $240.00

8010 Modem $229.00

SOFTWARE
WordPro3 Pius
WordPro4 Plus

Commodore Tax Package
Visicaic

BPI General Ledger
OZZ Information System
Dow Jones Portfolio

Pascal
Legal Time Accounting
Word Craft 80
Power
Socket 2 Me
Jmsam
MAGIS
The Manager
Softrom

Real Estate Package
BPI Inventory Control

BPI Job Costing

BPI Payroll

$199.00

$299.00

$399 00
$149 00
$329 00
$289 00
$129 00
$239 00
$449 00
$289 00
$79.00
$20 00
SCaii

$ Can
$209.00

$129.00

$799.00

$319.00

$319.00

$319 00

VIC 20

$259

COMPLETE

4h^h^tttt
+ ^B

-

Vic 6 Pack Program
VIC1530 Commodore Datassette
VIC'1540 Disk Drive

VIC1515 VIC Graphic Printer

VIC1210 3K Memory Expander
VIC1 1 10 8K Memory Expander
VIC1011 RS232C Terminal Interface
VIC1112 VIC IEEE 488lnterface
VIC121 1 VIC 20 Super Expander

$44 00
$69 00

$499 00
$339.00

$32 00
$53 00
$43 00
$86 00
$53 00

VIC1212 Programmers Aid Cartridge
VIC1213 VICMON Machine Language Monitor
VIC1901 VIC AVENGERS
VIC1904 SUPERSLOT
VIC1906 SUPER ALIEN
VIC1907 SUPER LANDER
VIC1908 DRAW POKER
VIC1909 MIDNIGHT DRIVE
VT106A Recreation Pack A
VT107A Heme Calculation Pack A
VT164 Programmable Character/Gramegraphics
VT232 VlCTerm I Terminal Emulator

New VIC Software
Household Finance $27.00

VIC Games $19.00

VIC Home Inventory $13.00

VIC Rec/Ed II $13.00
I SAM $79.00

General Ledger $229.00

Accounts Receivable $229.00

Inventory $229.00

Terminal

Un Word
Grafix Menagerie .

VIC PICS
Ticker Tape
Banner Headliner

RS 232

$45 00
$45 00
$23 00
$23 00
$19 00
$23 00
$23 00
$23 00
$44 00
$44 00
$1200
$9 00

$1300
$13.00

$11.00

$15.00
$13.00

$13 00
$39.00

Above are cash prices, add 3% for Master Card and Visa purchases

computer mail order east
800-233-8950

IN PA. CALL (717) 327-9575

501 E. THIRD ST., WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701



Will micros in the schools tame wild old Wyoming?

Cowboys and Computers
By John C. Russell

The East Coast has its New Eng-
land computing establishment,

the West Coast has its Silicon Valley,

and in between plenty of other tech-

nological types are doing their thing
to further the computer's effect on
our daily lives.

But then, there are some places that

couldn't possibly have any stake in

the computer revolution. Like wild
old Wyoming, for example. Every-
body knows that cowboys and com-
puters have nothing in common.
Bad assumption! While it is true

you won't find major computer man-
ufacturing plants sharing the horizon
with oil rigs, and the antelope will no
doubt continue to outnumber pro-
grammers for some time, there is a
growing movement in Wyoming to

incorporate computer literacy pro-
grams in the public schools.

The focal point of these efforts is

the Science and Mathematics Teach-
ing Center (SMTC) of the University
of Wyoming in Laramie. Affiliated

with both the College of Education
and the College of Arts and Sciences,

SMTC is a flexible arm that reaches
effectively to the far-flung districts of
the state, providing guidance and
support to science and mathematics
teachers. Recently, it has jumped en-
thusiastically into the microcomput-
er education arena, and from here on
out it promises that Wyoming will

grow with the new technology.

The main man in SMTC's comput-
er goings-on is Dr. Bob Kansky, a dy-
namic individual who is also well-

known through his work with the
National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics. One of Kansky' s most
recent projects was to coauthor Guide-

lines for Evaluating Computerized In-

structional Materials, a document that
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takes one step toward committing the
National Council to computers in the
classroom.

Around the state some pockets of

computer interest have existed for a
number of years. In Rock Springs,
teacher Bob Hilgenfeld has been a
leading computer advocate, conduct-
ing University-approved courses in

computing for teachers in Wyoming
and Utah. Further, his junior high
classes produce research projects
with the aid of The Source electronic

informational utility, an activity that

may be unique in the nation.

While the antelope will continue

to outnumber programmers for

some time, there is a growing

movement in Wyoming to

incorporate computer literacy

programs in the public schools.

Dave Hamaker, a high school math/
science teacher, and Don Larsen, a
teacher of special education, both of
Lusk, like to talk of adapting the Ap-
ple for small-school administrative
tasks. Their students actually do the
school's class registration, and assist

local businesses in creating mailing
lists and writing stockholder reports.

Walt Miner, a Cheyenne English
teacher, is a reminder that computers
are not the private playthings of sci-

entists. He is working with a Title IV-

C grant to develop highly specific

programs to correct highly specific

student writing errors, and is using a
word processor to help students with
creative composition.

Plans are in the works for a state-

wide, student-run microcomputer
network which not only will encour-
age the exchange of ideas among
schools, but eventually may serve
some needs of administrators and the
State Department of Education.

Last summer, a great number of

teachers from across Wyoming, Colo-
rado, Nebraska and Montana de-

scended on the University campus to

take advantage of a variety of com-
puter-related courses. Besides the
usual Basic programming course,
there was a software evaluation semi-
nar which reviewed a large amount
of commercial material lent by many
vendors, a course in the variety of ap-

plications of computers in the school
and a two-week course in computer
literacy for teachers.

A National Science Foundation
grant brought together 40 teachers
from 20 Wyoming districts to learn
the intricacies of the Apple II. SMTC
will then deliver Apple systems and
support personnel to the participat-

ing districts for several weeks at a
time during this academic year. The
point of this project is to sow the
seeds of interest in teachers with little

experience in computing.

An important concern for the staff

of SMTC, as it is with many others
nationwide, is the misrepresentation
of the potential for computers in edu-
cation. Drill-and-practice programs
are some of the easiest to write, and

John C. Russell is with the Science and Mathemat-
ics Teaching Center, The University of Wyoming,
University Station, Box 3992, Laramie, WY 82071.



so many of the earliest efforts by the

commercial houses have been along

those lines. Smiling or scowling faces

have decorated computer screens

from the Atlantic to the Pacific, ac-

companied by the tedious "Super!"

or "Try again." Skeptics can point to

the computer and accuse it of being

nothing more than a set of electronic

flash cards.

There is great need for sophisticat-

ed, valid simulations, for demonstra-

tions with interactive capabilities, for

meaningful problem-solving vehicles

and for a number of packages dealing

with other applications.

While knowledgeable teachers are

beginning to make these desires

clear, there lives at the same time the

issue of software copyright and soft-

ware piracy. The school establish-

ment must bear a responsibility for

helping to protect the product, and
hence the livelihood, of the talented

designers and programmers.

The school establishment must

bear a responsibility for helping

to protect the product, and

hence the livelihood, of the

talented designers and

programmers.

SMTC has addressed this point of

controversy publicly and knows of

no other similar institution to have

done so. It has authorized and

published the following declaration:

"The Science and Mathematics

Teaching Center of the University of

Wyoming will not participate in the

unauthorized reproduction or ex-

change of any computerized course-

ware which bears an explicit or im-

plicit copyright."

In further discussion, such unau-

thorized activity is deemed to be

"larceny."

SMTC looks forward to the day

when other responsible voices will

echo this stand, and in the meantime
savors the excitement that computers

have brought to the schools of the

mountains and high plains.

• See List of Advertisers on page 178
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#23 SOFTWARE
ULTIMATE SOFTWARE PLAN

Well match any advertised price on any

item that we carry And if you find a lower

price on what you bought within 30 days of

buying it, just show us the ad and we'll

refund the difference.

It's that simple.

CP/M
DISK WITH
MANUAL /

MANUAL
ONLY

Combine our price protection with the

availability of full professional support and
our automatic update service and you have
the Ultimate Software Plan.

It's a convenient, uncomplicated, logical

way to get your software

\S (New items or new prices)

CP/M users:
specify disk systems and formats Most formats available

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE'
Medical(PAS-3) $849/$40
Dental (PAS-3) $849/$40

ASYST DESIGN9
Prof Time Accounting 5549/540
General Subroutine $269/540
Application Utilities $439/$40

COMPLETE BUS. SYSTEMS

"

Creator 5269/525
Reporter $169/$20
Both $399/$45

COMPUTER CONTROL®
Fabs(B-tree) $159/520
UltraSortll $159/$25

COMPUTER PATHWAYS®
Pearl (level 1) $ 99/$25
Pearl (level 2) $ 299/540
Pearl (level 3) $549/550

DIGITAL RESEARCH®
CP/M 2 2

NorthStar 5149/525
TRS-80 Model II

(P+T) 5159/535
Micropolis 5169/525

PL/l-80 5459/535
BT-80 5179/530
Mac 5 85/515
Sid 5 65/515
Z-Sid 5 90/515
Tex 5 90/515
DeSpool 5 50/510
CB-80 5459/535
CBasic-2 5 98/520

D.M.A.
Ascom 5149/515
Formula 5539/545

GRAHAM-DORIAN®
General Ledger 5729/540
Acct Receivable 5729/540
Acct Payable 5729/540
Job Costing 5729/540
Payroll II 5729/540
Inventory II 5729/540
Payroll 5493/540
Inventory 5493/540
Cash Register 5493/540
Apartment Mgt 5493/540

MICRO-AP®
S-Basic 5269/525
Selector IV 5295/535
Selector V 5495/550

MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS®
HDBS 5269/535
MDBS 5795/540
DRS or QRS or RTI 5269/5 1

MDBSPKG 51295/560

MICROPRO®
WordStar 5319/560
Customization Notes 5429/5na
Mail-Merge 5109/525
WordStar/ Mail-Merge 5419/585
DataStar 5249/560
WordMaster 5119/540
SuperSort 1 5199/540
Spell Star 5175/540
CalcStar 5259/5na

MICROSOFT®
Basic-80 5298
Basic Compiler 5329
Fortran-80 5349
Cobol-80 5629
M-Sort 5124
Macro-80 5144
Macro-86 5259
Edit-80 5 84
MuSimp/MuMath 5224
MuLisp-80 5174
Multi Plan Call

Manager Series Call

DONT SAY UNCLE;
SAY MICROTAX TODAY!

Individual 5 250/Sna
Professional 51 000/5 na
Partnership 5 750/Sna
Package 51500/5na

ACRS, depreciation, batch
computing/printing of over
30 forms/schedules, and
much more.

ORGANIC SOFTWARE
TextWriter III

DateBook II .

Milestone ...

OSBORNE®
General Ledger
Acct Rec/Acct Pay
Payroll w/Cost
All 3
All 3 + CBASIC-2. .

Enhanced Osborne

PEACHTREE®
General Ledger
Acct Receivable
Acct Payable

5111/525
5269/525
5269/530

5 59/520
5 59/520
5 59/520
5129/560
5199/575
5269/560

5399/540
5399/540
5399/540

Payroll 5399/540
Inventory 5399/540
Surveyor
Property Mgt
CPA Client Write-up
MIg Address
P5 Version
MagiCalc
Other

5399/540
5799/540
5799/540
5349
Add 5 1 29
5269/525
less 10%

SOFTWARE WORKS"
Adapt (CDOS to CP/M) 5 69/5na
Ratfor 5 86/Sna

SOHO GROUP®
MatchMaker 5 97/520
Worksheet 5177/520

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS®
s Business Packages.

Call for Price

SORCIM®
s SuperCalc 5269/5na
s Trans 86 5115
• Act 5157

TCS®
GL or AR or AP or Pay 5 79/525
All 4 5269/599
Compiled each 5 99/525
Inventory 5 99/525

SUPERSOFT®
Diagnostic I 5 49/520
Diagnostic II 5 84/520
Disk Doctor 5 84/520
Forth (8080 or Z80) 51 49/530
Fortran 5219/530
Fortran w/Ratfor 5289/535
C Compiler 5174/520
Star Edit 5189/530
Other less 1 0%

UNICORN®
Mince 5149/525
Scribble 5149/525
Both 5249/550

WHITESMITHS®
C Compiler 5600/530
Pascal (incl'C") 5850/545

PASCAL
Pascal/MT+ Pkg 5429/530
Compiler 5315
Sp Prog 5175
Pascal/Z 5349/530

• Pascal/UCSD 4 5670/550
Pascal/M 5355/520

DATA BASE
FMS-80
dBASE II

Condor II

Access 80 Level 1

Access 80 Level 2
Access 80 Level 3
Optimum

WORD PROCESSINC
WordSearch
SpellGuard
VTS/80
Magic Wand
Magic Spell
Spell Binder
Select

OTHER GOODIES
Micro Plan
Plan 80
Target
BSTAM
BSTMS
Tiny C
Tiny C Compiler

' Nevada Cobol
MicroStat
Vedit
MiniModel
StatPak
Micro B +
Raid
String/80
String/80 (source)
ISIS CP/M Utility

Lynx

5649/545
5595/550
5899/550
5249
5429
5679
5749/550

5179/550
5229/525
5259/565
5289/545
5269/525
5349/545
5495/5na

5419/5na
5269/530
5189/530
5149/5na
S149/5na
5 89/550
5229/550
5179/525
5224/525
5 1 30/5 1

5

5449/550
$449 f$40
$229/520
$224/$35
$ 84/520
5279/Sna
5199/550
5199/520

APPLE II

INFO UNLIMITED"
EasyWriter
Datadex
EasyMailer

5199
5249
5128

Other

MICROSOFT"
Softcard (Z-80 CP/M)
Fortran
Cobol
Tasc

less 15%

5298
5179
5499
5139

MICROPRO®
Wordstar 5269
MailMerge 5 99
Wordstar/MailMerge 5349
SuperSort I 5159
Spellstar 5129
PERSONAL SOFTWARE''
Visicalc3 3 5159
Desktop/Plan II

Visiterm
5159
5129

Visidex
Visiplot

5159
5149

Visitrend/Visiplot . .

Visifile

5229
5199

PEACHTREE'
• G/L.A/R.A/P, Payor

Inventory (each) 5224/540

OTHER GOODIES
VU #3R

(usew/Visicalc). . . . 5 79
Context Connector

(usew/Visicalc) 5129
Micro Courier 5219
Super-Text II . . 5127
Data Factory 5134
DB Master 5184
Charles Mann less 15%
STC less 15%

IBM PC SOFTWARE
s Business/Med/WP

Call for Price

ORDERS ONLY-CALL TOLL FREE VISA • MASTERCHARGE
1-800-854-2003 ext. 823 Calif. 1-800-522-1500 ext. 823

Outside Continental U.S.— add $10 plus Air Parcel Post • Add $3.50 postage and handling per each item
• California residents add 6% sales tax • Allow 2 weeks on checks, COD $3 00 extra • Prices subject to change
without notice. All items subject to availability • ® — Mfgs Trademark. Blue Label $3 00 additional per item.

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP
6520 Selma Ave. Suite 309 • Los Angeles, Ca. 90028 • (213) 837-5141

Infl TELEX 499-0446 DISCSOFT LSA • USA TELEX 194-634 (Attn: 499-0446)
TWX 910-321-3597 (Attn 499-0446)
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Here's a combo—the Exidy Sorcerer and the IDS 440 Paper Tiger—that'll give you printed graphics.

Taming the Tiger
By Roger A. Kemp

To me, the most enjoyable part
of programming is creating dis-

plays that do more than present the
data. Unless the display stands out
and grabs the viewer, I feel that I

haven't done a good job. But even if

you create a masterpiece, how do you
get a hard copy? The answer is a
printer with graphics capability.

I chose the Integral Data Systems
IDS-440 Paper Tiger for my Exidy
Sorcerer. This model has two modes
of operation: normal and graph-
ics. The normal mode doesn't require
much understanding to operate. All

you have to do is connect it to the
Sorcerer's parallel output, set the
Sorcerer's output to the Centronics
driver (in Monitor, SE = L) and
everything sent to the screen will go
to the Tiger.

That is, everything below ASCII
128. This is where the graphics op-

tion comes in.

Sorcerer's Display

The Sorcerer's screen is made up of

F080H CHARACTER SPACES

30 lines by 64 characters. Each of
these 1920 characters is uniquely
identified with an address from F080
through F7FF hex. These memory lo-

cations contain the character code for
the character displayed at that partic-

ular screen space (Fig. 1).

The bit pattern for the character
code is stored in the eight consecutive
locations starting at:

(character code * 8) + F800 H

Since codes through 31 and 127 are
control codes, only the data with
codes 32-126 and 128-255 are dis-

played. Codes 32-126 are standard
ASCII, codes 128-191 are Sorcerer-
defined graphics and 192-255 are
user-defined characters.

When the Tiger is in the graphics
mode, it doesn't interpret the data
sent to it as standard ASCII. This
means that the Tiger no longer uses
its look-up table to determine the pat-

tern to be printed. Instead, the data is

interpreted as a binary-coded value
to be output directly to the seven ver-
tical print wires (bit on top). Since
Exidy lines are eight vertical bits, you
can't output a complete Exidy line

with one pass of the Tiger printhead.
To complicate matters more, when

the printhead is returned for the next
pass (CONTINUOUS SCANNING),
bit will overlap bit 6 from the pass
just finished. This means that either
bit or bit 6 must always be zero so
that the previous data won't be
corrupted.

The IDS manual is misleading in
this area. You're told in section 6 that
bit 6 must be kept zero. But if you
allow bit to be a one, you take the
chance of a data byte being 03H. A
03H is interpreted by the Tiger as the
first byte of a two-byte command

Address correspondence to Roger A. Kemp, 1833
Reynosa Drive, Torrance, CA 90501.

63 64

EXIDY

LINES

1 2 3 •

65 66 67

129 130 131

193 194 195

• • • 63

127

191

255

64

128

192

256 8x8
CHARACTER

TIGER BYTE l-45 l0

TIGER BYTE 2-54 )0

TIGER BYTE 3-25,

TIGER

LINE I

TIGER BYTE
5l2-37,

EXIDY

LINE I

29

30

1793

1857

1794

1858

1795

1859 • • •

1855 1856

1919 1920

TIGER

LINE 39

TIGER
BYTE l«42,

TIGER
BYTE 512-61

TIGER IW
LINE 40 4 t

Lfi

EXIDY

LINE 2

EXIDY

LINE 29

EXIDY
LINE 30

F7FFH
TIGER BYTE 1-47

10 8X8
EXIDY CHARACTER

Fig. 1. Exidy screen.
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(ETX). You can imagine the problems

you'll encounter if the byte is really

data and not part of a command.
Making bit always equal to zero

eliminates both concerns.

To transfer the bit pattern
displayed on the screen to the Tiger,

you have to partition the screen into

40 lines of 512 vertical six-bit bytes

each. Since the screen is really made
up of 30 lines with 512 vertical eight-

bit bytes, the total number of vertical

bits in each of the 512 columns is the

same (Fig. 2).

Looking a little closer, you see that

four passes of the Tiger's printhead

will copy three complete Exidy lines

from the screen (4*6 = 3*8). I'm sure

that IDS didn't have this in mind
when they made the buffer size 2048

with the graphics option, but it works
out nicely (four passes * 512 bytes).

A simplistic approach to the opera-

tion would be to start with the left-

most vertical six bits, and, moving to

the right, send the binary-coded val-

ue to the Tiger. After you've trans-

ferred 512 bytes, go to the next group

directly below the one just trans-

ferred, and do it again. Repeat the

process until the entire pattern on the

screen has been transferred to the

Tiger, with the end result being hard

copy of your display.

As stated above, this is a simplistic

approach. The problem is that the

pattern on the screen isn't stored in

that fashion anywhere except on the

screen. So how do we get those verti-

cal bits to transfer?

The key is to make the operation as

simple as possible and repeat it until

the task is done. In this case, we work
with three Exidy lines for every four

passes of the Tiger's printhead, and
do it ten times. But before I go into

the program, a little explanation on

the hardware limitations is in order.

Hardware Limitations

If you have already looked ahead at

the program, you found that the buf-

fer size is 1984 bytes, and not 2048.

The reduction was made because of a

limitation in the Tiger.

The largest characters-per-inch

function allowed in the graphics

mode is 12 cpi, with a horizontal dot

spacing of 64.2 dots per inch. Theo-
retically, you can copy an entire line

(512 dots in length) in eight inches.

However, there is a maximum scan

that you can achieve on the Tiger,

and this limits you to 62 full charac-

ters before the Tiger does an auto-

^See List of Advertisers on page 178

Program listing. Tiger graphics from the Exidy screen in Micropolis 8080/85 assembly language.

F080

F800

00FF

0000
3000
3002
3003
3003
3003
3003
3004
3005
3006
3007
3008
300A
37CA
37CA
EEN
37CA
II TABLE
37CA
37CA
37CA
37CA
37CA 21 80 FO
37CD 22 00 30
ss
37DO 3E IE
37D2 CD IE 39
37D5 3E 03
37D7 CD IE 39
37DA 21 03 30
37DD 36 08
37DF 23
37E0 36 06
37E2 23
37E3 36 3E
37E5 23
37E6 36 OA
37E8 06 07
E
37EA 3E 01
37EC OE FF
NE
37EE 23
37EF 36 00
37F1 OD
37F2 C2 EE 37
37F5 FE 00
E
37F7 CA 04 38
37FA 05
37FB C2 EC 37
37FE 78
VE
37FF OE CA
3801 C3 EE 37
3804
3804
3804
3804
3804
3804 2A 00 30
OF SYMBOL
3807 7E
3808 06 03
380A 16 00
380C 37
380D 3F
380E 17
380F 5F
3810 7A
3811 17
4fX8 BIT
3812 05
3813 57
3814 CA IB 38
3817 7B
FT
3818 C3 OC 38
381B
381 B
381B
381B 3A 07 30
YTE
381E 6F
381F 26 00
3821 19
CEMENT
3822 EB
3823 21 00 F8
3826 19
KING WITH
3827 7E
3828 32 02 30
ORKING UITH
382B
382B
382B

CHAR
EBYTE
*
*
*
EBIT
TBIT
ESYM
ELINE
EROU
TBYTE
TBUFF
*
SCREEN

ASCII

PPORT

*

INIT

ORG 3000H
DS 2
DS 1

THESE MUST BE IN ORDER

DS
DS
DS
DS
DS
DS
DS

EQU

EGU

EQU

2
1984

0F080H

0F800H

OFFH

jbase address of scr

jbase address OF ASr

; OUTPUT PORT

INITIALIZATION

LOOP

L00P1

LXI
SHLD

MVI
CALL
MVI
CALL
LXI
MVI
INX
MVI
INX
MVI
INX
MVI
MVI

MVI
MVI

INX
MVI
DCR
JNZ
CPI

JZ
DCR
JNZ
MOV

MVI
JMP

H, SCREEN
CHAR

A»1EH
PUTOUT
A»03H
PUTOUT
HfEBIT
M,8
H
M»6
H
M,62
H
M,10
B»7

A,l
C»255

H
MfO
C
L00P1

POINT
B
LOOP
A,B

C»202
L00P1

j START AT BASF AODRE

JDFNSITY
JOUTPUT
JGRAPHICS MODF

JEBIT=8

;tbtt=6

JESYM=62

jeline=io
j* of times loop don

jflag for below
j* of times l00p1 do

jadress of tbuff

?G0 DO ANOTHER
J SEE IF LOOP ALL DON

JYES START

J DO ANOTHER GROUP
J RESET FLAG FROM ABO

5SET UP FOR REST

*
*
*

POINT

THIS PORTION SETS UP POINTER TO EXIDY CHARACTER
BYTE N. MUST COME HERE TO GET NEW EXIDY
SYMBOL BYTE.

LHLD CHAR

Bl

MOV A»M
MVI B»3
MVI D»0
STC
CMC
RAL
MOV EfA
MOV ArD
RAL

DCR B
MOV D»A
JZ Al
MOV A»E

JMP Bl

;hl=screen position

ja=ascii value
j set counter for ral
J CLEAR D

»CY=0
fX2rX4>X8
J HOLD IT FOR NOW
fA=D
JSHIFT HI ORDER X2*X

JB=B-1
JHOLD IT FOR NOW
;X8 COMPLETE » JMP
JSET UP FOR NEXT SHI

JDO X4,X8
*

*

Al

BASE ADDRESS OF EXIDY SYMBOL BYTE IN DE

.

LDA EROW JA=R0W * OF SYMBOL B

JL=R0W *
»HL=R0W *
»HL=BYTE ADDRESS PL

A

MOV LfA
MVI HfO
DAD D

XCHG
LXI H, ASCII
DAD D

MOV AfM
STA EBYTE

»DE=HL
JHL=ASCII TABLE BASE
JHL=BYTE ADDRESS WOR

JEBYTE=EXIDY BYTE WW

*

*
*

NOW DO TRANSFER TO TIGER BYTES
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matic carriage return and line feed. A
normal carriage return and line feed
destroys the continuity you need for

your picture. This means a maximum
buffer size of 1984 is needed
(62*8 = 496*4). If you were to use ten
cpi or 8.3 cpi, you would have to ad-
just the program to reflect buffer
sizes of 1632 and 1568 respectively

(51 and 49 characters). These are not
the only parameters that need to be
changed, but the others are easy to

identify.

Program Flow

After setting the density and enter-

ing the graphics mode, the flags and
counters are initialized, and the buf-

fer (TBUFF) is cleared. Now you are
ready to find the Exidy character you
are working with ("POINT" routine).

The character code for the current
screen space is found at the address
pointed to by CHAR. The character
code is multiplied by eight, and add-

Although I wrote

the program

for my Sorcerer,

using the Micropolis

8080/85 assembler,

the concept applies

to any system

hooked to the Tiger.

ed to the start address of the ASCII
table (F800H):

A = 65, 65*8 = 520, 520 = 0208H
F800H + 0208H = FA08H

This value is added to the contents of

EROW, which points to the proper

byte position in the current Exidy
character. The byte residing at that

address is stored in the work location

EBYTE. CHAR is now updated to

point to the next screen space.

The next operation involves shift-

ing the eight EBYTE bits into bit 7 of

the buffer bytes pointed to by
TBUFF, and offset by TBYTE. After

each bit is shifted out of EBYTE and
into the correct buffer byte, TBYTE is

incremented to point to the next buf-

fer byte. This is done until all eight

bits in EBYTE have been transferred

(EBIT = 0). When EBIT reaches zero,

a check is made to see if all 62 charac-

ters (ESYM) on this Exidy line have

Microcomputing, March 1982

Listing continued.

382B 21 0A 30 TRANS
SS
382E EB
382F 2A 08 30
3832 19
FOR

3833 *
WITH
3833 37
3834 3F
3835 3A 02 30
E
3838 17
3839 32 02 30
383C 7E
E

383D IF

383E 77
383F 2A 08 30
ALUE
3842 23
3843 22 08 30
3846
3846
3846
3846
3846
3846 21 03 30 CHECK
3849 35
384A C2 2B 38
384D 36 08
384F 2A 00 30
3852 23
3853 22 00 30
3856 *
3856 *
3856 *
3856 21 05 30
3859 35
385A C2 04 38
385D 36 3E
385F *
385F *
385F *
385F 3A 07 30
3862 3C
3863 32 07 30
3866 FE 08
3868 CA 8B 38
YMBOL
386B *

386B *
NE
3868 *
3868 2A 00 30 CHECK3
386E IE C2
3870 16 FF
3872 19
3873 22 00 30
3876 *
3876 *
3876 *
3876 *
3876 21 04 30 CHECK2
3879 35
387A CA 9B 38
NE
387D *
387D *
387D *
387D *
387D *
387D 2A 08 30
3880 IE 10
3882 16 FE
3884 19

3885 22 08 30
3888 C3 04 38
388B *
388B *
388B *
388B 2A 00 30 SETCH
388E 23
388F 23
3890 22 00 30
INE
3893 3E 00
3895 32 07 30
3898 C3 76 38
389B 36 06 CHECK!
389D 21 08 30
38A0 7E
38A1 FE CO
38A3 C2 04 38
38A6 23
38A7 7E
38A8 FE 07

LXI HrTBUFF

XCHG
LHLD TBYTE
DAD D

STC
CMC
LDA

RAL
STA
MOV

EBYTE

EBYTE
ArM

RAR
MOV MfA
LHLD TBYTE

INX
SHLD

H
TBYTE

IHL-TBUFF BASE ADDRE

JDE=HL
»HL=( TBYTE)
;hl=storage location

j tiger byte working

»CY=0
;A=EXIDY WORKING BYT

»CY=MS BIT
» STORE IT
;a=working tiger byt

5ms bit a=cy
jstore it
JGET TBUFF POINTER V

JHL=HL+1
JSTORE IN TBYTE

SET COUNTERS AND CHECK CONDITIONS FOR PROCEEDING

SEE IF ALL EBYTE BITS DONE

LXI
DCR
JNZ
MVI
LHLD
INX
SHLD

H»EBIT
M
TRANS
Mr8
CHAR
H
CHAR

;hl=address of ebit
;ebit=ebit-i
jgo do next ebit
;ebit=8
jhl=screen address
j set next address
j store away

YES ALL DONE, SEE IF LAST SYMBOL

LXI
DCR
JNZ
MVI

H,ESYM
M
POINT
M,62

$hl-address esym
;esym=esym-i
j go get next
JESYM=62

SEE IF ALL BYTES THIS EXIDY SYMBOL DONE

JGET EXIDY BYTE ROWLDA
INR
STA
CPI
JZ

EROW
A
EROW
8
SETCH

i STORE IT
JSEE IF LAST DONE
JYES ALL DONE THIS S

SET CHAR TO START ADDRESS OF THIS EXIDY LI

LHLD CHAR
MVI E,0C2H
MVI DfOFFH
DAD D
SHLD CHAR

fHL=SCREEN ADDRESS

»DE=-62

JSTORE IT

YES ALL DONE THIS EXIDY SCREEN ROW
SEE IF TIGER BYTES THIS GROUP DONE

LXI
DCR
JZ

H,TBIT
M
CHECK1

JHL=ADDRESS OF TBIT

JYES, SEE IF 1984 DO

NOT DONE WITH LAST BIT IN TIGER
BYTE FOR OUTPUT » SO RESET OFFSET
POINTER TO BEGINING OF 496 GROUP

LHLD TBYTE JHL=POINTER VALUE
MVI EtlOH
MVI D»0FEH »DE=-496
DAD D
SHLD TBYTE JSTORE IN TBYTE
JMP POINT

ALL BYTES THIS EXIDY SYMBOL DONE

LHLD CHAR JHL=SCREEN ADDRESS
INX H
INX H
SHLD CHAR JSET TO NEXT EXIDY L

MVI A»0
STA EROW JER0W=0
JMP CHECK2
MVI Mf6 JTBIT=6
LXI H, TBYTE JHL=ADDRESS OF TBYTE
MOV AfM JA=< TBYTE)
CPI OCOH
JNZ POINT JN0T=1984
INX H JHL=TBYTE+1 ADDRESS
MOV A*M JA=(TBYTE+1) S*
CPI 07H JSEE IF=1984 (Mon
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DISK DRIVES
HARD DISKS AND FLOPPIES FOR YOUR HEATH, RADIO SHACK, OSI, S-100 SYSTEMS

5 1A DISK DRIVES (MODEL FDD-100-5b)
SIEMENS 5V4" drives are single sided, single or double density drives that are designed for years of

trouble free service. These are the flippy models which other companies charge 1 5 to 30 dollars more

for. The 5V4" is the exact same one used in the HEATH systems, but check our price! . .
.
$250.00ea

80 TRACK - DOUBLE SIDED 51/4"

A new product from SIEMENS. This beauty is a new entry to the Floppy market. Get up to 800K
Bytes storage on a 5 1/T diskette. Model #FDD-221-5 NOW-$350. ea.

8" FLOPPY DISK DRIVES (MODEL FDD-100-8d)
SI EMENS 8" drives are single sided, single or double density with simple power requirements. -1-24 and

+5 VDC. It has automatic diskette ejection and a fail safe interlock that prevents the door from closing on

a partially inserted diskette. The track to track time is as fast as 3ms. These drives are completely

compatible with your MOD II, OSI, and many other systems $360.00ea

ATTENTION HEATH H-88, 89 OWNERS
HEATH owners, we now have the CDR controller card that allows you to use our
8" drives on the H-88 or H-89 computers! You may mix any combination of 8" or

5V'drives and also change your system to soft sectored formatting! Mix any

combo single sided, double sided, single density or double density. We even
include the zero origin prom. As a special offer we are giving you ALL
necessary components with this system, even the patch for C/PM!

A complete dual 8" system for the H-88 or H-89. shipping incl. .
. $1500.00

Dual 5 1/T 40 track system «*»«»««« $1 100. Dual 5 1/4" 80 track system

CONTROLLER ONLY
$475.00

with controlle $1395.

WINCHESTER TECHNOLOGY HARD DISK
5 MB hard disk systems for your HEATH H-88, H89, Radio Shack, MOD II, S-1 00
systems. You get a 5V 5mb formatted hard disk, power supply, cabinet, all

connecting and interface cables, interface and boot loader. Most of all it's all

preassembled tested burned in and ready to run! and as an added bonus we'll

include a real time clock with date. Call or write for details, 1 0mb available now.

This system is designed from the ground up and built of only commercial grade

components. Price is just 5MB LIST PRICE $3750.-NOW $2499.

8" SYSTEM PACKAGES
One or two 8" SIEMENS drives with cabinet (choice of vertical or horizontal) power supply, all power

connections, manuals and fan. A beautifully functional package built onlyof the bestgrade components.

Available fully assembled and tested for $100.00 more.

Single 8" drive in dual cabinet (data cables extra) $665.00
Dual drive package (data cables extra) $995

PACKAGE DEAL 80 TRACK SW'
1 dual sided 80 track drive on case with power supply) $395. Two 80 track double sided (in one enclosure) $795,

5V4" WITH CASE AND POWER
Our 5V4" drives are also available in system packages. One 5'V' flippy in case
with power supply tested $295.OO
2 drives in dual case $595.00

CONNECTORS AND CABLES
Power Connectors 8" $ 3.50 set

Power Connectors 5V4" 1 .50 ea

Edge Cards 8" or 5V 1 0.00 ea

Ribbon Cable 1 .50 ft

CP-206 dual 8" supply 1 00.00 ea

Maintenance manuals 1 3.00 ea

Custom made data cables Call

Spare parts for SIEMENS drives. Call with your requirements.

quantity discounts available, dealer inquiries invited

PAYMENT POLICY
We accept Mastercard. Visa, personal checks. MO. COD with PRIOR PERMISSION
ONLY (CASH will be required). We reserve the right to wait 10 working days for

personal checks to clear your bank before we ship. Shipping charges MUST be

included or your order will be delayed. All charges are standard UPS rates plus

insurance NJ residents must add 5% sales tax no exceptions.m PRICES & SPECIFICATIONS
SUBJECT TO CHANGE

VISA

• some of the 8" packages require minor assembly

FLOPPY DISKSERVICES, INC ^91

C.N.5212
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

PHONE INQUIRIES WELCOME 9AM to 5PM (ET)

609-7710374
MOD II. CP/M are trademarks of Tandy and Digital Research respectively.

••See List of Advertisers on page 178 Microcomputing, March 1982 87



BOOKS and
SOFTWARE

For ATARI - PET - OSI - APPLE II - 6502
ATARI BASIC - Learning by
Using

I This new book is an "Action"
I Book. You do mora than read It.

Learn the intricacy of ATARI
I BASIC thorugh the short programs
I which are provided. The
suggestions challenge you to

I change and write program
[routines Yes. it's exciting -
I Many of the programs are
(appropriate for beginners as well
las experienced computer users.

1 (Screen Drawings. Special Sounds.
Keys. Paddles Joysticks

I Specialized Screen Routines.
Graphics and Sound. Peeks and
Pokes and special stuff I.

Order No. 164 89 95
Games for the ATARI Computer
How to program your own games
on the ATARI Complete listings
in BASIC and Machine Language
of exciting games Tricks and
hints.

Order No. 162 S4 95
ATMONA

1

Machine Language Monitor for
the ATARI 400/800.
[This powerful monitor provides
[you with the firmware support
I that you need to get the most
lout of your powerful system.
lATMONA-1 comes on a bootable
I cassette. No cartridges required.
I Disassemble. Memory Dump HEX
I* ASCII. (Change Memory
{Locations. Blocktransfer. fill

memory block, save and load
machine language programs, start

Imach Lang Progr (Printer

(optional)

I Comes with introductionary
larticle on how to program the
[ATARI computer in machine
I language. (Available also in ROM)
Order No 7022 616.96

I ATMONA-2 Super(tapper
I A very powerful Tracer to explore
I the ATARI ROM/RAM area Stop
I at previously selected address.
I Opcode or operand (cassette).

I Order No 7049 649.96

EDITOR/ASSEMBLER for

ATARI 600. 32K RAM
Extremely fast and powerful
Editor/Assembler (8K Source
code in about 5 seconds) Includes
ATMONA 1

Order No 7098 649.96

MACRO Assembler
for ATARI 800. 48K RAM
Please specify your system RAM.

I disc or cassette

Order No 7099 686.00

|Gunfiftit - For ATARI 400/800
16K RAM, needs two joysticks,

animation and sound (8K machine
language)

Order No 7207 610.96

EPROM BURNER for ATARI
1400/800 Bare boards only with
I description, schematic software
1(2716.2732)
Order No 7041 699.00

Invoice Wfritii

business with
16K RAM.

I
Order No 7022.
Order No 7200

Wfotdptocaieor f<

48K RAM
Order No 7210

for very small
ATARI 400/800

629.86

800.

826.66

aw to connect your EPSON
inter to the ATARI 400/800.

I Construction article with printed

circuit board and software.

(Screenprint and variable charac

ters per line).

|
OrderNo7210 61966

TheFirs^ool^fOhioSeiemific
Introduction to OSI computers.
Diagrams, hardware and software
information not previously

available in one compact source.

\ \<Z2 pages
Order No. 167 67.96

The Second Book of Ohio
Scientific

Very valuable information about
OSI microcomputer systems.
Introduction to OS-65 D and
OS-65U networking. Hardware
and software hints and tips.

Systems specifications. Business
applications.
Order No 168 87.96

The Third Book of Ohio Scientific
is now available!
Very important information for
the OSI system experimenter.
Interface techniques, system ex
pensions, accessories and much
more (EPROM Burner. 6522 I/O
card with IK RAM. Soundboard.
EPROM/RAM board)
Order No. 159 67.96

The Fourth Book of OHIO
VIPBook - Very Important
Programs. Many interesting pro-

grams for OSI computers. Sorting
(B'nary Tree) Differential Equi-
tation, Statistics. Astrology. Gas
Consumption. Games a. s. o.

Order No. 160 89.95

VIP Package - Above book plus
a cassette with the programs.
Order No. 160 A 819.95

The Fifth book of Ohio Scientific
Many exciting programs program
ming hints and tricks. Textwriter,
Debugger for C1P. Games. Utilities!

and much more (polled keyboard)
Order No. 181 87.95

Invoice Writing Program for OSI
C1PMF, C4P Disk and Cassette.
8K RAM.
Order No. 8234 629.80

Mailing List for C1PMF or
C4PMF 24K RAM
250 addresses incl. phone number
and parameters on one 5 1 /4 disk)
Order No 8240 829.80

8K Microsoft BASIC Reference
Manual
Authoritative reference for the
original Microsoft 4K 8K
BASIC developed forALTAIR
and later computers including
OSI. PET. TRS 80 and VIC
Order No 141 68.95

Handbook for 6502E pension
and 6802
S 44 Card Manual describes all ol
the 4b x 6b 44 pin S 44 CsVCfcJ

in< I schematics A MUST tor

every 6502 system user (KIM,
SYM. AIM. VIC PET. OSI)
Order No 152 89 95

Microcomputer Application
Notes
Reprint ol Intel's must important
application notes including 2708.
8085. 8255. 6251 chips Very
necessary for the hardware buff
Order No 153 69.96

Complex Sound Generation
New revised applications manual
for the Texas Instruments SN
76477 Complex Sound Genera
tor.

Order No 154 86.95

Small Business Programs
Complete listings for the business
user. Inventory. Invoice Writing,
Mailing List and much more
Introduction to Business Appli
cations.

Order No 156 814.90

Microcomputer Hardware Hand
book
Descritions. pinouts and specif i

cations of the most popular
microprocessor and support chips
A MUST for the hardware buff
Order-No. 29 614.95

Care and Feeding of the
|

Commodore PET
Eight chapters exploring
hardware. Includes repair
interfacing information,
gramming tricks and schematics
Order No 150 69.96
Prototype Expansion Board for

|

VIC 20 (S-44 Bus)
Order No 4844 818.66

for 644
of RAMI

638.95

16K RAM/ROM board
bus. Any combination
and ROM on one board
(SY2128or2716)
Order NO 613

Low cost expenison boards for

your APPLE II. Bare board comes
with extensive description and
software

Prototyping card
Order No 604 829.00
6622 VIA-I/O Exp
Order-No. 606 839.00
2716 EPROM Burner
Order-No. 607 846.00
8K EPROM/RAM Card
Order-No. 806 829.00

ELCOMP Publishing, Inc.. 53 Rodrock Lane
Pomona, CA 91766. Phono: (714) 623-8314

Payment Chock. Money Order. VISA, Mastercharge. Eurocheck.
POSTPAID or PREPAID in USA S5.00 handling fee for C.O.D All
orders outside USA: Add 15 % shipping CA add 6.5 % sales tax
ATARI is a registered trademark of ATARI Inc.
APPLE II is a registered trademark of APPLE Ir
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BOOKS and
SOFTWARE

Listing continued.

38AA C2 04 38
38AD
38AD
38AD
38AD 21 08 30
3880 36 00
3882 23
3883 36 00
3885 0E CO
3887 06 07
3889 21 0A 30
38BC 37
38BD 3F
38BE 7E
38BF IF
38C0 77

89
C2

38C1 23
38C2 08
38C3 3E
38C5
38C6
38C9 88
38CA C2
38C0
38CD
38CD
38CD 16
38CF 21
38D2 36
38D4 21
38D7 OE
38D9 06
38DB 7E
38DC CD
38DF OB
38E0 3E
38E2 B9
38E3 C2
38E6 B8
3SE7 CA
NT HEAD
38EA 23
S
38EB C3
38EE 3E
38F0 CD
38F3 3E
38F5 CD
38F8 23
S
38F9 3E
38F8 3D
38FC FE
38FE C2
3901 15
3902 C2
3905 21
3908 35
3909 C2

MORE
390C
390C
390C
390C 3E
390E CD
3911 3E
3913 CD
3916 3E
3918 CD
3918 C3
391E
391E
391E
391E F5
391F F5
3920 DB
S
3922 E6
3924 C2
3927 Fl
3928 E6
392A D3
392C F6
392E D3
3930 Fl
3931 C9
3932
SYMBOL

CHAR
EBYTE
EBIT
TBIT
ESYM
ELINE
ER0U
TBYTE
TBUFF

*
*
*
ROUT

JNZ POINT JN0T DONE. C0NTTNUF

BUFFER FULL. SET BIT & 7=0

ihl*address of trytf
;tbyte=o

R0UT1

00

BC 38

BC 38

04
08 30
00
0A 30
F0
01

IE 39

00

EA 38

EE 38

DB 38
03
IE 39
0B
IE 39

FF

00
FB 38

D7 38
06 30

04 38

LXI H»TBYTF
MUI MfO
INX H
MUI M.O
MUI C.0C0H
MUI B.07H
LXI H, TBUFF
STC
CMC
MOV A»M
RAR
MOV MfA
INX H
DCX B
MUI AfO
CMP C
JNZ R0UT1
CMP B
JNZ R0UT1

;tbytf=o

IDC-1984
>ML-BUFFER address

;cy=o
;a=bytf in buffer
;f»tt o & 7=0
STORE TT
;get nfvt address
JBC=BC-1
;a=o
;see IF C=0
;not done
JSEE IF B=0
J NOT DONE

*
*
*

GET READY TO OUTPUT BUFFER-

IS

J2

MUI D«04H
LXI H-TBYTE
MVI MfO
LXI H, TBUFF
MUI CtOFOH
MUI BoOlH
MOV A»M
CALL PUT0UT
DCX B
MUI AfO
CMP C
JNZ J4
CMP B
JZ Jl

J4

Jl

J5

CKLINE

*
*
*

INX

JMP
MUI
CALL
MUI
CALL
INX

MUI
DCR
CPI
JNZ
DCR
JNZ
LXI
DCR
JNZ

H

J2
Af03H
PUTOUT
AfOBH
PUTOUT
H

Af255
A

J5
D
J3
Hf ELINE
M
POINT

COUNT 496 GROUPS
HL=TBYTE ADDRESS
TBYTE=0
HL=TBUFF ADDRESS

BC=496
GGET BYTE TO OUTPUT
OUTPUT
BC=BC--1
A=0
SEE IF C=0
NOT DONE
SEE IF B=0
496 DONE RETURN PRI

HL=NEXT BYTE ADDRES

GO DO IT AGAIN
ETX

VT
PRINT HEAD RETURNS
HL=NEXT BYTE ADDRES

SET DELAY LOOP
DECREMENT A
SEE IF =0
NOf DO AGAIN
D=D-1
GET NEXT 496 GROUP
HL=ADDRESS OF ELINE
ELINE=ELINE-1
NOT END OF SCREEN rP

ALL DONEf RETURN TO NORMAL

03
IE 39
02
IE 39
OC
IE 39
E7 04

FF

80
20 39

7F
FF
80
FF

TABLE

SELF
*
*
*
PUTOUT

STATUS

MUI
CALL
MUI
CALL
MUI
CALL
JMP

Af03H
PUTOUT
Af02H
PUTOUT
AfOCH
PUTOUT
04E7H

OUTPUT ROUTINE

PUSH
PUSH
IN

AN I

JNZ
POP
AN I

OUT
OR I

OUT
POP
RET
END

PSU
PSU
PPORT

80H
STATUS
PSU
7FH
PPORT
80H
PPORT
PSU

SELF

JETX

; NORMAL MODE

JFORM FEED

f REPLACE WITH RET

JSTORE DATA

fCHECK PRINTER STATU

fGGET BUSY BIT
fNOT READY

;done with this byte

3000
3002
3003
3004
3005
3006
3007
3008
300A More
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A feast of

computing ideas.

N0*1 OCT08E«1M1

IMCftOwzmmmxmwL

m

SpeohM >>fT/VlC F**tur*

A Lock at tha TftVPCoter ConyuUtf

A to O Coiwtrt»f» »«r Vo«r Compute

You'll love every byte.

If you work with a 6502 or 6809 based
system, you're probably hungry for the

facts and ideas that will help you under-

stand the inner workings of your com-
puter. You want to go beyond canned
software-use your computer for more
than games- learn the advanced pro-

gramming techniques that enable you
to get the most out of your 6502/6809
system.

MICRO, The 6502/6809 Journal,
gives you page after page, month after

month, of solid information to sink your
teeth into. MICRO is the premier how-to
magazine for serious users of the Apple,

PET/CBM, OSI, Atari, AIM, SYM, KIM,

and all 6809 based systems including

the TRS-80 Color Computer. It's a re-

source journal internationally respected

by professionals in business, industry,

and education.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES (U.S. dollars)

Yearly subscription (ISSN 027-9002)
saves 20% off the single-issue price.

U.S. , $24 (SPECIAL OFFER: Save 30%
off single-issue price: 2 years, $42)

Other countries, $27 (via surface mail.

Foreign air rates available on request.)

Get more out of your Apple . .

.

with the MICRO
ON THE APPLE series

/AICRO
on the

Volume f\

ft
INCLUDES
DISKETTE

-

1

9

9

9

VOLUME 2 just released!

More than 40 new programs on diskette

to help you get more from your Apple:

• Machine Language Aids
• I/O Enhancements
• Runtime Utilities

• Graphics and Games
• Hardware and Reference Infor-

mation
31 choice articles

46 tested programs on diskette
(1 3 sector DOS 3.2 format)

Volume 1 also available at $24.95.
Together MICRO on the Apple 1 & 2
provide more than 70 programs on disk-

ette for less than $1 .00 each. No need
to type in hundreds of lines of code.

with the most impor-
tant book ever
published for the Apple

^fcot's Wlier© i„^
APPLE

?

The most comprehensive description

of Apple II firmware and hardware ever
published— all in one place.

What's Where in the Apple?
• Guides you— with a numerical At-

las and an alphabetical Gazetteer— to

over 2,000 memory locations of PEEKs,
POKES and CALLs.
• Gives names and locations of vari-

ous Monitor, DOS, Integer BASIC,
and Applesoft routines— and tells you
what they're used for.

• Helps BASIC users to speed up
their programs.
• Enables assembly language pro-

grammers to simplify coding and inter-

facing.

All Apple users will find this book help-

ful in understanding their machine, and
essential for mastering it!

* Look for all these MICRO INK publications at your local computer store, or

• Call our toll-free number: 1 -800-227-1 61 7, ext. 564 (In California,

1-800-772-3545, ext. 564) and charge it to your VISA or MasterCard, or

* Use the order form below. Send your check (payable to MICRO) and the form to:

MICRO, Dept. OA, P.O. Box 6502, Chelmsford, MA 01824.

I
QTY ITEM price each cost D check enclosed Charge my credit card below I

MICRO on the Apple 2 @ $24 95

MICRO on the Apple 1 @ $24.95 j^ I

What's Where in the Apple? @ $1 4.95 I

MICRO (U.S.) . . . . 1 yr @ $24; 2 yrs @ $42 Company

MICRO (Foreign) 1 yr @ $27 g^j I

Subtotal

Massachusetts residents add 5% sales tax
City State z,p

a^*o U4 u D VISA D MasterCard I
I Add $2 per book for shipping signature •

L
MICRO Journal excluded Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. .

TOTAL ^^___^_ Card Number Expiration Date

^See List of Advertisers on page 178 Microcomputing, March 1982 89



ANALIZA II

...brings it to life!

DO COMPUTERS WORRY YOU, JOHN?
yes, they are trying to take over the world

JOHN, IS IT IMPORTANT THAT COMPUTERS
ARE TRYING TO TAKE OVER THE WORLD?
yes

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
because i dont want to work tor a com-
puter

VERY WELL YOU DONT DESIRE TO
WORK FOR A COMPUTER PLEASE GO
ON

Yes, ANALIZA II is a program that brings
your computer to life in the form of a
Rogerian psychiatrist. Like its predecessor
ELIZA, ANALIZA II converses with patients'

in plain english text, but this is where the
resemblance ends By the extensive use
of disk storage, ANALIZA II makes your
modest CP/M system do things you thought
would take a mainframe to achieve.

ANALIZA II will surprise even the software
professional Here are a few of its features:

• Develops a personality "profile" on the
patients

• Keeps and manages individual patient

files on disk.

• Uses the patients profile to steer the
discourse.

• Parses sentences more deeply than
other such programs

• Understands pronouns such as he, she,
them, and it.

• Control constants and files are in ASCII
form and can be examined and modified
by a text editor. Even ANALIZA lis

attention span is adjustable in this way.

Requires: CBASIC2* 45K user memory
CP/M

ANALIZA II: $50.00

•C8ASIC2 REGISTEREO TRADEMARK COMPILER SYSTEMS

•CP WWOSTfWO l«AMM»«« MGiTAt RfSMRO

Available from fine dealers everywhere,
or directly from:

SUPERSOFT, INC. ^181

P.O. BOX 1628
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820
217-359-2112 Telex: 270365
Technical Hot Line: 217-359-2691

U K and Europe
DIGITAL DEVICES
134 LONDON ROAD
SOUTHBOBOUGH KENT
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
TN4 OPL
ENGLAND
Tel Tunbndge Wells (0892)3 79 7 7*9

Tele» 95582

Japan
ASR CORPORATION INTERNATIONAL
3 23 8 NISHI SHIMBASHI MINATO KU
TOKYO 105

JAPAN
Tel 03 437 5371 Telex 0242 2723

SuperSoft
First in Software technology

Listing continued.

SCREEN F080
ASCII F800
PP0RT 00FF
INIT 37CA
L OOF- 37EC
LOOP 1 37EE
POINT 3804
Bl 380C
Al 381B
TRANS 382B
CHECK 3846
CHECK3 3S6B
CHECK2 3876
SETCH 388B
CHECK

1

389B
ROUT 38AD
ROUT 1 38BC
•J 3 38D7
•J2 38KB
J4 38FA
.11 38EF
.15 38FB
CKLINE 3905
SELF 391 B
PUTOUT 39 IF
STATUS 3920

ERRORS THIS ASSEMBLY 0000

been done. If they haven't, a jump to

"POINT" is made, and the process is

repeated. If all 62 characters have
been done, a check is made to see if

all eight bytes of this Exidy line have
been processed.

EROW keeps track of the byte posi-

tion (0-7) in the Exidy characters you
are working with. When EROW is

less than 8, CHAR is set to the start of

the current Exidy line (all eight ver-

tical bytes haven't been done). When
EROW is equal to 8, CHAR is up-

dated to the start of the next Exidy
line. (Remember that we only use 62
characters.) No matter what the out-

come for EROW, a check must be
made to see if we have completed the

current 496 byte buffer group
(TBIT = 0).

If less than six bits have been shift-

ed into each byte in the current

group, TBYTE is decremented to

point to byte 1 of the current group.

Everything is now ready for ajump to

"POINT" and the next 496 bits.

If, however, EBIT, ESYM and TBIT

all equal zero, we've shifted the last

bit into this buffer group, and we
check to see if all four groups have
been done (TBYTE = 1984). If

TBYTE=1984, we jump back to

"POINT" and keep going until all of

the groups are full. When TBYTE =

1984, the buffer is full, and you are

almost ready to output to the Tiger.

The data is in the buffer, in bits 2

through 7. If you sent this data to the

Tiger, there would be a horizontal

space across the page, every sixth bit

row, starting with bit row 1. This is

because the Tiger only has seven
print wires (0 through 6). "ROUT" is

used to move the data to bits 1

through 6 (remember that bit must
equal zero). You can now output the

data to the Tiger.

Since you are in the graphics mode,
a normal carriage return and line

feed would leave gaps in the printout.

To prevent this, a vertical tab (ETX =

03H, VT = OBH) has to be output after

each group of 496 bytes. After all four

groups have been output and the last

VT is sent, a check is made to see if all

30 Exidy lines have been done
(ELINE = 0). If ELINE=0 a jump is

made to "POINT" and the entire se-

quence is done again.

Out of habit, and what I consider

good programming practice, I return

everything to its original state before

exiting the routine. I enter the normal
mode, return to my original density,

and do a form feed before I go to the

calling program. The JMP 04E7H
sends me back to Micropolis MDOS.

Conclusion

Although I wrote the program for

my Sorcerer, using the Micropolis

8080/85 assembler, the concept ap-

plies to any system hooked to the

Tiger. The key is in understanding

how the data gets to your screen, and
then transferring it to the vertical six-

bit bytes needed by the Tiger.

rv
^.^.^.^.^.^.^.^.^.^.^.^.^.^.^.^.4.^.^.^.^.^.^*!.^.^.^.^.^.^.

V
HBCDEFG
P Q R 6 T U

1 23456789G

O I 1 n y H I I KLJ'JN

VI4XVZ*?
•
M#tX4 ' <: >»*

Fig. 3. Sample graphics output.
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A NEWSLETTER FOR POCKET COMPUTER USERS
This timely, compact publication provides up to the minute
information on pocket computers, including models such as

the Radio Shack TRS-80 PC, Sharp Electronic's PC-1211, the

Casio FX-702P, Panasonic's RL-H1000, and others as they are

announced. We only cover pocket computers that are capable
of executing a high level language such as BASIC.
D Up to the Minute News D Product & Equipment Reviews
D Important Operating Tips D Practical Programs D More
By Subscription Only: for a calendar year period (January —
December). You get all issues published to date for the calen-

dar year in which you subscribe, at the time you subscribe.

MC/VISA Phone Subscriptions: (203) 888-1946

D 1981/82 Charter Subscriber (Issues 1 - 20). $40.00 in U.S.

(U.S. $48.00 to Canada. U.S. $60.00 elsewhere.)

D 1982 Regular Subscriber (Issues 11 - 20). $30.00 in U.S.

(U.S. $36.00 to Canada. U.S. $45.00 elsewhere.)

Sample issue. $3.00 in U.S. (U.S. $4.00 elsewhere.) *Due to

credit card minimum, this item cannot be charged.

Orders must be accompanied by payment in full. We do not

issue invoices for the POCKET COMPUTER NEWSLETTER.
Thank you for your remittance.

Name:

Addr:

City: State: Zip:

MC/VISA #: Expires:

Signature:

POCKET COMPUTER NEWSLETTER
35 Old State Road, Oxford, CT 06483
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Speed AOiPower (Jo I
Efficiency ssdTsystems

R-EDIT: Edit any program or text with ease! $40
• FULL CURSOR control Insert, delete, add anywhere en the tcraan.
e BASIC. essembler. ate. edited without releeding RAM resident editer.

e SYSGEN relecetee R-EDIT end customize,

SPUL65: Printer Spooler & Virtual Indirect File $95/$10
e OON'T WAIT for your printer. Proceee words Write programs Put multiple

print jobs in the queue. Keep working while the printer rune!

e TWO printers accomodated on any porta. Multiple copies with pagination
e SYSGEN relecetee SPUL6S end allows exteneive customization
e VIRTUAL INDIRECT FILES on disk End apece problems when uaing

temporary files Now do exteneive editing of BASIC with your word proceeaor.

XREF: BASIC Cross Referencer $25
TABULATES: Referenced line numbers, all variehle names, and functiona.

FAST machine lenguege progrem.

DISK based to handle the lergeat BASIC source filea on any drive.

FBASIC: BASIC Compiler $155/$10
FAST mechine code now cen he written with the eeee of BASIC.
SPEED- optimiied. native code compiler. An integer auhaet of OSI'a BASIC.
DISK haaad te ellow lerge eource end object files

EXTENSIONS to BASIC for Eeey interface te ayatem hardware/ software Direct
ecceee te 6502 registers Array initialization end optionel absolute locetion.

WHILE end other structures Interfacing compiler output end interpreter.

UTILITIES (plua eource). menuel. end meny uaeful exemplee.

CP/MtoOSI Translation

Frustrated by ell thoae good CP/M disks

that won't run on your OSI CP/M ayatem?
Send ua your disk. $15. and wall send it

beck with en OSI competible veraion.

wore

• 113

Data Raaourca Corporation. Suita 201
1040 Lunaai St, Kailua, HI 96734 (808) 261-2012

Memial orders ipplitd te software

purchase % Programs supplied on I in.

single- density single sided disks

Hawaii residents add 4% tax.

DIMMNT HUMS
Brand Newjop Quality, Exact Replacement Ribbons & Cartridges. These Ribbons ProduceSuper Jet Black Impressions and Ultra Reliable Print Life. They Are DeliveredI to. YourDoo*

Promptly for Much Less Than Most Retail Stores

*SPECIAL! BUY 10 and OET ONR frrri
40% OFF!!

>R MORE !

YOUR PRINTER 'ACKSIZE

ANAOEX 9000 Serine
CENTRONICS 700-703.737.779

CENTRONICS 100. 101 A. 102.

103.300.301.306.308.330.

358.398.500.501.503.508.

588. 620. 820

CENTRONICS 704-705

DEC V2 x 40YD

DEC 72 x 60Y0
0IABL0 HYTYPE II (M/S BLK) HI

YIELD FITS 70 PRINTERS'

EPSON MX70 80

IBM -SILVER DOLLAR Sys

34. Sys 32 MDLA. Series

IMDL4974. 5256. 3287. 3770.

3771-3774.4974.5100.5103.

5110.5228.5256.5320MOLA

IBM - HARMONICA '/;" SERIES

I MOD 4973/11. 3200 3289

MOO 2

NEC SPINWRITER
QUME (FITS 80 PRINTER MOOS)
RADIO SHACK DAISY WHEEL II

RADIO SHACK LPIII, LPV

RADIO SHACK LPII. LPIV

TELETYPE MOO 33. 28 35. 37,

38. 88

WANG M/S 554 1 W WC 5581

W0. 6581W. 2281W

TpF
3/pfc

3/pk

1/pk

3/pk

3/pk

1/pk

1 pk

5/pk

3/pk

4/pk

3/pk

1 pk

one, pk

3/pk

10/pk

1/pk

RETAIL LIST"

14 00 ea

18 95/3 pk

26 33/3 pk

16 95 ea

17 77/3 pk

20 12/3 pk

9 31 ea

16 00 ea

5 80 ea

9 42 ea

23 40/3 cart

1800/3 pk

24 95 3pk

13 95 cart

18 95/3 pk

2 40 ea

6 85 ea

YOUR WHOLESALE PRICE

(14 OO ea)14.00
1195/3 pk

17 55/3 pk

13 95 Giant Cart

12 95/3 pk

14 25/3 pk

6 87 ea

1 6.00 ea

14 90/5 pk

(3. 98 ea)

(5 85 ea)

{13 95 ea)

(4 32 ea)

(4 75 ea)

(6 87 ea)

(13 95 ea)

(2 98 ea)

SIZE

20 85 3 pk

23 60 4 pk rb reload

13 95/3 pk

8 25
8 95 Reload nb' only

It 95/3 pk

13 90/10 pk

5 95 ea

(6 95 ea)

(5 90 ea)

(4 65 ea)

(8 25 ea)

(8 95 ea)

(3 98 ea)

(1 39 ea)

(5 95 ea}

500
563 " x45'
1" x 108'

5 16"x210'

1 2" x 120'

1 2 x 180

5 16' x

High Yield

500 x60

9 16 "x 30

COMMENTS

Nylon Jet Blk

Nylon Jet Blk

Nylon Jet Blk

5 rral High Speed

Giant Cart

Double Spools

Double Spools

300 000 plus imp

Nylon Jet Blk

Nylon Jet Blk

CAT ORDER

#

1 2 108

1 2" x 51

1 4' r 310

250
500 x45

563 x45
1 2 x 36'

5 16 x 393

Nylon Jet Blk

Nylon/ Ex Lng Lite

Muitistrike Film

Mylai Muitistrike

Nylon Incl Instr

Nylon Jet Blk

Nylon Jet Blk

Muitistrike Film

C 777

C 700

C 100

C-7045

R 600

R-644

C-511

C 522
R 300

C 350

R-400

C 525
C 789

R-T3

C-700

R450

C 550

TERMS:
MINIMUM PURCHASE - $20
PAYMENT BY: C.O.D.(UPS),CHECK,
MASTER CARD, OR VISA CHARGE
CARD.
VOLUME DISCOUNTS:
20- 50 PACKS 10%
51 - 100 PACKS 15%
•UNDER $20, ADD $5 HANDLING.
"APPROX. RETAIL. PRICE VARIES.

ANCIE LABORATORIES
5200-J Philadelphia Way 301 -345-6000 (Wash D C Local)
Lanham. Maryland 20706 301 -792-2060 (Balto MD Local

800-638-0987 (National)

NAME.

ADDRESS.

CITY .STATE. ZIP.

ANCIE Laboratories
5200-J Philadelphia Way
Lanham. Maryland 20706

^ 187 301-345-6000 (Wash. DC. Local)
301-792-2060 (Balto. MD Local)

800-638-0987 (National)

QTY CAT.# AMT

TOTAL

Check Enclosed
C.O.D.

G VISA
MASTER CHARGE

ACCT. #
EXP. DATE
MIN. ORDER $20
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

J
"See List of Advertisers on page 178 Microcomputing, March 1982 91



With a few keystrokes, you can retrieve hours of code entry.

Recover That Lost Code
By Rinaldo F. Prisco

If you've ever spent several hours

entering North Star Basic code
and then scratched the program with-

out first saving it on disk, this 65-byte

machine-language program will help

you salvage what you've lost.

Standard configurations of North

Star Basic 5.2 (single density) pro-

grams are addressed at 24103
(5E1EH). The byte at 5E1EH is the

length of the first line of the Basic

program and the next two bytes are

its line number (low byte, high byte).

Program lines end with the ASCII
code for CR (ODH). The byte follow-

ing a CR is the length of the next line.

If it is a 01, then the end of the pro-

gram has been reached.

When a program in N* Basic is

scratched (SCR), the first byte in the

program area is set to 01 and the next

52 bytes are set to 00. The rest of the

program is left intact. To recover it,

the remnant program, starting with

the first full line left, must be moved
to the beginning of the program area.

The Programs

The Recovery program (Listing 1)

begins with a search for the first full

remaining line by looking for the first

true CR (ODH), which signals the end
of any partial line that remains. Al-

though it is not very likely, it is possi-

Listing 1. Recovery program in North Star Basic.

0000 0010 * RECOVER
0000 0015 *

0000 0020 * SCRATC N* BASIC PE
0000 0025 *

0000 0030 *

0000 0040 *

0000 0050 * RIN/ F. PRISCO
0000 0060 *

0000 21 52 5E 0070 LXI H,05E52H LAST ZERO
0003 06 OD 0080 MVI B,13 CR
0005 OE 9A 0090 MVI C.9AH GOTO FLAG
0007 0100 *

0007 0110 * FIND FIRST OVER GOTO'S
0007 0120 *

0007 23 0130 CHI INX H
0008 7E 0140 MOV A,M
0009 B9 0150 CMP C GOTO?
000A CA 14 00 0160 JZ GOTO YES, SKIP IT
000D B8 0170 CMP B CR?
000E CA 19 00 0180 JZ CR YES, GOT IT
0011 C3 07 00 0190 JMP CHECK TRY AGAIN
0014 23 0200 GO] INX H
0015 23 0210 INX H
0016 C3 07 00 0220 JMP CHECK
0019
0019

0230
0240

*
* FIND EOF \More_ v

ble that the first ODH might occur in a

line number argument for a GOSUB
or a GOTO statement. For example,

"GOTO 13" or "GOSUB 3300" will

have code which includes ODH (the

latter because 3300=13*256-1-2). To
avoid misinterpreting such a ODH for

an end of line mark, bytes which ref-

erence line numbers are ignored. This

is easy enough, since all line numbers
that are arguments of GOSUB or GO-
TO statements are flagged in North
Star Basic by preceding them with

the byte 9AH. So unless the first or

second bytes of the remnant program
are ODHs that refer to line numbers
(very unlikely), the first true CR can

be found, and thus the beginning of

the remnant program.

The first block of the Recovery pro-

gram searches the code for ODH be-

ginning with the first nonzeroed byte,

skipping over line numbers flagged

by 9AH. When it is found, the HL
register pair is incremented to the ad-

dress of the first byte of the first re-

coverable line and pushed on the

stack for later use. The second block

searches for the line of unit length. Its

address signals the end of the Basic

program. The third block determines

the number of bytes to be moved and
the last block moves them.

Dr. Rinaldo F. Prisco (RD# 7, Box 80, Oswego, NY
13126) is an associate professor ofmathematics for

the State University of New York, College at

Oswego.
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Listing I continued.

0019 0250 *

0019 06 00 0260 CR MVI B,0
001B 3E 01 0270 MVI A,l EOF MARK
001D 23 0280 I NX H 1ST FULL LINE
001E E5 0290 PUSH H SAVE IT
00IF 4E 0300 LOC MOV C.M LINE LENGTH
0020 B9 0310 CMP C IS IT ONE?
0021 CA 28 00 0320 JZ MOVE YES, EOF
0024 09 0330 DAD B
0025 C3 IF 00 0340 JMP LOOP TRY AGAIN
0028 0350 *

0028 0360 * PRE!
0028 0370 *

0028 EB 0380 M0\ XCHG LAST IN DE
0029 El 0390 POP H FIRST IN HL
002A 01 IE 5E 0400 LXI B.5E1EH DESTINATION
002D 0410 *

002D 0420 * SUBTRACT HL FROM DE
002D 0430 * PLACE RESULTS IN DE
002D 0440 *

002D 7B 0450 MOV A,E
002E 95 0460 SUB L
002F 5F 0470 MOV E,A
0030 7A 0480 MOV A,D
0031 9C 0490 SBB H

0032 57 0500 MOV D,A
0033 13 0510 INX D
0034 0520
0034 0530 * DE CONTAINS
0034 0540 * HL POINTS TO FIRST BYTE
0034 0550 * BC CONTAINS DESTINATION
0034 0560 * READY TO MOVE PROGRAM
0034 0570 *

0034 7E 0580 GET MOV A,M
0035 02 0590 STAX B
0036 23 0600 I NX H
0037 03 0610 INX B
0038 IB 0620 DCX D
0039 7B 0630 MOV A,E
003A B2 0640 ORA D
003B C2 34 00 0650 JNZ GETC
003E C3 04 2A 0660 JMP 2A04II N* BASIC

SYMBOL TABLE

CHECK 0007 CR 0019 GETC 0034 GOTO 0014
LOOP 001F MOVE 0028

3

4

5

6

7

REM
C=1
DEF FNF(X)=X*X*X+X-3
DEF FND(X)=3*X*X+1
INPUT "HARD COPY? " ,Y$:IF Y$(1,1)= MY"
•#P

THEN P=2
8

9 !#P, W n",TAB(12)

,

Mx",TAB(25) ,"f (x)",TAB(38) ,"£ (x)
10 !#P,TAB(48)

,

Mx-f (x)/f • (x)

"

11 FOR 1=1 TO 62:!#P,"=", :HEXT I : I #P
12 A=FNF(C) :B=FND(C) :D=A/B:E=C-D: J=J+1
13 l#P,J,%14F7,C,A,B,E
14 IF ABS(D)<lE-7 THEN END
15 C=E:GOTO 12

Listing 2. Before and after. The bottom listing shows the recovered program.

A short before-and-after test pro-

gram in Basic appears in Listing 2.

Note that only two REM lines were
lost in the recovery. A recovered pro-

gram will always begin with the first

full line left after the initial 53 bytes

are deleted.

The 65-byte object code of Listing 1

is stored in a Type 1 file called RE-
COVER with GO address 0. When a

Basic program has been inadvert-

ently scratched, enter BYE immedi-
ately, and then GO RECOVER. The
recovery is quite fast, even for very
large programs. When the Basic

prompt READY appears, LIST the

program and notice how only a few
lines have been lost. Just enter the

missing lines and the program is com-
pletely restored.

As stated above, the listed program
is for standard configurations of re-

lease 5.2, single density. It can be
modified for other configurations or

releases by changing at most three

addresses: the address of the first

byte of the program area (line 0400),

the address of the last byte set to 00
when the program is scratched (line

0070) and the entry point of Basic

which retains programs (line 0660).

Software for

NorthStar
Users

EXPENSE PROFILE $29.95
Now a program that really helps at income tax time

It summarizes expenses by categories and by per-

son Makes SEPARATE vs JOINT TAX RETURN
comparisons simple

Promotes frequent review of spending habits Guid-

ed by MENUS add new expenses, categories, and
users anytime Quickly search to any item to make
changes Store expenses on disk automatically

DYNAMIC BUDGET $29.95
Cope with rapidly changing economic conditions

Forcast effects of INFLATION on your family CAL-

ENDAR built-in so recurring items like rent are en-

tered only once

Monthly listings of expenses, income, and balance

Change or add items anytime, data automatically

stored on disk

PATHFINDER DISASSEMBLER $22.50
Z80 or 8080 code Pauses at each |ump or call to

allow you to follow program or continue straight

ahead Printer & video output

KID MATH $17.50
Math drill Watch speed, accuracy and confidence

grow

TAX FORMS $49.50
Fills out 1981 federal personal tax forms Uses al-

most any printer Write for details

First class postage paid in U.S. MP residents add 5% tax.

The Software Connection
10703 Meadowhill Rd.

Silver Spring, MD 20901
^302 Dept KB

^See List of Advertisers on page 178 Microcomputing, March 1982 93
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&̂ Micros in Space, Again
By Harold Nelson

Microcomputing Technical Editor

It would be interesting to trace the

interrelation of the development of

computing and the U.S. space pro-

gram. For example, NASA, as early as

1962, funded artificial intelligence

research into life-support techniques
and devices for astronauts during
lunar explorations. There does not

seem to be any single good source of

information on how space program
research influenced the development
of computing, especially microcom-
puting. Still many people in the field

acknowledge that the development
of much of the technology leading to

our present microcomputers can be
traced to research done for NASA
and the space program. If we take

this for granted—that the space pro-

gram spawned much of the technolo-

gy that made microcomputers possi-

ble—then microcomputers have re-

cently rediscovered their roots and
returned home.

Off-the-shelf microcomputer sys-

tems are beginning to appear in space
shuttle projects. Microprocessors
have been employed as dedicated
controllers in space and satellite proj-

ects for a few years. But Apple II

computers are being used in a few
shuttle programs. One is described

by Joe Willson of Interactive Struc-

tures in his article, "Apple to Earth"

(p. 30). Dr. Willson describes how an
onboard shuttle project has been
developed which employs an on-

board Apple. This Apple is scheduled
for blast-off later this year.

Another Apple was used in a proj-

ect at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory

(JPL) for the last shuttle flight in

November. The goal of this mission
was to investigate use of the shuttle

as a platform for synthetic aperture

radar. The radar data is to be used as
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a tool to map earth resources in con-

junction with LandSat and earth re-

sources of geological data. The whole
concept of using radar to locate min-
eral and oil deposits is still experi-

mental. The task of this particular

mission was to collect the radar data
then compare it with other satellite

(such as LandSat) photos and known
geological features that indicate earth

resources to determine its usefulness

as a resources mapping tool. It ap-

pears that this part of the mission was
completely successful even though
the actual shuttle mission had to be
shortened.

Where did the Apple come into

play? The JPL mainframe computer
is very good at predicting the shuttle's

position but it is not readily interac-

tive and it provides no graphics. It

was necessary to know where and
when the shuttle would be in relation

to certain earth targets so targets of

special interest could be selected and
the radar turned on and off at the ap-

propriate times. The Apple's graphics
were used to show the shuttle's orbit-

al path over a surface map. The
jiSpeed language system was used for

the needed interactive high-speed

computations on such things as radar

parameters.

The mission was praised by the JPL
administration for its successes and
for the highly successful and harmo-
nious use of the micro and the main-
frame. We are obviously delighted

that this last point was not over-

looked. (By the way, we are planning
to publish an in-depth report on this

mission, with photos of some of the

Apple graphics used at the JPL, in the

near future.)

Not only did these two projects use

ready-made computers, but both

employ readily available products. In

fact, the Interactive Structures prod-

ucts, mentioned in Dr. Willson' s arti-

cle, can be seen advertised from time
to time in these pages, as can the

jiSpeed language system of Applied
Analytics, which was used in the JPL
project. Who would have believed

ten years ago that even some of the

same computer technology used in

space exploration would be available

to us in our living rooms?

More on Languages

Last month we devoted Microcom-
puting to discussion of some micro-

computer languages. In preparing
that issue we discovered, however,
that the amount of material and infor-

mation we wanted to share with you
was too great for a single issue. As a

result we will, over the next few
months, be bringing you additional

information on programming lan-

guages. Actually, we hardly scratched

the surface last month, so we'll be
talking more about the languages pre-

sented there, as well as others such as

Logo, this month (see my report on p.

96), and C, Ada and others in the

future.

Forth fans may be interested to

know that Applied Analytics' /iSpeed

language system used in the JPL
space shuttle project is a hardware-
based Forth variant, which explains

its high-speed computational capabil-

ities. Also, you may (or may not) be
pleased to learn that Forth aided as-

tronomers in the recent discovery of

a rather large hole in the universe.

Using a Forth-based system to posi-

tion telescopes and transcribe the re-

turned images, astronomers at the

Kitt Peak National Observatory and
the Mount Hopkins Observatory lo-



cated an enormous void in the uni-

verse which had gone unnoticed

because there are galaxies in front of

(from our point of view, for relativ-

ists) and behind it. The void is report-

edly large enough to contain 2000
Milky Way sized galaxies. Apparent-
ly astronomers, among whom Forth
is widely used (but, alas, usually on
minicomputers), are accustomed to

using it for such big jobs.

If you are interested in learning to

use the Forth language, I highly rec-

ommend Invitation to Forth, by Harry
Katzan, Jr. (Petrocelli Books, Inc.,

New York, 1981). Don't be put off by
the appearance of the book's dot-

matrix printing. It is a very readable
book providing a fine tutorial intro-

duction to programming in Forth.

The topics covered include reverse

Polish notation, the stack and Forth

stack manipulations, constant and
variable definitions and control struc-

tures. If you want to know still more
about Forth and Forth-like languages,

you might take a look at Threaded

Interpretive Languages, by R. G.
Loeliger (Byte/McGraw-Hill, Peter-

borough, NH, 1981), which describes

the structure and machine imple-

mentation of such languages.

Pascal, which is growing in popu-
larity because of the transportability

of p-code programs, among other rea-

sons, is now available to 6809 system
users and TI 99/4(A) users. Technical

Systems Consultants, Inc. has re-

leased its 6809 Native-code Pascal

Compiler that runs under the Flex

and UniFlex operating systems.
Texas Instruments has announced its

own UCSD p-System and Pascal soft-

ware packages.
A few interesting packages for the

Apple Pascal system have appeared
recently. Gryphon Microproducts is

producing two Pascal utility pack-

ages, PUP1 and PUP2. North Ameri-
can Technology, Inc. has announced
six new Pascal software packages
available either in source book form
or in Apple Pascal disk plus source
book form. Included are a File Sys-

tem and a Report Generator. Link
Systems is marketing four utility

packages including telecommunica-
tions and disk manipulation utilities,

and an Apple Pascal learning aid (see

sidebar).

A number of fine Pascal books are

available, including Pascal User Man-
ual and Report, by Niklaus Wirth and
Kathleen Jensen (Springer-Verlag,

New York, 1974), which contains the

definition of the Pascal language and

the classic text, Programming in

Pascal, by Peter Grogono (Addison-

Wesley, Reading, MA, 2nd Ed. 1980).

Neophyte users of Apple Pascal may
well find Apple Pascal: A Hands-On
Approach, by Arthur Luehrmann and
Herbert Peckman (McGraw-Hill,
New York, 1981), to be indispensable.

As the title implies, the book takes you
step-by-step through the use of the

Apple Pascal system without pre-

supposing prior Pascal experience. It

is the first good Pascal book for the

rank beginner. For the slightly more
experienced Pascal programmer Soft-

ware Tools in Pascal, by Brian W.
Kerighan and P. J. Plauger (Addison-

Wesley, Reading, MA, 1981), can be
very helpful. As you work your way
through this book you acquire a num-
ber of Pascal programming skills as

well as a number of useful programs.
Several microcomputer Lisp inter-

preters are available ranging from
Lisp/80 from the Software Toolworks
to (T.(L.C)) Lisp from the Lisp Com-
pany. Beyond the likes of these there

are Lisp machines by Lisp Machines,
Inc. and Symbolics, Inc. Starting at

the high end, Lisp machines are spe-

cialized research tools—they are ex-

cellent personal (single user) comput-
ers that can be had for less than
$70,000. While it may not be the

computer for your living room, a Lisp

machine can be an invaluable com-
puter in many settings. There are,

however, a growing number of

microcomputer versions of Lisp such
as that produced by the Lisp Com-
pany for Z-80-based computers run-

ning CP/M. Lisp interpreters in this

category are more than adequate for

most educational and personal uses
of the language, and many are in the

$ 150 price range. If you would like to

explore Lisp a little before making
even that kind of investment, you
might be interested in Lisp/80 sold by
the Software Toolworks. This is a
somewhat pared down Lisp interpret-

er (available on five- or eight-inch

CP/M disks or five-inch HDOS disks)

that allows you to, at least, get started

at Lisp programming for under $40.
After John Allen's article in last

month's Microcomputing ("Comput-
ing, Lisp and You," p. 28), you might
want to read his book Anatomy ofLisp

(McGraw-Hill, New York, 1978).

Lisp, by Patrick Winston and Ber-

thold Horn (Addison-Wesley, Read-
ing, MA, 1981), is a fine text that pro-

vides 12 chapters on how to program
in Lisp and an additional 1 1 chapters
on the use of Lisp.

[Correction: Due to a transcription

error several hyphens appeared as

left arrows in John Allen's article

"Computing, Lisp and You." For ex-

ample, (HORIZ—POS) should be
(HORIZ-POS). There should have
been no left arrows.]

Finally, in addition to some of the

fine microcomputer versions of APL,
such as APL/V80 by Vanguard Sys-

tems for Z-80 systems running CP/M
and Softronics APL for similar sys-

tems, there is a low-cost version that

serves well for those who merely
want to try the language. This version

is APL80 sold by Ramware for under
$40. It provides a fine introduction to

the language and includes several les-

sons on APL.B

COMPUTER I/O SYSTEMS
1 SOLID STATE SWTTCHhV to l()VDC control input (TTL compatible).

The devices will control 120 VAC @ 2.5A.

SS-4/A-Z (Zero crossing-low noise generation) $ 9.95

SS-4/A ( phase control type) $ 9 95

2 DC SOLID STATE SWITCH-tV to 10 VDC control input ( TTL compatible

)

The devices will switch negative or ground voltage to a -tA or HA load

connected to WW! W\TX:
NDC 1/4 (4A specify JV I5Y or ISY-tOY) $ 900
NDC 1/8 (HA specify JV-I*' or ISV 30V) $ 9 95

V LINE VOLTAGE SENSE Moduli- will detect presence of an AC or DC
voltage. Then signal the interface with a ground or logical low.

LS-1 $ 8.05

4 MOTHER BOARDS 2 and H slot mother hoards with fused outputs,

accept above modulo
MB 2 ( 1 slot ) $ 7.fl
MB 4 H slot) $|5 95

5 SERIAL TO PARALLEL RS 232 INTERFACE Plug into RS 1M port of
your computer Connect mother hoards to IO-S. Then control 2^
output devices and M input devices

IO-S (serial RS 232 to parallel, control and sense)

WT $N9 A&T |I7»
(v 10 INTERFACE TO TRS 80* EXPANSION BIS

control 24 output devices, sense M inputs

10 RS (TRS 80* expansion bus to card ironic devices)

WT $99 A&T $U9
7. C 80 (10 RS to TRS-K0*. -M> conn W cable) $1695

C-8 (K conn cable W) $ 5.95

C 14 ( 1 4 Ml cable 2-t") $ 5.95

CARD ELECTRONICS ^ 396

P.O. BOX 3514, AUGUSTA, GA. 30904
(404) 738-9891

Georgia residents add •«".. sales tax

MSA AND MASTER CHARGE
Add $3.00 shipping and handling
'Trademark of Tandy Corporation

EFFECTIVE

IMMEDIATELY:

Canadian subscriptions, $27.97

1 year only, U.S. funds
Foreign surface, $44.97

1 year only, U.S. funds
Foreign air mail, please inquire.

[All previous subscription

offers void as of

February 1, 1982.)

J
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Read why Logo is more than CAI (Children's Artificial Intelligence, that is).

Logo: Not Just for Kids
By Harold Nelson

Microcomputing Technical Editor

Logo is one of the newest micro-

computer programming lan-

guages, although it has been around
for about 12 years. It was first used
on a DEC PDP-10 computer and
taught at a Lexington, MA, junior

high school in the 1968-69 school

year. During that year, seventh

graders of varying abilities were
taught Logo but no regular seventh-

grade math.

According to Seymour Papert, the

language's designer (who was recent-

ly awarded the annual Marconi Inter-

national Fellowship for his work with

Logo) , it was a kind of "baby artificial

intelligence course,' and at the end
of the school year those students

scored better on standard math tests

than students who had taken regular

seventh-grade math.

In the course of the following year,

the Logo Project was established in

the AI (Artificial Intelligence) Labora-

Photo 1. Logo list and word operations. Lisp users

and readers ofJohn Allen's article in last month's

Microcomputing vv/7/ notice that FIRST, BUT
FIRST and SFNTFNCE hear a striking resem-

blance to Lisp's CAR, CDR and CONS.
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tory at MIT. For ten years Logo was
developed and tested at MIT and in

the schools of Brookline, MA.
Last year, microcomputer versions

of Logo were used in schools in

Boston, Dallas and New York. Vis-

iting those schools, I was amazed by
what I saw.
Whether it was in a fine private

school in Dallas, a public school in

the Bronx or a special school for ex-

ceptional children in Boston, the ex-

periences of the young people using

Logo appeared strikingly similar.

Many have seen the enthusiasm that

computer games and other program-
ming languages can generate, but few
have noticed that this enthusiasm in-

volves only a small, technically elite

segment of the student population.

But what I saw was something else.

With Logo, children were not learn-

ing from the machine or with the aid

of the machine, rather they were
teaching the machine to do what they

wanted. Of course, if they wanted the

computer to do something that they

didn't know how to do, they just

learned (usually by means of dis-

covery) what was needed in order to

teach the computer. And all of the

students were eager for their turns at

the computer.
Also, I've had the opportunity to

work with the prototypes and, more
recently, final microcomputer ver-

sions of Logo. My own reactions

were not much different from those

of the children, except that if I

wanted to talk to someone about

Logo, until very recently I had to call

New York, Dallas or MIT. But that is

starting to change. Texas In-

struments' TI Logo has been
available for some months, and Ter-

rapin, Inc., and Krell Software Corp.

have recently announced that they

are offering Logo for the Apple com-
puter (see "Microcomputer Versions

of Logo, Etc.").

You may get Logo for your chil-

dren, but they will surely not be the

only ones to enjoy, learn and work
with it. You may even find after us-

ing Logo for a while that you will

develop new ways of looking at prob-

lems and working out solutions in

general. Logo is not just for kids.

Many, in fact, are starting to rec-

ognize its potential to become the

most widely used general-purpose

computer language because of both

Photo 2. The Logo edit mode. In this mode you can enter and edit procedures. The cursor can easily be

moved around the screen allowing you to make insertions, deletions and rearrangements in your

procedure.



TO SQUIRRL :ANGLE :DISTflNCE

IF :DISTflNCE > 200 THEN STOP
FORURRD :DISTflNCE

RIGHT '.ANGLE

SQUIRflL :RNGLE :DISTRNCE *

END

Terrapin, the Turtle Company, brings you the
Terrapin Logo Language for the Apple II with
Turtle graphics, now ready for immediate
delivery.

The Terrapin Logo language is a sophisticated
and powerful language that is easy for anyone
to use. Although originally intended for

children, the Logo language is one that the
most advanced programmers will enjoy using
too. It r ides many features common to

artificial intelligence research languages
permitting programs of great power to be
written quickly a' asily. Writing comparable
programs in other languages is usually much
more difficult and time consuming.
The T graphics is fun and easy. With
mpl< nands such as FORWARD, RIGHT,

and P
i draw in six hi-res colors. In

just a few short sessions you can learn to create
figures more complex than the one above
whether you know how to program or not.

But the Terrapin Logo language is more than
it a graphics language. It supports:
list structure, allowing easy manipulation
words (strings) and lists

user defined procedures which can be used
exactly as if they were part of the language.
fully integrated screen editor for procedures
and text

floating point and integer arithmetic

a total of 120 primitives (commands) including
30 graphics commands
recursion

assembly -language interface capability

SQUIKHL 123 1

The Terrapin Logo lai ige was developed
by the Artificial Intelligence lab at the

Massachusetts Institute ol .nology.

Terrapin is now authori: by MIT to dis-

tribute the results of its 12 yea: I research to

you. To provide quality support for the

language, Terrapin has assembled a team
that includes two of th< • three authors who
developed the Logo languor e Apple II

at MIT, as well as Dr. Feui ). the originator
of the Logo language.
Every copy of the Terrapin Logo language

comes with com] :um ition. To run
the language, a 48K Apple II with a 16K RAM
card or a languag d, and one disk drive
is required.

Terrapin also offers the n >bot Turtle, and the
wing books: Turtle C r try, Special

chnology for Sp , Mindstorms,
Katie & the Co lU <

. and Apple Logo from
Byte Books.

Sugg :ii
f
)rice: $149.

To order or for n nation, call or write;

,
Terrapin, Inc.

678 Massachi \» Avenue
^ 139 Cambndae. MA 02139

(617)492 8816



Microcomputer Versions
Of Logo, etc*

Versions of Logo are currently

available for Texas Instru-

ments' TI 99/4A home computer

and the Apple 11 personal comput-

er. The TI version is marketed as a

ROM (read-only memory) car-

tridge or command module. It re-

quires a memory expansion unit,

which increases the storage of the

99/4A from 16K bytes to 48K.

While not required for the use of

TI Logo, a disk controller and disk

drive will greatly enhance your

use of Logo. The documentation,

geared for the young reader, pro-

vides him or her with a fine initial

introduction to Logo. Also, the tur-

tle is very fast in this version,

especially compared to the pre-

production prototype of TI Logo.

Logo for the Apple II is currently

available from two sources: Terra-

pin, Inc., and Krell Software Corp.

This version was prepared at MIT
and recently licensed to these

companies. They have added their

own enhancement procedures,

but the Logo is essentially that

described in this article.

This version requires an Apple

with 48K bytes of memory and

some additional memory expan-

sion which can be in the form of

a 16K memory card, an Apple

language card or Microsoft's Soft-

card. One disk drive is also re-

quired since the language is con-

tained on disk.

Both Terrapin and Krell are pro-

viding their own documentations,

which I have not yet seen. Terra-

pin is, however, including, as part

of its documentation, a new book
by Hal Abelson of the MIT Logo

group. This is an easy-to-read,

complete description of the micro-

computer versions of Logo. It con-

tains appendices on the differenc-

es in different versions and so is an

essential resource for all micro-

computer Logo users.

It is also my understanding that

another version of Abelson' s book,

called Apple Logo, documents yet

another version of Logo for the Ap-

ple developed by Logo Computer
Systems, Inc. (LCSI). LCSI is a

company founded by Seymour
Papert, Marvin Minsky and other

key members of the original MIT
Logo group. The company has de-

veloped its own advanced version

of Logo. LCSI's first implementa-

tion of this Logo is for the Apple

and others are being contemplat-

ed. We'll keep you up to date as in-

formation becomes available.

Two other highly recommended
books for those using or interested

in using Logo are Seymour Papert'

s

Mindstorms (Basic Books, Inc.,

New York, 1980) and Turtle Geom-
etry, by Hal Abelson and Andrea
diSessa (The MIT Press, Cam-
bridge, 1981). Papert's book is his

statement of the Logo philosophy.

It contains a complete picture of

what Logo is all about.

Turtle Geometry is a textbook un-

like any I have ever seen before. It

starts (page 5) with a procedure for

the turtle to draw a square and
concludes with a chapter on the

theory of general relativity and
curved space, exploring such top-

ics as vector analysis, topology and

piecewise flat surfaces along the

way. Basic and Pascal, as well as

Logo, can be used to carry out the

projects in this book, but it is obvi-

ously geared to the Logo user.

The Young People's Logo Asso-

ciation, Inc. (1208 Hillsdale Drive,

Richardson, TX 75081), was re-

cently organized by Jim Muller.

YPLA publishes Turtle News and
Logo Newsletter, which contain in-

formation about Logo as well as

Logo procedures contributed by
members. Jim has done a fine job

with YPLA and the publications. If

you use Logo, it would be worth
looking into YPLA.H H.N.

its power and ease of use.

Logo Modes

Logo is a high-level interpretive

language that executes immediate in-

structions or sequences of instruc-

tions written in procedures.

Early versions of Logo were writ-

ten in Lisp—some still are, but now
there are versions of Lisp written in

Logo. The obvious resemblance, as

we'll see, of some Logo features to

those of Lisp, especially in Logo's text

(nongraphic) mode, is not surprising.

Logo has a full-screen edit mode for

writing, debugging or modifying pro-

cedures.

Turtle graphics is probably the best

known feature of Logo. In the

graphics mode, the Logo turtle (once

an actual robot but now a graphics

cursor (a mock turtle?)—see 'Where
Do Turtles Come From?") can be in-

structed to move around the video

display, draw or erase lines and use

different colors. In addition, the TI

version of Logo features 32 sprites

(software creatures) that can be used

to create dynamic graphic displays.

Nongraphic Mode
Logo can do mathematics. TI Logo

will perform arithmetic (addition,

subtraction, multiplication and divi-

sion) on the integers from -32,768

through 32,767. It will compare
quantities by performing "greater

than" (>) and "less than" (<) tests. It

can also produce random numbers
on request (integers through 9).

When using any of these opera-

tions, it is recommended that you
type PRINT before the operation to

be performed. If you simply enter

2 + 3 or 5>9, the response will be

TELL ME WHAT TO DO WITH 8

or

TELL ME WHAT TO DO WITH FALSE

But entering PRINT 2-»-3 will elicit

the response

8

Entering PRINT 5>9 will produce

FALSE

Of course, strings containing multi-

ple operations can be evaluated.

The Apple versions of Logo do the

same operations on integers in the

range -231 through 2 31 (-2,147,483,

648 through 2,147,483,648) and on
the real numbers between (approxi-

mately) - 1038 and 1038 with decimals

as small as 10 38
. In addition, it gives

the sine (SIN) or cosine (COS) of an

angle input in degrees, the arctangent

(ATAN) or the angle whose tangent
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equals the ratio of two input numbers
and the square root (SQRT) of a pos-

itive number.
The Apple versions output similar

responses to TI Logo with the excep-
tion that when something like 2.5*3

is entered (without the PRINT) the

response is

RESULT: 7.5

A very nice touch— it is no longer

necessary to type PRINT before each
math (or list) operation you want per-

iormed. (A small user-written pro-

cedure in TI Logo could produce the

same result.)

The microcomputer versions of

Logo contain virtually identical
primitives for working with words
and lists. (Primitive commands are

those that are "built into"
Logo— things that Logo already
knows how to do.) The word and list

operations are very important and
powerful Logo features that have
received far too little attention. One
reason for this is that, even though
they are present, there is little men-
tion of them in the TI Logo documen-
tation (which, in most other respects,

is quite fine and can easily be used by
very young readers with no com-
puting experience).

These operations are well
documented, however, in the soon-

to-be-published Logo, by Harold
Abelson of MIT (Byte/McGraw-Hill,

1982). Abelson' s book will be of

value to the TI Logo user as well as

the user of an Apple version. In fact,

the book will contain appendices on
the differences in the different

microcomputer versions of Logo.

Since the word and list operations

are so similar in the versions, there is

no need to distinguish between them
here, but remember that the same
output formats used for math opera-

tions are used here— in the non-
graphic mode.

List operations are very simple
means for creating, modifying and
combining lists. The same is true of

word operations. A word is any char-

acter or string of characters. But what
is a list? Well, a list is simply a

list. . .of numbers, of characters, of

words, even of lists or, for that mat-
ter, any combination of these. A few
of these Logo primitives (whose
names tell you what they do) are

FIRST, BUTFIRST and SENTENCE.
FIRST returns the first item of a word
or list. For example,
FIRST "ABCD
returns

A

"ABCD is the way to input the word
consisting of A, B, C and D.

FIRST (ABCD]

asks for the first item in the list whose
only item is the word ABCD and so

gives back
ABCD
The list [LOGO IS NEAT] contains

three items and
FIRST [LOGO IS NEAT]

returns

LOGO
Obviously, a list is entered inside

brackets.

BUTFIRST gives your list back to

you minus the first item.

BUTFIRST [GIVES YOUR LIST BACK TO
YOU MINUS THE FIRST ITEM]

gives

|YOUR LIST BACK TO YOU MINUS THE
FIRST ITEM|

Lists of more than one element are

returned inside brackets.

SENTENCE returns a single list

from two or more inputs. Combina-
tions of list operations can produce

various interesting results. For exam-
ple,

BUTFIRST SENTENCE [RETURNS A] [SIN-

GLE LIST]

returns

[A SINGLE LIST]

See Photo 1 for some examples as

they appear on the video display. The
Readnumber procedure in Listing 3

makes use of a few of the list opera-

tions.

Logo contains a primitive called

DEFINE that allows you to write a

procedure as a list of lists. Another
primitive, RUN, will execute a list,

that is, make a list do what it says.

And since the list operations allow
you to modify, combine and create

new lists from an old one, Logo gives

you everything you need to write
programs that can rewrite them-
selves or write other programs.
That's not just kids' stuff. (It is the

sort of thing that John Allen had in

mind when he referred to Logo and,
more generally, working with pro-

Where Do Turtles
Come From?

By Jock McClees

The first turtle was built in the

1940s by British cyberneticist

Grey Walter, who was studying
animal behavior. It uses (by

today's standards) a technological

primitive—the vacuum tube. Wal-
ter's turtle had its own "intelli-

gence.' He designed the circuitry

so that the turtle sought light like a

moth. It operated as an indepen-

dent entity but was limited to this

one task.

The direct progenitor of the

(continued on next page)

Jock McClees is president of Terrapin, Inc.,

678 Cambridge Ave., 0205, Cambridge, MA
02139.

The modern robot turtle produced by Terrapin, Inc.
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(Turtles continued)

modern turtle (such as the Terra-
pin Turtle) was built at the MIT
Artificial Intelligence (AI) Lab for

the Logo project. The Logo turtle

looked like a large industrial vac-
uum cleaner. It had devices
attached to help it "sense" its sur-

roundings. Touch sensors gave it

the ability to "feel" objects in its

immediate vicinity. A pen could
be lowered to leave a trace of its

path. Also, unlike Walter's turtle,

the Logo turtle was a peripheral to

a large computer and was pro-

grammed interactively using the

Logo language. The same Logo
commands were used to produce
screen graphics and, so, were
called "turtle graphics."

Some of the MIT AI researchers

developed a smaller turtle to intro-

duce to the educational commu-
nity. They formed a short-lived

company (General Turtle) to build

and distribute these new turtles.

No other Logo turtles had been
commercially available, until a

group of MIT students founded
Terrapin, Inc.

Danny Hillis, while an under-

graduate, designed a smaller,

cheaper and more reliable turtle.

In addition to movement, touch

sensors and a pen, Terrapin's tur-

tle added a horn and lights.

Originally it was used with large

computers, but Terrapin now has

interfaces to the Apple II, the Atari

and S-100 bus computers. The tur-

tle can be controlled from any
high-level language, including

Logo.

The robot turtle can help chil-

dren get started in computer. The
turtle has shown particular prom-

ise in special-needs education; for

example, in working with cerebral

palsy, muscular dystrophy and
autistic children (see 'Logo and
the Exceptional Child" by Sylvia

Weir in the Sept. 1981 Microcom-
puting, p. 76).

Every new experiment seems to

turn up new applications for the

turtle. We have seen it used by stu-

dents of all ages and abilities to ex-

plore subjects ranging from ele-

mentary geometry to spatial rela-

tions to AI techniques. As more
and more people learn about the

turtle, we should see more and
more creative applications for this

versatile creature.

grams as data in his article "Com-
puting, Lisp and You" in the Feb.

1982 Microcomputing.)

Edit Mode
The edit mode is very similar in

both the TI and Apple versions of

Logo. It is a full-screen procedure
editor.

You can give instructions to Logo
either as immediate commands
which are executed when entered or

via procedures or programs that are

executed when the procedure's name
is entered (either immediately or in

another procedure). To write a pro-

cedure, type TO followed by the

name of your procedure—think of

teaching Logo to do something. This

automatically transfers Logo to the

edit mode with the name of your pro-

cedure listed there (see Photo 2). You
simply type in the command lines

which may consist of the Logo
primitives and the names of other

procedures—once a procedure is

defined it acts like a primitive.

Logo procedures are usually rel-

atively short compared to those of

other languages. Logo can handle

FULLSCREEN
TO TRIGRAPH
HIDETURTLE
COORD
COSINE 138
SINE -U0

END

TO COORD
FD 115 BK 230 HOME
SETXY -140 SETXY 138

END

TO COSINE :X ; START BY SETTING XY 138
SETXY :X 100 * COS (2 * :X)
IF :X = - 140 SETXY :X STOP
COSINE :X - 1

END

XY -140TO SINE :X ; START BY SETTING
SETXY :X 100 * SIN (2 * :X)
IF :X = 138 SETXY :X STOP
SINE :X + 1

END

Listing 1. Digraph begins by hiding the turtle, allowing it to draw faster than if it is continually

displayed, and putting the display into the full-screen graphics mode (as opposed to the split screen

mode which provides for text lines under the graphics portion of the screen). Trigraph then calls

Coord, which draws the XY coordinate axes. SETXY, followed by two inputs for the values ofx

and y, causes the turtle to draw a straight line from its present position to the point of those eoor-

dinates. Next Trigraph calls Cosine and Sine, inputting the values ofx that correspond to the ap-

propriate positions ofthe turtle. Sine and Cosine are both recursive procedures that have the turtle

plot a point then call themselves, changing the value ofx by 1, plot another point and so on until

the IF tests are passed, the procedures stop and control is returned to Trigraph.

TO COILGROW :DISTANCE :ANGLE
HIDETURTLE
CIRCLEMOVE rDISTANCE :ANGLE
COILGROW :DISTANCE :ANGLE - 3

END

TO CIRCLEMOVE :DISTANCE :ANGLE
CIRCLE :DISTANCE .'ANGLE
FORWARD :DISTANCE

END

TO CIRCLE :DISTANCE :ANGLE
REPEAT 360/(:ANGLE) [FORWARD :DISTANCE RIGHT :ANGLE]

END

Listing 2. It is quite easy and instructive to follow the flow ofCoilgrow. After hiding the turtle, the

procedure calls Circlemove, which calls Circle. Circle draws a circle whose size is determined by

the values input for .DISTANCE and .ANGLE then returns control to Circlemove. Circlemove

draws a straight line whose length equals .DISTANCE then returns control to Coilgrow. At this

point Coilgrow calls itself, changing the value ofthe input angle. The only difference on each recur-

sive level is that a slightly larger circle is drawn each time.
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COLLEGE BOARD SAT* PREP SERIES
TRS-80, APPLE, PET, OSI, ATARI, CP/M, PDP-1

1

Each program confronts the user with a virtually limitless series of questions and answers. Each is based on past

exams and presents material on the same level of difficulty and in the same form used in the S.A.T. Scoring is

provided in accordance with the formula used by College Boards.

S.A.T., P.S.A.T., N.M.S.Q.T. — Educator Edition set includes 25 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relationships,

Reading Comprehension, Sentence Completion, and Mathematics. Independent tests of S.A.T. series performance

show a mean total increase of 70 points in students' scores. Price $229.95

GRADUATE RECORD EXAM Series — Educator Edition includes 28 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relation-

ships, Reading Comprehension, Sentence Completion, Mathematics, Analytical Reasoning and Logical Diagrams.
Price $289.95

COMPETENCY PROFICIENCY EXAM PREP SERIES
This comprehensive set of programs consists of simulated exam modules, a thorough diagnostic package, and a

complete set of instructional programs. It is designed to teach concepts and operations, provide drill and practice and

assess achievement levels through pre and post testing. The Competency Exam Preparation Series provides a struc-

tured, sequential, curriculum encompassing mathematical, reading and writing instruction.

This program is designed for individual student use or use in a classroom setting. Programs provide optional printer

capability covering worksheet generation and performance monitoring. C.E.P.S. are available in three software formats.

Special editions available for California Proficiency Assessment Test and New York Regents Competency Tests. Call

for Prices.

M.I.T. Logo for Apple $1 79.95
Odyssey In Time

This spectacular adventure game adds a

new dimension of excitement and complex-

ity to Time Traveler.

Odyssey In Time includes all the chal-

lenges of Time Traveler plus 10 additional

eras. Each game is different and may be in-

terrupted and saved at any point for later

play. $39.95

Time Traveler
The best of the adventure games. Confronts

the player with complex decision situations

and the demand for real time action. Using

the Time Machine, players face a challeng-

ing series of historical environments. To
succeed you must build alliances and
struggle with the ruling power. Each game
is unique. $24.95

(Includes Alice In Logoland)

Isaac Newton +
Perhaps the most fascinating and valuable

educational game ever devised - ISAAC
NEWTON challenges the players (1-4) to

assemble evidence and discern the under-

lying "Laws of Nature" that have produced
this evidence. ISAAC NEWTON is an induc-

tive game that allows players to intervene

actively by proposing experiments to deter-

mine if new data conform to the "Laws of

Nature" in question. Players may set the

level of difficulty from simple to fiendishly

complex.

F.G. Newton
Full Graphics Newton. This

version of Isaac Newton pre-

sents all data in graphic form.

Because data is graphic rather

than symbolic, this game is

suitable for very young child-

ren. Players may select diffi-

culty levels challenging to the

most skilled adults.

$49.95

&MICRO-DEUTSCH*
Micro-Deutsch set includes 24 grammar les-

sons, covering all material of an introductory

German course. Four test units also included.

Grammar lessons use substitution transformation

drills, item ordering, translations and verb drills.

Drill vocabulary based on frequency lists. Suit-

able for use with any high school or college text-

book. Extensively field tested at SUNY Stony

BrOOk. Available for Apple II and PET/CBM. (PET version

includes a special foreign language character chip.) Also

available soon: MICRO-FRANCAIS, MICR0-ESPAN0L,
MICRO-IVRIT, MICRO-YIDDISH, MICRO-CHINESE, MICRO-

JAPANESE. $179.95

it NEW ft
^Pythagoras and The Dragon^
Mathematics in a fantasy game context. Based

on The Sword of Zedek, Pythagoras and The
Dragon introduces Pythagoras as a mentor to

the player. When cailed on for aid, Pythagoras

poses math questions, and depending on the

speed and accuracy of the player response, con-

fers secret information. With Pythagoras as an

ally, the quest to overthrow Ra, The Master of

Evil, assumes a new dimension of complexity.

Depending on the level chosen, problems range

from arithmetic through plane geometry.

32K $39.95

Free Bonus with purchase of $300.00 or more: Applesoft Tutor Series

Krell Software Corp. has no official ties with the

College Entrance Examination Board or the

Educational Testing Service. Krell is, however, a

supplier ofproducts to the E. T. S.

PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR
TRS-80, APPLE II, PET & ATARI

N.Y.S. residents add sales tax.

All programs require 16K • TRS-80 programs require

LEVEL II BASIC • APPLE programs require Apple-

soft BASIC

IZmmiLJL MQbWWWMkMM ftlf«
//* r//The State of the Art in Educational Computing'

21 Millbrook Drive, Stony Brook, N.Y. 11790 (516) 751-5139



large jobs, but they are usual
ly broken down into smaller, more
manageable chunks. A Logo program
often consists of a main procedure
that does nothing more than man
age and call other procedures which
handle the smaller chunks. In han-

dling their chunks, these called proce-
dures may in turn call other proce-
dures which may call other pro-

cedures and on and on. Nesting pro-

cedures in this way is very easy and
efficient in Logo.
To debug or modify a procedure

that has already been written, type
EDIT followed by the name of the
procedure. This also places Logo in

the edit mode, but this time the text

of the named procedure appears on
the edit screen. This text can be
modified by moving the edit cursor to

the appropriate places and making
the needed insertions and deletions.

Exiting the edit mode automatical-

ly places the newly defined or edited

procedure in memory and returns

Logo to the mode it left to go to the

editor. Writing and editing programs
could hardly be easier.

Why Logo Graphics?

Logo graphics are impressive and
offer a strong attraction to the

language. But why such heavy em-
phasis on graphics in a language to

facilitate learning and thinking? I

think it is important to try to answer
this since some people (and a few
reviewers) have failed to see the real

significance of Logo for lack of an
answer.

After leaving the University of

Paris and prior to coming to MIT,
Seymour Papert spent five years in

Geneva working with Jean Piaget,

The computer can give access

to objects and provide

a means for their manipulation

that would not be possible

in any other way.

the renowned researcher into learn-

ing and mental development. Piaget

identified certain stages in the in-

tellectual development of children

that crossed cultural, social and
economic bounds but did appear to

be closely connected to chronologi

cal age.

For example, children under the

age of about six can watch you pour a
given amount of water back and forth

between a tall thin glass and a short

fat one. Still, almost universally, they
think that there is more water in the

tall thin glass than in the short one.

Many people have taken Piaget'

s

findings as support for the theory that

such learning stages are fixed and im-

mutable, possibly originating from
physiological development. There is

nothing in Piaget 's research that

would contradict such a theory, but
that does not mean they prove it

either.

Another theory, equally well sup-

ported by Piaget' s findings, might say

that there is no immutable connec-

tion between mental development
and age or physiology; rather, such
development is connected to the

cross-cultural physical stuff (sticks

and stones) with which young chil-

dren interact. This is the stuff from
which children construct "models"
on which new learning depends.
(How many three-year-olds, any-

where in the world, have any oppor-

tunity to sit down and pour water
back and forth between glasses of dif-

ferent shapes and think about the

results of their experiments? And
what would happen to that apparent
six-year-old breakthrough point if

three-year-olds did have such oppor-
tunities?) Change the model-building
stuff, change the child's "learning"
environment and you change the rate

of the child's mental development.
This second theory is a rough

sketch of the one developed by
Papert, which he found to be consis-

tent with Piaget' s work and with
which Piaget himself found no fault.

Well, theory is one thing, but how
do you actually change a child's

learning environment? The computer
provided the needed vehicle. It can
give access to objects and provide a
means for their manipulation that

would not be possible in any other

way. According to Papert, attaining

this insight was a real milestone in his

own development.
Logo graphics are not designed just

to be fun, though they are fun. They
are not intended just to entertain,

though they do. Logo graphics are

designed to give us that new stuff

from which we can construct the

models we need for new learning.

Graphics Mode
With at least a rough understand-

ing of why they are there, let's take a

Photo 3. The result ofa procedure thai has the tur-

tle draw a square, turn a specified amount, draw

another square and so on.
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TO FACTORIAL :N :Q ;[:N CAN BE TO 3 1* — :Q MUST BE 1]
IF :N<2 THEN PRINT1 "N!= PRINT :Q STOP ; [ READNUMBER CAN REPLACE

STOP]
FACTORIAL :N-2 :Q*:N*(:N-1)

END

TO READNUMBER
PRINT1 SENTENCE [FACTORIAL (N!)] [OF]
MAKE "INPUT FIRST REQUEST
IF NUMBER? :INPUT THEN FACTORIAL :INPUT 1

END

Listing 3. A program can be made interactive with a procedure such as Readnumber. This proce-

dure is much simpler than it may first appear. PRINTl prints the "sentence" composed of the in-

dicated lists without a final carriage return. REQUEST looks for a list to be entered. The first item

of this list (which may contain only one item) is, if it is a number, assigned to be the first input value

ofFactorial which is called. Factorial then calculates and prints the factorial ofthat input number.

The procedure then halts or, ifyou put READNUMBER in place ofSTOP, another input number

is requested. (Notice that anything following a semicolon(;) is not executed. This allows you to en-

ter explanatory remarks in your procedures.) Of course, all the user ever sees after entering

READNUMBER is a request to input a number followed (surprisingly quickly) by a statement

containing the factorial of that number.
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Photo 4. This is produced by the same procedure

described in Photo 3, but the turtle has also been

told to draw in color.

look at the microcomputer versions
of Logo graphics.

All of the microcomputer versions

of Logo have comparable turtle-

graphics modes. You tell the turtle

where to go with simple immediate
instructions like FORWARD, BACK,
RIGHT and LEFT. The turtle also

understands abbreviations: FD, BK,
RT and LT. You can tell the turtle

when to draw with PENDOWN (PD)
and when not to draw with PENUP
(PU). These can also be written into

procedures containing complete sets

of instructions for the turtle (see

Photos 3 and 4).

The background on which the tur-

tle draws can be assigned various col-

ors, and the turtle can be told to draw
in a variety of colors. The TI and Ap-
ple commands for these are slightly

different but both are very simple

and easy to use.

In addition to regular turtle graph-

ics, TI Logo has built-in sprite

graphics. Sprites are creatures that

can assume different shapes and col-

ors. They can move in different direc-

tions and at different speeds. Sprites,

like the turtle, respond to immediate
instructions and to procedures.
Sprites, by their nature, are dynamic
entities and must be seen in action to

be fully appreciated (but see Photos 5

and 6 for some "frozen" sprite

graphics). Sprites and the turtle can

Dynaturtle

Photo A. Dynatrack by Dan Watt uses an Ap-

ple version of Logo.

Photo B. Roger Kirchner's Orbit is written

with TI Logo.

The dynaturtle (dynamic turtle)

is a Logo turtle that obeys the

laws of Newtonian physics in an
environment without friction or

gravity. It acts very much like an

object in space. It doesn't move

unless it is set in motion by some
external force. Once in motion, the

dynaturtle continues to travel in

one direction at a uniform speed

until another force acts on it.

The dynaturtle was developed at

Photo C. MAKESHAPE 1 1 is one of the 12 shapes that must be made for the Orbit program. MS
(MAKESHAPE) 1 1 will be used by the dynaturtles when they are instructed to make one (30 degree)

turn to the right from the original heading. You "draw" the shape by blacking out the appropriate

squares of the grid as you move the MS cursor.
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be used at the same time (see the Or-

bit program in the 'Dynaturtle"

sidebar).

The nongraphics commands can be
used in graphics procedures. Listing

1 contains a program that tells the

turtle to draw graphs of some trig-

onometric functions (using the SIN
and COS functions with phase and
amplitude modified for a better

display). The result of this procedure

is shown in Photo 7.

When you start to put all of this

together you begin to grasp how Logo
can offer a child a whole new realm
of models to learn with—in fact, it of-

fers an environment in which the

child can create his or her own tools

MIT by Andy diSessa as a device

to help children to learn about

physics, but has found its way into

physics classes at MIT. A dynatur-

tle can help to check and develop

an intuitive approach toward
physics. DiSessa has found that

many students (including MIT sci-

ence majors) have an excellent in-

tellectual grasp of the principles of

classical physics but little intuitive

feel for those same principles.

Imagine a motionless dynaturtle

in the lower-left corner of your

video display and a target area in

the upper-right corner. Your task

is to move the turtle from where it

is resting into the target area. You
would have no trouble marching a

regular Logo turtle up and across

the screen, but a dynaturtle
marches to the beat of a different

drummer.
You set him in motion by giving

him a 'kick.' He will then move
in the direction he was facing at

the time of the kick. If you give

him additional kicks while he is

facing the same direction, he will

speed up. If you change the direc-

tion he is facing and give him an-

other kick, his direction and speed
will be the "resultant" of the kicks

(forces) in the two directions.

The dynaturtle has also been
used to aid the study of circular

motion. This use is easily seen in a

program called Dynatrack, writ-

ten by Dan Watt in an Apple ver-

sion of Logo. Your task here is to

get and keep the dynaturtle mov-
ing around inside a circular track

(see Photo A). You do this by
changing the direction in which
the dynaturtle is facing and giving

to learn with. If you introduce con-

cepts like iteration, nesting and
recursion, you begin to see that Logo
is something very different from a

flashy video-oriented language
whose capabilities are soon ex-

hausted.

Working and Thinking with Logo

"Alright, it sounds like Logo is

valuable for children, but what does

it offer me—what can I do with it?'

'

TO ORBIT
INITIALIZE
SETSHIP 1 SETSHIP 2

CONTROL
END

TO INITIALIZE
MAKE "H1 MAKE "H2
TELL TURTLE
CS HT
SX 50 CIRCLE 8
TELL
SS 3
END

TO SETSHIP S
TELL :S

SX 55 * (2 * :S - 3) - * S
SS SH CARRY 10
SC 2 * :S 2

END

TO CONTROL
MAKE "X RC
IF : X = "E THEN KICK 1

IF : X = "I THEN KICK 2
IF :X = "S THEN ROTLEFT 1

IF !:X = "J THEN ROTLEFT 2
IF :X = "D THEN ROTRIGHT 1

IF :X = "K THEN ROTRIGHT 2

IF :X = " 1 THEN ADJKICK
CONTROL
END

TO CIRCLE SIDE
REPEAT 36 [FD :\SIDE LT 10]
END

TO KICK S

TELL
TEST :S = 1

IFT SH :H1

IFF SH :H2
MAKE "DVX XVEL MAKE M DVY YVEL
TELL :S
SV XVEL :DVX YVEL + :DVY
END

TO ROTLEFT S
TEST :S = 1

IFT MAKE "H1 :H1 - 30
IFF MAKE "H2 : H2 - 30
TELL :S
TEST SHAPE = 10
IFF CARRY SHAPE - 1

IFT CARRY 21
END

TO ROTRIGHT S
TEST :S = 1

IFT MAKE "H1 :H1 + 30
IFF MAKE "H2 :H2 30
TELL :S
TEST SHAPE = 21
IFF CARRY SHAPE 1

IFT CARRY 10
END

TO ADJKICK
MAKE "W WHO
TELL
SS F READLINE
TELL :W
END

Listing A. The Orbit program by Roger Kirchner. This TI Logo program can be used by entering

each of the procedures then making the shapes carried by the sprites in their various attitudes (see

Photo C). Each dynaturtle (or rocket) rotates, either left or right, 30 degrees at a time, so it is neces-

sary to use the MAKESHAPE feature to construct the shapes that the sprites will carry in each of

their 12 attitudes. When Orbit is run, the blue dynaturtle responds to typing E (to give it a kick), S

(to turn left) andD (to turn right). Similarly, the red dynaturtle responds to typing I, J and K. Typ-

ing 1 allows you to input a number to adjust the force of the kick.

it the appropriate kicks. It sounds
simple, but reserve judgement un-

til you try it. No matter how
thorough your understanding of

the physics of circular motion, get-

ting that little creature around that

track will teach you an "intuitive"

thing or two.

Dynaturtles also inhabit certain

regions of TI Logo. Roger Kirchner

(from the math dept. of Carleton

College) has written procedures,

using the TI Logo sprites, for more
than one dynaturtle. His Orbit

program (see Listing A) sets up two
dynaturtles on opposing sides of a

circle (see Photo B). The circle rep-

resents a planet to be orbited. The
dynaturtles (or spaceships) are

controlled and respond as de-

scribed above. Your objective is,

of course, to keep one or both of

them orbiting the planet.

Dynaturtle procedures are a lot

of fun to use and can aid the devel-

opment of a feel for how certain

principles of physics work. Think-

ing about why certain input pat-

terns work and others don't can
lead to insights into classical me-
chanics. The dynaturtle adds yet

another learning dimension to the

use of Logo, regardless of the

user's age.B H.N.
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Logo puts some significant pro-
gramming techniques readily at your
disposal. The techniques of iteration,

procedure nesting and recursion can
be employed, with varying degrees of

difficulty, in most languages. With
Logo, it's almost impossible not to

use and even become conversant
with them. Consider the Coilgrow
program in Listing 2. The idea behind
this program is very simple—draw
a circle, draw a short line, draw
another larger circle, draw another
short line, and so on.

To have the turtle draw this coil, I

made use of all three techniques
mentioned above. The Coilgrow pro-

cedure is recursive— it does some-
thing, then calls itself to do the same
thing again, then calls itself. About
the only thing Coilgrow does is call

another procedure, Circlemove,
which calls yet another nested pro-

cedure, Circle. Circle draws a circle

by iteration of the instructions within
the brackets then returns "control"

to the Circlemove procedure, which
draws a short line from that circle

then returns control to Coilgrow.
Coilgrow calls itself to start the pro-

cess over again, but this time with a

smaller value for the input angle in

order to draw a larger circle.

When I ran Coilgrow, I expected it

to draw a nice straight coil across the

screen just as I had drawn them on
paper as a child. Instead it drew coils

with unexpectedly weird bends and
twists (see Photo 8). While these coils

were interesting, I couldn't under-

stand what was causing the devia-

tions from my plan until I took a

closer look at the iterative Circle pro-

cedure. Obvious, right?

The Factorial and Readnumber
procedures in Listing 3 provide fur-

ther simple examples of some of

Logo's powerful features. Factorial

Photo 5. The cardinal is made up of several dif-

ferent sprites, each carrying different shapes and

colors. When the procedure is run, the cardinal

continually runs across the display. (Procedure

courtesy of Texas Instruments.}
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requires two inputs—the number of

the factorial and the number one.

Factorial does nothing more than test

whether or not the first input is less

than two. If it isn't, the procedure

calls itself, changing the input values

as indicated. This continues until the

test is passed, after which the value

of the factorial is printed out. What is

interesting is that all of the work of

Photo 6. The procedure that produced this display was designed to demonstrate some of the capabilities of

sprite graphics. When the procedure is first executed there appears to be one black ball in the center of the

display—actually all 32 sprites are "piled" up in the same place. The sprites then begin to move apart each

in a different direction and each carrying a differently colored ball. After a few moments they stop, return

home to the center of the display and start to fan out once again.

Photo 7. Display produced by the Trigraph procedure (see Listing 1J. The turtle first draws the X-Y coor-

dinates, then the cosine curve and finally the sine curve.



calculating the value of the factorial

is done in the recursive calls.

Readnumber (also in Listing 3) is an

example of how procedures can be

made interactive. Readnumber
prints a request for your input and, if

your input is a number, calls Fac-

torial passing the number you input

and one. Factorial calculates and

prints the answer. If STOP in Fac-

torial is replaced with READ-
NUMBER, you will be asked for

another input after a factorial is

printed.

Virtually anything that you can do

with Basic, or any other language,

you can, usually more easily, do in

Logo. You can do all of the mundane
tasks that were formerly tedious pen-

cil and paper jobs—most of the com-

puting power in the world today

seems to be devoted to performing

such tasks. But with Logo you will be

seriously tempted to go beyond such

traditional uses of the computer.

With Logo you will almost certainly

end up using the computer as a tool

that helps you think about think-

ing—and that is what artificial in-

telligence research, in its broadest

sense, is all about.

Photo 8. Two coils produced by the Coilgrow procedure (see Listing 2). The only differences are that the

turtle started drawing from different places in each case and the values input to Coilgrow were different.
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Color printing needn't be expensive, as IDS proves with its recently released Prism printers.

Parti-Colored Printers

From IDS

By Jim Hansen

The Prism 132 printer equipped with the color and semi-automatic sheet feed options. This printer will

print color on virtually any type ofpaper that will fit into the sheet feeder. It will print up to six copies.

Prism 80 with cover removed. The noncolor printers feed the ribbon on a bias path to spread ribbon wear.

Black ribbons last about 6 million characters.
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People like color in everything

they touch. It's not surprising,

then, that color printers have received

increased attention during the last

few years. For business uses, color

adds life to otherwise plain computer
output. Educational and artistic uses

abound. Many graphics applications

can exploit color to provide detail not

possible with monochrome (single-

color) output.

Integral Data Systems introduced

two new printers at last November's
Comdex show in Las Vegas: the

Prism 80, an 80-column color model,
and the Prism 132, for 15-inch wide
forms. These printers are special

because they offer an inexpensive

color option as well as a very prac-

tical semi-automatic sheet feeder for

cut sheet paper such as letterhead

stock. Other options for these print-

ers include the "Sprint" option
which can nearly double the through-
put of the printer, seven foreign

character sets and U.S. ASCII. The
price of the basic Prism 80 is $899,

plus options, putting this printer into

the low-cost printer category.

The Prism printers are housed in a

cream-colored, foam-rubber-lined
heavy case with a clear window
above the head area. The main oper-

ator controls are positioned near the

Address correspondence to Jim Hansen, PO Box

234, New Boston, NH 03070.



Three Tales

Of Color Printing
At the 1980 National Computer

Conference (NCC) I found only

three color printers on the conven-
tion floor. The manufacturers
were IBM, Ramtek and Trilog.

Each had an interesting approach

to color printing.

Trilog showed its Colorplot 100

printer. This printer is a modified
Printronics unit that adds an extra

set of tractors to give bidirectional

paper motion (so the paper can be
printed on several times by back-

ing it up) and a 60-yard ribbon di-

vided into three 20-yard color seg-

ments. Color changes, which
could take some time, involve

winding the ribbon to the appro-

priate color band. Resolution was
given as 100 dots per inch, and the

printer can take only edge

punched (fanfold) stock. A print

sample passed out at the conven-

tion is shown in Fig. 1 . The price of

this unit was $9980, plus shipping.

Ramtek, a company specializing

in high resolution graphics dis-

plays, demonstrated their new
Model 4100 color printer. This

unit, which suffered from "noisy

power' ' at the show, features sep-

arate printheads and ribbon car-

tridges for each color plus black.

This printer has 60 dots per inch

horizontal and vertical resolution

and is priced at about $12,000.

IBM showed the 3287 printer, a

derivative of the $9740 model
3289. As is typical of IBM, the dis-

play, the sales pitch and the print

samples were conservative. This

printer changes colors by moving

the head to the right margin and
banging into some sort of

mechanical arrangement which
lifts the ribbon to one of the color

bands. The ribbon is about an inch

wide and has four colors—red,
green, blue and black.

Of the three printers that I found
at the show (there may have been
more hiding somewhere), the IBM
model had the poorest output be-

cause of mechanical problems in

the paper drive system resulting in

horizontal streaking. Only the

Ramtek system seemed to be con-

cerned about color balancing and
mixing. IBM offered only a pro-

cess primary ribbon (primary col-

ors) and Trilog listed the three-

color ribbon and an all black rib-

bon. (Users of the Trilog system
probably have difficulty mixing
black text with the color graphics,

since that would require a change
of ribbon.)

—J.H.

COMPUTER ANIMATION BY
AMBRIDGE INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS LTD.

DRAWN ON PLAIN PAPER BY
TRILOG, INC.
17391 MURPHY AVE.
IRVINE, CA. 92714
(714) 549-4079

RUWING GEAR

SUSPENSION

STEERING

BODY

Fig. 1. A print sample from a Trilog Colorplot 100 printer. This printer is essentially a modified Printronics printer. The color ribbon was broken into three color

segments. The selected color segment is wound into place using the ribbon drive and can take a fairly long time to access colors on the opposite end ofthe ribbon.

Additional colors can be produced by overstriking combinations of the three colors—e.g., green is produced from the blue and yellow.
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The color shifting is done with a small dc motor driving a cam via a worm gear. A notched encoder wheel
provides the controller with position information. The forms thickness adjust lever isjust to the left of the
encoder-cam assembly.

top right corner of the printer. They
control on-line/off-line and manual
paperfeed operations. The self-test

switch and power-on option-select

switches are recessed in a slot near

the top left edge of the printer.

The back apron has the power

switch, power cord and interface

connector on it. Both Centronics-

compatible parallel and RS-232C
serial interfaces are standard.

Paper can be fed from the back,

straight up from the bottom or from
the front of the printer. Printers

equipped with the sheet-feed option
can take cut sheet paper or other fric-

tion-feed stock. Printer output is

ejected from the top of the unit just

behind the window.
The window snaps into the case

and is easily removed to gain access

to the forms-thickness adjustment le-

ver, on the right side of the printer,

and the friction/tractor feed selector

on the left. There are no other oper-
ator controls inside the printer.

The case is held rigidly to the frame
of the printer with a Phillips-head

screw in each corner. The printer

frame is made of heavy sheet steel

with sound-absorbing foam rubber
around the base.

The controller and power supply
cards are located behind the tractors.

The color option, a small PC card
with a motor and cam assembly on it,

is mounted on the right side of the

printer.

The printhead is driven by a large

four-pole stepper motor via a timing
belt. The head is open-loop operated,

meaning that there is no position

feedback to the controller.

Paper feed is also stepper-driven

with a timing belt. The paper motor
and drive belt are located on the right

side of the printer, and the lower fric-

Figs. 2 and 3. Color print samples supplied by IDS. The pictures in Figs. 2 and 3 are simply screen dumps from an Apple computer using the Computer Stations

460/560 Screen Dump programs. The images were stored on disk as separations; i.e., one image contained all the yellow parts of the picture, another the cyan,

the third the magenta and the fourth the black. The yellow image was loadedfrom the disk and dumped on the printer using the yellow ribbon. The color was then

switched to cyan, and the paper returned to the top ofthe page using one ofthe vertical positioning commands. The cyan image was then loaded and dumped. The
process was then repeated for magenta and black. Thus, a color dump takes about four times as long as an ordinary screen dump. If the printer is told to print

graphics bidirectionally, the print time will be reduced to about twice as long.



tion feed drive wheels are driven by a

belt from the tractor mechanism on
the left side. Rubber drive wheels on

the tractor assembly drive cut sheet

stock once it clears the lower drive

area.

The ribbon is housed in a stuffer

box similar to that used by IBM's
model 3287 (see sidebar). Printers

without color move the ribbon along

a bias path under the head to distrib-

ute ribbon wear. Color printers pass

the ribbon parallel to the head. The
ribbon is moved by a small dc motor

and gear box.

The color shift mechanism consists

of a small dc motor driving a cam via

a worm gear. The cam lifts the entire

ribbon assembly to select one of four

color bands on the ribbon. Attached

to the cam is a slotted encoder wheel

for control of ribbon band selection.

Ribbon shifting typically takes 100

milliseconds.

The printer controller uses a Mo-
torola 6803 microprocessor. Printer

firmware is provided in two 2532

EPROM (erasable-programmable
read-only memory) chips (about 8K
bytes). The Sprint option is an addi-

tional 2716 EPROM (2K bytes). The
controller has 2K bytes of random-
access memory, of which about 1400

bytes are used for the print buffer.

The power-on options are selected

with two DIP switches located next

to the self-test switch. These are ac-

cessible from the outside of the case.

Power-on options are: one of four

Fig- 3.

character densities, six or eight lines

per inch, page skip at end of form on
or off, automatic line feed on or off,

Sprint or correspondence printing,

programmable functions enabled,

one of eight form sizes, and serial

data rate and parity selection if the

Rear view of the Prism 80 printer with cover removed. The power supply card is mounted on the bach

apron, with the controller fastened just behind the tractors. The input-output connector is shown in the

left corner of the printer (as viewed from the rear).

serial mode is in use. Users with for-

eign character sets installed can also

select which set is used at power up.

The interface selection is made
with a jumper near the I/O connec-

tor. The RS-232C interface provides

both XON-XOFF and data terminal

ready signals for data flow control.

The interface may be set to most
common data rates from 150 to 9600
bits per second. The strobe and
acknowledge signals on the parallel

interface can be inverted with
jumpers.
The self test switch can be activat-

ed from the outside of the printer

case and prints a rolling ASCII pat-

tern using the printer characteristics

and margins as programmed at the

time the self test was started.

Features

Prism printers respond to 27 con-

trol codes and 17 escape sequences.
The escape sequences and all but car-

riage return, line feed and form feed

control codes are disabled when the

printer is powered up with the ex-

panded function switch in the disable

position.

Control codes are used in the Prism
printers to perform carriage returns

and select one of the three different

line feeds, each separately program-
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An Apple Screen dump in progress. This image was printed by dumping the yellow parts of the entire pic-

ture first, then cyan, magenta and last black. This helps minimize ribbon contamination caused by picking
ink up from earlier passes when overstriking to mix colors. The colors shown were generated by overstrik-

ing the entire blocks. Good shades ofyet more colors can be obtained by mixing different proportions ofthe
colors from the ribbon.

mable for length and direction; select

graphics mode; normal or double
width characters; fixed or automatic
proportional spacing; one of three

print densities; backspace for over-

strike; automatic text justification;

vertical or horizontal tabs; and uni- or
bidirectional graphics printing. The
codes also select or deselect the

printer.

Several of these features, since they
are unusual, need explanation. The

Prism printers allow the paper to be
moved both up and down. Three
line-feed commands are provided,
and each may be programmed by an
escape sequence. When powered up,
advance 1 is set according to the
lines-per-inch setting of the power-on
option DIP switch. Advance 2 de-
faults to one-half of this value (for

subscripting) and advance 3 is set to

minus the setting of advance 2, pro-

viding superscript spacing.

The Prism printers offer built-in

proportional spacing. Once this mode
is selected all text is spaced according
to the width of the character. Any
character density or width may be
printed in this mode.
Automatic text justification is stan-

dard on the Prism printers. This fea-

ture allows the output to be format-
ted automatically so that both the left

and right margins are straight. In this

mode, all text is sent to the printer
without carriage returns or line feeds

at the end of sentences. The printer

fills the lines, justifying them at word
boundaries as necessary. Carriage
returns are sent at the ends of par-

agraphs to cause any text remaining
to be flushed to the left of the line.

Prism printers support eight verti-

cal and eight horizontal tab positions,

which are programmed with escape
sequences. Graphics normally are
printed unidirectionally. If a small
(about lA- or Vz-dot) amount of mar-
gin error is acceptable, graphics can
be printed bidirectionally with logic-

seeking, nearly doubling graphics
throughput.

Escape sequences are used to pro-
gram various printer parameters as

well as select a few of the optional
features. They can also be used to

position the paper and head (actually,

the next print position because of au-
tomatic logic seek) in special ways.
A consistent format is used for all

escape sequences. The ASCII escape
code is sent, followed by an escape
control character, then the parame-

LETTER QUALITY PRINTING

NORMAL MODE
10 CHARS/ INCH I "•»%&• ( )•, - /0123456789:;<-> ? 9ABCDEFCH IJKLMNOPQRSTUVVX Y Z C \ ] '_' *bcdef gh! j k 1 mno pq r s t u vwi y x { : )

12 CHARS/ INCH • "8$%4 '()•, -./0123454789:; < > > »tABCDEFCHI JKLHNOPQRSTUVVXYZf. \

]

"_' abcdt f gh i j

k

lanopqrs t u»wiy i ( ! )"B
14 I CHUSMNCH '•IW <>«.-. /II2MJ47I? . (>'8AICDEFCHI JIlKXOPQItSTVWXYZt \ 1 V*kcd.fghi jkluopqrst«f»i T i( : >"l

> ? <» A B C D E F" Ci M I xJ K. LMNO F» Ci K 2=.

ENHANCED MODE
lO CHARS/ INCH: • " * « °/„ &, ' < >*-*.,_ . /01234SA78V : ; <
T\_J \/W X V Z C \ 3 *

x a.bci<JAxTgh&x 3lclmi-iop>qrstu vvn/ >c y -z. C 5 > *~ BB
12 CHARS/INCH: ! •'••«**' < >**.,_. /0123456789: ; < . > ?9ABCDEFCHI J K LMNO P Q R STU VW X Y 2 C \ J ' _ *

abcdefghi jklmnopqrstuvwxyzC : > ~ ffl

16 8 CHARS/ INCH: !"••%*• <>«,_. /0I2345478? ;<-> ? 9 A BC D E F CH I J K LMNOPQRSTUVWX Y Z C \ ] '_>abcdtf ghl Iklmopqtituvwiyi C : )

DRAFT QUALITY PRINTING

NORMAL MODI
10 CHARS /INCH

!
•#*X8' ( ».- / 01 2 34 -56789 } <»>7«ABCDEFCHZ JKLMNOPQRSTUUWXYZC\3*. 'abcdef tfhl jklmopqrttuuuxya I »~BI

12 CHARS /INCH '
•#$»8

• ()*+,- /01ZJ456789 ,
< * > 78ABCDEFGHI JK LMNOPQRSTUyWXYZCM

"

_

v abode f ghi

j

k 1 inopqrs tuuux y z C ! )"
16 B CHARS/INCH ' 'UU '<»*,- /01Z3454789 , <«>78ABCUEFGHIJIlMN0PQR5TlW«XYZ[\D*_ ,

abf d«fghi jklinopqrstuvwxyzf.' | }-§

« NHANCI l> HODK
LO Cl-I^ff9«/ XBXCI I I

a °*«1l«& - C > *C-8~ „ /01234-SAT89 : i <— > Vti*^MtIOfc> UM A «| K I MfsHH'MK • ,
i iJvwxY z :::: \, .1 - . • i > c cJ *» r ^a? 8^ *, „j i< :i_ m •• «:» ?* «f - m -t. ».» %#** m «.j m <: : :>

—

hi
± 22 OMAR S /INCH I ~ 4> * X & - < I *c -8- . — . /01Z3^SA-rOS>: ; < — >?OABCDEF^GHIJKI_MIMORGlRSTlJWWXY2:C\_|-abcdefghijklMnopqrstuuwxgzC I 3 -~"BI

16 8 CHARS /INCH:
!

' •*%& • ( > *+ . - /01Z3456789: ; <*>?OABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUUUXYZC\3'_ >mbcdtf hijklBnop<|r*tuvwx V zt I 3

Fig. 4. Frint samples from the Prism printers. Draft quality printing, nearly twice as fast as letter or correspondence quality printing, is available only on printers
with the "Sprint" option. The increase in speed (over 200 characters per second) is traded for print quality. All printer features are operative in thedraftmode, in-

cluding proportional spacing and text justification. (All Prism print samples are courtesy of IDS.)
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MARCH!
SPECIALS
WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF

ATARI SOFTWARE, PERIPHERALS

AND ACCESSORIES.

OKIDATA MICROLINE 80 ATARI 8 1

DISK DRIVE

$329. $429.00

CBM 8032 Computer

CBM 8050 Disk Drive

CBM 4032 Computer

CBM 4040 Disk Drive

CBM 4022

CBM VIC-20

Amdek 100G

Amdek Color - 1 13" Color Monitor

Microtek 1 6K Ramboard for Atari 800

Microtek 32K Ramboard for Atari 400 and 800

Qume Sprint 9/45 (Full Panel)

Atari 400 16K

Atari 410 Recorder

Atari 825 Printer

Atari 850 Interface

Atari 810 Disk Drive

Atari 800 16K

Epson MX-70

Epson MX-80

Epson MX-80 FT

1 149.00 Epson MX-100 FT 729.00

1349.00 NEC PC-8023 Printer 629.00

1029.00 NEC 7710 Spinwriter 2345.00

1029.00 NEC 7720 Spinwriter 2695.00

649.00 NEC 7730 Spinwriter 2345.00

269.00 NEC JC 1 201 M(A)— Color 1
2" Monitor . . . 359.00

159.00 NEC 12" JB 1201M Monitor 159.00

329.00 Okidata Microline-80 329.00

79.00 Okidata Microline-82A 499.00

149.00 Okidata Microline-83A 729.00

2295.00 Diablo 630 1995.00

339.00 M & R Sup-R-Terminal 279.00

60.00 Microsoft Soft Card (Z-80) 279.00

599.00 Hazeltine 1420 799.00

139.00 Northstar Horizon II 32K QD 2925.00

429.00 Anadex DP-9500/9501 1249.00

749.00 Televideo 910 559.00

349.00 Televideo 912C 669.00

449.00 Televideo 920C 689.00

549.00 Televideo 950 929.00

CALL TOLL FREE!
EAST COAST WEST COAST

1 -800-556-7586 1 -800-235-358

1

COMPUTER SHOPPING CENTER

12 Meeting Street

Cumberland, Rl 02864
1-401-722-1027

TELEX 952106

COMPUTER SHOPPING CENTER

3533 Old Conejo Rd. # 1 02
Newbury Park, CA 9 1 320

1 -805-499-3678

CA. TOLL FREE 1-800-322-1873

TELEX 182889

COMPUTER SHOPPING CENTER
We Accept CO. D.'s • Stock Shipments Same Day or Next • No Surcharge for Credit Cards

• All Equipment Factory Fresh w/MFT Warranty • We Carry the Complete Line of Personal Software

• Prices do not Reflect Shipping Charges

Rhode Island and California Residents please add 6% Sales Tax

^89

NEC GREEN

12 MONITOR JB 1201M

$159.00

••n

EPSON MX-80
INTERFACE & CABLES IEEE $55.
RS-232 $70. TRS-80 CABIE $35.

$449.00

AMDEK COLOR- 1 MONITOR

$329.00

EPSON MX-100 FT PRINTER

$729.00

PRICES ARE SUBJECT
TO CHANGE

WITHOUT NOTICE

•See List of Advertisers on page 178 Microcomputing, March 1982 115



10
15

REM PRINT SAMPLE PROCRAM FOR THE PRISM PRINTERS
CLEAR 1000

20
30

REM GENERATE TEST STRING
FOR X«33 TO 127

40
50

A$«A$+CHR$ (X)
NEXT X

60
70
75
80

REM PRINT LETTER QUALITY FONT
LPRINT CHRf ( 27 )

; "R,

1

,
%"

LPRINT "LETTER QUALITY PRINTING"
GOSUB 500

90
93
95
100

REM PRINT DRAFT FONT
LPRINT CHRS < 27 )

, "R, 2 , •"

;

LPRINT "DRAFT QUALITY PRINTING"
GOSUB 500

1 10
120
130

LPRINT CHR$<27)
; "R, 1 ,

$" REM SELECT LQ FONT BEFOR1
LPRINT CHR$<2):REM SELECT NORMAL MODE, TOO
END

500 REM PRINT OUT THE SAMPLE
5 10 REM FIRST, NORMAL MODE
520 LPRINT CHRS<2)
530 LPRINT "NORMAL MODE"
540 GOSUB 1000
550
560

LPRINT: LPRINT CHR$ < 1 );" ENHANCED MODE"
GOSUB 1000

570
580

LPRINT: LPRINT CHR$<2);
RETURN

1000 REM OUTPUT EVERYTHING
1010 LPRINT CHR$(29),"10 CHARS/INCH: " ; A

$

1020 LPRINT CHRS<30>,"12 CHARS/INCH: ";A$
1030 LPRINT CHRS ( 31 )

;

"16 8 CHARS/INCH: ";A$
1040 LPRINT CHR$<29)
1050 RETURN

QUITTING

Listing 1. The program used to generate the print sample shown in Fig. 4. A string of ASCII
characters is generated in lines 30 to 50, and output in a subroutine beginning at line WOO. Line 70
selects the letter quality font then calls the output subroutine. Line 93 selects the draft quality font

and then does the same. The letter quality (correspondence) font prints with overlapping dots,

while draft does not.

ters separated by commas and
spaces. The sequence is ended by any
non-numeric character except a com-
ma or space. For example, to pro-

gram the printer margins to print

from three inches to six inches on the

paper (leaving a three-inch print line)

the command line in Basic is:

10 PRINT CHR$(27);"J, 360,720,$"

In this case, CHR$(27) is the ASCII
escape code, J is the control for

margins, 360 and 720 are the margin
settings in 1/120-inches and the $ is

the terminator. (Vertical parameters

are programmed in 1/48-inch steps.)

Other commands have as few as

one and as many as eight parameters
possible. A standard Prism printer

will let you program three separate

vertical advances for paper motion
either up or down and up to eight

horizontal and eight vertical tabs, sets

the left and right margins, forms
lengths and page skip boundaries,
changes the intercharacter spacing,

and positions the printhead and pa-

per to an absolute position or char-

acter/line on the form.

Printers equipped with color use an
escape sequence to select the color. A
"fifth" color can be selected when
using an all-black ribbon. This causes

the printer to automatically change
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color bands at the end of each page to

evenly distribute ribbon wear.

An escape sequence is used to se-

lect character fonts on printers
equipped with either the Sprint op-
tion or foreign character sets. The
Sprint option lets the printer run in a

high-speed "draft" mode where the
characters do not use overlapped
dots. Table 1, which shows the re-

sults of the throughput tests, indi-

cates that the draft mode is a little less

than twice the speed of normal cor-

respondence quality printing.

Graphics

Prism printers feature 84 overlap-

ping dots per inch of graphics resolu-

tion, both vertically and horizontally.

The graphics mode, if available, is se-

lected upon receipt of a control-C

CHR$(3)). Thereafter, the seven
east-significant bits in each ASCII
character are printed as a column
seven dots high. The control-C is

used as an escape character in the
graphics mode, and must be sent

twice to use it as a graphics character.

The graphics mode is exited by send-
ing a control-C—control-B sequence.

Semi-Automatic Sheet Feed

The sheet feed option offers a prac-

tical way of printing on letterhead

stock. This option adds a tray under
the front apron of the printer, friction

feed rollers and a control lever for se-

1

1 5

20
30
40
50
35
56
60
70
SO
?0
1 00
1 1

1 20
1 30

140
1 50
1 60
1 70
1 80
190
200
2 1

220
225
2 30
240
250
260
270
260
285
2 V0
300
3 1

320
330
400
420
440

DETERMINE PRINT SPEED

SHORT LINE
LINE OF MEDIUM LENCTH
IS LONG, A FULL WIDTH

OPERATOR DELAY

IS FOR SHORT LINE PRINT SPEED

LPRINT AS NEXT N

OPERATOR

REM TEST TO
CLEAR 1000
A$="THIS IS A
B«-"HERE IS A
C$-"THIS LINE
REM
REM INPUT FOR
INPUT ZS
REM
REM THIS TEST
REM
FOR N=l TO 100
REM
REM DELAY FOR
INPUT ZS
REM
REM THIS TEST IS FOR MEDIUM LINE
FOR N=l TO 100 LPRINT BS NEXT N
REM
INPUT ZS
REM
REM THIS TEST IS FOR LONG LINES
REM
FOR Nrl TO 100 LPRINT CS NEXT
REM
INPUT ZS
REM
REM THIS TEST IS FOR MIXED LINE LENGTHS
REM
FOR N«=l TO 33 LPRINT A$ LPRINT BS LPRINT
REM
REM
INPUT ZS
REM THIS TEST IS FOR RANDOM LINE LENGTHS
FOR N«l TO 100
ON RND(3) GOTO 400,420,440
NEXT N
END
L P R I NT
LPRINT
LPRINT

42 CHRS
LINE (WELL ALMOST > IT IS THE SLOWEST ONE

100 L INES

PRINT SPEED - 100 LINES

100 L INES

N

CS NEXT N

AS
BS
CS

GOTO
GOTO
GOTO

320
320
320

Listing 2. This program has been used to generate throughput data on all printers tested. In the

case ofthe Prism printers, it was run twice, once for correspondence quality fonts, and once for the

draft or Sprint font. The results are shown in Table I.



lecting friction or tractor feed.

Paper guides on the tray are ad-

justable for any size paper that can be

accommodated by the printer. The
minimum length of the paper stock

usable is limited by how far into the

printer it can be pushed (it has to go

in five or six inches). IDS has made
no provision for printing on enve-

lopes. Paper rolls could probably be

# Chars Correspondence Draft Mode
Test Type of Data Printed Time—Sees Throughput Time—Sees Throughput

1 Short Line

21 Characters

2100

2 Medium Line

42 Characters

4200

3 Long Line

75 Characters

7500

4 Mixed, Fixed

Order, 99 Lines

4554

5 Random Mix

100 Lines

4596

43

62

95

84

82

48.84

67.74

79.15

54.21

56.05

29

40

59

52

50

72.41

102.44

127.19

87.58

91.92

Table I. Throughput data for the Prism printers. See Listing 2 for the program used for tests 1

through 5. All tests were run on a TRS-80 Model I computer. Times measured with a sweep second

hand of a wall clock.

used, but no provision has been made
for holding them.

The sheet feed (actually, friction

feed) mode is selected by moving the

selector toward the back of the print-

er. If no paper is in the printer at this

time, it will automatically switch off-

line. When a sheet of paper is put into

the feed chute, the printer auto-

matically feeds it so the top edge is

just above the printhead. The printer

then switches on-line, and your com-
puter can print the text on the page in

the normal fashion. When finished,

the printer should be sent a form feed

to eject the printed page. The printer

will then go off-line and wait for the

next sheet to be inserted.

Manual

The preliminary manual supplied

with the Prism printers is 8V2 by 11

inches and punched for ring binders.

It is about 1/3-inch thick and written

THIS TEXT IS PRINTED NON- JUSTI F I ED , FIXED
SPACING

The Microcosm was made by Henry Bridges a

nd probably finished shortly before 1734.
What the relationship between the humble
Henry Bridges and the powerful and rich D
uke of Chandos was is still not known. V
ery little is know about Henry Bridges. Hi
s date of birth (calculated from his chur
ch-yard tombstone) was in 1697. Contempo
rary accounts describe him as an architec
t and carpenter. He completed this clock
after more than eight years' of study.

A 1741 advertisement announced that the M
icrocosm could be viewed at Mitre near Ch
aring Cross and "that Mr. Bridges being e

ngaged in much Business at home would be
willing to sell the machine M

THIS TEXT IS PROPORTIONALLY SPACED AND
JUSTIFIED
The Microcosm was made by Henry Bridges and probably

finished shortly before 1734. What the relationship
between the humble Henry Bridges and the powerful
and rich Duke of Chandos was is still not known.
Very little is know about Henry Bridges. His date of

birth (calculated from his church-yard tombstone) was
in 1697. Contemporary accounts describe him as an

architect and carpenter. He completed this clock
after more than eight years' of study. A 1741

advertisement announced that the Microcosm could be

viewed at Mitre near Charing Cross and "that Mr.

Bridges being engaged in much Business at home would
be willing to sell the machine •1

THIS TEXT IS PRINTED ON A

TWO INCH LINE

The Microcosm was made by

Henry Bridges and probably

finished shortly before
1734. What the relationship

between the humble Henry
Bridges and the powerful and

rich Duke of Chandos was is

still not known. Very little is

know about Henry Bridges. His

date of birth (calculated from

his church-yard tombstone) was

in 1697. Contemporary accounts

describe him as an architect

and carpenter. He completed

this clock after more than eight

years' of study. A 1741

advertisement announced that

the Microcosm could be viewed

at Mitre near Charing Cross and

"that Mr. Bridges being engaged

in much Business at home would

be willing to sell the
machine .

"

Figs. 5a, 5b, and 5c. Sample text printed on Prism printers.

Fig. 5a (top left) shows the printout without proportional

spacing or textjustification turned on. Words are arbitrarily

wrapped around to the beginning of the next line whenever

the line is full. Fig. 5b (bottom left) shows the same text print-

ed after the printer was commanded to justify text and pro-

portionally space the characters. Fig. 5c (above) shows the

same text printed as in Fig. 5b, but this time with a two-inch

print line. Once again, note that the printer is doing all the

text formatting without help of the host computer, which is

only supplying the text to be printed.
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The Prism printers offer more features

than any other low-cost dot matrix printer.

I was very impressed with the color images printed.

in standard King's English. I found it

to be complete and with practical ex-

amples of how to program the print-

er. It includes a glossary of terms in

an appendix and a complete listing of

control codes at the end of the

manual. It's well written and people
new to computing or with nontech-
nical backgrounds should have no
trouble understanding it.

Subjective Analysis

There can be no doubt that the

Prism printers offer more features

than any other low-cost dot matrix

printer. I liked the "clean" manner in

which they are programmed. The
commands are unambiguous and
completely compatible. There are no
illegal combinations of printer fea-

tures. Any character size, pitch or

font may be mixed with any other, in-

cluding graphics, on a single line. For

example, you can mix draft, propor-

tional spacing and double-size char-

acters in a single line.

The printer is powerful enough
that in many cases a text processor to

format output may not be necessary.

The program in Listing 3 shows how
some text would appear if printed

normally, then how it appears with
automatic justification and propor-
tional spacing turned on. To my
knowledge, no other low-cost printer

can do this automatically.

I like the backspace feature. Most
low-cost printers simply discard the

last character received when a back-

space code is sent. The Prism printer

will actually backspace so that over-

strike is possible. This is a useful

feature when using APL, or printing

mathematical formulas or foreign

languages.

I was very impressed with the color

images printed by the Prism printer.

(I hope they look as good in print as
they do in hand.) My opinion is that

the rendition of the colors as well as

the graphics accuracy is as good as
any of the $10,000 printers men-
tioned in the sidebar.

Three separate ribbons are avail-

able for the Prism printers. A process
mix ribbon (yellow, cyan, magenta
and black) was used to print the
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samples shown. A process primary
ribbon (red, green, blue and black)

has about the same ink colors as

shown in the IBM print sample. An
all black ribbon is available for users

of noncolor printers and for when no
color is being printed.

IDS claims a life of about 2 million

characters per color band on color

ribbons, and about 6 million on the

all black ribbon. The same ribbon

cartridge (a stuffer box system) is

used for both the narrow- and wide-

body printers.

Business users will probably ap-

preciate the sheet feeder more than

hobbyists, but I enjoyed feeding page

after page through it. I did not en-

counter any jams until I fed wrinkled
paper, which sometimes got caught
under the ribbon. Nearly any kind of

stock seems to feed, including onion
skin. I even successfully sent through
a couple of sheets with carbon paper.
The Prism printers will print on
forms up to six parts thick.

The graphics, incidentally, are
good enough that you could encode
your name with them and print it at

the bottom of business letters. They
could also be used to generate shaded
areas in either black or color for mak-
ing your own invoices, purchase
orders and the like.

The printers are fairly quiet. I

measured a standard Prism 80 to 63
db; one with the sheet feed option ran

about 66 db. By comparison, a Selec-

tric typewriter is usually about 73 db.

There were two things that I did

not like about the printers. The paper
guides for the sheet feed do not move

spacing

FIXED SPACING"

PRINTING

AND JUSTIFIED"

TWO INCH LINE" LPRINT LPRINT

CONF IGURATION

100 REM program to demonstrate justification and proportional
110 CLEAR 1000 REM PROVIDE SOME STRING SPACE
120 REM PROGRAM MARGINS TO 5 INCH LINES
130 LPRINT CHRS ( 27 ) . " J , 1 20 , 6 20 . «

"

140 REM SELECT FIXED SPACING, NON- JUSTI F I ED PRINTING
150 LPRINT CHR$ < 6 ) , CHRS ( 5

)

1 55 LPRINT: LPRINT
160 LPRINT "THIS TEXT IS PRINTED NON- JUSTI F I ED
170 GOSUB 1000
1 75 LPRINT LPRINT
180 REM SELECT PROPORTIONAL SPACING, JUSTIFIED
185 LPRINT CHR$ < 16 ) , CHR* ( 4

)

190 LPRINT "THIS TEXT IS PROPORTIONALLY SPACED
200 GOSUB 1000
201 LPRINT CHR$(12):REM MOVE TO NEXT PAGE
205 LPRINT
210 REM NOW PRINT ON A TWO INCH LINE
220 LPRINT CHR$ < 27 ) , " J , 1 20 , 360 ,

%

"

225 LPRINT "THIS TEXT IS PRINTED ON A
230 GOSUB 1000
235 LPRINT
240 REM PUT PRINTER BACK TO A NORMAL
250 LPRINT CHRS ( 27 )

,
" J , 1 20 ,

1

000 ,

$
" , CHR$ ( 5 ) , CHR« ( 6

)

260 END
1000 REM OUTPUT ROUTINE
1005 RESTORE
1010 FOR X=l TO 7

1020 READ AS

10 30 LPRINT A$

,

1040 NEXT X

1050 RETURN
2000 DATA The Microcosm was made by Henry Bridges and probably finished s

hortly before 1734.
2010 DATA What the relationship between the humble Henry Bridges and the
powerful and rich Duke of Chandos was is still not known

2020 DATA Very little is know about Henry Bridges
2030 DATA His date of birth (calculated from his church-yard tombstone) w
as in 16 97.
2040 DATA Contemporary accounts describe him as an architect and carpente
r .

2050 DATA He completed this clock after more than eight years' of study

2060 DATA A 1741 advertisement announced that the Microcosm could be vie
wed at Mitre near Charing Cross and "that Mr Bridges being engaged in mu
ch Business at home would be willing to sell the machine ."

Listing 3. This simple program shows how easy it is to generate fairly impressive printouts using

only the intelligence in the Prism printers. The information in the DATA statements starting at

line 2000 is output to the printer three times. The printer is initially set for five-inch margins in line

130. The text is then sent to the printer to demonstrate the automatic wraparound feature shown

in Fig. 5a. Notice how words at the end of the line are arbitrarily wrapped to the beginning of the

next line. Next, line 185 commands the printer tojustify the text andproportionally space the char-

acters. The results, shown in Fig. 5b, are nearly book-like in appearance. The last demonstration

prints the same data, this time with two-inch margins, selected in line 220. The result is shown in

Fig. 5c, and looks much like a newspaper column.



A QUANTUM ADVANCE IN COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY

Now, any business with training, sales or information programs may

be obsolete with the advent of INTERACTIVE VIDEODISC
TECHNOLOGY—a fast, new, cost cutting way to increase productivity

and get better, more effective performance.

EXPERTS IN LEARNING
Having designed effective systems for:

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATORS
Transforming videodisc into productive communication

US ARMY

SONY CORPORATION

NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE

RAYTHEON SERVICE COMPANY
THORN-EMI, LONDON

JOHN WILEY & SONS. PUBLISHERS

Achieving formerly inaccessible results

INSTANT ACCESS TO 50.000 PICTURES OR PAGES

M CAPACITY OF 500 SLIDE PROJECTORS

LIVE ACTION WITH REVERSE

IMPECCABLE STEREO SOUND

BILINGUAL CAPABILITY

SLOW. FAST. FREEZE FRAME VIDEO

MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS - VMI INTERFACE
Access 5 different videodisc players with video switching and a standard RS232C port

l.
NEEDS
ASSESSMENT

^ INSTRUCTIONAL
DESIGN

WThe Best
Video-Microcomputer
Interface Available

V

< V
t THE M^^aSINGLE SOURCE^
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THE

MNGLE SOURC
FOR
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EFFECTIVE
VIDEODISC
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*V Allen Communication
3004 Arapahoe Avenue Boulder. Colorado 80303
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freely and feel "scratchy"; some-
times they even squeak. The other

major complaint is that the plastic

window has a sound baffle so that

you cannot watch the text as it is be-

ing printed. (I happen to like watch-

ing it as soon as it is on the paper.)

With the window in place printing

takes place a couple of inches below
the baffle.

In summary, I found the Prism

printer to be faster (about 30 percent

above the Epson MX- 100 when com-
pared in the correspondence mode)
than any other printer in the low-cost

area. The fonts are crisp. The printers

have no competition in the "smart

printer" class. When IDS mentioned

"affordable" color, they "meant they

chopped something like $8500 out of

the cost of a color printer but retained

print quality and color balance better

than most and at least as good as

those I saw at the NCC.
IDS has made a good product and

supports it with an extensive service

network. If you are looking for a

medium- to heavy-duty printer for

business or home, and want a first-

class American product, you might

want to look at the Prism printer

line.B

Feature Summary Table

Except for carriage width, features are the same for both the Prism 80 and Prism 132

printers.

Print Characteristics

Densities (Chars/inch) 10 12 16.8

Double Width Y Y Y
Proportional Spacing Y Y Y
Underscore Y Y Y
Justification Y Y Y
Fonts

Character Sets 8

Line Density (Lines/inch) 6/8 Also programmable in 1/48 in. steps

Form Lengths 3, 4, 3.5, 7, 12, 11, 8.5, 14 inches. Also programmable in

1/48-inch steps

Printer Throughput 54 cps (correspondence), 87 (draft)

Graphics Dot mapped, 84 dots per inch vertical and horizontal

Color 4 color printing optional

Mechanical

Ribbon

Paper Types

Power

Size

Weight

Interface

Signaling

Coding

Connector

36 yards x 1 inch wide in stuffer cartridge

Friction feed rolls or sheets, punched fanfold

115/230 volts 50/60 Hz 125 watts

Prism 80: 9.1H x 15.75W x 12.4D

Prism 132: 9.1H x 15.75W x 12.4D

Prism 80: 24.5 lbs.

Prism 132: 29.1 lbs.

Centronics compatible parallel

RS-232C

U.S. ASCII seven-bit parallel

DB-25S (Standard RS-232 female connector required)

J.& (tetatpcn

WIX-80

^^m
Top- selling

matrix printer

MX-80F/T
Uses fanfold

or single sheet

paper

MX-100
i

Wide carriage • Graftrax

WE HAVE ACCESSORIES!

.i,:i;<7JNiH;-

CALL

FOR
PRICES

I

25cps parallel $1380 45cps parallel
TYPEWRITER QUALITY » FRICTION FEED * DAISYWHEE

r

1755

•

MICR0UNE80

MICR0UNE82A $529

MICROLINE 82A & 83A
FEATURES: 120cps*
9x9 dot matrix

• true lower descenders
, MICROLINE 85A 755

UDS MODEM
U0S MODEM
LEXICON MODEM

103IP
103JLP
IEX11

DIRECT
AUTOANSWER
ACOUSTIC COUPIED

169
5210
s 125

SCOTCH 3IW DISKETTES
8 "SS$D 10/52. 79ea. 50/52. 69ea.

5V4"SSSD 10/52.69 ea. 50/52.59 ea.

P.O. BOX 305
IYIASSAPE0UA, NY 11758

TERMS: M0. Certified or Cashier s Check

Allow 2 weeks tor personal checks

NY State residents, add sales tax

(516)798-7048

^203

Visa; MasterCard: Add 2%
FOB Shipping Point

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

-*«;̂

*^^ What
J^ makes your

CENTRONICS?
737 or 739

the better buy...

the new ETI

ETI's own microprocessor intelligence

can put all the power of your 737 or 739 Printer

at your fingertips...

ETI's pioneering design (patents pending) allows you to control all

the options of this powerful printer with simple commands right

from Basic or the body of your wordprocessing text.

Provides maximum printing speed with mainframe-like dedicated

peripheral control and programmability.

Compatible with most popular wordprocessing packages and

microcomputer hardware.

Features

• access to all six fonts of the 737 printer & graphics on 739

• true proportional spacing with justification

• superscript, subscript, underlining

• user definable spacing, line centering, form feed

• UPPER/lowercase support also for UPPER-only systems

• optional use of BASIC as a simple but flexible wordprocessor

• no additional cables— Centronics-like edge-card connector

ETI-A: $147 ETI-T: $147 ETI-U: $157
(Apple® II +) (TRS-8CT Mod. I.ll.lll) (all others)

order now directly from us (check, MO, Visa, MC)
or your local printer dealer
(N.J. residents please add 5% tax)

micrOclome
master charge CORPORATION

Denville, New Jersey 07834
P.O. Box 392 (201)627-8554
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for Applt oompuUr with

IppltioH and
DOS 3.3

Eft***
*

The Versatile, Complete

PERSONAL BUDGET PROGRAM
With Unique Croti-R*f«r«nclng CODE-SUBCODE

NOW YOU CAN EXTRACT AND SUMMARIZE
Th« Information You Nood For Claiming All Thota

TAX DEDUCTIONS!
— uteri report DOUBLING tho standard IRS SALES TAX

deduction I

— determine CHILD and RETIRED PARENT SUPPORT I

— Flag TAX DEDUCTIBLES from unlimited categories I

— BEAT THE IRS mileage allowance I

Many other tax applications!

And this remarkable program doesn't stop when the taxes

are done I All year around let MONEYCO help you reconcile

bank statements, set budgets, locate records, lots morel

FUxibl* to fit your noodt ... no restrictions on numbtr of cotogorios or longth

of ontry . . . ovon subcatogoriiot Income and expenses for each member of your

family I Stores over 3000 records per disk . . . printout capabilities . . . and

MONEYCO was USER TESTED for two years prior to national marketing I

MONEY GO ' floppy disk program & complete documentation

only 40 (includes shipping)

TN residents odd 4 % % sales tax

KEY SOFTWARE
* ^e*. / Apple and Applesoft are

registered trademarks of

Apple Computer Co.

IT'S ABOUT TIME!

SUPERCLOCK II™

A COMPLETE
CLOCK/CALENDAR

SYSTEM FOR THE

APPLE II.

FEATURES:
• Timing from milliseconds to 99 years

• 12/24 Hour formats plus day of week
• Does not use C800-CFFF address space

• Automatic dating of files stored on disk

Automatic updating of PASCAL'S Filer

Up to four software controlled interrupts

Full battery operation for up to 10 years

HNHUUUI

p ,j, .•oii.'ni
•>

m ie Ir ee
«f>Pi£SOM ie i: fc*

16

1

1

1

1

I ] :

SUPERCLOCK II COMPLETE SYSTEM $159

TIME-CLOCK II program automatically keeps track of the

time you spend on your computer for each job, client, pro-

gram, etc. Then prints out a detailed report. Requires
SUPERCLOCK II, Applesoft, and disk $30

west side electronics
P.O. Box 636D, Chatsworth, CA 91311 Phone (213)884-4794

All orders - add $3.50 for postage, insurance, and handling ($7.00

outside Continental USA). California residents add 6% sales tax.

A 3% surcharge will be added to all credit card orders

Apple, Apple II, and Applesoft are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

MBC SYSTEMS INC. (203) 342-2747

COMPUTERS
NORTH STAR
•ADVANTAGE 64K-QD $3550
HRZ-2-64K-DD-ASM $CALL
HRZ-2-64K-QD-ASM SCALL

HEWLETT-PACKARD
HP-85A $2 795

HP-83A SCALL
ZENITH Z-89 ALL-IN-ONE-COMPUTER $227

ATARI 800 16K 5 759

400 16K $ 345

COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES
8032 LARGE 80 COLUMN SCREEN SCALL
CBM.PET COMPUTER 32K LIMITED TIME & QUANITY $ 975

8050 DUAL FLOPPY DRIVE 1 MEG STORAGE SCALL
INTERTEC SUPERBRAIN 64K-DD $2775

PRINTERS

DIABLO 630 LETTER QUALITY DAISY WHEEL PRINTER SCALL

NEC 7710/7730 LETTER QUALITY PRINTER $CALL

C. ITOH LETTER QUALITY PRINTER $1499

OLYMPIA ES-100 TYPEWRITER/PRINTER ALL INTERFACES AVAILABLE. ... $1250

IDS PAPER TIGER 445G SCALL
460G SCALL
560G 132 COLUMN 15" PAPER $1150

ANADEX 9500/9501 132 COLUMN 15" PAPER $1290

EPSON MX-80 WITH FRICTION ATTACHMENT SCALL

MX- 70 S 395

MX-100 132 COLUMN, 15" PAPER , FRICTION & TRACTOR SCALL

OKIDATA MICROLINE 80 $ 3 ?;>

MICROLINE 83 132 COLUMN, 15 "PAPER , BI-DIRECTIONAL $ 750
VERBATIM DISKETTS

525-01/10/16 (10 PER BOX) $24.50

550-01/10/16 (10 PER BOX) $37.50

TERMINALS
TE LEV I DEO 9 2 0C $ 850

950 $1050
ZENITH Z19 $ 820

INTERTUBE III OR EMULATOR $ 725

ZENITH 12" GREEN MONITOR $ 139
LEEDEX/AMDEK 100 GREEN MONITOR $ 165
ABOVE ITEMS MAY BE ORDERED BY MAIL OR PHONE. VISA AND MASTER CHARGE
FACTORY SEALED, MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Multi-Business Computer Systems Inc.
28 MARLBOROUGH STREET ^ 81 J203) 342'2747
PORTLAND, CONN. 06480

_ . TWX 710 428-6345
n-T 9-6 SAT. 9:30-3:00

Riverbank Software Inc.

^ 142

PROUDLY INTRODUCES

INTERNATIONAL GRAN PRIX
an arcade-like race car simulation

by RICHARD ORBAN
author of THREE MILE ISLAND*

REQUIRES
APPLE II* * OR
APPLE II PLUS* *

48K. 13 OR 16

SECTOR DISK.

PADDLE CONTROL

VISA MASTEHCHARGE
MONEY ORDERS/COD
DEALER/DISTRIBUTOR
INQUIRIES INVITED

$30 00 PER DISK
ML) RE SiOf MS A[)t> S

U S CUHHEN( v OM r

INOUIRIFS ANH
ORDERS tot 4f'«

SMITH S LANDING MOAll
POST OFFICE BOX IM
OF N ION M

• SPECIAL FEATURES •

Five GRAND PRIX-style road circuits, including: Oulton Park, War-
wick Farm. Karlskoga. and Monaco • Five speed manual or

automatic transmission (with or without cruise control) • Eight

levels of difficulty.

• ADDITIONAL FEATURES •

Speeds to 198 MPH • controlled skids • spinouts • spectacular crashes • hair pin turns •
narrow corners • obstacles • identified circuit features • number of laps selection •
flashing last lap indicator • Christmas tree controlled start • switch for silent operation •
blue post marks 300' intervals • best lap/best race times posted • fully instrumented control

panel: lap timer • race timer • indicator lights • edge detectors • position indicator •
steering indicator • moving speed tape • lap counter • gear and RPM indicators • operating
fuel gauge

RIVERBANK Wll L REPLACE DAMAGED DISKS WITHIN I YEAR OF PURCHASE RETURN DISK WITH PROOF OF
PURCHASE PLUS FIVE DOLLARS POSTAGE AND HANDLING FOR IMMEDIATE REPLACEMENT
(TEN DOLLARS OVERSEASl

- . • .-.

See List of Advertisers on page 178
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A clock calendar device from QT Computer Systems is accomplishing its mission in New Guinea.

Spreading the Good Word
Of Computing

By Jan Messersmith

One of my tasks as manager of

computers for Pioneer Bible

Translators is to keep our Imsai-

based Z-80 system up and running
amid the extreme climatic conditions

encountered here in Papua New
Guinea. The computer is used by
staff members involved in translating

the Bible and other books into the

local languages.

One of the problems we face is as-

suring that a translator steaming in

his jungle hut can look at a vocabu-
lary dump or a trial translation and
know for sure that he has the latest

printout. The simplest solution seems
to be some sort of hardware that

always knows the correct time and
date. The slickest device I have seen
for this purpose is provided by QT
Computer Systems, Inc., of Lawn-
dale, CA.
We will use this device for time and

date imprinting of hard copy by in-

corporating the data from the board
in a print utility similar to the TYPE
facility in CP/M. Another use will be
automatic logging of use by different

translators to see which programs are

popular (useful) and which need hu-

Photo 1. A photograph ofanswered prayers. General Electric's DataSentry willpower the clock/calendar

independent of the system for months. I understand that the assembled and tested version comes already

set and running with California time. The white object above the clock chip is the trimmer capacitor. Un-

fortunately, it faces the right end of the board instead ofpointing up. It is a little difficult to adjust it when

the board is inserted in the card cage. (The top edge of the board is pointing to the left in this photograph.)
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man engineering to make them easier

to use and more efficient. Periodic

measurements are a cinch with this

little gem. And, we can always im-

press the neighborhood with our
$8000 digital watch.

The circuit has four hardware in-

terrupts which can also be used as in-

terval timers. These are one millisec-

ond (actually 1024 Hz), one second,

one minute and one hour.

Attractive Features

First is the price. These days it

seems that the price of a board is

directly proportional to how much it

will do and how well it does it. This is

fine with me because, as far as I'm
concerned, the fewer parts there are

1000

100

UJ

1.0

0.1

:——H--

c O 06t

(CMULTIPLES) 0.001

(mA) 0.065
0.01

065
0.1

65
I

65
10

650

OISCHARGE RATE

Fig. 1. This is the run time graph from the Data-

Sentry spec sheet. A little mental extrapolation of

the graph line to where it would meet with a 30

microamp discharge rate looks like something well

in excess of 10,000 hours. That's almost 14

months. The battery is able to withstand contin-

uous overcharging. (Courtesy of General Electric

Company.)

Jan Messersmith is an administrator in charge of

computers, finance and publications for Pioneer

Bible Translators, Box 1 78, Madang, Papua New
Guinea. He and his family live in Madang andpro-

vide support services to the translators living in the

jungle villages.



WeHave ItAllL .Now atan extra5%off

AFTER INVENTORY CLEARANCE

Included IsMost ButNotAll

Products In MiniMicroMarfs

Current Inventory. Call OrSend

For Our SpecialPrice List And
Catalog.

Special price applies to current inventory,which is subject to prior sale

Offers on most items will terminate on April 30, 1982

MiniMicro Mart,Inc.
•See List of Advertisers on page 178

943 W.Genesee St. P.O.Box 2992 K
Syracuse,N.Y. 13220 315-422-4467

" 238
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Fig. 2. The block diagram ofthe OKI SemiconductorMSM5832 RTC/Calendar chip shows the register layout and control lines. The +/-30 second adjust is very
handy for accurate setting and periodic minor adjustments. (Courtesy ofOKI Semiconductors.)

Photo 2. This photo shows some of the points discussed in the article. The pencil is pointing to the dinky

crystal with the hair-like leads. In front of it is the capacitor whose shape is different from the symbol on
the board. To the right is one of the single-in-line resistor networks which ease assembly. To the rear ofthe

crystal is the OKI clock/calendar chip and behind that is the end of the GE DataSentry. (The bottom edge

of the photograph is the top edge of the board.)
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on the board, the better off I am
(there are no computer shops in

Papua New Guinea). It seems as if

$ 100 is a lot for so few parts, but after

building the kit and using it, I'd pay
twice the price.

First, let's look at the beautifully

simple battery backup. Photo 1

shows the General Electric DataSen-
try PC mountable nicad battery. I

contacted GE for information about
this product, and they sent me a spec
sheet on the DataSentry line. This
document contained an interesting

little graph (see Fig. 1) of the dis-

charge characteristics of the 3.6 V de-
vice (they also have a 2.4 V model).
This graph, coupled with the 30 mi-
croamp standby current drain of the
clock chip and some extrapolation of

graph lines, shows something in ex-

cess of 10,000 hours of backup time.

That's nearly 14 months!
The battery solders directly to the

PC board with four pins and cannot be
installed backward. It is designed for

long life at high temperatures and can
withstand continuous overcharging.



If you liked MICROPROOF, then you'll love SON OF MICROPROOF:

ELECTRIC WEBSTER T.M.

The ultimate spelling checker.

IMPROVED:
One-step proofing and correcting.

Lists errors to screen or printer.

Can display errors in context.

Can display dictionary to locate correct spellings.

New precise symbolic dictionary will not miss an error.

Remarkably compact (50,000 word dictionary will fit on
one 5 inch disk).

Even FASTER than MICROPROOF (formerly the fastest

available).

Simple Grammatical Checking (Optional Feature).

Hyphenates automatically (Optional Feature available for

some Word Processing programs).

SELECT APPROPRIATE RESPONSE:

CORRECT MISSPELLED WORD:
LEAVE WORD AS IS":

DISPLAY WORD IN CONTEXT:
DISPLAY DICTIONARY:

ADD WORD TO DICTIONARY:

EXIT:

ENTER CORRECT WORD
HIT<ENTER>KEY
?

@

i

WORD:
RESPONSE:

(Your error)

EASY TO USE: Prepare your text on any Z 80 based micro-

computer, using any of a number of popular word process-

ing programs. When you are finished, enter the appropriate

command, and ELECTRIC WEBSTER proofreads your

document, displaying misspellings and typos on the screen.

Then correcting ELECTRIC WEBSTER can display each

error separately, requesting you to enter the correct

spelling for each. You are also given the option of displaying

errors in context or adding words to ELECTRIC WEB-
STER'S 50,000 word vocabulary. If you do not know the

correct spelling you may also ask ELECTRIC WEBSTER to

look it up for you and display the dictionary. Finally,

ELECTRIC WEBSTER corrects your document. All in less

than a minute.

LOW PRICES: Standard MICROPROOF is available for

$69.50 (TRS-80). Standard ELECTRIC WEBSTER is avail-

able for either $89.50 (TRS-80®ModeI I or III, Applet or

$149.50 (CP M?TRS-80 Model II and all others). The op-

tional correcting feature can be added at any time for an
additional $60. Correction feature can be ordered with

patch to integrate with your word processing software. For

each patch, optional Grammatical Checking feature, or

optional Hyphenation feature, add $35. (Integration patch

not necessary for Wordstar.™)

SPEED is the single most important factor in a dictionary

program. All dictionary programs will find your potential

errors but if the program is too slow, you are not likely to use

it. ELECTRIC WEBSTER'S speed is outstanding. It can

proofread a several page letter in 20 seconds.

ELECTRIC WEBSTER'S FULL 50,000 WORD VOCAB-
ULARY saves you time and allows you greater confidence

in the lists of potential errors that ELECTRIC WEBSTER
identifies. The mini-dictionary programs, with their 10,000

and 20,000 word vocabularies, have many correctly spelled

words omitted from their vocabularies. Consequently, they

identify as potential "errors" many words that are actually

spelled correctly; five to ten times as many such words as

does ELECTRIC WEBSTER. So, when you use ELECTRIC
WEBSTER, you will have far fewer extra words to evaluate,

a major time savings. There will be less need to look up
words in order to verify that they are in fact spelled correct-

ly. The extra 30,000 words in ELECTRIC WEBSTER'S
vocabulary assures you confidence in the error lists that

Electric Webster generates.

HERE'S WHAT THE REVIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
ABOUT MICROPROOF:

'1 have already found that the use of (MICROPROOF) has

greatly enhanced the quality of my letters and reports. This is a

very useful product and should be obtained by anyone who
uses a word processor."

Michael Tannenbaum, CPA
80 Microcomputing, August 1981

'The summary review of this program? One word Excellent.

I highly recommend it for anyone using a word processor for

any need — articles, manuals, reports, and even letters of

substantial length."

A. A. Wicks - Program Previews

Computronics, September 1981

In a comparative review of proofreading programs (with small-

er dictionaries), MICROPROOF was found to be considerably

faster than all the others, when tested against a 400 word
sample document.

Phillip Lemmons
BYTE Magazine, November 1981

"(MICROPROOF) operates with good speed and efficiency. A
1500 word document took 26 seconds to load, process, and
proof when the program was run on a TRS-8CrModeI II under
CP/M."®
"Once the program is integrated, it is very friendly and any
person able to use a word processing program can master it in

moments."

Frank Derfler

Info-World, January 1982

See your local microcomputer dealer or write to:

CORNUCOPIA SOFTWARÊ
197

Post Office Box 5028, Walnut Creek, California 94596 (415) 524-8098
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The next item of interest is the
clock chip itself, an MSM5832 real-
time clock/calendar by OKI Semicon-
ductor of Santa Clara, CA (see block
diagram in Fig. 2). As you can see
from Photo 2, it is an 18-pin DIP, a
much neater package than the usual
28- or 40-pin devices used in real-

time clocks.

I must, however, interject a few
sour notes into this fugue of
praise—the manual is less than sub-
lime. If anyone out there has ever as-

sembled a kit in which every single

instruction matched every part in-

cluded and the little holes and cryptic
legends silkscreened on the board
likewise agreed, please let me know;
I'd like to buy one just to have the

pleasure of building it.

Four installation steps in the manu-
al are potentially confusing. Refer
again to Photo 2 for a look at one of
the three single-in-line package
resistor networks. These make the
assembly much easier, but notice
that the pin 1 end is marked by a
shallow indentation on the top. This
was not spelled out in the manual,
but rather assumed by me, some-
thing I dearly hate to do when build-
ing a kit.

Notice also that the tantalum
capacitor located at C3 clearly does
not match the silkscreened symbol
on the board. This is not such a big
deal actually, because if you're like

me, you put in the parts you're sure

Photo 3. The output of the program listed in the article. Various video attributes can be set on terminals
capable of them, for blinking, inverse video and low intensity, which really increase the zowee factor.

of first and then use what's left

wherever it seems to make the most
sense. That really comes in handy for
the crystal (under pencil point),
which has absolutely no markings on
it and looks nothing like the crystals
I'm used to. The wires coming out are
incredibly tiny and the manual warns
that it is fragile.

Finally, we're left with one resistor

and one place for it. Unfortunately,
it's not red-red-red (2200 ohms) as the
manual flatly states. It is instead
orange-orange-orange (33,000 ohms).
I called QT and told them that I might
have to make just a few negative re-

marks about the manual. I was prom-
ised that a new manual was forth-

coming.

Another glitch reared its ugly head
when I attempted to run the Basic
program included in the manual. I

got only nonsense from the board. It

took me a half-hour of fretting, head-
scratching and probing around with a
scope to discover that it was because I

had altered the address of the board
and had changed the addresses in the
program to what I thought they
should be. It is not immediately ap-
parent from examining the manual

Put Your Printer on a Pedestal!

This printer stand allows you to place a stack of paper under the
printer for neat paper stacking—Available for most printers.

(MX-80, MX-80F/T, LPIV, etc.) $24.95
Larger stand (MX-10.0, Anadex, etc.) $29.95
Extra Shelves (Shown Above) $9.95

MX-80 RIBBON RELOADS
' Don't throw away your worn MX-80 ribbon cassettes. We carry endless loop

ribbons to replace the worn ribbon in your MX-80 ribbon cassette and save
money. Installation takes about 3 minutes each. Special offer $3 50/ea
$35.00/doz.

D.T. Enterprises

171 Hawkins Rood
Centereach, New York

(516) 981-8566 (Voice)

(516) 588-5836 (Doto)
MNET-70331, 105

Add $2.00 SOH.NYS res. odd appr. tax
»^124

DISK DRIVE WOES?
PRINTER INTERACTION?
MEMORY LOSS?
ERRATIC OPERATION?

Don't ^ ^ so

Blame The
Software! —~.
Power Line Spikes, Surges &
Hash could be the culprit! Pat *4 259.705 ^^
Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact! Our
patented ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction AND curb
damaging Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash. Guaranteed!

• ISOLATOR (ISO-1) 3 filter isolated 3-prong sockets; integral
Surge/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load, 1 KW load
any socket $69.95

• ISOLATOR (ISO-2) 2 filter isolated 3-prong socket banks; (6
sockets total); integral Spike/Surge Suppression; 1875 W Max
load, 1 KW either bank $69 95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-3) similar to ISO-1 except double
isolation & Suppression $104 95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-1 1) similar to ISO-2 except double
isolation & Suppression $104 95

• MAGNUM ISOLATOR (ISO-17) 4 Quad Isolated sockets; For
ULTRA-SENSITIVE Systems $181 95

• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (Add-CB) Add $9.00
• CKT BRKR/SWITCH/PILOT (CBS) Add $17.00

AT YOUR MasterCard, Visa, American Express
DEALE ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-225-4876

(except AK, HI, PR & Canada)

L±zJ Electronic Specialists, Inc. " 93

171 South Mam Street. Natick. Mass 01760

Technical & Non-800: 1-617-655-1532
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that, of the four-port block addressed

by the DIP switch on the board, the

second and third ports are used by
software and not the first and second.

The Basic program included in the

manual is adequate for most sim-

ple time reading and setting pur-

poses, but I wanted to integrate the

ddt time.com
DDT VERS 2.2
NEXT PC
0300 0100
-dlOO
0100
0110
0120
0130
0140
0150
0160
0170
0180
0190
01A0
01 B0
-d
01C0
01D0
01E0
01F0
0200
0210
0220
0230
0240
0250
0260
0270
-d
0280
0290
02A0

31
26

F5
CD
AE
2C

01

0E
3A
21

AE
UF

01

75
3A
0E
68
61
20

72
72
4A
70
20

6D
6D
0A

AB
CD
07
B6

01

CD
3E
3A
CD
9E

01

CD

7E
6E
20
57

75
79
20

75
69
75
74
0A

62
65
00

02
A3
07

01

3E
9C

25
CD
Fl

02
C9
Fl

23

64
20
65
72
3A
20

61

6C
6C
65
4E

65
20
00

3E
01

CI
3E
27

01

CD
Fl

FD
CD
D3
FD

3D
61
20
64
73
20
09
72
20
79
6D
6F

72
2D
00

10 D3 BD
21 CE 01
80 F5 3E
28 CD A3
CD 9C 01

3E 2B CD

A3 01 E6

FD 3E 23

3E 21 CD
B6 01 AF
BE C3 A8
C9 3C 3D

7F AF 3C
CD B5 01

29 CD A3
01 E6 03

3E 01 21

9C 01 3E
03 CD AE
CD 9C 01

9C 01 3E
D3 BD C3

01 C3 AB
CA CI 01

FE 0D
3E 2A
01 CI

FE 00
99 02
01 21

01 3E
3E 22
20 CD
00 00
01 DB
5E 16

C8
79
0C
6E
64
20

4E
3A
54
65
61
20

4A 61
7 9 20

05
20

62
76

4D
08
65
65

F5
20
75
73
79
0D
6E
07

61

41

72
6D

CD Fl

20 20
65 73
64 61
3A 20

FD
0B

Fl
4D

64 61
79 3A

53

75
4D
79
75
20

62

61
61

61

20

67

09

65

20
74
72
72

06

75
4F

72

20
75
79
63
4A
73
63

20

C3
6F
79
20
0B
72
20

68
75
74
74
OA

C2 09 01
01

3E
07

l..> <.... .>

• aCD A3 «. •!..... ^ .

•

80 21 23 02 ..a...^/. •••••»•

CA 42 01 CD ...^\*..«.**.D..
CD B6 01 3E ..^ ..•^.1.....^
85 02 CD B6 • . . . ? » . . . * . I . < > a a

24 CD 9C 01 • >L •••••••• > v

<

» • •

CD 9C 01 OE • • . . . 'U • • • ' . « > a a

9C 01 3E 01 >! > ,>.

CD A3 01

F6
C3

CD
30
B6

!

BE C9

00 19 u » • • • ^ .*• ••<» • •

C2 01 OB
61

53

79

.-#. S

6E 64 unday: .Monday
3A 20 20 20 : .Tuesday:
20 20 OD 54 .Wednesday: .T

46 72 69 64 hursday: .Frid
64 61 79 3A ay: .Saturday:
OA 46 65 62 .January .Feb

20 07 41 70 ruary .March .Ap

6E 65 20 06 ril .May .June .

20 OB 53 65 July .August .Se

6F 62 65 72 ptember .October

44 65 63 65 .November .Dece

20 14 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 74 69 mber . ti

20 2D 20 2D 20 05 2C 20 31 39 03 OD me ., 19..

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

Table 1. You can get this program up without an assembler in a pinch by fiddling with this hex dump

like we did in the early days. Better yet, get yourself a good macro-assembler like MAC or

MACRO-80, both available from Lifeboat Associates. Iam discovering that macros are actually more

fun than humans should be allowed.

MONTHS

0223+004A616E75 DB
0223+ ORG
0223+09 DB
022C+ ORG

022C+0046656272 DB
022C+ ORG
022C+0A DB
0236 + ORG

0236+004D617263 DB
0236 + ORG
0236+07 DB
023D+ ORG

023D+0041707269 DB
023D+ ORG
023D+07 DB
0244+ ORG

0244+004D617920 DB
0244+ ORG
0244+05 DB
0249+ ORG

; Month 1

ary '> ; Month 2

; Month 3

MESSAGE <' January
0, 'January *

7LABLE
7LENGTH
?LABLE+?LENGTH
MESSAGE <'Febru<

r 'February *

7LABLE
7LENGTH
?LABLE+?LENGTH
MESSAGE <' March * >

0,'March
7LABLE
7LENGTH
?LABLE+?LENGTH
MESSAGE <• April >

; .

0,'April '

7LABLE
7LENGTH
7LABLE+7LENGTH
MESSAGE <'May '> ; .

, ' May '

7LABLE
7LENGTH
7LABLE+7LENGTH

Table 2. This portion of the TIME/PRN file generated by a macro-assembler shows the code which the

macro MESSAGE generates. Notice that it writes the string into memory with a leading zero, com-

putes the length of the string including the length byte and then backs up to write the length into the

spot originally occupied by the leading zero. It is a nice time-saver for building extensive tables. This

particular macro is from Tim Leslie's Monster Macros. It is about the simplest one in the library.

We will meet or
beat any price
in the U.S.A. on

MICROCOMPUTERS
In fact, no matter what price

you see advertised by Micro

Management, Perry Oil, Pan

American, or any authorized

Radio Shack dealer for TRS-

80 Computers with pure fac-

tory installed memory and

full warranty, we'll beat It!

ATARI
4

'
MICROCOMPUTERS n
We have consistently offered

the complete TRS-80, ATARI,

EPSON, APPLE, and MAXELL
lines at the best prices in the

U.S.A. And we offer the best

delivery from the largest

inventory in the Northeast.

If you're looking for the best

prices in the U.S.A., check

the others but call Computer
Discount of America.
TRS-80 and Radio Shack are trademarks of Tandy Co

CALLTOLLFREE:
800-526-53 1

3

Computer

^See List of Advertisers on page 178

of America
COMPUTER DISCOUNT OF AMERICA. INC.

15 Marshall Hill Road. West Milford Mall

West Milford. New Jersey 07480-2198

In New Jersey Call 201-728-8080
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board directly into my CP/M system.
You might note that the assembly-
language program has no provisions
for setting the time. The work re-

quired to implement setting of time
and date in assembly didn't seem to

be justified by the benefit. Since I

made the final adjustment of the trim

capacitor for tweaking the clock rate,

I have not reset the time at all. The lit-

tle bit of effort required to load

Basic and set the time as a separate

operation is inconsequential con-

sidering how infrequently it must be
done. I have mine adjusted to about
+ /-15 seconds a month, which is

certainly close enough for me.
The program listing is source only,

so it does not have the hex column. I

did this because the TIME.PRN file is

very long and difficult to follow due
to the macro expansions. There is a

hex dump in Table 1 if you want to

fiddle with getting the program up
without an assembler.

I have tried to give all the informa-

tion which might be needed to imple-

ment the assembler program on dif-

ferent 8080-like systems. An example
of the output appears in Photo 3. If

MICRO-80™ CASSETTES—

100% ERROR-FREE

LENGTH PACK PACK
C-10 79<t 69$
C-20 99c 89C

Fully Guaranteed!

World's Finest Media

Premium 5-Screw Construction

Used by Software Firms Nationwide

Dealer and Club Discounts Available

Custom Storage Case, Add 20$ Each

Shipping, Add $2.00 Per Pack

MICRO-80™ INC.
K-2665 NO. BUSBY ROAD
OAK HARBOR, WA 98277
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Models
CCS+ (for S- 100)

CCA + (for Apple)

CC-TRS-80 (for TRS-80)

Source

QT Computer Systems, Inc.

15335 S. Hawthorne Boulevard

Lawndale, CA 90260

213-970-0952

800-421-5150

Price

Bareboard $ 45

Kit 100

A&T 150

Application software

5.25-inch disk (Apple & S-100) 10

8-inch disk (Apple & S-100) 12

Cassette (Apple) 8

Features

• Time in hours, minutes, seconds

• Program selectable 24 hour military

format or 12 hour AM/PM format

• Date in month, day, day of week and

leap year recognition

• Fast time and date setting

• +/-30 second adjust

•4 hardware interrupts

(1024 Hz, 1 Hz, 1 minute, 1 hour)

• Crystal-controlled time base

^ Latched input and output ports

•On board battery backup

• Automatic power off sensing

• Simple programming interface

you have a CP/M system you can put
this program in your CBIOS, so that

whenever you do a warm boot (con-

trol-C), you get the time and date

automatically.

A few more words about the macro
which appears in the program. These
can be confusing when you are just

beginning to work with them, as I

am. Table 2 shows how an assembled
file appears when the macro is used
to build the tables. As you can see, it

is the beginning section of the

MONTHS table. Note the line with

the beginning address of 0223. The
code which follows is what the first

line of the macro generates, which is

just what you'd expect from the DB
op code with the first byte being zero.

On the third line down, the length ap-

pears, having been computed by the

macro, and is replaced over the origi-

nal zero first byte. The next line clear-

ly shows that the macro then leap-

frogs over the data it just inserted to

the byte following (022C).

I'd like to present you with a little

puzzle concerning the program.
There is a section of the program in

which I have written some code
which does more than is actually

needed to obtain the correct numeric
value. I'll give you a hint which you
probably do not need. How many
possibilities are there for expressing

the tens column of the month of the

year? There is a simpler way to ob-

tain the binary value representing the

month, although I don't think it

would save more than a couple of

bytes. I didn't think of it until the pro-

gram was finished and it's more in-

teresting to present it to you as it is.

I'll send a small sample of Papua
New Guinea stamps, coins and cur-

rency to the three people who pre-

sent me with the most elegant (what-

ever that is) solution to the puzzle.

Conclusion

To wrap this all up, I'd like to stress

the joy of dealing with Don Smith
and his fine people at QT Computer
Systems, Inc. Several months ago, I

purchased one of their Z-80 CPU
boards and had the usual front panel

headaches connected with imple-

menting the new IEEE boards on my
Imsai. They were very helpful, send-

ing supplemental information which
got me up and running quickly. My
experience with these two products
and the after-the-sale service provid-

ed by QT has been without equal.

Program listing.

begin listing "TIME.ASM'

**********************************************************************
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Program to access QT+ Clock/Calendar board f January 8, 1981
Jan Messersmith, Pioneer Bible Translators, Inc.

P. 0. Box 178, Madang, Papua/New Guinea

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

**********************************************************************



You've cot

TOTAL ACCESS ©
( specializing in TRS80 •>

SOFTWARE

Rose
• DISK DRIVES

TA400 (40-T) $289

TA800 (80-T) $419

TA400 Flippy $319

TA800 Flippy $439

TA400-2 Dual Head $439

TA800-2 Dual Head $549
Complete with silver enclosure & power supply.

All TA Drives are MPI.

• CABLES
2-Drive $23.95

4-Drive $33.95

Extender Cable $14.95

• BARE DRIVES
TA400B $259

TA800B $389

TA400B Flippy $289

TA800B Flippy $409

• EPSON PRINTERS
MX80 $469.00
MX80F/T $579.00

MX100 $799.00

Parallel Cables $29.95

MX 70-80 Ribbons $12.95

• OPERATING SYSTEMS
TRSDOS 2.3 Disk & Manual. . . .

$19.95

LDOS $119.95

NEWDOS/80 $129.95

DOSPLUS 3.3.3.3D $89.95

• IRON
Disk Drive Power Supply,

Single $37

Disk Drive Case (silver) and Base $19

Memorex Diskettes (bx of 10) . $25

NEEDS. CALL ROSE TODAY!

90 dav warranty on DRIVES. Add $5.00 freight per

drive in Cont. U.S. UPS COD charge $1 .50. There is also

a 15 day FREE trial on ta drives, if not completely
satisfied I'll refund your money (less shipping). I'll

take exception to improper use or mishandling.

* RADiO SHACK COMPUTERS
26-1061 Mill. LI. 4K $595
26-1062 Mill, Lll, 16K $835
26-1065 Mill, 48K, 1 Drive. . . . $1695
26-1066 Mill, 48K-2 Dr-RS232. . $2099
26-3001 4K Color computer. . . $315
26-3002 16K w/ext. Basic $485
26-3003 32K W/ext. Basic $566
26-3501 Pocket computer. ... $185
26-4002 Mil, 64K, 1-dr $3288

• PERIPHERALS - Model I, II, III

26-1140 OK Exp. interface $249
26-1140 With 16K Mem. Tstd/Cuar

$299
26-1140* w'ith'32K Mem. "istcV/ Guar

$349
26-1145 Ml RS232 W/cable $85
26-1148 Mill RS232 W/ cable $89
26-1172 D.C. Modem I $135
26-1173 D.C. Modem II $169
26-1206 CTR-80 Recorder $51
26-3008 CC Joysticks, pr $21
26-3010 1 3" Color Video $353
26-4150 Mil 8.4MB Disk $3820
26-4151 Mil Hard Disk N0.2. . . $2970
16K 200nsec Memory Guar lyr. $29

OTHER PRINTERS & ACCESSORIES
26-1158 Daisy Wheel ll $1694
26-1455 Acoustic cover $339
26-1447 Tractor Assy $208
26-1448 Sheet Feeder $1111
26-1165 Line Printer V S1581
26-1166 Line Printer VI $986
26-1167 Line Printer VII $339
26-1168 Line Printer VIII $679
26-1191 Flat Bed Plotter $1695
26-1195 Digitizer $379
ANADEX DP-9500, 9501 $1295
NEC 7730 Spinwriter, 55CPS. . $2484
Daisy Wheel Printer, 45cps. . . $1779
Tractor for above $237
Sheet Feeder for above $1250
26-1308 Printer Stand $88
26-4302 Printer Stand $129
26-1401 or 4401 Printer Cable. . $32

NEC COMPUTERS
PC-8001A Keyboard & Processor.

$1099
PC8011 A Expansion unit $699
PC-8031A 2-drive Expansion
Unit $1099
PC-8041A Green Phos. Video. . $225
PC-8043A HighRes Color Mon. . $925

ROSES
SPECIAL
OF THE
MONTH

*AEROCOMPS •
ALL NEW

double density
controller

ddc" $149.95|
Here's a Double be'nsity Controller for

Mod. 1 that does away with all those data
separation problems that seem to keep
cropping up! Rose wouldn't fun ya now,
would she? Don t be scared of Double
Density any more. AER0C0MP has design-

ed some advanced circuitry that even I

don't understand - but l do know it

works. Better order now. Quanities are

it

going to be a bit short.

$189.95 complete
with Dosplus 3. 3D.

How many do you
want? 1 2?

The complete line of Radio Shack products is

available through TA with standard RS limited

warranty. Call me for price and delivery. Just

cause vou don t see it don't mean we ain t got it.

ROSE

ZENITH MONITORS
12" Screen * Green Phospher

This is the one you have been waiting

for. well built, works great with the]

model I. Also has 40/80 column switch so

the Apple folks can use it. 90 day warran-

ty good Nationwide. Sell your old Model l

monitor and be the first on your block to

have a "real "green screen.
12" Zenith Green Phos. Mon $135

Cable for Model l
$?

RADIO SHACK SOFTWARE
I have most all R/S software instock

and it can be yours at 15% off tne
R/S retail price. Call me for the
latest availibility.

DOUBLE DENSITY
DATA SEPARATOR
FROM AEROCOMP

$49.95
If VOU Own a PERCOM DOUBLER A *, DOUBLER
ll* or LNDoubler ** upgrade it with the DDS
Plugs right in. No more lock-out! You deserve
one of these.

ORDER NOW!
TOLL FREE
800-527-3582
write or call ROSE TOLL FREE at

1-800-527-3582. Texas residents call

214-234-1770. Please use the toll

free lines for orders and literature

requests only. Technical help or ser-

vice use the Texas line. Prices are

mail order only. You pay by VISA or

mastercard, you can send check or

money order (allow a couple of

weeks for personal checks to clear)

or order COD (we ship CODS cash,

certified check or money order on-

ly). 25% deposit required on all COO
orders. Rose will take American
money in just about any form. Add
freight (UPS where possible) on all

orders.Texas residents cough up 5%
sales tax. Allow 2-4 weeks for

delivery. Order today - I need the
money!

TOTAL ACCESS,
P.O. BOX 3002
RICHARDSON, TX 75080

214-234-1770
Trademark of PERCOM DATA CO., "Trademark of LNW * TRS80 & Radio Shack are trademarks of Tandv Corp. Copyright 1981 TOTAL ACCESS
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Hello.

This is the APPLE
talking. The message
is: Don't byte your
APPLE. Use COGNIVOX
to speak to itl

I am now listening

r your reply . . .

Listing continued.

Let's face it. Voice I/O is a fascinating and efficient way to
communicate with computers. And now, thanks to
VOICETEK, Voice I/O peripherals are easily available, easy
to use and very affordable.

If you own an APPLE II computer, COGNIVOX model
V 10- 1003 will enable your computer to understand your
spoken commands and talk back with clear, natural soun-
ding voice.

COGNIVOX can be trained to recognize up to 32 words or
short phrases chosen by the user. To train COGNIVOX to
recognize a new word, you simply repeat the word three
times under the prompting of the system.

COGNIVOX will also talk with a vocabulary of 32 words or
phrases chosen by the user. This vocabulary is independent
of the recognition vocabulary, so a dialog with the computer
is possible. The speech output is natural sounding since it is a
digital recording of the user voice using a data compression
algorithm.

For applications requiring more than 32 words, you can have
two or more vocabularies of 32 words and switch back and
forth between them. Vocabularies can also be stored on disk.

COGNIVOX VI0-1003 comes complete with microphone,
power supply, software on cassette and extensive manual,
ready to plug in and use. It plugs into the paddle connector
and thus it leaves the valuable expansion slots free for other
peripherals.

Software provided with the unit includes demonstration pro-
grams and two voice operated, talking video games! It is also
very easy to incorporate voice in your own programs. A
single statement from BASIC is all that is needed to either

recognize or say a word.

COGNIVOX can be used as an educational tool, a data entry

device when hands and/or eyes are busy, an aid to the han-
dicapped, a foreign language translator, a sound effects

generator, an intelligent telephone answering macrung, a
talking calculator. Using an IEEE 488 interface card you can
control by voice instruments, plotters, test systems. And all

these devices can talk back to you, telling you their readings,

alarm conditions, even their name.

COGNIVOX VI0-1003 costs $249 plus $5 shipping (CA res.

add 6* tax). Software on diskette (DOS 3.3) with extra
features to save vocabularies on disk, $19. Order by mail or
call us at (SOS) 685-1854, 9AM to SPM PST, M-F and charge
it on your MASTERCARD or VISA. Foreign orders
welcome, add 10% for air mail shipping and handling.
COGNIVOX is backed by a 120 day limited warranty against
manufacturing defects.

VOICETEK
Dept. K, Box 388
Qoleta, CA93116

gl I I I I I I I I I I II I I I II I I I I I I I III I IHII M ill I I I M l I III I II II II I I I I I N I I M ill H I

* N l MUM I I III II II M l | || I II II I II MM I I I I II MUM II MM II I I I II I I MM I I II MUM
PROGRAM PURPOSE AND FUNCTION

This program will access and display the time, date and day of week
from the OT+ Clock/Calendar S-100 board (revision A) . It is designed
for operation, as it is written, as a stand-alone CP/M program. When
assembled and loaded, it is invoked by typing TIME(CR)

.

The appearance of the output at the console device is:

Sunday: December 23, 1984

n M II I II II I II II I II II I I I I M

time 23:59:45

The program functions as follows:

1. After initializing the ports and addresses used and setting the point
for beginning code generation, the stack pointer is loaded and a
command is sent to the clock board to "hold" the present information
in the registers. This is done to prevent any change of register data
while they are being accessed. For instance, having read a 4 for
minute tens, while processing this the minute units passes from 9 to
0. The printed time will be 40 instead of the correct 50. The
use of the hold command will preclude this possibility. Note that
the hold line should not be held active for more than one second.

2. The next step is a 150 uSecond delay to allow the data to settle in the
registers. The immediate value for the compare instruction can be
changed to optimize for cycle times other than 500 nSeconds (2 MHZ)

.

3. Next, the day of the week is obtained from register 6 and is converted
to a day name by accessing the DAYS table. •This string is printed on
the console device.

4. The month tens is obtained from register 10 and is multiplied by ten.
The month units is then added to it, yielding a binary value which
acts as an entry number into the MONTHS table. The string is
obtained from the table and printed.

5. The date tens is obtained from register 8 and is stripped of the leap
year bit. It is checked to see is it is a leading zero and skipped if
it is. The date units is obtained from register 7 and printed.

6. The year printing is preceded by a literal string of ", 19". The year
tens and units are obtained from registers 12 and 11 respectively and
are printed.

7. The time printing is preceded by a literal string of " time ".
Hour tens and hour units are obtained from registers 5 and 4, the
AM/PM and 12/24 bits are stripped from the hour tens and the diqits are
printed along with a following colon.

8. Minutes and seconds are handled in the same manner as are the hours
except that there are no extra bits to strip and the seconds are
followed by a carriage return/line feed pair instead of a colon.

9. Finally, the hold line is released followed by a jump to a CP/M
warm boot.

« ' M I I I I M I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I n I I I I i n I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I n I I I | I I I I I I I M IM I N I M M l I II II I II I II II II MM II M M l I MM I II II MM M l

************************
* Notes about O0NOUT *
************************

The C0N0UT routine for the program as written must have the form:

O0N0UT IN
ANI
JZ (or JNZ)
MOV
OUT
RET

STATOSPORT
SOMETHING
O0NOUT
A,C
DATAPORT

or a functional equivalent. Of course, The routine can be inserted in
the program instead of calling an external subroutine. In this case,
the OONOOT routine must be added to the code and the BQUate for O0NOOT
at the beginning of the program sould be removed.

»i N II II I II I II II I M II M II II II II II II II I

************************************************************
* Notes about manual table construction (no macro used) . *
************************************************************

The macro used is interesting in its operation and a time saver for
large tables, If no macro-assembler is available, use a simple manual
method following this form. (It is, of course, identical to the code
which the macro generates.) The example will be the DAYS table from
the program.

DAYS
DB 11,'Sunday: '

11,'Monday:
12, 'Tuesday:
14,'Wednesday:
13,' Thursday:
11,'Friday:
13,' Saturday:

; N M ii M ii ii ii ii ii M ii i ii ii ii ii ii ii ii i ii

;Name of table.
;Note that the first byte is
;the length of the string
;plus the length byte.
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beyond the
limits of my
system.

MC VISA
O American Express
Check/Money Order

Sign me up for a one year (12 issue)
subscription to Microcomputing
D USA $24.97 Canada $26.97

C Foreign $34.97

State, Zip.

Exp. Date.

Interbank #

Signature
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COMMODORE:
VIC 20 color computer
4016 PET, 16K
8032 CBM. 32K
8 09 6 C BM 96 K
Super PET, 96K
2 3 1 s i ngle dr I ve, 1 7 K

4040 dual drive. 343K
8 50 dual drive. 9 7 4K
4022 tractor printer
8300 daisy wheel printer

ATARI

4 00
8
8 1

8 1 5
8 2

8 2 5

8 3

8 5

computer. 16K
computer, 16K
single drive, 88K
dual drive, 3 2 K
40 column printer
8 col umn printer
mode m

module

26 9
7 9 9

1,19 9
1,59 9

1,649
5 5 9

999
1.36 9
64 9

1 7 99

34 9
7 4 9
4 5 9

1,12 9
2 7 9
62 9
1 5 9
1 49

PRINTERS & ACCESSORIES
ANADEX DP9000/1 $ 1 ,

DP 9 50 1 1 .

BASE2 8 00B
CENTRONICS 737-1
C. ITOH STARWRITER. 25p 1,

STARWRITER. 45p 1.

NEC SPINWRITER, 5530p 2

OKIDATA MICROLINE 82A
MICROLINE 83A

MIPLOT. graphics plotter 1.

AXLON 32K. ATARI ramcram
MICROTEK 16K, for ATARI

1 9 9
2 9 9
6 4 9
7 4 9
3 99
7 9 9
3 9 9
5 2 9
7 7 9
1 3 9
1 8 9
8 9

arehouse

^260
. _J

3620 La Habra Way
Sacramento. Ca 95825
(916) 486- 3678

Call or write tor price Mat with comparable savings
on a full line ot microcomputer peripherals and
accessories Master Charge/Visa welcome We pay
freight (continental U S only)on prepaid orders Allow
2 weeks tor personal checks

Prices subject to change without notice

TRS-80

SAVE fl BUNDLE

When you buy your

TRS80™ equipment! «
55* Use our toll free number to 8g

*j check our price before you buy )j&

a TRS 80™ . . . anywhere!

TRS-aO » • ti»0»mafk ol tr>* R»0io Sh»c» Dixmon o< T«r>d» Go<pO'«l>on '

Don't Delay. . Call Today.

Listing continued.

**************************************************
* Notes about use with other operating systems *
**************************************************

This program should run, with minor changes, on just about any 8080,
8085 or Z80 based machine. The only areas which will need some
attention are the ORG address, the I/O port addressing for your
system and some particulars concerning CONOUT.

For instance, with a North Star system, the program could be assembled
at a convenient address so that GO TIME could be typed in DOG and
loading and execution of the program would proceed. In this case, the
line reading "CPM EQU 0" should be changed to read "DOS BQU 02028H" (or
the valid DOS warm entry address) • The line "JMP CPM" should then be
"JMP DOS". Finally, the CONOUT BQUate should be changed to match CHOUT
in DOS and all the places where the program passes the character to be
printed to CONOUT in register C must be changed to pass the character in
register B to conform with DOS convention. Tvo last things to remember
about DOS are that the device number for CHOUT is passed to it in A and
the printed character must also be in A on RETurn. (Be sure A contains
a when calling CHOUT or your character will go somewhere other than
the console.) I do not know of any macro-assemblers available for the
North Star system, so table construction will probably be manual.

I suspect that modification for other systems will entail the same sort
of attention to I/O and addresses as the source is entered.

II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I M I I I I I I I I M II I I I I I I I II M I M M M
begin program begin program begin program begin program begin program

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I M I M I I I I I I I I I M I I I I I I I I II I M I H H

CONOUT
CPM
MODE
CLOCK

*******************
* Initialize. *
*******************

;Locate in CP/M TPA for auto run.
•sends ASCII character to console.
;CP/M warm boot address.
; (port addressed by switch S-l) + 1

; (port addressed by switch S-l) + 2

**************************************************************
* Load stack pointer and prepare clock for read operation. *
**************************************************************

ORG 0100H
BQU 0FDF1H
BQU
BQU 189
BQU 190

LXI SP,FINIS+10
MVI A, 16
OUT MODE

;Set stack pointer ten bytes from end.
;Put "hold" command in A.
;Raise "hold" line.

STALL

****************************
* Settling time delay. *
****************************

MOV A,A
XRA A
INR A
CPI 13
JNZ STALL

;Begin 150 uSecond delay before a read
;operation.

;This is for 2 MHZ.
;End of delay.

***************************
* Handle day of week. *
***************************

MVI
CALL

LXI
CALL

A,38
GETNUMBER

H,DAYS
SENDITO

;Request day of week.
;0n RETXirn, A contains pointer to
;proper entry in table.
; Point HL to address of DAYS.
;Print proper day name.

*********************
* Handle Month. *
*********************

SKIPIT

MVI A, 42
CALL GETNUMBER
RLC
PUSH PSW
RLC
RLC
POP B
ADD B

PUSH PSW
MVI A, 41
CALL GETNUMBER
POP B
ADD B
LXI H, MONTHS
CALL SENDIT1

********************
* Handle Date *

•

********************

MVI A, 40
CALL GETNUMBER
ANI 3

CPI
JZ SKIPIT
CALL SENDNUMBER
MVI A,39

;Request month tens.
;Bring it into A.
;Multiply by 2.
;Save the X2 results for later.
;Multiply by 2 again (X4)

.

;0nce more (X8)

.

;Bring back the X2 into BC.
;Add B (flags are in C) . Now A has the
;original value X10.
;Save it on stack.
;Request month units.
;Bring it into A.
;Bring back tens value into BC (B)

.

;Add it to units in A.
;Point HL to MONTHS table (A is
;pointing to month name) . Print it.

; Recjuest date tens.
;Bring it into A.
;Get rid of "Leap Year" bit (Actually,
;mask out all but the 2 LSBs)

.

;See it it's a leading zero.
;If it is, skip over it.
;If it's not a zero, print it.
;Request date units.
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Listing continued.

;

;

;

;

CALL FftlNTOIGIT

********************
* Handle Year. *
********************

MVI A,l
LXI H,YBLUKB
CALL SENDITl
MVI Af 44
CALL PRINIDIGIT
MVI A, 43
CALL PRINIDIGIT

;Get it f ran clock, make it ASCII and
;print it.

;Set the table entry pointer to 1.
/Point HL to "

r 19".
;Print at console.
/Request year tens.
;Get it f make ASCII and print it.
/Request year units.
/Get it, make ASCII and print it.

HOURS

********************
* Handle time. *
********************

MVI A,l
LXI H,TBLURB
CALL SENDIT1

MVI Af 37
CALL GETNUMBER
ANI 3
CALL SENDNUMBER
MVI A, 36
CALL PRINIDIGIT
MVI C f

' :
•

CALL CONOUT

MVI A, 35
CALL PRINTDIGIT
MVI Af 34
CALL PRINTDIGIT
MVI C, 1 :'

CALL CONOUT

MVI Af 33
CALL PRINTDIGIT
MVI A, 32
CALL PRINTDIGIT

MVI Af l
LXI H,CRLF
CALL SENDIT1

MINUTES

SECONDS

;

;

;

;

;

;

/Set the table entry pointer to 1.
/Point HL to " time ".

/Print at console.

; Request hour tens.
/Bring it into A.
/Get rid of AM/PM & 1^24 bits.
/Make it ASCII and print it.
/Request hour units.
/Get it, make ASCII and print it.
/Need a colon here/ pass it to CONOUT
/in C as per standard CP/M practice.

/Request minute tens.
/Get it, make ASCII and print it.
/Request minute units.
/Get it, make ASCII and print it.
/Do the colon thing again.

/Request second tens.
/Get it, make ASCII and print it.
/Request second units.
/Get it, make ASCII and print it.
;

/Set the table entry pointer at 1.
/Point HL at CRLF.
/Print it at console.

*************************************
* Release board from "hold" mode. *
*************************************

XRA
OUT
JMP

A
MODE
CPM

/Zero is code for "release hold".
/Do it.
/All done, do a warm boot.

; n I I I I I i h 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 | | n | H | I I I I I I I I H I I H
/ subroutine section subroutine section
; h I I I I I H I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 ii h
I

PRINTDIGIT

GETNUMBER

SENDNUMBER

CALL
CALL
RET

OUT
JMP
JMP
IN
RET

ORI
MOV
CALL
RET

GETNUMBER
SENDNUMBER

CLOCK
$+3
$+3
CLOCK

'0»

C,A
CONOUT

;

;

;

;

;

/

i

;

;

;

/

SENDITO
SENDIT1

/Get number requested by A from clock.
/Make it ASCII and print it.

/Send register request to clock.
/Kill some time (at least 6 uSecond)

.

/This ought to do it (10 uSec § 2 MBZ)

.

/Receive requested data in A.

/Add an ASCII , > to the binary to make
/it printable and move it to C. See
/comments at beginning of program
/concerning CONOUT.

*****************************
* Accessing the tables. *
*****************************

"Entry number" or "entry" means the binary number representing the
relative position of the stirng which is being selected from a
particular table. This is passed in A. Register pair HL must contain
a the address of the table which contains the entry. (HL selects table,
A selects entry.)

INR
DCR
JZ

A
A
DONE

;

;

;

;

/Enter here if entries begin at zero.
/Enter here if entries begin at one.
/When A DCRs down to 0, the "inchworm"
/has found the requested table entry.

;

;

;

;

At this point. HL points to the first byte of an entry. This byte
contains the length of the entry including the length (first) byte.

MOV E,M /Move the length of the entry to E.
MVI D,0 /Clear out D so that DE=length.
DAD D /Add the length to the current address

/contained in HL.
JMP SENDIT1 /Go back to check A to see if correct

/entry has been found.

At DONE, HL points to the first byte of the selected entry. This byte
contains the length of that entry. The length is now moved to A.

Software
at SUPER

DISCOUNT PRICES

the best available on the

market today for

TRS-80

A ATARr

GAMES * UTILITIES * BUSINESS
for the budget minded individual

ONE OF THE WORLD'S

LARGEST INVENTORIES

We have all the latest

software-ASK US!

A-(MK@A0N] Distributors
COMPUTER GAMES SPECIALISTS

^314

P.O. BOX 24121 -C
OAKLAND, CA 94607
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more . .

.

SPECTACULAR
OFFERS

1 BASF

MAXELL
ran

WABASH

OPUS
We stock the complete line of BASF diskettes,

reel-to-reel tapes, mag cards, disk packs and
cartridges. We also carry MAXELL, OPUS and
WABASM products. All are 100% cerHied and
fully guaranteed.

Box of 10 diskettes: 5V4 " 8"

OPUS ss/sd $20 $21

BASF ss/sd 23 24
WABASH ss/sd 23 24
MAXELL . TOO LOW TO QUOTE. CALL
5 1/4"-10 sector-now available

Sectoring must be specified

5V4 or 8" Vinyl Storage Pages 10/$5

LIBRARY CASES ^J^
8" Kas-sette/10 $2.99 iff Hj
5V4" Mini Kas-sette/10 . . $2.49 \W^

HARDHOLE DISK PROTECTORS

Reinforcing rings of tough mylar

protect disk hole edge from

damaqe.
51/4- 8"

Applicators $3 $4
Hardhole Rings (50) $8 $8

DISK DRIVE HEAD
CLEANING KITS

Prevent head crashes and
ensure error-free operation.

5V4" or 8" $19.50

SFD C-10 CASSETTES 10/$7
(All cassettes include box ana labels.)

Get 8 cassettes, C-10
Sonic, and Cassette/8
Library-Album, as illustrated,

for only $8

%?4SNAP-IT POWER CENTER

Turns 1 outlet into 6. Wall
mount or portable. Circuit

breaker, lighted switch and
UL approved.

4"x3"x2" $19.95

We also offer printer ribbons, printwheeis,

type elements, equipment covers, power con-

soles, paper supplies, storage and filing equip-

ment, furniture and many other accessories
for word and data processing systems. Write
for our free catalog.

VISA • MASTERCHARGE • MONEY
ORDERS • CERTIFIED CHECK • FOR

PERSONAL CHECKS ALLOW TWO WEEKS
• C.O.D. REQUIRES A 10% DEPOSIT • CAL.

RES. ADD 6% SALES TAX • MIN $2
SHIPPING & HANDLING • MINIMUM

ORDER $10 • SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR FULL REFUND

PRODUCTS
8868 CLAIREMONT MESA BLVD
SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA 92123

Toll Free 800 854-1555 Order Only
For Information or California Orders

(714) 268-3537

Listing continued.

DONE
TOCCNS0LE

MOV
INX

DCR

RZ
MOV
FUSH
CALL
POP
JMP

AfM
H

C rM
PSW
C0N0UT
PSW
TOOONSOLE

;Bump pointer to next (or the first)
;byte of actual message.
;Subtract 1 from remaining length to
;see if entire message has been sent.
;Return if it has.
;If not, move the next character to C.

;Save the remaining length value.
;Print the character.
;Get the remaining length back in A.
;Keep going 'till it's all printed.

;

» I I I I I I I II M I I I I I I I It » I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I

data section data section
i H 1 1 it H 1 1 > it 1 it 11 1 11 1 h 1 1 1 1 1 it 11 1 11 1

1

*********************
* Build tables. *
*********************

These tables were built by a macro which generates tables. If no macro
assembler is available, the tables can be constructed according to the
note at the beginning of this program.

The following macro generates tables with the form:

LABLE STRING LENGTH+1, 'STRING'
SIRING LEHGTH+1, 'STRING'
STRING LENGTH+1,' STRING'

;Each defined as an "entry'

. etc.

It is invoked by the form:

LABLE MESSAGE < 'STRING'

>

MESSAGE < 'STRING'

>

MESSAGE <'STRING , >

•

. etc.

;Where LABLE is the name of the table
;and each line (invocation of the
;macro) is an "entry" in the table.

This macro courtesy of Tim Leslie (tcl software)

.

MESSAGE

7LABLE

7LENGTH

MACRO 7STRING

SET
DB 0,?STRING

SET $-?LABLE

ORG 7LABLE

DB
ORG

7LENGTH
7LABLE+7LENGTH

;

;

;

;

DAYS

ENDM

*******************************
* Table code begins here. *
*******************************

;Define a macro called MESSAGE with one
parameter of 7STRING.
Set value of 7LABLE = current address.
Define the form of the entry and place
the parameter (STRING) in position
in the code.
Set the value of 7LENGTH current
address - original address.
Begin next code generation at
7LABLE (where the is stored)

.

Generate (write over) the length byte.
Begin next code generation at next
byte after the end of STRING.
End the macro definition.

MONTHS

MESSAGE < 'Sunday: •>

MESSAGE < 'Monday: '>

MESSAGE < 'Tuesday: •>

MESSAGE < 'Wednesday: •>

MESSAGE < 'Thursday: '>
MESSAGE < 'Friday: •>

MESSAGE <•Saturday: •>

TBLURB

YBLURB

CRLF

FINIS
7 nun

MESSAGE
MESSAGE
MESSAGE
MESSAGE
MESSAGE
MESSAGE
MESSAGE
MESSAGE
MESSAGE
MESSAGE
MESSAGE
MESSAGE

< 'January •>

<'February '>

<'March •>
< 'April •>

<'May •>

<'June '>

<'July •>

<•August •>

<'September •>
< 'October •>
< 'November '>
< 'December •>

;Day
;Day 1
;Day 2
•
9 •

9 •

;Day 6

;Month
;Month
;Month
;

1 •

etc.

1

2

3

etc.

;Month 12

MESSAGE <•

MESSAGE <', 19'>

DB 3,0DH,0AH

time •>

III I i I I II I I I I II II I H t I H I t H M il H I H t II t t t It I I I I I II I It l I l l l l l l 1 l H I t I 1

end program end program end program end program end program
1 H 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 n 1 h 1 m 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 11 1 11 1 11 1 1 1 1

1

end listing "TIME.ASM 1

END

A>
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NORTH STAR USERS!

You have access to a super communication device!

A utility program running under DOS 5.2 allows for

convenient communication with remote computer
systems, personal computers, and bulletin boards.

Received text may be saved on disk, edited, and sub-

sequently printed. BASIC programs may be upload-

ed and downloaded. This software is an enhanced
version of NSCOM described in the January '82

issue of Kilobaud. Two versions with different

origins are included.

Introductory prices:

NSCOM $29.95

Source code for NSCOM $10.00 additional

Master card and VISA card accepted.

To obtain information or order contact:

The Computer Shoppe
283 Medford Ave.

Patchouge, N.Y. 11772

Telephone: 516-758-6558 • 298

wan
'CORPORATION

Solve your disc problems, buy 100% surface

tested Dysan diskettes. All orders shipped

from stock, within 24 hours. Call toll FREE
(800) 23S4137 for prices and information.

Visa and Master Card accepted

PACIFIC ^172

EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 (InCal. call

(805)543-1037)

Heath
Users
Double Your

.)'," disk storage

capacity without adding: a drive.

Get twice as much from your H88 or

H89 microcomputer. Our FDC-880H
floppy disk controller, in conjunction
with your h 1/" drives, for example,
expands memory capacity from 256
bytes to 512 bytes per sector.

And it handles single and double-
sided, single and double-density, 8" and
5%" drives — simultaneously.

Call 714/275-1272 today
or write for details. Or

C.O.R. Systems Inc.

Controlled Data Recording Systems. Inc.

7667 Vickers St.. San Diego/CA 92111

»^148

NEW 23K
PERSONAL COMPUTER
$239.00

FACTZrE

You get the NEW APF IM-1 Full Size

Powerful Computer: Includes 14K

ROM with Level II BASIC built in, 9K

user RAM, Color, Sound, Professional

53 keyboard, two controllers, two 10

key numeric pads, high speed cas-

sette, AC adapter, RF Modulator, TV
switchbox. Accepts TAPE-DISK-PLUG

IN CARTRIDGES. It is PLUG IN EX-

PANDABLE. 90 day parts and labor

warranty, owners quick, BASIC lan-

guage manual. All this in a beautiful

black and white console case for only

$239.00.

15 DAY FREE TRIAL Return within 15

days complete and undamaged for re-

fund of purchase price.

PROTECTO ENTERPRIZES ^233

BOX 550, BARRINGTON, IL 60010

TO ORDER PHONE 312/382-2192

DOSPLUS K]
OWNERS

Our brand-new expanded
user's manual will provide
you with greater in-depth

irvrormation on all

versions of DOSPLUS. Over
160 pages of

documentation, yours for

only $29.95. To order, call

1-800-348-8558.
MasterCard and VISA

accepted.

ADVANCED
OPERATING
SYSTEMS

450 St. John Rd.

Michigan City, Indiana 46360

^334

$73.80
Single Board Computer

6800 MPU. serial I/O. parallel I/O, RAM,
EROM, 44-pin 4V x 6V PCB

EXPANSION MODULES
RAM. ROM, CMOS RAM/battery, analog
I/O. serial I/O. parallel I/O, counter/
timer, 488 GPIB, EROM programmer,
power fail detect/power on reset

wimi i:

^163
Wintek Corp
1801 South Street

Lafayette. IN 47904
317 742-8428

BUY
DIRECT
SAVE

- m * -

TM TANDY CORPORATION
FREE COPY OF WARRANTY

UPON REQUEST

TRS-80

DISCOUNT

DIRECT

PRICES

WRITE FOR
FREE

CATALOG

1-800-841-0860 Toll Free

YOUR TRS-80

COMPUTER
Headquarters

Learn To
"Do It Yourself"

And Save Money

MICRO MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS, INC. ^100

DEPT. NO. 7
Downtown Plaza Shopping Center

115C Second Ave S W • Cairo. Georgia 31728

912 377 7120 Go Phone No

PRINTERS
AXIOM GP100M $339
80 Col.. 30 Char/sec, 8'V paper. Tractor feed

AXIOM IMP1 &2 CALL
132 Col.. 100 Char/sec
Bidirectional. Graphics. Descenders

AXIOM EX801 $539
AXIOM EX820 $729
801 Alphanumencs. 820 • Printer/Plotter

AXIOM EX850 $1595
Just connect it to a video input and instantly print

what you see. HI resolution

OKI DATA MICROLINE
Model 80 $429 Model 82A $579
Model 83A $798 Model 84 $ 1 299

TECO MONITORS
13" COLOR 8mhz/ch RGB SYNC
RGB $549

12" GREEN PHOSPHOR
1200lmes 15 MHZ TM12PC-GX $149

12" BLACK & WHITE
800 lines 15MHZTM12PC $109

ATARI Models 800. 400. 830. 850. etc.

Call for Discount Prices.

Send check or money order for free delivery Call

between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. EST Equipment subject
to price change and availability without notice.

C§D§ **."*
Laurel Business Ctr . 8580 B Laurel. Md 20707

301 490-3800 TOLL FREE 800 368 2529

'68' MICRO
TMJOURNAL

6800-6809-68000

* The only ALL 68XX Computer Magazine

USA
1 Yr $18 50 2 Yr - $32 50 3 Yr - $46 50
"Foreign Surface Add $12 Yr to USA Price
Foragn Air Mail Add $35 Yr to USA Price

"Canada & Mexico Add $5 50 Yr to USA Pnce

OK, PLEASE ENTER MY
SUBSCRIPTION

Bill my: M/C — VISA D
Card #

Expiration Date

For D 1-Yr. 2 Yrs. 3 Yrs

Enclosed: $

Name .^_^__^^^^^^__
Street

City _

State *P-

68 Micro Journal
5900 Cassandra Smith Rd.
Hixson, TN 37343 • 132
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Here's a pluperfect way to conjugate Latin verbs and form verb synopses using string manipulation.

Computo, Computas,
Computat

By David Lippmann

As a student of Latin for four years,

I've developed a great apprecia-

tion for the regularity of the Latin lan-

guage. To be sure, 99 percent of all

Latin verbs follow specific patterns;

i.e., they fall into five major groups

Sample run.

RUN
WOULD you like: directions? yes

THIS PROGRAM WILL CONJUGATE ANY REGULAR* DEPONENT,
SEMI DEPONENT OR DEFECTIVE VERB IN THE LATIN LANGUAGE,
IRREGULAR VERBS WILL NOT BE CONJUGATED,

(1) ENTER THE FOUR PRINCIPLE PARTS SEPARATED BY
COMMAS. WHERE PARTS ARE MISSING, PLACE TWO
CONSECUTIVE COMMAS. EMPLOY A LOWER CASE 'E'
IN SECOND CONJUGATION VERBS TO DENOTE A LONG
VOWEL SOUND.

<2) ENTER THE PERSON AS A TWO-CHARACTER STRING,
THE FIRST CHARACTER REPRESENTS THE PERSON
(1,2,3) , THE SECOND CHARACTER REPRESENTS THE
NUMBER- <S =^SINGULA R , P = PL URAD. D E F A U L 7 T F^ E
PERSON INQUIRY TO CONJUGATE EACH PERSON (ENTER
BLANK SPACE AND CARRIAGE RETURN)

.

VERB? TOLLG , TOLLERE , SUSTUL I , SUBLATUS
PERSON?

INDICATIVE SUBJUNCTIVE

ACTIVE PASSIVE ACT i:vf

PRESENT

PASSIVE.

TOLLO TOLL OR TOLLAM TOLLAR
TOLL I

8

TOLLER IS TOLL AS TOLLAR IS
TOLL IT TOLL XTUR TOLL AT TOLLATUR
TOLL.IMUS TOLLIMUR rOLE AMU

S

TOLL AMUR
TOLL IT IS TOLL

I

MEN I TOLLAT 18 TOLLAMINI
TOLLUNT TOLLUNTUR TOLLANT

IMPERFECT

TOLL. AN TUR

TOLLEBAM TOLLEBAR TOLLE REM TOL.L.ERER
TOLLEBAS TOLLEBAR I

8

TOLLERE

S

TOLL ERERIS
TOLLEBAT TOLLEBATUR TOLLERE

T

TOLLERETUR
TOLLEBAMUS lULL.EBAMUR TOLLEREMUS TOLL ERE MUR
TOLLEBAT IS TOLLEBAM IN

I

TOLLERE US TOLLERE! MINI
TOLLEBANT TOLLEBAN TUR TOLL. ERE NT

FUTURE

TOLLEREN TUR

TOLLAM TOLLAR
TOLLES TOLL«RIS UVf(

or conjugations. For this reason, I

was particularly enthusiastic about
writing a computer program to conju-

gate verbs.

Upon input, the program will con-

jugate any regular, deponent, semi-

deponent or defective verb in the

Latin language. Regular verbs have
four principal parts and fall into one
of five conjugations. Deponent verbs

are passive in form, but active in

meaning. Semideponent verbs form
the perfect system of tenses only as

deponents. Defective verbs are lack-

ing in third or fourth principal parts.

The six tenses are formed by the

addition of the personal endings (lo-

cated in the data lines) to the various

stems (determined from the four in-

puts). Each tense of the Latin verb is

printed out (present, imperfect, fu-

ture, perfect, pluperfect, future per-

fect), as well as the infinitives, parti-

ciples and imperatives.

This program is written in MOS
Tech 6502 Basic VI. 1, but it will

work successfully on any microcom-
puter implementing the LEFTS and
RIGHTS string functions. The termi-
nal width is determined in line 350,

but may be redefined as any multiple
of four to accommodate a variety of
terminals.

David Lippmann (21 Old Forge Lane, Tarrytown,

NY 10591} is a student at Irvington High School,

New York.
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Sample run continued.

TOLLET
TQLLEMUS
TOLLETIS
TOLL EN

T

TOLLET UR
TOL LEMUR
TOLLEMINI
TOLLENTUR

•

PERFECT

SUSTULI SUBLATUS SUM
BUSTUL1ST1 SUBLATUS ES
SUSTUL IT SUBLATUS EST
SUSTULIMUS SUBLATI SUMUS
SUSTUL. I ST IS SUBLATI EST IS
SUSTULERUNT SUBLATI SUNT
RUN
WOULD TOU LIKE DIRECTIONS? NO
VERB? TOLLO t 1 01 1 PRE . SUSTUL

I

r SUBLATU
PERSON? 38

SUSTULERIN
SUSTULERIS
SUSTULERIT
SUSTULERIMUS
SUSTULERITIS
SUSTULERINT

S

SUBLATUS SIM
SUBLATUS SIS
SUBLATUS BIT
SUBLATI SINUS
SUBLATI SIT IS
SUBLATI BINT

INDICATIVE SUBJUNCTIVE

ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE

TOLL IT
TOLl EBAT
TOLLET

TOLL ITUR
- TOLLEDA TUR

TOLLETUR

TOLLAT
TOLL ERE

T

TOLLATUR
- TOLLERETUR

SUSTUL I

)

SUSTULERAT
SUSTULERIT

SUBLATUS EST
- SUBLATUS ERAT
SUBLATUS ERIT

SUSTULERIT
SUSTUL I SSE

T

SUBLATUS SIT
SUBLATUS ESSET

INFINITIVES PARTICIPLES

PRESENT ACTIVE
PRESENT PASSIVE
PI RI 1 CT ACTIVE
PERFECT PASS 1 VI

FUTURE ACTIVE
FUTURE PASS I VI

TOLLERE
TOLL!
SUSTUL ISSE
SUBLATUS ESSE
SUBLATURUS ES
SUBLATUM IRI

3E

TOLLENS

SUBLATUS
SUBLATURUS
TOLLENDUS

(POSITIVE.) IMPERATIVES (NEGATIVE)

ACTIVE
ACTIVE
PASSIVE
PASS I VI

TOLLE
TOLLITE
TOLLERE
TOLL I MINI

NOLI TOLLERE
NOLITE TOLLERE
NOLI TOL. LI
NOLITE TOLL I

PLUPERFECT

SUSTULERAM
SUSTULERAS
SUSTULERAT
SUSTULERAMUS
SUSTULERAT IS
SUSTULERANT

SUBLATUS ERAM
SUBLATUS ERAS
SUBLATUS ERAT
SUBLATI ERAMUS
SUBLATI ERAT IS
SUBLATI ERANT

SUSTUL. I SSEM
SUSTUL I SSES
SUSTUL I SSET
SUSTUL I SSEMUS
SUSTUL I SSET IS
SUSTUL I SSENT

SUBLATUS ESSEM
SUBLATUS ESSES
SUBLATUS ESSE!
SUBLATI ESSEMUS
SUBLATI ESSET IS
SUBLATI ESSEN

T

FUTURE PERFECT

SUSTULERO
SUSTULERIS
SUSTULERIT
SUSTULERIMUS
SUSTULERITIS
SUSTULERINT

SUBLATUS ERO
SUBLATUS ERIS
SUBLATUS ERIT
SUBLATI ERIHUS
SUBLATI ERIT IS
SUBLATI ERUNT

INFINITIVES PARTICIPLES

PRESENT ACTIVE
PRESENT PASSIVE
PERFECT ACTIVE
PERFECT PASSIVE.
FUTURE ACTIVE
FUTURE PASSIVE

TOLLERE
TOLL I

SUSTUL I SSE
SUBLATUS ESSE
SUBLATURUS ES
SUBLATUM IRI

SE

TOLL ENS

SUBLATUS
SUBLATURUS
TOLL ENDUS

(POSITIVE) IMPERATIVES (NEGATIVE)

ACTIVE
ACTIVE
PASSIVE
PASSIVE

TOLLE
TOLLITE
TOLLERE
TOLL IM IN

I

NOLI TOLLERE
NOLITE TOLLERE
NOLI TOLL

I

NOLITE TOLL I

Main/Frames

Program listing. Latin verb conjugation program in MOS Tech Basic.

100 REM LATIN CONJUGATION
110 REM 1981- BAVID LI PPMANN- IRVINGTON HIGH SCHOOL.

! 15 REM IRVINGTON* NEW YORK 10533
120 INPUT " WOULD YOU LIKE D I RFC T IONS " ? I $ 1 1 FL.EF Tf ( If . 1 ) " N '

1 HEN200
130 PRINT
1 3

1

PRINT 'THIS PROGRAM WILL CONJUGATE ANY REGULAR. DEPONENT.

132 PR INT 'SEMIDEPONENT OR DEFECTIVE VERB IN THE LATIN LANGUAGE H S >
133 PRINT "IRREGULAR VERBS WILL NOT BE CONJUGATED

>

^More_ .
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>v

Power Line
Filters

Model
LF6

Model
LF2

These filters protect any sensitive electronic

equipment from power line transient damage
and radio frequency interference. Both

models offer common mode and differential

mode surge suppression for power line

spikes*. Rf interference is suppressed using

both inductive and capacitive components.
Ideal for computers, test equipment or TV.

LF2 a duplex outlet. 120V. 8 amps max $39.95

LF6 three separately filtered duplex outlets.

120 V. total fused capacity 15 amps,

power switch and indicator lamp $59.95

Add $2.50 shipping and handling per order.

Send check with order and provide street address
for UPS shipment. Ohio residents add Sales Tax.

Charge card buyers may call toll free:

1-800-543-5613

In Ohio, or for

information call:

1-513-866-2421

20

*»OJ DRAKE

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY
540 Richard Street, Miamisburg, Ohio 45342

INSTITUTIONAL AND DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Offers Discounts on All

TRS-80"
COMPUTERS
We Have What You Are Looking For

PROMPT SHIPPING

D AVAILABLE SERVICE CONTRACTS
DISCOUNTED PRICES COMPAR
ABLE TO ANY OTHERS

Q NO TAX ON OUT OF STATE

SHIPMENTS

Call Collect For Prices

And Shipping Schedules

505-257-7865

or write

HAPPY HANDS ^243

P.O. DRAWER I

RUIDOSO, NEW MEXICO
88345

Listing continued.

134
135
136
137
138
1.39

140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
295
300
310
315
320
330
335
340
350
360
370
380
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
550
560
565
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
700
710
715
720
730
740
750
760
770
800
1000
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1200
1210
1220
1230
1300
1310
1315
1320
1330
1400
1410
1420
1430
1500
1510
1520

(1 ) ENTER THE FOUR PRINCIPLE PARTS SEPARATED BY

COMMAS, WHERE PARTS ARE HISSING* PLACE TWO

CONSECUTIVE COMMAS* EMPLOY A LOWER CASH: 'E'

IN SECOND CONJUGATION VERBS TO DENOTE A LONG

VOWEL SOUND.

(2)

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT
PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT
INPUT " VERB " » PI * > P2* * P3* * P4*
E*«RIGHT*<P2*»3)
IFRIGHT*<P2**l)="I"THEND=i:Pl*
I FE * " ERE " R D - 1 T H E NC 3

ENTER THE PERSON AS
THE FIRST CHARACTER
(1,2*3)* THE SECOND
NUMBER <8»SINGULAR*

A TWO-CHARACTER STRING.
REPRESENTS THE PERSON
CHARACTER REPRESENTS THE

P-PLURAL). DEFAULT THE

PERSON INQUIRY TO CONJUGATE EACH PERSON (ENTER

BLANK SPACE AND CARRIAGE RETURN).

:LEFT*(P1**LEN(P1*) -1)

THENO 5

"THENOl
THEN02

IF03ANDRIGHT* ( PI* » 2)-" 10

ife*-*are*ore***ar
IFF*- " eRE " ORE*- " »RI
IFE*-"IRE"0RE*-"IRI"THENC-4
IFD=1THENP2*-LEFT* < P2* t LEN ( P2* )

- 1 > "L

"

IFD"1AND<C"30RC"5)THENP2*«P2$+ , RE'
IFC=OTHENPRINT"VERB IS IRREGULAR* .GOTQ2O0

IFP3f"*"THENF3»l JP3f>*" - "

IFP4*= • • THENF4==1 : P4t« " ~ "

I FR IGHT* < P4* f 3 ) " SUM " THENP4*>*LEFTt< P4* * LEN < P4*

)

4)

IF RIGHT* < P4* t 4 ) " URUS THENP 4*-=LEFT* < P4* p LEN ( P4* )

INPUT "PERSON" ji*:n-o
IFRIGHT* ( I * * 1 ) "

P
" THENN-3

p^N+VAL(LEFT*(I**l)

)

T=72t DIMM* (14,6)
F RR = 1 T 1 4 : F R CL 1 T 6

READ M*(R*CL)
NEXTCLtNEXTR
REM INDICATIVE AND SUBJUNCTIVE
I N*==" INDICATIVE" tSBf»* SUBJUNCTIVE" : AC*- "ACTIVE " : PA*-

PRINT : PRINTTAB < . 125*1 ) IN* * TAB ( 62S«T ) SB* I PR INT
5*1 ) AC* J TAB < . /5*I >PA$

4)+ "USo •

'PASSIVE

.5*T)A2*;TAB< 75*T)B2t

5*1 )A2**TAB( »75*T)

AND
25*T+4)

PARTICIPLES
INFINITIVES* > TAB < . 75*T 4 ) "PARTICIPLES"

«L EFT* ( P2* i LEN ( P2* ) 1 ) + " I

"

Bl**P4t+" ESSE

.._o
)

1. )+ "DUS" {GOSUB2100

.5*T>'IHPERA1 IVES*

I

PRINTAC**TAB( .25*T)PA*J tab<
IFF O0THEN480
FORK- 1 T 06 : FORCE- 1 T06 I G0SUB2000
PRINTA1**TAB( .25*T)D1*HAB(
NEXTCL : NEX TK : G0T0550
CL-P .» PR I NT : FORK- 1 T06 J G0SUB2000
PRINTA1**TAB( ,25*T)"~ "*B1** IAB(

IFKO3THEN520
F0RJ-1T0T J PRINT -• I .* NEXT J I PRINT
NEXT K

REM INFINITIVES
PRINT I PRINTTAB

<

PRINT
W*-" PRESENT" 1A1*«P2*JB1*
IFC=30RC-5THENB1*-FS*+" I

"

PI*=Bl*:A2*=S*f "NS"
IFC=4THENA2*-S*+ " ENS

"

IFC-5THENA2*-FS*+"IENS"
PP* =A2*:B2*==" " SG08UB2100
W*= " PERFECT " J A 1 *-P3*+ " SSE

"

A2*=*":B2*-P4*:G0SUB2.100
W*- " FUTURE " J P6*-LEFT* ( P4* * LEN ( P4*

)

A 1 *-P6* f
" URUS ESSE

"

I B 1 *-P6*i " UM I R I

A2*=P6*+ " URUS " : B2*-LEF I * ( PP* * LEN ( PP*

)

REM IMPERATIVES
PRINT:PRINTTAB( .25*T)" (POSITIVE)" ITAB<
PRINTTAB ( .75*T> " (NEGATIVE)

"

I PRINT
Al*-S* : A2t* " NOLI " +P2* : G0SUB2200
A1*=S*+"TE" J IFO30RO5TNENAl$«F*M
A2*-"N0LITE "+P2*:G0SUB2200
bi*-p2*:b2*-"nol:i: "+pi*igosub2250
r=c+2 : ifc-5thenr-6
b1*-fs*+left* ( m* ( r * 4 ) , 1 )

t

"

mini "
: b2*

END
ONKGOTO1100* 1200* 1300•1400*1500* 1600
W*-" PRESENT"
S*-LEFT* ( P2* * LEN ( P2* ) 2 ) ! FS*-I.EI : T* ( P2* * LEN ( P2* ) 3 )

R**C+2*IF05THENR*6
A1*-FS*FM*(R*CL) tBl«*LEf T* ( Al* ,LEN( Al* ) -LEN(Xt) )IY*
IFCL=1THENB1*-A1*+Y*
IFCL-2AND ( C-30RO3 ) THENBlt- S* f Y*
G0SUB2300: RETURN
W*= "IMPERFECT

"

IS*-S*:iFC-40RC-5THENIS*-FS*f"lE"
Al*-IS*i "BA" fX*:Bl*-IS*i "BA"TY*
A2*=P2*fX*:B2*-P2*fY*: RETURN
W*-" FUTURE"
R-7 : F*-S* : IFC>2THENR*9 : F$*FS«
IFC=40RC-5THENF*-FS* f ' I

"

Al*=F*+M*(RvCL) :B1*-F*+M*<R+ 1 rCU
A2*= " " t B2*>« " " J RETURN
W*=" PERFECT"
PS*=LEFT* ( P3* * LEN ( P3* )

- 1 ) : R - 1

1

Al *=PS* +M* ( R f CL ) t B1* =P5*+ " " +M* ( R+2 * CI.

;

A2*=PS*+ " ER I
" +X* t B2*==P5*F " SI " +X* I RETURN

W*=" PLUPERFECT"
A 1 *=PS*+ " ERA " TX* : Bl *=P5* f " ERA " f X*
A2*=P3*+ " SSE " +X* : B2t*P5t+ " ESSE " iX* t RE VURN

*B2*

TE

NO I. 1 TE '+PI$:GUSUB2250
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Listing continued.

1600
1610
1620
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2100
2.110

2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2165
2200
2210
2250
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
3000
3005

fHt<R+2rCL>

2 ) + I

w * • f u Ture pe Rf i: c; r

R«12*Al*«PSt+Ht<R*CL) :61$=P5*+'
A2*=-":e«2*="";re:turn
xt«Ht < l rCL > j Y*=M* < 2 f CI. )

P5*«P4t t IFCL>3THENP5*=LEFT* ( P4* , LEW ( P4* )

GOSUB 1000
ifd=ithenai*=' :a2$="
IFF3=1ANDK:: 3The:nai*=' ' :A2*=" "

IFF4=1ANDK>3THENB 1*=" SB2f»"

"

IFP=0ANDCL==1THENPRINT:PRINTTAB(.5*T-.5*LEN(W*))W* sprint
RETURN
IFD- 1 ANi:iU$= " PRESENT " THENA!•
IFD=1ANDW$=" FUTURE "THENB1*="
I FF3= 1 ANDU*- PERFECT " THENA 1 *= "

'

IFF4-lANDW*a aP£RFECT"THENBlt» a "IB2t«' a

IFF4=1ANDW$" 'FUTURE " THENA 1$=" " SBlt»"
PRINTW*»' "»AC$;TAB< .25*T+4>A1*» TAB< »75«T-
PRINTW*?" 'fPA*f TAB< . 25*T+4)B1*M AB(

,

?S*l
RETURN
IFD=1THENA1*=" :A2$="
PRINT " ACT IWE " J TAB ( . 25* T ) A 1 * i TAB ( . 75*T ) A2* : RETURN
PRINT" PASS IVE" J TAB < . 25*T ) B 1 * 5 TAB ( . 75«T > B2* J RETURN
REM PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE
IFCMTH£NA2f«FS«+"E" +X*
IFC«3THENA2t«F8*+**"+Xt
IF020R04THENA2f«St+*A*+Xt
IFOSTHENA2*«F8t+"IA"+Xt
B2t*LEFT*< A2* i I...EN ( A2$ ) -LEN < X* ) ) f Y* : RETURN
DATA'M' f'S'f'T'
DATA'R", "RIS'»

4)A2*
4)B2$

3010 DATA'O

»'MUS"»'TIS'»"NT"
TUR

"

t " MUR

"

f " M I N I
"

»

M NTUR
lQ" AT AMUS* > "ATIS

3015
3020
3025
3030
3035
3040
3045
3050
3055
3060
3065

p •ANT"
ENTBATA'EO" ? "ES" » "ET "

, 'EMUS' f "ETIS'
DATA "0'»'IS'»'IT'»'IMUS'»"ITIS"r'UNT'
DATA'IO"»'IS'.'IT'» "1MUS"»"ITIS%"IUNT'
DATA 'BO", 'BIS", "BIT "

»
" BIMUS

"

p "BITXS'f 'BUNT'
BATA'BOR" f "BERIS" * "BITUR" , "BIMUR" p "BIKINI '

» 'BUNTUR'
DATA ' AM '

p
" ES '

t
' ET '

p
' EMUS

'

f ' E T I
S

'

p " ENT

"

DATA'AR" f "eRIS" p "ETUR "
p "EMUR" p 'EMINI '

p 'ENTUR'
DATA'I'p "ISTI'p'IT'p'IMUS" p'ISTIS'p 'ERUNT
DATA'ERO'p 'ERIS' p 'ERIT'p 'ERIMUS'

p

"ERITIS" p "ERINT"
DATA 'SUM' p "ES" p "EST"

p

•SUMUS' p 'ESTIS'p "SUNT'
DATA ' ERO "

p
' ER I

S
"

p
' ER I

T
'

p
" ER I MUS '

p

ERITIS" p "ERUNT"

CHlPSo&DALEU
Specializing in memory Chips

MEMORY—RAM—
41 16 200ns 8/$ 13.00
4116 250n,8/$12.00

4116 .50n, 8/$ 16.00
21 14L3oons8/$ 16.00
21 14L 200ns 8/$ 17.25
4164 200ns $9.00

6 1 1 6 2K-8 DIT 2oon, $ 1 0.00
— EPROM—

27 1 6 <5v>450ns a/$3.90 ea $4. 1 5 m.

2716-1 <5v)350ns $7.50ea.

2732 (Svxson, a/$ 1 0.00^ $ 10.50
2532 <5v>450ns a/$ 1 0.00 $ 1 0.50 e.

Call for quantity pricing

Call or write for Catalog

Please allow up to 3 wks. for

Personal checks to clear

Master charge

VISA accepted.

Add $2.50 Shipping & Handling

C.O.D. $3.50. Wash, residents add
5.4% Sales Tax

NO U.P.S.

CHIPS & DALE., to

P.O. BOX 31607, DEPT M
Seattle, Washington

Zip 98 1 03
1-206-524-9126

&DALEU
Specializing in memory chips

TRS-80 TM

\ \ \ \\\ \ • t *

TRS-80 MODEL II

$335064-K

8.4 MEGABYTE HARD DISKS
(PRIMARY UNIT) . . . $4040.

TRS-80 MODEL III

48 k ^21 00 1

6

K 850
2 DISK RS-232 (ALL RADIO SHACK EQUIPMENT)

OUT-OF-STATE TAXES AND SHIPPING COSTS

WARRANTIES HONORED BY ALL COMPANY OWNED
RADIO SHACK STORES OR COMPUTOR CENTERS

WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE OF PRINTERS,
COMPUTORS AND ACCESSORIES

TRS-80 COLOR 4-K

16-K

s315
32-K $595

COLOR DISK DRIVES

o
s509 12-3*339

— TM. TANDY CORP

WE ACCEPT

CERTIFIED CHECKS,

CASHIERS CHECKS
AND MONEY ORDERS

PERRY OIL & GAS INCORPORATED
137 NORTH MAIN ST., PERRY, MICHIGAN 48872 PHONE (517) 625-4161, MICH.

WE OWN AND OPERATE A RADIO SHACK — DEALERSHIP R1 62

FOR OUR PRICES, PLEASE CALL TOLL FREE 1 -800-248-3823

^266
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TRS-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE— by Hubert S. Howe,
Jr. This book incorporates into a single volume all the

pertinent facts and information you need to know to

program and enjoy the TRS-80. Included are clear
presentations of all introductory concepts, completely
tested practical programs and subroutines, details of

ROM and RAM and disk operating systems, plus com-
prehensive tables, charts and appendices. Suitable for

the first time user or more experienced users. BK1217
$9.95.*

INSIDE LEVEL II— For machine language program-
mers. This is a comprehensive reference guide to the
Level II ROMs, allowing easy utilization of the
sophisticated routines they contain. It concisely ex-
plains set-ups, calling sequences, variable passage
and I/O routines. Part II presents an entirely new com-
posite program structure which unloads under the
SYSTEM command and executes in both BASIC and
machine code with the speed and efficiency of a com-
piler. Special consideration is given to disk systems.
BK1183 $15.95.*

PROGRAMMING THE Z-80— by Rodnay Zaks. Here is as-

sembly language programming for the Z-80 presented as
a progressive, step-by-step course. This book is both an
educational text and a self-contained reference book,
useful to both the beginning and the experienced pro-
grammer who wish to learn about the Z-80. Exercises to
test the reader are included. BK1122 $14.95.*

Z 80 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE AND COOKBOOK
— by Nat Wadsworth. Scelbi's newest cookbook! This
book contains a complete description of the powerful
Z-80 instruction set and a wide variety of programming
information. Use the author's ingredients including
routines, subroutines and short programs, choose a
time-tested recipe and start cooking! BK1045 $16.99.*

Z-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING-by
Lance A. Leventhal. This book thoroughly covers the

Z-80 instruction set, abounding in simple programming
examples illustrating software development concepts
and actual assembly language usage. Features in-

clude Z-80 I/O devices and interfacing methods, as-

sembler conventions, and comparisons with 8080A/
8085 instruction sets and interrupt structure.
BK1 177 $16.99.*

VOL. I COMPONENT TESTERS—How to build tran-

sistor testers (8), diode testers (3), IC testers (3),

voltmeters and VTVMs (9), ohmmeters (8 different

kinds), inductance (3), capacity (9), Q measurement,
crystal checking (6), temperature (2), aural meters for

the blind (3), and all sorts of miscellaneous data on
meters. . .using them, making them more versatile,

making standards. Invaluable book. LB7359 $4.95.*

VOL. II AUDIO FREQUENCY TESTERS-Jam packed
with all kinds of audio frequency test equipment. If

you're into SSB, RTTY, SSTV, etc., this book is a must for

you ... a good book for hi-fi addicts and experimenters,
too! LB7360$4.95.*

VOL. Ill RADIO FREQUENCY TESTERS— Radio fre-

quency waves, the common denominator of ama-
teur radio. Such items as SWR, antenna impedance, line

impedance, RF output, and field strength; detailed in-

structions on testing these items includes sections on
signal generators, crystal calibrators, grid dip
oscillators, noise generators, dummy loads, and much
more. LB7361 $4.95.*

VOL. IV IC TEST EQUIPMENT— Become a trouble
shooting wizard! In this fourth volume of the 73 TEST
EQUIPMENT LIBRARY are 42 home construction proj-

ects for building test equipment to work with your ham
station and in servicing digital equipment. Plus a
cumulative index for all four volumes for the 73 TEST
EQUIPMENT LIBRARY. LB7362 $4.95.*

6502
PET/CBM PERSONAL COMPUTER GUIDE— by Adam
Osborne and Caroll Donahue. REVISED SECOND EDI-
TION This is the book that will show you what the Com-
modore PET or CBM can do and how to get your's up
and running. Designed as a self-teaching BASIC
tutorial, the book will teach you both BASIC and CBM
BASIC, yet it assumes no knowledge of computers or
programming. Included are: complete operating in-

structions, Description of all PET/CBM BASIC state-

ments, optimal programming techniques and solutions

to many programming problems. BK1231 $15.00

SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS, APPLE II EDI-

TION— by Lon Poole et al. A powerful collection of fi-

nancial, statistical, home management and mathemat-
ics programs—76 in all—Each program is presented
with BASIC source code, operating instructions and
descriptions. If you're a beginning programmer you
can learn from this book what well designed and
documented programs look like. BK1232 $14.95

UNDERSTANDING YOUR VIC VOL. 1 BASIC PROGRAM-
MING— by David Schultz. For the beginning VIC pro-

grammer— this book is full of examples and exercises
(with expected results included as immediate feedback)
that will help you to quickly and easily learn about the
VIC. Included are chapters on program design with the
use of pseudo code and data dictionaries to refine pro-

gramming problems, and on VIC color and sound fea-

tures. A fine learn-by-doing programming guide.
BK1234 $11.95.

6502 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING—by
Lance A. Leventhal. This book provides comprehen-
sive coverage of the 6502 microprocessor assembly
language. Leventhal covers over 80 programming ex-
amples from simple memory load loops to complete
design projects. Features include 6502 assembler con-
ventions, input/output devices and interfacing
methods and programming the 6502 interrupt system.
BK1 176 $16.99.*

THE APPLE II USER'S GUIDE— by Lon Poole, Martin
McNiff, and Steven Cook. This guide is the key to

unlocking the full power of your Apple II or Apple II

Plus. Topics include: "Applesoft and Integer BASIC
Programming"—especially how to make the best use
of Apple's sound, color and graphics capabilities.

"Machine Level Programming," "Hardware Features"
—which covers the disk drive and printer, and "Ad-
vanced Programming"—describing high resolution
graphics techniques and other advanced applications.

Well organized and easy to use. BK1220 $15.00.*

PROGRAMMING THE 6502 (Third Edition)—Rodnay
Zaks has designed a self-contained text to learn pro-
gramming, using the 6502. It can be used by a person
who has never programmed before, and should be of
value to anyone using the 6502. The many exercises
will allow you to test yourself and practice the con-
cepts presented. $13.95.* BK1005

6502 APPLICATIONS BOOK— Rodnay Zaks presents
practical-application techniques for the 6502 micropro-
cessor, assuming an elementary knowledge of micropro-
cessor programming. You will build and design your own
domestic-use systems and peripherals. Self-test exer-

cises included. BK1006 $12.95.*

6502 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE AND COOK-
BOOK— by Robert Findley. This book introduces the
BASIC language programmer into the realm of
machine-language programming. The description of
the 6502 structure and instruction set, various
routines, subroutines and programs are the ingredi-

ents in this cookbook. "Recipes" are included to help
you put together exactly the programs to suit your
taste. BK1055 $12.95.*

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

MICROCOMPUTING CODING SHEETS Microcomput-
ing's dozen or so programmers wouldn't try to work
without these handy scratch pads, which help prevent

the little errors that can cost hours and hours of pro-

gramming time. Available for programming is Assem-
bly/Machine Language (PD1001), which has columns
for address, instruction (3 bytes), source code (label,

op code, operand) and comments; and for BASIC
(PD1002) which is 72 columns wide. 50 sheets to a pad.
$2.39.*

68000/6809
6809 MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND IN-

TERFACING— by Andrew C. Staugaard, Jr. Getting in-

volved with Tandy's new Color Computer? If so, this

new book from the Blacksburg Group will allow you to

exploit the awesome power oT the machine's 6809 mi-

croprocessor. Detailed information on processor ar-

chitecture, addressing modes, register operation, data
movement, arithmetic logic operations, I/O and inter-

facing is provided, as well as a review section at the
end of each chapter. Four appendices are included
covering the 6809 instruction set, specification sheets
of the 6809 family of processors, other 6800 series
equipment and the 6809/6821 Peripheral Interface
Adapter. This book is a must for the serious Color Com-
puter owner. BK1215 $13.95.*

68000 MICROPROCESSOR HANDBOOK— by Gerry
Kane. Whether you're currently using the 68000, plan-
ning to use it, or simply curious about one of the new-
est and most powerful microprocessors, this hand-
book has all the answers. A clear presentation of sig-

nal conversions, timing diagram conventions, func-
tional logic, three different instruction set tables, ex-
ception processing, and family support devices pro-
vides more information about the 68000 than the manu-
facturer's data sheets. A stand alone reference book
which can also be used as a supplement to An Intro-

duction to Microcomputers: Vol. 2—Some Real Micro-
processors. BK1216$6.99.*

68000 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING—by
Gerry Kane, et al. A straightforward self teaching text

book on assembly language programming for the 68000
microprocessor, this book contains the entire instruc-

tion set, describes the function of assemblers and
assembly instructions and discusses basic software
development concepts. A large number of practical pro-

gramming examples are included. BK1233 $16.99

—COOKBOOKS—
CMOS COOKBOOK— by Don Lancaster. Details the

application of CMOS, the low power logic family

suitable for most applications presently dominated by
TTL. Required reading for every serious digital ex-

perimenter! BK1011 $10.50.*

TTL COOKBOOK— by Don Lancaster. Explains what
TTL is, how it works, and how to use it. Discusses
practical applications, such as a digital counter
and display system, events counter, electronic stop-
watch, digital voltmeter and a digital tachometer.
BK1063$9.50.*

TVT COOKBOOK— by Don Lancaster. Describes the
use of a standard television receiver as a micropro-
cessor CRT terminal. Explains and describes charac-
ter generation, cursor control and interface informa-
tion in typical, easy-to-understand Lancaster style.

BK1064$9.95.*

*Use the order card in this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of

paper and mail to Kilobaud Microcomputing Book Department • Peterborough NH
03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

No COD. orders accepted. All orders add $1.50 for first book, $1.00 each addi-
tional book, $10.00 per book foreign airmail. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Questions regarding your order? Please write to customer Service at the follow-
ing address.

FOR TOLL FREE ORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473
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UNDERSTANDING AND PROGRAMMING MICROCOM-
PUTERS—A valuable addition to your computing library.

This two-part text includes the best articles that have ap-
peared in 73 and Kilobaud Microcomputing magazines
on the hardware and software aspects of microcomput-
ing. Well-known authors and well-structured text helps
the reader get involved.$10.95* BK7382

SOME OF THE BEST FROM KILOBAUD MICROCOM-
PUTING—A collection of the best articles that have ap-
peared in Kilobaud Microcomputing. Included is materi-
al on the TRS-80 and PET systems, CP/M, the
8080/8085/Z-80 chips, the ASR-33 terminal. Data-base
management, word processing, text editors, and file

structures are covered too. Programming techniques
and hard-core hardware construction projects for

modems, high-speed cassette interfaces, and TVTs are
also included in this large-format, 200-plus-page edition.

$10.95.* BK7311

YOUR FIRST COMPUTER— by Rodnay Zaks. Whether
you are using a computer, thinking about using one or

considering purchasing one, this book is indispen-
sable. It explains what a computer system is, what it

can do, how it works and how to select various compo-
nents and peripheral units. It is written in everyday lan-

guage and contains invaluable information for the nov-
ice and the experienced programmer. (The first edition
of this book was published under trie title "An In-

troduction to Personal and Business Computing".)
BK1191 $8.95*

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING TECHNIQUES—
by Austin Lesea & Rodnay Zaks— will teach you how to
interconnect a complete system and interface it to all

the usual peripherals. It covers hardware and software
skills and techniques, including the use and design of
model buses such as the IEEE 488 or S-100. BK1037
$17.95.*

TRS-80 DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES— by Harvard C.

Pennington. This is the definitive work on the TRS-80
disk system. It is full of detailed "How to use," infor-

mation with examples, samples and in-depth explana-

tions suitable for beginners and professionals alike.

The recovery of one lost file is worth the price alone.

BK1181 $22.50.'

MICROSOFT BASIC DECODED AND OTHER MYSTER-
IES— by James Farvour. From the company that

brought you TRS-80 DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES.
Contains more than 6500 lines of comments for the dis-

assembled Level II ROMs and six additional chapters
describing every BASIC subroutine, with assembly lan-

guage routines showing how to use them. Flowcharts
for all major routines give the reader a real in-

sight into how the interpreter works. BK1186 $29.50.*

SPECIAL INTERESTS
THE CUSTOM TRS-80 AND OTHER MYSTERIES— by
Dennis Kitsz. More than 300 pages of TRS-80 customiz-
ing information. With this book you'll be able to ex
glore your computer like never before. Want to turn an

track into a mass storage unit? Individual reverse
characters? Replace the BASIC ROMs? Make Music?
High speed, reverse video, Level I and Level II? Fix it if

it breaks down? All this and much, much more. Even if

you have never used a soldering iron or read a circuit

diagram, this book will teach you how! This is the

definitive guide to customizing your 80! BK1218
$29.95.*

BASIC FASTER AND BETTER AND OTHER MYS-
TERIES— by Lewis Rosenfelder. You don't have to

learn assembly language to make your programs run
fast. With the dozens of programming tricks and
techniques in this book you can sort at high speed,
swap screens in the twinkling of an eye, write INKEY
routines that people think are in assembly language
and add your own commands to BASIC. Find out how
to write elegant code that makes your BASIC really

hum, and explore the power of USR calls. BK1221
$29.95.*

THE CP/M HANDBOOK (with MP/M)— by Rodnay Zaks
A complete guide and reference handbook for CP/M—
the industry standard in operating systems. Step-by-
step instruction for everything from turning on the
system and inserting the diskette to correct user
discipline and remedial action for problem situations.

This also includes a complete discussion of all ver-

sions of CP/M up to and including 2.2, MP/M and
CDOS. BK1187 $14.95.*

HOW TO DEFEND YOURSELF AGAINST RADAR— by
Bruce F. Bogner and James R. Bodnar, a lawyer and
radar expert. This book gives you the ammunition to
challenge the radar "evidence" that usually leads to a
speeding conviction. The major part of the book details
the inner workings of radar— you'll become more of an
expert than most police officers and judges. The re-

mainder of the book outlines how to defend yourself
against a speeding ticket—the observations, mea-
sures and testimony you must obtain to defend your-
self without the help of a lawyer. The price is a lot less
than a fine! $6.95* BK1201

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

HOBBY COMPUTERS ARE HERE!— If you want to come
up to speed on how computers work— hardware and
software—this is an excellent book. It starts with funda-
mentals and explains the circuits and the basics of pro-

gramming, along with a couple of TVT construct/on proj-

ects, ASCII, Baudot, etc. This book has the highest rec-

ommendations as a teaching aid. BK7322 $4.95.*

THE NEW HOBBY COMPUTERS—This book takes it

from where Hobby Computers Are Here! leaves off, with
chapters on Large-Scale Integration, how to choose a
microprocessor chip, an introduction to programming,
low-cost I/O for a computer, computer arithmetic, check-
ing memory boards. . .and much, much more! Don't
miss thiF remendous value! BK7340 Only $4.95.*

AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS, VOL.
—The Beginner's Book—Written for readers who know
nothing about computers— for those who have an in-

terest in how to use computers—and for everyone else
who must live with computers and should know a little

about them. The first in a series of 4 volumes, this book
will explain how computers work and what they can do.
Computers have become an integral part of life and
society. During any given day you are affected by com-
Suters, so start learning more about them with Volume

. BK1 130 $7.95.*

AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS, VOL. 1

—2nd Edition completely revised. Dedicated to the
basic concepts of microcomputers and hardware theo-
ry. The purpose of Volume I is to give you a thorough
understanding of what microcomputers are. From
basic concepts (which are covered in detail), Volume I

builds the necessary components of a microcomputer
system. This book highlights the difference between
minicomputers and microcomputers. BK1030 $12.99.*

KILOBAUD KLASSROOM—by George Young and Peter
Stark. Learning electronics theory without practice isn't

easy. And it's no fun to build an electronics project that
you can't use. Kilobaud Klassroom the popular series
first published in Kilobaud Microcomputing, combines
theory with practice. This is a practical course in digital

electronics. It starts out with very simple electronics
projects, and by the end of the course you'll construct
your own working microcomputer!

Authors Young and Stark are experienced teachers,
and their approach is simple and direct. Whether you're
learning at home or in the classroom, this book provides
you with a solid background in electronics—and you'll

own a computer that you built yourself! BK7386 $14.95

HOW TO BUILD A MICROCOMPUTER—AND REALLY
UNDERSTAND IT—by Sam Creason. The electronics
hobbyist who wants to build his own microcomputer
system now has a practical "How-To" guidebook. This
book is a combination technical manual and program-
ming guide that takes the hobbyist step-by-step through
the design, construction, testing, and debugging of a
complete microcomputer system. Must reading for

anyone desiring a true understanding of small computer
systems. BK7352 $9.95.*

TOOLS & TECHNIQUES FOR ELECTRONICS—by A. A.

Wicks is an easy-to-understand book written for the

beginning kit-builder as well as the experienced hob-

byist. It has numerous pictures and descriptions of the

safe and correct ways to use basic and specialized tools

for electronic projects, as well as specialized metal-

working tools and the chemical aids which are used in

repair shops. BK7348 $4.95.*

*Use the order card in this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of

paper and mail to Kilobaud Microcomputing Book Department • Peterborough NH
03458 Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

No C.O.D. orders accepted. All orders add $1.50 for first book, $1.00 each addi-

tional book, $10.00 per book foreign airmail. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Questions regarding your order? Please write to customer Service at the follow-

ing address.

FOR TOLL FREE ORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473
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ANNOTATED BASIC—A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR NEO-
PHYTES.— BASIC programming was supposed to be
simple— a beginner's programming language which
was so near to English that is could be easily
understood. But, in recent years, BASIC has become
much more powerful and therefore much more difficult

to read and understand. BASIC simply isn't basic
anymore.
Annotated BASIC explains the complexities of

modern BASIC. It includes complete TRS-80* Level II

BASIC programs that you can use. Each program is an-

notated to explain in step-by-step fashion the workings
of the program. Programs are flowcharted to assist

you in following the operational sequence. And—each
chapter includes a description of the new concepts
which have been introduced.
Annotated BASIC deals with the hows and whys of

TRS-80 BASIC programming. How is a program put

together? Why is it written that way? By observing the
programs and following the annotation, you can devel-

op new techniques to use in your own programs— or

modify commercial programs for your specific use.
Annotated BASIC Volume 1 BK7384 $10.95
Annotated BASIC Volume 2 BK7385 $10.95
Order Both Volumes and Save! BK738402 $18.95

INTRODUCTION TO TRS-80 LEVEL II BASIC AND
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING— by Michael P. Zabin-
ski. Written by an experienced educator, this is the
book for those beginners who want to learn about com-
puters without having to become an expert. It has prac-
tical programs, useful line-by-line comments, excel-
lent flowcharts accompanied by line numbers and over
200 exercises which help the reader assess progress,
reinforce comprehension, and provide valuable prac-
tical experience. BK1219 $10.95.*

50 BASIC EXERCISES— by J. P. Lamoitier. This book is

structured around the idea that the best way to learn a
language is through actual practice. It contains 50
completely explained exercises: statement and
analysis of the problem, flowcharts, programs and ac-

tual runs. Program subjects include mathematics,
business, games, and operations research, and are
presented in varying levels of difficulty. This format
enables anyone to learn BASIC rapidly, checking their

progress at each step. BK1192 $12.95*.

THE BASIC HANDBOOK—SECOND EDITION— by
David Lien. This book is unique. It is a virtual

ENCYCLOPEDIA of BASIC. While not favoring one
computer over another, it explains over 250 BASIC
words, how to use them and alternate strategies. If a
computer does not possess the capabilities of a need-
ed or specified word, there are often ways to ac-

complish the same function by using another word or

combination of words. That's where the HANDBOOK
comes in. It helps you get the most from your com-
puter, be it a "bottom-of-the-line" micro or an oversized
monster. BK1 174 $19.95.*

LEARNING LEVEL II— by David Lien. Written especial-

ly for the TRS-80, this book concentrates on Level II

BASIC. It explores every important BASIC language
capability. Updates are included for those who have
studied the Level I User's Manual. Sections include:

how to use the Editor, dual cassette operation, printers
and peripheral devices, and the conversion of Level I

programs to Level II. BK1 175 $15.95.*

BASIC BASIC (2ND EDITION)— by James S. Coan. This
is a textbook which incorporates the learning of com-
puter programming using the BASIC language with the
teaching of mathematics. Over 100 sample programs
illustrate the techniques of the BASIC language and
every section is followed by practical problems. This
second edition covers character string handling and
the use of data files. BK1026 $10.50.*

ADVANCED BASIC— Applications including strings and
files, coordinate geometry, area, sequences and series,

simulation and graphing and games. BK1000 $10.75.*

INTRODUCTION TO PASCAL— by Rodnay Zaks. A
step-by-step introduction for anyone wanting to learn

the language quickly and completely. Each concept is

explained simply and in a logical order. All features of

the language are presented in a clear, easy-to
understand format with exercises to test the reader at

the end of each chapter. It describes both standard
PASCAL and UCSD PASCAL—the most widely used
dialect for small computers. No computer or program-
ming experience is necessary. BK1 189 $14.95.*

PROGRAMMING IN PASCAL-by Peter Grogono The
computer programming language PASCAL was the
first language to embody in a coherent way the con-
cepts of structured programming, which has been
defined by Edsger Dijkstra and C.A.R. Hoare. As such,
it is a landmark in the development of programming
languages. PASCAL was developed by Niklaus Wirth
in Zurich; it is derived from the language ALGOL 60 but
is more powerful and easier to use. PASCAL is now
widely accepted as a useful language that can be effi-

ciently implemented, and as an excellent teaching
tool. It does not assume knowledge of any other pro-

gramming language and therefore suitable for an in-

troductory course. BK1 140 $12.95.*

GAMES
40 COMPUTER GAMES FROM KILOBAUD MICROCOM
PUTING— Forty games in all in nine different categories.
Games for large and small systems, and even a section
on calculator games. Many versions of BASIC used and
a wide variety of systems represented. A must for the
serious computer gamesman. BK7381 $7.95.*

BASIC COMPUTER GAMES— Okay, so once you get
your computer and are running in BASIC, then what?
Then you need some programs in BASIC, that's what.
This book has 101 games for you from very simple to
real buggers. You get the games, a description of the
games, the listing to put in your computer and a sam-
ple run to show you how they work. Fun. Any one game
will be worth more than the price of the book for the fun
you and your family will have with it. BK1074 $7.50.*

MORE BASIC COMPUTER GAMES— Edited by David
H. Ahl. More fun in BASIC! 84 new games from the peo-
ple who brought you BASIC Computer Games. In-

cludes such favorites as Minotaur (battle the mythical
beast) and Eliza (unload your troubles on the doctor at

bargain rates). Complete with game description, list-

ing and sample run. BK1182 $7.50.*

WHAT TO DO AFTER YOU HIT RETURN— PCC's first

book of computer games... 48 different computer
games you can play in BASIC. . .programs, descrip-
tions and many illustrations. Lunar Landing, Ham-
murabi, King, Civel 2, Qubic 5, Taxman, Star Trek,
Crash, Market, etc. BK1071 $14.95

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

BUSINESS
THEORY Z— How American Business Can Meet the

Japanese Challenge—by William Ouchi. Why are the

Japanese catching up and surpassing American in-

dustrial productivity? What allows Japanese in-

dustrialists to offer guaranteed lifetime employment
to their workforce? This book will help you understand
the Theory Z managerial philosophy and its implica-

tions for the American corporate future. Examples are

given of the American industrial giants already
operating under Z-style management, and the impact
of this style on the quality of their executives and
workers is explored. A must for the alert businessman,
large or small. BK1226 $12.95*

SO YOU ARE THINKING ABOUT A SMALL BUSINESS
COMPUTER— by Richard G. Canning and Nancy C.

Leeper. For a well-organized manual on the process of

selecting the right computer system for your small

business, this text can't be excelled. Designed to in-

troduce the novice in data and word processing to the
real benefits of computerization, the book is filled with

money- and time-saving tips, photos of equipment,
lists of suppliers, prices, explanations of computer ter-

minology, and helpful references to additional sources
of information. Everyone contemplating a first com-
puter installation should have this book. BK1222
$14.00*

PAYROLL WITH COST ACCOUNTING-IN BASIC- by

L Poole & M. Borchers, includes program listings with

remarks, descriptions, discussions of the principle

behind each program, file layouts, and a complete
user's manual with step-by-step instructions, flow-

charts, and simple reports and CRT displays. Payroll

and cost accounting features include separate pay-

rolls for up to 10 companies, time-tested interac-

tive data entry, easy correction of data entry errors,

job costing (labor of distribution), check printing

with full deduction and pay detail, and 16 differ-

ent printed reports, including W-2 and 941 (in CBASIC).
BK1001 $20.00.*

SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS— Published by
Adam Osborne & Associates, Inc. Perfect for non-
technical computerists requiring ready-to-use pro-

grams. Business programs, plus miscellaneous pro-

grams. Invaluable for the user who is not an experi-

enced programmer. All will operate in the stand-alone
mode. BK1053 $14.99 paperback.

PIMS: PERSONAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM— Learn how to unleash the power of a per-

sonal computer for your own benefit in this ready-to-

use data-base management program. BK1 009 $11.95.*

-MONEYMAKING—
HOW TO MAKE MONEY WITH COMPUTERS— In 10 in-

formation-packed chapters, Jerry Felsen describes

more than 30 computer-related, money-making, high

profit, low capital investment opportunities.
BK1003 $15.00.*

HOW TO SELL ANYTHING TO ANYBODY—According
to The Guinness Book of World Records, the autnor,
Joe Girard, is "the world's greatest salesman." This
book reveals how he made a fortune—and how you
can, too. BK7306$2.25.*

THE INCREDIBLE SECRET MONEY MACHINE— by
Don Lancaster. A different kind of "cookbook" from
Don Lancaster. Want to slash taxes? Get free vaca-
tions? Win at investments? Make money from some-
thing that you like to do? You'll find this book essential
to give you the key insider details of what is really in-

volved in starting up your own money machine.
BK1 178 $5.95.*

*Use the order card in this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of
paper and mail to Kilobaud Microcomputing Book Department • Peterborough NH
03458 Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

No COD. orders accepted. All orders add $1.50 for first book, $1.00 each addi-
tional book, $10.00 per book foreign airmail. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Questions regarding your order? Please write to customer Service at the follow-
ing address.

FOR TOLL FREE ORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473
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74SOO 39 74S139 n
74S02 45 74S140 100
74S03 39 74S159 75

74S04 39 74 Si 74 1 35
74S06 39 74S175 1 35
74S10 39 74S182 75

74S15 45 74 S 199 4 25
74S20 55 74S201 6 75

74S22 55 74S240 2 75

74S30 75 74S244 2 95
74S37 55 74S251 2 75

74S50 65 74S267 7 96
74S51 49 74S799 J 96
74S64 M 74S299 5 75

74S74 65 74S470 9 25
74S96 96 74S471 9 SO
74S112 1 96 74S4 73 9SO
74S132 1 45

EPHOI

74S474 950

2709 3 254M 9 lor 2934.

2719 5JO«i 9 lor SOOaa

2733 13 9944 4 lor nOOoo

4 4119 20
ea i

•1.85 13 00

^ 20
OM9 2JB44 4IDT 1 90m
ON9 2 45m 4 to. 200m

2111 iK>tor 2 0OM

MltC

N2SM 37
MS 1013A 4 39

Cllt'l

IT410TMMC

7*19

11034
UR5796

ULM3001

Q30Q1
0300S

5 i.e.

S SOCKETS

29

VVS30
10/5 TO
10/9 70
KV9 70

10/12 TO
KV13 70
«yi4TO
«V17 70

•I

10/1 20
10/130
10/140
10/190
10/2 TO
10/2 TO
KV2 TO
10/3 00
KV3 90

CPV
I 90
Z 90ACTC
Z SOACPU
£90 003 19 94K

3901

A

SPECIALS
ZENITH ZVM-121
V'dii Mm tir Green !!

1Z incH wi
15 MHz A^

* 118.50

8255 ^5.95
8748-8 —*3]

3341PC—$2.00

MM5060— 35c

MC6800—$775

MC6802 - $1495|

MC6850—$4.50

MC6821 —$4.95

CARDS
MICROSOFT

Z80*
*295°°

16K RAM
*160<>o

VIDEX

VIDEOTERM
80 column

*295°o
KEYBOARD
ENHANCER

S720OO

CALIF COMP SYS

APPLE
CLOCK
$12400

PROTO
BOARD
$2500

PRINTERS
EPSON

MX-*u.*
ST:-yV

*535oo|

FT:#
_*646po|
INTERFACE

ICARD/CABLE

$7aso
|0UV-Ta/2 ^logical dev.

"EPROM- Eraser »

•Erase up to 15 EPROM'S
in30min. $99n

IQTY. PRICE AVAIL.

i.e.

MASTER
S 59.95

CONCORD

• 1 •

ANAHEIM CALIF 92806
(714)937-0637 *4*

NO COD
1 10 MIN (JROi H URfS ADD 6

FRT
»10 & VOO *<!bO 499 *90D
JO 99 4 00 500 999 1L0O
100 340 8 00 1000 UP CALL

* * SPECIALS^ 4p

3 inch. COMPUTER FANS w/cord -+ *
9 95

2111-?5BM$tilicMM— ^1/5

8155— RAM. I/O. Ti»fi— $ 11 50

ER2051 - [iROM -$4 95

8085A— CPU— *8.50

MC6800 * CfU— * / /5

4inch FAN
Whisper"
w/cord

.... »&95
UPD 765A— Flippy Disk Clitnllii -~ % 19 95

2732A— 250« EPIOM— $15 50

AY5 1013A— 30K Band UMT— Z 95

93419— 64-9 Static MM— $5 50 6522
2901A— 4 lit Slid— */50 $5.25

REAL-TIME CLOCK
CALENDAR ( MSM 5832)

Ottcri9ti99 Mono Motal Gat« CMOS I C

FtatN'ti

Time. Month. Oat*. V»ar. A
'Day of Vfeok

Bus Ortonlod

- 4 Bit Data Bus

'4 Bit Addross

•R/WHoWStKc •

'Intor Signal

* 32 768Khi Ktal Control

' Sv Pow Sup
* Low Powar Dissipation

*745
*/ SPEC »

XTAL
285

II Suijis ii Inlifliinci

THE MPD 117
turns an ordinary
outlet into a cont-
rolled power source

*79.50

GLOBAL
LPK- 1:

Logic Probe
Kit -complete
nothing extra
to buy. Min.
pulse width

300nsec

$18.95

s sDISKETTE SALEM

WABASH
5V4 8inch

SS/SD *25.00 *25.00

SS/DD 27.40 30.40

DS/SD 34.90

DS/DD 32.40 37.40

[QTY PRICE AVAIL. |

'**

Box of

IO pes

^297 COMPUTERS

ATARI R 800™
COMPUTER SYSTEM

400w/16K *350 00
800w 16K $69900

^800 Computer w/48K

•BlS $825.00

ATARI PERIPHERALS:
Printer 825 - 650PO

Disk Dr."810- 485PO
Record 410- 82P<>

Paddle (pr.)
>1695

Joystick (pr.)
x

32k RAM- 17995
Basic Cart- 49PO

Asteroids .

Missle Corn^ 32 50
Sup Brk Out

Assem Edit- 4900
Star Raiders- 45°°

Basketball- 28P<>

Chess - 32po

Other ATARI Hard / Software Avail. !!

APPLE 1 1 Plus

/__

»

48k-i 1 250PO
64k-* 1380PO

Othe^PJL^JjjjI^jaili!!^

TERMINALS

•frADDS'k
VIEWPOINT

*579M
FACTORY
WARRANTY

One year unconditional
on CRTand keyboard
All else unconditionally
warranted forever

H89.00
* MONITORS*

zenithLTI
12in. 15MHz

j.cs. U]
12in.18MHz

amdekH]
12in.12MHz

13in Color

>169.50 *

3a

I.Green Phos
Hi-Res. —

»

2.Green Phos.
Hi -Res —

1

Non glare
Screen

3 Green Phos-$155.50 -it
Hi-Res

3a Lo-Res

Bare Bones APPLE II

w/o
Keyboard

w/o ^9^%r-
Pwr. Supply

vSee List of Advertisers on page 178 Microcomputing, March 1982 143



PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS
S-100 CPU

CPU-Z • GODBOUT ^\

2/4 MHZ Z80 CPU 24 Bit Addressing * \

PART MO DESCRIPTION LIST PRICE OUR PRICEj

KCSBT 160A A & T $295 00 . . .
$199.00*

KCIBT I60C CSC 3-6 MHZ $395.00 . . $375 00

DUAL PROCESSOR 8085-8088 • GODBOUT
6 or 8 MZ Provides true 1 6 Bit Power with a standard 8

bit S-100 bus.

KCBIT 18128 A & T 6 MHZ $425.00 $399.00

RC6BT 1612C CSC 8 MHZ $525.00 $498.00

SOLID STATE DISK DRIVE, 3500% PASTER!
Not Really, But the Next Best Thing For Godbout
8085/88 Users. Call for Details on M-Drive. See Page
340 of November BYTE
IC8BT MD 128K $1,550.00

KCBBT MB 2581 $3,000 00

2810 Z80 CPU-CA COMP SYST.

2/4 MHZ Z80A CPU with RS232C Serial I/O Port

complete with MonitorPROM for 2422 Disk Controller

KCCCS 2810A A & T $350.00 . . . $280.00

CB2 Z80 CPU • S.S.lf.

2/4 MHZ will accept 2716, or 2732, or RAM
RUN/STOP and single step switches

RCSSBJCBM Kit $260.00

RCS8MCB2A A & T $344.00 . $310.00

RCSSMZ80M SSMZ80 Monitor $89.00

CBIA 8080 CPU • S.S.lf.

8080 CPU, 1K RAM, Holds 1 2 708,

1 Bit parallel input port.

KCSS8JCBIK Kit $183.00

KCSSBJCBU A&T. $252.00 . . . $225 00

RCSSM8080M SM 8080 Monitor $59.00

S-100 I/O BOARDS
SYSTEM SUPPORT 1 - GODBOUT

Serial port (software prog baud), 4K EPROM OR RAM
provision, 15 levels of interrupt, real time clock,

optional math processor
PABTNB. DESCRIPTION LIST PRICE OUR PRICE

KCBBT162A Assembled & Tested $399.00 $360.00

KCGBT162C CSC $495.00 $460.00

IC6BT8231 Math Chip $195.00

KCGBT8232 Math Chip $195.00

KCGBTI62AM1 A&T with 8231 Math Chip $555.00

RC6BT162CM1 CSC with 8231 Math Chip $655.00

RC6BT162AM2 A&T with 8232 Math Chip $555.00

RC6BT182CM2 CSC with 8232 Math Chip $655.00

MPX CHANNEL BOARD • GODBOUT
I/O Multiplexer, using 8085A-2 CPU on board

KCBBT1B6A A&T $495.00 $450.00

KC6BT186C CSC $595.00 $550.00

DTTERFACER I - GODBOUT
Two Serial I/O

RCGBT133A A&T $249.00 $219.00

KCBBT133C CSC $324.00 $298.00

INTERFACER II • GODBOUT
Three parallel, one serial I/O board

KC6BT150A A&T $249.00 $219.00

KC6BT150C CSC $324 00 $289.00

DTTERFACER III • GODBOUT
Eight channel multi-use serial I/O board

KC6BT174SA A&T $699.00 $629 00
RC6BT1748C CSC 200 hr. Burn In $849.00 $629.00

DTTERFACER 3 WITH 5 SERIAL PORTS
RCBBT1745A A&T $599 00 $559 00

KC6BT1745C CSC 200 hr Burn In $699 00 $629.00

MULTI I/O - MORROW DESIGNS
Three Serial, Two parallel

KCMDSMB3200 A&T $359 00 $329.00

SWITCHBOARD - MORROW DESIGNS
Two serial I/O. four parallel I/O,

one status port, one strobe port
RCM0SSB241

1

I?')') 00 $269.00

1/04 • SSM
Two serial I/O, two parallel I/O

RCSSMI04K Kit $210.00
RCSSMI04A A&T $290.00 $260.00

I/O 5 • SSM
2 Serial, 3 Parallel including I Centronics

RCSSMI051 A&T 132900 $309.00

I/O 8 - SSM
8 Port Serial I/O with Timer

KCSSMI88A A&T 1550.00 $495.00

2710 4 PORT SERIAL - CCS
4 Full handshaking Ri>?'i? port\ ;tri(l option;tl2K ROM
KCCCS271001 A K I 8360.00 $310.00

2718 2 SERIAL 8 2 PARALLEL - CCS
2 RS232 C ports, 2 H bit paralh:lport\ & optional 2KROM
KCCCS27180I AK I I'M) 00 $325.00

2720 4 PORT PARALLEL - CCS
4 8 bit parallel port; and optional 2K ROM

RCCCS272001 AM,! \V>()0() $225.00

S-100 10MHZ STATICRAM
MEW LOW

RAM 20 - 32K
SALE $299.00

S-100 DYNAMIC RAM

32K STATIC RAM - GODBOUT
RAM 20 10 MHZ, 4K byte block disable, bank select

or 24 bit addressing available 8, 16, 24 or 32K
PART NO. DESCRIPTION LIST PRICE BNB PBICE

KC6BT164AA8 8K A&T $210.00 $161.86

RC6BT1B4ACS 8K CSC $280.00 $260.00

KCGBT164AA16 16KA&T $285.00 $266.06

KCGBT164AC16 16K CSC $355.00 $321.86

KCGBT164AA24 24K A&T $355.00 $325.00

RCGBT164AC24 24K CSC $425.00 $365.60

KCGBT164AA32 32 K A& T $425.00 $299.00

KCGBT164AC32 32K CSC $495.00 $450.00

CMOS STATIC RAM
For a complete analysis of the advantages of CMOS
memory, see the "Product Description"on page 41 6 of

the January Issue of BYTE.

64K CMOS STATIC RAM • GODBOUT
RAM 17, 10 MHZ, 2 Watt, DMA Compatable

24 Bit Addressing
RCBBT17SA46 48K A&T $650.00 $618.00

KC6BT175C48 48K CSC 200hr. $750.00 $716.68

KCGBT175A64 64 K A&T $795.00 $755.66

KC6BT175CM 64K CSC 200hr. $895.00 $856.00

NEW! 32K x 16 BIT CMOS STATIC RAM - GODBOUT
RAM 16 10 MHZ, 32K x 16 or 64K x 8

IEEE/696 16 BIT 2 Watt, 24 Bit Addressing
RCBBT180A 64 K A&T $895.00 $658.60

KC6BT1B6C 64KCSC $995.00 $945.00

NEW! 128K NMOS STATIC RAM • GODBOUT
RAM 21 10MHZ 128K X 8 OR 64K x 16

IEEE/696 8 or 16 Bit 1.2 Amps 24 B't Addressing
RC6BT167A 128KA&T $1695.00 $1610.06

KC6BT167C 128KCSC $1895.00 $1768.66

S-100 PROM
PBI PROM PROGRAMMER - SSM

Programs 2708 or 271 6's, operates as a
4K/8K EPROM BOARD AS WELL

RCSSMPB1K Kit $178.86

KCSSMPB1A A&T $265.00 $226.60

ECONOROM 2708 - GODBOUT
16K x 8 EPROM Board using 2708, Power on

jump to any 256 byte
KCGBT125A A&T $135.00 $120.00

RC6BT125C CSC $195.00 $175 00

MB8A-SSM
1K/16K2 708 EPROM board, disable in 1 K increments
KCSSMIBBSAK Kit $114.00

KCSSMMB8AA A&T $179.00 $159.60

S-100 VIDEO BOARDS
SPECTRUM • GODBOUT

Color Graphics board with Parallel I/O
RCGBT144A A&T $399.00 $349.00

RCGBT144C CSC $449.00 $399 00

RCG6T2B Sublogic Universal $15.00

Graphics Interpreter Software
VB - 3 S.S.M.

80 x 25 or 50 character video display Memory
Mapped, Parallel Keyboard port

KCSSBWB3K24 80 x 24 Kit $425.00
KCSSHVB3A24 80 x 24 A&T $499.00 $440.00

RCSSMVB3UP 80 x 50 Line Upgrade $ 3B.BB

VB2-S.S.M.
I/O Mapped Video Board, with Parallel Keyboard port

64 x 16
RCS$MWB2K Kit $189.00

RC8SMVB2A A&T $269.00 $229.00

VBBB - S.S.M
Memory Mapped Video Board 64 x 16 character

display or 64 x 16 graphics display
RCSSMVB1R Kit $179.00
RCSSMVB1A A&T $242.00 $228.00

S-lOO MOTHERBOARDS - GODBOUT
Active termination, 6-12-20 slot

RC6BT153A

KC6BT153C

RC6BT154A

KC6BT154C

RC6BT155A

RC6TB155C

>ANDABLE 1

PRIORITY 1 ELECTRONICS
THE EXPANDABLE 1

m 64K Dynamic Ram board
provides your S- 1 00 system with 64Kof reliable, high-

speed dynamic RAM. Compatable with most of the

major S-100 systems on the market, including those

with front panels, it supports DMA operations and
requires no Wait states with current microprocessors.
• User expandable from 16 to 64K • Supports DMA
• Designed to IEEEproposed S-100 bus standards • 2 or

4 MHz operation • Operates with either an 8080 or Z-80

based S-100 system, providing processor-transparent re-

freshes with both • Supports IMSAI-type front panels
• Jumper-selectable Phantom input • Uses Popular

4116 RAMS • All ICs in sockets • Any 16K block can be
made bank-independent • Fully buffered address and
data lines • Fail-safe refresh circuitry for extended Wait

states • Board configuration with reliable, easy-to-con-

figure Berg jumpers
KCPRIEXP116 16K Assembled & Tested $286.88

KCPRIEXP132 32K Assembled & Tested $336.68

KCPRIEXP148 48K Assembled & Tested $876.88

RCPRIEXP164 64K Assembled & Tested

A&T 6 slot, 2 lbs $140.00 $126.66

CSC 6 Slot, 2 lbs. $190.00 $175.00

A&T 12 slot, 3 lbs. $175.00 $155.00

CSC 12 slot, 3 lbs. $240.00 $220.00

A&T 20 slot, 4 lbs. $265.00 $235.00

CSC 20 slot, 4 lbs. $340.00 $310.00

S-100 DISK CONTROLLERS
2422A • CA. COMP. SYST

I/O Mapped, controls 8", single or
double density A&T with CPM 2.2 8" S.D.

UST PBICE BIB PBICE

HCCCS2422A $4 75.00 $171.86

DISK JOCKEY 2D • MORROW
Memory Mapped, controls 8", single or

double density, serial I/O
KCMBRCJ2268 A&T with CP/M 2.2 $399.00 $178.66

S-100 DISK SUBSYSTEMS
DJ2B DISCUS SINGLE SIDED MORROW

8" DBL Density drives with cabinet, power supply
controller, with CP/M 2.2 and Microsoft Basic

KCM0SF1218 Single Drive System $1095.00 $950.86

RCBJBSF1228 Dual Drive System $1875.00 $1688.86

DJ2B DISCUS DOUBLE SIDED - MORROW
8" DBL Density/sided drives with cabinet Power

supply controller, with CP/M 2.2 and Microsoft Basic
KCBBSF2218 Single Drive System $1395.00 $1286.66

RCMBSF2228 Dual Drive System $2495.00 $2650.00

S-100 HARD DISK - MORROW

5.25" 5MB, 8" 10 & 20MB, 14" 26MB formatted
hard disk complete with cabinet, PS., Controller,

CP/M 2.2 and Microsoft MBASIC 80
UST PRICE SALE PRICE

KCM0KCMAM5 5 MS $2495.00 .^j»|19«5.00
KCM0SM10S 10 MB $3695.00 *** $2666.00
KCM0SM20S 20 MB $4795.00 $1626.66
KCMDSM26S 26 MB $4495.00 $1485.66

VIDEO MONITORS
VM121 - ZENITH

75 MHz 12" P31 Green phospher 40 or 80
characters per line

KCZVB8121 20 lbs. $159.00 $118.66
VM4509 - SANYO

10MHz, 9" 16 x 64 P4 B&W monitor
RC8T6VM4S09 7 5 lbs. $235.00 |!M.M

DM5012 • SANYO
18MHz. 12" 24 x 80 P4 B&W monitor

RCSY80B15012 24 lbs. $340.00 $118.88

DM5112 -SANYO
18MHz, 12" 24 X80P31 Green on Black display

RC8YB8112 24 lbs. $360.00 $125.00

VM6013 • SANYO
COLOR 73" 7 6 line x 64 character monitor

BCSTBf6611 35 lbs $550.00 $85.00



PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS
GODBOUT DMA DISK 1

WITH FREE CPM 2.2
SALE $450.00

S-100 MAINFRAMES

SAVE $220.00
Priority 1 Eiectronics is pleased to offer the GODBOUT
DISK 1 High Performance Disk Controller at our reg-

ular low price with CP/M 2.2 and BIOS at no additional

cost. That's a savings of $220.00 of the manufacturer's
list price.

• Third generation INTEL 8272/NEC 765A LSI floppy
disk controller.

• High speed cycle stealing DMA interface for proc-
essor independent data transfer between system
memory and flexible disk.

• Handles up to four 8 or 5.25 inch floppy disk drives

• Single or double density/single or double sided
capability.

• Supports IBM 3740 soft sectored formats.

• 24 bit DMA addressing with data transfer across
64K boundaries for data transfer throughout the

16Mbyte memory map.

\rWW
kcprrwiacpm
KCHT171C

KCORTCPOJOO*

ICGBT0AS8S

KCGBT0AS8M

pwmrTipti
A&Tw/CP/M 2.2 & BIOS
CSC

LIST MICEw$6 70.00
*

$595.00 $555.00

$175.00CP/M 2.2 tor Z80/8085 with

manuals & BIOS 8" S/D disk

Oasis 8 bit single user 8" S/D disk $500.00

Oasis 8 bit multiuser, 8" S/D disk $050.00

S-100 SYSTEMS
SUPERSIXTEEN - GODBOUT

HERE IS WHAT EACH PACKAGE INCLUDES:
KC0RT1012A 6 MHz 8085/8088 Dual Processor Board
KCGBTI71A High Speed DMA Disk Controller

KC68T1B2A System Support 1 Multi-Function Board
ICSBT133A Interfacer 1 Dual Serial I/O

ICI 28 1 lOMNz Low Power Static Ram
KCRRTCP/M 00 16 Bit Operating System Ready to Load & Go
Cables Ml DiciMiitatita Three interfacer cables one disk I/O

cable, complete documentator for all hardware, and manuals
for both CP/M operating systems.

Camp! Pro's famous 1 Yatf limited warranty.

Now to the best part of all. If purchased separately, these
quality components would list for $4,344.00. ROT SwtfShttta's

tow Mckaie prlct is m ihiuIm $3,405.00. Ytv sawt $040.00l(For

boards qualified under the Certified System Component
high-reliability program - with extended 2 year warranty,

200 hour burn-in and 8 MHz processors - add $600.00 to

the package price. Sh. Wt. 15 lbs.

KCPDBBBTSJ SuperSixteen A&T $3495.00

KCP0000TSK SuperSixteen CSC $4005.00

PRINTERS
BEST
PRICE!

MICROLINE - OKIDATA
WITH FRICTION AND TRACTOR FEED
• BI-DIRECTIONAL - 120 CPS # Para//e/ and Sena , ,/Q
• 9x9 Matrix (Alphanumeric) # 1QO Thm 1200 Baud
• 6x9 or 12 Matrix torGraphics # §e/f jest
• 5,8.3, 10,16Charactrsp/lnch . 0u t of Paper Switch

•f™,L?e
« PZ.'?

Ch
n* •Friction or Tractor Feed

• 80 CPL® 10 CPI tor 82A %r f
„., T Qf Form

• 132CPLQ10 CPI for 83A (Swifch Sele
P
ctable)

• 10 Different Character Sets

PART NO. DESCRIPTION LIST PRICE SALE PRICE

KC0KIDATB2AT(2eiJS)8 80CPL@10CPI$ 799.00 $539.00

KC0KI0AT83AT (37 *%)132'CPL @10CPI$1 195.00 $750.00

KC0KISER2KBF 9600 baud with 2K Serial $151.00

Buffer upgrade with X-on Y-off

KC0KI6RAPH High Resolution Graphics Prom $09.00

CALL FOR THE NEW MICROLINE 04

MX80- EPSON
NEED WE SAY MORE?

KCEPNMX00 Tractor Feed 1 7 lbs $645.00 $450.00

PRINTER INTERFACES • MICROBYTE
RS232 Serial Conversion for MX80

KCMBSSEI1 A&T $55.00

Apple Centronics 8 bit parallel interface

for Centronics, Epson & OKIDATA printers

KCMBSAEI1 A&T $55.00

KCMBSAEC1 Cable for above $14.05

Printer interfaces & cables sold only with printer purchase

S-lOO MICROFRAME - TEI
1 10V 60HZ CVT Mainframes, the best money can buy!

12 Slot ±8V 17A±16V (5> 2A
22 Slot ±8V («d 30A± 16V @ 4

A

PRIORITY 1 has delayed the 8% TEI
Price Increase until March 1st.

ORDER TODAY'

PART NO
M Mice

LIST PRICE 1-0 10-24
KCTEIMCS 112 12 Slot Desk $685.00 $015.00 $570.00
KCTEIMCS 122 22 Slot Desk $825.00 $710.00 $705.00
KCTEIRM 12 12 Slot Rackmount $ 725.OO $720.00 $010.00
ICTEIRM22 22 Slot Rackmount $8 75.00 $050.00 $750.00

Shipping Weight: On 12 Slot Mainframe 45 lbs.

On 22 Slot Mainframes 55 lbs.

TEI S-lOO FRAMES
3 - 5" DISK CUTOUTS

±8V (a) 17±16V (a 1.2A Internal Cables
1-0 10-24

KCTEITF12 12 Slot desk $6 75.00 $025.00 $500.00
RCTEIRF12 12 Slot Rackmount $795.00 $71 5.00 $005.00

Shipping Weight: On 12 Slot Desk 40 lbs.

On 12 Slot Rackmount 45 lbs.

DUAL 8" DISK DRIVE CHASSIS - TEI
ForShugart 800/801 R or850/851 R with internalpower

cables provided
+24V @ 1.5A+5V @ 1.0A - 5V @ 25A

1-0 10-24

KCTEI0FD0 Desk Top $535.00 $405.00 $455.00
KCTEIRFDO Rack Mount $ 720.00 $070.00 $030.00
KCP00DFD0S1 DFDO with 1 Shugart 801

R

$$070.00
KCP00DF00S2 DFDO with 2 Shugart 801 Rs $1375.00
KCP0BRFD0S1 RFDO with 1 Shugart 801

R

$1005.00
KCP0BRFD0S2 RFDO with 2 Shugart 801 Rs $1405.00
KCPRI50PGCE2 Internal Data Cable .50 pin $34.05

plug connector to 2 Card Edge

Due to UPS shipping regulations, disk drives will be shipped
separately from the cabinet. Don't forget to include shipping
for each drive. (Snipping Weight, 16 lbs each.)

CALL FOR NEW TEI PRICES MARCH 1st

S-lOO MAINFRAME - GODBOUT
110V 60HZ CVT Mainframe uses famous 20 slot

GODBOUT Motherboard. 55 lbs.

KCC0TEHC20RM 20 Slot Rack Mount $895.00 $025.00

KC00TENC20DK 20 Slot Desk Top $825.00 $700.00

GODBOUT Mainframe, Less Motherboard
tV Power Supply-Kit. 23 lbs.

KC00T00X DESK Desk Top Mam Frame $289.00
KCGBTB0X RACK Rack Mount Main Frame $329.00

S-lOO MAINFRAME - CCS
12-slot motherboard with removable termination card
RCCCS220001 Office Cream 35 lbs $575.00 $535.00

KCCCS220002 Blue 35 lbs $5 75.00 $535.00

SOFTWARE - MICROPRO
All software is supplied on 8" Single Density IBM

3740 CP/M Compatable Diskettes
WORDSTAR

Screen-Oriented, integrated word processing system
specifically designed for non-technical personnel

KCMPRWR0STA1 $495 00 $300.00

MAD. MERGE WORD STAR OPTION
Powerful tile merging tool

KCMPftBJLMRfiAlfRequires Word Star 2 1 orlater)$250 00 $100.00

SPELLSTAR WORD STAR OPTION
One Step "Proofreader" with compressed 20.000 word
dictionary and user-created supplemental dictionaries

KCMPRSPLSTA1 (Requires Word Star 3.0 or later) $250 00 $1 50.00

SUPERSORT
Sophisticated program that will select and re-arrange

variable length information from data files
RCHPRSPRSRA1 $250 00 $150.00

CALC STAR
Sophisticated, easy-to-use. electronic spread

sheet and financial planner
KCBJPRCLCSTA1 $29500 $200.00

DATA STAR
Office-Oriented Data Entry, retnval. and

updating system
KCUPR0ATSTA1 $35000 $200.00

FLOPPY DISC DRIVES
Tandon TM-800 Thinline is

exactly half the size
of conventional 8"
floppy disk drives.

Exactly one-half the height of any other model.
Propietary, high-resolution, read-write heads

patented by Tandon
DC. only operation - no A.C. required
Industry standard interface.
Three millisecond track-to-track access time 9 lbs
KCTNDTM8481 Single Sided $405.00 2 or more $470.00
KCTN0TMS402 Double Sided $025.00 2 or more $000.00
KCTRDTMM Manual - not included with drive $ 10.M

80IR • SHUGART
Single sided double density most popular 8" drive

KCSHUSOIR $425.00eaor2ormore(16lbs)for $395.Nea
KCSHUSA80IRM Manual for 80IR drives $ 10.00

DT-8 - CtUME

Data track 8 double sided, double density 8"
KCfMEOTO Sh. Wt. 16 lbs $525 00 ti.

KCQME0T8M

KCTNOTMI001
KCTRDT9J1002
KCTN0TM1O03
KCTNOT9J1004
KCTNDTNJ5U

2 or more $499.00 each
Manual for DT-8

5V4" DRIVES - TANDON
Single Sided, 250KB (5 lbs)

Double Sided, 500KB
Single Sided, 500KB
Double Sided, 1000KB

Manual, not included with drive

DISK CABINETS
OA^RRRROi

$ 10.M

.
•:-.-.. .-..;.;.. -

V-100- VISTA
• Desk or rack mountable^ Internal power and data cables

• Drives pull out for easy service and maintenance
RCVISV100 Disk Drive Cabinet (43 lbs) $495.00 $440.00

SINGLE 8" - CLT.
Single 8" cabinet with power supply

RCQTCDDC8 (22 lbs) $225.00

$340.00

$75.00
$05.00

DUAL 8"
Dual 8' cabinet with power supply

KCQTCDDC88 (24)

i««

RCVIS 0801
RCVIS 0002

CABINETS • VISTA
Single 5" with PS.
Dual 5" with PS.

TERMINALS

Ml IVIBI I,

VT200 — VISUAL TECHNOLOGY
THE MOST RELIABLE TERMINAL WE'VE EVER USED!
Detachable keyboard, RS232C or 20MA interface,
110 to 19200 baud, 12'' non glare 80 x 24 display,

RS232 Aux. port and composite video out.
RCWSL200 Shipping Weight 50 lbs. $995 00

VIEWPOINT — ADDS
Detachable keyboard, RS232 interface and auxiliary

port, 80 x 24 display, tillable screen
RCAD0VWPR Shipping Weight 40 lbs SALE $599.00

^277

IMEDA
fyffH

PRIORITY [ONE / ELECTRONICS
9161-K DEERING AVE • CHATSWORTH, CA 9131

1

ORDER TOLL FREE (800) 423-5922 CA, AK, HI CALL (213) 709-5464
TermsUS VISA. MC.BAC. Check. Mon^y order US nimfcOnly i "A ivsulents add ^% Sales Tax MINIMUM PREPAID ORDER SI 5.00
Include MINIMUM SHIPPING & HANI M.INK ". ol $2 ;<l lor lh«> lirsl .< lbs plus .^c lor each additional pound. Orders over 50 lbs sent
freight collect Just incase, please include your phono no IYu\»ssub|tH"l lo change without notice We will do our best to maintain
prices through March. 1982 Credit Card orders will t>ochat\i<\1 appropriate freight See NovemberBYTE tor 60 page Catalog or
send $1 00 for your copy today Sale prices are lor prepaid orders only



NEW FROM NETRONICS

AUTO-PATCH
HARD DISK
With plug-in multi-user ports

Automatically Installs Itself Into

Your Present CP/M 2.2 Operating

system & Floppy Disk Hardware.

It's Exclusive!
6 megabytes . $2995 00 12 megabytes . . $3495 00

What s the big concern of S100 owners when they
consider adding Hard Disks? They worry that it will be
difficult to install, that it won't be compatable with
their present software and hardware, and that it may
cause down-time on their S100 system

Worry no more - Netronics new AUTOPATCH Hard
Disks Systems are here AUTOPATCH installs in just

one-two-three: (1) plug in the hard disk S100 card; (2)

run three short programs supplied on disk; (3) disable
the boot on your floppy controller and enable the boot
on your hard disk controller (this step not required if

you wish to continue to boot to your floppy drives).

And thats it; The AUTOPATCH feature automatically
finds the end of your existing BIOS and then self

relocates and patches itself into the existing BIOS. A
virgin copy of CCP and BIOS are loaded into memory.
a customized SBOOT is added to the front of CCP and
the whole memory image is written to the reserved
tracks on your hard disk You can add up to 4 hard
disks to the controller supplied The new BIOS will

automatically rename any old devices as B: and C
and define the hard disk as drive A:. All with the lift of
one finger!'! If your BIOS is large you may have to re-

sysgen your system down 1 or 2 k If this is necessary
the AUTOPATCH program will prompt you to do so.

AUTOPATCH Hard Disk Systems are available in 6
and 12 megabyte models. Included in the system: 6 or
12 megabyte Hard Disk Drive . . Controller for up to 4
Hard Disk drives S100 Hard Disk card with provi-

sions for adding 8 additional I/O ports to be used
when adding a multi-user operating system . . . Power
Supply . Deluxe Steel Cabinet All necessary
cables . . AUTOPATCH Programs supplied on either
8" or 5V«" IBM formatted single density diskettes
(specify style required) Complete installation in-

structions Fully wired and tested, ready to go.

SPECIFICATIONS
Unformatted Recording Capacity: 6 4 or 116 MB . . .

No. of tracks: 612 or 1380 Data Transfer Rate: 3 ms
Bytes/sector format: 512 Communication Port:

DO (other ports available on special order) Pro-
grams supplied on 5 V?" or 8" single density IBM for

matted diskettes (North Star CP/M -

version available
on special order)

10 DAY MONEY BACK OFFER
Continental USA Credit Card Buyers Outside Conn.

CALL TOLL FREE 800-243-7428
To Order From Connecticut Or For Tech Assist
Call (203) 354-9375

NETRONICS R&D LTD. Dept

333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776
Please send the items checked below
Q AUTOPATCH/6 Hard Disk System . . . $2995.00
Q AUTOPATCH/12 Hard Disk System . . . $3495.00
D Additional 6 megabyte drive with power supply,
cabinet, cables and necessary software . . . $1995.00
G Additional 12 megabyte drive with power supply,
cabinet, cables and necessary software . . . $2495.00
All plus $15 00 P&l (postage & insurance) For Cana
dian orders, double Hie postage ($30 00) Conn res

add sales tax

Total Enclosed $
Personal Check Cashier s Check/M O.
VISA D MasterCard (Bank No. )

Acct. No. Exp. Date
Signature
Print Name
Address
City State Zip

Bigsate
onK's!

16K... $149.95
32K... $199.95
48K . . . $249.95
64K... $299.95

New JAWS-IB
The Ultrabyte Memory Board

Due to the tremendous success of our JAWS I, we
were able to make a special purchase of first-quality

components at below-cost prices for JAWS-IB. And
we are sharing our cost saving with you. But don't be
surprised if the next time you see this ad the prices

have gone up substantially. Better yet, order now,
and get the best memory on the market at the best

price on the market.

ONE CHIP DOES IT ALL
Jaws-IB is the Rolls-Royce of all the S100 dynamic
boards. Its heart is Inters single chip 64K dynamic
RAM controller. Eliminates high-current logic parts

. . delay lines . . . massive heat sinks . . . unreliable

trick circuits. JAWS-IB solves all these problems.

LOOK WHAT JAWS-IB OFFERS YOU
Hidden refresh . . . fast performance . . . low power
consumption . . . latched data outputs . . . 200 NS
4116 RAM's . . on-board crystal . . . RAM Jumper
selectable on 8K boundaries . . . fully socketed . .

.

solder mask on both sides of board . . . phantom line

. . . designed for 8080, 8085, and Z80 bus signals . .

.

works in Explorer, Sol, Horizon, as well as all other

well-designed SlOO computers.

10-DAY MONKY-BACk TRIAL: Try a fully wired

and lesied board lor 1 days — lhen ell her keep
il, return II for kll.or simply return ll In working
condition. J(•i

Continental USA. Credit Card Buyers Outside Connecticut

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800-243-7428
From Connecticut Or For Assistance:

(203) 354-9375

Please send the items checked below
KB8

JAWS-IB kit:

16K $149.95*
32K $199.95*
48K $249.95*
64K $299.95*

JAWS-IB Fully Assembled, Wired & Tested:
16K $179.95*

32K $239.95*

48K $299.95*

64K $359.95*

D EXPANSION KIT, 16K RAM Module, to expand
JAWS-IB in 16K blocks up to 64K $59.95

'All prints plus $2 postoge ond insurance ($4.00 CauuhUi).
Connecting residents odd so/rs lox.

Total enclosed: S

O Personal Check D Money Order or Cashier's Check
D VISA G Master Card (Bank No. )

Acct. No.

Signature
Print
Name

Exp. Date

Address

City

State Zip

ISN
NETRONICS R&D Lid.
333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776

Now with added words!*

ELECTRIC MOUTH

KTJX """ "- S99-95 «
Now— teach your computer to talk,

increasing interaction between you
and your machine.

Thais right: the ELECTRIC MOUTH actually lets your computer talk! Installed

and online in just minutes, it's ready for spoken language use in office, busi-

ness, industrial and commercial applications, and in games, special
p
roject!.

R&D. education, security devices— there's no end to the ELECTRIC MOIJTH s

usefulness Look at these features:

• Supplied with 143 letters/words/phonemes/numbers, capable of producing

hundreds of words and phrases.

• Expandable onboard up to thousands of words and phrases with additional

speer.h ROMs (see new speech ROM described below)
• Four models that plug directly into SlOO. Apple. Elf II and TRS-HO Level II

computers.
• Cat ELECTRIC MOirTH to talk with either Bask: or machine language (very

easy to use. complete instructions with examples included)

• Uses National Semiconductor s Digitalker
"

• Includes onboard audio amplifier and speaker, with provisions for external

speakers.
• Installs in jusl minutes.

Principle of Operation: The ELECTRIC MOUTH stores the digital equivalents

of words in ROMs When words, phrases and phonemes are desired, they

simply are called for by your program and then synthesized into speech The
ELECTRIC MOUTH system requires none of your valuable memory space ex-

cept for a few addresses if used in memory mapped mode In most cases output

ports (user selectable) are used

SPOKEN MATERIAL INCLUDED (Vox I)

one eighteen at dollar inches number ss c t

two nineteen cance down is or second d u
three twenty case equal it otf set e v

four thirty cent error kilo on space f w
five forty 4O0hertz tone feet left out speed g x

star h ysix fifty aohertz tone flow lest over

seven sixty 20ms silence fuel lesser parenthes- s start i z

eight seventy 40ms silence gallon limit percent stop i

than knine eighty 80ms silence go low please

ten ninety 180ms silence gram lower plus the 1

eleven hundred 320ms silence great mark point time m
twelve thousand centi greater meter

neve mile

pound try n
thirteen million check pulse* up O
fourteen zero comma high milli rate volt p
fifteen again control higher minus re weight q
sixteen ampere

ana
danger hour minute ready a r

seventeen degree in near right b s

ADDITIONAL VOCABULARY NOW AVAILABLE (VOX II)

abort complete fifth light put station

add continue fire load quarter switch
adjust copy first lock range system
alarm correct floor longer reached .empe rat ure
alert crease fourth more receive test

all de- forward move record "th"
ask deposit from next reverse thank
assistance dial gas no red third
attention door get normal repair this
blue east K«>ing north repeal turn
brake
button

"ed"
emergency

preen
hale

not

notice

replace

room
under
use

buy
call

enter heal open safe waiting
entry hello operator second warning

called "er help or secure was
caution "em" hurts pass select water
celsius evacuate hold PW send west
centigrade exit hot power service wind
change fail in press side window
circuit failure incorrect pressure slow yellow
cigar fahrenheil intruder process slower yes
close fast key pull smoke zone
cold faster level push south

'Hfiy.isfcrcfi Irurinmi irks

Continental U.S.A. Credit Card Buyers Outside Connecticut

TO ORDER
Call Toll Free: 800-243-7428

To Order From Connecticut, or For Technical

Assistance, call (203) 354-9375

NETRONICS R&D LTD.
333 Lilt hi if ill Road, New Milford. CT 06776

Dept K 8
15.
Please send the items chocked billow:

D SlOO Electric Mouth" kit w/Vox I $ 99.95

D Elf II" Electric Mouth " kit w/Vox I $ 99.95

D Apple "Electric Mouth" kit w/Vox I $119.95
D TRS-80 Level II "Electric Mouth" kit w/Vox I Si 19.95

\ D VOX II (Second Word Set

>

$ 39.95

j Add $20 00 for wired tested units instead of kits VOX II postage A insurance

a $1 00. .ill others $:iO0 postage '"id insurance Conn n-s .ulil sales tax

" Total Enclosed $
a

•D Personal Check

"D Visa

Acct. No.

a

Signature

: Prinl

! Name _

D Cashier's Check/Money Order

Master charg. (Bank No. ,

Exp. Date

Address

City

State _ flp.
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\FOR ONLY $129.95 Learn Computing}
•From The Ground Up
Build a Computer kit that grows
with you, and can expand to 64k

S RAM, Microsoft BASIC, lext Edi-
: lor/Assembler, Word Processor,
." Floppy Disks and more.

/
Here s the low cost way to learn the fundamentals of com-
puting, the all-important basics you'll need more and
more as you advance in computer skills. For just $129 95
you get the advanced-design Explorer/85 motherboard,
with all the features you need to learn how to write and
use programs And it can grow into a system that is a
match for any personal computer on the market Look at

these features: 8085 Central Processing Unit, the
microprocessor "heart " of the Explorer/85 (join the
millions who will buy and use the 8080/8085 this year
alone!) Four 8-hit plus one 6-bit input/output ports from
which you can input and output your programs, as well as
control exterior switches, relays, lights, etc a cassette
interface that lets vou store and reload programs you've
learned to write deluxe 2.000 rtyte operating
system/monitor makes it easy to learn computing in

several important ways • It allows simpler, faster writ-
ing and entering of programs • It permits access by you
to all parts of the system so you can check on the status of
any point in the program • It allows tracing each pro-
gram step by step, with provision for displaying all the
contents of the CPU (registers, flags, etc.) • ... and it

does much more!
You get all this in the starting level (Level A) of the

Explorer/85 for only S129.95. Incredible! To use. just

plug in your 8VDC power supply and terminal or
keyboard/display — if you don't have them, see our

$129 98

$129 95

special offers below.

J
U Level A computer kit (Terminal Version)

|
plus $3 Pftl*

I
D Level A kit (Hex Keypad/Display Version)

I plus $3 PA I

*

|
LEVEL B— This "building block' converts the mother

,
board into a two-slot S100 bus (industry standard) com

I
puter Now you can plug in any of the hundreds of SlOO

I cards available

I 3 Level B kit $4995 plus $2 Pal
*

I D SlOO bus connectors (two required) $4.18 each.
1 postpaid.

S
LEVEL C — Add still more
computing power, this "build

1 ing block'' mounts directly on

|
the motherboard and expands

. the SlOO bus to six slots |9
D Level C kit $39.98 plus $2« Zl

I
P*l

r

I D SlOO bus connectors (five
i required) S4.SS each
1 postpaid

-*"""

l
LEVEL D— When you reach the point in learning that re

I quires more memory, we offer two choices: either add 4k
I of a memory directly on the motherboard, or add 16k to
• 84k of memory by means of a single SlOO card our famous
"|AWS."
Level D kit: (CHECK ONE) O 4k onboard $49.98

i

plus $2 P*l*; D 16k SlOO |AWS $149.98 plus $2
I
P4IVD 32kSlOO |AWS $199.98 plus $2 P&I'D 48k

I SlOO "IAWS $249.98 plus $2 P*l'; 64k SlOO
I |AWS $299 98 plus $2 P*l*
I

w

I

LEVEL E — An important building block: it activates

I

the 8k ROM/EPROM space on the motherboard Now just

i
plug in our 8k Microsoft BASIC or your own custom

i programs
I Level E kit $5.98 plus 50C P*l

'

[

Microsoft BASIC — It's the language that allows you to

,

talk English to your computer! I' is available three ways:

l

D 8k cassette version of Microsoft BASIC: (requires Level

I

B and 12k of RAM minimum: we suggest a 16k SlOO
i

|AWS" — see above) $64.98 postpaid
I D 8k ROM version of Microsoft BASIC (requires Level B
i A Level E and 4k RAM; just plug into your Level E sockets

|

We suggest either the 4k Level 5 RAM expansion or a 16k

|

SlOO JAWS ) $99.98 plus $2 Pal.'

,

D Disk version of Microsoft BASIC (requires Level B.

i

32k of RAM. floppy disk controller. B" floppy disk drive)

I
. . . 932S postpaid

|

TEXT EDITOR/ASSEMBLER — The editor/assembler
is a software tool (a program) designed to simplify the task
of writing programs As your programs become longer
and more complex, the assembler can save you many
hours of programming time This software includes an
editor program that enters the programs you write, makes
changes, and saves the programs on cassettes The assem-
bler performs the clerical :ask of translating symbolic
code into the computer- readable object code The editor/
assembler program is available either in cassette or a
ROM version.

D Editor/Assembler (Cassette version; requires Level
B and 8k (min ) of RAM— we suggest 16k |AWS ' —

see above) 189.98 plus $2 Pal
*

O Editor/Assembler (ROM version, supplied on an S100
i
card: requires Level B and 4k RAM (mm )— we suggest

I either Level D or 16k "JAWS ) $99.95 plus $2 Pal *

|

8" FLOPPY DISK — A remarkable building block

I
Add our 8" floppy disk when you need faster operation.

I more convenient program storage, perhaps a business ap-
I plication, and access to the literally thousands of programs
I and program languages available today. You simply plug
1 them into your Explager/85 disk system — it accepts all

|

IBM formatted CP/M$roRraira.
D 8" Floppy Disk Drive $499.98 plus $12 Pal *

I
Floppy Controller Card $199.98 plus $2 Pal.*

D Disk Drive Cabinet a Power Supply 999 95 plus
S3 Pal *

D Drive Cables (set up for two drives) $25.00 plus
SI SO PAL*
O CP/M 2 2 Disk Operating System: includes Text
Editor/Assembler, dynamic debugger, and other features
that give your Explorer/85 access to thousands of existing
CP/M -based programs $150 00 postpaid

NEED A POWER SUPPLY? Consider our AP 1 It can
supply all the power you need for a fully expanded Ex-
plorer/85 (note: disk drives have theirown power supply)
Plus the API fits neatly into the attractive Explorer steel

cabinet (see below).

D AP 1 Power Supply kit (flV @ 5 amps) in deluxe steel

cabinet $38.98 plus $2 Pal *

NEED A TERMINAL? We
offer you choices the least ex-

pensive one is our Hex
Keypad/Display kit that dis

plays the information on a

calculator-type screen The
other choice is our ASCII
Keyboard/Computer Terminal
kit. that can be used with either \

%

•4 Plug in h>vfl r. here <n

rents Microsoft. BASIC or
1 Plug in Nelrnnir s Hex Editor/Assembler in HOM
Keypad/Display 5. Add two SHM Ittxtrds

2 Add Lf?vel B lo convert to 6 Add you own custom > ir a
SlOO cui/s (prototyping arm) a

3 Add 4k RAM 71 Connect terminal

a CRT monitor or a TV set (if you have an RF modulator)

D Hex Keypad/Display kit $99.95 plus $2 Pal.'

ASCII Keyboard/Computer Terminal kit featuring a
full 128 character set. uAl case, full cursor control. 75 ohm
video output, convertible to
baudot output, selectable baud
rate RS 232-C or 20 ma I/O. 32

,

or 64 character by 16 line for-

mats $149.95 plus $3 Pal *

D Steel Cabinet for ASCII Keyboard/Terminal $19.95
plus $2 50 Pal '

CD RF Modulator kit (allows you to use your TV set as a
monitor) $8.98 postpaid

12" Video Monitor (10MHz bandwidth) $139.95
plus $5 Pal *

D Deluxe Steel Cabinet for the.
Explorer/85 $4995 plus $3
pal*

Fan for cabinet $15.00
!

plus $150 Pal*

ORDER A SPECIAL-PRICE
EXPLORER/85 PAK—THERE'S

ONE FOR EVERY NEED.

D Beginner Psk (Save $26 00) — You get Level A (Ter-

minal Version) with Monitor Source Listing ($25 value)
AP 1 Vamp power supply. Intel 8085 Users Manual . .

.

(Reg $190 95) SPECIAL $189.95 plus $4 Pal*
D Experimenter Psk (Save $53.40) — You get Level A
,Hex Keypad/Display Version) with Hex Keypad/
Display. Intel 8085 User Manual. Level A Hex Monitor
Source Listing, and AP-1,5-amp power supply . . . (Reg.

$279 95) SPECIAL $219.95 plus $6 Pal
*

D Special Microsoft BASIC Psk (Save $103 00)— You get

Levels A (Terminal Version). B. D (4k RAM). E. 8k
Microsoft in ROM. Intel 8085 User Manual. Level A Moni-
tor Source Listing, and AP-1. 5-amp. power supply . .

.

(Reg $439 70) SPECIAL $329.98 plus $7 Pal
*

Add • Rom-Version Text Editor/Assembler (Requires
levels B and Dor SlOO Memory) $99.95 plus $2 PAJV

Starter 8" Disk System - Includes Level A. B floppy disk
controller, one CDC 8" disk-drive, two-drive cable, two
S100 connectors: just add your own power supplies,
cabinets and hardware . . (Reg $106500) SPECIAL
$999 95 plus $13 P&l ' D 32k Starter System. $1045.95
plus $13 Pal ' a 48k Starter System $1095.95 plus $13
Pal * D 64k Starter System. $1145.95 plus $13 Pal.*
D Add to any of above Explorer steel cabinet. AP-1 five

amp. power supply. Level C with two SlOO connectors,
disk drive cabinet and power supply, two sub-D connec-
tors for connecting your printer and terminal . . . (Reg.
$225 95) SPECIAL $199.95 plus $13 Pal

*

Complete «4K System Wired a Tested $1850.00

Slus$26Pal
*

I Special! Complete Business Software Pak (Save
$625 00)— Includes CP/M 2.2 Microsoft BASIC. General
Ledger. Accounts Receivable. Accounts Payable. Payroll
Package (Reg $1325) SPECIAL $699.95 postpaid

'Pfrl stands for "posloge fr insurance
.'

ders. double this amount
For Canadian or-

Continental Credit Card Buyers Outside Connecticut

TO ORDER
Call Toll Free:

800-243-7428 KB8

To Order From Connecticut,
or For Technical Assistance,

Call (203) 354-9375

CP/M is a reg. trademark of Digital Research

j^f (Clip and mail entire ad)y^

SEND ME THE ITEMS CHECKED ABOVE
Total Enclosed (Conn Residents add sales lax) $
Paid by:

Personal Check O Cashier's Check/Money Order

D VISA D MASTERCARD (Bank No -)

Accl No. Exp Date

.

Signature.

Print Name

.

Address.

City.

State_ Zip

J^NETRONICSResearch&DevelopmentLtd.:
BKW?.3.3. k*IsWj?! - -Ft. .*.& }}?}?.

M] 1

/.!^;CT ??.
7
.
7^ i

ANNOUNCING TWO
NEW TERMINALS

Smart* Fast • Graphics • Matching Modem and $295 Printer

Netronics announces a state of the art
breakthrough in terminals, now at prices you
can afford, you can go on-line with databank
and computer phone-line services It's all

yours: "electronic newspapers."' educational
services. Dow-Jones stock reports, games,
recipes, personal computing with any level
language, program exchanges, electronic bul-
letin boards . . . and more every day!!!

Netronics offers two new terminals, both
feature a full 56 key/128 character typewriter-
style keyboard, baud rates to 19.2 kilobaud, a
rugged steel cabinet and power supply. The
simplest one, FASTERM-64, is a 16 line by 64 or 32 character per line unit, with a serial
printer port for making hard copy of all incoming data, and optional provisions for block and
special character graphics. The •smart" version, SMARTERM-80. features either 24 line by 80
characters per line or 16 by 40 characters per line, it offers on-screen editing with page-at-a-
time printing, 12,000 pixel graphics, line graphics, absolute cursor addressing, underlining,
reverse video, one-half intensity and much more . . . simply plug them into your computer or
our phone modem and be on-line instantly Use your TV set (RF modulator required) or our
delux green-phosphor monitor pictured above. For hard copy just add our matched printer.

Price breakthrough!!! Own the FASTERM-64, a complete terminal kit. ready to plug in for
just $199.95 or order the SMARTERM 80 kit for just $299.95. (both available wired and tested )

Be on-line with the million-dollar computers and data services today ... we even supply the
necessary subscription forms.

More good news: All the components in our terminals are available separately (see
coupon), so you buy only what you need!!!

FASTERM-64 . DISPLAY FORMAT: 64 or 32 characters/line by 16 lines ... 96 displayable
ASCII characters (upper & lower case) 8 baud rates: 150, 300. 600. 1200. 2400 4800 9600
19. 200, (switch sel.) . . . LINE OUTPUT: RS232/C or 20 ma current loop . VIDEO OUTPUT: 1V
PIP (EIA RS-170) . CURSOR MODES: home & clear screen, erase to end of line, erase cursor
line, cursor up & down, auto carriage return/line feed at end of line & auto scrolling . . .

REVERSE VIDEO . . BLINKING CURSOR . . . PARITY, off, even or odd STOP BITS: 1 1 5
2 . . . DATA BITS PER CHARACTER: 5, 6, 7 or 8 . . . CHARACTER OUTPUT: 5 by 7 dot matrix
in a 7 by 12 cell . . . PRINTER OUTPUT: prints all incoming data . . . 1K ON BOARD RAM . . .

2K ON BOARD ROM . CRYSTAL CONTROLLED . . . COMPLETE WITH POWER SUPPLY . .

OPTIONAL GRAPHICS MODE: includes 34 Greek & math characters plus 30 special graphics
characters . . ASCII ENCODED KEYBOARD: 56 key/128 characters.
SMARTERM-80 . . . DISPLAY FORMAT: 80 characters by 24 lines or 40 characters by 16 lines
128 displayable ASCII characters (upper & lower case) 8 baud rates: 110. 300, 600, 1200, 2400.
4800, 9600, 19, 200 . . . LINE OUTPUT: RS232/C or 20 ma current loop . . . VIDEO OUTPUT: 1V
pp (EIA RS-170) . . . EDITING FEATURES: insett/delete line, insert/delete character, for-

ward/back tab . . . LINE OR PAGE TRANSMIT PAGE PRINT FUNCTION . . CURSOR POSI-
TIONING: up, down, right, left, plus absolute cursor positioning with read back . . . VISUAL
ATTRIBUTES: underline, blink, reverse video, half intensity, & blank . . . GRAPHICS: 12,000
pixel resolution block plus line graphics ON-SCREEN PARITY INDICATOR PARITY: off,

even or odd STOP BITS: 110 baud 2, all others 1 . . . CHAR. OUTPUT: 7 by 11 character in

a 9 by 12 block . PRINTER OUTPUT ... 60 OR 50 Hz VERTICAL REFRESH BLINKING
BLOCK CURSOR . . CRYSTAL CONTROLLED . . . 2K ON BOARD RAM . ASCII ENCODED
KEYBOARD: 56 key/128 character . . . 4K ON BOARD ROM COMPLETE WITH POWER
SUPPLY
TELEPHONE MODEM 103 O/A . . . FULL DUPLEX. FCC APPROVED DATA RATE: 300 baud
. . . INTERFACE: RS232/C and TTY . . . CONTROLS: talk/data switch (no need to connect and
disconnect phone), originate/answer switch on rear panel . . NO POWER SUPPLY RE-
QUIRED.
ASCII KEYBOARD ASCIIS .56 KEY/128 CHARACTER ASCII
ENCODED ... UPPER & LOWER CASE ... FULLY DEBOUNCED .. . rm-y>

'

2 KEY ROLLOVER . . POS OR NEG LOGIC WITH POS STROBE #
REQUIRES +5 & 12V DC (SUPPLIED FROM VIDEO BOARDS)
PRINTER COMET I SERIAL I/O TO 9600 BAUD 80
CHARACTER COLUMN (132 COMPRESSED) . 10" TRACTOR FEED
. . . UPPER/LOWER CASE . . INDUSTRY STANDARD RIBBONS . . .

4 CHARACTER SIZES 9 BY 7 DOT MATRIX Bl DIRECTIONAL
PRINTING

Continental U.S.A. Credit Card Buyers Outside Connecticut

CALL TOLL FREE 800-243-7428
To Order From Connecticut Or For Tech. Assist. Call (203) 354-9375

NETRONICS R&D LTD. D.Pt

333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776

Please send the items checked below:

COMPLETE FASTERM-64 TERMINAL (includes FASTVID-64 video board
ASCII-3 keyboard, steel cabinet and power supply) ... kit $199.95 plus $3 P&l
. . . wired & tested $249.95 plus $3 P&l . . . graphics option: add $19.95 to
each of above
COMPLETE SMARTERM-80 TERMINAL (includes SMARTVID-80 video

board, ASCII-3 keyboard, steel cabinet and power supply) ... kit $299.95 plus
$3 P&l . . . wired and tested $369.95 plus $3 P&l

] FASTVID-64 VIDEO BOARD (requires + 5 & -12V DC] . . . kit $99.95 plus $3
P&l . . . graphics option add $19.95 . . . wired & tested $129.95 plus $3 P&l . . .

graphics option add $19.95
D SMARTVID-80 VIDEO BOARD (requires + 5 & + M2V DC) . . . kit $199.95
plus $3 P&l . . . wired & tested $249.95 plus $3 P&l

DELUXE STEEL TERMINAL CABINET . . . $19.95 plus $3 P&l
ASCII-3 KEYBOARD (requires +5& -12VDC) ... kit $69.95 plus $3 P&l . .

.

wired and tested $89.95 plus $3 P&l
POWER SUPPLY (powers ASCII-3 keyboard & video boards) ... kit only

$19.95 plus $2 P&l
ZENITH VIDEO MONITOR (high resolution green phosphor) . . . wired &

tested $149.95 plus $6 P&l
TELEPHONE MODEM MODEL 103 O/A . . . wired & tested $189.95 plus $3

P&l
D DOT MATRIX PRINTER Comet I . . . wired & tested $299.95 plus $10 P&l
RF MODULATOR MOD RF-1 ... kit only $8.95 plus $1 P&l
3FT-25 LEAD MODEM/TERMINAL OR PRINTER/TERMINAL CONNECTOR

CABLE . . . $14.95 ea plus $2 P&l

For Canadian orders, double the postage . Conn. res. add sales tax.

Total Enclosed $ _
Personal Check
VISA

Acct. No

Cashier's Check/Money Order
MasterCard (Bank No.

Exp. Date

Signature
Print Name
Address
City State Zip

t^See List of Advertisers on page 178 Microcomputing, March 1982 147



Memory
ALL MERCHANDISE 100% GUARANTEED!

4116-200ns 8/15.95
CALL US FOR VOLUME QUOTES

1702
2708
2758
TMS2516
2716
2716-1

TMS2716
TMS2532
2732
2764

4027
4116-120
4116-150
4116-200
4116-300
4164

2101
2102-1

21L02-4
21L02-2
2111
2112
2114
2114L-2
2114L-3
2114L-4
2147
TMS40444
TMS4044-3
TMS40L44-2
TMM2016
HM6116

EPROMS Each

256x8 (1ns) 4.95

1024 x 8 (450ns) 2.99

1024 x 8 (5V) (450ns) 9.95

2048 x 8 (5V) (450ns) 6.95

2048 x 8 (5V) (450ns) 5.50

2048 x 8 (5V) (350ns) 9.00

2048 x 8 (450ns) 9.95

4096x8 (5V) (450ns) 12.95

4096 x 8 (5V) (450ns) (200ns)

8192 x 8 (5V) (450ns)

DYNAMIC RAMS
4096 x

16,384 x

16,384 x

16,384 x

16,384 x

64,536 x

(250ns)
(120ns)
(150ns)
(200ns)
(300ns)
(200ns)

2.50
8/29.95

8/18.95
8/15.95
8/14.95

STATIC RAMS

8 pes

4.50

2.75

8.95

5.95

4.95

8.50

8.95
11.95

CALL
CALL

100 pet

2.00
CALL
1.95

1.80

1.75

CALL

100 pes

CRYSTALS

256
1024
1024
1024
256
256
1024
1024
1024
1024
4096
4096
4096
4096
2048
2048

x 4 (450ns)

x 1 (450ns)

x 1 (LP) (450ns)

x 1 (LP) (250ns)

x 4 (450ns)

x 4 (450ns)

x 4 (450ns)

x 4 (LP) (200ns)

x 4 (LP) (300ns)

x 4 (LP) (450ns)

x 1 (55ns)

x 1 (450ns)

x 1 (300ns)

x 1 (LP) (200ns)
x 8 (200ns)

x 8 (200ns)

1.95 1.85

.89 85
1.29 1.15

1.69 1.55

2.99 2.49

2.99 2.79

8/16.95 1.95

8/19.95 2.35

8/18.95 2.25

8/17.95 2.10
9.95 CALL
3.49 3.25
3.99 3.75
4.49 4.25

(150ns) CALL
(150ns) (120ns) CALL

LP = LOW POWER

74LS00 SERIES

74LS00
74LS01
74LS02
74LS03
74LS04
74LS05
74LS08
74LS10
74LS11
74LS12
74LS13
74LS14
74LS15
74LS20
74LS21
74LS22
74LS26
74LS27
74LS28
74LS30
74LS32
74LS33
74LS37
74LS38
74LS40
74LS42
74LS47
74LS48
74LS49
74LS51
74LS54
74LS55
74LS63
74LS73
74LS74
74LS75
74LS76
74LS78
74LS83

.25

.25

.25

.25

.25

.25

.35

.25

.35

.35

.45

1.00

.35

.25

.35

.25

.35

.35

.35

.25

.35

.55

.55

.35

.35

.55

.75

75
.75

.25

.35

.35
1.25

.40

.45

.50

.40

.50

.75

74LS85
74LS86
74LS90
74LS91
74LS92
74LS93
74LS95
74LS96
74LS107
74LS109
74LS112
74LS113
74LS114
74LS122
74LS123
74LS124
74LS125
74LS126
74LS132
74LS136
74LS137
74LS138
74LS139
74LS145
74LS147
74LS148
74LS151
74LS153
74LS154
74LS155
74LS156
74LS157
74LS158
74LS160
74LS161
74LS162
74LS163
74LS164
74LS165

1.15

.40

.65

.89

.70

.65

.85

.95

.40

.40

.45

.45

.50

.45

.95

2.99

.95

.85

.75

.55

99
.75

.75

1.20

249
1.35

.75

.75

2.35
1.15

.95

.75
75
.90

.95

.95

.95

.95

.95

74LS166
74LS168
74LS169
74LS170
74LS173
74LS174
74LS175
74LS181
74LS189
74LS190
74LS191
74LS192
74LS193
74LS194
74LS195
74LS196
74LS197
74LS221
74LS240
74LS241
74LS242
74LS243
74LS244
74LS245
74LS247
74LS248
74LS249
74LS251
74LS253
74LS257
74LS258
74LS259
74LS260
74LS266
74LS273
74LS275
74LS279
74LS280
74LS283
74LS290

2.40

1.75

1.75

1.75

.80

.95

.95

2.15

9.95
1.00

1.00

.85

.95

1.00

.95

.85

.85

1.20

.99

.99

1.85

1.85

.99

1.90

.76

1.25

.99

1.30

.85

.85

.85

2.85

.65

.55

1.65

3.35
.55

1.98

1.00

1.25

74LS293
74LS295
74LS298
74LS324
74LS352
74LS353
74LS363
74LS364
74LS365
74LS366
74LS367
74LS368
74LS373
74LS374
74LS377
74LS378
74LS379
74LS385
74LS386
74LS390
74LS393
74LS395
74LS399
74LS424
74LS447
74LS490
74LS668
74LS669
74LS670
74LS674
74LS682
74LS683
74LS684
74LS685
74LS688
74LS689
81LS95
81LS96
81LS97
81LS98

1.85

1.05

1.20

1.75

1.55

1.55

1.35

1.95

.95

.95

.70

.70

.99

1.75

1.45

1.18

1.35

1.90

.65

1.90

1.90

1.65

1.70

2.95

.37

1.95

1.69

1.89

2.20

9.65

3.20

2.30
2.40
2.40
2.40
2.40
1.69

1.69

1.69

1.69

32.768 KHZ 3.95

1.0 MHZ 4.95

1 .8432 4.95

2.0 3.95

2.097152 3.95

2.4576 3.95

3.2768 3.95

3.579545 3.95

4.0 3.95

5.0 3.95

5.0688 3.95

5.185 3.95

5.7143 3.95

6.5536 3.95

8.0 3.95

100 3.95
14.31818 3.95

18.0 3.95

18.432 3.95

20.0 3.95

22.1184 3.95

32.0 3.95

MISC i

AY5-2376 12.50

11C90 13.95

XR2206 4.95

3242 7.95

3480 9.00
MC4024 3.95
MC4044 4.50

7103 9.50
7106 9.95
7107 12.95
76477 3.95

8038 3.95
95H90 7.99

9602 1.50

DISC CON-
TROLLERS

1771
1791

1797
UPD765

24.95

36.95

54.95
39.95

UARTS

AY3-1014
AY5-1013
TR1602
IM6402

6.95
3.95
4.95

7.95

INTERFACE
8T26
8T28
8T95
8T96
8T97
8T98
DM8131
DS8836

1.69

2.49

.99

.99

.99

.99

2.95

1.29

CLOCK
CIRCUITS

MM5369
MM5375
MSM5832
7207
7208

3.95

3.95
7.45

7.50
15.95

CONVERTERS

March Specials

4116-250NS 8/13.95

Z-80A CPU
Z-80A PIO
D3242 Intel

2532
2732

6.00

6.00

6.95

8/75.00

8/70.00

6502
6502 6.95

6502-A 12.95

6504 6.95

6505 8.95

6507 9.95

6520 4.35

6522 9.95

6532 14.95

6551 11.85

Z80

MC1408 L8
DAC-0800
ADC-0804

4.95
4.95

4.95

LM1310 50/ 95.00 LM1488 .75 Z80-CPU 8.95

LM1800 50/125.00 LM1489 .75 Z80A-CPU
^» f\ s\ w^ * r\

6.00

MC1330 50/ 70.00 DM8131 2.75 Z80-P10 6.50

MC1350 50/ 50.00 Z80A-P10
Z80-CTC

6.00

5.95

16PIN Low Profile IC Sockets Z80A-CTC 8.65

100/$12.00
Z80-DART
Z80A-DART

15.25

18.75

Specials and March 31, 1982. Plaaaa atata Z80-DMA 17.50

"March Specials" whan ordering. Z80A-DMA
Z80-S10/0

27.50
23.95

Z80A-S10/0 28.95
Z80-S10/1 23.95

Z80A-S10/1 28.95on n c;00 Ef\c\n Z80-S10/2 23.95

ou U-t>oo -olJUU Z80A-S10/2
Z80-S 10/09

28.95
17.95

800-662-6279
Z80A-S10/9

Z80B-CPU

22.95

18.95
(CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS) Z80B-CTC 17.95

Z80B-P10 17.95

CALL JDR BEFORE YOU BUY'
WE WILL BEAT ANY COMPETITORS' PRICES Z8671 39.95

LZ6132 34.95.

CMOS
74C00 .35 74C374 2.75 4019 45 4098 2.49

74C02 .35 74C901 .80 4020 95 4099 1.95

74C04 .35 74C902 .85 4021 95 14409 12.95

74C08 .35 74C903 .85 4022 1. 15 14410 12.95

74C10 .35 74C905 10.95 4023 35 14411 11.95

74C14 1.50 74C906 .95 4024 75 14412 12.95

74C20 .35 74C907 1.00 4025 35 14419 4.95

74C30 .35 74C908 2.00 4026 1.65 4502 .95

74C32 .50 74C909 2.75 4027 65 4503 .65

74C42 1.75 74C910 9.95 4028 80 4508 1.95

74C48 2.10 74C91

1

10.00 4029 95 4510 .95

74C73 .65 74C912 10.00 4030 45 4511 .95

74C74 .85 74C914 1.95 4034 2.95 4512 .95

74C76 .80 74C915 2.00 4035 85 4514 1.25

74C83 1.95 74C918 2.75 4040 95 4515 2.25

74C85 1.95 74C920 17.95 4041 1.25 4516 1.55

74C86 .95 74C921 15.95 4042 75 4518 1.25

74C89 4.50 74C922 5.95 4043 85 4519 1.25

74C90 1.75 74C923 5.95 4044 85 4520 1.25

74C93 1.75 74C925 6.75 4046 95 4522 1.25

74C95 1.75 74C926 7.95 4047 95 4526 1.25

74C107 1.00 74C927 7.95 4049 55 4527 1.95

74C150 5.75 74C928 7.95 4050 55 4528 1.25

74C151 2.25 74C929 19.95 4051 95 4531 .95

74C154 3.25 74C930 19.95 4053 95 4532 1.95

74C157 1.75 4000 .35 4060 1.45 4538 1.95

74C160 2.00 4001 .35 4066 75 4539 1.95

74C161 2.00 4002 .25 4068 40 4543 2.70

74C162 2.00 4006 .95 4069 35 4555 .95

76C163 2.00 4007 29 4070 35 4556 .95

74C164 2.00 4008 .95 4071 30 4581 1.95

74C165 2.00 4009 .45 4072 30 4582 1.95

74C173 2.00 4010 .45 4073 30 4584 .95

74C174 2.25 4011 .35 4075 30 4585 .95

74C175 2.25 4012 .25 4076 95 4702 12.95

74C192 225 4013 .45 4078 30 4724 V50
74C193 2.25 4014 .95 4081 30 80C07 .95

74C195 225 4015 .95 4082 30 80C95 .85

74C200 5.75 4016 .45 4085 95 80C96 .95

74C221 2.25 4017 1.15 4086 95 80C97 .95

74C373 2.75 4018 .95 4093 95 80C98 1.20

HOURS: Mon. - Fri., 9 to 5; Sat . 1 1 to 3 VISIT OUR RETAIL STORE!

i thdiy*'
VISA*

JDR MIC ROOKVICES, INC.
1224 So Bascom Ave.

San Jose, CA 95128
800-538-5000 • 800-662-6279 (CA)

(408)995-5430 • Telex 171-110

TERMS For shipping include $2 00 for UPS ground, $3 00
for UPS Blue Label air $10 00 minimum order Bay Area
residents add 6V.% sales tax California residents add 6%
sales tax We reserve the right to limit quantities and sub
stitute manufacturer Prices subject to change without
notice. Send SASE for complete list



2716 EPROMS 450NS (5V) 8/4.95 ea
ALL MERCHANDISE 100% GUARANTEED! CALL US FOR VOLUME QUOTES

8000 8200

8035
8030
8080A
8065
8085A-2
8086
8088
8155
8156
8185
8185-2

8741
8748
8755

16.95

19.95

3.95
12.95
16.95

99.95
39.95
11.95

11.95

29.95

39.95

39.95

29.95

44.95

6800

6800
6802
6808
6809
6809E
6810
6820
6821
6828
6834
6840
6843
6844
6845
6847
6850
6852
6860
6862
6875
6880

68BOO
68B21
68B50

5.70

10.95
9.95

24.95
29.95
4.60
4.95

4.95

14.95

16.95

14.95

42.95

44.95

16.95

15.95

4.75

5.75

10.95

11.95

6.95

2.95

10.95

12.95
12.95.

8202
8205
8212
8214
8216
8224
8226
8228
8237
8238
8239
8243
8250
8251
8253
8253-5

8255
8255-5

8257
8259
8272
8275
8279
8279-5
8282
8283
8284
8286
8287
8288
.8289

LEDS

Jumbo Red
Jumbo Green
Jumbo Yellow
5082-7760 43'CC
MAN74 3'CC
.MAN72 .3'CA

10/1.00

6/1.00

6/1.00

.79

.99

.99.

45.00
3.50

1.85

3.85
1.80

2.50

1.80

4.90

19.95

4.95

4.85

4.45

14.95

4.75

9 25
9.85

4.75

5.25

8.75
6.90

39.95
29.95

9.50

10.50
6.65

6.65

5.70

6.65

6.50

25.00

49.95.

TV
CIRCUITS
MC1330
MC1350
MC1358
LM380
LM386
LM565
LM741
LM1310
LM1800
LM1889

1.89

1.29

1.79

1.29

1.50

.99

.29

2.90

2.99

2.49

EPROM ERASERS

PE-14 78.50
PE-14T (with timer) 108.50
PE-24T (with timer) 154.50
ALL ARE HIGH QUALITY UNITS ENCLOSED IN

A BLACK ANQDIZED ALUMINUM ENCLOSURE.

800-538-5000
800-662-6279

(CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS)

CALL JDR BEFORE YOU BUY!
WE WILL BEAT ANY COMPETITORS' PRICES

VOLTAGE REG's LINEAR

7805T
7808T
7812T
781 5T
7824T

7805K
7812K
781 5K
78L05
78L12
78L15

LM309K
LM317T

.79

.99

.79

99
99

1.39

1.39
1.39

.69

.69

.69

49
95

7905T
791 2T
791 5T
7924T

7905K
791 2K
79L05
79L12
79L15

LM317K
LM323K
LM337K

.89

.89

1.19

1.19

1.49

1.49

.79

.79

.79

3.95

4.95

3.95

J = TO-220 K = TO-3 L = TO-92

74S00 SERIES

74S00 .44 74S74 .69 74S163 3.75 74S257 1.39
74S02 .48 74S85 2.39 74S168 4.65 74S258 1.49
74S03 .48 74S86 1.44 74S169 5.44 74S260 1.83
74S04 79 74S112 1.59 74S174 1.09 74S274 19.95
74S05 .79 74S113 1.98 74S175 1.09 74S275 19.95
74S08 .48 74S114 1.50 74S181 4.47 74S280 2.90
74S09 .98 74S124 2.77 74S182 2.95 74S287 4.75
74S10 .69 74S132 1.24 74S188 3.95 74S288 4.45
74S11 .88 74S133 98 74S189 14.95 74S289 6.98
74S15 .70 74S134 69 74S194 2.95 74S301 6.95
74S20 .68 74S135 1.48 74S195 1.89 74S373 3.45
74S22 .98 74S138 1.08 74S196 4.90 74S374 3.45
74S30 .48 74S139 1.25 74S197 4.25 74S381 7.95
74S32 .98 74S140 1.45 74S201 14.95 74S387 5.75
74S37 1.87 74S151 1.19 74S225 8.95 74S412 2.98
74S38 1.68 74S153 1.19 74S240 3.98 74S471 9.95
74S40 .44 74S157 1.19 74S241 3.75 74S472 16.85
74S51 .78 74S158 1.45 74S244 3.98 74S474 17.85
74S64 .79 74S161 2.85 74S251 1.90 74S482 15.60
74S65 1.25 74S162 3.70 74S253 7.45 74S570

74S571
7.80
7.80

LM301V
LM308V
LM309K
LM311
LM317T
LM317K
LM318
LM323K
LM324
LM337K
LM339
LM377
LM380
LM386V
LM555V
LM556
LM565
LM566V
LM567V
LM723
LM733
LM741V
LM747
LM748V
LM1310
MC1330V
MC1350V
MC1358
LM1414
LM 1458V
LM1488
LM1489
LM1800
LM1889
LM3900
LM3909V
LM3914
LM3915
LM3916
75451V
75452V
,75453V

.34

98
1.49

.64

1.95

3.95
1.49

4.95
.59

3.95

.99

2.29

1.29

1.50

.39

.69

99
1.49

1.29

.49

.98

.29

.79

.59

2.90
1.89

1.29

1.79

1.59

.69

.99

99
2.99

2.49

.59

98
3.95

3.95
3.95

.39

.39

39.

APPLE FAN $69.00
EXTRA PLUG-IN CARDS CAN
CAUSE YOUR APPLE TO
OVERHEAT
ULTRA-QUIET APPLE FAN
DRAWS COOL AIR THROUGH
YOUR COMPUTER
ELIMINATES DOWN TIME
SAVES REPAIR CHARGES
INCREASES RELIABILITY

CLIPS ON — NO HOLES OR
SCREWS
COLOR MATCHES APPLE
LONG LIFE, LOW NOISE
MOTOR

IC SOCKETS

8 pin ST
14 pin ST
16 pin ST
18 pin ST
20 pin ST
22 pin ST
24 pin ST
28 pin ST
40 pin ST

1-99

.13

.15

.17

.20
29
.30

.30

.40

.49

100

.11

.12

.13

.18

.27

.27

.27

.32

.39

ST = SOLDERTAIL

8 pin WW
14 pin WW
16 pin WW
18 pin WW
20 pin WW
22 pin WW
24 pin WW
28 pin WW
40 pin WW

.59

.69

.69

.99

1.09

1.39
1.49

1.69

1.99

.49

.52

.58

.90

.98

1.28
1.35
1.49
1.80

APPLE IS A TRADEMARK

OF APPLE COMPUTER INC.

TRANSISTORS

PN2222
2N2222
2N2907
2N3055
2N3904
2N3906

10/1.00

25
.25

.79

10/1.00

10/1.00

100/ 8.99
50/10.99
50/10.99

10/ 6.99

1N4148(1N914)
1N4004

100/

100/
25/

10/

8.99
8.99
1.00

1.00

WW WIREWRAP

CONNECTORS
RS232 MALE 3.25
RS232 FEMALE 3.75
RS232 HOOD 1.25
S-100 ST 3.95
S-100 WW 4.95

DIP SWITCHES
4 POSITION .85

5 POSITION .90

6 POSITION .90

7 POSITION .95

8 POSITION .95

7400
7401
7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410
7411
7412
7413
7414
7416
7417
7420
7421
7422
7423
7425
7426
7427
7428
7430
7432
7433
7437
7438
7440
7442
7443
7444
7445
7446
7447
7448
7450

7400 SERIES

.19

.19

.19

.19

.19

.22

.22

.22

.24

.19

.19

.25

.30

.35

.55

.25

.25

.19

.35

29
29
29
.29

.29

.45

.19

.29

.45

29
.29

.19

.49

.65

.69

.69

.59

69
69
.19

7451
7453
7454
7460
7470
7472
7473
7474
7475
7476
7480
7481
7482
7483
7485
7486
7489
7490
7491
7492
7493
7494
7495
7496
7497
74100
74107
74109
74110
74111
74116
74120
74121
74122
74123
74125
74126
74128
74132

.23

.23

.23

.23

.35

.29

.34

.35

.49

.35

.59

1.10

.95

.50

.65

.35

4.95

.35

.40

.50

.49

.65

.55

.70

2.75

1.00

.30

.45

.45

.55

1.55

1.20

.29

.45

.55

.45

.45

.55

.45

74136
74141
74142
74143
74144
74145
74147
74148
74150
74151
74152
74153
74154
74155
74156
74157
74159
74160
74161
74162
74163
74164
74165
74166
74167
74170
74172
74173
74174
74175
74176
74177
74178
74179
74180
74181
74182
74184
74185

.50

.65

2.95
2.95
2.95

.60

1.75

1.20

1.35

.65

.65

.55

1.40

.75

.65

.55

1.65

.85

.70

.85

.85

.85

.85

1.00

2.95
1.65

5.95
.75

89
.89

.89

.75

1.15

1.75

.75

2.25

.75

2.00

2.00

74186
74190
74191
74192
74193
74194
74195
74196
74197
74198
74199
74221
74246
74247
74248
74249
74251
74259
74265
74273
74276
74279
74283
74284
74285
74290
74293
74298
74351
74365
74366
74367
74368
74376
74390
74393
74425
74426
74490

18.50
1.15

1.15
.79

.79

.85

85
.79

.75

1.35

1.35

1.35

1.35

1.25

1.85

1.95

.75

2.25

1.35

1.95
1.25

.75

2.00
3.75
3.75
.95

.75

.85

2.25
.65

.65

.65

.65

2.20

1.75

1.35

3.15
.85

2.55

HOURS Mon. - Fri., 9 to 5; Sat. 1 1 to 3

AA.
VtSA*Una >i. rum*-

JDR MICRODEVICES, INC.
1224 S. Bascom Ave.
San Jose, CA 95128

800-538-5000 • 800-662-6279 (CA)
(408)995-5430 • Telex 171-110

VISIT OUR RETAIL STORE!

TERMS: For shipping include $2.00 for UPS Ground, $3.00

for UPS Blue Label Air. $10.00 minimum order. Bay Area

residents add 6'/2% sales tax California residents add 6%
sales tax. We reserve the right to limit quantities and sub-

stitute manufacturer. Prices subject to change without

notice. Send SASE for complete list.



/^National
Semiconductor Clock Modules

12VDC
AUTOMOTIVE/
INSTRUMENT

CLOCK
APPLICATIONS:
• In dash eutoclocks
• After market auto/
RVclOCki

• Aircraft-marina clk».

• 12VDC oper instru.

• Portable/battery
powered instrumnts.

Features: Bright 0.3" green display. Internal crystal time-

base. * 0.5 sec. /day accur. Auto. display brightness control

logic. Display color filterable to blue, blue-green, green &
yellow. Complete -just add switches and lens.

MA 1003 Module (3.06"Lxi.7S"Hx.9e"o) $16.95

CLOCK MODULES
MA1023 .7" Red Digital LED Clock Module 8.95

MA1026 .7" Dig. LED Alarm Clock/Thermometer 18.95

MA5036 3" Red Digital LED Clock/Timer 6.95

MA1002 5" Red Digital LED Clock & Xformar 9.95

MA10T0 .8" Red Digital LED Clock 7.95

MA 1032 CBA .5" Digital LCD Clock 17.95

MA1043 .7" Green Digital LED Clock 8.95

TRANSFORMERS
102-P20 Xformar for MA1 023, 1043 & b036 Mod*.

102 P22 Xformar for MA1026 Clock Module*
102 P24 Xformar for MA1010 Clock Module*

T MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS
8080A/8080A SUPPORT DEVICES

iNsaaaoA- cpu
OP*212 S-BIt Input/Output

DPS214 Priority Interrupt Control

OPS2I6 Bl Direction*! Bus Driver

DPS22* Clock Generetor/Df wer

DPS72S But Driver

Ps?2S System Controller/Bus Driver

DPS2M System Controller

INS4243 I/O Expander for 4* Series

INSS2S0 Asynchronous Comm. Element

OPtftl Proo,. Comm. I/O (USART)
DPW53 Proa. Interval Timer

OPiXS Pro*. Peripheral I/O (PPI)

OPS32S7 Pro*. DMA Control

OP12W Prog. Interrupt Control

OPS27S Prog. CRT Controller

DPS279 Pro* Keyboard/Display Interface

OP*303 System Timing Element

DPS304 » Bit Bi Directional Receiver

DPS307 8 Bit Bl Directional Receiver

DPUOt S-BIt Bl- Directional Receiver

DPU10 Octal Latched Peripheral Driver

DPSJ11 Octal Latched Peripheral Driver

2 National Semiconductor

RAM SALE

4.9S

3.2S

S.SS

3.4*

1.*
141
4.95

S*>
9.*
16.95

6.9S

8.95

5.96

9.95

A9S
39.95

9.95

t.«S

3.95

3.96

3.95

5.25

5.25

DATA ACQUISITION (CONTINUED)-
ADC0SO9CCN
ADC0I17CCN
DAC1000L.CN
OAC10MLCN
DAC1020LCN
DAC1022LCN
OAC1222LCN
CD40S1N
AV 5 1011

I Bit A/D Converter (1-Ch. Multl.) 5.2S

•-Bit A/D Converter (K-Ch. Multl.) 10.91

10-Blt D/A Conv. Micro. Comp. (0.06%) 13.9*

10-Blt D/A Conv. Micro. Comp. (0.20%) *.95

10-Blt D/A Converter (0.05% Lin.) *.49

10-Blt D/A Converter (0.20% Lin.) 5.9S

1? Bit D/A Converter (0.20% Lin.) 9.9*

•-Channel Multiplexer 1-19

30K BAUD UART ••%

RAMS

STATIC RAMS
MM2114N-2 4K(200NS> $2.49 each
(8 EACH $16 95/lot) (100 EACH $196.95/lot)

MM2114N-2L 4K (200NS) Low Power $2.95 each
(8 EACH $19 95/lot) (100 EACH $225.00/lot)

MM2147N 4K(70NS) $4.95 each
(8 EACH $34.95/l0t) (100 EACH $419 95/lot)

MM6116P-4 16K(200NS) $14.95 each
(8 EACH $99 95/lot) (100 EACH $1195O0/lot)

DYNAMIC RAMS
MM4164N-20 64K(200NS) $14.95 each
(8 EACH $99.95/IOt) (100 EACH $1195.00/lot)

MM5290N-2 16K(150NS)4116 $2.95 each
(8 EACH $1995/lot) (100 EACH $225 00/lot)

MM5290N-4 16K(250NSJ4116 $1.95 each
(8 EACH $14 95/lot) (100 each $175 00/lot)

6800/6800 SUPPORT DEVICES
MPU 7 -95

MPU with Clock and RAM 14.9*

12tx( Static RAM *•«

Peripheral Inter. Adapt (MCM20) J.49

Priority Interrupt Controller 17.95

1024xa-Blt ROM (MCMA30-«) 1495

Asynchronous Comm. Adapter 4.98

Synchronous Serial Data Adapter C.9S

0-600OPS Digital MODEM 10.95

24006PS Modulator 12.94

Quad 3-State Bus. Trans. (MC1T24) 2.25

MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS
/•O (7«0C) CPU (MKJUON) (2MHz) 11.95

ZMA (7J0-1) CPU (MK3fJ0N-4)(4MHI) 13.95

CDPM02 CPU l*-*

2*50 MPU *••**

DM2901 ADC CPU—4-Bit Slice (Com. Temp. Grade) 19.94
I

MCS650?
INS4035N-6

INS4039N4
INS4040N4
IN SIC TON

INS4073N

TMS9900JL

11.96

7.95

9.95

24.94

24.95

29.94

9.95

39.95

EPROM Erasing Lamp

• Erases 2708. 2716. 1702A. 5203Q. 5204Q, etc.

• Erases up to 4 chips within 20 minutes.

• Maintains constant exposure distance) of one inch.

• Special conductive foam liner eliminates static build-up.

• Built-in safety lock to prevent UV exposure.

• Compact - only 7 5/8" x 2-7/8" x 2"

• Complete with holding tray for 4 chips.

UVS-11EL Replacement Bulb $16.95

UVS-11E $79.95

MM500H
MM503H
MM50SH
MM510H
MM1402N
MM5013N
MM50KH
MM50MN
MM503IN
2S04V(M04A)
25UN
2522V
2524V

2S2SV
2527V
2524V
2529V

SU2N
3341PC

MPU w/Clock (4»K Bytes Memory)
MPU—(-Bit ((MHz)
CPU— Sgl. Chip (-ait (Utbytes RAM)
CPU (254 Bytes RAM)
CPU—44 Bytes RAM
CPU w/BasIc Micro Interpreter

CPU
MPU- 14-Bit

— SHIFT REGISTERS
Dual 25-Blt Dynamic -40

Dual 50-Blt Dynamic 40

Dual 100-ait Static 40

Dual 44-Blt Accumulator 40

254-Bit Dynamic 2.K

1024-Bit Dynamic/Accumulator 1.95

500/512-Blt Dynamic 1.95

Octal »0-Blt 9.95

Octal MI-BIt 9.95

1024- Bit Dynamic 1.95

Hex 12-Bit Static 3.95

Dual 132-Bit Static 2.94

512-Bit Dynamic .99

1024-Bit Dynamic 2.95

Dual 244-Bit Static 2.94

Dual 250-Bit Static 4.00

Dual 240-Bit Static 4.00

Quad 10-Blt Static 2.96

Flfo (Dual (0) 4.94

-DATA ACQUISITION

1101

1103

2101 ((101)

2102

21L02

2111 (•HI)

2112

2114

2U4L
2114-2

2U4L-2
74S2O0
4116N-4(UPD416)

41S4N-3

MM2147N
5101

MM5251
MM5242
MM5240/2107

256x1 Static

1024x1 Dynamic
255x4 Static

1024x1 Static

1024x1 Static

214x4 Static

254x4 Static MOS
1024x4 Static 450ns

1024x4 Static 440ns Low Power
1024x4 Static 200ns

1024x4 Static 200ns Low Power
255x1 Static

16K Dynamic 250ns (MM5290N-4)

(4K Dynamic 200ns

4094x1 Fast 70ns

254x4 Static

1024x1 Dynamic Fully Decoded
2Kxl Dynamic
4094x1 Dynamic

MM5290N-2 (4116) 16K Dynamic 150ns (UPD416C-3)

MM5294J-3A (K Dyn. 200ns (lower "j of MM5290J)

HM6U6-4 16K (2Kx() Static 200ns

•2S25 (4 Bit RAM (Kx40C)

UPO414/MK4027 4K Dynamic M-pIn

TMS4044-44NL 4K Static

TMS404S 1024x4 Static

PROMS/EPROMS

1.49

.99

3.94

1.75

1.94

3.95

4.95

2.25

2.49

2.«9

2.95

6.95

1.95

14.95

4.95

7.95

.99

.49

4.95

2.95

1.95

14.95

3.49

4.95

9.95

9.95

30001

30002

30003

30004

BOOKS
National Samiconductor - Intersil - Intel

National CMOS Data Book m *
(640 pages) 74C, CO4O00. and A/D Convartar*

National Interface Data Book •
1704 pages) DP. DS8000. DS3800, DS75000, ate.

National Linear Data Book .

11376 pages) LM, LF. ADC. DAC. LH Sanaa

National Series 80 - Board Laval Computer (224 pages)

National TTL Logic Data Book ....... .»•

(624 pages) 74O0.LS.L.H,S, am

30006 Buy above (3) 30001 .3.6 aa a sat Slt.SS/lot

Intersil Data Book (1074 pages) •» *
010400 Intel Component Data Catalog • • • • atv.uu

FuH data sheets for Intel's products incl memory devices.

microproc .
peripherals & indust ./mil. products (1328 pagasl

206610 Intel Peripheral Design Handbook •• • •
"'•»

Full data sheets, appl notes for Intel peripheral device

components (644 page*) ^^^^^^^^^^^^^_^_

12V)

JOYSTICKS
JS-SK

AF100-1CN universal Active Filter 2.5% 5.95

AF121-1CJ Touch Tone Low Band Filter 19.94

AF122-1CJ Touch Tone High Band Filter 19.95

LM304CH Super Gain Op Amp 1.15

LM334Z Constant Current Source 1.30

LM33SZ Temperature Transducer 1.40

LF3S4N JFET Input Op Amp 1.10

I.F394N Sample 4 Hold Amplifiers X96

LM399H Temp. Comp. Prec. Ret. (.Sppm/C*) 5.00

ADCOBMLCN 4-Bit A/D Converter (1 LSB) 4.95

DAC0406l.CN (-Bit D/A Converter (0.7JX Lin.) 2.25

1702A 2K UV Erasable PROM
2701 (K EPROM
TMS2716 KK EPROM (4V, *5V.

2714lntel(251()TI 1(K EPROM (Single *5V)

2732lntel Tl 32K EPROM
2741 IK EPROM (450ns) (Single *5V)

2784Q 4»K EPROM (Hitachi HN*S2764)

5203 204* PROM
(2S23(74S1M) 32x( PROM (Open Collector)

•2S115 4094 Bipolar PROM
(2S123(74S2M) 32x1 Trl-Stata Bipolar PROM
I2S14S IK PROM
- Over 30 More PROMS Listed In Our Catalog -

ROM'S
2513(2140) Character Generator (Upper Case)

2513(3021) Character Generator (Lower Case)

NMOS READ ONLY MEMORIES—
MCM45710P 124x9x7 ASCII Shifted w/Greek

MCMB5740P 12(x9x7 Math Sympol 4 Pictures

MCMM750P 121x9»7 Alpha. Control Char. Gen.

MICROPROCESSOR MANUALS—
M-Z80 User Manual
M-COPK02 User Manual
M-2450 User Manual

SPECIAL FUNCTION

5.95

2.95

9.95

t.95

17.95

7.49

49.95

14.95

3.95

14.95

3.95

16.95

9.95

9.95

13.50

13.50

13.50

7.50

7.50

5.00

DS0025CN
DS0024CN
INS1771N-1
INS24S1N
MM51167N
MM5(174N
COP402N

COP402MN

COP470N

Dual MOS Clock Driver (5MZ) 3.50

Dual MOS Clock Driver (5MZ) 1.94

Floppy Disc Controller 24.94

Communication Chip 19.95

Microprocessor Real Time Clock 1.95

Microprocessor Compatible Clock 11.95

Microcontroller with (4-Dlglt RAM (.95

and Direct LEO Drive
Microcontroller with (4-Dlglt RAM
4 Direct LEO Drive w/N Buss Int.

32- Sag.VAC Fluor. Driver (20-pln pkg.)

•TELEPHONE/KEYBOARD CHIPS
AY-5-9100 Push Button Telephone Dialer

av-5-9200 Repertory Dialer

AY-5-9S00 CMOS Clock Generator

AY-5-2376 Keyboard Encoder (44 keys)

HDO1*5-5 Keyboerd Encoder (14 keys)

74C922 Keyboard Encoder (16 keys)

74C923 Keyboard Encoder (20 keys)

MM53190N Push Button Pulse Dialer

MM57499N 96/144 Kay Serial Keyboard Encoder

I

7.95

5.49

5.75

7.94

(.95

EECO Rocker DIP Switch — "Mini-DipiM" 2400 Series
THE MOST UNIQUE DIP SWITCH AVAILABLE!
MINI-DIP is designed to retrofit all ma|or brands of Dip switches Unique features include locking

rod design to prevent accidental actuation and gold self-wiping contact One piece housing and

press-fit terminals prevent contamination 2-10 station Form "A" and 1-5 station Form "C
"

• Terminal* an .100 i 300 (2 54 > 7.62) canters • PCB or dip socket mountible • Positive

cleaning/wiping action with gold contact • Total tail and bottom seal

Secket Price Part Na. Pss. CewtlQiirttlen. Socket

24002
2400-3
2400-4

2400-A0C0
2400-SC

12
123
1234
AMD
C64321

lata
Spin
Spin
Spin

14 pin

7t
89

99
99

1 09

10/ 6 95
10/ 7 95

10/ 8 95
10/ 8 95
10/ 9.95

2400-6
2400-7
2400-6
2400-9
2400-10

6
7
t
9
10

123466
1234567
12345678
123456799
0123456799

14 pin

14 pin

16 pin

18 pin

20 pin

1 09 - 10/ 9 95

1.19 • 10/10 95

1.29 - 10/11 95
1.39 - 10/12 95
1.49 - 10/13 95

JS5K
JS100K
JVC 40

SK Lineer Taper Pots $5.25

100K Lineer Taper Pots $4.95

40K (2) Video Controller in case . . . $4.95

MUFFIN® FAN
The dependable, low coal, largest selling

fan for commercial cooling applications.

• 105cfm free air delivery
• 4 68" sq x 1 50" depth Weight 17 oz.

• acoustical rating as low as NC-38
• more than 10 yrs. cont. duty at 10°C
• impedance protected
• for ambients to 70 "C
• UL yellow card recognized &
CSA approved

Modal No. MU2A1, Pan No. 02621. Bear-
ing— Sleeve. 115V, 50V60HZ. 14 Watts.
105ctm

MU2A1 $9.95 ea.

NEW
JE215 Adjustable
Dual Power Supply

General Description: The JE215 is a Dual Power

Supply with independent adjustable positive and nega-

tive output voltages. A separate adjustment for each

of the supplies providesthe user unlimited applications

for IC current voltage requirements. The supply can

also be used as a general all-purpose variable power

Supply. FEATURES:
• Adjustable regulated power supplies,

pos. and nag. 1.2V DC to 15V DC.
• Power Output (each supply):
5VDC <5> 500mA. 10VDC@ 750mA.
12VDC<» 500mA. and
15VDC0? 175mA

• Two, 3 terminal adj. IC regulators
with thermal overloed protection.

• Heat sink reguletor cooling
• LED "on" indicator
• Printed Boerd Construction
• 120VAC input
e Size: 3 1/2"w x 5 1/16"L x 2"H

JE21 5 Adj. Dual Power Supply Kit (as shown) . . $24.95

(Picture not shown but similar in construction to above)

JE200 Reg. Power Supply Kit (5VDC. 1 amp) . . $14.95
JE205 Adapter Brd (toJE200) -5. -9 8. -12V $12.95
JE210 Var. Pwr. Spiv Kit. 5 15VDC.to1.5amp. $19.95

JE608 PROGRAMMER
2704/2708 EPROM PROGRAMMER ^ Wkt'

GENERAL APPLICATIONS: *

• To program EPROMS 2704 end 2706 MM A
• Developmental system for microcomputer circuits / ,; ; 4 r/XtS
• To read the contents of a pre-programmed EPROM am
• To compare EPROM(s) for content differences
• To emulate a programmed EPROM
• To store program In RAMS for alterations
• Three aeperate Display Registers: 6 LEO'S for Hex
Key entries. 10 LEO's (2* T) for Address Register and 6
LED's for Data Memory Register. The Data Memory
Register displays the content of the RAMa from the EPROM Chip. Development of microprocessor sysfams by
means of a ribbon cable from the programmer panel teat socket to the EPROM socket on the microprocessor

board. Rapid checking verification of programmed data changes User may move data from a master to RAM's
or write Into RAM's with keyboard entries Allows manual stepping manipulation (up and down) at any address

location. Stand-alone EPROM Programmer consisting of: A 19-key Hexadecimal Keyboard assembly. Program-

mer Board assembly with 4 power supplies and a LED/Taet Socket Panel Board assembly. The Teat Socket la

zero force insertion type. Power requirements: 115VAC, 60Hz, 6W. Compact desk top enclosure: Color

coordinated designer's caaa with light tan panels and molded and pieces In mocha brown. Size: 3% "H x 11"W
x S'VD Weight 5 Iba.

The J E606 EPROM Programmer is a completely serf-contained unit which is independent of computer control and requires no

additional systems for its operations. The EPROM can be programmed from the Hexadecimal Keyboard or from a pre

programmed EPROM. The JE606 Programmer can emulate a programmed EPROM by the uee of its internal RAM circuits.

This will allow the ueer to test or pretest e program for a system
,
prior to programming a chip. Any changes in the program can

be entered directly into the memory circuits with the Hexadecimal Keyboerd so that rewriting the entire program will not be

necessary The JE609 Programmer contains a Programmer /Board w/26 ICs 6 Includes power supplies of: -6V,

SV, 12V and + 26V. The Hexadecimal Keyboerd and LED/Teet Socket Panel boerd ere eeperete assemblies within the

system.

JE608K Kit $399.95

JE608A Awmbled and Tested $499.95

JE608-16K ADAPTER BOARD
GENERAL USSCR.PT.ON: «>R 2716/2758 EPROMS
The JE606-16K Adapter Boerd ellows the JE608 Programmer to be modified for the additional programming of the 2718 end

2768 EPROMS The adapter provides for adding an eddress switch for the 2" bit end also for selecting the proper power end

timing pulses to be applied to the EPROM Progremming end emulating the 2716 (16KI EPROM is done ssperstety to each

half (1024x8) of the EPROM because of the existing 8K RAM capacity in the JE608 Programmer

JE608-16K Adapter Board Kit :••--. J222I
J E608-Upgrade (Send assembled JE808 to factory for adapter installation S99.95

of the JE608-16K Adapter Board Kit)

JE60SA-16K Mod. Assembled JE608 w/Adapter (JE608-16K) Installed $599.95

$10.00 Minimum Order — U.S. Funds Only Sp«c Sheets — 25e

California Residents Add 6% Sales Tax Send 88c Postage for your

Postage — Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance FREE 1982 JAMECO CATALOG
S0nd S.A.S.E. for Monthly Sale Flyer! Prices Subject to Change

I

jo iameco
Mail Order Electronics Worldwide

3/82

ELECTRONICS
1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002

PHONE ORDERS WELCOME — (415) 5928097

4.

Part No.

AC and DC Wall Transformers

Input

AC 250
AC 500
AC1000
AC1700
DC6912 (above)
DV92O0
DC900
DC1200

117V/60HZ
117V/60HZ
117V/60HZ
117V/60HZ
120V/60HZ
117V/60HZ
120V/60HZ
120V/60HZ

With Universal Plug and
tV Battery Snap

Selective voltages: 6,9,12VDC

Polarity setecAKm ^+!-V alx-loot

line from adapter to plugs — six-

inch line from adapter to battery

snap 120V/60HZ. 300mA

Output Price

12VAC 250mA $3 95
12VAC 500mA U 95

12VAC 1 amp $5 95
9VAC1.7amp $3 95
6.9.12VDC 300mA $9 95

9VDC 200mA $3.25

9VDC 500mA $3 95
12VDC 300mA $3 95

CONNECTORS

DB25P D-Subminiature Plug $2.95

DB25S D-Subminiature Socket $3.50

D2041R-? Screw Lock Hdwr. (2) DB25S/P 2/$.99

DB51226 Cover for DB25P/S $1.75

22/44SE PC. Edge (22/44 Pin) $2.95

UG88/U BNC Plug $1-79

UG89/U BNC Jack $379
UG175/U UHF Adapter $ 49

S0239 UHF Panel Recp $1-29

PL258 UHF Adapter $1-60

PL259 UHF Plug $1.60

UG260/U BNC Plug $1 79

UG1094/U BNC Bulkhead Recp $129

TRS-8Q
16K Conversion Kit
Expand your 4K TRS-80 System to 16K

Kit comes complete with:

• 8 .a. MM5290 (UPD416/41 16) 16K Dyn. Ram (*ns)

• C cumentation for conversion

"•PC-16K2 *150ns 1995
~ 16K3 *200ns 16.95

- "6K' * 250ns 14.95

~ JE610 ASCII
Encoded Keyboard Kit

The JE610 ASCII Keyboard Kit can be interfeced into

most eny computer system. The kit comes complete

with an industrial grade keyboerd switch assembly

(62 keys), ICs, sockets, connector, electronic compo-
nents end a double-sided printed wiring boerd. The
keyboard assembly requires +5V @ 150mA end -12V
@ 10 mA for operation Features 60 keys generate the

126 characters, upper end lower cese ASCII set. Fully

buffered. Two user-define keys provided for custom
epplicetions. Caps lock for upper-cese-only elpha charac

ters. Utilizes a 2376 (40-pin) encoder reed-only memory
chip. Outputs directly compatible with TTL/DTL or

MOS logic erreys. Eesy interfacing with a 16 pin dip or

18-pin edge connector. Size: 3Vi"H x 14Vi"W x 8%"D

JE610/DTE-AK ^JrVSTSSZ) .. .$124.95

rcini/;* H-Kay wyooara, r-L BO«ra, g 7Q QC
JfcblU Kit t Components (no case) «> /SI.HO

K62 62-Key Keyboard (Keyboard only) . . . $ 34.95

DTE-AK (case only - 3W"Hxll"WxMi"D)$ 49.95

JV\rV*Vl
INEWK
IvvvV^

JE212 - Negative 12VDC Adapter Board Kit

for JE610 ASCII KEYBOARD KIT
Provides -12V DC from incoming 5VDC . $9.95

JE600
Hexadecimal Encoder Kit

FULL 8-BIT
LATCHED OUTPUT
19 KEY KEYBOARD

The JE600 Encoder Keyboerd Kit provides two seperate

hexadecimal digits produced from sequentiel key entries

to allow direct programming for 8-bit microprocessor
or 8 bit memory circuits. Three edditionel keys are pro-

vided for user operations with one heving a bistable

output available The outputs are latched end monitored
with 9 LEO reedouts. Also included Is a key entry strobe.

Feetures: Full 8-bit letched output for microprocessor
use. Three user-define keys with one being bisteble

operetion. Oebounce circuit provided for ell 19 keys.

9 LEO reedouts to verify entries. Easy interfecing with
stendard 16-pin IC connector. Only +5VDC required

for operetion. Size: 3Vi"H x 8V4"W x 8VD
(After assembled $99 95JE600/DTE-HK as pictured above)

.,.--. „.^ 19-Key Hexadec. Keyboard.
JbbUU Kit PC Board ft Cmpnts. (no case) .

K19 19-Key Keyboard (Keyboard only)

DTE-HK (case only -JWHxBVWxaV^'D)

$59.95
$14.95
$44.95.
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C WXf$ 7400

SN7400N
SN7401N
SN7402N
SN7403N
SN7404N
SN7405N
SN7406N
SN7407N
SN7408N
SN7409N
SN7410N
SN7411N
SN7412N
SN7413N
SN7414N
SN7416N
SN7417N
SN7420N
SN7421N
SN7422N
SN7423N
SN742SN
SN7426N
SN7427N
SN7428N
SN7430N
SN7432N
SN7437N
SN7438N
SN7439N
SN7440N
SN7441N
SN7442N
SN7443N
SN7444N
SN744SN
SN7446N
SN7447N
SN7448N
SN7450N
SN74S1N
SN74S3N
SN7454N
SN7459A
SN7460N
SN7470N

.20

.20

.25

.25

.25

.29

.35

.35

.29

.29

.25

.29

.35

.40

.69

.29

.29

.25

.29

.45

.29

.29

.29

.25

.49

.25

.29

.25

.40

.25

.20

.19

.59

1.10

1.10

.19

.79

69

.79

.20

.20

.20

.20

.25

.20

.29

SN7472N
SN7473N
SN7474N
SN7475N
SN7476N
SN7479N
SN7480N
SN7482N
SN7483N
SN7485N
SN7486N
SN7489N
SN7490N
SN7491N
SN7492N
SN7493N
SN7494N
SN7496N
SN7496N
SN7497N
SN74100N
SN74104N
SN74105N
SN74107N
SN74109N
SN74116N
SN74121N
SN74122N
SN74123N
SN74125N
SN74126N
SN74132N
SN74136N
SN74141N
SN74142N
SN74143N
SN74144N
SN74145N
SN74147N
SN74U8N
SN74150N
SN74151N
SN74152N
SN74153N
SN74154N
SN74155N

.29

35

.35

.49

.35

5.00

.50

.99

.69

.89

.35

1.75

.49

.59

.45

.45

.69

.69

.69

3.00

1.49

.89

.89

.35

.39

1.95

.39

.55

.59

.49

.49

.75

.75

.99

3.25

3.49

3.49

.79

1.95

1.29

1.25

.69

.69

.79

1.25

.79

74LSO0
74LS01
74LS02
74LS03
74LS04
74LS0S
74LS08
74LS09
74LS10
74LS11
74LS12
74LS13
74LS14
74LS15
74LS20
74LS21
74LS22
74LS26
74LS27
74LS28
74LS30
74LS32
74LS33
74LS37
74LS38
74LS40
74LS42
74LS47
74LS48
74LS49
74LS51
74LS54
74LS55
74LS73
74LS74
74LS75
74LS76
74LS78
74LSS3
74LS85
74LSS6
74LS90

.29

.29

.29

29
.36

.35

.35

.35

.35

.39

.35

.59

.99

.35

.35

.35

.35

.35

.35

.36

.35

.35

.59

.45

.39

.35

.19

.19
1.15
1.15

.35

.35

.35

.45

.45

59
.45
.49

.89

1.25
.49

.69

74LS
74LS92
74LS93
74LS95
74LS96
74LS107
74LS109
74 LSI 12

74LSU3
74LS114
74LS122
74LS123
74LS125
74LS126
74LS132
74LS133
74LS136
74LS138
74LS139
74LS151
74LS153
74LS154
74LS155
74LS156
74LS157
74LS158
74LS160
74LS161
74LS162
74LS163
74LS164
74LS165
74LS168
74LS169
74LS170
74LS173
74 LSI 74

74LS175
74LS181
74LS190
74LS191

.75

.75

.99

1.15

.45

.45

.45

.49

.49

.89

1.25

.59

.59

.99

89
.49

.19

.89

.89

.89

1.75
.89

.89

.89

.89

1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.19
1.19

1.95

.99

.99

.99

2.95
1.25

1.25

74SO0
74S02

74S03

74S04

74S06

74S08
74S09
74S10
74S11

74S15
74S20

74S22
74S30
74S32
74S38
74S40
74S51
74S64
74S65
74S74

74S86

74S112
74S113

74S114

.45

.45

.45

.55

.55

.50

.50

.45

.45

.45

.45

.45

.45

.55

1.25

.50

.45

.50

.50

.75

.79

.79

.79

.79

74S

CA3010H
CA3013H
CA3023H
CA3035H
CA3039H
CA3046N
CA3059N

.99

2.15

3.25

2.49

1.35

1.30

3.25

74S124 3.95

74S133 .55

74S134 .69

74S135 1.19

74S136 1.75

74S138 1.35

74S139 1.35

74S140 .79

74S151 1.35

74S153 1.35

74S157 1.35

74SJ58 1.35

74S160 2.95

74S174 1.59

74S175 1.59

74S188 2.95

74S194 1.95

74S195 1.95

74S196 1.95

74S240 2.95

74S241 2.95

74S242 3.25

:a-lin EAF
CA3060N 3.25
CA3080H 1.25
CA3081N 2.00
CA3082N 2.00
CA30B3N 1.60
CA3086N .85

^JB
SN741S6N
SN74157N
SN74160N
SN 74161

N

SN74162N
SN74163N
SN74164N
SN74165N
SN74166N
SN74167N
SN74170N
SN74172N
SN74173N
SN74174N
SN74175N
SN74176N
SN74177N
SN74179N
SN74180N
SN 74181

N

SN741S2N
SN74184N
SN74186N
SN74190N
SN74191N
SN74192N
SN74193N
SN74194N
SN74195N
SN74196N
SN74197N
SN7419SN
SN74199N
SN74221N
SN 74251

N

SN74276N
SN74279N
SN74283N
SN74284N
SN74285N
SN74365N
SN74366N
SN74367N
SN7436SN
SN74390N
SN74393N

.79

.69

.89

.89

.89

.89

.89

.89

1.25

2.79

1.95

4.95

1.39

.99

.89

.79

.79

1.49

.79

2.25

.79

2.49

2.49

1.25

1.25

.89

.89

.89

.69

.89

.89

1.49

1.49

1.25

.99

1.96

.79

1.49

3.95

3.96

.69

.69

.69

.69

1.49

1.49

74LS192
74LS193
74LS194
74LS195
74LS197
74LS221
74LS240
74LS241
74LS242
74LS243
74LS244
74LS245
74LS247
74LS248
74LS249
74LS251
74LS253
74LS257
74LS2S8
74LS260
74LS266
74LS273
74LS279
74LS283
74LS290
74LS293
74LS298
74LS352
74LS353
74LS365
74LS366
74LS367
74LS36S
74LS373
74LS374
74LS375
74LS386
74LS393
74LS399
74LS670
81LS95
81LS97

1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.19

1.19

1.49

1.49

1.49

1.49

1.49

2.95
1.19

1.19

1.19
.99

.99

.89

.69

.69

.69

1.95

.89

.89

.99

.99

1.25
1.29
1.29
.69

.69

.69

.69

1.95

1.95

.89

.69

2.49
2.49
2.49

1.95

1.95

74S243

74S244

74S251

74S253
74S257

74S258
74S260
74S280
74S287
74S288
74S373

74S374
74S387
74S471
74S472
74S473
74S474
74S475
74S570
74S571
74S572
74S573
74S940

74S941

CA3089N
CA3096N
CA3130H
CA3140H
CA3160H
CA3401N
CA3600N

125
3.25

1.45

1.45

1.35

1.35

.79

2.95

3.25

2.75

3.49

3.49

2.95

10.95

10.95

10.95

12.95

12.95

5.95

5.95

9.95

9.95

3.15

3.15

3.75

3.95

1.39

1.25

1.25

.59

3.50

CD4000 .39 CD 4098 2.49
CD4001 .39 CD-CI CO4506 .75
CD4002 .39 CO4507 .99
CO4006 1.19 CD4041 1.49 CD4508 3.95
CD4007 .25 CO4042 .99 CD4510 1.39
CO4009 .49 CD4043 .89 CD4S11 1.29
CO4010 .49 CO4044 .89 CD4512 1.49
CO4011 .39 CO4046 1.79 CD4514 195
CD4012 .25 CO4047 2.50 CD4S1S 2.95
CD4013 .49 CD4048 1.35 CD4S16 1.49
CD4014 1.39 CD4049 .49 CD4518 1.79
CO4015 1.19 CD4060 .69 CD4519 .89
CD4016 .59 CD4051 1.19 CO4520 1.29
CO4017 1.19 CD4052 1.19 CD4526 1.79
CD4018 .99 CD4053 1.19 CD4528 1.79
CD4019 .49 CD4056 2.95 CD4529 1.95
CD4020 1.19 CD4059 9.95 CD4543 2.79
CD4021 1.39 CD4060 1.49 CD4562 11.95
CD4022 1.19 CD4066 .79 CD4566 2.79
CD4023 .29 CD4068 .39 CD4583 2.49
CD4024 .79 CD4069 .45 CD4S84 .75
CO4025 .23 CD4070 .55 CD4723 1.95
CD4026 2.95 CD4071 .49 CD4724 1.95
CD4027 .69 CD4072 .49 MC14409 17.95
CO4028 .89 CO4073 .39 MC14410 18.95
CD4029 1.49 CO4075 .39 MC14411 15.95
CD4030 .49 CD4076 1.39 MC14412 15.95
CD4034 3.49 CD4078 .55 MC\44\S 7.95
CD4035 .99 CD4081 .39 MC 14433 15.95
CD4040 1.49 C 04082 .39 MC 14538 2.49

*S^ CD4093 .99 MC14541 1.95

Bulova Quartz Ladies Watches
ONE YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY

LCD (Round) Dmtai Oamini
- im LMItwt Snap

Sua* MrtaM 1

UM*m LCD ISqoaral D.g.lal
iiw with S.lvat MnhlhiiiM Strap

*i«oSo

LCO (Round) Ogilai Gamim
Sold »>tn OoM Link dotal snap

oaoo-av Sugg rm.h oioooo

Ladwa LCD (Souarot Dto>tal Gam.n,
Gold ottti Laathoi Snap

owor iv suta rwta. »iso oo

YOUR CHOICE - 50%-OFF SUGG. RETAIL PRICE
CALL OR SEND ORDER IN REFERENCING TO THIS AD FOR SPECIAL PRICEBecause of Limited Supply, pleas* provide a second and third choice
EXAMPLE: 82395-5Y, SUGG. RETAIL $140.00, 50% OFF—YOUR COST $70 00

LITRONIX Stick Display Sale
MUITI DIGIT RtfHCTOR ARRAYS FO« CLOCKS §A±H

NATIONAL Stick Display Sale
UP MUMtlMC ARRAYS

SALEj

KE^2 MFD WVDC PRICE
COMPUTER GRADE CAPACITORS

no
540

1750
' 500
1 500
?000
MM
2 300
?500
1.0W
3.000
4 500
5 500
6 100

6 000

ISO
zoo

1
zs
50
10
IN
13
II
ft
40

SO
»
44
SO

I.N
140
00
in
209
?05
3 05
its
206
1 OS
300
366
4 49

240
409

MFD WVOC PWtCE
10.1

11.1

11.1

11.1

11.1

13.1

14.1

14.1

10.1

201
20.1

21.0

23.0

23.0

230

IS
10
10
55
SO
10
13

36
10
20
ss
IS
T

10
2*

2 05
3 05
4 OS
S40
SOI
200
2 09
3 05
305
206
309
3 95
1 95
2 95
3 95

MFO WVDC PRICE
24.SM
27 000
32 500
40 000
43 000
50 000
52 000
55 000
50 000
15 000
73000
M000
90 000

160 000
200 000

OVER 200 OTHER VALUES AVAILABLE - CAIL OR WRITE FOR YOUR REQUIREMENT

2 09
206
466
SIS
5 95
7 95
5 95
S06
5 95
7 95
716
116
IK
166
1295

r

LOW PROFILE
(TIN) SOCKETS

1-24

8 pin LP
14 pin LP
16 pin LP
18 pin LP
20 pin LP
22 pin LP
24 pin LP
28 pin LP
36 pin LP
40 pin LP

25-49 50-100

.17

.20

.22

.29

.34

.37

.38

.45

.60

.63

.16

.19

.21

.28

.32

.36

.37

.44

.59

.62

.15

.18

.20

.27

.30

.35

.36

.43

.58

.61

TrrrTrr

SOLDERTAIL
STANDARD (TIN)

14 pin ST
16 pin ST
18 pin ST
24 pin ST
28 pin ST
36 pin ST
40 pin ST

1-24 25-49 50-100

.27

.30

.35

.49

.99

1.39

1.59

.25

.27

.32

.45

.90

1.26

1.4S

.24

.25

.30

.42

.81

1.15

1.30

W
8 pin SG
14 pin SG
16 pin SG
18 pin SG
24 pin SG
28 pin SG
36 pin SG
40 pin SG

SOLDERTAIL (GOLD)
STANDARD

1-24 25-49 50-100

.39

.49

.54

.59

.79

1.10

1.65

1.75

.35

.45

.49

.53

.75

1.00

1.40

1.59

.31

.41

.44

.48

.69

.90

1.26

1.45

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS
(GOLD) LEVEL #3
1-24 25-49 50-100

8 pin
10 pin
14 pin
16 pin
18 pin
20 pin
22 pin
24 pin
28 pin
36 pin
40 pin

WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW

.59

.69

.79

.85

.99

1.19

1.49

1.39

1.69

2.19

2.29

.54

.63

.73

.77

.90

1.08

1.35

1.26

1.53

1.99.

2.09

.49

.58

.67

.70

.81

.99

1.23

1.14

1.38

1.79

1.89

1/4 WATT RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS -5%
ASST. 1 5ea.

10 Ohm 12 Ohm 15 Ohm 18 Ohm 22 Ohm
27 Ohm 33 Ohm 39 Ohm 47 Ohm 56 Ohm

ASST. 2 5m.
68 Ohm 82 Ohm 100 Ohm 120 Ohm ISO Ohm
180 Ohm 220 Ohm 270 Ohm 330 Ohm 390 Ohm

50 pes. $1.95

ASST. 3 5ea.
470 Ohm 560 Ohm 680 Ohm 820 Ohm IK

1.2K 1.5K 1.8K 2.2K 2.7K

50 pes. $1.95

50 pes. $1.95

ASST. 4 5ea.
3.3K

8.2K
3.9K
10K

4.7K

UK
5.6K

15K
6.8K

18K 50pcs $1.95

ASST. 5 5ea.
22K
56K

27K
68K

33K
82K

39K
100K

47K
120K

ASST. 6 5ea.
150K
390K

1B0K

470K
220K
560K

270K
680K

330K
820K

sopes. $1.95

50 pes. $1.95

ASST. 7 5ea.
IM

2.7M
1.2M

3.3M
l.SM

3.9M
l.SM

4.7M
2.2M
5.6M

ASST. 8R
50 pes. $1.95

Includes Resistor Assts. 1-7 (350 pes.) $10.95 ea.

$10.00 Minimum Order — U.S. Funds Only
California Residents Add 6% Sales Tax
Postage — Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance
S0nd S.A.S.E. for Monthly Sale Flyer!

Spec Sheets — 25c
Send 88s Postage for your
FREE 1982 JAMECO CATALOG
Prices Subject to Changs

3/82

Mail Order Electronics Worldwide

ameco
ELECTRONICS

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002
PHONE ORDERS WELCOME — (415) 5928097

Pert No.
7045 1 PI

7045EV/KN*
7106CPL
7106EV/KU*
7107CPL
7107EV/Klt«
7116CPL
7117CPL
7201 1 OR
7205IPG
720SEV/Klt*
7206CJPE
7206CEV/Kit*
7207AIPO
7207AEV/KU*
7208 1 PI
7209IPA
7215 1PG
7215EV/KU*
7216AIJI
7216CIJI
7216DIPI
7217IJI

7218CIJI

7224IPL
722SAIJL
722*AEV/Klt*
7240IJE
7242IJA
7250IJE
7260IJE
7566IPA
7556IPD
7611BCPA
7612BCPA
7621BCPA
7631CCPE
7641CCPD
/642CCPD
7660CPA
8038CCPO
8048CCPE
8069CCQ
8211CPA
8212CPA

Function
CMOS Precision Timer
Stopwatch Chip, XTL
3Vi Digit A/O (LCO Drive)
IC, Circuit Board, Display
3Vj Digit A/D (LED Drive)
IC, Circuit Board, Display
3V» Digit A/D LCO Dis. HLD.
3Vi Digit A/D LED Dis. HLD.
Low Battery Volt Indicator
CMOS LED Stopwatch/Timer
Stopwatch Chip, XTL
Tone Generator
Tone Generator Chip, XTL
Oscillator Controller
Freq. Counter Chip, XTL
Seven Decade Counter
Clock Generator
4 Func. CMOS Stopwatch CKT
4 Func. Stopwatch Chip, XTL
8-Diglt Univ. Counter c. A.
8-Dlgit Freq. Counter C.A.
8-Diglt Freq. Counter C.C.
4-Dlgit LED Up/Down Counter
8-Diglt Univ. LED Drive
LCD 4V, Digit UP Counter DRI
S-Digit Univ. Counter
5 Function Counter Chip, XTL
CMOS Bin Prog. Timer/Counter
CMOS Dlvlde-by-256 RC Timer
CMOS BCD Prog. Timer/Counter
CMOS BCD Prog. Timer/Counter
CMOS 566 Timer (8 pin)
CMOS 556 Timer (14 pin)
CMOS Op Amp Comparator
CMOS Op Amp Ext. Cmvr.
CMOS Dual Op Amp Comp.
CMOS Trl Op Amp Comp.
CMOS Quad Op Amp Comp.
CMOS Quad Op Amp Comp.
Voltage Converter
Waveform Generator
Monolithic Logarithmic Amp
50ppm Band—GAP Volt Ref. Diode
volt Ref/lndicator
Volt Ref/lndlcator

Price
14.95

24.95

16.96

34.96

15.96

29.95

18.95

17.96

2.26

12.96

19.96

5.16

12.95

6.50

13.95

17.95

3.95

13.95

19.96

32.00

26.96

21.96

12.96

10.96

11.25

31.95

74.95

4.96

2.06

6.00

5.26

1.45

2.20
5MV 2.25

5MV 2.96

SMV 3.96

10MV 5.36

10MV 7.60

10MV 7.60
2.95
4.96
21.60
2.50
2.96
2.96

74C00
74C02
74C04
74C08
74C10
74C14
74C20
74C30
74C42
74C48
74C73
74C74
74C6S
74CSS
74C89
74C90
74C93

.39

.39

.39

.39

.39

.75

.39

.39
1.39

1.96
.79

.79
1.95

.99

6.95
1.29

1.29

74C95
74C107
74C1S1
74C1S4
74C157
74C 160
74C 161
74C 162
74C 163

74C164
74C173
74C174
74C175
74C192
74C193
74C195

74C
1.59

1.89
2.96
3.96
2.25
1.69
1.60
1.49

1.69
1.59

1.39
1.39
1.19
1.69

1.69

1.59

74C221
74C240
74C244
74C373
74C374
74C901
74C903
74C911
74C912
74C91S
74C917
74C922
74C923
74C925
74C926
80C95
S0C97

1.96
2.25
2.26
2.49
2.!

10.96
10.95

1.69
10.96
5.49
5.75
7.50

7.50
.79
.79

LH0002CN
LM10CLH
LMUCLH
LH0070-OH
TL071CP
TL072CP
TL074CN
LH0062CD
TL0S2CP
TL064CN
LH0094CD
LM300H
LM301CN
LM302H
LM304H
LM305H
LM307CN
LM308CN
LM309H
LM309K
LM310CN
LM311/CN
LM312H
LM317MP
LM317T
LM317K
LM318CN
LM319N
LM320K-5
LM320K-12
LM320K-15
LM320T-5
LM320T-12
LM320T-15
LM323K
LM324N
LM329DZ
LM331N
LM334Z
LM335Z
LM336Z
LM337T
LM337MP
LM338K
LM339N
LM340K-5
LM340K-12
LM340K-15

6.85

4.50

4.75

4.95

.79

1.39

2.49

35.80

1.19

2.19

36.80

.99

.35

1.95

1.96

.99

.45

1.00

1.95

1.25

1.75

.90

2.49

1.15

1.75

3.95

1.95

1.95

1.35

1.36

1.36

1.25

1.25

1.25

5.95

.99

.65

3.95

1.30

1.40

1.75

1.95

1.15

6.95

.99

1.36

1.36

1.35

LINEAR
LM340T-5
LM340T-12
LM340T-1S
LM341P-5
LM341P-12
LM341P-1S
LM342PS
LM342P-12
LM342P-1S
LM348N
LM350K
LF351N
LF363N
LF355N
LF356N
LM3S8N
LM3S9N
LM370N
LM373N
LM377N
LM380N
LM381N
LM382N
LM384N
LM386N-3
LM367N
LM389N
LM392N
LF3SSN
LM399H
TL494CN
TL496CP
NE510A
NE529A
NE531H
NE536H
NE540H
NE544N
NE550A
NE5S6V
LM556N
NE564N
LM566N
LM566CN
LMS67V
NE570N

1.25

1.25

1.26

.75

.75

.76

.69

.69

.69

1.25

5.75

.60

1.00

1.10

1.10

1.00

1.79

4.49

3.25

2.95

1.25

1.95

1.79

1.95

1.29

1.45

1.36

.69

4.00

5.00

4.49

1.75

6.00

4.95

3.96

6.00

6.00

4.96

1.30

.39

.99

3.95

1.25

1.96

1.25

4.96

LM702H
LM703CN
LM709N
LrVmON
LM7UN
LM723N
LM733N
LM739N
LM741CN
MC1741SCG
LM747N
LM748N
LM1014N
LM1310N
LM1458CN
LM14MN
LM.469N
LM1496N
LM1556V
LM1800N
LM1871N
LM1872N
LM1877N-9
LM1889N
LM1896N
LM20O2T
LM2877P
LM2878P
LM2S96P-1
LM3189N
LM3900N
LM3906CN
LM3909N
LM3914N
LM391SN
LM3916N
RC4136N
RC4151NB
RC4194TK
RC4196TK
LM4500A
ICL8038B
LMl 3080N
LM1360ON
75136N
75460N
75461CN
75492

.79

89

.29

.79

.79

.69

1.00

1.19

.36

3.00

.79

.59

2.75

1.96

.69

1.26

1.26

1.96

1.75

2.96

5.49

5.49

3.25

3.20

1.7S

1.49

2.06

2.25

2.25

2.95

.69

1.26

1.16

3.95

3.95

3.95

1.25

3.95
6.96

5.49
3.25

4.95

1.29

1.49

1.96

.89

.31

.89

CAPACITOR CORNER
Value
10 pf
22 pf
47 pf
100 pf
220 pf
470 pf

50 VOLT CERAMIC DISC CAPACITORS
1-9 10-99 100+
.08 .06 .06
.08 .06 .05
.08 .06 .05

.08 .06 .06

.08 .06 .05

.08 .06 .05

Value
.001*.F
.0047uF
.01/iF

.022mF

.047uF
IMF

1-9 10-99 100+
OS .06 .06

06
06
07
.07

.08

.08

.09

.09

15 .12

100 VOLT MYLAR FILM CAPACITORS
•OOlmf .12 .10 .07 I .022mf .13 .11
.0022mf .12 .10 .07 | .047mf .21 .17
.0047mf .12 .10 .07 .Imf .27 .23
.Olrnf .12 .10 .07 I .22mf .33 .27

.05

.05

.06

.06

.10

.08

.13

.17

.22

+20% DIPPED TANTALUMS (Solid) CAPACITORS
.1/35V
. 15/35

V

.22/35V

. 33/35

V

.47/35V

.68/35V
1.0/35V

.39 .34

.39 .34

.39 .34

.39 .34

.39 .34

.39 .34

.39 .34

.29

.29

.29

.29

.29

.29

.29

1.5/35V
2.2/35V
3. 3/25V
4. 7/25

V

6.6/2SV
15/25V
22/6V

.41

.51

.53

.63

.79

.37
.46
.47

.56

.69
1.39 1.25
.79 .69

.29
.34
.37
.46

.56

.95

.55

MINI. ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
Axial
.47/50V
1.0/S0V
3.3/SOV
4.7/25V
10/25V
10/SOV
22/25V
22/50V
47/25V
47/50V
100/25V
100/50V
220/2SV
220/50V
470/25V
1000/16V
2200/16V

-99 ] 00-499 500+
.16 .14 .10
.19 .16 .12
.17 .15 .11

.18 .15 .11

.16 .15 .11

.19 11 .12

.19 .16 .12

.24 .20 .18

.25 .21 .19

.29 25 .23

.28 .24 .22

.41 .37 .34

.39 .34 .33

.49 .45 .41

.54 .49 .46

.79 .69 .61

.89 .79 .69

Radial
.47/25V
.47/50V
1.0/16V
1.0/25V
1.0/50V
4.7/16V
4.7/25V
4.7/50V
10/16V
10/25V
10/SOV
47/50V
100/16V
100/25V
100/SOV
220/16V
470/25V

1-99 100-499

.15 .13

.16

.15

.16

.17

.15

.16

.17

.15

.16

.17

.25

.21

.25

.37

.25

.36

.14

.13

.14

.15

.13

.14

.15

.13

.14

.16

.21

.17

.23

.34

.21

.31

500+
.12

.13

.12

.13

.14

.12

.13

.14

.12

.13

.14

.19

.14

.21

.31

.19

-27_

tsSee List of Advertisers on page 178 Microcomputing, March 1982 151



Why use their flexible discs:
Athana, BASF, Control Data, Dysan, IBM, Maxell, Nashua,

Scotch, Shugart, Syncom, 3M, Verbatim or Wabash

when you could be using

for as low as $1.94 each?
Find the flexible disc you're now using on our cross reference list...

then write down the equivalent Memorex part numberyou should be ordering.

.ra.ycl Family Pioducl Denervation

Memorer.
Perl Numkei

13701 )

CE quant,

par disc (S) Athena BAB' Oyaen IBM Maae* Naanua
Scotch
3M SKugarl Syncom Verbal** •abaah

Control

Oala

IBM Compatible M 78 B S 76 Sectoral 3060 1 »9 473071 S3478 8O06U6 730S830 FD1 178 FD 1 740 S A 100 1600? FD34 8000 F 1 1 1 l I m 47160?

Ht.««O.K It

Single Mrratlrd U'rver*

Single Dentilr Med.a

ISM Compatible It?. S'S 7« SecHxil »' V¥ P N

IBM Compelrbie 1 1 7. B'S 76 Sectoral « W f H 1 Hub Ring

IBM Compatible 1176 B'S 76 Sectoral Rl VI RSIBIC

IBM Svatem 6 Compatible

IBM Compatible 17*6 B'S IS Sectoral

IBM Compatible t»l7 B'S • Sectoral

Slogan compatible 17 Haid Sector

Wang Compatible 17 Haid Sector rv Hub Ring

C»l »0O0 Compatible

3067

3064

t77»

3066

3108

3110

301

S

30.'

3046

2.04

239
3.19

2.04

1.99

199
1.99

2.49

269

47307?

473077

473073

473074

470801

S443I

S4S61

6380?

64481

.00609

800684

80068b

101/1

1 66g.bg

7306.4b

i6egg*4

FHl 3?

F0 7

FD 137

740

740/?

740 0M
740 38O0

740 3?

740 37RH

S » 101

16160

16003

16006

IS0O4

I60?b

18776

FD34 BOOO

F034 8000

FF34 9000

F0.0 8000

F036 gooo

Fueo gooo

FD32 BOOO

F i Mini
Ft 1611 in

Ftl2llt>

FII3111K

F3rA4ll>

47137?

nniM o.k. i. IBM Compatible 117. B'S 76 Sectoral 3080 269 4 74071 64668 3740/10 1 01 I78/M710I> FD ID 741 - FD34 8000 F131 1 1 11 473O0?

Senate Headed Drive*

Double Oenniy Media

Soil Seclo- (17. B S 76 Sectoral HlvlMSiBlt

Shugait Compatible 37 Hard sector

3083

3081

3.69

2.69 470801 64686 101 10 FHl 370 - 741 3? •/A 103 16076 F 332 BOOO F33A411K 473322

Wang Compatible 37 Hard Sector • Hub Ring SOW 309 -

•MaeMe Oik la Soli Sec to' It 78 B'S 7b Sac tool 3113 309 _ 64478 800814 1788870 - S/A 160 -.6183 F010 4076 11)11111

double Headed Oi.ve» Soil Sector (7S6 IS IS Sector*! 3108 309 473477 64776 800816 7736700 F0? 7680 - 74? - 16164 FD10 401b FI77111K 47461?

ll|H Den.iii Media

FleiaMe Dree I. Soil Sector lUnlcxmalledl 310? 309 47348b _ DV160 fD7 X0M F0 70 743 - 16103 0034 4001 - 47600?

Double Headed Driver, Soil Sac lor 1 178 B'S 76 Sector >) 31 IS 3.09 - - - - B/A ISO - - - -

Double Densii t Madia Soil Sector 1 7S6 B S 76 Sec lor «> 3103 309 473471 6437b 800817 1788877 F0? 7660 743 0'766 - 16101 DO34 4076 F144I1IX 426802

Soil Sector 1 617 B'S IS Sectoral 3114 309 47347? 64478 600B1B 1668044 - - 743 0. SI? - 16100 0034 4016 F14611 IX 42681?

Soil Sector 11074 B'S . Sectoral 3104 3.09 473473 64486 8O0S18 1888046 743-0' 1074 - 16107 D034 4008 F147I11X 4 7-UJ27

37 Hard Sector 3106 309 470861 I0I'?D FH? 370 743 3? S/A 161 16176 003? 4000 F34A41IX 42637?

Burrought B 80 Compatible 37 Haid Sector 308? 309 - - F34A6I1X ~

Soli Sector 11074 B'S 8 Sectoral w> Hub Ring 3116 3 49 - - - - - ~

Shoga.l Compatible 37 Haid Sector 31BI 339 - 0032 4000

•leieMe Otac »0

Memorei oil or EQurv

Driv* Compatible
F0 VI (Vinyl Jacket) 30? 17003 269 470861 f 01

V

FD 186 611 16078 F086 1000 F81A1I1X

Meal 'ie>e>ie Owe u Soil Sector lUnlcumatledl 3401 1 94 476001 64768 104'

1

Mill MO 1 744 B/A 104 16300 M0626 01 M11A711X 44 100?

Ha" Single Headed to Herd Sector 3403 1 94 476010 64767 1071 MO HO 744 10 S/A 107 16376 M0676 10 M4IA711X 441102

HeM
email Denanv Media

1. Hard Sector

Son Sector tUnlofmalledl » Hub Ring

3406

3431

1 94

2.14

478018 64768 106/1

:

MHI M0 116 744 18 B/A 106 16376 MD676 16

MD67801

M61A7I1X 44 1 1 62

10 Haid Sec lor ar'Hub Ring 3433 2.14 - - - - - - - - - M0676 10 - -

16 Haid Sector a/'Hub Ring 3436 2 14 - - - - - - - m M0676 16 —

MM'la>«Me Ota* 1. •ell Sector Iclnlormalledl 3417 2 14 - 64846 104/10 - - - - - - MO67601 -

b • Single Headed 10 Hard Sector 3418 2.14 - 64848 107/10 - - - - - ~ M0676 10 -

Drteee

Double Demity Media
16 Hard Sector

•oil Sector lunlormattedl « Hub Run

3418

3481

2 14

2.34

6486? 106' ID —

- ~

MD676 18

M0676 01 -

-

10 Haid Sector .'Hub Ring 3483 2.34 - - - - - - - ~ M0626 10 - -

16 Haid Sac mm .'Hub Ring 3486 2.34 - - - - - M0626 18 -

MM '»•*> One Id Soil Sector lUntormaltedl 3471 259 m 64674 104/20 - - - - S/A 164 - MO6600I -

S . Double Headed to Haid Sector 3473 2.59 - 64877 107/70 - - - - B/A 167 - MObSO 10

Drivea

Double Dani.iy Madia
16 Haid Sector

Soil Sector (Unlormalledi .'Hub Ring

3476

MM
2 59

2 79

- 64830 106/70

_ - _

8/A-IS6

-

MO660- 16

MDS60 01 - -

10 Haid Sector »'Hub Ring 3483 279 - - - - - - - - MObSO 10

16 Haid Sartor ar'Hub Ring 3486 279 " ~ - — — M0660-18

Memorex Flexible Discs.. .The Ultimate in Memory Excellence
Quality
Memorex means quality products that you can depend on.

Quality control at Memorex means starting with the best

materials available. Continual surveillance throughout the

entire manufacturing process. The benefit of Memorex's years
of experience in magnetic media production, resulting, for

instance, in proprietary coating formulations. The most sophis-

ticated testing procedures you'll find anywhere in the business.

100 Percent Error Free
Each and every Memorex Flexible Disc is certified to be 1 00
percent error free. Each track of each flexible disc is tested,

individually, to Memorex's stringent standards of excellence.

They test signal amplitude, resolution, low-pass modulation,

overwrite, missing pulse error and extra pulse error. They are

torque-tested, and competitively tested on drives available
from almost every major drive manufacturer in the industry

including drives that Memorex manufacturers. Rigid quality

audits are built into every step of the manufacturing process
and stringent testing result in a standard of excellence that

assures you, our customer, of a quality product designed for

increased data reliability and consistent top performance.

Customer-Oriented Packaging
Memorex's commitment to excellence does not stop with a
quality product. They are proud of their flexible discs and they
package them with pride. Both their packaging and their

labeling have been designed with your ease of identification

and use in mind. The desk-top box containing ten discs is

convenient for filing and storage. Both box labels and jacket
labels provide full information on compatibility, density, sec-
toring, and record length. Envelopes with multi-language care
and handling instructions and color-coded removable labels

are included. A write-protect feature is available to provide
data security.

Full One Year Warranty — Your Assurance of Quality

Memorex Flexible Discs will be replaced by Memorex if they
are found to be defective in materials or workmanship within

one year of the date of purchase. Other than replacement,
Memorex will not be responsible for any damages or losses

(including consequential damages) caused by the use of

Memorex Flexible Discs.

Quantity Discounts Available
Memorex Flexible Discs are packed 1 discs to a carton and
1 cartons to a case. Please order only in increments of 1 00
units for quantity 100 pricing. We are also willing to accom-
modate your smaller orders. Quantities less than 1 00 units are

available in increments of 10 units at a 10% surcharge.

Quantity discounts are also available. Order 500 or more
discs at the same time and deduct 1%; 1 ,000 or more saves

you 2%; 2,000 or more saves you 3%; 5,000 or more saves you

4%; 1 0,000 or more saves you 5%; 25,000 or more saves you

6%; 50,000 or more saves you 7% and 1 00,000 or more discs

earns you an 8% discount off our super low quantity 1 00 price.

Almost all Memorex Flexible Discs are immediately available

from CE. Our warehouse facilities are equipped to help us get

you the quality product you need, when you need it. If you need
further assistance to find the flexible disc that's right for you,

call the Memorex compatibility hotline. Dial 800-538-8080
and ask for the flexible disc hotline extension 0997 In California

dial 800-672-3525 extension 0997.

Buy with Confidence
To get the fastest delivery from CE of your Memorex Flexible Discs, send
or phone your order directly to our Computer Products Division. Be sure

to calculate your price using the CE prices in this ad. Michigan residents

please add 4% sales tax. Written purchase orders are accepted from

approved government agencies and most well rated firms at a 10%
surcharge for net 10 billing. All sales are subiect to availability,

acceptance and verification. All sales are final. Prices, terms and
specifications are subject to change without notice. Out of stock items

will be placed on backorder automatically unless CE is instructed

differently Minimum order $50.00. International orders are invited with

a $20.00 surcharge for special handling in addition to shipping charges

All shipments are FOB. Ann Arbor, Michigan. No COD's please Non-

certified and foreign checks require bank clearance.

Mail orders to: Communications Electronics, Box 1002. Ann
Arbor, Michigan 48106 USA Add $8.00 per case or partial-case of

100 8-inch discs or $6.00 per case of 100 5'/a-inch mini-discs for

UPS ground shipping and handling in the continental U.S.A. If you

have a Master Card or Visa card, you may call anytime and place

a credit card order. Order toll-free in the United States Call

anytime 800-521-4414. If you are outside the U.S. or in Michigan,

dial 313-994-4444. Dealer inquiries invited. All order lines at

Communications Electronics are staffed 24 hours.

Copyright '1981 Communications Electronics"

•attiieaa aaM iex Hiatal.

VISA

Order Toll-I

(800)521-4414
In Michigan (313) 994-4444

For Data Reliability—Memorex Flexible Discs

TM

COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRONICS" ,™

ComputerProducts Division
854 Phoenix Box 1 002 Ann Arbor. Michigan 48 1 06 U.S. A.

Call TOLL-FREE (800| 521-4414 or outside U.S.A. (313) 994-4444
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DIGITAL RESEARCH COMPUTERS
(214) 271-3538

32K S-100 EPROM CARD
NEW!

$79
USES 2716s

Blank PC Board - $34

ASSEMBLED & TESTED
ADD $30

SPECIAL: 2716 EPROM's (450 NS) Are $9.95 Ea. With Above Kit.

7 Any or all EPROM locations can be
disabled

8. Double sided PC board, solder-masked,

silk-screened

9. Gold plated contact fingers

10 Unselected EPROM's automatically

powered down for low power.

11. Fully buffered and bypassed.

12. Easy and quick to assemble

32K SS-50 RAM
$259

For 2MHZ
Add $10

KIT FEATURES
1 Uses +5V only 2716 (2Kx8) EPROM's
2 Allows up to 32K of software on line!

3 IEEE S-100 Compatible

4 Addressable as two independent 16K
blocks

5 Cromemco extended or Northstar bank
select

6 On board wait state circuitry if needed

Blank PC Board
$50

31111131 §11111

For SWTPC
6800 - 6809 Buss

Support IC's

and Caps
$19.95

Complete Socket Set
$21.00

16K STATIC RAM KIT-S 100 BUSS
pripf niTi

rgprYilil iiiiniiiiiiiiii
tUkcMOl * in>™*^*Mi il I III

KIT FEATURES
1 Addressable as four separate 4K Blocks
2 ON BOARD BANK SELECT circuitry (Cro-

memco Standard 1

) Allows up to 512K on line!

3 Uses 2114 (450NS) 4K Static Rams
4 ON BOARD SELECTABLE WAIT STATES
5. Double sided PC Board, with solder mask and
silk screened layout Gold plated contact fingers

6 All address and data lines fully buffered
7. Kit includes ALL parts and sockets
8 PHANTOM is jumpered to PIN 67

9 LOW POWER: under 1 5 amps TYPICAL from
the +8 Volt Buss
10 Blank PC Board can be populated
multiple of 4K

MinimiHMiiimiiimiinunm

BLANK PC BOARD W/DATA-$33

LOW PROFILE SOCKET SET-$12

SUPPORT IC'S & CAPS-$19.95

ASSEMBLED & TESTED-ADD $35

OUR #1 SELLING
RAM BOARD!

nevn* STEREO! n^
S-100 SOUND COMPUTER BOARD

COMPLETE KIT!

$3495
(WITH DATA MANUAL)

At last, an S-100 Board that unleashes the full power ot two
unbelievable General Instruments AY3-8910NMOS computer
sound IC's Allows you under total computer control to
generate an infinite number of special sound effects for

games or any other program Sounds can be called in BASIC,
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE, etc

KIT FEATURES:
* TWO Gl SOUND COMPUTER IC'S
* FOUR PARALLEL I/O PORTS ON BOARD
USES ON BOARD AUDIO AMPS OR YOUR STEREO
ON BOARD PROTO TYPING AREA.
ALL SOCKETS. PARTS AND HARDWARE ARE INCLUDED
PC BOARD IS SOLDERMASKED, SILK SCREENED. WITH GOLD CONTACTS
EASY. QUICK. AND FUN TO BUILD WITH FULL INSTRUCTIONS

* USES PROGRAMMED I/O FOR MAXIMUM SYSTEM FLEXIBILITY
Both Basic and Assembly Language Programming examples are included.

SOFTWARE:
SCL T" is now available! Our Sound Command Language makes writing Sound Effects programs
a SNAP! SCL"* also includes routines for Register-Examine-Modify, Memory-Examine- Modify.
and Play-Memory. SCL"* is available on CP/M* compatible diskette or 2708 or 2716. Diskette -

$24.95 2708 - $19.95 2716 - $29.95. Diskette includes the source. EPROM'S are ORG at
E000H (Diskette is 8 Inch Soft Sectored)

BLANK PC
BOARD W/DATA

$31

Fully Assembled,
Tested, Burned In

Add $30

At Last! An affordable 32K Static RAM with full
6809 Capability.

FEATURES:
1. Uses proven low power 2114 Static RAMS.
2. Supports SS50C - EXTENDED ADDRESSING.
3. All parts and sockets included.

4. Dip Switch address select as a 32K block.

5. Extended addressing can be disabled.

6. Works with all existing 6800 SS50 systems.

7. Fully bypassed. PC Board is double sided,
plated thru, with silk screen.

16K STATIC RAM SS-50 BUSS
PRICE CUT!

FULLY STATIC!

FOR 2MHZ
ADD $10

II 1

FOR SWTPC
6800 BUSS!

ASSEMBLED AND
TESTED - $35

KIT FEATURES
1 Addressable on 16K Boundaries
2 Uses 2114 Static Ram
3. Fully Bypassed
4 Double sided PC Board Solder mask

and silk screened layout

5 A'l Parts and Sockets included
6 Low Powei Under 1 5 Amps Typical

BLANK PC BOARD—$35 COMPLETE SOCKET SET—$12
SUPPORT IC'S AND CAPS—$19.95

4K STATIC RAM
National Semi. MM5257. Arranged 4K x 1. +5V, 18 PIN DIP. A
Lower Power, Plug in Replacement for TMS 4044. 450 NS.
Several Boards on the Market Will Accept These Rams. SUPER
SURPLUS PURCHASE! PRIME NEW UNITS!

8 for $16 32 for $59.95

Digital Research Computers
** (OF TEXAS) '

P.O. BOX 401565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 • (214) 271-3538

SPECIAL PURCHASE!

UART SALE!
TR1 602B - SAME AS TMS601 1

,

AY5-1 01 3, ETC. 40 PIN DIP

TR1602B

EACH 4 For $10'
CRT CONTROLLER CHIP

SMC #CRT 5037. PROGRAMMABLE FOR 80 x 24, ETC. VERY RARE
SURPLUS FIND. WITH PIN OUT. $12.95 EACH.

NEW! G.I. COMPUTER SOUND CHIP
AY3-8910. As featured in July. 1979 BYTE! A fantastically powerful Sound & Music
Generator Perfect for use with any 8 Bit Microprocessor Contains 3 Tone Channels.
Noise Generator, 3 Channels of Amplitude Control 16 bit Envelope Period Control, 2-8

Bit Parallel I/O 3 D to A Converters, plus much more' All in one 40 Pin DIP Super easy
interface to the S-100 or other busses $11.95 PRICE CUT!
SPECIAL OFFER: S44^S each Add $3 for 60 page Data Manual.
TERMS: Add $2.00 postage. We pay balance Orders under $15 add 75C
handling. No COD. We accept Visa and MasterCharge. Tex. Res. add 5%
Tax. Foreign orders (except Canada) add 20% P &H. Orders over $50, add
85$ for insurance.

•TRADEMARK OF DIGITAL RESEARCH. WE ARE NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL RESEARCH OF CALIFORNIA, THE SUPPLIERS OF CPM SOFTWARE.
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"THE BIG BOARD"

OEM - INDUSTRIAL - BUSINESS - SCIENTIFIC

Single board computer kit!
Z-80 CPU! 64K RAM!
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THE FERGUSON PROJECT: Three years in the works, and maybe too good to be true. A tribute to hard headed,

no compromise, high performance, American engineering! The Big Board gives you all the most needed

computing features on one board at a very reasonable cost. The Big Board was designed from scratch to run the

latest version of CP/M*. Just imagine all the off-the-shelf software that can be run on the Big Board without any

modifications needed! Take a Big Board, add a couple of 8 inch disc drives, power supply, an enclosure, C.R.T.,

and you have a total Business System for about 1/3 the cost you might expect to pay.

fully socketed! FEATURES: (Remember, all this on one board!)

$49900 <
64K KIT

^^ BASIC I/O)

SIZE: 8\ x 13', IN.

SAME AS AN 8 IN. DRIVE.

REQUIRES: *5V @ 3 AMPS
• - 12V @ .5 AMPS.

64K RAM 24 x 80 CHARACTER VIDEO

Uses industry standard 4116 RAM'S. All 64K is available to the user, our VIDEO

and EPROM sections do not make holes in system RAM. Also, very special care

was taken in the RAM array PC layout to eliminate potential noise and glitches.

Z-80 CPU

With a crisp, tlicker-tree display that looks extremely sharp e*en on small

monitors. Hardware scroll and full cursor control. Composite video or split video

and sync. Character set is supplied on a 2716 style ROM, making customized

fonts easy. Sync pulses can be any desired length or polarity. Video may be

inverted or true. 5x7 Mati.x - Upper & Lower Case

Running at 2.5 MHZ. Handles all 4116 RAM refresh and supports Mode

INTER UPTS. Fully buffered and runs 8080 software.

FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER

SERIAL I/O (OPTIONAL)

Full 2 channels using the Z80 SIO and the SMC 8116 Baud Rate Generator. FULL

RS232! For synchronous or asynchronous communication. In synchronous

mode, the clocks can be transmitted or received by a modem. Both channels can

be set up for either data-communication or data-terminals. Supports mode 2 Int.

Price for all parts and connectors: $65.

Uses WD1771 controller chip with a TTL Data Separator for enhanced

reliability. IBM 3740 compatible. Supports up to four 8 inch disc drives Directly

compatible with standard Shugart drives such as the SA800 or SA801 .
Drives can

be configured for remote AC off-on. Runs CP/M* 2.2.

TWO PORT PARALLEL I/O (OPTIONAL)

Uses Z-80 PIO. Full 16 bits, fully buffered, bi-directional. User selectable hand

shake polarity. Set of all parts and connectors for parallel I/O: $19.95

BASIC I/O

Consists of a separate parallel port (Z80 PIO) for use with an ASCII encoded

keyboard for input. Output would be on the 80 x 24 Video Display.

REAL TIME CLOCK (OPTIONAL)

Uses Z-80 CTC. Can be configured as a Counter on Real Time Clock. Set of all

parts: $9.95 __

BLANK PC BOARD — $175
The blank Big Board PC Board comes complete with full documentation

(including schematics), the character ROM, the PFM 3.3 MONITOR ROM,
and a diskette with the source of our BIOS, BOOT, and PFM 3.3 MONITOR.

CP/M* 2.2 FOR BIG BOARD
The popular CP/M* D.O.S. to run on Big Board is

available for $159.00.

PRICE CUT?
PFM 3.3 2K SYSTEM MONITOR

The real power of the Big Board lies in its PFM 3.0 on board monitor. PFM commands include: Dump Memory, Boot CP/M*. Copy. Examine. Fill Memory. Test Memory. Go To.

Read and Write I/O Ports, Disc Read (Drive Track. Sector), and Search. PFM occupies one of the four 2716 EPROM locations provided.

Z-80 is a Trademark of Zilog.
„

Digital Research Computers^ (OF TEXAS) "

P.O. BOX 401565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 • (214) 271-3538

TERMS: Shipments will be made approximately 3 to 6 weeks after we
receive your order. VISA. MC. cash accepted. We will accept COD's (for the

Big Board only) with a $75 deposit. Balance UPS COD Add $4.00 shipping.

USA AND CANADA ONLY

'TRADEMARK OF DIGITAL RESEARCH NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL RESEARCH OF CALIFORNIA. THE ORIGINATORS OF CPM SOFTWARE
•*1 TO 4 PIECE DOMESTIC USA PRICE.



64K S100 STATIC RAM
NEW! $399 00 NEW!
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BLANK PC BOARD
WITH DOCUMENTATION

$55

SUPPORT ICs + CAPS - $17.50

FULL SOCKET SET - $14.50

ASSEMBLED AND TESTED ADD $40

•
•
•

•
•
*

FULLY SUPPORTS THE NEW
IEEE 696 S100 STANDARD

(AS PROPOSED)

FEATURES:
* Uses new 2K x 8 (TMM 2016 or HM 6116) RAMs.

Fully supports IEEE 696 24 BIT Extended Addressing.
64K draws only approximately 500 MA.
200 NS RAMs are standard. (TOSHIBA makes TMM 2016s as fast as 100 NS FOR YOUR
HIGH SPEED APPLICATIONS.)
SUPPORTS PHANTOM (BOTH LOWER 32K AND ENTIRE BOARD).
2716 EPROMs may be installed in any of top 48K.
Any of the top 8K (E000 H AND ABOVE) may be disabled to provide windows to eliminate any
possible conflicts with your system monitor, disk controller, etc.
Perfect for small systems since BOTH RAM and EPROM may co-exist on the same board.
BOARD may be partially populated as 56K.

16K STATIC RAMS?

FOR 56K KIT
$349.00

The new 2K x 8, 24 PIN, static RAMs are the next generation of high density, high
speed, low power, RAMs. Pioneered by such companies as HITACHI and
TOSHIBA, and soon to be second sourced by most major U.S. manufacturers,
these ultra low power parts, feature 2716 compatible pin out. Thus fully
interchangeable ROM/RAM boards are at last a reality, and you get BLINDING
speed and LOW power thrown in for virtually nothing.

Digital Research Computers
(OF TEXAS)

P.O. BOX 401565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 • (214)271-3538

TERMS: Add $2 00 postage We pay balance. Order under $15 add 75C
handling. No. COD. We accept Visa and MasterCharge Tex Res add 5%
Tax. Foreign orders (except Canada) add 20% P & H Orders over $50. add
85$ for insurance



CP/M' Software Software/Manual only

Computer Pathways
Pearl (level 1)

Pearl (level 2)

Pearl (level 3)

Digital Research
PL/l-80

BT-80
Mac
Sid
Z-Sid

Tex
DeSpool
Micropro
WordStar
Customization Notes
Mail-Merge
WordStar/Mail-Merge
DataStar
WordMaster
SuperSort I

Spell Star
Microsoft
Basic-80
Basic Compiler
Fortran-80
Cobol-80
M-Sort
Macro-80
Edit-80
MuSimp/MuMath
MuLisp-80
Organic Software
Milestone
Supersoft
Diagnostic I

Diagnostic II

Disk Doctor
Forth (8080 or Z80)
Fortran
Fortran w/Ratfor
Other
Unicorn
Mince
Scribble
Both
Data Base
FMS-80
dBASE II

Access/80
Pascal
Pascal/MT+
Pascal/M
Miscellaneous
SpellGuard
The Last One
SuperCalc
CBASIC-2
MicroStat
StatPak
Micro B +
Apple Software (Business)
Micropro
Wordstar
MailMerge
Wordstar/MailMerge
SuperSort I

Spellstar
Personal Software
Visicalc 3.3

CCA Data Mgr
Desktop/Plan II

Visiterm
Visidex
Visiplot

$ 99/$25
$299/$40
$549/$50

$459/$35
$179/$30
$ 85/$15
$ 65/$15
$ 90/$15
$ 90/$15
$ 50/$10

$319/$60
$ 89/$na
$109/$25
$419/$85
$249/$60
$119/$40
$199/$40
$175/$40

$289/$na
$329/$na
$349/$na
$574/$na
$124/$na
$144/$na
$ 84/$na
$224/$na
$174/$na

$269/$30

$ 49/$20
$ 84/$20
$ 84/$20
$149/$30
$219/$30
$289/$35
less 10%

$149/$25
$149/$25
$249/$50

$649/$45
$595/$50
$699/$50

$429/$30
$189/$20

$299/$25
$549/$na
$259/$50
$ 98/S20
$224/$25
$449/$40
$229/$20

$239
$ 89
$349
$159
$175

$229
$ 99
$229
$139
$229
$185

Personal Software (cont.)

Visitrend/Visiplot

Zork
Miscellaneous
Micro Courier
Super-Text II

ASCII Express
Apple Software (Entertainment)

Wizard & Princess

Mystery House
Flight Simulator
Raster Blaster

$275
$ 34

$219
$127
$ 59

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

28
24
29
26
18
29
22
29
28
26

$299
$110
$ 49
$ 25
$199
$249
$159
$ 39
$149
$Call
$Call
$Call
$Call

$299

$389
$995
$Call

$3089
$4489
$5429

Space Eggs
Sargon II

ABM
Micropainter
Apple Panic
Pool 1.5

Apple Accessories
Z-80 Softcard
Keyboard Enhancer
Apple Joystick
Sup-r Mod
CPS Multifunction Card
Videx Board
16K Card
Sup-r Fan
ALF9 Voice Board
CCS Cards
CCS Parallel Model 7720
CCS Serial Model 7710D
CCS Centronics Model 7728
Disk Drives For TRS-80* Model 1

. CCI-100 5 'A ", 40 Track^^ Add-ons for Zenith Z-89

CCI-189 5 1/4", 40 Track
Z-87 Dual 5 1/4" system
Drives for Z-90
External card edge and power supply

included. 90 day warranty/one year on
i^^^^ power supply.

Corvus 5M
Corvus 10M
Corvus 20M
Corvus Mirror

Shugart 8" 801R Raw Drive

TANDON 5 1/4" Raw Drive

Power Supplies
Diskettes— Box of 10

Maxell 5V4"
Maxell 8"

BASF/Verbatim 5 1/»"

BASF/Verbatim 8"

PlaStiC File BOX— Holds 50 5V*
n dskts

Plastic Library Case 5 1
/4

W

Plastic Library Case 8"

Head Cleaning Diskette

Floppy Saver
Floppy Saver Rings
16K RAM Kits

One Kit

Two Kits

200ns forTRS-80 #
, Apple II,

(specify): Jumpers $

Computer Systems
Altos ACS8000 Series

Atari 400
Atari 800
Call for other Atari products
Zenith Z89, 48K
Zenith Z90, 64K
Call for other Zenith products
For fast delivery, send certified checks, money orders or

call to arrange direct bank wire transfers. Personal or

company checks require one to three weeks to clear. All

prices are mall order only and are subject to change

without notice Call for shipping charges.

699
399
Call

Call

40
45

$26.95

$
$
$
$

$
$

$
$
$
$
$

36
19
3
4

25
$10.95
$ 6.95

$13.95
$25.00

$
$
$

$
$

2.50

Call

359
789

Call
Call

Terminals
Adds Viewpoint
Zenith Z-19

Televideo 910
Televideo 920C
Televideo 950
S-100 California Computer Systems
Mainframe
Z80 CPU
64K RAM
Floppy Disc Cntrl

Integrated Sys. w/int. cables, tstd.

2P + 2S I/O

4 Port Serial I/O

4 Port Parallel I/O

Casio Calculators

Pocket Comp. FX702
Desk Printr/Calc. FR100
Scientific Calc.

Game Watch
Game Watch
Calendar Watch
Printers

$ Call

$ Call

$ 519
$ 729
$ 929

$ 349
$ 239
$ 569
$ 339
$1975
$ 269
$ 249
$ 179

$185.00
$ 79.95
$ 49.95
$ 49.95
$ 69.95
$ 59.95

FX8100
CA90 Plastic

CA901 Steel

AX210
NEC Spinwriter
7710 R.O. Ser $2395
7710 Ser w/tr. $2595
7720 KSR w/tr. $2795
7730 R.O. Par $2395
7730 R.O. Par w/tr. $2595
NEW 3500 Series $ Call

Epson MX-70
Epson MX-80
Epson MX-80FT
Epson MX-100
PaperTiger 445 Gr. & 2K
PaperTiger 460 Gr. & 2K
PaperTiger 560 Gr.

IDS Prism 80
IDS Prism 132
PaperTiger Access.
Anadex DP-8000
Anadex DP-9500/01
Okidata Microline 80 Frtc & pin feed

Okidata Microline 82A Frte. & pin feed

Okidata Microline 83A 120 cps
Okidata 84 200 cps
Centronics 739
C.ltoh Starwriter I 25 cps, par.

C.ltoh Starwriter I 25 cps, ser.

C.ltoh Starwriter II 45 cps, par.

C.ltoh Starwriter II 45 cps, ser.

Axiom GP-80M
Data South 180 cps
Olivetti DY 211 Daisy Wheel
Monitors
Leedex 12" B&W
Leedex 12" Green Screen
Leedex 13" Color

Sanyo 9" B&W
Sanyo 9" Green Screen

Sanyo 12" Green Screen
Sanyo 12" B&W
Sanyo 13" Color
Zenith 13" Color
Zenith 12" Green Screen
Telecommunications
Prentice Star Modem 1-yr. guar.

Univ. Data System UDS103LP
Univ. Data System UDS103JP
Novation Cat
Novation D-Cat
Novation Auto-Cat
Novation Apple Cat II

D.C. Hayes Smart. Modem
D.C. Hayes Micro-Modem II

CCI Telnet Com. Package

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Call

Call

Call

Call

Call

Call

Call

Call

Call

Call

849
$1389
$
$
$
$
$

Call

Call

Call

Call

739
$1525
$1620
$1950
$2075
$ 319

Call

Call
$
$

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

129
139
329
149
189
249
239
449
349
129

125
135
175
139
149
199
299
249
295
135

dealer (national/international) inquiries invited Send for FREE Catalogue

The CPU SHOP, TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1800-343-6522

TWX: 710-348-1796 Massachusetts Residents call 617/242-3361

420-423 Rutherford Ave., Dept. K03M
Charlestown, Massachusetts 02129

Hours 9 AM- 8 PM (EST) Mon.-Fri. (Sat. till 5)
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Technical Information call 617/242-3361

Massachusetts Residents add 5% Sales Tax

Tandy Corporation Trademark/' Digital Research
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CALL TOLL FREE
»^25

1800228 4097
Commodore Computers

CALL FOR LOWEST PRICES

Apple Computers

Call For Lowest Prices On Apple

EPSON Printers

CALL FOR PRICE

DC Hayes Micromodem
CALL FOR PRICES

Commodore Computers
Call Toll Free For Price

NEC Monitors

Atari Computers * Our Atari Prices Can't Be Beat!

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND AVAILABILITY

9 NEC Monitor $139.95

12 NEC Monitor $179.95
12 Green Screen CALL
13 NEC Color Monitor With Tuner $499.95

19 NEC Color Monitor $499.95

WE TRADE •— WE EXPORT

CUCTRONICS PLAXGROUND
1840 "O" Street Lincoln, Nebraska 68508

In Nebraska Call (402) 476-7331

^See List of Advertisers on page 178 Microcomputing, March 1982 157



B.C. MICRO
P.O. Box 280298 Dallas, Texas 7S228

(214) 271-5546
•Visa • MasterCard * American Express •

STATIC RAM
*21L02-1KX1 250 n.s.

Low Power 95

2114L-3 1KX4 300 n.s.

Low Power. .2.75 8/17.95

MM5257 (TMS4044) 4KX1
450 n.s 2.95

HM6116P-4-2KX8 + 5v-200 n.s.

CMOS Low Power 2716

Style Pin Out 13.50

. 8/95.00

6514 J-5 1KX4-CMOS Super

Low Power 350 n.s. Similar to

2114 Same Pin Out .... 2.95

TMM2016-2KX8 + 5v-NMOS
200 n.s. - 2716 Style Pin

Out 13.50 8/95.00

CMOS
CD4001

CD4011

CD4012

CD4013

CD4017

CD4023

CD4042

.25

.25

.20

.29

.85

.20

.60

CD4049

CD4050

CD4066

CD4511

CD4520

74C903

.40

.40

.65

.60

.70

.20

DYNAMIC RAM
2107B-4 (MM5280N-5)

4KX1 22 Pin 1.59

4027-4KX1-250 n.s 1.75

M116-16KX1-300 n.s. . . 8/12.95

4116-16KX1-200 n.s. .. 8/15.95

HM4164- +5v 64K Dynamic
15.95 8/120

Z-80
Z80A-4MHZ CPU 8.95

Z80PIO - Parallel 5.95

Z80SIO-Z-80 2 Chan. Ser. . . 24.95

Z80A SIO 29.95

*Z80DMA-DMA
Controller 9.95

Z80 2.5 MHZ CPU 6.95

TTL 74LS

.19 7474

.19 7486

.19 74109

.19 74125

.19 74154

.19 74175

.22 74367

.19

74-S

74S04
74S138

74S240

74S244

SPECIAL!
8748 - M.P.U. - Intel

15.95

LS00 .24 LS125 .95 LS243 1.49

LS02 .24 LS138 .79 LS244 .99

LS04 .24 LS139 .79 LS245 1.95

LS05 .24 LS151 .79 LS257 .79

LS08 .24 LS153 .79 LS266 .59

LS10 .24 LS154 1.75 LS283 .99

LS14 .89 LS157 .79 LS290 .99

LS20 .24 LS161 .99 LS293 1.75

LS27 .24 LS164 .99 LS298 .89

LS30 .24 LS166 .99 LS367 .79

LS32 .36 LS175 .89 LS368 .79

LS42 .49 LS181 1.99 LS373 .99

LS74 .44 LS192 .89 LS374 1.49

LS85 .95 LS193 .89 LS375 1.19

LS86 .39 LS221 1.10 LS377 1.49

LS90 .69 LS240 .99 LS390 1.19

LS109 .39 LS241 .99 LS393 1.19

LS123 .99 LS242 1.49 LS399 .99

MISCELLANEOUS
*TR1602-UART same as

AY5-1013 1.99

*IM6402-+5v High speed
UART-AY5-1013
pin out 2.00

*MC1488-1489-RS232 Receiver
and drive H.# 1.19

AY3-8910-Sound Chip with 60
page data manual 12.95

82S1 23-32X8 Tri State Bi polar

PROM 3.99

4.916MHZ Baud Rate
Crystal 1.99

1771 Single Density Floppy
Disc Controller 22.50

1791 Double Density FDC . 29.95

DM8131 6 Bit Unified Bus
Comparator 2.99

8 Pin Dip Jumpers 3/1.00

82S129 Tri State Bi Polar
Prom 4.25

SPECIAL 2.59

EPROM
* Asterik Denotes Super Specials

* 1702A 256X8 1 us .... 2.50

2708 1KX8 450 n.s 2.95

27A08 1KX8 350 n.s. . . 3.95

*2716 2KX8+5V 450 n.s. 5.95

*2716-1 2KX8+5V 350 n.s.

9.95

*2732 4KX8 450 n.s.

Intel Pin Out 12.95

*2532 4KX8 450 n.s.

T.I. Pin Out 12.95

2732A-3 4K x 8 350 n.s.

Intel Pin Out
Low Power 14.95

80 80 SUPPORT
8080A CPU 2.50

8216 Buffer 1.95

8251 USAR 4.95

8253 Baud Rate Gen. 5.95

BIT SLICE
7.95AMD2901-4 Bit Slice ..

AMD2903-4 Bit Super

Slice 12.95

AMD2911 Sequencer ... 3.95

AMD29705-16 Register

Files 4.95

VOLTAGE REGULATORS
7805 .99 7905 .99

7812 .99 7912 .99

7815 .99 7915 .99

7824 .99 7924 .99
LM317T-TO220 1.75
LM323K-+5V-3A. To-3 . . .3.95 3/10.00

LAS1412-+12V-3A. To-3. .3.95 3/10.00

TERMS: Add M. SO poitigt «t tiy bilinea Ordart over < 50 00 add 8S* for iaturaaea. No COD. Toxas Rot. add S* Tax. 90 Day Monty Back Guaraataa oa all

itomt. All itomt tubjtct to prior tala. Prieot cubjoet to eHio§t without aotiea. Foreifa ordor - US fuadt oaly. Wa eaaaot tail to Moirieo. Coaatriot other taaa

Canada add *3.S0 thi»»ia§ aad handling.
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SD Systems ExpandoRAM III

Single User System
SBC 200, 64K ExpandoRAM II. Versafloppy II CP/M2 2

$1095.00
4 MHz Z-80A CPU, 64K RAM, serial I/O port,
parallel I/O port, double-density disk controller,
CP/M 2.2 disk and manuals, system monitor,
control and diagnostic software.

Add $100.00 for upgrade to ExpandoRAM III64K
(expandable to 256K)

-All boards are assembled and tested-

SBC-200
2 or 4 MHz single board computer
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• S-100 bus compatible • PowerfuUMHz Z-80A
CPU • Synchronous/asynchronous serial I/O
port with RS-232 interface and software
programmable baud rates up to 9600 baud •

Parallel input and parallel output port • Four
channel counter/timer • Four maskable, vectored

interrupt inputs and a non-maskable interrupt •

IK of onboard RAM • Up to 32K of onboard
ROM • System monitor PROM included

The SBC 200 is an excellentCPU board to base a
microcomputer system around. With onboard
RAM, ROM, and I/O, the SBC-200 allows you to

build a powerful three-board system that has the
same features found in most five-board
microcomputers. The SBC-200 is compatible with
both single-user and multi-user systems.

CPU-30200A A & T with monitor $299.95

Versafloppy II
5'/4" & 8" double density controller

• S-100 bus compatible • IBM H740 compatible
soft sectored format • Controls single and double-
sided drives, single or double density, 5'/i" and 8"

drives in any combination of four simultaneously
• Drive select and side select circuitry • Analog
phase-locked loop data seperator • Vectored
interrupt operation optional • Standard CP/M 2.2

disk operating • Control/diagnostic software
PROM included

The Versafloppy II is faster, more stable and
more tolerant of bit shift and "jitter" than most
controllers. All control and diagnostic software
included.

IOD-1 160A A&T $359.95
For CP/M 2.2 and manual set add $99.95

ExpandoRAM III
64K to 256K expandable RAM board

M
SD Systems has duplicated the famous

reliability of their ExpandoRAM I and II boards
in the new ExpandoRAM III, a board capable of
containing 256K of high speed RAM. Utilizing the
new 64K x 1 dymanic RAM chips, you can
configure a memory of 64K, 128K, 192K, or 256K,
all on one S-100 board. Memory address decoding
is done by a programmed bipolar ROM so that the
memory map may be dip-switch configured to

work with either COSMOS/MPM-type systems or

with OASIS-type systems.

Extensive application notes concerning how to

operate the ExpandoRAM III with Cromemco,
Intersystems, and other popular 4 MHz Z-80
systems are contained in the manual.

MEM-65064A 64K A&T $495.00
MEM-65128A I2HK A & T $639.95
MEM-65192A 192K A & T $769.95
MEM-65256A 256K A&T $879.95

ExpandoRAM II
16K to 64K expandable RAM board

ffilmvm*m*mJmmnv
• S-100 bus compatible • Up to 4MHz operation •

Expandable from 16K to 64K • Uses 16 x 1 4116
memory chips • Page mode operation allows up to

8 memory boards on the bus • Phantom output
disable • Invisible onboard refresh

The ExpandoRAM II is compatible with most S-

100 CPUs. When other SD System' series II

boards are combined with the ExpandoRAM II,

they create a microcomputer system with
exceptional capabilities and features.

MEM-16630A 16K A & T $345.00
MEM-32631A 32K A&T $365.00
MEM-48632A 48K A&T $385.00
MEjVL:64633A 64K A&T $399.95

PROM-100
Versatile EPROM Programmer

• S-100 bus compatible • Programs 2708, 2758,
2716, 2732, 2516 EPROMs • DIP switch selection
of EPROM type • 25 VDC programming pulse
generated onboard • Very fast programming and
verification • Zero insertion force socket •

Programming software included on 8" diskette

MEM-99520K Kit w software $189.95
MEM-99520A A & Tw software ... $249.95

Multi-User System
SBC 200. 256K ExpandoRAM III, Versafloppy II, MPC4
COSMOS Multi User Operating System, C BASIC II

$1995.00
Two Z-80A CPUs (4 MHz), 256K RAM, 5 serial I/O
ports with independently programmable baud
rates and vectored interrupts, parallel input port,
parallel output port, 8 counter/timer channels,
real time clock, single and double sided/single or
double density disk controller for 5'/»" and 8"
drives, up to 36K of onboard ROM, CP/M 2.2
compatible COSMOS interrupt driven multi-user
disk operating system, allows up to 8 users to run
independent jobs concurrently, C BASIC II,

control and diagnostic software in PROM
included.

-All boards are assembled and tested-

MPC-4
Intelligent communications interface

iUMMtMii

n *
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• Four buffered serial I/O ports • Onboard Z-

80A processor • Four CTC channels •

Independently programmable baud rates •

Vectored interrupt capability • Up to 4K of on-
board PROM • Up to 2K ofonboard RAM • On-
board firmware
This is not just another four-port serial

I/O board! Theon-board processor and firmware
provide sufficient intelligence to allow the MPC-4
to handle time consuming I/O tasks, rather than
loading down your CPU. To increase overall
efficiency, each serial channel has an 80 character
input buffer and a 128 character output buffer.

The onboard firmware can be modified to make
the board SDLC or BISYNC compatible. In

combination with SD's COSMOS operating
system (which is included with the MPC-4), this

board makes a perfect building block for a multi-
user system.

IOI-1504A A & T with COSMOS $495.00
J

Place Orders Toll Free
Continental U.S. Inside California

800-421-5500 800-262-1710
For Technical Inquires or Customer Service call:

213-973-7707
^48

Computer Products
4901 W. Rosecrans, Hawthorne, Ca 90250

TERMS of SALE: Cash, checks, credit cards, or
Purchase Orders from qualified firms and institutions.

Minimum Order $15.00. California residents add 6%
tax. Minimum shipping & handling charge $3.00.

Pricing & availibility subject to change



Computer
Products

Sunnyvale • Woodland Hills • Hawthorne • San Diego

Printers I Accessories for Apple | Single Board Computer-

BETTER THAN EPSON ! - Okidata

Microline 82A 80/132 column, 120 CPS, 9 x 9 dot

matrix, friction feed, pin feed, adjustable tractor feed

(removable), handles 4 part forms up to 9.5" wide, rear &
bottom feed, paper tear bar, 100/% duty cycle/200,000,000

character print head, bidirectional/logic seeking, both

serial & parallel interfaces included, front panel switch &
program control of 10 different form lengths, uses

inexpensive spool type ribbons, double width & condensed

characters, true lower case descenders & graphics

PRM-43082 with FREE tractor .... $544.95

Microline 83A 132/232 column, 120 CPS, handles

forms up to 15" wide, plus all the features of the 82A.

PRM-43083 with FREE tractor .... $774.95

Microline 84 132/232 column, 200 CPS, full dot

graphics built in, handles forms up to 15" wide, plus all the

features of the 83A.

PRM-43083 with FREE tractor . . $1249.95

PRA-27081 Apple card $39.95
PRA-27082 Apple cable $19.95
PRA-27087 TRS-80 cable $24.95

PRA-43081 Hi speed 2K serial board $169.95

PRA-43080 Extra ribbons pkg. of 2 ... $9.95

INEXPENSIVE PRINTERS - Epson
MX-70 80 column, 80 CPS, 5 x 7 dot matrix, adjustable

tractor feed, & graphics

PRM-27070 List $459 $399.95

MX-80 80 column, 80 CPS, bidirectional/logic seeking

printing, 9x9 dot matrix, adjustable tractor feed, & 64

graphics characters

PRM-27080 List $645 $469.95

MX-80FT same as MX-80 with friction feed added.

PRM-27082 List $745 $559.95

MX-1 00 132 column, correspondence quality, graphics,

up to 15" paper, friction feed & adjustable tractor feed, 9x 9

dot matrix, 80 CPS.

PRM-27100 List $945 $759.95

PRA-27084 Serial interface $69.95
PRA-27088 Serial intf & 2K buffer .. $144.95
PRA-27081 Apple card $74.95
PRA-27082 Apple cable $22.95
PRA-27086 IEEE 488 card $52.95
PRA-27087 TRS-80 cable $32.95
PRA-27085 Graftrax II $95.00
PRA-27083 Extra ribbon $14.95

Modems
SMARTMODEM - Hayes

Sophisticated direct-connect auto-answer/auto-dial modem,
touch-tone or pulse dialing, RS-232C interface, programmable

IOM-5400A Smartmodem $249.95
IOK-1500A Hayes Chronograph $199.95

CAT MODEMS - Novation

CAT 300 baud, acoustic, answer/orginate
IOM-5200A List $189.95 $149.95

D'CAT 300 baud direct connect, answer/orginate

IOM-5201A List $199.95 $169.95

AUTO-CAT Auto answer/orginate, direct connect

IOM-5230A List $299.95 $239.95

Apple-CAT - Novation
Software selectable 1200 or 300 baud, direct connect, auto-

answer autodial, auxiliary 3-wire RS232C serial port for

printer.

IOM-5232A Save $50.00!!! $325.00

16K MEMORY UPGRADE
Add 16K of RAM to your TRS-80, Apple, or Exidy in just

minutes. We've sold thousands of these 16K RAM
upgrades which include the appropriate memory chips (as

specified by the manufacturer), all necessary jumper

blocks, fool-proof instructions, and our 1 year guarantee.

MEX-16100K TRS-80 kit $25.00
MEX-16101K Apple kit $25.00
MEX-16102K Exidy kit $25.00

16K RAM CARD - for Apple II

Expand your Apple to 64K, 1 year warranty

MEX-16500A Save $70.00 !!! $129.95

Z-80* CARD for APPLE
Two computers in one, Z-80 & 6502, more than doubles the

power & potential ofyour Apple, includes Z-80* CPU card,

CP/M 2.2, &BAS1C-80
CPX-30800A A&T $299.95

8" DISK CONTROLLER
New from Vista Computer, single or double sided, single or

double density, compatible with DOS 3.2/3.3, Pascal, & CPM
2.2, Shugart & Qume compatible

IOD-2700A A&T $499.95

2 MEGABYTES for Apple II

Complete package includes: Two 8" double-density disk

drives, Vista double-density 8" disk controller, cabinet, power

supply, & cables, DOS 3.2/3.3, CP/M 2.2, & Pascal

compatible.

1 MegaByte Package (Kit) $1495.00
1 MegaByte Package (A&T) $1695.00
2 MegaByte Package (Kit) $1795.00
2 MegaByte Package (A&T) .... $1995.00

DISK DRIVES - Micro Sci
Inexpensive disk drives for your Apple

A2 Direct replacement for Apple Disk II, works with

Apple II controller as first or second drive.

MSM-123101 Micro Sci A2 $429.95

A40 40 track drive for Apple 11. Improved storage

capacity and speed over Apple Brand drives requires

Micro Sci controller.

IOD-2340A Micro Sci A40 $399.95

A70 70 track drive for Apple II. Twice the storage

capacity and three times faster than Apple Brand drives

requires Micro Sci controller

IOD-2370A Micro Sci A70 $499.95

Micro Sci Controller Disk controller for up to two

Micro Sci A40 or A70 disk drives, DOS 3.2, 3.3, Pascal, and
Z-80 SoftCard compatible, includes utility disk and 40/70

track patch.

IOD-2300A Micro Sci controller $95.00

VISION 80 - Vista Computer
80 column x 24 line video card for Apple II, 128 ASCII
characters, upper and lower case, 9 x 10 dot matrix with 3 dot

descenders, standard data media terminal control codes,

CP/M Pascal & Fortran compatible, 50/60 Hz

IOV-2400A Vista Vision 80 $375.00

AIO, ASIO, APIO - S.S.M.
Parallel & serial interface for your Apple (see Byte pg 11)

IOI-2050K Par&Serkit $139.95
IOI-2050A Par&SerA&T $169.95
IOI-2052K Serial kit $89.95
IOI-2052A Serial A&T $99.95
IOI-2054K Parallel kit $69.95
IOI-2054A Parallel A&T $89.95

CPS MULTICARD - Mtn. Computer
Three cards in one! Real time clock calendar, serial interface,

& parallel interface - all on one card.

IOX-2300A A&T $199.95

Z-80 STARTER KIT - SD Systems
Complete Z-80 microcomputer with RAM, ROM, I/O,

keyboard, display, kludge area, manual, & workbook

CPS-30100K KIT $299.95
CPS-30100A A&T $469.95

SYM-1 - Synertek Systems
Single board computer with IK of RAM. 4KofROM. keypad.

LED display. 20ma & cassette interface on tnyard.

CPK-50020A A&T $249.95

VIC 20 - Commodore
Complete personal computer with 5K RAM. full color, 61 key

keyboard, 4 dual special-function keys, serial ports, cassette

port, composite video output (connects to standard color TV
set), BASIC language. & expansion port.

COM-VIC20 VIC 20 Under $300.00

PERSONAL COMPUTERS
Also available from Jade - Call for Price and Info

AIM-65, Altos, Apple II, Atari,

Commodore, California Computer Sys
Hewlett-Packard, Intersystems

Jade, NEC, Novell, SD Systems

SYM-1, Xerox, and more...

Video Monitors

HI-RES 12" GREEN - Zenith

15 MHz bandwidth, 700 lines/inch, P31 green phosphor,

switchable 40 or 80 columns, small, light-weight & portable.

VDM-201201 List price $150.00 .... $118.95

12" GREEN SCREEN - NEC
20 MHz, P31 phosphor video monitor with audio,

exceptionally high resolution A fantastic monitor at a

very reasonable price

VDM-651200 Special Sale Price $199.95

12" COLOR MONITOR - NEC
Hires monitor with audio & sculptured case

VDC-651212 Color Monitor $479.95

NEC-1202D RGB color monitor . . . $1045.00

Leedex / Amdek
Reasonably priced video monitors

VDM-801210 Video 100 12" B&W . . $139.95
VDM-801230 Video 100-80 12" B& W $179.95
VDM-801250 12" Green Phospor .... $169.95
VDC-801310 13" Color I $379.95

VDC-801320 Color II $895.00
IOV-2300A DVM board for Apple . . $199.95

Video Terminals

TELEVIDEO 910
Full featured inexpensive terminal

VDT-901210 List 795.00 $695.00

TELEVIDEO 950
VDT-90 1250 List $11 95.00 $995.00

AMBER SCREEN - Volker Craig
Detachable keyboard, amber on black display, 7x9 dot

matrix, 10 program function keys, 14 key numeric pad, 12"

non-glare screen, 50 to 19.200 baud, direct cursor control,

auxiliary bidirectional serial port

VDT-351200 List $795.00 $645.00

VIEWPIONT - ADDS
Detachable keyboard, serial RS232C interface, baud rates

from 1 10 to 19.200. auxiliary serial output port, 24 x 80 display.

VDT-501210 Sale Priced $639.95

DIALOGUE 80 - Ampex
VDT-230080 List $1 195.00 $895,00 1



Computer
Products

FREE 1982 CATALOG Just circle our reader service number on the
information request card located near the index.

S-100 CPU Boards
THE BIG Z* - Jade

2 or 4 MHz switchable Z-80* CPU with serial I/O,
accomodates 2708, 2716, or 2732 EPROM, baud rates from
75 to 9600

CPU-30201K Kit $139.95
CPU-30201A A&T $189.95
CPU-30200B Bare board $35.00

2810 Z-80* CPU - Cal Comp Sys
2/4 MHz Z-80A* CPU with RS-232C serial I/Oport and on
board MOSS 2.2 monitor PROM, front panel compatible
CPU-30400A A&T $269.95

CB-2 Z-80 CPU - S.S.M.
2 or 4 MHz Z-80 CPU board with provision for up to 8Kof
ROM or 4K of RAM on board, extended addressing, IEEE
S-100, front panel compatible.

CPU-30300K Kit $239.95
CPU-30300A A&T $299.95

S-100 PROM Boards

PROM-100 - SD Systems
2708, 2716, 2732 EPROM programmer w/software

MEM-99520K Kit $189.95
MEM-99520A A&T $249.95

PB-1 - S.S.M.
2708, 2716 EPROM board with built-in programmer

MEM-99510K Kit $154.95
MKM-99510A A&T $219.95

EPROM BOARD - Jade
16K or 32K uses 2708's or 2716's, IK boundary

MEM-16230K Kit $79.95
MEM-16230A A&T $119.95

S-100 Video Boards
VB-3 - S.S.M.

80 characters x 24 lines expandable to 80 x 48 for a fullpage
of text, upper & lower case, 256 user defined symbols, 160 x
192 graphics matrix, memory mapped, has key board
input.

IOV-1095K 4 MHz kit $349.95
IOV-1095A 4 MHz A&T $439.95
IOV-1096K 80x48 upgrade $39.95

VDB-8024 - SD Systems
80 x 24 I/O mapped video board with keyboard I/O, and
onboard Z-80A*.

IOV-1020A A&T $459.95

VIDEO BOARD - S.S.M.
64 characters x 16 lines. 128 x 48 matrix for graphics, full
upper/ lower case ASCII character set, numbers, symbols,
and greek letters, normal/reverse/blinking video, S-100.

1OV-1051K Kit $149.95
IOV-I051A A&T $219.95
IOV-1051B Bare board $34.95

S-100 Motherboards
ISO-BUS - Jade

Silent, simple, and on sale - a better motherboard
6 Slot (5'4" x 8%")

MBS-061B Bare board $19.95
MBS-061K Kit $39.95
MBS-061A A&T $49.95

12 Slot <93A" x 8%")
MBS-121B Bare board $29.95
MBS-121K Kit $69.95
MBS-121A A&T $89.95

18 Slot (14'4" x «%">
MBS-181B Bare board $49.95
MBS-181K Kit $99.95
MBS-181A A&T $139.95

S-100 RAM Boards
MEMORY BANK - Jade

4 MHz, S-100, bank selectable, expandablefrom 16Kto 64K

MEM-99730B Bare Board $49.95
MEM-99730K Kit no RAM $199.95
MEM-32731K 32K Kit $239.95
MEM-64733K 64K Kit $279.95
Assembled & Tested add $50.00

64K RAM - Calif Computer Sys
4 MHz bank port / bank byte selectable, extended
addressing, 16K bank selectable, PHANTOM line allows
memory overlay, 8080 / Z-80 / front panel compatible.

MEM-64565A A&T $575.00

64K STATIC RAM - Mem Merchant
64K static S-100 RAM card, 4-16K banks, up to 8MHz

MEM-64400A A&T $789.95

32K STATIC RAM - Jade
2 or 4 MHz expandable static RAM board uses 2114V

s

MEM-16151K I6K4MHzkit $169.95
MEM-32151K 32K 4 MHz kit $299.95
Assembled & tested add $50.00

16K STATIC RAM - Mem Merchant
4 MHz 16K static RAM board, IEEE S-100, bank selectable.

Phantom capability, addressable in 4K blocks, "disable-able"
in IK segments, extended addressing, low power

MEM-16171A A&T $164.95

S-100 Disk Controllers

DOUBLE-D - Jade
Double density controller with the inside track, onboard Z-

80A*, printer port, IEEE S-100, can function on an
interrupt driven buss

IOD-1200K Kit $299.95
IOD-1200A A&T $375.00
IOD-1200B Bare board $59.95

DOUBLE DENSITY - Cal Comp Sys
5'A" and 8" disk controller, single or double density, with
on board boot loader ROM, and free CP/M 2.2* and
manual set.

IOD-1300A A&T $374.95

S-100 I/O Boards

S.P.I.C. - Jade
Our new I/O card with 2 SIO's, 4 CTC's, and 1 PIO

IOI-1045K 2 CTC's, I SIO, I PIO . . $179.95
IOI-1045A A&T $239.95
IOI-1046K 4 CTC's, 2 SIO's, I PIO $219.95
IOI-1046A A&T $299.95
IOI-1045B Bare board w/ manual . . . $49.95

1/0-4 - S.S.M.
2 serial I/O ports plus 2 parallel I/O ports

IOI-1010K Kit $179.95
IOI-1010A A&T $249.95
IOI-1010B Bare board $35.00

S-100 Mainframes
MAINFRAME - Cal Comp Sys

12 slot S-100 mainframe with 20 amp power supply

ENC-1 12105 Kit $329.95
ENC-1 12106 A & f $399.95

EPROM ERASER - Spectronics
Ultraviolet EPROM erasers

XME-3100A With out timer $69.50
XME-3101 With timer ..,..< $94.50
XME-3200 Economy Model $39.95

Disk Drives

Handsome metal cabinet with proportionally
balanced air flow system • Rugged dual drive
power supply • Power cable kit • Power switch,
line cord, fuse holder, cooling fan • Never-Mar
rubber feet • All necessary hardware to mount 2-

8" disk drives, power supply, and fan • Does not
include signal cable

Dual 8" Subassembly Cabinet
END-000420 Bare cabinet $59.95
END-000421 Cabinet kit $225.00
END-000431 A&T $359.95

8" Disk Drive Subsystems
Single Sided, Double Density

END-000423 Kit w/2 FD!00-8Ds . $924.95
END-000424 A & T w/2 FDW0 8Ds $1124.95
END-000433 Kit w/2 SA-801Rs . . . $999.95
END-000434 A & T w/2 SA-801Rs $1195.00

8" Disk Drive Subsystems
Double Sided, Double Density

END-000426 Kit w/2 DT-8s $1224.95
END-000427 A & T w/2 DT-8s . . . $1424.95
END-000436 Kit w/2 SA-851Rs .. $1295.00
END-000437 A & T w/2 SA-85IRs $1495.00

5V4" Disk Drives
Shugart SA400L sngl-sided dbldensity 40 track
MSM- 104000 . $234.95 ea 2 for $224.95 ea

Shugart SA450 dblsided dbldensity 70 track
MSM- 104500 . . $349.95 ea 2 for $329.95 ea

Qume DT-5 dblsided dbldensity 80 track

MSM-750050 . . $359.95 ea 2 for $349.95 ea

MPI B-51 sngl-sided dbldensity 40 track

MSM-155100 . . $234.95 ea 2 for $224.95 ea

MPI B-52 dblsided dbldensity 40 track

MSM-155200 . . $344.95 ea 2 for $334.95 ea

MPI B-91 sngl-sided dbldensity 77 track

MSM- 155300 . . $369.95 ea 2 for $359.95 ea

MPI B-92 dblsided dbldensity 77 track

MSM-155400 . . $469.95 ea 2 for $459.95 ea

8" Disk Drives
Shugart SA801R single-sided double-density

MSF-10801R . . $394.95 ea 2 for $389.95 ea

Shugart SA851R double-sided double-density

MSF-10851R . $554.95 ea 2 for $529.95 ea

Qume DT-8 double-sided double-density

MSF-750080 . . $524.95 ea 2 for $499.95 ea

Siemens FDD 1 00-8 sngl-sided dbldensity
MSF-201120 .. $384.95 ea 2 for $349.95 ea

BUS PROBE - Jade
S-100 diagnostic analyzer board, dynamic visual display of
all 96 IEEE S-KX) signals, aids in real time analysis offaulty
hardware and software

TSX-200B Bare Board $59.95
TSX-200K Kit $119.95
TSX-200A A&T $149.95



FULL LINE ALL PARTS & COMPUTER PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 4430S

Santa Clara, CA 95054

Will calls: 2322 Walsh Ave.

(408) 988-1640

Same day shipment. First line parts only. Factory tested Guaranteed

money back Quality IC s and other components at factory prices.

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS Phone orders only (800) 538-8196

ELECTRONICS

74MTTL
7400N
7402N
7404N
7409*
7410N
7414N
7420N
7430N
7442N
7445N
7447N
744BN
7474N
7475N
7485N
7489N
7490N
7495N
7410ON
74107N
74123N
74125N
74145N
74150N
741S1N
74154N
74157N
74161N
74162N
74163N
741 74N
741 75N
74190*
74192N
74193N
74221

N

74298N
74365N
74366N
74367N

19

19
22
19
19

55
19
19
49
69
69
69
35
49
65

1 70

35

55
1 00
30
55
45
60

1 20
65

1 25

55
70

85
85
89
85

1 15
79
79

1 25
85
65
65
65

74LSM TTL
74LS00N 25
74LS02N 25

741S04N 25

74LS05N 25
74LS08N 35

741S10N 25

74LS13N 45

74LS14N 99
74LS20N 25

74LS22N 25

74LS28N 35

74LS30N 25
74LS33N 55
74LS38N 35
74LS74N 45

74LS75N 50

74LS90N 60
74LS93N 65
74LS95N 85

74LS107N 40

74LS112N 45

74LS113N 45
74LS132N 75

74LS136N 49

74LS151N 75

74LS155N 79

74LS157N 75

74LS162N 95
74LS163N 95
74LS174N 95
74LS190N 1 JO
74LS221N 1 19

74LS258N 69
74LS367N 69

LM3171 1 65 C04017
LM317K 3 75 CD4018
LM318 1 49 C04019
LM320K 5 1 35 C04020
IM320K 12 1 35 CD4021
LM320K 15 1 35 C04022
LM320T5 85 C04023
LM320T8 85 C04024
LM320T 12 85 C04025
LM320T 15 85 C04026
LM323K 5 4 95 CD4027
LM324N 59 C04028
LM339N 99 CD4029
LM340K 5 1 35 CD4030
LM340K 8 1 35 CD4035
LM340K 12 1 35 CD4040
LM340K 15 1 35 C04042
LM340K 24 1 35 CD4043
LM340T 5 75 C04044
LM340T8 75 C04046
LM340T12 75 CD4049
LM340T15 75 CD4050
LM340T 18 75 CD4051
LM340T24 75 C04060
LM350 5 50 C04066
LM377 2 29 C04068
LM380N 1 00 CD4069
LM381 1 60 CD4070
LM382 1 60 CO4071
LM709H 59 CO4072
LM723H N 49 C04073
IM733N 85 C04075
LM741CH 35 CD4076
LM741N 35 CD4078
LM747HN 75 CD4081
LM748N 50 CD4082
LM1303N 1 75 CD4116
LM1304 1 10 CD4490
LM1305 1 27 C04507
LM1307 1 10 C04508
LM1310 2 75 CO4510
LM1458 55 C04511
LM1812 8 25 C04515
LM1889 2 49 CD4516
LM2111 1 75 CD4518
LM2902 2 25 Cu4520

,

LM3900N 59 C04527
LM3905 1 25 C04528
IM3909N 95 C04553
MC 1458V 55 CD4566
NE550N i 30 C04583
NE555V 39 CD4585
NE556A 65 CD40192
NE565A 1 00 7«C00
NE566V 1 50 74C04

NE567V 1 00 74C10

NE570B 4 75 74C14

78L05 60 74C20

78L08 60 74C30

78M05 85 74C48

75108 1 49 74C74
75491CN 50 74C76

75492CN 55 ?«C90

75494CN 89 ?<C93
74C154

A to CONVERTER 74C160
8038B
8700CJ
8701CN
8750CJ
LD130
9400CJVF
ICL7103
ICL7107

4 50
13 95
22 00
13 95
9 95
7 40
950
14 25

LIHtAR
CA3045
CA3046
CA3081
CA3082
CA3089
LM301ANAH
LM305H
LM307N
LM308N
LM309K
LM311HN

90
1 10

1 80

1 90
3 40

34
87
35
98

1 25
64

CMOS
C04000 25
CD4001 35

C04002 35

CD4006 95
CO4O07 25

C04008 95

CD4009 45

C04010 45

CD4011 35

CD4012 25

C04013 45

CD4014 95

CD4015 95

CD4016 45

74C175
74C192
74C221
74C905
74C906
74C914
74C922
74C923
74C925
74C926
74C927

INTERFACE
8095
8096
8097
8096
8T09
8T10
8T13
8T20
8T23
8T24
8T25

1 05
94
45
95

95
1 10

28
75

23
1 65
65
80
95
45

85
95
75

85
85
95
45
55

95
i 42

71

39

35
35
30
30
35
30
95
30
30
30
47

550
99

1 95
95
94

2 25
1 10

1 25
1 02
1 51

1 25

350
2 45
2 35
95

300
35
35
35
75

35
35

1 95
85
80

1 25
1 25
3 25
1 69
1 19

1 65
1 90
600

75
1 95
500
5 50
6 75

6 95
6 95

65
65
65
65

1 25
1 75

1 40
4 95
1 75

1 75

3 20

8126
8T28
8T97
8T98

1 69
1 95
99
99

MO& MEMORY RAM
2101 1

2102 1

2102AL 4

2102AN21
2104A 4

2107B4
2111 1

21122
2114
21141 300ns
21141 450ns
4116 200ns

1 95
85

1 25
1 65
4 95
3 75

299
299
2 24
2 50

2 37

250
8 4116 200ns 15 40
MM5280
MM5321
MM5330
P5101L
4200A
9368
4100
416

TMM2016
HM6116

CLOCKS
MM5311
MM531?
MM5314
MM5369
MM5841
MM586S
CT7010
CT7015

300
9 95
594
8 95

11 50

350
10 00
250
16 95
16 50

495
390
390
1 95

14 45
795
8 95
8 95

MM5375AAN 3 90
MM5375AGN 4 90
7205 16 50
7207 7 50
7208 15 95
7209 4 95

MICROPROCESSOR

UARTHFO
AY5 1013
AY5 1014
041

PROM
1702A
2532
2708
2716TI

2716 5 Volt

8 2716 5 Volt

2732
2758
8741A
8748
87488
8755A
N82S23
N82S123
N82S126
N82S129
N82S131
N82S136
N82S137
DM8577
8223

CONNECTORS
30 pin edge
44 pm edge
86 pm edge
100 pm edge
100 pm edge \

4 50
17 50
2 95
8 50
5 50

39 00
16 50
7 49

39 95
39 95
34 95
49 95
2 95
3 95
5 75
4 75

4 95
8 75
8 75

290
3 50

250
2 75
400
395

• » 4 95

OE9S 1 95

DA15P 2 10

OA15S 3 10

Complete Set 9 50

Stop»»lch Kit 26 95

Ante Clock Kit 17 95

Digital Clock Kit 19 75

RESISTORS Vi «itt 5%
10 pei type 05

100 pei type 015

1000 pei type 012

5000 per type 0085

350 piece pack

5 pei type 8 95

1981

IC

MASTER
CLOSEOUT
$59 95

IC SOCKETS
SoMor TM Low ProMo

8
14

16

18

20

lUf
13
14

16

20
29

22
24
28
36
40

1UP
30
(0

40

SI
44

'? watt 5% pei type 05

DIP SWITCHES
4 position 85

5 position 90
6 position 90
7 position 95

8 position 95

KEYBOARDS
56 key ASCII keyboaid kil $74 95

Fully assembled 84 50

Enclosuie Plastic 19 95

Metal Enclosure 69 95

IBM
RedTOiS 15

Green Yellow T018 20
Jumbo Red 25
Green Orange Yellow Jumbo 25
Cliphte LED Mounting Clips 4 80

(spec red amber green yellow clear)

WIRE WRAP LEVEL 3

6502
6502A
6504
6522
6530
6532
6551
6800
6802
6820
6850
8080A
8085A
280A
Z80B
Z80P10
Z80A P10
Z80 CTC
280A CTC
280 DART
Z80A DART
Z80 DMA
Z80A DMA
Z80 S10
Z80A S10
Z80S10 1

Z80A S10 1

Z80S10 2

Z80A S10 2

Z80B CTC
Z80B P10
8212
8214
8216
8224
8228
8251

8253
8255
8257
8259
1802CE plas

1802E plas

1861P

6 95
9 50
6 95
8 75

9 50
14 95
11 85
5 70

11 95
4 95
3 50
3 95
850
600
18 95
6 50
5 95
5 95
8 65
15 25
18 75
17 50
27 50
23 95
28 95
1500
23 90
23 95
28 95
17 95
17 95

1 85
3 75
1 80
250
4 95
4 75

8 95
4 75

8 75

690
13 95
17 95
5 95

14 55 24

16 57 28
18 67 40
2 level 14 pm » »

93
1 00
1 59
20

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES in

Complete line ot breadboard test equip

OK WIRE WRAP TOOLS ill Hoc*
Complete line ot AP Products in stock

SPECIAL PRODUCTS
2 5 MHz Freq Counter Kit 37 50

30 MHz Freq Counter Kit 47 75

CRYSTALS
1 MHz 4 50

2 MHz 3 95
4 MHz 3 95

5 MHz 395
10 MHz 3 95
18 MHz 390
20 MHz 390
32 MHz 390
32768 Hz 400
1 8432 MHz 4 50

3 5795 MHz 1 20
2 0100 MHz 1 95

2 097152 MHz 3 95

2 4576 MHz 3 95
3 2768 MHz 3 95

5 0688 MHz 3 95

5 185 MHz 3 95

5 7143 MHz 3 95
6 5536 MHz J 95
14 31818 MHz 3 95

18 432 MHz J 95

22 1184 MHz 3 95

KEYBOARD ENCODERS
AY5 2376 n 95
AY5 3600PRO 17 95

74C922 5 49

74C923 550
HD0165-5 7 95

AC TRANSFORMERS
FRAME

6V 500 ma V
6 3V CT 600 ma
12V 250 ma

12 6VCT 600 ma
12 6V CT 2 amps
12 6V CT 4 amp
12 6VCT Samp
24V CT 100 ma
24V CT 600 ma

WALL PLUG
00 10V 2 amp $7 95

60 12V 250 ma 2 95

95 12V CT 250 ma 3 75

95 12V 500 ma 4 50

95 12V 1 amp
60 12V 2 amp
80 6 9 12VDC
95 300 ma

1

4

5

8

10

3

4 95 9 VOC 500 ma 3 75

5 95
795

895

Constant Voltage Transformer 12V 11 amp
5V 23 amp 24V 11 amp 15 00

600
357
500
500

1 49
70

99
90

D Connectors RS232
OB25P 2 95

DB25S 3 50

Cover 1 25

DISPLAY LEDS
MAN72 74 CA CA 300 75

01704 CC 300 1 25

DL707 OL707R CA 300 1 00

OL727 728 CA CC 500 1 90

OL747 750
FN0359
FN0500 507
FND503 510
FND800 807
10 digit display

7520 Ciairex photocells

TIL311 He>
MAN4610
MAN4640
MAN4710
MAM 740
MAN6640
MAN6710
MAN6740

TELEVIDEO TERMINAL
Model 950 $980 00

CACA
CC
CA

CACC
CACC

CC
CCCA
CC CA
CC CA 800 220

1 25
39

950
99

1 20
95

1 20
99
99
99

4116 200ns Dynamic RAM 8 $15.40

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS KITS

Apple Peripheral Kits

SERIAL I/O INTERFACE to 30,000 baud.

D.T.R., Input & output from monitor or basic, or

use Apple as intelligent terminal. Bd only (P/N 2)

$14.95, Kit (P/N 2A) $51.25. Assembled (P/N

2C) $62.95.
PROTOTYPING BOARD (P/N 7907) $21.95.

PARALLEL TRIAC OUTPUT BOARD 8 triacs,

each can switch 110V. 6A loads. Bd only (P/N

210) $19.20, Kit (P/N 210A) $119.55.

OPTO-ISOLATED INPUT BOARD 8 inputs, can

be driven from TTL logic. Bd only (P/N 120)

$15.65, Kit (P/N 120A) $69.95.

Interface Kits

SERIAL/PARALLEL INTERFACE Bidirectional.

Baud rates from 110 to 19.2K. sw selectable

polarity of input and output strobe. 5 to 8 data

bits, 1 or 2 stop bits, parity odd or even or none,

all characters contain a start bit, +5 & -12V
required. Bd only (P/N 101) $11.95, Kit (P/N

101A) $42.89.

RS-232/TTL INTERFACE Bidirectional, re-

quires -12V, Kit (P/N 232A) $9.95.

RS-232/20mA INTERFACE Bidirectional. 2

passive opto-isolated circuits. Kit (P/N 7901 A)

$14.95.

PROM Eraser
Will erase 25 PROMs in 15 minutes. Ultraviolet,

assembled. 25 PROM capacity $37.50 (with

timer $69.50). 6 PROM capacity OSHA/UL ver-

sion $78.50 (with timer $108.50).

NiCad Battery Fixer/Charger Kit

Opens shorted cells that won't hold a charge and

then charges them up, all in one kit w/full parts

and instructions. No PC board $8.95

Z80 Microcomputer
16 bit 1/0, 2 MHz clock, 2K RAM, ROM Bread-

board space. Excellent for control. Bare Board

$28.50. Full Kit $99.00. Monitor $20.00. Power

Supply Kit $35.00. Tiny Basic $30.00.

Modem Kit $60.00
State of the art, orig , answer. No tuning neces-

sary. 103 compatible 300 baud. Inexpensive

acoustic coupler plans included Bd. only

$17.00 Article in June Radio Electronics.

60 Hz Crystal Time Base Kit $4.40
Converts digital clocks from AC line frequency to

crystal time base. Outstanding accuracy.

Video Modulator Kit $9.95
Convert TV set into a high quality monitor w/o

affecting usage. Com p. kit w/full instruc.

Multi-volt Computer Power Supply
8v 5 amp, ±18v .5 amp, 5v 1.5 amp, -5v
.5 amp, 12v .5 amp, -12v option. ±5v. ±12v
are regulated. Basic Kit $35.95. Kit with chassis

and all hardware $51.95. Add $5 00 shipping. Kit

of hardware $16.00. Woodgrain case $10.00.

$1 .50 shipping.

Type-N-Talk by Votrax
Text to speech synthesizer with unlimited vocabu-

lary, built-in text to speech algorithm, 70 to 100

bits per second speech synthesizer, RS232C

interface $359.00. Speech IC $79.95.

1802 16K Dynamic RAM Kit $149.00
Expandable to 64K. Hidden refresh w/clocks up to

4 MHz w/no wait states. Addl. 16K RAM $25.00.

S-100 4-slot expansion $ 9.95

Super Monitor Vl.l Source Listing $15.00

rrrrrr*»*•*»

Quest Super Basic V5.0
A new enhanced version of Super Basic now

available Quest was the first company worldwide

to ship a full size Basic for 1802 Systems A

complete function Super Basic by Ron Cenker

including floating point capability with scientific

notation (number range - 17EM ), 32 bit integer

2 billion, multi dim arrays, string arrays, string

manipulation, cassette I/O. save and load, basic,

data and machine language programs and over

75 statements, functions and operations

New improved taster version including re-

number and essentially unlimited variables.

Also, an exclusive user expandable command
library

Serial and Parallel I routines included

Super Basic on Cassette $55.00.
RCA Cosmac 1802

Super Elf Computer $106.95
The Super Elf is a small single board computer that

does many big things. It's an excellent computer

for training and for learning programming with its

machine language and yet it's easily expanded

with additional memory, Full Basic, ASCII

Keyboards, video character generation, etc.

ROM monitor; State and Mode displays; Single

step; Optional address displays; Power Supply;

Audio Amplifier and Speaker; Fully socketed tor all

IC's; Full documentation.

The Super Elf includes a ROM monitor for pro-

gram loading, editing and execution with SINGLE

STEP for program debugging which is not in-

cluded in others at the same price. With SINGLE

STEP you can see the microprocessor chip oper-

ating with the unique Quest address and data bus

displays before, during and after executing in-

structions. Also, CPU mode and instruction cycle

are decoded and displayed on 8 LED indicators.

An RCA 1861 video graphics chip allows you to

connect to your own TV with an inexpensive video

modulator to do graphics and games. There is a

speaker system included for writing your own

music or using many music programs already

written. The speaker amplifier may also be used to

drive relays for control purposes.

A 24 key HEX keyboard includes 16 HEX keys plus

load, reset, run, wait, input, memory protect,

monitor select and single step Large, on board

displays provide output and optional high and low

address There is a 44 pin standard connector slot

Super Expansion Board with Cassette Interface $89.95

This is truly an astounding value! This board has gram bugs quickly, then follow with single step. If

been designed to allow you to decide how you you have the Super Expansion Board and Super

want it optioned. The Super Expansion Board Monitor the monitor is up and running at the push

comes with 4K of low power RAM fully address- of a button.

for PC cards and a 50 pin connector slot for the

Quest Super Expansion Board. Power supply and

sockets for all IC's are included plus a detailed

127 pg. instruction manual which now includes

over 40 pgs. of software info, including a series of

lessons to help get you started and a music pro-

gram and graphics target game. Many schools

and universities are using the Super Elf as a

course of study. OEM's use it for training and

R&D.

Remember, other computers only offer Super Elf

features at additional cost or not at all. Compare

before you buy. Super Elf Kit $106.95, High

address option $8.95, Low address option

$9.95. Custom Cabinet with drilled and labelled

plexiglass front panel $24.95. All metal Expansion

Cabinet, painted and silk screened, with room for

5S-100 boards and power supply $57.00. NiCad

Battery Memory Saver Kit $6.95. All kits and

options also completely assembled and tested

Questdata. a software publication for 1802 com-

puter users is available by subscription for $12.00

per 12 issues. Single issues $1.50. Issues 1-12

bound $16.50

Moews Video Graphics $3.50, Games and Music

$3.00, Chip 8 Interpreter $5.50, Starship 4K cas-

sette $14.95. Exciting and challenging space

game. Complete manual included

Free 14 page brochure
of complete Super Elf system.

able anywhere in 64K with built-in memory pro-

tect and a cassette interface. Provisions have

been made for all other options on the same board

and it fits neatly into the hardwood cabinet

alongside the Super Elf. The board includes slots

for up to 6K of EPROM (2708, 2758, 2716 or Tl

2716) and is fully socketed. EPROM can be used

for the monitor and Tiny Basic or other purposes.

Other on board options include Parallel Input and

Output Ports with full handshake They allow easy

connection of an ASCII keyboard to the input port.

RS 232 and 20 ma Current Loop for teletype or

other device are on board and if you need more

memory there are two S-100 slots for static RAM
or video boards. Also a 1K Super Monitor version

2 with video driver for full capability display with

A 1K Super ROM Monitor $19.95 is available as an Tiny Basic and a video interface board. Parallel

on board option in 2708 EPROM which has been I/O Ports $9.85, RS 232 $4.50, TTY 20 ma l/F

preprogrammed with a program loader/editor and $1 .95, S-100 $4.50. A 50 pin connector set with

error checking multi file cassette read/write

software, (relocatable cassette file) another exclu-

sive from Quest. It includes register save and

readout, block move capability and video graphics

driver with blinking cursor. Break points can be

used with the register save feature to isolate pro-

ribbon cable is available at $18.95 for easy con-

nection between the Super Elf and the Super

Expansion Board.

Power Supply Kit for the complete system (see

Multi-volt Power Supply below).

Rockwell AIM 65 Computer
6502 based single board with full ASCII keyboard

and 20 column thermal printer 20 char alphanu-

meric display ROM monitor., fully expandable

$419.00. 4K version $449.00 4K Assembler

$35.00. 8K Basic Interpreter $65.00

Special small power supply 5V 2A 24V 5A

assem in frame $59.00. Molded plastic

enclosure to fit both AIM 65 and power supply

$52.50. AIM 65 IK in cabinet with power supply,

switch, fuse, cord assem $559.00. 4K $579.00.

A65 40 5000 AIM 65/40 w 16k RAM and monitor

$1295.00. RAM Board Kit (16K. $195) (32K

$215) VD640 Video Interface Kit $119.00. A&T
$149.00. Complete AIM 65 in thin briefcase with

power supply $518.00. Special Package Price 4K

AIM. 8K Basic, power supply, cabinet $629.00

AIM 65/KIM/SYM/Super Elf 44 pin expansion

board, board with 3 connectors $22.95.

*'«•*

Elf II Adapter Kit $24.95
Plugs into Elf II providing Super Elf 44 and 50 pin

plus S-100 bus expansion. (With Super Ex-

pansion). High and low address displays, state

and mode LED's optional $18.00.

Super Color S-100 Video Kit $129.95
Expandable to 256 x 192 high resolution color

graphics. 6847 with all display modes computer

controlled. Memory mapped. 1K RAM expand-

able to 6K. S-100 bus 1802, 8080. 8085, Z80,

etc Dealers: Send for excellent pricing/margin

program.

TERMS: $5.00 min order U.S. Funds. Calif, residents add 6% tax.

$10.00 min. VISA and MasterCard accepted. $1.00 insurance optional.

Shipping: Add 5%; orders under $25.00—10%.

Prices

subject

to change

FREE: Send for your copy of our NEW 1982

QUEST CATALOG. Include 88c stamp
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WAMECO
THE COMPLETE PC BOARD HOUSE
EVERYTHING FOR THE S-100 BUSS

* CPU-2 Z80 PROCESSOR BOARD ON BOARD ROM
AND HARDWARE POWER ON JUMP
PCBD $35.95 KIT $135.95

* MEM-3 24 ADDRESS LINES EXPANDABLE IN 1K
INCR. ADDRESSABLE IN 8K BLOCKS. BIDIREC-
TIONAL BUSSING.

PCBD $42.95 KITLESSRAM $11995
KIT WITH 2114L-4 $475.95 KIT WITH 21 14L-2 $549 95A&T WITH 2114L-4 $505.95 A&T WITH 21 14L-2 $579.95

* FPB-1A FRONT PANEL BOARD FOR 8080A AND Z80
SYSTEMS IMSAI COMPATIBLE.
PCBD $56.95 KIT $1 75.00

«* EPM-2 16/32K ROM USES 2716 OR 2708. ADDRESS-
ABLE IN 4K BOUNDARIES.
PCBD ... $33.95 KIT (LESS ROMS) .... $74.95

•* CPU-1 8080A PROCESSOR BOARD WITH VECTOR
INTERRUPT.
PCBD $33 95 KIT $124.95

* QMB-12 13 SLOT MOTHER BOARD.
PCBD $42.95 KIT $1 25.95

* QMB-9 9 SLOT MOTHER BOARD.
PCBD $35 95 KIT $109.95

* RTC-1 REAL TIME CLOCK BOARD WITH TWO
INTERRUPTS.
PCBD $29.95 KIT $79.95

•* IOB-1 I/O BOARD. ONE SERIAL, TWO PARALLEL
WITH CASSETTE. PCBD $33.95

* IOB-3 4 PHASE STEPPER CONTROLLER BOARD.
PCBD $39.95
KITLESS SEQUENCING PROM $79.95

* IOB-4 32 SINGLE BIT I/O FOR SENSING
SWITCH CLOSURES AND PERIPHERAL DRIVER
OUTPUTS FOR DRIVING RELAYSOR LIGHT BULBS
AREA FOR CUSTOMIZING OUTPUTCONNECTORS
PCBD $39.95
KIT LESS OUTPUT CONNECTORS $79.95

FUTURE PRODUCTS: 80 CHARACTER VIDEO BOARD.
8 PARALLEL PORT I/O BOARD.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED, UNIVERSITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER

wmc inc.
WAMECO INC., P.O. BOX 877 • EL GRANADA, CA 94018 • (415) 728-9114

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS

SIM
2132 32K STATIC RAM A & T

200NSEC $629 00

2111 16K STATIC RAM A& T

200NSEC $329 00

2115 64 K DYNAMIC RAM A& T $548 95

22M S-100 MAIN FRAM A& T $379 95

2422 FLOPPY DISC WITH CP/M 2.2" $329 95

2112 6502 PROCESSOR A & T $282.95

2I1IAZ80 CPU A& T $249 95

271BA 4 SERIAL 1/0 A& T $291 95

271IA 2 SERIAL. 2 PARALLEL A & T $305 95

272IA 4 PARALLEL A & T S214 95

PIOTO I0AI0S WW $39 95

APPLE PRODUCTS

71UA 12K R0M/PR0M $68 50

7424A CALENDAR/CLOCK S106 95

744IA PROGRAMMABLE TIMER $98 50

747IA A TO CONVERTER $105 95

74NA GPIB (IE 488) INTERFACE $265 95
771IA ASYNC SERIAL $1 25 95

TIM* ^HC SEWM. S1 53 95

772IA PARALLEL STANDARD $98 95

77211 PARALLEL CENTRONICS $98 95

71111 ARITHMETIC PROCESSOR W/DISC S342 95

711 IC ARITHMETIC PROCESSOR W/R0M S342 95

7511A WW BOARD $22 95

7IIIA SOLDERTAIL BOARD S23 95

SOFTWARE

2111 CP/M-MACR0 ASSEMBLER ON DISK $76 95

2120 CP/M" SYMBOLIC INSTRUCTION DEBUGGER $64 25

2030 CP/M'-TEXT F0RMATER $64 25

2140 CP/M - BACKGROUND PRINT UTILITY $4295

OTHER CCS PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE
CALL FOR PRICE

ss/n MICROCOMPUTER PROOUCTS

SI 00 PRODUCTS
CIIA8080 PROCESSOR PCBD
KIT $155 95. A& T

CB-2 280 PROCESSOR BOARD
KIT $198 95. A&T
VBIC 64 x 16 VIDEO. PCBD
KIT $15395. A&T
VB2 64 x 16 VIDEO. PCBD
KIT $175 95 A&T

VB3 80 CHARACTER VIDEO 4MHZ
KIT $345 95. A& T

UPGRADE RAMS FOR VB-3

104 2 PARALLEL. 2 SERIAL. PCBD
KIT $15595 A& T

PB-1 2708. 2716 PROGRAMMER BOARD
KIT S135 95 A&T

S32 95

S215 95

S269 95

S32 95

$199 95

S32 95

S234 95

$425 95

S42 00

S32 95

S194 95

S185 95

S339 95

MB-10 16K STATIC RAM
KIT $299 95 A&T

APPLE PROOUCTS
A488 IEEE 488 INTERFACE S399 95

AI0 SERIAL/PARALLEL INTERFACE
KIT S12595. A&T S15595

ASIO SERIAL I/O

KIT S87 95. A& T S97 95

APIO PARALLEL 10 W/0 CABLES
KIT $67 95 A&T $87.95

OTHER SSM PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE
CALL FOR PRICES.

MONDAY FRIDAY. 8 OO TO 1 2 OO. 1 OO TO 5 30
THURSDAYS. 8 00 TO 9 00 P M

(415) 728-9121
P.O. BOX 955 • EL GRANADA, CA 94018

PLEASE SEND FOR IC. XISTOR AND COMPUTER PARTS LIST

MAR. SPECIAL SALE
ON PREPAID ORDERS

(CHARGE CARDS COD OR PO S NOT AVAILABLE!

MIKOS WIRE WRAP PROTOTYPE BOARO. ROOM FOR 5

REGULATORS. GLASS FILLED EPOXY. SI 00. OVER 3000
HOLES. PLATED THR0U6H HOLE. ALL ED6E CONNECTOR
PINS NUMBERED AND LABELED
PCBD $27.95. 5 FOR $129.95

wmc" " -— inc. WAMECO INC.

BOAROS WITH MIKOS PARTS

MEM-3 32K STATIC RAM PCBD $36 95
KITLESSRAM S95 95 A & T S135 95

CPU-2 Z80 PROCESSOR. PCBD $32 95
KIT LESS ROM S10995 A&T $14995

EPM-2 16K/32K EPROM. PCBD S32 95
KIT LESS ROM S65 95. A&T $99 95

FPB-1 FRONT PANEL. PCBD $48 50
KIT S144 95. A& T $184 95

CPU-1 8080 PROCESSOR. PCBD $29 95
KIT $89 95. A&T $129 95

QMB-12 13 SLOT MOTHER BOARD. PCBD
KIT $95 95 A&T

$39 95

S13595

OTHER WAMECO PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE
CALL FOR PRICES

MIKOS PARTS ASSORTMENTS ARE ALL FACTORY MARKED PARTS KITS INCLUDE
ALL PARTS LISTED AS REQUIRED FOR THE COMPLETE KIT LESS PARTS LISTED
ALL SOCKETS INCLUDEO

LARGE SELECTION OF LS TTL AVAILABLE

PURCHASE $50 00 WORTH OF LS TTL AND GET 1 0% CREDIT
TOWARD ADDITIONAL PURCHASES PREPAID ORDERS ONLY

VISA ex MASTERCHARGE Send account number interbank number expiration date

and stgn your order Approx postage will be added Orders with checH or money order will

be sent post paid mUS It you are not a regular customer please use charge cashier s

check or postal money order Othennr.se there will be a two-week delay lor checks tc

clear Calif residents add 6" tax Money back 30-day guarantee We cannot accept

returned IC s that have been soldereo to Prices subiect to change wiihout notice S20
rmiiimm irltr S? 00 uratci cfeffft II irrJin kts tin S20 00

sSee List of Advertisers on page 178 Microcomputing, March 1982 163
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MOTOROLA 4116-2-MEM- £•
ORY—200 nano-second chips. ^y
GILTRONIX RS-232 SWITCH
Up to 3 peripherals to one com-
puter or vice versa. We have all

other models.

MOUNTAIN COMPUTER
Total product family in stock!

CPS Multifunction Board— clock,

calendar, serial and parallel inter-

face on one card/Super Talker/

The Music System/ ROM plus

board with Keyboard filter/ ROM
Writer/ Clock Calendar/ A to D
and D to A Converter Clock/, and
more.

HP-41C AND HP-41CV CAL-
CULATORS—And we have all

the accessories!
Memory Modules
Magnetic Card Reader
Printer— Upper and lower case,

high resolution plotting.

Applications Pacs

5T1
DYSAN DISKETTES- 5 Va", 8",

soft or hard sector, single or

double density.

MEMOREX DISKETTES- All

types including some with hub
ring for Apple Drives.

CORVUS DISKS
Winchester Disk in 5, 10, and 20
megabyte. ^
APPLE INTERFACE-Withdisc^
operating system. ^
CONSTELLATION DISK NET- ^
WORK— Up to 64 computers ^
connect to a 5, 1 0, or 20 mega- X(/

byte Winchester. ^
OMNINET— Unlimited number of

computers and peripherals con-

nected by a two wire twisted ^
pair. ^
MIRROR—Video backup inter-^
face system.

MODEMS
NOVATION CAT
NOVATION D-CAT
HAYES SMARTMODEM

MONITORS
SANYO MONITORS
9" Sanyo green screen

1 2" Sanyo B/W
1 2" Sanyo green screen
1 3" Sanyo Color

NEC COLOR MONITOR/
RECEIVER— Composite video,

VCR/VTR video loop in/out and
television reception.

PRINTERS
NEC SPINWRITERS-We have

all models RO thru KSR.
NEC 3500 Spinwriters— 33
cps, hardware word processing

package, bi-directional 370,000
character ribbon and much more.

NEC 7700 Spinwriter— 55
CPS, printer, pitch is 10, 12, and

also new 1 5 and proportional

spacing. Twin sheet feeder and
word processing package.

INTEGRAL DATA-
IDS PRISM PRINTER-Afford-
able COLOR copy. True four color

technology. Ship from stock!

IDS 560 Matrix Printer—
14V2 paper, 132 col. graphics.

IDS 445— Available with or with-

out graphics.

IDS 460
CENTRONICS 739—The latest

innovations from the industry

leader and quiet too!

Serious Apple Software— Dow
Jones, Apple Fortran, Apple

Plot, Apple Writer, Apple Pilot,

Data-Plot, Datamover/Telepong,
Apple Post Mailing System, DOS
Tool Kit Utilities, DB Master
Data Base Manager, and much
more.
Apple PASCAL
Games— Zork II, Apple
Adventure, Microchess2.0,
Flight Simulator, Apple Bowl,

Stellar Invaders, Gammon
Gambler, Star-Raiders, ABM,
Pool 1.5, call for more.

Word Processing— Magic Wand,
Easy Writer, Apple Writer, Word-
star, Word Pro 4, Wordcraft,
Super Text II.

VIDEO

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Visi-Pack— Includes Visi-Calc,

Visiplot/Visitend, Visifile.

Visicalc-For HP, APPLE,
COMMODORE and ATARI.

Compumart has sold thou-
sands of Commodores—we
were their first dealer!

VIDEX-VIDEO TERM
M fit R SUPER TERMINAL

WRITE:
YOUR CHOICE OF FREE CAT-
ALOGS WITH LETTERHEAD
OR BUSINESS CARD
MICRO
CATALOG
The most com-
plete catalog of

micro com-
puters, periph-

erals and
accessories.

DEC LSI/11
CATALOG
Includes com-
patibles from
Control Data,
C-ITOH and
others.
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Authorized Dealers For:

%l$% HEWLETT

*
PACKARD

Rockwell International

XEROX

1 Day Free Return— No Questions Asked
Choose From Largest Product Line In Industry

Immediate Shipment From $ Multimillion Stock

Expert Service

Technically Knowledgeable Sales Staff

Serving Industry And Education Since 1 971

NO ONE ELSE HAS IT ALL-
Call Our Experts For Immediate Configuration Service

_ » .COMPUMARTA^
65 Bent Street, Dept. 123 '

PO Box 568, Cambridge, MA 02139
TELEX: 921401 COMPUMART CAM

800-343-5504
In Mass call 617-491-2700
if you prefer, call our Ann Arbor Michigan store
(313)994-6344

Systems

zt

Ĵ ^^^^^^
[MasterCard]

~^^^^^^^

[See below]

PHONES: open EST Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-7:00. Fri. 8:30-6:00.
PURCHASE ORDERS: Accepted from Dun and Bradstreet rated
companies— shipment contingent upon receipt of signed purchase
order.

SALE PRICES: Valid for month of magazine date only— all prices
subject to change without notice. ANN ARBOR RETAIL STORE
HOURS: Tues.-Fri., 11:00-7:00, Sat 10:00-5:00, closed Mon

.

• FREE: Diskettes 5 1 /4"
, double sided, double density to the first 1 00

people who correctly identify all products and models on this page.
Must use company letterhead; one entry per person.

^See List of Advertisers on page 178 Microcomputing, March 1982 165



CALENDAR

University of Washington Computer Fair

The University of Washington Academic Computer Center

will sponsor its eighth annual Computer Fair March 3 and 4. In

addition to viewing more than 100 vendor displays, visitors can

register for hands-on workshops on computer applications in

manufacturing, and can attend free seminars on such topics as

AT&T deregulation, use of census data, word processing and

laboratory automation. The keynote address will be given by

Jonathan V. Post, author of two Omni magazine cover articles.

For information contact Dr. Thomas Bennett, U.W. Academic

Computer Center. Seattle, WA 98195. 206-543-5728.

Satellite, Microwave and
Cable Systems Workshop
A three-day workshop sponsored by the University of Ottawa

will be held March 10-12 in Ottawa, Canada. The workshop-
Satellite. Microwave and Cable Systems—will cover modem
modulation, coding and signal processing.

For more information contact Dr. K. Feher, Electrical Engi-

neering, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada KIN 6N5.

613-231-2288 or 231-2355.

Computers in Education Conference

The annual Computers in Education Conference will be held

on March 12 and 13 at Seattle Pacific University, Seattle, WA.
The program will include talks, workshops and exhibits with

emphasis on the use of the microcomputer in K- 12 classrooms.

Contact Tony Jongejan, Everett High School, 2416 Colby,

Everett, WA 98201.

Eighty/Apple Computer Show
The Eighty/Apple Computer Show will be held at the

NY Statler Hotel in New York City April 2 through 4. This

second annual show will include over 100 commercial exhibits

of hardware, software, printers, books, magazines and ac-

cessories for these two popular small computer systems. Other

systems such as IBM, Sinclair and Atari will also be featured by

many exhibitors.

For additional information contact: Kengore Corporation,

3001 Rte. 27, Franklin Park. NJ 08823. 201-297-2526.

California Computer Show
The California Computer Show, a single source, one-day

computer show for OEMs, sophisticated end users, dealers and

distributors will be held April 22 from 1-7 pm at the Hyatt Hotel,

4290 El Camino Real, Palo Alto, CA 94306.

For additional information contact Carol Reimer, c/o Norm De
Nardi Enterprises, 289 S. San Antonio Rd., #204, Los Altos, CA
94022.415-941-8440.

Moving Microcomputers into the
Mainstream of Education
The workshop. Moving Microcomputers into the Mainstream

of Education, will be held at the University of Victoria, Victoria,

B.C., May 6-8.

For more information contact the University Extension Con-

ference Office, University of Victoria, Victoria, B.C. V8W 2Y2.

604-721-8475.
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Computer Show and Office Equipment
Expositions

The New York Computer Show and Office Equipment Exposi-

tion will be held at the Nassau Coliseum in Uniondale, NY, April

22-25 from 10 am to 6 pm.

The second annual Southwest Computer Show and Office

Equipment Exposition will be held in Market Hall at the Dallas

Market Center in Dallas, TX, April 15 to 18. Show hours are 10

am to 6 pm daily.

Admission for each show is $5 for adults and $3 for children.

For further information contact National Computer Shows,

824 Boylston St., Chestnut Hill, MA 02167. 617-739-2000.

Applefest/Boston

The second Applefest/Boston will be held May 14 to 16 at

Hynes Auditorium, Boston. MA. Show hours are 1 1 am to 6 pm

daily. The show will have over 200 displays and booths, plus

seminars and panel discussions. Ticket prices are $6 per day or

$15 for a three-day ticket.

Call or write National Computer Shows, 824 Boylston St.,

Chestnut Hill, MA 02167. 617-739-2000.

NJ Microcomputer Show and Flea Market
The third annual NJ Microcomputer Show and Flea Market

will be held May 22 at the Holiday Inn (North) at the North Ter-

minal of Newark International Airport, Newark. NJ. The event

will include over 50 commercial exhibitors and 150 flea market

sellers. Hardware, software and accessories for all popular

systems, including Apple, TRS-80. Atari. PET, Heath/Zenith,

ZX-80/81, S-100 and IBM will be for sale.

For additional information contact: Kengore Corp., 3001 Rte.

27, Franklin Park, NJ 08823. (201)297-2526.

National Computer Conference

The National Computer Conference will be held June 7- 10 at

the Astrodomain, Houston, TX.
Registration must be received by May 3. To register write to

NCC '82 Registration, AFIPS PO Box 9658, Arlington, VA
22209. For further information call 703-558-3608.

Computerfest '82

The Midwest Affiliation of Computer Clubs is sponsoring the

seventh annual Computerfest '82, June 18-20 at Franklin

University, Columbus, OH. Computerfest will include lectures,

demonstrations, exhibitions and a flea market.

For more information contact M.A.C.C, c/o Professor Don
Moore, 201 South Grant Ave., Columbus, OH 43215.

National Computer Camp
National Computer Camp will be held in Simsbury, CT from

July 1 1-Aug. 16 for youngsters ages ten to 18. In addition to

learning about computers, children will have an opportunity to

enjoy recreational activities including swimming and tennis.

For more information contact Michael Zabinski, Ph.D.,

National Computer Camp, PO Box 624, Orange, CT 06477.

203-795-3049.



MICRO QUIZ
What Docs This Program Do?
Find the values of x such that A(x) = 7

alter the following program is executed.

FORI = 13 TO 1 STEP - 1

A(I) = I

NEXT I

FOR J = 1 TO 13

T =A(J): A(J) = A(-J+14);
A(14-J) = -T

NEXT J

(answer on page 1 75}

CORRECTIONS
The following circuit should have accompanied the "Power Jump for the 1802'

article, which was published in the January 1982 issue of Microcomputing.

FROM RAM CE
SELECTOR

02 T0 RAM CE AT
ADDRESS NO 0000

CE TO
DESIRED ROM

CLUB NOTES

FROM ROM CE
SELECTOR

A typographical error popped up in the January Micro Quiz column. The first line of
the program should read L$ = "you".

Long Island
Computer
Association
The Long Island Computer

Association is open to anyone,
amateur or professional, in-

terested in computers, appli-

cations or programming.
Dues are $10 per year and
membership includes the
monthly publication. The
Stack.

For further information
contact the Long Island Com-
puter Association. 3788
Windsor Drive, Bethpage, NY
11714.

Pittsburgh HUG
The Pittsburgh, PA, local

HUG group meets the third

Thursday of every month at

the Heathkit store from 7 pm to

9 pm. 412-824-3564.

South Eastern
Michigan Computer
Organization
The South Eastern Michi-

gan Computer Organization
meets the second Sunday of

the month at the Ford Auto-
motive Safety Center Auditor-
ium in Detroit. MI at 7 pm.

For further information
contact S.E.M.C.O.. PO Box
02426, Detroit, MI 48202.

New England
Apple Tree
New England Apple Tree is

an Apple user's group that

meets the third Wednesday of
the month. The group also

publishes a monthly newslet-
ter, N.E.A.T. Notes. For more
information contact New En-
gland Apple Tree. Box 2652,
Woburn, MA 01801.

Amateur Computer
Group of New Jersey
Membership in the Ama-

teur Computer Group of New
Jersey includes a subscrip-
tion to the monthly newslet-
ter, the ACG-News. Member-
ship applications should be
sent to Amateur Computer
Group of New Jersey, c/o UC-
TI, 1 776 Raritan Road, Scotch
Plains, NJ 07076.

CLAfJI FlEDS
Classified advertisements are intended for use by persons desiring to buy, sell or trade used com-

puter equipment. No commercial ads are accepted.

Two sizes of ads are available. The $5 box allows up to 5 lines of about 35 characters per line, in-

cluding spaces and punctuation. The $10 box allows up to 10 lines. Minimize use of capital letters

to save space. No special layouts allowed. Payment is required in advance with ad copy. We can-

not bill or accept credit.

Advertising text and payment must reach us 60 days in advance of publication (i.e., copy for

March issue, mailed in February, must be here by Jan. 1 ). The publisher reserves the right to refuse

questionable or inapplicable advertisements. Mail copy with payment to: Classifieds, Mi-
crocomputing, Peterborough, NH 03458. Do not include any other material with your ad as it may
be delayed.

New Atari equipment for sale: Atari 800 com-
puters, $730 each, some software included.

Two Atari 810 disk drives, $505 each; one
Atari 820 printer, $420; Atari 16K RAMs;
Atari 8K RAMs; Atari joysticks; Atari pad-
dles. Contact Matt Smith, 603-924-9471.

Please submit club notices to Club Notes, Microcomputing, Pine St.,

Peterborough, NH 03458. Copy must be received by the 25th of the
month, three months prior to publication (i.e., notices to appear in

the May issue must be received by Feb. 25).

Hewlett-Packard HP-85, 6 months old, load-

ed with I/O ROM, plot/printer ROM 32K
RAM, serial interface, Visicalc + , TextEd and
carrying case. Retailing at $4915 (discount

value $4285). SAVE! $2995. U SHIP! V. M.
Faulkner, R.R. 2, Box 294-A, Yorktown, IN
473%. 317-289-4138.

For sale: TRS-80 level II 16K computer. In-

cludes Exatron stringy-floppy RS-232 inter-

face and $300 worth of software. All docu-
mentation, etc. New condition. $1000. Call
404-232-4600 evngs.

TRS-80 user's group gives FREE sample news-

letter. Reviews programs right for YOUR
needs. Avoid ripoffs. Sent 37 c stamped SASE.
Software Review(™), 92 Washington Ave.,

Cedarhurst, NY 11515.

IBM 2970 Selectric I/O computer terminal

$325, 35 Teletype $60. Call 608-582-4124 for

Kurt.

For sale: 24K Atari 800 w/810 disk. DOS 1

plus extra diskette in three-ring binder with

vinyl diskette holders. Basic, Super Breakout,

Star Raider cartridges. RF adapter, two joy-

sticks, set of paddles. All support documenta-

tion plus Atari's newsletters. $1300 or best of-

fer. Cliff Fuhrmann, 1833 35th St. N.W.,

Rochester, MN 55901. 507-286-1842.

For sale: Diablo hytype I mod 1200 daisywheel
printer, pin and friction feeds, ksr cover, 2 sets

spare parts, all documentation. $450.
404-232-4600 evenings.

Wanted: Assembly manual and/or schematic

for Imsai CPA Rev 4, front panel. Board circa

1977. Will cover duplication, shipping. T.

Janusiak, Box 41 1, So. Milwaukee, WI 53172.

FREE machine-language monitor for Elf II.

Does all that the Netronics monitor does plus

more and uses the terminal, not the hex key-

pad. Runs in 1.25K and can run from a

PROM. Has a 300 baud software UART and a

parallel printer out routine. Please send name
and address with $2 to cover reproduction and

mailing to: John Ware, 2257 6th Ave., Ft.

Worth, TX76110.
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LETTERSTO THE EDITOR

Taxing Questions

In the November 1981 issue (p. 242)

Hoy Quan says Ms. C can't deduct the

total $5000 cost in the first year.

In Personal Computing (Nov. 1981, p.

20) the author says the first $5000 of

business equipment is expenseable in

the first year.

Who is right?

James W. Cox
Springfield, OR

Response:
Since my article, "The IRS and You."

was published in the November issue of

Microcomputing, I have noticed several

other articles and ads which deal with

taxes and computers. As a postscript, I

would like to warn readers ofsome poten-

tially misleading claims made by those

writers.

Creative Computing, December 1981,

p. 65, Microlab ad.

Statement: "Buy the Tax Manager and
turn your Apple into a tax deduction."

Fact: You can deduct computer tax

preparation expenses only if you itemize.

If you are using the short form, you can-

not deduct a single penny for tax prepara-

tion expenses.

Fact: You may only deduct a reason-

able amount of the total computer ex-

pense. Don't try to deduct the entire sys-

tem as a tax preparation expense if you
have a small return! If your normal tax

preparation expense is $50, the IRS will

not allow you to deduct $5000 just be-

cause you are doing it on a computer. If

you do, plan on having your return audit-

ed and paying interest and penalty

charges.

Personal Computing, December 1981,

p. 55, "Voice of the IRS: Can Computers
be Deducted?"

Statement: "Another provision of the

new laws provides for the deduction of

the first $5000 of business equipment
purchased in 1982 and 1983. Thus, com-
puter systems purchased during these

years could be fully expensed in the same
year, but no investment credit is permit-

ted on these purchases."

Response: If you need a large deduc-

tion, the new tax laws allow you to de-

duct $5000 in the first year, but remem-
ber, you lose the investment tax credit.

That can mean a loss of up to $500.You

can still distribute the $5000 deduction

over several years and in some cases it
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may be best to use the deduction when
you have a larger income in future years.

I originally stated that the full cost of the

system cannot be deducted in the first

year; it still applies to equipment pur-

chases made prior to 1982.

Statement: "To reduce the chance of

an audit, enclose a brief description with

your return of what the computer does

for your occupation and how it helps in-

crease or maintain your present skills

and income."
Response: Don't enclose any additional

information! A general rule used by

knowledgeable tax preparers is: Never

give the IRS any more information than

they ask for. A statement of use may re-

duce the chance ofan audit but if it is im-

properly prepared, it may provide the IRS

with information to disallow your deduc-

tion. Unless you know the tax laws, have
your tax counsel prepare the statement

and only after you have been called for an
audit. Each preparer has his own opinion

on this matter; I advise my clients to

enclose only what is absolutely
necessary.

Statement: "In addition to these aids,

phone-directory programs, inventory

calculation software, database manage-
ment programs, payroll, accounts receiv-

able and accounts payable software can

also be used to help in qualifying for

computer-related tax relief."

Response: True, but spending more
money on software will not by itself qual-

ify you for a deduction. Documenting the

use of your system is your best defense

against an audit. A writer can qualify his

system simply with a word processor

program provided that he can prove that

he is a writer by trade. Don't make the

software vendors rich in your attempt to

please the IRS.

Hoy Quan
Montebello, CA

New Tax Incentives

The Economic Recovery Tax Act of

1981 provides incentives for businesses

to purchase equipment such as micro-

computers, and even more important to

the growing cottage industry of software

and hardware developers, the new law

provides significant tax deductions

and credits to develop new computer
products.

One of the tax breaks for small busi-

nesses is the deduction of the entire cost

of a small business system up to $5000 if

placed in service in 1982 and 1983. up to

$7500 in 1984 and 1985, and $10,000

each year after 1985. For research expen-

ditures paid or incurred after June 30,

1981, a tax credit of 25 percent of such

expenses is available subject to a maxi-

mum limitation discussed further on in

this letter.

The new tax act gives computer-orient-

ed businesses an option for recovering

the cost of the computer equipment. The
alternative to deducting the entire $5000
in 1982 is to depreciate the expenditure

over a five year period. Although this op-

tion reduces your deduction in the year of

purchase, you can claim a ten percent in-

vestment tax credit. In some cases,

where you expect to be in a higher tax

bracket in later years, the depreciation

deduction under the accelerated cost re-

covery system combined with the ten

percent investment tax credit may be the

better option.

The new law provides incentives to

businesses to increase their research and

development expenditures by allowing

for rapid depreciation of research equip-

ment. Businesses can deduct the cost of

such equipment over a three year peri-

od—25 percent in the year of purchase

and 38 percent and 37 percent in the sub-

sequent two years. The law also provides

a tax credit of 25 percent of incremental

research expenses.

The research deduetions and credits

apply if you are starting a new business,

or significantly improving an existing

product, such as a new mailing list pro-

gram, and are incurring additional quali-

fying expenses compared to a previous

base period. The key word here is addi-

tional because the 25 percent tax credit

is based on the increase in your qualify-

ing expenditures.

The rules for qualifying for the re-

search credit are a bit complicated but

here is the general idea: Assume that

your qualifying research expenses for the

year total $10,000 and it was $6,000 in a

prior year. The research credit is 25 per-

cent of the incremental $4,000 ofexpens-

es, or $1,000.

You should be aware of what consti-

tutes "qualified research expenses."

These expenses include wages paid for

research services, amounts paid for sup-



plies used in research and amounts paid
for the use of personal property in con-
ducting research.

Consider this final word ofcaution. The
deduction and credit can only be utilized

in carrying on a trade or business. The
new law contains penalties for taxpayers
who file false information or overesti-

mate their business deductions. Be pre-

pared for a challenge from IRS if your
computer-related activities do not show a
profit in at least two of five years that you
are in business.

Melvyn Feuerman
Melvin Moller

CPAs
25 W. 43rd St., *4 18

New York. NY

IBM's DOS
In your recent review of the IBM Per-

sonal Computer you mention that "IBM

has a licensing arrangement with Digital

Research, the originators of CP/M, to use
a slightly modified version of the operat-

ing system under the name, IBM DOS."
While it is true that IBM has a licensing

arrangement with Digital Research, it is

lor CP/M-86. not DOS. IBM's principal op-

erating system DOS. written by Micro-

soft, is the only one under which software

offered by IBM will run.

Microsoft is licensing this operating

system under the name MS-DOS to other

OEMs as well as IBM. We expect that with

the cooperation from Lifeboat Associates

that we are receiving, there soon will be a

quite formidable software base in the MS-
DOS environment.

Christopher R. Larson
Product Marketing Manager

Microsoft
Bellevue, WA

Response:
IBM states in the press release an-

nouncing the Personal Computer that,

"IBM. in conjunction with Microsoft Inc..

has adapted an advanced operating

system to support IBM Personal Com-
puter programs and software develop-

ment." IBM calls this operating system
IBM DOS. not MS-DOS. apparently with
the blessing of Microsoft. Consumers
should be aware that IBM DOS and
CP/M-86 are not compatible. CP/M-86
must be purchased separately for the

Personal Computer at additional cost.

Digital Research sells CP/M-86for other

8088/8086-based machines for $250
and pegs the version writtenfor the IBM
DisplayWriter at $325. IBM will handle
the marketing ofCP/M-86for the Person-
al Computer and may release it in late

February or early March. As of the be-

ginning of the year. IBM had not priced

the Personal Computer version of
CP/M-86. The IBM DOS. costing $40. is

required to run the programs sold by
IBMfor the Personal Computer.—Editors.

The Great Scramble Debate
Bill Theisen's letter (Letters to the

Editor, Sept. 1981) was very entertain-

ing. Letters as derisive as his do not ap-

pear often in your column, particularly

when backed up by such a lack of techni-

cal depth. True, Mr. Theisen, the Scram-
ble program published in the January
1981 issue was horrendous—however,
yours is not much better. Permutation is

basically a simple, recursive process. A
program to implement it should be corre-

spondingly simple.

Listing 1 shows a permutation pro-

gram applicable to strings of arbitrary

length. The permuting is done "in
place," i.e., no auxiliary string arrays are

needed for temporary storage. The auxil-

iary numeric array C is needed so that

the program can keep track of the num-
ber of times it has "right-rotated" the

string at each sublevel, but this array on-

ly requires as many elements as there are

characters in the input string. The main
limitation to input string size is thus the

size of the GOSUB stack, which under
Commodore Basic Version 4 limits the

input strings to a maximum of 2 1 charac-

ters. A little arithmetic will indicate that

at 2/10 of a second per permutation,

something like 323,794,853,000 years
would be required for the complete print-

out of the permutations of a 21 -character

input string, so this should be sufficient

for most purposes.

The program in Listing 1 takes up less

than 30 bytes, as opposed to Mr. Theisen's
1000 or so. The program in Listing 2 is a
compressed version of basically the same
thing— it is sometimes intriguing to see
just how small a given program can be
made if space-efficiency is all that mat-
ters. I would be very surprised if anyone
could come up with a fully general string-

permutation program in Commodore
Basic which consists of less than 3 lines

of code. (If someone does, I want to hear
about it!)

Timothy Stryker
Pompano Beach, PL

Response:

Tim, you are quite correct. Thanks.
We have to refer readers to yourfriend

Ken Wasserman's article "Popping and
Pushing Permutations in Basic" (Micro-

computing, Dec. 1981. p. 50). As in-

dicated there. Kens very efficient pro-

gram is highly portable (machine in-

dependent). Tim 's programs, however,
will only run on a Commodore machine.
The main point is that both Ken's and

Tim 's programs employ sound, efficient

programming techniques that should
be helpful to many of our readers.
—Editors.

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55

REM PERMUTE!... THE FINAL SCRAMBLE
REM BY TIM STRYKER
REM
INPUT "CHARACTERS TO BE SCRAMBLED" ;C

$

DIM C(L) : C(L)=L : GOSUB 35 : PRINT
IF L=0 THEN PRINT C$+" ";

C(L)«C(L)-1 : IF C(L)<0 THEN L=L+1 : RETURN
L=L-1 : C(L)»L : GOSUB 35
C$«MID$(C$,L,1)+LEFT$(C$,L-1)+MID$(C$,L+1)
GOTO 35

L=LEN(C$)
RUN

Program listing 1.

60
65
70
75
80
85

REM
REM (HERE IS THE SAME THING, COMPRESSED INTO 3 LINES)
REM
INPUT"CHARACTERS";C$:L=LEN(C$) :DIMC(L) :C (L) =L :GOSUB80 : PRINT :RUN75
PRINTMID$ (C$+ " " ,SGN (L) *254+l) ; :C (L) =C (L) -1 : IFC (L) <0THENL=L+1 '.RETURN
L=L-l:C(L)=L:GOSUB80:C$=MID$(C$,L r l)+LEFT$(C5,L-l)+MID$(C$,L+l) :GOTO80

Program listing 2.

Program listing 3.

CD03 WARMS EBU ICD03 FLEX Re-entry point

6 CD24 PCRLF ESU ICD24 Print CR/LF

7 CD1B INBUFF EBU ICD1B Input into lint buffer

8 CD48 INDEC EBU ICD48 Input dec i Ml nutbtr froi line bufftr

9 CD39 OUTDEC EBU 9CD39 Output deciiil nuaber

10 CD1E PDATA EBU ICD1E Print text ttrinq

11 0000 20 04 PRN6EN BRA PR I HE Bypass version nuaber

12 0002 01 VERS* FCB 1 Version one

13 0003 7E CD03 DONE JHP MARKS

14 0006 33 8D 00D6 PRIHE LEAU VARBSE.PCR Point to variable bate address More
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More on the 6809
You did a disservice to the microcom-

puter industry by printing the letter from

Mr. Hardenbergh on p. 38 of the October

Microcomputing. The 32-bit addition

program referrred to in his letter takes 34

clock cycles and uses 14 bytes of mem-
ory for the 6809. The 6502 version

requires 38 clock cycles and 25 bytes

of memory.
His other allegation that the 6502 has

been the fastest chip around is also in er-

ror. The 6800 at 2 MHz using Microsoft

Basic ran the Microcomputing bench-

marks faster than the 6502. The Mi-

crosoft Basic for the 6800 used 2K
less memory than the same version for

the 6502.

I have been using the 6809 for two

years and am always finding better and

easier ways to program. I do not believe

that in my lifetime I could completely

master such a powerful instruction set.

Brian Bailey has written a program to

calculate the prime numbers between 1

and 10,000. (See Listing 3.) This runs in 1

second on a 2 MHz 6809, compared to 6

hours and 20 minutes on a TRS-80 and

58 seconds on an IBM 360. I would chal-

lenge anyone to better this performance

using any computer, algorithm or pro-

gramming trick available. The bottom

line on any computer is how well the job

gets done.

Dan Farnsworth
Lantana, FL

Antitime!

I like Microcomputing— I like it so

much that Id like to coach you on how to

be awarded a Nobel Prize (no less). You
will find my fees surprisingly modest.

As you know, Einstein made history in

the field of science (with practical conse-

quences, as you well know) by establish-

ing that there was a fourth dimension,

besides the three generally accepted di-

mensions, and that fourth dimension

was nothing else but time.

Well, by demanding that "copy for

March issue, mailed in February, must

be here by January 1" you have conclu-

sively demonstrated the existence of a

fifth dimension, namely antitime or time-

in-reverse.

This is going to be a scientifie revolu-

tion of the first magnitude.
Now for my fees: no money. Just let me

appear in your Nobel Prize as a Junior

Partner. (I'll be the man who discovered

that you have discovered a fifth di-

mension.)

Just imagine, by turning on antitime

all your staff will always be on time,

nobody will ever be late. More important.

Microcomputing will reach me at the re-

quired second, and what not.

E. E. Farhi
Tel Aviv, Israel
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Program t ontinued.

15 OOOA 30 8D 00BC LEAK LIHHS6.PCR Point to ussagf

16 OOOE BD CD1E m PDATA Print it

17 0011 BD CD1B JSR INBUFF Input nuober into buffer

18 0014 BD CD48 JSR INDEC Set deciial nuober

19 0017 27 EA BE0 DONE Branch if done (null entry)

20 0019 Af 8D 00C1 STX N,PCR Save high lilit

21 001D IF 10 TFR 1,1 Hove to D register

22 001F 44 LSRA Divide NSB by two

23 0020 56 R0Rp\ Divide LSB by two, uiing carry (if any) froi NSB

24 0021 6F CB CLRLP CLR D,U Clear the Dth byte of the data area

25 0023 83 0001 SUBD 11 Decrement the counter by one

26 0026 26 F9 BNE CLRLP Repeat until done

27 0028 108E 0001 LDY •1 Preset initial Y value less two

28 002C 31 22 L00PA LEAY 2,Y Get next Y value

29 002E 30 A4 LEAK 0,Y Load initial X value

30 0030 CC 0000 NULTLP LDD •0 Clear product register

31 0033 34 36 PSHS Y,X,D Set up stack locations

32 0035 34 06 PSHS D Set up over fl ow word

33 0037 A6 65 LDA 5,S Get LSB of aultiplicand

34 0039 E6 67 LDB M 6tt LSB of lultipliir

35 003B 3D HUL Multiply

36 003C ED 62 STD 2,S Save partial product

37 003E A6 64 LDA 4,S 6et NSB of oultiplicand

38 0040 E6 67 LDB M 6ft LSB of lultiplifr

39 0042 3D HUL Multiply

40 0043 E3 61 ADDD 1,8 Add partial product

41 0045 ED 61 STD I.I Savf partial product

42 0047 EC 65 LDD 1,1 6ft LSB of lultiplicand and NSB of eultiplier

43 0049 3D HUL Multiply

44 004A E3 61 ADDD l»l Add partial product

45 004C ED 61 STD M Savo partial product

46 004E A6 64 LDA 4,S 6ft NSB of lultiplicand

47 0050 E6 66 LDB 1,1 6ft NSB of lultiplier

48 0052 3D HUL Multiply

49 0053 E3 El ADDD 0,S** Add partial product and increment stack by two

50 0055 26 11 BNE 0VRFLN Branch on overflow (over 16 bits)

51

52

53

0057 35 36

1

t NOTf

PULS D,X,Y 6ft product and restore aultiplier and lultiplicand

:: Tht upper half of the 32 bit product ii not

54

55

56

1

1

used linct the upper lilit ii below 65,536.

0059 10A3 5E CHPD •4,1 Check product against upper bound

57 005C 22 OC BHI NEXTX Branch if higher

58 005E 44 LSRA Divide NSB of product by two

59 005F 56 R0RB Divide LSB of product by two, using carry (if any) froi NSB

60 0060 6A CB NTZERO DEC 1,1 Decrement flag for this product

61 0062 27 FC BEQ NTZERO Nakf surf it is not decreaented all the way to zero

62 0064 30 02 LEAK 2,X 6ft next X value

63 0066 20 C8 BRA HULTLP Try next value

64 0068 35 36 0VRFLN PULS 1,1,1 Restore lultiplicand and aultiplier

65 006A 34 20 NEXTX PSHS Y Save Y on stack for comparison

66 006C AC El CHPX 0,S** Coipare X to Y and restore stack

67 006E 26 BC BNE L00PA Continue calculations if not equal

68 0070 108E 0000 LDY •0 Initialize prin counter

69 0074 CC 0005 LDD •5 6et first prin pointer value

70 0077 34 06 0UTLP PSHS D Savf prin pointer

71 0079 44 LSRA Divide NSB by two

72 007A 56 R0RB Divide LSB by two, using carry (if any) froi NSB

73 007B 6D CB TST D,U Chick priae flag for this pointer

74 007D 26 OB BNE N0TPRH Branch if not prin

75 007F 31 21 LEAY M Increifnt priff counter by one

76 0081 30 E4 LEAX 1,1 Point to value on stack

77 0083 5F CLRB Clear leading zero flag

78 0084 BD CD39 JSR 0UTDEC Print deciial nuiber

79 0087 BD CD24 JSR PCRLF Print CR/LF

80 008A 35 06 N0TPRH PULS D Restore priie pointer

81 008C C3 0002 ADDD •2 Increment by two

82 008F 10A3 5E CNPD "2,U Coipare to high lint

83 0092 23 E3 BLS 0UTLP Repeat until done

84 0094 30 80 0016 LEAX PRNCNT.PCR Point to Milage

85 0098 BD CD1E JSR PDATA Print it

86 009B 34 20 PSHS Y Save priie counter on stack

87 009D 30 E4 LEAX 0,8 Point to it

88 009F 5F CLRB Clear leading zero flag

89 00A0 BD CD39 JSR 0UTDEC Print decml nuiber

90 00A3 35 20 PULS Y Restore stack pointer value

91 00A5 BD CD24 JSR PCRLF

92 00A8 BD CD24 JSR PCRLF

93 00AB 16 FF58 LBRA PRIME Repeat

94 00AE 0D OA 00 00 PRHCN1 FCC •0D, I0A, 0,0, ID, IA, 0,0, /Nuiber of priies « /,4

95 00CA OD OA 00 00 LH1HS6 FCC $0D,$0A, 0,0, /Nuiber Lilit? /,4

96 OODE 2710 N FDB 10000

97 00E0 VARBSE EQU 1 Prin flag storage N/2

98 END PRN6EN

ERROR (S) DETECTED



Applesoft Version
Of Integer BASIC

I have had a number of requests for an
Applesoft version of my Integer Basic

program for dumping the Apple hi-res

screen to a Diablo printer [Microcomput-
ing, Nov. 1980, p. 100). Because of all the

bit manipulation involved in a screen

dump, Applesoft is considerably slower

than Integer Basic, but I have managed
to speed up the program considerably by
using the Absolute Tab function of the

Diablo. The Applesoft version is given in

Listing 4.

The main modifications to the original

program are: the use of the standard
CHR$ function of Applesoft (had to be

simulated in Integer Basic): the use of an
arithmetic expression to simulate the

MOD function (since MOD is not available

in Appplesoft): and the addition ofthe Ab-
solute Tab subroutine at lines 600-700.
As tested in line 406, if spacing must be
more than ten positions before printing,

then the Absolute Tab function is called,

which moves the printhead directly to

the next location to be printed. Since in

most screen dumps a considerable

amount ofwhite is being printed, spacing

over with the Absolute Tab rather than

with the direct use of the space character

greatly speeds up printing. (Actually, the

same routine can be used to speed up the

Integer Basic version as well.)

This Applesoft version should be of use
to all Apple II + owners who lack a

language card and hence do not have In-

teger Basic available.

Thomas D. Brock
Madison, WI

n
12
13
14
20
25
30
70

75
80
90
95
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
185
186
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
400
402
405
406
410
420
430
450
460
470
600
605
610

620
625
630
640
660

670
680
700
710
720
730
740

OR 2";D
GOTO 14

GOTO 20

SLOT #?

US$ =

INPUT "PAGE 1

IF D = 1 THEN
START = 16384:
START = 8192
INPUT "PRINTER
PR# N: PRINT "

C9$ = "." :SP$ =

E$ = CHR$ (27)
CHR$ (10) :BS$ =

ASS = CHR$ (1) :AU$
PRINT E$;US$; CHR$
PRINT E$;RS$; CHR$
PRINT E$;HT$;AS$;LF$;
FOR Y = TO 191

INT (Y / 64)
INT ( (Y / 64

INT (Yl / 8)
INT ( (Yl / 8 -

P = START + (A * 40)
X9 = 0:H9 =

FOR X * TO 39
R = PEEK (P + X)

";N

CHR$
CHR$ (8)
» CHR$ (2)

(5);
(3);

(31) :RS$ = CHR$ (30)

VT$ = CHR$ (11)

HT$ = CHR$ (9) :LF$

A =

Yl =

B =

C =

- INT (Y / 64) ) 64 + .05) * SGN (Y / 64)

INT (Yl
+ (B *

/ 8))
128) +

* 8 +

(C *
.05)

1024)
* SGN (Yl / 8)

IF R =

IF R =

1=0
R3 = INT
IF R3 <

X9 = X9 +

R = INT

THEN
THEN

( (R

>

1

(R /

X9 = X9 +

GOTO 260

/ 2 -

THEN

2)

INT
GOSUB

(R /
400

2) ) * 2 + .05) * SGN (R / 2)

1

7 THEN GOTO 200
1 = 1 +

IF I <

NEXT X
PRINT E$;HT$;AS$;
PRINT LF$;
NEXT Y
END

N9 = X9 - H9
H9 = H9 + N9
IF N9 = THEN
IF N9 > 10 THEN
FOR J9 = 1

PRINT SP$;
NEXT J9
PRINT C9$;
PRINT BS$;
RETURN

N9 = 1:HM =

IF H9 < =

IF INT ( (H8 / 2 - INT (H8 / 2)) * 2 + .05)
GOTO 625

H8 = H8 - 1:N9 =

RETURN
GOSUB 600

TO N9

4:H8 = H9
126 THEN GOTO 720

SGN (H8 / 2) THEN

H8 = INT (H8 /
HM = INT (HM *

IF H8 < = 125
IF INT ( (H8 /
GOTO 625

H8 = H8 - 1:N9
GOTO 625

HM = HM + 1

PRINT E$;US$;
PRINT E$;HT$;
PRINT E$;US$;
RETURN

N9 + 1

2)

2)
THEN
2 -

GOTO 700
INT (H8 / 2) )

* 2 + .05) SGN (H8 / 2) THEN

= N9 + 2

CHR$
CHR$
CHR$

(HM) ;

(H8);
(5);

Listing 4. Applesoft Basic screen-dump program.

CROSS-ASSEMBLERS
written in FORTRAN IV

NOW AVAILABLE: two different cross assemblers for

eacri o' thp following microprocessors

6800 6801 6805 6809 68000 8080/85 6502 1802

• T*. .nmbly allowing forward references

• Manufacturer s complete instruction set

• Long error messages tree- format input

• Written in 1966 ANSI standard FORTRAN IV

• Industrial Macroassemblers also feature macros
conditional assembly and relocatable ob,ect code

(Target
Machine |s) |

6809 or 6502
Other 8 bit

16-bit

HOBBYIST"
ASSEMBLERS

$200 00
ISO 00

250 00

INDUSTRIAL
MACROASSEMBLERS

$400 00

350 00
500 00

SOURCE CODE TRANSLATOR PROGRAMS

6800 6801 6805 to 6809
6502 to 6809

$100 00
175 00

Prices include source code on tape and in printed form User s Manual shipping

fUSA) and program support All programs shipped from stock

'"SPECIAL ON PREPAID ORDERS Same-day EXPRESS MAIL shipping, for

no *itra charge Call to order today -your program will arrive tomorrow'

iV

VIDM INTELLIGENT DEVICES OF MINNESOTA
P O Box 49? Anoka MN 55303
(612)427-0787 8 00 AM- 12 00 Noon

^209

COMPUTER I/O SYSTEMS
SOLID STATE SWITCH 4\ to I0VDC control input (TTL compatible)

The deviant will control I JO VAC (» 2 v\

SS -f A 7. ( Zero iTov>ing low Mfcc generation

)

5 9.95

SS--4/A (
phase control type ) $ l

» »S

DC SOLID STATE SWITCH 4\ to 1(1 \ DC control input ( TTL compatible )

The devices will swuch negative or ground voltage to a t*. or HA load

connected to .fVDC jWVDC
NDC-1/4 (aA specify V\ IS\ or ISY-WV, $ 9.00

NDC 1/8 (HA specif\ <\ 1 SV or IS\ «>\ ) $ 9.95

LINE VOLTAGE SENSE Module will detect presence ot an AC or DC
voltage Then signal the interface with a ground or logical low

LS-1 $ H»S
MOTHER BOARDS 2 and i slot mother boards with fused outputs,

accept above modules

MB 2 ( 1 slot ) $ 7 l)S

MB • ( a slot ) 5IS»S

SERIAL TO PARALLEL RS 232 INTERFACE Plug into RS _M_> pan of

\our computer Connect mother boards to 10 S Then control 1a

output devices and *>1 input device*.

10 S (serial K-IM to parallel, control and sense)

KIT $149 A&T $179

10 INTERFACE TO TRS 80* EXPANSION Rl S

control 2t output devices, sense 32 inputs

10 RS (TRS HO* expansion bus to cardtromc devices)

KIT SW AIT $149

C 80 (10 RS to TRS HO* 40 conn 1a" cable) $I«V)S

C-8 ( S conn cable 2 V ) $ S 95

C-H ( I 4 conn cable 1a") $ 5.95

CARD ELECTRONICS ** 396

P.O. BOX 3514, AUGUSTA, GA. 30904
(404) 738 9891

deorgia residents add A'\> sales tax

VISA AND MASTER CHARGE
Add $3-00 shipping and handling
*Trademark of 'I and) Corporation

OKIPATAmk roline 82A

Serial Dot Matrix Printer

120 cps Bidirec lion.il

80 Column

POSTPAID

$479.88
Order No. K 2A1

Microlme printers are setting the quality standards for the

entire industry Built on a cast aluminum base and (i

by two motors these rugged units will run all day w
duty cycle limitations The head warranty equivalent to

200 000 000 characters is unmatched in the industry

Standard Features

• Operates with TRS 80 " APPLE others • Plain paper— up to 4 pads

• t32 columns with condensed characters

• Graphics

• Dual interfaces

Full 96 character ASCII set

Double width characters

6 and 8 lines per inch

HIGH TECHNOLOGYATAFFORDABLE PRICES

I—Vim
12 Johnson Street Mi Iford NH 03055

^87

TOORMR
CALL TOLL FREE
1 too tit Jt00

In Nebraska
1t00«At«7t7

^See List of Advertisers on page 178 Microcomputing, March 1982 171



COMPUTER BLACKBOARD

Ongoing Search
For Software

By Walter Koetke

Market's
Potential

Untapped

Educational Software

Has educational software improved

substantially during the past 12 months?
Is it likely to improve dramatically dur-

ing the next 12 months? Although the

nature of the software retailer is undergo-

ing significant change, educational soft-

ware is progressing very slowly. The last

12 months have not released a plethora

of sound educational material, and I sug-

gest the dam is not likely to burst in the

next 12 months either.

The future impact of microcomputers
on instruction was discussed in this col-

umn in January. The emphasis in that

column was microcomputer hardware.

This month we will continue to explore

the same issue with an emphasis on
software.

Problems

The most significant difficulties with

educational software are the unrealistic

expectations of the general public as well

as ofmany educators. The personal com-
puters of today and the near future are

just that
—
"personal" computers. They

are marvelously effective tools in many
application areas, including education,

for the creative, innovative individual.

They are critical in learning program-
ming. They have had some excellent

turn-key programs such as VisiCalc and
WordStar written for them. And they've

had a rather lengthy list of turn-key rec-

reational software developed for them.
But most recreational software is of

marginal instructional value. And the

best of the turn-key software is written

for the already educated. Certainly Visi-

Calc belongs in every high school ac-

counting course, but without an innova-

tive individual teaching the course the

results will be mixed at best. And I

Address correspondence to Walter
Koetke. Putnam/Northern Westchester
BOCES. Yorktown Heights. NY 10598.
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The most significant

educational software

available is

Texas Instruments Logo

and Logo for the Apple.

strongly believe that word processing

should be a student tool at the elemen-

tary level, but not with WordStar. While I

agree with Seymour Papert's assertion

that students should have professional

tools, today's word processors require an
awfully creative teacher if they're to be

useful in third grade. These comments
are not intended to detract from VisiCalc

or WordStar; both are excellent products

eminently suited for their intended
marketplace.

Consider the use of one of the better

turn-key programs, say VisiCalc, in the

hands of a creative accounting teacher.

How much of an impact will use of this

program in this high school accounting

class have on the K- 1 2 education ofeach
class member? My point is that educa-

tors at all levels are now searching for ap-

propriate software. The need is incredi-

bly large, the supply miniscule. Pro-

grams like VisiCalc can indeed enhance
education, but many more are needed.

As the capability of the microcomputer
increases, as the number of program-
mers increases, and as educators gain ex-

perience with the application of this new
technology, there will be many excellent

instructional programs, but that will not

happen quickly. You can only hope that

educators do not view the majority of to-

day's "instructional" software as valid

examples of the microcomputer's educa-

tional potential.

Quite likely the most significant educa-
tional software available is Texas In-

stuments Logo, and Logo for the Apple,

from both Terrapin and Krell Software.

Logo underscores several important

realities of instructional microcomput-

ing. The language was being developed

many years before microcomputers were

even a laboratory reality. Developing

significant software takes significant

time. Logo is a language to be used by

children. The language encourages ex-

perimentation, innovation and individu-

alization. You don't look for programs
written in Logo to be used with children;

you provide children with computing
facilities on which they can write their

own programs using Logo. The children

use the microcomputer as a personal

learning tool.

Contrary to many popular press de-

scriptions, there are now fewer sources of

software than there were a year ago.

Count the ads placed by software devel-

opers in any year-old computer journal,

then do the same using a current issue.

The current issue will likely have notably

fewer ads. On the other hand, make the

same comparison for software middle-

men—your "one-stop" shopping source

and discount center—and you'll likely

find that the current issue reflects a

notable increase.

Unfortunately, with the exit of many
smaller software developers there was an
exit of a great deal of creativity and imag-

ination from the ranks of those producing

instructional software. There are a vari-

ety of reasons for this exit, and every case

is unique. In general, however, most can
likely be categorized under headings
such as insufficient capital, lack of

knowledge regarding sound business
practices, inability to enforce copyrights

or lack of cooperation from hardware
manufacturers. Although I wish them
every success in their business plan. I

often wonder just how many software

middlemen all selling the same material

can be supported by the present and near

future marketplace.

There are few major educational pub-
lishers who haven't already or aren't

soon planning to enter the marketplace
ofmicrocomputer software. Unfortunate-



NIBBLE IS TERRIFIC

(For Your Apple)
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IS: The Referencefor Apple computing!

18." One of the Fastest Growing Magazines in

the Personal Computing Field.

IS: Providing Comprehensive, Useful and
Instructive Programs for the Home, Small Business, and
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Apple Disk Mast
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Apple Trap

^ Miracles
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ly, many ofthese traditional suppliers are

doing little more than acting as mid-

dlemen. They are simply handling soft-

ware already available from other

sources. I expect several of these

publishers aware of capital requirements

and with good track records will be suc-

cessful. They also have their established

access to the educational market, and
that is indeed a valuable asset.

When you are playing the role of the

consumer, be sure you don't assume that

material from the traditional publishers

is better than that produced by the new-

er, smaller firms. While some have pro-

duced excellent material, others have
generated software that can only be de-

scribed as ludicrous. Can you imagine

anything less useful than a program in-

tended to help preschoolers with letter

recognition that clearly assumes its

users can read? This type of nonsense re-

flects a desire to enter the marketplace as

fast as possible with little regard for qual-

ity or appropriateness. Unfortunately,

when major publishers produce such
garbage they are actually diminishing

their market by alienating nearly every

educator whose money is wasted on this

early material.

Educational Suppliers

One of the more interesting market ap-

proaches taken by the traditional pub-

lishers has been that of Borg Warner. As
of this writing, they have only two soft-

ware products actually available, with a

third one announced but unreleased.

Their available packages. Critical Read-

ing and College Entrance Examination
Preparation, are probably the best soft-

ware available from a traditional educa-

tional supplier. Borg Warner has ob-

viously placed the need for quality far

above the need for quantity or speed as

their software is produced.

If you haven't seen the Borg Warner
software, you ought to make a point of

previewing it. You'll find that it is educa-

tionally sound and that it uses the micro-

computer to do things that can't be real-

istically done another way. For example,

when a student uses the "testing" mode
of the College Board program, the

analyses of his responses include a

right/wrong distribution broken down by
the time taken to answer each question.

One student may learn that his accuracy

does not improve when he spends a long

time on a question while another student

may learn just the opposite. These two
students should be advised to approach

the College Board Examinations in dif-

ferent ways. This kind of data simply

isn't obtainable in any other fashion.

Test-taking platitudes like "always take

your time with each question" simply

aren't valid for many students. The Borg
Warner packages have other exemplary
features, but you'll see them when you
preview the software.
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Both Atari and Tl

seem to share

the viewpoint that

quality educational software

will sell hardware.

The most productive source of worth-

while instructional software continues to

be MECC, the Minnesota Educational

Computing Consortium. The best of their

Apple software is now being carried by
several major software distributors. As
noted in the January column, Atari has

contracted with MECC to rewrite the ma-
jority of this software so it will run on
both the Atari 400 and Atari 800—a very

smart marketing move for a company in-

terested in quickly penetrating the edu-

cational marketplace. And not long ago
Texas Instruments purchased the rights

to rewrite the MECC software to run on
their microcomputer. Both Atari and TI

seem to share the viewpoint that quality

educational software will sell hardware. I

believe they're right. If Radio Shack
doesn't realize this soon, their predomi-

nance in the educational marketplace is

likely to disappear.

One major concern of every software

producer has to be copyright protection.

Several years ago an Internal Revenue
Service auditor told me that the chances
of IRS auditing a teacher were almost

zero. As a group, teachers were consid-

ered among the most honest people in

the country. I have no insight as to the

current status of teachers as viewed by
the IRS, but as a group I believe teachers

are flagrantly violating the copyright

laws. In the short term they are no doubt

acquiring considerable software at very

little cost. In the long term they will have
a severe negative impact on a fledgling in-

dustry. Copying software seems certain to

reduce the speed and quality of valid in-

structional software development.

Software producers are addressing the

issue of copyright protection in several

different ways. CUE, Computer Using
Educators, in California, has produced a

variety of public domain software. Their
software packages contain just what you
might expect—several clinkers, a few

gems and lots in between. CUE has also

issued a position statement in which they

urge that educators not purchase soft-

ware that cannot be copied. Unfortunate-

ly, this position appears somewhat naive

in that it is based largely on the assump-
tion that educators will not make illegal

copies, and that simply isn't the case.

As I have the opportunity to visit dif-

ferent schools in the country, I'm devel-

oping a theory that with only a few excep-

tions, the only teachers not making il-

legal copies of programs are those that

don't know how.

When Scott, Foresman and Co. was
still in the planning stage of software de-

velopment, their highest priority ap-

peared to be producing material that

couldn't be duplicated. As a result they

chose the TI 99/4 microcomputer, as this

was then the only general-purpose

machine that would accept ROM packs.

At the time this decision was made, I

made a list of the advantages and disad-

vantages of this hardware selection. The
list of disadvantages was and still is

rather lengthy; the list ofadvantages con-

tained little more than software protec-

tion. With the present advantage of hind-

sight, I now feel the Scott, Foresman
planners reflected a good deal of wisdom
when they made their choice since ROM
packs now appear to be the only way to

provide adequate software protection.

While ROM packs have a few advantag-

es over disks as a storage medium, and
while ROM packs are certainly an appro-

priate vehicle for distributing languages

such as Logo, I still find the ROM delivery

of drill and practice programs and other

simple instructional material personally

offensive. The software is indeed pro-

tected, but the ROM also eliminates not

only teacher creativity but also teacher

thought. Teachers must use the ROM
pack with no change or personalization,

or not at all. That is standardization, not

individualization, which is the forte of

microcomputer use. Perhaps when a

teacher can select from 10,000 ROM
packs, this charge will be far less valid,

but at present the ROM packs have vir-

tually no educational advantage. Per-

haps my objection to the ROM packs is

overreactive, but when I view them from
an educational point of view, the ROM
packs seem to carry the label "produced
on the assumption that there's no way to

underestimate a teacher."

Other companies have approached the

problem of software protection different-

ly. Worth noting is SRA's (Science Re-

search Associates') four page "Agree-

ment for SRA licensed courseware." If

you haven't seen this document, you're

missing an attorney's delight. SRA's lit-

tle agreement is likely longer than your
house mortgage and, in my opinion, con-

siderably more one-sided. Did you know
that signing the agreement prevents
teachers from demonstrating any portion

of the software as part of a professional

presentation at a regional or national

meeting? Should any taxes result from
the agreement, guess who pays them?
And guess who does not warrant that the

software will operate without error or

that program defects will be corrected?

SRA is not responsible for failure to fulfill

its obligations due to causes beyond its

control, but you aren't given a similar

out. I wonder what happens if someone
steals the software from you? And there's

lots more.



You really ought to get a copy, but
please don't ever sign one. In my opinion,
this contract is an insult to the intelli-

gence of every person from whom SRA
requests a signature. On the positive

side, I certainly hope the SRA legal de-

partment develops a far more reasonable
approach to the problem of software pro-

tection. The SRA instructional software
is really rather good and should be in the
hands of many more students.

Yet another approach to solving the
problem was that taken in late 1981 by
Microsoft. This one seems so outrageous
that my first reaction was that a software

company producing such quality materi-

al wouldn't even consider such a policy. I

was wrong. Should you purchase a soft-

ware product from Microsoft, say Micro-

soft Basic, and later want that software

updated, you must return the original

disk for updating. Quite reasonable. But
you must also return all the original doc-

umentation or you will not receive the

updated software. In my opinion, com-
pletely ridiculous. When asked how to

deal with salaried programmers who
would be without manuals for two weeks,
they politely responded that this was in-

deed a problem for many customers.

When asked if they would ever take all

documentation from their programmers
for an extended period, they didn't know.
And when asked if they felt their policy

was reasonable, they would only say that

was their policy. Once again I hope a cor-

poration producing quality software can
find a more reasonable solution to their

concern for software protection. Until

they do, they've probably done their

competition a great favor by alienating

many customers.

I'd like to reiterate that while I obvious-
ly object to several of the interim solu-

tions offered by the corporations dis-

cussed, the problem of software piracy is

very real and their concerns are very well

founded. Their present solutions are like-

ly symptoms of a very young industry

finding its legs. Although computer soft-

ware has been available for 20 years, only

very recently have the problems of deal-

ing with the general public rather than
computing professionals come to the

software developers. Let's all work to-

ward finding an equitable solution. And
in the meantime, don't make illegal cop-

ies of software and suggest the same ac-

tion to those who are doing so.

The old saying that "from order comes
chaos" is likely valid. However, instruc-

tional software is still in the chaos stage,

and will probably remain in that state for

the next year or more. The major prob-

lem ofsoftware protection must be solved

and both educators and the general pub-
lic must realize the realities ofmicrocom-
puter software development. One piece of

good instructional software takes time.

Software to support a substantial portion

of the K-12 curriculum will require

several years to develop.

MICRO QUIZ
(from page 1 67)

Answer:
After the first FOR -NEXT loop. A(i)

= i, for K = i<=13.
The second loop is more interesting:

J = 1 => A(l) = 13. A(13) = -1
J = 2 => A(2) = 12, A(12) = -2

J = 6 => A(6) = 8, A(8)

J = 7 => A(7) = 7. A(7)

J = 8 => A(8) = 8, A(6)

-6
-7
-(-6) = 6

J = 13 =>A(13) = 13,A(1) = -(-1) = 1

Since no elements of A are equal to a
positive seven, x is null.

Model EP-2A-88

EPROM Programmer

• Easy to use

• Reliable

• Field proven

Fast as Jackrabbits . . . Well, almost!

In Australia, two rabbits can reproduce over 13 million offspring in three years .

.

. At 105 seconds for 2716's, the EP-2A-88 can reproduce 1,892,160 EPROMS in

three years. Single push button control, the EP-2A-88 checks if EPROMS are

erased, programs and verifies. Many features, including self test, diagnostics and

audio prompt.

The EP-2A-88-1 will accept Copy (CM) modules for the 2758, and 2716
EPROMS. The EP-2A-88-2 will accept copy modules for the 2716, 2732 and

TMS 2532 EPROMS. Power requirements are 115 VAC 50/60 Hertz at 15 watts.

Part No. Description Price

EP-2A-88 1 EPROM Programmer $490.00
EP-2A-88-2 EPROM Programmer 490.00
CM50 Copy Module for 2716, TMS 2516 EPROMS 25.00
CM 70 Copy Module for 2758, TMS 2508 EPROMS 25.00
CM-20 Copy Module for 2732 EPROMS 25.00
CM20-A Copy Module for 2732A EPROMS 33.00
CM-40 Copy Module for TMS 2532 EPROMS 25.00

Non Standard Voltage Option
(Specify 220v,240v, or lOOv) 15.00

Optimal Technology, Inc.
Phone (804) 973-5482

Blue Wood 127 ^29 Earlysville, VA 22936

ANNOUNCING!

Micro Courseware
You Can Bank On

Now available from MCE new, exciting Money Man-
agement Series including: You Can Bank On It, Income
Meets Expenses, Money Management Assessment.

These new programs are designed to provide the
basic living skills of successful money manage-
ment while expanding the learners mathematic
ability. Developed for use with a variety of age
groups and special needs curriculum areas .

For a free catalog, full information about these and
other MCE programs and the name of your nearest
MCE dealer, write or call collect (616) 345-8681.

Programs available for Apple II.

A company of educators for educators.

T M

«-

INTERPRETIVE
EDUCATION, INC.

Dept I 7 G
1 57 S Kalamazoo Mall

Kalamazoo. Ml 49007 MDUCATIOtiAL ^195
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AS THE WORDTURNS

Processed
Words

By Eric Maloney

Choose Your

Writing Tool

Carefully

Last summer at a lyceum here in Peter-

borough, someone in the audience asked

author Rosellen Brown whether she used

a microcomputer for word processing.

Her answer was "no"; she did not use a

word processor, and she had no intention

of trying one. In fact, she said, she didn't

even use a typewriter, preferring the tra-

ditional pen and pad.

She went on to elaborate that it

couldn't be just any pen or paper. The

pen had to fit comfortably, and it couldn't

be a ballpoint (although some felt-tips

were acceptable). The paper had to be a

certain size, color and texture.

Otherwise, the words simply didn't

flow the way they were supposed to.

I relate this anecdote not to make a

point that paper and pencil are better

than keyboard and disk. Rather, I think

Brown's attitude reflects a belief that the

tool you use to say something affects how
you say it, just as the saw a woodworker

chooses helps determine the look of his

crafts.

To a writer, the process of writing is as

critical as the product. The words swirl

around him like a host of phantasms, and

somehow he's got to snatch these wisps

of thought from the air and give them

flesh. He's as finicky as Morris the cat

about the time ofday he writes, where he

writes, the surface he writes on, the light-

ing and his beverage. He develops little

routines which must be followed reli-

giously if he is to be productive. (I, for in-

stance, always write my first paragraph

and then go to the bathroom.) Disrup-

tions of any kind can turn him into a

snarling, frothing maniac.

A word processor can have an enor-

mous impact on how a writer approaches

his work. I don't mean simply that it can
make him faster or more efficient. I'm re-

ferring instead to how it reshapes words.

A writer hears a phrase in his head, and

uses his writing tool to amplify the

sound. The sound that emerges from a

pen as it rolls onto a piece of paper is dif-

ferent from the one produced by blinking
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phosphors on a cathode ray tube. With

pen and paper, one can see the lines slow-

ly trace the phrase and its image: the

sound is deep and resonant. On the video

screen, the words burst forth in little ex-

plosions of light; the sound is high-

pitched and well-defined. It's the differ-

ence between the acoustic richness of

John Coltrane's saxophone and the elec-

tric sear of Jimi Hendrix' guitar.

Much depends, of course, on the idio-

syncrasies of the writer. There are un-

doubtedly technical writers who prefer

pen and paper, and poets who opt for a

word processor. But I'm willing to bet

that both are in the minority. Parchment

and processor are different tools for dif-

ferent kinds of writing.

Some computer groupies will argue

that once everyone is exposed during

childhood to microcomputers, all writers

will use word processors. Their advan-

tages are obvious—they're faster and

more efficient. But many writers have

eschewed the typewriter (which at least is

faster than handwriting), and many fu-

ture writers will eschew the microcom-

puter. For, once you get outside the

worlds of business and academia, you
find that speed and efficiency are not

all things to all people. Some will always

prefer to view the world from a tree

stump on the edge of a meadow rather

than through the window ofa thundering

jet.

So as we move into this self-proclaimed

age of telecommunications, let us praise

the virtues of pen and pad. And let us

hope that the Rosellen Browns of litera-

ture are never compelled by the techno-

logical imperative to stare bleakly into

the dark well of a VDT screen. That well

should not become our only vision of the

world.
*****

We've all read the predictions of how
word processing is going to revolutionize

(there's that awful word again) the busi-

ness office. But how will it affect writing?

Will we see a rise in literacy and a subse-

quent increase in quality reading materi-

al? Or will word processors simply let

hack writers crank out twice as much
junk in half the time? Will the academic

world be buried beneath mile-high piles

ofword-processed scholarly dissertations

and theses?

If you've got any reflections on the mat-

ter, drop me a line. It's a neglected, but

important, topic, and one worth explor-

ing further.

• * * * *

Speaking of acronyms (computerists

are always speaking of, or in, acronyms).

Electronic Design magazine published in

its Dec. 10, 1981, issue a sampling of

acronyms designating current software

packages, languages, hardware designs

and the like. I could be a CRITIC, but to

my DELIGHT I found that ALERT com-

puterists are ABLE to DRAW upon their

imaginations to invent acronyms in a

SNAP. Sometimes they MIMIC another

acronym or SPLICE a couple together;

other times they simply ADLIB a name.

It's simple—you come up with an IM-

AGE, give it a TWIST, and PRESTO! As

SLIC as goose down.

Well. I'm getting hungry. I'm supposed

to have dinner with ALICE, DIANA, SAM,
HAL, SARA and SIBYL. We're having

CAESAR's salad, CABBAGE, SPUDS and

a PIGLET, which sounds pretty PROMIS-

ing to me.
*****

Readers will perhaps notice that,

beginning with this issue. Microcomput-

ing is making a major style change con-

cerning the spelling of computer lan-

guages. From now on, BASIC is Basic,

FORTRAN is Fortran and COBOL is

Cobol. Other languages to be upper/low-

ercased include Algol, Lisp, Logo, Forth

and Ada. (The last three, by the way. are

not acronyms and should never have

been all capital letters in the first place.

But computerists, as we know, are a cap-

happy group.) Bear with us if you notice

any inconsistencies; it might take us a



couple of issues to make the complete
switch.

Also, you'll notice that the tiny little

Kilobaud no longer adorns our logo.

Some of our charter subscribers will no
doubt be sad to see it go—they'll remem-
ber the first two years, when we were
Kilobaud, "The Computer Hobbyist
Magazine" (later "The Small Computer
Magazine").

Microcomputing crept onto the cover
lo grab equal billing in January 1979,
and only two months later became top

dog. Kilobaud has slowly shrunk in size,

and we've finally decided to administer

the coup de grace.

The reason for the final purging of

Kilobaud is obvious— it's an outdated
term which few people use any more (no

one here can remember the last time it

appeared between these covers). But
also, it's a technical term which we think
will intimidate beginning (and perhaps
intermediate) microcomputerists who
might otherwise find the material here to

be both understandable and useful.

So goodbye, kilobaud. We're stripping

you of your capital K and your italicized

print. Here's 12 bucks and a suit—write
when you get work.LJ

As the Word Turns is an occasionalfea-
ture in Microcomputing.

Carbonless checks, invoices and statements
* Standard formats... plus Custom Design Service!
* Small quantities (as low as 500)... plus money-saving prices!* Super-fast service (shipped 5 days after receipt of order!)

SEND COUPON.
. OR CALL TOLL-FREE: 1 -800-328-9697.

<$>
To: Delmart Company, Division of Deluxe Check

Printers, Inc., 530 N. Wheeler St.,

P.O. Box 43495, St. Paul, MN 55164-0495 ** 24

DYES, please send free color catalog!

Title

Phone (

State Zip

COMPUTER KITS- FROM $69.95
LNW SEMI-KITS can save you hundreds of dollars. By obtaining your own parts at the lowest
possible cost and assembling the LNW SEMI-KITS, you can have the most highly acclaimed
microcomputer in the industry- the LNW80. The LNW SEMI-KITS are affordable modules. You
can start with a modest cassette system and expand to a full 4Mhz TRS-80 compatible system with
5 or 8 inch double density disks and color at any time.

A. LNW80 CPU - Made of high quality FR4 glass epoxy double sided circuit material, with plated-
through holes and gold edge connector. It is fully solder-masked and silk screened. Here are just
some of the outstanding features you will have when your LNW80 CPU board is fully assembled:
• 1 6K RAM • Color and black and white video • 480 x 1 92 high resolution graphics • 64 and 80
column video • 4 Mhz Z80A CPU • Upper and lower case display • 500 and 1 000 baud cassette
I/O -$89.95
B. SYSTEM EXPANSION- Expand the LNW80 computer board, TRS-80and PMC-80 computer
with the following features: • 32K memory • Serial RS232C and 20Ma port • Real time clock •
Parallel printer port • 5 inch single density disk controller • Expansion bus (screen printer port) •
Onboard power supply • Solder-masked and silk screened legend- $69. 95 (tin plated contacts) -
$84.95 (gold plated contacts)

C. KEYBOARD- 74 key expanded professional keyboard- includes 1 2 key numeric keypad. Fully
assembled and tested. - $99.95

P:.£SMPUTER CASE - Tnis stylish instrument-quality solid steel case and hardware kit gives yourLNW80 that professional factory-built appearance. - $84.95 Add $12.00 for shipping.
E. SYSTEM EXPANSION CASE- This stylish instrument-quality solid steel case and hardware kit
gives your SYSTEM EXPANSION interface that professional factory-built appearance -$59.95
Add $10.00 for shipping.

F. LNW80 CPU - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT- $82.00
G. LNW80 VIDEO - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - $31 .00
H. SYSTEM EXPANSION - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - $27.50
I. LEVEL II ROM set. (6 chip set) - $1 20.00

VISA and MasterCard accepted. Add $3.00 for shipping plus $1.00 for each additional item. All
shipments via UPS surface. Add $2.00 for U.S. Mail. Shipments outside continental U.S.: funds must
be U.S. dollars. Sufficient shipping costs must be included with payment.

ORDERS & INFORMATION - (714) 544-5744
SERVICE - (714) 641-8850

LNW Research Corp.
2620 WALNUT Tustin, CA. 92680 *^198
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READER
SERVICE
Please help us to bring you a better

magazine—by answering these questions:

A. What kind olmterocomput*K*) do you own?
1 Apple
2 Atari

3 Exidy
4 Hssth
5 Howlott-Packard
6 North Star

7 OSI
8 PET/CBM
9 SWTP
10 Tl

11 TRS-80
12 Othor

H To what typoa of toHwara
botong?

1 Hardware exclusive

2 General club
3 College organization

4 Other.

uaera group* do you

I.

B. How much hove you In—ted In hardware (In-

cluding pertpherlal*)?

1 $1000 $2000
2 $2001 $3000
3 $3001 $4000
4 More than $4000

C. What will be your next major Hardware pur-

chase?

1 Printer

2 Modem
3 Disk System
4 Oth—

0. On average, how many of each lasue's program
listings do you actually type Into your micro?

1 0-2

2 3-5

3 6-8

4 9 or more

E. How much have you spent on software?

1 Loss than $100

How many people read your copy of Kilobaud
Microcomputing''

i 1

2 2
3 3

4 4 or more

Where did you obtain this copy of Kilobaud
Microcomputing^

V Subscription
Newsstand
Computer store

Friend

Other,

2

3
4

5

Which cover style do you prefer for this
magazine?

1 The old table of contents cover
2 The newer picture type cover
3 Don t care
4 Other irtoa*

I On a scale of (no interest) to 5 (moM Interest)

please rate your interest in the following
specialized article themes:

2

3

4

5

$100 $250
$251 -$500
$501 -$$1000
Over $1000

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Artificial Intelligence

Robotics

Applications

Business
Speech Synthesis
Languages
Other mt»n<i«

P. How do you acquire your software''

1 ' program it myself
2 Prom magazines
3 From friends and fellow programmers
4. From software houses

Q Prom what companies have you purchased soft

war*?

1 Hayden
2 Hewlett-Packard

3 Instant Software
4 Microsoft

5 Personal Software
6 SAMS
7 rn*».

M. I would like to see more of the following news
topics covered:

1. New Product Announcements
1. Technological Developments
3. Profile* and Company News
4. Personal Profiles

5. Oth*t__

N. If you an not a subscriber, please circle #500

Reader Service: Return this card to receive full information on the products
advertised in this issue. Refer to the ad. You will find numbers near the logo of
each advertiser. Each represents the advertiser's individual Reader Service
number. Circle the corresponding numbers on one of the cards on this page, in-
clude your name, address & zip, and drop in a mailbox. In 4-6 weeks you'll hear
from the advertiser directly.
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Address.
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402 407 412 417 422
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BOOKS
Please send me the following

Microcomputing products:

SUBSCRIPTION
Oty. Catalog # Title Unit Price Total

,-

MICROCOMPUTING
subscribers save $10

off the
newsstand price.

Shipping and handling charges:
• 1 .50 1 st book, • 1 .00 each additional book
(UPS, use street address)
• 10.00 each book overseas airmail

Shipping/Handling.

Total.

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. No C.O.D.s accepted.

Enclosed $. — Check Z M.O.
Bill: Z AE Z MC Z Visa

Card #
Signature

Name
Address _
City

State

Exp. date.

Interbank #

Zip.

3-82
Microcomputing • Mail Order Dept. • Peterborough NH 03458

Card#
Signature

Name
Address _
City

O New subscription

Q 1 year —$24.97
O 2 years—$37.97
O 3 years—$52.97
Enclosed $

a Renewal

O Check Q M.O.
Bill: Q MC Q Visa d AE D me

Interbank #

Exp. date.

State
Canada— $27.97, I year only, US funds.
Foreign Surface— $44.97 1 year only, US funds.
Foreign Air—Please inquire.

Zip.

323B79

Microcomputing • POB 997 • Farmingdale NY 1 1737
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NEW PRODUCTS
A Sharp New Portable
One Board Does It All

Closed Loop System

Edited by Linda Stephenson

Handheld Computer
System
The Sharp PC- 1500 system

features a 7 x 1 56 program-
mable, dot-matrix liquid crys-

tal display, and an extended
Basic that handles two-di-

mensional arrays, variable

string lengths, program
chaining, full graphics com-
mands and other functions.

The PC- 1500 has 16K bytes of

system ROM and 2.6K bytes

(optionally expandable to

6.6K) of user-available RAM.
The unit generates upper/

lowercase characters and pro-

vides user-definable function

keys. The optional printer

provides four-color graphics,

nine character sizes, bidirec-

tional line feed and x,y plot-

ting. The printer also in-

corporates a dual cassette

interface for program and
data storage/retrieval. The
PC- 1500 costs $300; optional

CE-150 printer is $250; the

4K-byte RAM expansion costs

$75.

Sharp Electronics Corp. , 10

Sharp Plaza, Paramus, NJ
07652. Reader Service num-
ber 464.

Single Board
Computer

Teletek's SBC-I S-100 board

contains a CPU, two serial

ports, two parallel ports and
128K bytes of user RAM. The
SBC-I can be used as a stand-

alone single board computer
or as a slave in a multitasking

system. It has memory-man-
agement hardware that al-

lows the on-board Z-80A (op-

tionally Z-80B) to directly ad-

dress 128K bytes in 4K seg-

ments. The board provides for

up to 8K of on-board EPROM
for initialization routines. The
2716/32/64 device can be dis-

abled by software after the in-

itialization process. Bus inter-

The Sharp PC- 1500 handheld computer.

This portable computing system is made possible by Hewlett
Packard *s Interface Loop.

face is via a IK or 2K FIFO,

allowing efficient communi-
cation to the system master.

SBC-I appears as a set of I/O

ports to the bus master. The
two serial ports allow 19,200
bit-per-second communica-
tion, or, optionally, a high-

speed RS-422 interface. Inter-

face for a synchronous

modem is provided. Price is

$995.

Teletek, 9767F Business
Park Drive, Sacramento, CA
95827. Reader Service num-
ber 466.

HP Interface

A new interface for battery -

Teletek's SBC-I single board computer.
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C COMPILER
CP/M HDOS

MOVE INTO THE
FASTLANE
WITH THE. .

7
<_

V,

AZTEC C COMPILER!
ALL C LANGUAGE FEATURES EXCEPT BIT FIELDS

STRICT ADHERENCE TO THE DEFINITION OF C IN THE C PROGRAMMING

LANGUAGE" BY KERNIGHAN AND RITCHIE

FAST COMPILATION AND EXECUTION

EXTENSIVE RUN TIME LIBRARY WITH STANDARD 10, STRING FUNCTIONS,

UTILITY FUNCTIONS, AND CP/M OR HDOS INTERFACES

COMPILER WILL RUN UNDER CP/M or HEATH/ZENITH HDOS - UNIX

POP 1 1 cross compilers available

COMPILER PRODUCES ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE SOURCE THAT CAN BE

ASSEMBLED AND LINKED WITH THE RELOCATING ASSEMBLER AND LINKAGE

EDITOR SUPPLIED WITH THE PACKAGE OR WITH THE MICROSOFT

MACRO-80 ASSEMBLER

YES WE DO SUPPORT: static, initialized, and register variables+ multi-

dimensional arrays -»- true extern support for multi module linking and private

library support+ snort and unsigned datatypes+ structures and unions+ while,

for.do/while,switch/case, and goto+ conditional compilation with #ifdef,

#ifndef,#else,#endif + all C operators+ declarations of complex datatypes

+command line arguments (argcargv) +fopen,printf,fclose,open,close,iseek,

-format,

D ORDER BY PHONE OR MAIL - SPECIFY CP/M OR HOOS.AND DISK FORMAT

IF YOU DO NOT HAVE K&R BOOK YOU SHOULD ORDER IT FOR A LANGUAGE

REFERENCE MANUAL. ADD $3 for shipping to U.S. Ixations, $5 TO CANADA,

$10 TO all other locations

AZTEC C II (AZTEC C with float and long support]

WITH K&R BOOK
AZTEC C II UPGRADE TO AZTEC C

AZTEC C ASSEMBLER AND LINKER

(does not support floats & longs)

WITH K&R BOOK
AZTEC C UNIX CROSS COMPILER (PDP 1 1 )

.
. .

$195

$211

$80

$135

$151

$850

TECHNICAL SOFTWARE SYSTEMS -95

BOX 55, SHREWSBURY, N.J. 07701

(201)780-4004

N.J. residents add 5% sales tax Call or write for catalog

AZTEC C is a trademark of MANX Software Systems

CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research

UNIX is a trademark of Bell Labs

Tlu> 910 series hard-disk microcomputerfrom the Quay Cor-

poration.

operated portable controllers

and devices makes possible a

variety of low-cost microcom-

puter systems. The HP-IL in-

terlace uses a two-wire cable

in a closed loop connecting all

devices in series. Commands
and data move around the

loop in one direction at rates

up to 5K bytes per second.

HP-IL is a master-slave inter-

face: One active controller

controls traffic between all de-

vices. Commands from the

controller are received and re-

transmitted by every device

but are acted on only by de-

vices specified by the control-

ler. Since data goes around

the loop and returns to the

originating device, HP-IL
makes dependable error-

cheeking easy. The loop

structure and simple connec-

tors speed the configuration of

compatible devices that are

available from Hewlett-Pack-

ard. A battery-operated com-

puter like the HP-41 has

enough power to control pe-

ripherals and instruments us-

ing HP-IL.

Hewlett-Packard Company,
1820 Embarcadero Road.
Palo Alto, CA 94303. Reader
Service number 465.

Fixed-Disk System
The JD-850M microcom-

puter features increased data

storage capacity of more than

8.4M bytes with the optional

eight-inch fixed-disk unit,

model JK-7600. This comput-

er runs CP/M and covers a

wide range of business appli-

cations. It features a separate

keyboard with improved key

arrangement, a 12-inch non-

glare video display and two

eight -inch double-sided flop-

py drives. A buzzer and inter-

val timer device are included.

Base price is $8000: the

JK-7600 fixed-disk drive costs

an additional $3500.

Panasonic. One Panasonic

Way. Secaucus. NJ 07094.

Reader Service number 473.

Eight-Inch Hard Disk
System
The Quay 910 series hard

disk microcomputer includes

a 10Mbyte Winchester hard

disk, a double-sided, double-

density floppy backup of

1.25M and on/off key lock

reset control, in a single

Panasonic's Model JD-850M microcomputer system.
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The Logician Engineering Work Stationfrom Daisy Systems
Corp.

cabinet. This Z-80A-based
microcomputer oilers IBM
3740 compatibility and ex-

pansion to 33M and 66M Win-
chester disk drives. The mul-

ti-user version features 208K
of dynamic RAM to support

up to four users, seven RS-

232C serial ports and two
eight-bit parallel ports. The
MIVM disk operating system
is standard. Seven higher-

level languages and applica-

tion packages are available.

Quay Corp., PO Box 783.

527 Industrial Way West,

Eatontown, NJ 07724. Read-

er Service number 467.

Work Station Cuts
Design Time
A new engineering work

station from Daisy Systems
Corp.. 2118 Walsh Ave.. San-

ta Clara. CA 95051. reduces

the time required to design

complex electronic equip-

ment. The Daisy Logician al-

lows engineers to communi-
cate with a computer in the

language they are accus-

tomed to working with—
graphics. Based on familiar

concepts and procedures, the

Logician combines traditional

design methods with the

benefits of the computer to

improve productivity. In addi-

tion to being a powerful tool

for design, storage and docu-

mentation of circuits, the

Logician work station acts as

a preprocessor that provides a

single window into the many
elements of electronic design:

RTL simulation, logic simula-

tion, circuit simulation, con-

nectivity verification and test

generation. The Logician is

based on an 8086 micropro-

cessor with 512K bytes of

random-access memory.
Reader Service number 48 1

.

The Tin Can
Remark Datacom, Inc., 4

Sycamore Drive, Woodbury,
NY 11797. introduces a low-

cost, short haul modem, the

Model 7 1 . Like the proverbial

two cans and a string, two
Model 71s and two twisted

pairs fulfill the requirements

of a local point-to-point com-
munications network for any
RS-232C devices. The Model

INTRODUCING . . .

TEACHERSAID
DR. DALEY'S SOFTWARE is excited about our
latest software release—TEACHER'S AID.

TEACHER'S AID is the grade management sys-

tem you've been waiting for. Its many features

mean that you can be free from the drudgery of

hours of record keeping and grade reporting. Now
you can devote more time to the pleasures of

teaching.

TEACHER'S AID is easy to use, menu driven and
features

—

1. Flexible class assignment structures. This means
that you can set up and keep records of any com-
bination of homework, quiz, test, lab, etc.

scores.

2. Grade averaging done in a variety of ways.

Grade averages can be prepared using weighted

scores, possible scores, tables, percent, or a

combination of these methods.

3. Student progress reports.

4. An individualized list of missing assignments.

5. Easy editing and additions to any of the files.

6. Reports on either the screen or printer.

All of this power is yours for only $59.95.

TEACHER'S AID comes on disk complete with

comprehensive, easy to read documentation,

packaged in an attractive binder.

When ordering please tell us your computer con-

figuration. TEACHER'S AID is available on these

systems:

Apple II or Apple II Plus

(32K with single disk)

Pet or CBM 2000, 3000, or 4000 series

(16K with 2040 or 4040 disk)

TEACHER'S AID will be ready soon on the Atari

800 and TRS-80 Model I or Model III.

Call or write for details of our other software offer-

ings.

NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS
DR. DALEY'S SOFTWARE
Water Street

Darby, MT 59829

Phone: (406) 821-3924

(Hours: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mountain Time)

^34
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Remark Datacom's short haul modem.

71 allows full duplex opera-

tion using two twisted pairs,

or simplex operation using

one twisted pair. Two Model
71 "tin cans" can communi-
cate over a distance of two
miles at 9600 bits per second
or ten miles at 1200 bps. The
modems are designed for

asynchronous operation, so

the network must provide dc

continuity and be of the non-

loaded type. The Model 71 is

equipped with a switch for in-

terfacing with DCE or DTE de-

vices. Power is derived from

the host. Price is $87. Reader
Service number 468.

Software Storage
The HHP-16K EPROM

memory offers Hewlett-Pack-

ard 4 1C/CV calculator users a

cost-effective alternative for

low- to medium-volume appli-

cation program storage. Pro-

grams stored on magnetic

media are converted to

EPROM storage through a

support service program of-

fered by F.M. Weaver Assoc.,

Inc., 6201 Fair Valley Drive,

Charlotte. NC 28211, and its

dealers. The HHP- 16K price is

$241. The conversion service

fee is $50 for a 4K-byte pro-

gram. $75 for an 8K program
or $100 for a 16K program.

Reader Service number 469.

Z-80 Micro with Hi-

Res Graphics
A new family of business

micros from Japan is avail-

able through BMC Computer
Corp., 860 East Walnut St.,

Carson, CA 90746. High-reso-

lution graphics enhance re-

ports, bar graphs, curves,

electronic spread sheets and
other business uses. The BMC

The HHP-16K ROM emulatorfrom F.M. Weaver Associates.
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The if800 computer system from BMC.

if800 microcomputer in-

cludes keyboard, printer,

mass storage disk drives, col-

or video display and the CP/M
operating system. A typical

configuration with 128K
bytes of RAM, one floppy

drive, a lOM-byte hard disk,

printer, display. RS-232 port.

CP/M, WordStar, Super Calc

and Multiplan costs under
$12,000. Reader Service
number 471.

Tidy Up!
Get your micro off the din-

ing room table! The Apple-

kart, by System Solutions.

Inc.. 16783 Beach Blvd..

Huntington Beach, CA
92647, is a neat solution to

computer clutter at home or

in the office. The cart includes

a pull-out work space, two
pop-up side work areas, com-

plete electrical wiring, on/oil

switch with external light in-

dicator, sturdy wheels lor

easy mobility, and ample
storage lor peripherals. The
Applekart is designed to hold

most microcomputer sys-

tems. Priced at $429.95.

$439.95 with lock. Reader
Service number 480.

Quick Status Check
For RS-232C
Interface

The Navtel Supercheck
breakout box provides a

method for testing communi-
cations on the RS-232C inter-

face. It is inserted between the

computer and the modem,
terminal or printer, and pro-

vides 12 LED monitors that

indicate at a glance the status

of key data, clock and control

The Applekartfrom System Solutions, Inc.



START HERE
WITH...

Begin your search in the

index of Computer Shop-
per's bargain filled pages.

Locate the category and
page number of items

that interest you from
TRS-80 and Apple to soft-

ware and peripherals.

Start or add to your com-
puter system by finding

money saving bargains in

each month's issue from
individuals who no longer

need their personal equip-

ment.

You've got your computer

hardware, but what about

the software? Use a Com-
puter Shopper ad to find

what you need. Someone
advertising in Computer
Shopper probably has what
you want.

TtfP<& Tgffi

If you need help with any
computer related problem
whether it's an interface

problem or advice on the

right peripheral for a home-
brew system, use the free

HELP column especially

designed for that purpose.

WIA

As you outgrow your

system or want to trade up
(most dealers won't take

trade-ins), use Computer
Shopper ads to sell your
items to 20,000 readers na-

tionwide for the low cost of

12 cents per word.

an

Computer Shopper is THE nationwide magazine for buy-
ing, selling and trading Micro and Mini-computer equip-

ment and software. Each issue has over 60 pages full of

bargains of new and used equipment.

You can save hundreds of dollars by getting the equip-
ment you need from the hundreds of classified ads in-

dividuals place in Computer Shopper every month.
Now is the time for you to join over 20,000 other com-

puter users who save time and money with a subscription
to Computer Shopper.

Subscribe today and get your first issue and a classified

ad absolutely FREE. Type or print your ad on a plain piece
of paper and send it along with your subscription.

Just fill in the coupon or MasterCard or VISA holders
can phone TOLL FREE 1-800-327-9920 and start making
your computer dollar go further today.

Cut out and mail to: COMPUTER SHOPPER
P.O. Box F137 • Titusville, FL 32780

Yes, I'll try Computer Shopper, I understand that if I'm
not satisfied with my first issue I can receive a full re-

fund and keep the first issue free.

1 year $10.00 ($30.00 in Canada)

I have enclosed my free classified ad.

I want to use my free ad later, send me a coupon.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY:

STATE: ZIP:

^36
P.O. Box F137 • Titusville, FL 32780

Telephone: 305-269-3211

^See List of Advertisers on page 178 Microcomputing, March 1982 183
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Supercheek, a handy test devicefrom Navtel.

leads. Twenty -live DIP
switches provide interrupt

and cross-patch ability for any
combination of leads on the

interlace. The unit comes
with a storage compartment
containing an RS-232C cable

and miniature patch cords.

Price is $139, Canadian.

Navtel. 8481 Keele St.. Unit

11 A. Concord, Ontario L4K
1B1. Header Service number
472.

Serial/Parallel I/O

Interface

SSM Microcomputer Prod-

ucts, Inc., 2190 Paragon
Drive, San Jose, CA 95 13 1 , oi-

lers the I05. a combination se-

rial/parallel input/output
board. The 105 features two

asynchronous RS-232 serial

interlaces to simplify periph-

eral additions to the bus, and
header selectable variable

data rates to support a variety

of high-speed serial data
transmission devices. It also

offers three parallel ports, in-

cluding a bidirectional, pro-

grammable port with 16 data

lines, an eight-bit input inter-

face for general-purpose data

entry and an eight-bit output

interface. Data activity is

monitored via send/receive

LED indicators on each line.

Price is $329. Reader Service

number 470.

Quad-Density
Graphics Printer

The Imp-4 is the first printer

to offer quad-density graph-

ics. The new printer gives the

user high speed and more

The Imp-4from Axiom Corp.

than twice the graphics reso-

lution of other dot matrix

printers. Up to 19.008 dots

print bidirectionally in a sin-

gle square inch: this tight dot

placement yields better graph-

ics resolution. Alphanumer-

ics are also printed bidirec-

tionally. in six different sizes

and boldface, with lowercase

descenders, at speeds up to

100 cps. Software control

codes let the user determine

printer functions. Price for the

Imp-4 is $699.

Axiom Corp., 1014 Gris-

wold Ave., San Fernando. CA
91340. Reader Service num-
ber 476.

Apple 3-D Graphics
Space Tablet is a combina-

tion hardware/software prod-

uct for the Apple II. A clear

16 x 13 inch tablet provides a

two-dimensional workspace.

An arm at the top center of the

tablet has an elbow that lets it

swivel on the tablet's surface;

it can also rotate above the

tablet. The position of the tip

of the arm is converted by the

computer to x, y, z coordi-

nates, making it possible to

actually trace three-dimen-

sional objects. The tablet has

two buttons connected to the

Apple via the paddle port, for

additional input. The provid-

ed software permits 2-D or 3-D

use. The 2-D graphics include

hi-res drawing, text and shape
routines. The 3-D programs
expand the input from a

choice of coordinates or two-

dimensional panels to actual

3-D locations. The $395 price

includes Micro Control Sys-

tem's tablet and Penguin's

software.

Penguin Software. PO Box
432. West Chicago, IL 60185.

Reader Service number 474.

The SSM 105 interface board.
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Wayne Green Books

BA^?Si*^
A N^

*&**««*

,*«******

A COURSE
IN DIGITAL
ELHHUONICS
wfctTejou

buildyour
own coropuitrf

*TRS-80 is a trademark of

Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp.

Annotated BASIC—A New Technique for Neophytes.
BASIC programming was supposed to be simple— a beginner's programming

language which was so near to English that it could be easily understood. But, in re-

cent years, BASIC has become much more powerful and therefore much more dif-

ficult to read and understand. BASIC simply isn't basic anymore.
Annotated BASIC explains the complexities of modern BASIC. It includes com-

plete TRS-80* Level II BASIC programs that you can use. Each program is annotated
to explain in step-by-step fashion the workings of the program. Programs are
flowcharted to assist you in following the operational sequence. And—each chapter
includes a description of the new concepts which have been introduced.

Annotated BASIC deals with the hows and whys of TRS-80 BASIC programming.
How is a program put together? Why is it written that way? By observing the pro-

grams and following the annotation, you can develop new techniques to use in your
own programs— or modify commercial programs for your specific use.

Annotated BASIC Volume 1 contains Projecting Profits, Surveyor, Things to Do. Tax Shelter. Introduction to

Digital Logic, Camelot, The Soundex Code, Deduction, Op Amp, Contractor Cost Estimating.

BK7384 $10.95 ISBN 0-88006-028-X

Annotated BASIC Volume 2 contains Rough Lumber List, Trip Mileage, Flight Plan, OSCAR Data, SWR/Antenna
Design, Supermaze, Petals Around the Rose, Numeric Analysis, Demons, Air Raid, Geography Test, Plumbing
System Design, (available March) BK7385 $10.95 ISBN 0-88006-037-9

Order Both Volumes and Save! BK738402 $18.95

Kilobaud Klassroom—
A practical course in digital electronics

by George Young and Peter Stark

Learning electronics theory without practice isn't easy. And it's no fun to build an
electronics project that you can't use. Kilobaud Klassroom, the popular series first

published in Kilobaud Microcomputing, combines theory with practice. This is a practi-

cal course in digital electronics. It starts out with very simple electronics projects, and
by the end of the course, you'll construct your own working microcomputer!
Authors Young and Stark are experienced teachers, and their approach is simple
and direct. Whether you're learning at home or in the classroom, this book pro-

vides you with a solid background in electronics—and you'll own a computer that
you built yourself!

Kilobaud Klassroom contains Getting the Ball Rolling, Gates and Flip-Flops Explained, J.K. Flip-Flops and
Clocked Logic, PC Boards and Power Supplies, Hardware Logical Functions, Voltage, Current and Power Sup-
plies, Transistors, Diodes and OP Amps, Pulses and More Pulses, Counters and Registers, Bus Traffic Con-
trol, ROM and RAM Memories, I/O Circuitry, Parallel and Serial I/O Ports, Computer I/O III. Computer I/O IV.

Computer I/O V, Processor Connections, Finally. . .The Kilobaud Krescendo, Eproms and Troubleshooting,
Expansions and Programming, Machine-Language Programming, Assembly-Language Programming, Con-
necting to the Outside World.

isbn 0-88006-027 1 (available March) BK7386 $14.95

The New Weather Satellite Handbook
By Dr. Ralph E. Taggart WB8DQT
Here is the completely updated and revised edition of the best-selling Weather
Satellite Handbook—containing all the information on the most sophisticated
spacecraft now in orbit. Dr. Taggart has written this book to serve both the ex-

perienced amateur satellite enthusiast and the newcomer. The book is an introduc-
tion to satellite watching that tells you how to construct a complete and highly effec-

tive ground station. Not just ideas, but solid hardware designs and all the instruc-

tions necessary to operate the equipment are included. An entire chapter is devoted
to microcomputers and the Weather Satellite Station. And for the thousands of ex-

perimenters who are operating stations, The New Weather Satellite Handbook
details all the procedures necessary to follow the current spacecraft.

Weather Satellite contains Operational Satellite Systems, Antenna Systems, Weather Satellite Receivers, A
Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) Monitor for Satellite Picture Display, A Direct-Printing Facsimile System for Weather
Satellite Display, How to Find the Satellite, Test Equipment, Microcomputers and the Weather Satellite Station,

station operations.
isbn 0-88006.015.8 available now! BK7383 $8.95

FOR TOLL-FREE ORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473 wgos

WAYNE GREEN BOOKS • PETERBOROUGH NH 03458
Use the order card or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to Wayne Green Books Att: Sales • Peterborough NH 03458.
Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information. (Visa, Master Charge or American Express accepted.)
No C.O.D. orders accepted. All orders add $1.50 for the first book, postage and handling; $1.00 each additional book; $10.00 per book foreign air mail.
Please allow 4-6 weeks after publication for delivery. Questions regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the above address.

J
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The Codas lOOOfrom Cosima.

Intelligent Data
Acquisition and
Control System
The Codas 1000 is a univer-

sal measurement and control

system that interfaces to vir-

tually any host computer with

communications via parallel,

RS-232C and IEEE-488. Tar-

geted for scientific and in-

dustrial applications, this sys-

tem provides resident or re-

mote site real-time computer
automation for scientific in-

struments and process con-

trol. Any language or oper-

ating system can be used in

the host computer because

the Codas 1000 is pro-

grammed (up to 64K bytes) by

a high-level command set that

lets you specify speed, chan-

nel number, measurements
and other variables. The
Codas 1000 includes a Z-80

microprocessor, 8K bytes

ROM, 64K bytes RAM, 16-

channel ADC, four-channel

ADC and a real-time clock

with battery backup. Priced

under $4000.

Cosima Corp., PO Box
12789, Salem, OR 97309.

Reader Service number 478.

H/Z-89 Peripheral

Artra, Inc., PO Box 653, Ar-

lington. VA 22216. is an-

nouncing Housemaster—an

add-on printed circuit card for

the Heath/Zenith-89. The
standard Housemaster board

provides the computer with

four separate peripherals on a

single printed circuit card.

These include voice recogni-

tion, stereo sound synthesis, a

real-time clock/calendar and a

BSR-X- 10 home control inter-

face. Available options are a

battery backup for the clock,

two types of voice synthesis

and two RS-232 serial ports.

All options mount on the

same board. A full disk of 17

programs is provided along

with a 90-page manual. The
programs are written in either

Basic or assembly language,

and demonstrate all features

on the board. By combining
all four, the program provides

control of household devices

by voice, date/time or key-

board. User-developed sub-

routines can be added and
controlled in the same way.

Housemaster costs $399 for

the kit and $479 for the

The Sonic Micro Systems memory board.

assembled, calibrated and
tested version. The recom-

mended battery backup is

$29 for the kit and $39
assembled. Reader Service

number 477.

64K RAM Board
Sonics Micro Systems' 64K

bank-selectable random ac-

cess memory is an inexpen-

sive board that uses only 6V2

W of power. It features con-

tinuous memory refresh dur-

ing system resets and long

wait states, and true bank
selectability in 16K levels.

Each 16K bank can be as-

signed to any of four locations

within the 64K address space,

and can be enabled and dis-

abled via software control.

The board is compatible with

Cromemco, North Star, Vec-

tor Graphics and other Z-80

systems. Priced at $545.

Sonics Micro Systems,
1500 N.W. 62 St., Suite 409.

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309.

The Housemaster boardfrom Artra. Inc.
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Reader Service number 475.

Universal Hard-Disk
Subsystem
The MSC 9700 Winchester

disk storage subsystem can

be adapted for most popular

microcomputers by adding a

host adapter personality card.

When used with a specific

host adapter, the MSC 9700
emulates the software pro-

tocol of the host computer.

The MSC 9700 can back up

stored programs and data

with either a second Win-

chester disk drive or a floppy

drive. The standard subsys-

tem combines one Seagate

Technology ST-506 5*4-inch

Winchester disk drive. Xebec

S1410 controller and a re-

liable 115/230 V power sup-

ply. Price is under $3000. Av-

erage cost of available host

adapters is under $200.

Microcomputer Systems
Corporation, 432 Lakeside

Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

Reader Service number 479.

Microcomputer Systems Corp.'s MSC 9700 storage sub-

system.



uimix zmhz bauy systems
GIMIX offers you a variety of system packages including systems that feature BOTH

MICROWARE's OS-9 Level 1™ operating system and TECHNICAL SYSTEMS CON-
SULTANTS' FLEX™. Switch between these two predominant 6809 Disk Operating Systems,

under software control, without the need to change PROMS, switches, or system configura-

tion. System packages are also available for MICROWARE's OS-9 Level 2 and TECHNICAL
SYSTEMS CONSULTANTS' UniFLEX™. You can select one of our featured systems or select

from our wide variety of system components to build a custom system to suit your needs.

All systems include any required CPU Board options and are completely configured to your specifications. They do not include

disk drives or terminals. See pages 4 and 5 for information on S 1/*" drives for installation in the CLASSY CHASSIS and/or 8"

disk drives and cabinets. Any combination of 5V4" and 8" floppy disk drives, up to four drives total, can be used with systems

that include controller (except UniFLEX™systems which require 8" drives).

For information and pricing on additional options see the appropriate pages of this brochure or contact the factory.

56KB 2MHZ 6809 SYSTEMS WITH GMXBUG/FLEX/OS-9 SOFTWARE SELECTABLE
INCLUDES: CLASSY CHASSIS, 6809 PLUS CPU Board, 56K Byte STATIC RAM, #43 Two Port Serial I/O board w/cables, and...

with #58 single density disk controller (System #59) $2988.59

with #68 DMA double density disk controller (System #49) $3248.49

To substitute Non-Volatile CMOS RAM with battery back-up. add $ 150.00

128KB 2Mhz 6809 DMA Systems for use with TSC's UNIFLEX or MICROWARE's OS-9 Level 2

INCLUDES: CLASSY CHASSIS, 6809 PLUS CPU Board, #68 DMA Disk Controller, Two 64K Byte STATIC RAM Boards, #43 two

Port Serial I/O board w/cables, (software not included. UniFLEX^M requires 8" disk drives) $3798.39

To substitute 128KB of Non-Volatile CMOS RAM w/Battery Back-Up add $ 300.00

56 KB SYSTEM #29 This system can be used as the basis for a custom system to suit your special needs. It includes:

CLASSY CHASSIS, 6809 PLUS CPU, 56KB STATIC RAM Board, and #43 TWO PORT SERIAL I/O board w/cables. You can add to

this your choice of Disk Controllers, Memory, I/O, Software, etc $2498.29

50 Hz version of above add $ 30.00

The GIMIX CLASSY CHASSIS
6800 / 6809 SS-50 BUS MAINFRAME

h l , w

The CLASSY CHASSIS includes: ™™i™
A HEAVYWEIGHT, ALUMINUM CABINET (18" wide x 21" deep x 7" high) painted in a putty colored,

durable baked enamel finish. The cabinet holds our 6800/6809 mother board. CV Ferro-resonant power supp-

ly, and has provisions for mounting one or two 5 1/4" Floppy or Winchester disk drives. The back panel is punched

for 15 "D" type data connectors (25 pin) and has provisions for two removable connector plates that are available in

a variety of connector configurations. Cabinets are normally supplied with two blank plates unless other types are

required or specified. The cabinet includes a fan and ventilation slots which direct cooling air over the boards and

power supply. The front panel has a 3 position, key locking, power switch that permits the reset switch to be locked

out, preventing accidental system reset, and a three position RESET /ABORT switch. Optional filler plates are

available for systems that do not use the 5V drive openings.

The 6800/6809 SS-50 /C MOTHERBOARD includes:
This highly versatile motherboard is easily reconfigured for a variety of 6800 and 6809, SS-50 and SS-50C bus configurations.

GOLD PLATED connectors are used throughout to insure long lasting electrical contact and protection against corrosion.

It has fifteen 50 pin slots, 8 DIP-switch addressable 30 pin I/O slots, and a special 10 pin slot for the baud rate generator board. The fully buffered I/O block can be con-

figured for 4, 8, or 16 decoded addresses per slot, and is DIP-switch addressable to any 32, 64, or 128 byte boundary. Extended address decoding (SS-50C) allows the I/O

block to be addressed anywhere in the 1M byte address space.

The baud rate generator board provides 11 standard (16X) baud rates, from 75 to 38. 4K, in 2 groups. Programming jumpers allow easy selection of up to five baud rates.

The five baud rate lines on the 50 pin bus are easily disconnected from the 30 pin bus for use with SS-50C extended addressing or as user defined lines. A slow I/O circuit, for

the 6809 CPU, can be used to generate an MRDY signal whenever an I/O slot is accessed (This allows, for example, using PI0 Disk Controllers with a 2MHz. 6809 CPU).

All data, address, and control lines are fully terminated and separated by noise reducing ground lines on the bottom of the board.

The .090" thick, double sided PC. board has a full ground plane Faraday Shield on the top side to further reduce noise.

The CV Ferro-resonant Power Supply features a custom designed for GIMIX to GIMIX specs Constant Voltage, Ferro-resonant, faraday shielded, transformer that provides

brown-out and overvoltage protection and permits the system to operate properly, even under adverse AC power input conditions. It also includes an AC line filter and AC reso-

nant capacitor, 3 DC filter capacitors, and GIMIX unique filter assembly board that has a clamping terminal block for easy wiring connectors. The power supply provides +8

Volts at 30 Amps, + 16 Volts at 5 Amps, and - 16 Volts at 5 Amps; enough to power a fully loaded system plus the two 5VT Disk drives, including Winchester types, that can

be installed in the cabinet. All supply outputs are filtered and individually fused. The standard version operates over an AC input range of 90 to 140 Volts, 60 Hz. Export ver-

sions are available for inputs of 95 to 130 or 190 to 260 volts, 50 Hz.

CABINET, MOTHERBOARD, and POWER SUPPLY assembled, burned in, and tested $1198.19

50 Hz Export versions (specify voltage) Add $ 30.00

Please see page 7 for information on optional front panel filler plates, disk regulator boards, back panel connector plates, and back panel cable sets.

NOTE- Due to weiqht restrictions GIMIX MAINFRAMES with 5" drives installed and GIMIX 8" DISK CABINETS with drives installed cannot be shipped via UPS. At the customers option we will ship these systems via UPS with the drives packed

separately or via air freight (EMERY) collect, with the drives installed Please specify the desired shipping method when ordering. Regardless of the shipping method chosen, all systems are assembled and tested as complete units before shipping

TO ORDER BY MAIL SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER OR USE YOUR VISA OR MASTER CHARGE. Please allow 3 weeks for personal checks to clear. U.S. orders add $5

handlinq if order is under $200.00. Foreign orders add $10 handling if order is under $200.00. Foreign orders over $200.00 will be shipped via Emery Air Freight COLLECT, and

we will charqe no handling All orders must be prepaid in U.S. funds. Please note that foreign checks have been taking about 8 weeks for collection so we would advise wir-

ing money, or checks drawn on a bank account in the U.S. Our bank is the Continental Illinois National Bank of Chicago, 231 S. LaSalle Street, Chicago, IL 60693, account

#73-32033. Visa or Master Charge also accepted.

Be sure to add $30.00 for each 50Hz power supply where needed

GIMIX Inc. reserves the right to change pricing and product specifications at any time without further notice - GIMIX* and GHOST* are registered trademarks of GIMIX Inc. ©1982 GIMIX Inc.

GIMIX Inc. — 1337 WEST 37th PLACE • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60609 • (312) 927-5510 • TWX 910-221-4055



GIMIX 6809 CPU BOARD for the SS-50 BUS
The GIMIX 6809 PLUS CPU is an extremely versatile board that offers the user a great many features
and options which make it an ideal choice for a variety of systems and applications.
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Any one of 3 memory management techniques can be used:

Straight Bank Select

GIMIX Enhanced DAT w/software write protect (optional)

SWTPC compatible DAT (required for SBUG-E) (optional)

Software write protect in 4K blocks, of the entire address space (when GIMIX
enhanced DAT is installed)

Jumper selectable processor clock speeds (1, 1.5, 2 MHz.)
Separate buffers for the 6809 and the on card devices

4 PROM/ROM/RAM sockets for monitors and user software (up to 32K)

PROM/ROM/RAM sockets individually jumper selectable for single or multiple supply voltage

and 1, 2, 4 or 8K byte devices (Some FPLAs do not support 8K devices)

1K bytes of scratchpad RAM
6840 programmable timer with provisions for external clock,

gate and output connections

Time of Day Clock (58167) w/Battery backup

9511 A or 9512 Arithmetic Processor w/Jumper selectable 2, 3. or 4 MHz. clock speeds
(optional)

FPLA address decoding for the 8 on card devices 4 PROM/ROM/RAM sockets. 58167,
9511 A/951 2, 6840, 1K scratchpad RAM
Software switching of address configurations for the 8 on card devices (allows software swit-

ching between on board PROM/ROM/RAM resident system monitors)

All FPLA decoded devices can be individually enabled/disabled

FPLA decoded devices are available for DMA access

Extended addressing for the FPLA decoded devices (can be disabled)

Software switching between on and off board system monitors using extended addressing.
Jumper selectable interrupts for the 6840, 58167, and 9511 A/951

2

NMI input can be jumpered to the bus or to an external connector
BA & BS jumper selectable for independent or gated operation

User defined latch output

Gold M0LEX connectors for trouble free contact

SS-50 and SS-50C compatible

Full DMA compabilities (works with any of the 6809 DMA methods)
Full Slow memory capabilities

Fully assembled, tested and burned in

NOTE: GIMIX 6809 CPU BOARDS do not include a baud rate generator In systems that requ.re a baud rate generator, it must be provided elsewhere. The GIMIX 6800/6809 mainframe includes a baud rate generator on the mother board

2 MHz 6809 PLUS CPU #05 $578.05
The GIMIX 6809 PLUS CPU board has a variety of other options that may be ordered at the time of purchase or added later, it is fully socketed to allow addinq the follow-
ing options at any time.

GIMIX ENHANCED Dynamic Address Translation $35.00 SWTPc Compatible DAT (required for SBUG-E) $1 5.00
1K CMOS Scratchpad RAM (1.5 MHz) Substitution $ 8 QO

ARITHMETIC PROCESSORS
9511A(32bitmathw/transcendentals)4MHz $312.00 9512 (64 bit math only) 3 MHz $265 00

GIMIX 6800 CPU BOARD
- 6800 MPU - DIP-switch EPROM addressing, w ...

$224.03
- 4K EPROM (2708) compatible with most standard ^ ... coqq nc
- 128 bvte RAM 6800 monitors.

6840 JKOB.UD
idu Dyie ham

Baud Rate
- 6840 Programmable timer Option Add . . $ 30.00

(optional)

THE UNIQUE GIMIX 80 x 24 VIDEO BOARD
Upper and Lower Case with Descenders • Hardware Scrolling

Contiguous 8x10 Character Cells • X-Y Addressable Hardware Cursor
IT IS THE ONLY VIDEO BOARD THAT GIVES YOU: A user programmable RAM character generator. Custom
character sets, up to 128 characters each, can be stored and loaded into the board under software control, from disk, tape, etc.

The ability to choose, under software control, 256 displayable characters from 384 available in the 3 on board (2 EPROM and 1 RAM)
character generators.

The ability to divide the 256 displayable characters into 8 groups, according to both ASCII Code and bit 8; lets your program deter-
mine how each group is displayed. (Which character generator to use, and whether it will be normal or inverse video, full or reduced
intensity or a combination of these.)

GHOSTability: to place multiple boards at the same address and access them individually without affecting the display of the other boards.
The ability to control all these features, on the fly, through software.

• Fully decoded, occupies only 2K of address space. * Fully socketed - Gold bus connectors. * Assembled, Burned In. and Tested at 2MHz.

Deluxe Version with RAM Character Generator . . . $458.76 Without RAM Character Generator . . . $398.74
• 50 Hz Versions Available •

Versions of GMXBUG-90/FLEX and OS-9 that use the GIMIX 80 x 24 VIDEO BOARD in place of a serial

terminal are available. These versions require a user supplied video monitor and parallel ASCII
keyboard. Contact GIMIX for more information. inc.

Also Available: For Use with Master Antenna Systems,

Our 64 or 32x16 Fully Interlaced, Uppercase Only, Video Board $198.71

Gimix
1337 WEST 37th PLACE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60609
(312) 927-5510 • TWX 910-221-4055



2MHz 64K BYTE STATIC RAM BOARD $638.67
for 6800 and 6809 systems using the SS-50/SS-50C bus

Also available...

56K $578.57

48K $518.47

32K $398.37

24K $348.27
All versions have gold bus connectors and are fully socketed, assembled, burned in, and tested

Versions with less than 64K can be expanded at any time by adding additional RAM chips.

FEATURES:
• ADDRESSABLE in two 32K sections with separate regular and extended address decoding for each section. Each section can be addressed to any 32K

boundary in the address range (1M Byte with extended addressing). Each 32K section is divided into four 8K blocks that can be individually enabled or

disabled. Disabled sections do not occupy address space.

• FULLY STATIC MEMORY does not require complicated refresh timing or clocks for data retention. Compatible with any ot the 6800/6809 DMA techniques.

• GUARANTEED 2Mhz. OPERATION uses high speed (200 ns.) memory with no wait states or clock stretching required.

• LOW POWER NMOS RAM requires less than 3/4 AMP (750 ma) typical at 8V, for a fully populated 64K board.

Also available...

NON-VOLATILE 64K BYTE CMOS STATIC RAM BOARDS with BATTERY BACK-UP
With all the versatility of the above boards.. . PLUSl
• NON-VOLATILE MEMORY with built in battery back-up. Retains data even with system power

removed. With the battery fully charged, data remains intact for a minimum of 21 days.

• ULTRA-LOW POWER CMOS RAM requires less than 1/4 AMP (250 ma.) typical at 8V for a

fully populated 64K board.

• LOW BUS VOLTAGE DETECTION inhibits memory access during power up and power down

to prevent false writes to the memory.

• WRITE PROTECT SWITCH permits the entire board to be write protected for PROM/ROM

emulation and software debugging.

64K.. $798.64 - 56K.. $728.56 - 32K.. $518.36

All above RAM Boards are guaranteed for 2MHz operation.

16 SOCKET EPROM/ROM/RAM BOARD
WITH EXTENDED ADDRESS DECODING
For Use With: Existing SS50 Systems and SS50C Extended Address Systems
FEATURES: Up to 128K on a single board (using 8K devices)

Can be used with 2, 4, and 8K 24 pin, 2716/2516 pinout, single supply voltage EPROMs and most pin-

compatible ROMs and static RAMS.
• Device sizes and types can be mixed on the same board

• 2 separate 8 socket sections

DIP-switch selection of base address for each section

Individual address decoders for each section, including extended address decoding

Bi-polar PROMs for address decoding allow mixing of device sizes within a section

Separate slow memory generation for each section. (6809 only)

• Each socket is jumper programmable for device size and type (2, 4 or 8K PROM /ROM /RAM)

w . , „. ^ m • Fully Buffered • Fully Socketed • Gold Bus Connectors

ASSEMBLED, BURNED-IN, AND TESTED $ZuO . OC

8K PROM BOARD $98.34
• Holds eight 2708 or 2708-compatible ROMS. • Gold Bus Connectors

• DIP-switch addressable to any 8K boundary.

HIGH RESOLUTION BIT MAP GRAPHICS BOARD SET
FEA TURES: - 512 x 512 Dot resolution - A board set consisting of the Graphics Controller Board and the Screen Memory Board (32K of

mem0 ry) — Does not tie-up the processor or system bus for screen refresh — Occupies 8K of address space plus 8 bytes for control ports

— Separate DIP-switch selection for screen memory and control port addressing — GHOSTability allows multiple boards to be placed at the same ad-

dress and be enabled/disabled under software control — Extended address decoding for SS50C extended address lines

ASSEMBLED BURNED IN AND TESTED $996.77
NOTE: This Graphic Board Set requires a high resolution video monitor such as the M0R0T0LA M4408 with a 30KHz horizontal scan rate.

P"|ftl|>^inc 1337 WEST 37th PLACE • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60609 • (312) 927-5510 • TWX 910-221-4055



GIMIX DMA DOUBLE DENSITY
DISK CONTROLLER #68
The GIMIX DMA (Direct Memory Access) DISK CON-
TROLLER has the capabilities needed to realize the full

potential of todays sophisticated multi-user/multi-tasking

operating systems such as OS-9™ and UniFLEX™.

HIGH SPEED using bi-polar logic DMA circuitry for

guaranteed operation at 2MHz. DMA transfers take
place at full bus speed using 6809 cycle steal DMA.
Once the required parameters are passed to the con-
troller and DMA transfer is initiated the processor is

free for other tasks. Interrupts can be generated to
indicate the completion of the transfer.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE DENSITY data storage on any combination of 5 1/T' and 8" floppy disk drives; single and double headed,
single and double track density, up to 4 drives total.

LOW ERROR RATES are insured by a data recovery circuit (data separator) and adjustable write precompensation circuitry for

drives that require precomp. Separate precomp adjustments are provided for 5 1/4" and 8" drives.

ADDRESSABLE to any 8 byte boundary in the address space (1M byte when extended address decoding is used). The board
occupies only 8 bytes of address space.

EXTENDED ADDRESSING control using the SS-50C extended address lines. Control of the extended address lines allows the
board to perform DMA transfers to and from any address in the 1M byte address space.

FULLY BUFFERED with separate 5 1
/4

M and 8" output buffers and schmidt trigger input buffers for the disk drive signals.

The DMA controller leaves the processor free to perform other tasks once the transfer is initiated, unlike programmed I/O disk controllers which require
full time use of the processor during data transfers to and from disk.

This is extremely important in a multi-user/multi-tasking environment as the processor can perform other tasks such as console I/O while a disk transfer
is in progress.

#68 fully assembled, burned in, and tested $588.68

GIMIX DOUBLE DENSITY PIO DISK CONTROLLER #28
The GIMIX DOUBLE DENSITY PIO (PROGRAMMED I/O) DISK CONTROLLER Is a versatile floppy disk
interface for use in 6809 systems on the SS-50 or SS-50C bus. The board physically occupies one slot
of the 30 pin I/O bus.

• Double the unformatted storage capacity of single density controllers
• Single and double density operation
• Phase lock data recovery circuit (data separator)
• Adjustable write precompensation (precomp)
• Controls up to four SVi" drives
• Controls single and double headed drives
• Designed to meet the data hold-time requirements of the Western Digital 1 797 floppy disk

controller I.C.

The GIMIX DOUBLE DENSITY PIO DISK CONTROLLER is ideal for systems that require greater data storage than that provided
by single density controllers, without increasing the number or type of drives. In most cases existing 6809 systems can be
upgraded by adding only the controller and the appropriate operating system software.

#28 fully assembled, burned in and tested $298.28

GIMIX 5/8 DISK CONTROLLER BOARD #58
The GIMIX 5/8 DISK CONTROLLER is a versatile floppy disk interface for use with both 6800 and
6809 systems on the SS-50 or SS-50C bus. The board physically occupies one slot of the 30 pin I/O bus.

• Hardware and software compatible with existing disk controllers (SWTPc DC-1, DC-2 and DC-3)
• Controls up to four 5 1/4" drives in 6800 systems
• Controls any mix of 5 1

/4
M and 8" drives, up to four drives total, in 6809 systems

• Provides for double headed drives
• Synchronous data separator for data reliability

• Designed to meet the data hold-time requirements of the 1771 floppy disk controller I.C.

The GIMIX 5/8 DISK CONTROLLER is ideal for a variety of applications including the replacement of controllers in existing systems. As a
replacement it can provide the added advantages of a data separator, double headed drive capability, and in 6809 systems the ability to

use 8" drives. Double headed drives and 8" operation may require appropriate operating system software.

#58 fully assembled, burned in, and tested $226.58

ALSO As above, but for 5Va " drives only $198.48
AVAILABLE: As above, but without 1771, tested, not burned in $158.38

NOTE: When ordering disk controllers please specify the make and model of the drives being used.

5%" DRIVES INSTALLED IN GIMIX SYSTEMS with all necessary cables
SINGLE DENSITY DOUBLE DENSITY

U B i
^T 1

• ! 1*
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•ti
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#
•

40 track (48TPI) single sided
40 track (48TPI) double sided
80 track (96TPI) single sided

80 track (96TPI) double sided

Formatted
199,680

399,360

404,480

808,960

Unformatted
250,000

500,000

500,000

1,000,000

Formatted
341,424

718,848

728,064

1,456,128

Unformatted
500,000

1 ,000,000

1,000,000

2,000,000

2 for $700.00

2 for 900.00

2 for 900.00

2 for 1300.00

CHART SHOWS TOTAL CAPACITY IN BYTES FOR 2 DRIVES.
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GIMIX VERSIONS OF TSC's 6809 FLEX operating systems are available for all three GIMIX disk controllers. They fully support all the

features of each controller and are software compatible with other versions of FLEX. GIMIX FLEX includes a disk FORMAT program

that allows the user to pick the number of tracks to format, single or double sided disks, and where appropriate single or double

density. It also supports both single (48 TPI) and double (96 TPI) track 5 1/4
M
drives and allows 80 track (96 TPI) drives to read, write, and

format 40 track (48 TPI) disks. FLEX is single user and limited to 56KB systems.
Specify controller and type of drive: 8"; or 5 1/4" 40 or 80 track $90.00

NOTE: FLEX requires a system monitor (e.g. GMXBUG or S-BUG E). When used with a SWTP CPU and S-BUG E and the GIMIX #65 DMA
CONTROLLER, the GIMIX BOOTSTRAP PROM is also required.

GMXBUG 09 includes advanced debugging capabilities as well as utility and memory manipulation routines. The standard terminal

based version can be upgraded to video based for use with the GIMIX 80 x 24 Video board by changing the bootstrap PROM to the

Video/bootstrap Prom. It can be used with either GIMIX DAT or SWTP DAT, but they are not required.

Price includes PROMs, Manual, and Source listing (Specify DAT) $98.65

Video/bootstrap or Bootstrap PROM only (included w/GMXBUG) $30.00

GIMIX* versions of MICROWARE's OS-9 Level 1 are available for all GIMIX disk controllers. OS-9 includes PROMS and Disk.

Microware's OS-9 Debugger is also included. Level 1 is multi-user, but limits user to 56KB Specify controller and type of drive: 8"; or

5 1/4"40or80track $195.00

• SYSTEM SPECIAL • GIMIX offers you GMXBUG/FLEX/OS-9 selectable under software
control. See System prices elsewhere in this brochure.

UNIFLEX is available for GIMIX Systems using the GIMIX 6809 CPU board and the #68 DMA Controller with 8" drives. It re-

quires a minimum of 128KB of RAM. A signed license agreement with TSC is required before shipping. The SWTP DAT parts

must be installed on the GIMIX CPU.
UNIFLEX $550.00 GIMIX boot PROM for UNIFLEX $50.00

MICROWARE's OS-9 Level 2 requires a minimum of 128KB of RAM. The GIMIX DAT parts must be installed on the GIMIX CPU.
GIMIX versions of Level 2 also include the Debugger (To be available soon) $495.00

A WIDE VARIETY OF LANGUAGES AND OTHER SOFTWARE IS AVAILABLE FOR THESE 6809 DISK OPERATING SYSTEMS
FOR MICROWARE's OS-9 LEVEL 1 & 2:

Macro Text Editor $125.00 CIS COBOL $895.00 0S-9 PASCAL $400.00

OS-9 Assembler 125.00 Forms 2 Option 200.00 OS-9 C Compiler (Available Soon) 400.00

BASIC09 195.00

FOR TSC's FLEX
6809 Native-Code Pascal Compiler $200.00 Sort/ Merge $ 75.00 Standard Basic Precompiler $ 50.00

Basic 75.00 6809 Debug Package 75.00 Extended Basic Precompiler 50.00
Extended Basic 100.00 6809 Diagnostics Package 75.00 6809 FLEX Utilities 75.00

Text Processing System 75.00 6809 Assembler 50.00 68000 Cross Assembler 250.00

Text Editing System 50.00

FOR UNIFLEX 1 Year Maintenace Included on all Uniflex Prices.

UniFLEX Operating System (6809) $550.00 UniFLEX Sort/Merge $150.00 Fortran 77 (requires relocating assembler) . . . $350.00

UniFLEX Basic 200.00 UniFLEX Pascal 300.00 6809 Relocating Assembler & Linking Loader . . 175.00

UniFLEX Basic Precompiler 150.00 UniFLEX 68000 Cross Assembler 300.00 Fortran & Relocating Assembler (pkg. deal) 450.00

UniFLEX Text Processor 150.00 Enhanced Printer Spooler 150.00

C Compiler (Requires relocating assembler, available soon) 400.00 C Compiler & Relocating Assembler 500.00

The above software is from MICROWARE and TSC. Numerous offerings of languages (e.g. C, PASCAL, FORTH), utilities (e.g. spelling
dictionaries, cross assemblers, disassemblers) and application packages (e.g. word processing, data base management, accounting),
are available from many other software houses.

8" DISK CABINET and POWER SUPPLY. The cabinet features the same quality,

styling, and finish as the GIMIX MAINFRAME and mounts two standard size 8" floppy
and/or Winchester disk drives. It will also hold 4 thinline 8" floppys or a combination of 2
thinline floppys and an 8" Winchester.
To provide an easy means of controlling the power to an entire system from one switch,

three accessory outlets, one for the computer and two for peripherals (terminals, printer,

etc.), are provided. The back panel mounted power switch selects either OFF, ON, or the
AUTO mode. In the AUTO mode, the power supply and two of the accessory outlets are
controlled by the computer (or other device), connected to the third accessory outlet.

When the computer is turned on or off, the cabinet senses the presence or absence of
current flow to the computer and turns itself and the other accessory outlets on or off. Circuitry is also provided to turn AC drive motors
ON and OFF under computer control. A built in fan with a washable air filter provides cooling for the power supply and drives. The back
panel is punched for 4 connectors (two 50 and two 20 pin) for connections between the cabinet and the computer.
The power supply uses a constant voltage Ferro-resonant transformer for reliability and protection against brownouts and power line

noise. It provides +5 Volts at 6 Amps, -»-24 Volts at 6 Amps, and -5 Volts at 750 Ma. continuously; with ample surge capacity for

drives that require higher starting currents. The supply has two separate 24 V. outputs that can be sequenced to delay starting of the
second drive until the first is up to speed.

All units are fully assembled, burned in, and tested.
8" DUAL DRIVE DISK SYSTEM: includes two double sided 8" disk drives, cabinet, power supply, and all necessary cables to connect to
aGIMIX MAINFRAME or controller (see shipping notes on page 8) $2698.88
8" DISK CABINET ONLY: includes power supply and AC & DC power cables Note: Because different drive models require different AC
& DC connectors, be sure to specify the quantity and model number of the drives being used when ordering $848.18
For 50 Hz Export power supply, add $ 30.00
DRIVE CABLE: for 8" floppy drives includes connectors for the disk drives and a back panel connector for the 8" disk cabinet.

with 2 drive connectors $44.82
with 4 drive connectors $67.84

MAINFRAME CABLE: for use with the above cable; to connect the disk cabinet to GIMIX MAINFRAMES and disk controllers . . . $45.81
8" FILLER PLATE: used when only one drive is installed $14.83

GIMIX' and GHOST' are registered trademarks of GIMIX Inc 1982 GIMIX Inc FLEX and UNIFLEX are trademarks of Technical Systems Consultants 0S9 is a trademark of Microware Systems Corp. Inc.



GIMIX 2MHz INPUT /OUTPUT BOARDS
SERIAL INTERFACE BOARDS All GIMIX serial interface cards use the versatile 68B50 programmable ACIA
that provides software control over: number of data bits, parity, stop bits, and interrupts; plus a full set of error

and status flags. They all feature RS-232 compatible input/output with RTS, CTS, and DCD handshake signals.

The GIMIX SINGLE PORT serial interface also has 20 Ma. current loop output for use with GIMIX RELAY DRIVER
BOARDS, teletypes, etc.

All serial boards have gold plated, header type connectors for corrosion resistance and reliable operation.

PARALLEL INTERFACE BOARDS All GIMIX parallel boards use the 6821 PIA for compatibility and versatility.

Each 6821 provides two 8 bit ports with a variety of handshake and interrupt generation modes.

Optional cable sets are available to provide 25 pin "D" type data connectors for back-panel mounting.

SINGLE PORT SERIAL INTERFACE
(For the 30 pin I/O bus) $88.41

DIP-switches provide full control over I/O and handshaking configuration —
easily accessible, no soldering necessary for:

* RS-232 or Current Loop select

* One of five baud rates or an external clock

* Optional connection to the Interrupt Request line

* Override of the DCD and CTS modem control signals

On-card regulators for +5. + 12. and — 12 volts provide

power at the connector for modems, cassette interfaces, etc.

RS-232 and current loop drivers and receivers keep output from the GIMIX Serial

Interface powerful and clean.

OTHER FEATURES INCLUDE:
* Modem Control Signals — has data carrier detect and clear to send inputs.

* Cassette Interface Control — has a diode-protected external clock input and a

separate clock output. * Secondary RS-232 input and output channels

* Current loop input and output * Reader Control output * Request to send output

TWO PORT PARALLEL INTERFACE CARD
(For the 30 pin bus): $88.42

EACH PORT HAS:

w Eight data I/O lines —
fully buffered, with

Schmidt-trigger inputs

for high noise immunity

v DIP-switch selection, of

either input or output

v Its own buffered input

handshaking line

Its own buffered output handshaking line that is strappable for input.

DIP-switches for connecting to the interrupt Request or the Non-Maskable

Inerrupt lines.

*x its own professional-quality gold-plated header connector

ts Gold Bus Connectors

^ Its own DIP-socket for connecting to boards that need an external 8-bit or

output port such as the GIMIX Opto board.

^ On-card regulators for + 5 and - 12 volts provide power at the connectors for

keyboards, tape readers, etc.

$128.432 PORT SERIAL INTERFACE (For the 30 pin i/o bus)

Solderless jumpers provide easy selection and changing of options.

FEATURES:

• 2 separate RS-232 ports (with handshake) on a single board

• Jumper programmable connector pinouts for easier connection to external devices. (Connector can be

programmed as DCE or DTE)

• Provides direct plug-in of standard RS-232 connectors when used with optional GIMIX cable sets.

• Individual baud rate and interrupt select jumpers for eacn port.

• Selectable for use with 4, 8, or 16 addresses per slot.

8 PORT SERIAL BOARD
(For the 50 pin bus) $318.46

The GIMIX 8 PORT SERIAL INTERFACE has 3 header

type connectors for external connections. The center

connector provides Transmit Data, Receive Data, and
signal ground for all 8 ports. The outer 2 connectors

each provide TX, RX, and signal ground as well as the 3

handshake lines RTS, DCD, and CTS for 4 ports.

8 PORT PARALLEL INTERFACE BOARD
(For the 50 pin bus) $198.45

FEATURES:
* 8 separate RS-232 ports (with handshake) on a single 50 pin board

* Extended address decoding tor the SS50C bus
* Occupies only 16 bytes of address space

* DIP-switch addressable to any 16 byte boundary
* Individual DIP-switch selectable baud rates and interrupts for each port

* On board buad rate generator for baud rates from 75 to 38. 4K baud

Eight 8 bit parallel ports on a single board

Four 6821 PIAs

3 ports buffered for output

5 ports bi-directional (not buffered)

Built in interrupt generator outputs 1 second or 1

minute interrupts

Occupies 16 bytes of address space

DIP-switch addressable to any 16 byte boundary

•• —1

CABLE SETS FOR ALL ABOVE BOARDS . . . . ea. $22.95
Cable sets include: Ribbon cable with a matching connector for the

I/O board, a 25 pin "D" type data connector for back panel mounting,

and mounting hardware.

(Please specify which board when ordering cable sets)

GIMIX UNIVERSAL SYNCHRONOUS & ASYNCHRONOUS SERIAL 1/0
versions: with a 68B50 ACIA, a 68B52 SSDA (Synchronous Serial Data Adapter) or a 68B54 ADLC (Advanced

mode operation of the 68B54 ADLC. All three feature jumper selectable RS-232C or RS-423 (single-ended), or

Receive data, transmit data, external clock, and handshake signals. External connections can be made through

the 26 pin header at the top of the board or. when used with an optinal GIMIX cable set. a 25 pin "D" type data

connector. The jumper programmable 1/0 connector pinouts can be arranged to suit a variety of interface

configurations.

with 68B50 ACIA ($244.50) with 68B52 SSDA ($254.52) with 68B54 ADLC ($268.54)

BOARDS. This 30 pin board is available in three

Data-Link Controller). Control logic is provided for loop

RS-422 (Differential) line drivers and receivers for the

Gimix inc.

1337 WEST 37th PLACE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60609
(312) 927-5510 • TWX 910-221-405!



Control 31 Separate
AC Circuits (20 amps max. ea )

RELAY
DRIVER BOARDS
FOR A.C.

POWER CONTROL
4 Boards (124 relays) can be con-
nected to one 20 ma. current loop. Each
board controls 31 G.E. RR8 relays.

124 relay?'
8 Ser 'a

'
P°r,S '° r additional 9 r°ups of

SSf 7k°
C0NNECT °n'y two pairs of wires coming fromBoards, these wires may be the standard telephone type

REMOTELY LOCATABLE. Relay Driver Boards can be conve-niently located for A.C. power distribution - away from the
fn°
m
Ph
Uter^nd ot^er Rela* Driver Board s- The board operate!in e.ther the active or the report mode, as specified by thecomputer. In the active mode, the board interprets the 8-bildata received as a command to turn on or off a particular™y
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brlef interval ,0 allow the selected realy to

«fa t ?=' '
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.°K

ard Slnses that relaV's status
<
on or off). If thestatus is other than expected, the computer takes

appropriate action as determined by the program. A com-mand received in the report mode has the same results ex-cept for relay activation. This allows the mode to check r'elav
status at any time.

dy

RELAY DRIVER BOARD ACCESSORIES
MOUNTING BRACKET * custom designed to hold a Relay
Driver Board and 31 relays. The bracket (26" x 8V4" x 4") and
transformer will fit in a standard electrical cabinet (extra roomneeded for wiring) creating a neat and easily installed system.
TRANSFORMER * 2 Amp., 24 volts. Custom manufactured
on " 1,

,

sPecs ,or Powering a Relay Driver Board and 31 G Enno relays.

PRICES

RELAY DRIVER BOARD ONLY $488 86
BRACKET $ 38.21

OPTO-BOARD FOR REMOTE SENSING
Links any computer to 34 Outside-World Signals safely
Inputs isolated to 1500 volts
Perfect for detecting closure of switches and relays
Built-in Debouncing.
Signals may range from 5 to 24 volts D.C.
Can detect signals sent by devices such as wall switches, hidden
floor switches, electric eyes, alarms, smoke detector, thermostats
and a multiplicity of other applications.

your computer are needed for each set of four Realy Driver

If the on-board UART detects a transmission error such as inasn9
sca
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Clamping terminal blocks for wiring simple SPST-N Omomentary contact remote switches to individual relavs or
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h 0n and off

'
provJde manual coS asin a normal low voltage switching system, even without thecomputer. In event of power failures, the relays will remain in

n
h
A
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?
State that they were in when Power is restoredDATA rates up to 1200 baud, allow operating up to 120 relaysper second on each port.

'eic*yi>

COMPACT — Only 24" x 5"
Distances and operation of boards and relays are dependentupon wire length and gauge, and type of transformer

G.E. RR8 RELAYS * 24 volt, split coil, mechanical latchinotype Once ON they stay ON (drawing no current) umi they

AMPPc?rt
d
?
F
k
F

'
and vice-versa. Each relay can handle 20AMPS for switching lights, motors, machinery, etc. up to 277

TRANSFORMER $ 14.24
RELAY DRIVER PACKAGE $1083^08

(Relay Driver Board. 31 RR-8 Relays. Bracket and Transformer)

$348.85
All switch ports are constantly scanned by an on-board circuitNo processor time is required. A built-in memory buffer saves up
to 64 closed-switch signals, permitting the processor to complete
lengthy tasks between interruptions
FULL HANDSHAKING LOGIC:
DATA READY output DATA ACCEPTED input
BUFFER FULL output RESET input
ALL OUTPUTS ARE BUFFERED AND TTL COMPATIBLE

rm5I?AND ca
?
le sets for gim,x boards and systemsBAUD Rate Generator Board $88 93

GIMIX double disk regulator with two 4 amp regulators
to provide power for 5 Va " drives 68 22

Filler plates (when no 5" drives are used), 2 required . . . 14 92
Missing Cycle Detector 38 23
8" Disk Cable and Back Panel Connector Set 29 25
8" Disk Cable Set '

44^6

5" Disk Cable Set $34.96
I/O Cable Set, each (specify board) .... 22 95
GIMIX 2" D Ring Binder 9 o
GIMIX 3" D Ring Binder !!!!!!!! 12 00
OPTIONAL Back Panel Connector Plates for Mainframe

Choice of: Blank; SO-239; BNC; 20 & 50 Pin Header;
34 & 40 & 50 Pin Header. Connectors not included. ..... 8.60

GIMIX 50 PIN PROTOTYPING BOARD
!• Double sided with plated thru holes and gridded power and ground lines
• 16 rows of pads on. 100 x .300 centers; up to 72 fourteen pin ICs
• Accepts standard 6, 8, 14, 16, 20, 24, 28, and 40 pin DIP devices

he entire top edge has pads for .100 x .100 header (ribbon) connectors.

Pads for solder connections or .100 center headers on all 50 bus lines
Accepts 4 T0-220 regulators; 2 on the + 8V & 1 ea. on the + / - 16 V lines

• Provisions for decoupling caps distributed throughout the arrav
Can be used with\Amh„niHK — JI Yv. Mvauc

,
iMuuuiij ouiiiiBuiui*. • oan De usea witii wire wrap, wiring pencil solder wirinnWith gold bus connectors and heat sinks - unassembled

.

y M 9 ' etc.

$56.66

Gimix inc.

1337 WEST 37th PLACE • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60609 • (312) 927-5510 • TWX 910-221-4055



NEW SOFTWARE Edited by Linda Stephenson

Apple Logo Is Here

Five New Packages for IBM PC

A New Mind Toy

New Edition of Pilot

An advanced disk version of

Pilot for CP/M-based systems

has been released by Ellis

Computing, 600 41st Ave.,

San Francisco, CA 94 1 2 1 Ne-

vada Pilot is a string-oriented

language for interactive appli-

cations such as data entry,

programmed instruction and

testing. Pilot helps a person

with no previous computer

experience develop dialog

programs in an hour or so,

and is an excellent compan-

ion language for Basic, Cobol

and Pascal because it solves

the training and documenta-

tion problem. New features in-

clude an integrated full-

screen text editor and control

of optional equipment such as

video tape recorders and voice

response units. Nevada Pilot

requires 32K RAM and one

disk drive; it runs on Apple

II + , TRS-80, North Star and

other CP/M-based computer

systems. Price is $149.95.

Reader Service number 482.

methods of depreciation are

straight line, double declining

balance and sum-of-the-

year's digits. For used equip-

ment, you can call up a sum-

mary depreciation report

which provides the informa-

tion needed to post to the gen-

eral ledger. Provisions are

made for compliance with the

new tax regulations. The

fixed assets software is priced

at $850. Reader Service

number 483.

Fixed Assets for

CP/M Computers
Designer Software, 3400

Montrose Blvd., Suite 718,

Houston, TX 77006, offers a

fixed assets package for gen-

eral use in the accounting of-

fice. The package is useful for

construction companies,
manufacturing firms and

larger professional organiza-

tions. An indexed database

keeps records in order as they

are created. The database is

written in assembly language

for rapid processing. It prints

a complete list of fixed assets

showing historical and cur-

rent information; assets can

be arranged and subtotaled

by location and department

within a location. Available

Music Lessons
Electronic Courseware Sys-

tems, Inc., PO Box 2374, Sta-

tion A/Champaign, IL 61820,

has published a series of three

music lessons for the Apple II

microcomputer. Elements of

Music includes note name

drills, pitches on the keyboard

and key signature drills. The

lesson disk includes a record

keeping option for up to 50

students. Cost is $175. Read-

er Service number 484.

Super Software

Superscreen combines a file

management system com-

mand interpreter and applica-

tions programs in one self-

loading package, and circum-

vents the usual hierarchy of

operating system, high-level

language and program. The

Superscreen work-processing

package takes full advantage

of the Intertec SuperBrain's

special features: Its expanded

ASCII character set lets you

send any sequence of ASCII

control characters to the

printer at any time; Super-

Brain's numerical keypad

becomes an expanded set of

cursor controls, increasing

the effectiveness of the full

screen editor; and Super-

screen makes full use of the

64K memory and dual disks.

Also available for North Star

Horizon. Superscreen is

priced at $500.

Creative Software Con-

cepts, Inc., PO Box 349, Bing-

hamton, NY 13902. Reader

Service number 488.

Data Comm Security

For Apple II '
How do you protect sensi-

tive information when you

have to send it over phone

lines? Absolute Security pro-

vides privacy for your busi-

ness or personal communica-

tions by encoding text files in

an unbreakable "one-time-

pad" code. You can send Visi-

Calc files, trade secrets, per-

sonnel records, legal briefs—

any uppercase ASCII text file.

Absolute Security, for Apple II

DOS 3.3 and DC Hayes Micro-

modem II is priced at $79.95.

Dann McCreary Software,

Box 16435-KM. San Diego,

CA 92116. Reader Service

updated as charges occur.

PMS-II is designed to meet all

governmental project man-

agement and reporting re-

quirements. It satisfies both

the Corps ofEngineers specifi-

cations and Armed Services

Procurement Regulations. It

maintains budgeted and ac-

tual expenses for material and

labor. Price is $1295. Reader

Service number 485.

number 487.
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Critical Path
Management System

North America MICA, Inc.,

11772 Sorrento Valley Road,

Suite 260, San Diego, CA
92121, offers a full-scale criti-

cal path project management

system, developed for CP/M,

MP/M and CBasic2 systems.

PMS-II's computation report

generation provides informa-

tion allowing a project man-

ager to manipulate the project

network for the best set of

completion dates and project

durations. PMS-II prints activ-

ity reports with sorting and

data selection options, stan-

dard Gantt chart, graphic and

tabular funding schedules

and a network diagram that is

Do It Yourself

The Small Records System

has easy-to-follow instruc-

tions for automated record

keeping on a Z-80-based mi-

crocomputer with CP/M. Us-

ing the systems 19 major

building block commands
and many subcommands, a

businessperson can program

the computer for inventory

control, accounts payable and

receivable, aging of accounts,

check register reconciliation,

investment management and

office management.
Small Records Associates,

PO Box 302, Lisle IL 60532.

Reader Service number 486.

Apple Logo
Logo for the Apple micro-

computer is here. Terrapin

Logo, from Terrapin, Inc., 678

Massachusetts Ave., #208,

Cambridge, MA 02139. lets

young children control the

computer without first having

to know programming tech-

niques—it encourages explor-

ation and experimentation.

Using turtle graphics, chil-

dren naturally begin to learn

about distance, angle and

other math and geometry

concepts. Turtle Geometry,

by H. Abelson and A. diSessa.

provides interesting and
thought-provoking problems



§&^§l*5fe^&Best

COMPUTERS
INTERSYSTEMS

DPS1.DPS1A, DPS2A . CALL FOR PRICES

DYNABYTE
List Less 30%

ALTOS
PLEASE CALL FOR PRICES

SUPERBRAIN
By INTERTEC

J \ Wm^'^^^^^'^^
64K DD $2639
64KQD $2949
DSS 10MEG $3195

CROMEMCO
CS2, List $469b OUR PRICE $3549
CS3, List $/99b OUR PRICE $6349

TfMjTM |
data
systems

Z-89 List

$2895

OUR PRICE

$2139

TERMINALS
TeleVideo

Televideo910C $589
912C $669
920C . . . . : $725
950C $925
925C $729

INTERTUBE $725
Emulator $725

OKIDATA
Micoline 80 $436
Micoline 83A $796

Qume CALL FOR PRICES
C.ITOH CALL FOR PRICES

SOROC
Soroc IQ120 $649

IQ130 $579
IQ135 $719
IQ135w/g $789
IQ140 $995

HAZELTINE
HAZELTINE ESPRIT $579
1420 $789
1 500 $849
1510 $1029

ZENITH Z19 $669

Most items in stock tor immediate delivery Factory sealed cartons

* lull factory warranty NYS residents add appropriate sales ta»

Prices do not include shipping VISA and Master Charge add 3%
COD orders require 25% deposit Prices subiect to change without

notice

PRINTERS
CENTRONICS

739-1 PAR $749
739-3 SER $799
704-1 1 parallel $1569
704-9 (RS232) $1795

TI810

^227

810 Basic $1289
810 Full Option $1599
820 RO Basic $1545
820 KSR Basic $1739

NEC 7710 (RS232) SERIAL . . $2395
7730 PARALLEL $2395

Diablo 630 RO $3495
1640 KSR $3095
1640 RO $3600

Paper Tiger 445G $739
460 $799
460G $839
560G $1099

Epson 80 FT. $629
100 MX $789

DISKSYSTEMS

MORROW

Discus 2D $849
Dual Discus 2D $1 389
Discus 2 + 2 $1 199
M 26 $3495
M 10 $2999

CORVUS $4789

COMPUTERS
P.O. Box 144 Camillus, N.Y,

In N.Y. ©.



the TRS-80 Model III on disk

for $69.95. Reader Service

number 49 1

.

The SQUIRAL illustrates how easy it is to create complex

graphicsfigures with the Terrapin Logo language.

using turtle graphics on a

more advanced level. Topics

covered include geometry,

statistics, topology and num-
ber theory. The program re-

quires a 48K Apple II with a

16K RAM card or language

card and one disk drive. Price

is $149.95. Reader Service

number 490.

Logo is also available from

Krell Software Corp., 21 Mill-

brook Drive, Stony Brook, NY
1 1790. Krell's complete pack-

age includes the M.I.T. Logo
language system, Krell's own
instant Logo tutorial pro-

gram, and Alice in Logoland.

M.I.T. Logo is priced at

$179.95. Reader Service

number 463.

line help facility, print format-

ter and a spelling correction

function. Price is $165. Read-

er Service number 489.

CP/M-80 Lisp

A new version of Lisp, an
extensive, compact symbol
manipulation language, is of-

fered by Lifeboat Associates,

1651 Third Ave., New York,

NY 10028. Stiff Upper Lisp

provides interactive comput-

ing with more than 120 com-
piled functions in less than

14K bytes. Lisp functions and
data have the same form, so

one function can analyze

another. Additional features

include a library of functions

that can be written and called

as needed, symbolic debug-

ging aids, a Lisp editor, on-

Programming Aid
Advanced Operating Sys-

tems, 450 St. John Road,

Michigan City, IN 46360. is is-

suing Macro-Mon, a machine-

language program that disas-

sembles and examines pro-

gram instructions from any
part of the computer's memo-
ry. The utility allows single-

stepping through the comput-

er's ROM. The user can load a

machine-language program
from tape or disk and begin in-

terpretive execution one in-

struction at a time, with user-

defined starting and ending

addresses. It also allows user-

defined time delays between
instructions and user-defined

break points to be set in ROM
or RAM. It will disassemble
each instruction as it is being

executed. These instructions

may also be sent along with

all current register values to

the video display or, optional-

ly, to the printer. This pro-

gram will also find any string

(ASCII or hexadecimal) up to

16 bytes long in ROM or RAM.
Macro-Mon is available for the

TRS-80 Model I on cassette for

$54.95 and on disk for

$59.95. It is also available for

Five New Packages
For IBM PC

Basic Business Software,

Inc., PO Box 26311, Las

Vegas, NV 89126, announces

new software for the IBM Per-

sonal Computer. A package

called Some Common Basic

Programs contains all 76 pro-

grams from the book of the

same name; price is $35. Fi-

nance Calculator, which per-

forms the functions of a finan-

cial calculator, is priced at

$30. Plotting plots a file of

data points and sends it to any

printer; price is $75. Amorti-

zation & Depreciation calcu-

lates an amortization and de-

preciation schedule and
prints it on any printer; price

is $30. IBM Basic Utilities is a

complete set of utility pro-

grams to cross reference a

Basic program and list pro-

grams to the printer; it is also

a mini-text editor. Included

are Basic subroutines for for-

matted input, messages, ma-

trix input, matrix inversion,

matrix multiplication, line

drawing and file searching.

This package costs $75.

Reader Service number 492.

Ready Reference
MAGART.DB is a database

citing hundreds of magazine
articles (includes 1981 issues)

of interest to users of CP/M
systems. The database oper-

ates with Island Cybernetics'

Information Retrieval System
(IC-IRS). Included in the data-

base are references to hun-

dreds of articles, programs,

information and reviews of

software from Microcomput-

ing, Creative Computing, In-

terface Age, InfoWorld and
Byte. The database refers

primarily to information
about business programs and
useful programming rou-

tines, utilities and software

packages for CP/M systems.

References can be retrieved

by single or multiple fields.

Available on eight-inch
single-density and 5V4-inch

single-density North Star

disk. Price of MAGART.DB is

$20; updates are $10. The IC-

IRS is $54.95 when ordered

with database.

Elliam Associates, 24000

Bessemer St., Woodland
Hills, CA 91367. Reader Ser-

vice number 493.

For Apple III

Medical Clinic runs under

the SOS operating system and

is written in Business Basic.

The package is designed for a

large medical office. It man-
ages the physicians' appoint-

ment schedules, does patient

recall, prepares appointment

logs and provides for patient

file management. The system

also has a full accounts receiv-

able system for managing dai-

ly transactions and pay-

ments, preparing monthly
client bills and reporting aged

accounts receivable. The bill-

ing element also prepares

standard AMA-approved
claim forms. The system will

handle an unlimited patient

base, using floppy-and/or

hard-disk storage. The
system is designed to improve

professional cash flow with

features like superbill, in-

dividual bill preparation and

cycle billing. The package

costs $1495.95.

Monument Computer Ser-

vice, Village Data Center, PO
Box 603, Joshua Tree, CA
92252. Reader Service
number 496.

Multiwindow Text
Editor

Santa Cruz Software Ser-

vices, 1711 Quail Hollow
Road, Ben Lomond, CA
95005, offers a sophisticated,

multiwindow, full-screen text

editor. The Electric Black-

board runs on Z-80-based
microcomputer systems us-

ing CP/M. Minimum re-

quirements are 48K bytes
main memory, one disk drive

and a CRT with cursor ad-

dressing. The Electric Black-

board lets the user divide the

CRT into horizontal and ver-

tical windows, each as narrow

as one column or as thin as

one line. Text is edited direct-

ly in each window and you
can see the results immedi-
ately. Windows can be creat-

ed or deleted as needed, and
moved freely about the file in
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all four directions. At any time
and in any window, the user
can load, save, erase, move
text, replace strings and per-

form other functions. Priced

under $200. Reader Service

number 497.

Programming Gems
Jools is a package of UNIX-

style software tools specially

adapted for the CP/M environ-

ment. Sixteen tools are pro-

vided, including VSort, for

high-speed internal/external

sorting on either fixed- or vari-

able-length fields; Find and
Replace, to search for and re-

place text within files based
on regular expression pat-

terns; and Rearrange, to reor-

der fields of a line to a user-

specified format. Jools pro-

vides modular problem-solv-

ing for the CP/M programmer.
Jools is priced at $95, on
eight-inch IBM single-density

and 5V4-inch North Star dou-

ble-density disk.

Pluto Research, PO Box
50444, Palo Alto. CA 94303.
Reader Service number 494.

A New Mind Toy
Ricochet is a game of subtle

strategy combined with fast

action and arcade-style
graphics. The game can be
played against any of four dif-

ferent computer opponents,
or against another human.
The player maneuvers blocks
to set up a shot at his oppo-
nent's goal and to protect his

goal from attack. Each player
has two launchers he can fire.

His shots ricochet off the
blocks, earning him points

each time a block is hit; he gets

bonus points for hitting his

opponent's goal. Before he
can claim victory, the player

must win two out of three (or

three out of five) games. A
match victory also boosts his

personal Ricochet Player Rat-

ing, which measures his mas-
tery of the game against other
players. Ricochet is available

on cassette for the Atari
400/800 ( 16K with Basic ROM
cartridge) and TRS-80 (16K,

Level II), or on disk for Atari,

TRS-80 and Apple II + .

Automated Simulations,
PO Box 4247, Mountain View,

CA 94040. Price is $19.95.
Reader Service number 495.

Electronic Mail
Woolf Software Systems,

23842 Archwood St., Canoga
Park, CA 91307, now offers a
communication program that

allows transfer of programs
and data files between any
two computers running
CP/M, CP/M-86, MP/M, or
MP/M-86. A program is sup-
plied to configure Move-It for

most popular microcomput-
ers, even if they have incom-
patible disk formats. M«- re-It

can be used for electronic mail
over standard phone lines. It

will display both local and re-

mote directories and will send
or get files from a remote com-
puter without remote opera-

tor assistance. Move-It sup-

ports all data formats, includ-

ing .COM files; it supports

communication over stan-

dard RS-232, parallel or tele-

phone lines. Network error

checking and recovery tech-

niques ensure the integrity of

the transmitted file. Move-It

costs $101.95. Reader Service
number 498.

Now There's a
Preprocessor for

Basic

FloBasic is a preprocessor

(not an interpreter or a com-
piler) that generates standard
Basic programs suitable for

other Basic compilers and in-

terpreters. FloBasic uses no
line numbers. Instead, it uses
a simple set of instructions to

direct the flow of control.

These instructions, called

structured control constructs,

are like those used in Pascal

and C. FloBasic can be used
on a host computer to provide

x structured environment for

the creation of Basic pro-

grams intended for a different

system. FloBasic runs on
8080/Z-80 CP/M-compatible
systems with 32K bytes of

memory and at least one disk

drive. The price is $75.

TerraSoft, Dept. H, 25
Bryan Road, Rowayton, CT
06853. Reader Service
number 499.

> AP101 Apple II with Single Disk Drive $109
> AP102 Apple II with Double Disk Drives 119
> AP103 Apple II, 9 inch Monitor & Double Drives . . 129
> AP104 Apple ///, two additional Drives & Silentype 139
> AP105 12 inch monitor plus accessories 99
i RS201 TRS-80 Model I, Expansion Unit & Drives . . 109
> RS202 TRS-80 Monitor or TV set 84
> RS204 TRS-80 Model III 129
> RS205 Radio Shack Color Computer 89
AT301 Atari Computer & Accessories 109
P401 Paper Tiger 440/445/460 99
P402 Centronics 730/737 Line Printer II IV 89
P403 Epson MX70 or MX80 89
P404 Epson MX100 99
CC90 Matching Attache Case 75

compuTer case company^
5650 INDIAN MOUND CT. COLUMBUS. OHIO 43213 (614) 868-9464

^See List of Advertisers on page 1 78

• • IN STOCK • w READY FOR DELIVERY • •

N0W $2495
The Xerox 820 is more than just a
word processor. And it's more then
just a desktop computer. Because
this multi-function machine is both!

4s an inexpensive word processor,
the 820 allows you to upgrade exist-
ing office typewriters and non-
display text editors. Now you can
have WP capabilities without paying
for equipment with more features
then you really need.

As a desktop computer, the 820
gives you a cost-effective way to
automata your daily work routine
through a wide range of sofiware
options. Xerox will offer applica-
tions software to cover many uses...
and the CP/MR operating system
available on the 820 opens ths door
for use of thousands of softwars
packagea available from STAND
ARD SOFTWARE CORPORATION.

LARGEST
SELECTION OF

CP/M' SOFTWARE
IN U.S.A.

CP/MR is a registered
trademark of Digital

Research, Inc

NOT INCLUDING SOFTWARE

THE XEROX 820: EASY TO USE
This Amazing machine is perfect
for Secretaries who type
documents less then 10 peges;
General Ledger purposes: Job
Costing and Scheduling; Financial
planning; Business scenarios; In-

ventory; Engineering tabulation &
bookkeeping; Real Estate applica-
tions; Managers tor forecasting &
business analysis; Wholesalers
tracking sales; Medical billing; the
list goes on!!!

• • • •

• SUPCRCALC
• T MAKER
• WORDSTAR

$259
$259
$314

CORPORATION OF AMERICA
10 MAZZEO DRIVE, RANDOLPH, MA 02368 *> 306

(B17) 963-7220
For orders only. 1-800-343-8420

* SOFTWARE * HARDWARE * SUPPLIES * DISCOUNT PRICES

* SOFTWARE * HARDWARE * SUPPLIES * DISCOUNT PRICES
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ITbEflLER DIRECTORY^
El Monte, CA

Eagle II and M/ACOM-OSI
business computer specialist. Serving

greater Los Angeles area with all

your business computer needs. In-

house service, custom programming,

terminals, printers, etc. Open 9 AM-6

PM. Computer Challenge Corp.,

3380 Flair Drive, El Monte, CA
91731.

N. Hollywood, CA
Wholesale prices to dealers &c com-

puter club members! Anadex, Cen-

tronics, Corvus, Delta, Diablo, Ep-

son, Godbout, Hayes, IDS, C. Itoh,

Micro Pro, Mountain Computer,

NEC, Novation, Okidata, Qume,
TI, Televideo, Vector Graphic, Vis-

ta, Zenith <Sc others. Patio Com-
puter Sales Co., Suite 204, 5451
Laurel Canyon Blvd., N. Holly-

wood, CA 91607. 762-0020.

Riverside, CA
Visit our Computer Support Center

for the Inland Empire's largest selec-

tion of ICs, books and computer ac-

cessories. Open daily. Check our

prices and friendly service. Inland

Electro-Mart, 8624 California

Ave., Riverside, CA 92504. 687-

3776.

San Jose, CA
Bay area's newest computer software

store. Featuring Instant Software for

the TRS-80, Apple, magazines,

books. Shaver Radio, 1378 S.

Bascom Ave., San Jose, CA
95128.998-1103.

Westminster, CA
Commodore Basic business pro-

gram development. Federal 6k CA
state tax programs, 1040, 1040A,

540, 540A schedules C, D, E, Ci,

22 10, 244 1 , 5695, etc. Don Hender-
son, 9330 Bolsa Ave., Westmin-
ster, CA 92683. 893-3909,
894-0073.

Nokomis, FL
We are the leading area computer
store. Wc carry Cromemco, Apple,

Vector Graphic; printers ck termi-

nals. We offer full software support

including G/L, A/R, payroll 6c

word processing. Computer Cen-
tre, 909 S. Tamiami Trail,

Nokomis, FL 33555. 484-1028.

Sarasota, FL
Your personal and business comput-

er store for Dynabyte, Vector,

HP-85, Atari and Epson. Structured

Systems and Micro-Pro software.

Computer furniture and books by

Osborne or Hayden. Sales, service

and supplies. Computer Cross-

roads, 3800 S. Tamiami Trail,

Sarasota, FL 33579. 349-0200.

Aurora, 1L

Microcomputer systems for home or

business; peripherals, software,

books 6c magazines. Apple, Hewlett-

Packard Series 80 Systems, HP Cal-

culators, IDS, Qume, Starwriter

printers. Farnsworth Computer
Center, 1891 N. Farnsworth
Ave., Aurora, 1L 60505. 851-

3888.

Noblesville, IN
Nationally known microcomputer

software systems at discount prices.

PLUS free delivery and installation

in Indiana. Write, call or stop in for

free price list. Harbourtown Sales,

14-W HarbourTown Shoppes, Box
489, Noblesville, IN. 877-7577.

Pasadena, MD
Altos, Apple, Osborne, Atari—sys-

tems, software, service. Not just an-

other computer store! We're a full-

service problem solving center for

small businesses. Computer Cross-

roads, Inc., 9143G Red Branch
Rd., Columbia, MD; 8220
Ritchie Hwy., Pasadena, MD.
730-5513/647-7111.

Lodi, NJ
Computer hardware: North Star, Ze-

nith, Atari, CBM/PET, Qume, Ep-

son and others. Software: EduWare,
Professional Software, Zenith, North
Star, Programma, Personal Software

and others. Factory trained service

dept. Books, magazines, etc. Full

product line on display. Comtek
Electronics, Inc., Rt. 46 West,
Lodi, NJ. 472-2440.

River Edge, NJ
Discount software—up to 25% off

business, utility, recreational, educa-

tional and home programs. Apple,

Atari, TRS-80 and PET. Atari com-

puters always on sale. Software
City, 111 Grand Ave., River
Edge, NJ 07661.

Chautauqua, NY
Retail book store featuring the Disas-

sembled Handbook for TRS-80 Vol-

umes 1, 2, 3. English, German <Sc

French language editions. 9 AM-5 PM

weekdays. Come and visit us. Rich-

craft Computer Book Store, 1

Wahmeda Ave., Chautauqua,
NY 14722. 753-2654.

Staten Island,

Brooklyn, NY
Computer hardware: North Star, Ze-

nith, Atari, CBM-PET, Qume, Ep-

son and others, Software: EduWare,

Professional Software, Zenith, North

Star, Programma, Personal Software

and others. Factory trained service

department. Books, magazines, etc.

Full product line on display. Com-
tek Electronics Inc., Staten Is-

land Mall, Staten Island, NY.
698-7050; Coney Island Ave.
and Ave. X, Brooklyn, NY. 332-

5933.

Portland, OR
Ohio Scientific specialists for

business and personal computers.

Local service. Terminals, printers,

custom programming. Full OSI prod-

uct line on display! 10 AM to 6 PM

M-F. Fial Computer, 11266 SE
21st Ave., Milwaukie, OR
97222.654-9574.

Montreal, Quebec
We do expert service on all micro-

computers and peripherals (CRT,

printer, floppy disk). North Star,

Hazeltine, Cromemco, Centronics,

Shugart, Siemens, Apple, TRS, Ep-

son, S-100. Montreal Data Cen-

tre, 120 Ricard, Legardeur,
Montreal, Quebec. 585-8801.

Woodbridge, VA
C lomputer/ word-processing systems

for business, BcKool, home. Software,

disk drives, printers. Books, maga-

zines, supplies. Authorized CBM/
PET dealer, service. Consulting,

training, maintenance contracts.

MWF noon-8 PM, Saturday 9 AM-3

I'M. Virginia Micro Systems,
Inc., 14415 Jefferson Davis
Highway, Woodbridge, VA
22191. 491-6502, Washington
Metro 643-1063.

Spokane, WA
SS-50 Users: Expand present system

to maximum or build from ground

up. We provide PCBs for mother-

boards, interfaces, etc. Write for

specs and information. Quality Re-

search Company, PO Box 7207,
Spokane, WA 99207.

Dealers: Listings are $15 per month in prepaid quarterly payments, or one
yearly payment of $150, also prepaid. Ads include 25 words describing your

products and services plus your company name, address and phone. (No area

codes or merchandise prices, please.) Call Marcia at 603-924-9471 or write

Microcomputing, Ad Department, Peterborough, NH 03458.
"And this is our energy-conservation model."
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Continuedfrom page 210.

configure the program for the Trendcom
200, Paper Tiger and graphics-equipped

NEC Spinwriters.

All the graphs in this article were print-

ed on an Epson MX-80 equipped with the

just-released graphics PROMs. I saved
the plots with the "Save Pix" command
and later used a screen dump.

If you are willing to spend a lot of

money, color printing is possible as well.

Everything is menu-driven, and what
menus! The index lists 68 different menu
functions. Once you learn most of them,
you will not have to refer to the manual

very often.

The VisiTrendVVisiPlot Users Guide is

well-written, but somewhat short on ex-

amples. Perhaps this is due to the fact

that to go into detail, it would need in-

numerable examples to illustrate.

Documentation begins with a general

description of the programs. Included are

the usual tutorial, a reference section and
an alphabetic index. These are all useful,

but require many hours of hands-on op-

eration to master.

The system requires an Apple II + or

Apple II with the language card in ROM,
48K of RAM and at least one disk drive.

Two drives make life much easier.

M
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COMPUTER SALES
SOFTWARE SALES

Example 4a.

Gotland

Memory
41 16-250nS 8/14.95
41 16-200nS 8/1 7 95
4164-200nS 1 7 95 ea 8/1 28.00
21 14L 8/17.95
61 16 2K x 8 CMOS RAM 200nS ... 13.95

2708 EPROM 3 49
2716 EPROM 5.49

2732 EPROM 1 2 99
2764 EPROM 34.95

Z6132 4K x 8 Quasi-Static RAM .... 24 95

Microprocessor 8- Interface
1771 24 50 6845 1

1791 34 95 6850
21 L02 1 49 8085A
2112 2 39 8212
2516 5 49 8214
2532 12 99 8216
2651 12 95 8224
4044L-2 2 49 8226
6502 8 99 8228
6800 6 99 8251
6802 1 1 95 8255
6809 19 95 AY5 101 3 A
6821 4 95 AY5-2376 1

8 49
4 49
8 95
2 75
95
75
29
79
49
95
49
95
95

DAC-0800
INS8250
MM58167
TMS9900
TR1602B
SC-01
Z80A CPU
Z80ACTC
Z80ADart
Z80APIO
Z80ASIO
Z8603
Z8671

3 99
14 90
8 75

29 95
2 49

55 00
7 95
7 49
19 95
7 49

17 95
74 95
29 95

1 Amp TO-220 Voltage Regulators

PART # 1-24 25-99 100-499

7805 (LM340T-5) 85 75 .65

7812 (LM340T-12) 85 75 .65

7815 (LM340T-15) 85 75 .65

7818 (LM340T-18) 85 75 65

Linear Integrated Circuits
8038
LF351
LF353
LF357
LM301
LM307
LM311
LM318
LM324
LM339
LM358
LM377
LM380N
LM381
LM383
LM384
LM386
LM387

14

3 95
75

1 29
1 39
45
49
95

1 75

90
79
90

2 49
1 25
1 89
3 29
1 95
99

1 49

LM393
LM733
LM741 8
LM741 -14

LM74 7

LM748
IM1310
LM1458
LM1800
LM1818
LM1889
LM2900
LM3900
LM3905
LM3914
LM3915
LM3916
LM4500

97
99
35
35
77

49
49
69
49
49
99
69
89
49
79
79
79
29

MC3302
MC1458
MC1514
NE555
NE556
NE565
NE5534
NE5538
SSM2010
SSM2020
SSM2030
SSM2040
SSM2044
SSM2055
XR2206
XR41 36
XR4741
XR558

90
59
39
45
98
25
35
25
50
50
50
50
75

50
19
99
95
99

5% Carbon Film Resistors
We stock all 5% standard values between

1 Ohm and 1 Meg Ohm

V* Watt.

Package of 5 20
Package of 1 00 (one value) 1 .65

Package of 1000 (one value) 12.00

V* Watt.
Package of 5 25
Package of 1 00 (one value) 1 .75

Package of 1 000 (one value) 1 5.00

Sampler box consisting of 5 each of all 145
standard 5% values between 1 Ohm and 1

Meg Ohm.

Va Watt Sampler Box 22.00

Vk Watt Sampler Box 2 7.00

Minimum Order $10.00

Shipping

10 24 99 3 00 Above 50 00 FREE
25-49 99 150 COD Add 1 65

WESTLAND ELECTRONICS
37387 Ford Rd. • Westland, Mi 48185

Order Line- 1 800 521 0664
In Michigan - 313-728-0650 ^45

sSee List of Advertisers on page 178 Microcomputing, March 1982 199



* MONEY
SAVE 15% to 25% OF YOURS*
ON TOP QUALITYSOFTWARE
TRS-80 • APPLE • ATARI
CRUSH,CRUMBLE,CHOMP! $25.44^
DISKJ 48,A 48,AT 32 TAPEJ 16, AT 32

LORDS OF KARMA $21.16 /$17.00
DISK / TAPE

DISKJ 48, A 48 TAPEJ 48, A 32, AT 40
STAR WARRIOR $33.94
DISKJ 32,A 48, AT 32 TAPEJ 16, AT 32

DATESTONES OF RYN $16.84
DISKJ 32. A 48. AT 32 TAPE J 16, A 32, AT 32

EMPIRE OF THE OVERMIND(New)
$29.74 disk/ $25.44 tape

diskj 48, a 48 / tapej 48, a 48, at 40

Order 3 or more programs
^For another 10% discount!

j

1-814-734-4122 (Voice)

1-716-594-1284 ( BBS)
CHECK, MO, COD, VISA, M/C ACCEPTED.
SPECIFY DISK OR TAPE & SYSTEM TYPE.
ADD $1.50 SHIPPING. ADD $2.00 COD.
PA. RESIDENTS ADD 6%.

Write for our free catalog.
I/O SYSTEMS, INC. ^242
DEPT. K12
BOX 131
EDINBORO PA 16412

TRY OUR NEW
BULLETIN BOA!

THIN is IN!
Srore-of-rhe-ort 6>" disk drive sub-

systems give you o remarkable 2.4
MB in rhe space of a single-drive

cabiner. Our 4-drive unit gives you
an astounding 4 8MB storage capa-
city in the space of a 2-drive cabinet.
Perfect add-ons for IBM, Apple, Radio
Shack and all 8" Shugart compatible
computers.
Check our low prices ond contact

us for more information.

2-Drive - $1695, 4-Drive - $2995,
2-Drive Horizontal — $1750,
write protect switch option - $30/drive

Columbia microsystems, Inc.

905 E. Broadway '224

Columbia, MO 65201
(314)875-8900

Using VisiPlot to convert data into vari-

ous forms of graphics is as easy as push-

ing a few keys on your Apple. Many capa-

bilities can be combined on one graph.

Examples la and lb are examples of pre-

senting corporate stock information.

Line graphs and high/low bars are shown
composed on one graph.

Data is normally entered in the edit

mode, but VisiPlot and VisiTrend also ac-

cept DIF (data interchange format) files

from VisiCalc.

Example 2 is the result of using the

power of VisiPlot in combination with

DIF files from the above VisiCalc data.

With a minimum of effort the program
constructed a pie chart, at the same time

calculating and printing the percent con-

tribution of each budget item in a box
next to the pie chart. As you can see, the

system does not draw a perfect circle.

You should realize also that in this

case, direct entry of the data into the plot

program would have been just as simple.

Titles for the graphs can be managed in

many ways. Three lines of information

can be placed at the bottom; they are

centered automatically. For the Y-axis

one line of labels is available.

In addition, there are movable labels.

The high and low labels on chart la are

an example.

Example 3 is a chart that would be

used for chemical analysis. I changed the

legend for the X-axis from dates to the

range 10 to 100, which is the percent

transmission corresponding to concen-

trations of fluoride in a chemical analysis.

Examples 4a and 4b illustrate the plot-

ting of increases in hardware vs software

sales as line and bar graphs. You decide

which is the more dramatic for your pre-

sentation. Grid lines on chart 4a make
points easy to decipher.

The VisiTrend/VisiPlot program can

hold 16 data series and 645 data points at

any one time. The maximum number of

points on one plot is 150.

VisiTerm is a sophisticated program

that generates statistics. The data can

then be plotted if that is appropriate, or

tables and data can be printed.

To get to the plot program from Trend,

you first have to go back to the ma\r\

menu. This is time-consuming, but the

number of options on this disk makes
this detour unavoidable.

Almost any kind of statistical function

can be performed. Just feed in the data in

the edit mode or from DIF files.

(Personal Software, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA
94086. VisiPlot—$180: VisiTrend and
VisiPlot—$270.)

G. R. Brieger
Redmond, WA

Magic Spell

This program for 6800
Machines answered the prayers

Of a poor-spelling chaplain

Most people who write for publication

or for business purposes know the impor-

tance of correct spelling. I'm a lousy

speller and I've wondered in recent years

why my M6800-based microcomputer
couldn't check my spelling for me.
Now Pete Stark, of Star-Kits in Mt.

Kisco, NY, has solved the problem with
Magic Spell. It seems truly magical, and

300T
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HARDWARE SALES
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Example 4b.
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MICROCOMPUTING
BINDERS & FILE

order
yours
today

Organize and protect your valuable issues of KILOBAUD
MICROCOMPUTING with these handsome dark blue magazine

binders or file coses. Each holds 1 full year of KILOOAUD
MICROCOMPUTING and has the mogozine logo stomped in

gold. An oil metal mechanism in the binders allows easy con-

sultation of any issue without removal. Please state years

1977 through 1963.

Binders. S7.50 eoch 3forS2l.75 6 for $42.00

File Coses. S5.95 eoch 3 for S 1 7.00 6 for S30.00

Send check or money order only to:

KILOBAUD MICROCOMPUTING BINDERS
P.O. Box 5120, Phila., PA 19141

* * 6 6 -p#»*is fo< d* P W\0 no C O D orders no ptx>ne O'dev*

\ferbatim
flexible disks
Call Free (800) 235-4137 for

prices and information. Dealer

inquiries invited. C.O.D. and
charge cards accepted.

VISA

PACIFIC ^172
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.

San Luis Obispo, CA
93401. InCal. call

(800) 592-5935 or

(805) 543-1037.

BACK ISSUES

KM3006—Single back issue

before July 1980 $3.00
KM3507-Single back issue

July 1980 on $3.50
KM0005— 5 your choice $10.75
Add $1.00 per magazine for shipping.

KM0010-10 your choice $16.00

KM0025-25 your choice $27.00

KM 1025-25 our choice $14.00

Add $7.50 per order for shipping.

•FREE BACK ISSUE CATALOGS
are yours for the asking. . .specify 73
Magazine, and/or Kilobaud Microcom-
puting, back issue catalog when you
send your name and address to us on a

postcard.

<S^^r2^ion

Kilobaud Microcomputing does not

keep subscription records on the
premises, therefore calling us only

adds time and doesn't solve the prob-

lem.

Please send a description of the

problem and your most recent ad-

dress label to:

Kilobaud Microcomputing
Subscription Dept.

PO Box 997
Farmingdale. NY 11737

Thank you and en|Oy your subscription

S-100 TERMINAL
80 CHARACTERS x 24 LINES

All This on ONE BOARD:
• Keyboard port with TYPE-AHEAD buffer
• 8275 CRT controller with light pen port

fully implemented
• Two 2716's — program & character rom's
• Optional 2716 for GRAPHICS
• All screen & keyboard ram
• I/O OR Memory mapped
• Z-80 MPU - 2 Mhz operation indepen-
dent of sys. clock

• Uses only EASY-TO-GET parts
• Use in any Z-80/8080 system
• 696 Bus Compliance: D8 M16 18 T200

Now you can afford to build that video
board youve always wanted.

Introducing The VDB-A
Bare board with Documentation

Special Introductory Price -$43.00
+ $2 s&h (III. res. add 6% tax)

Offer ends April 1, 1982
For more info, or to order, write ^359

SimfriuttfUf PRODUCTS CO.
3754 Winston Drive

Hoffman Estates, IL 60195
Dealer Inquiries Invited

312/359-7337

fullFORTH+
for

APPLE/PET
Full implementation of FIG FORTH

PLUS
6502 CONDITIONAL ASSEMBLER
INTEGER AND FLOATING POINT ARITHMETIC
STRING MANIPULATION WORDS
IF DO (A form of CASE statement)

CURSOR CONTROL SCREEN EDITOR
SINGLE AND MULTI DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS
DISK VIRTUAL MEMORY
ADDITIONAL UTILITIES INCLUDING

SCREEN TO SCREEN COPY
CORE DUMP
PRINTER CONTROL WORDS

FORTH WORD DECOMPILER
TARGET COMPILER NOW AVAILABLE
COMPLETE DOCUMENTATION INCLUDES

INSTALLATION GUIDE (8 PAGES)
GETTING STARTED (TUTORIAL)

(28 PAGES)
USERS GUIDE (86 PAGES)

Purchasers receive 1 year subscription to the fullFORTH*
Newsletter (Published bi monthly)

Price $75 00 foreign $85 00 (Add $2 50 shipping)

(PA residents add 6".. sales tax)

IDPC CO. — Box 11594, Phila., Pa. 19116
^279 or call — (215) 676-3235

/
The most natural sounding digital voice you ve ever

heard 1 Digitize your own voice with a microphone or

tape recorder Use your computer to store it on disk,

cassette. ROM or RAM. Play it back No prerecorded

phoneomes or messages No clicks, stutters or pauses
It's your own natural voice 1 Clear and smooth, exactly

as you spoke it

Phonics-1. Let it talk to you during your programs.
accompany demonstrations, slide presentations, graphs
and it plays music 1 Phomcs-1 can literally answer
your telephone in your voice and capture the callers

voice for computer storage 1

Phonics-1 provides filtered outputs for direct hookup
to 8Q speakers. Phonics-1 requires only 2 I lines. -5
at 2MA. and -5 to -15 at 10MA (the higher the

voltage the greater the drive to your speakers* Its

small size (3"x3") will fit right inside most computers
Phonics-1 digitizes and plays back up to ten words

(2 seconds) with 2K of memory Phonics 1-A provides

higher fidelity with 4K

Phonics 1 and 1-A both $149.00

Mo residents add 4.65° o sales tax

ELECTRON SCIENCE
814 NORTH 3RD STREET

ST LOUIS. MISSOURI 63102

^339

MasterCard

VOLTAGE SURGE &
TRANSIENT SUPPRESSOR

Protects

Most
Electronic

Equipment
The SUPPRESSOR electronically re-

moves or reduces surfiien voltage changes.

It simply plugs into a power receptical on
the same circuit as the equipment being

protected.

END POWER LINE SPIKES, SURGES,
HASH... Only $29.95 ea. Dealer Inquiries

CUESTA SYSTEMS, INC.
3440 Roberro Courr

Son Luis Obispo California 93401
1 (605) 541-4160

^252
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works smoothly and efficiently.

Magic Spell is available for most 6800
disk systems. It comes complete with a

dictionary of well over 10,000 words (and

the dictionary is growing regularly, as

people send Stark updated versions of

their own).

The program has several options. It

will mark all misspelled words and com-
pile a list on the printer. They'll be
marked in the text so a return to the

editor will permit easy recognition and
correction. Words not found in the dic-

tionary can be ignored because you know
they are correct. You can have a new ver-

sion of the text made on the disk with cor-

rected words in place of the misspelled

words. Fabulous!

Additionally, the dictionary provided
with Magic Spell is dynamic—that is to

say, it will grow to reflect your own
vocabulary. I'm a chaplain, and my
vocabulary contains many words special

to my trade. Additionally, I'm in the Ar-

my, which gives me another set of words
specific to my job and living conditions.

I've added a number ofwords to my copy;

it now reflects my vocabulary as well as

Pete Stark's.

The dictionary file can occupy both
sides of a disk, so it is virtually unlimited

in size. You could also create your own
dictionary from scratch.

The program will also, with appropri-

ate addition of a printer driver routine,

print all misspelled words, creating an

alphabetical list of the words in your text

file that are not in the dictionary text file.

A recent modification permits the pro-

gram to run through the text file and
create a marked list of misspelled words
with no intervention on the part of the

user. Normally, the user has to tell the

program at each misspelled word wheth-
er to mark it as misspelled, add it to the

dictionary or ignore it. But with the Fast

Mark option, now standard, it will simply
make a marked list of all words, and then

ask whether you want to create a new,
and corrected, text file.

The manual is thorough, easy to un-

derstand and easily remembered. The
program prompts well, so there is little

need to refer back to the manual.
When I consider that Pete Stark pro-

vides careful and thorough updating of

his software for a simple SASE, this is a
program I can't do without. It gets regu-

lar and constant use in my various writ-

ing projects (including sermons) and,
along with the editor and processor, has
to be the most used program in my
library.

(Star-Kits, PO Box 209, Mt. Kisco, NY
10549. $89.29.)

Paul E. Phelps
King City, CA

Discat
Log up to 7200 programs
On your TRS-80
With this utility

Discat is a utility program designed to

aid the TRS-80 owner in creating an in-

dex of disk-program-location records ca-

pable of giving the following information:

• Program names and name extensions

• Diskette number where program is

stored

• Program location on diskette (front or

back side)

• Length (in granules) ofeach stored pro-

gram
• Free disk space on each diskette

According to the excellent user's man-
ual, a 32K system can hold in excess of

800 program location records. Each cata-

log of indexes can hold up to nine in-

dexes, individually named by the user.

The program library can contain over
7200 programs.

In a 48K system, the Discat utility can
provide over 1900 program location rec-

ords in each of the nine indexes. This

catalog of indexes can contain data for

over 17.000 programs, depending on
how many tracks your disk drives can
handle and your available disk space.

TEXAS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
We Offer Lowest Prices On

Model II 64k $3288
All accessories, disk expansions and soft
ware available at our low discount prices
Hard Disks in stock now' SCALL

Model III 16k $835

48k 2 Disk RS232c $2069
Ideal system for small business use Has full

RS warranty Plus, for limited time, with your
purchase, we are offering a FREE disk of
utilities, games & business software valued at
$150 Can today for this special offer

$ CALL FOR PRICES $
We offer a full line of Radio Shack computers
and accessories, as well as TCS custom
computers and software
Call now for our catalog and price list'

Color Computers
4k Level 1 $319
16k Extended Basic $469
16k Extended Basic
with TCS Memory $439

Other Color Computers & accessories at com-
petitive prices Disk Drives in stock SCALL

Epson Printers
The amazing EPSON printers with such
standard features as 12 type fonts, removable
print head, complete software control, word
processor quality. TRS80 graphics, alternate
character sets and parallel interlace
All printers and interlaces in stock!
If you buy elsewhere, you'll probably pay too
much Call for our low low prices 1 ' 1

For fast, efficient service. Heart Of we can air freight from Dallas

TEXAS COMPUTER SYSTEMŜ
328P.O. Box 1327 Arlington, Texas 76004-1327

Toll Free Number 800 433-5184
Texas Residents 817 274-5625

• Payment Money order, cashiers check. • Prices subject to change any time
certified check Prices above reflect 3% cash • No tax out-of-state Texans add 5%
discount Call for VISA/MC prices • Many items shipped free Call

JPC PRODUCTS FOR

6800 COMPUTERS

#.-..«

«:• tti * *»t»» i, .

High Performance Cassette Interface

• FAST - 4800 Baud Loads 4K in 8 Seconds!
• RELIABLE - Error Rate Less Than 1 in 10* Bytes.
• CONVENIENT - Plugs Directly Into The SWTPC.
• PLUS - A Fully Buffered 8 Bit Output Port Provided.
• LOW COST - $5995 For Complete Kit.

• OPTIONAL - CFM/3 File Manager
Manual & Listing $19.95

^0t^0^± (For Cassette Add) $ 6 95

m|| ^p TERMS CASH MC or VISA

^Rm XZil^^m^m. Shipping S, Handling %\ 00

CU jpc f

PhnnP i"f

^92

JPC PRODUCTS CO
Phone (505) 294-4623
12021 Paisano Ct.

Albuquerque, N.M. 87112
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17,000 program location records can fill

over five disks with data.

Placing all ofthe 800 (or 1900) program
records in an index in memory at the
same time allows extremely fast access
to the location of a particular program on
disk.

Discat is written in machine code and,

according lo the user's manual, can:

• Load an index file containing over 800
records into memory in less than 15

seconds ( 1900 in less than 25 seconds)
• Search for the location ofa specific pro-

gram in less than three seconds (for an
800 entry file)

• Automatically keep track of free space
available for each of your diskettes

• Allow changing the active drive from
through 3 for use by systems with more
than one disk drive when in the automat-
ic-directory update mode
• Allow manual program/disk number
entries for those special cases such as

foreign operating systems (similar to

CP/M, VDOS, or other diskettes without a

normal directory system) where the disk-

ette number and contents need to be add-

ed to the index and cannot be read from
the directory of the diskette automatically

• Provide for printed copies of the in-

dexes in the catalog, either in a single- or

double-column format

• Sort the index by either program name

or number; it can sort 800 entries in 25
seconds or less, 1900 in 65 seconds or

less

• Delete either program or entire disk in

a matter of seconds. Caution must be
used with this mode. It does provide
some very good prompts to help prevent

needless losses

• Clear the current index from memory
in order to start a new index without re-

booting and also provides an exit from
the program
• Save the file to the same index or to

select a new index after file maintenance
is finished

• Allow up to 100 disk numbers in each of

the nine index files. It is possible to use

up to a maximum of 9999 different disk

numbers. By making up different index-

es on other disks it is possible to build a li-

brary of programs on numbered disks

that could be arranged in ten 1000-disk-

ette catalogs

Discat is completely menu-driven and
is therefore easy for anyone to use. It also

gives plenty of warnings where errors

could be costly.

When we started using Discat we had
over 1500 programs and had made no at-

tempt to organize them by subject. It

took about two hours to catalog, and the

speed at which it finds any given program
is fantastic. We chose to make one

index of our master (original copies),

which has been extremely useful.

Our only complaint is not a serious

one. One of the other programs we used
allowed comment-lines in the hard copy
of the catalog. This isn't possible with
Discat, but its loss is more than compen-
sated for by the capacity, speed and ease
of use.

Although we didn't test this program
with a large variety of operating systems,
it's compatible with most operating sys-

tems, including NEWDOS80. It is not

compatible with double density.

This program is definitely a must for

anyone with a varied program library.

(Racet Computes, 1 330 N. Glassel. Suite

M. Orange. CA 92667. TRS-80 Models I

and III. 32K or 48K $50.)

John and Nikki Newman
Medford, OR

Falcons

You won't get bored
Fighting off aliens

In this arcade game
I've never been a fan of arcade type

microcomputer games. Maybe my reflex-

es are too slow or my attention span too

short, but I usually get bored after a few

DEALERS
SELL

4

MICROCOMPUTING
Selling Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING, the most complete journal of

microcomputing, brings the computer enthusiast through your door.

Once he's in your store, you can sell him anything.

For information on selling Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING, call

(603) 924-9471 and speak with Ginnie Roudrieau, our bulk sales

manager, or write to her at Kilobaud Microcomputing, 80 Pine

Street, fteterboroogh, NH 03458.

Our dealers are telling us that Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING is the

hottest-selling computer magazine on the newsstand, so call today and

join die ranks of dealers who make money with KM.

MICROCOMPUTING
80 PINE STREET PETERBOROUGH NH 03458

» i. ' 'i
"

II II • «

COME JOIN US

^See List of Advertisers on page 178

1982
Charlotte

Computerfair

MARCH 20-21

CIVIC CENTER - CHARLOTTE, N.C.

EXHIBITS, DEMONSTRATIONS, PROGRAMS, FLEA
MARKET, OVER 8,000 AT LAST YEAR'S EVENT.
ALL MAJOR MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTED.

TWO FULL DAYS. RESERVE YOUR SPACE TODAY

Held in conjunction with the annual

Charlotte Hamfest

and ARRL Roanoke Division Convention

FOR BROCHURE and REGISTRATION INFORMATION WRITE:

W4BFB
Mecklenburg Amateur Radio Society -2425 Park Rd.

Charlotte. N. C. 28203
(704) 376-4162
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minutes of Space Invaders. Adventure

games are more my style. I like to bang
my head against the pyramid wall after

the little Arab shoots me and steals my
loot, because I am elated when I get my
chance to blast the little bugger later on,

even if it does take me an hour to get back
to that spot in the game.

I was prepared, therefore, to tire quick-

ly of Falcons, because it does require fast

reflexes and the stamina to withstand a

practically never-ending onslaught of

falcons. But wait a minute. Here it is an

hour later and I'm still fighting them off.

Why? Because if I can blast through the

four different formations of falcons, I can

get a shot at this little cartoon-like alien

in a big space ship right out of Close En-
counters of the Third Kind.

And those colors! You really should

have a color monitor to appreciate the

graphics of Falcons. The title page alone

nearly blew me away— it presented a full-

screen-sized orange falcon with vicious

yellow eyes and green legs framed with

the word falcons in bright blue letters.

I was prepared for a letdown after this

impressive display. Instead, after I

answered a few simple questions about

keyboard, joystick or game paddle play, I

was mesmerized by a demonstration of

the five separate attack forces that I was
soon to face. There were standard Star

Wars Federation-type fighters in the first

two waves, followed by blue and green

and then orange and green falcons in the

third and fourth waves. These latter two
waves came at you as tiny balls sweeping
back and forth across the screen, grow-

ing larger and finally turning into deadly

invaders, wings fluttering with menace. I

began to feel an involuntary twitch in my
trigger finger.

Then came the fifth wave. Descending
from the top of the screen with imagery

reminiscent of both the opening scene in

Star Wars and the mother ship sequence
in Close Encounters of the Third Kind
came the ultimate target of Falcons—

a

green-and-orange flying saucer with a

white band around the middle and a

strange looking alien as captain. The in-

struction booklet told me this was my
goal—blast the alien and I would be a

winner. Easier said than done, because a

wave of fighters similar to the first two

waves I had seen descended to protect

the mother ship.

All this and I hadn't even started to

play yet!

Playing turned out to be a substantial

challenge. The attack forces shoot at you,

of course, and dodge your shots. They
speed up as you deplete their number.
And the third and fourth waves dodge

randomly, and can even dodge an ap-

proaching shot from your cannon. Many
of the falcons are either infants in train-

ing or mothers-to-be, apparently, be-

cause certain hits cause the target to

break in half like an egg—these hits are

worth 200 points on the counter at the
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top of the screen. After a while, you'll find

you take a certain relish in blasting these

eggies.

The graphics, created by authors Eric

Varsanyi and Thomas Ball, are first-rate.

Written for the Apple II, II Plus and Apple

III, this is the most sophisticated space in-

vaders type game around for microcom-
puters. It has the standard features of this

genre—three ships is all you get unless

you score 10,000 points, you can move
right or left but not up and down, there is

a protective shield you can employ, etc.

Ifyou should happen to see Falcons de-

monstrated at your local computer store,

don't be fooled into thinking it is easy to

win just because the store owner can do
so. There is a dealer demonstration ver-

sion that allows the dealer to set the game
up so that the falcons do not shoot back,

or the dealer can get unlimited ships,

plus other options to make it impossible

to lose.

Arcade games may not be your poison

but if you do tend to be video-voracious,

Falcons may be the best of its kind.

(Piccadilly Software, 89 Summit Ave.,

Summit, NJ 07901 . Apple II, DOS 3.2 or

3.3, or Apple III, $29.95.)

G. Michael Vose
Microcomputing staff

Easywriter and
Easymailer
Form letters are easy

With these programs
For the Apple computer

If you have an Apple II computer and
would like to produce form letters and
labels automatically from a mailing list,

you might consider the Easywriter and
Easymailer programs.
Easywriter is a word processor pro-

gram. Easymailer lets you merge data

such as names, addresses and company
names from an Easymailer file with a

standard form letter created by Easy-

writer.

To use Easywriter and Easymailer,

you'll need an Apple II or Apple II Plus

with 48K RAM, a disk II with controller

card, a video monitor or television and a

printer with printer interface card.

According to the manual, most print-

ers and interface cards can be used. A
letter-quality printer will produce profes-

sional-looking documents and can take

advantage ofsuch special functions as in-

cremental spacing and bold print.

Before I had acquired the Easywriter

and Easymailer programs, I typed a form
letter for my customers, made over 100

copies, and signed and hand addressed

each one. Each mailing required several

hours of work, the kind of work I don't

like: repetitive and noncreative.

Using Easywriter and Easymailer, the

major time-consumer is typing the mail-

ing list. After writing a form letter with

Easywriter, names and addresses are in-

serted by Easymailer to produce a per-

sonalized letter. I also use Easymailer to

address the envelopes. As you can see,

this saves time, time that can be used for

more productive work.

Easywriter

The documentation for Easywriter

consists of over 60 pages of text. A quick-

reference card is also included. I give it a

fair to good rating, although 1 have seen

other reviewers rate it higher. This

makes me wonder if I have the same ver-

sion. Its largest shortcoming is the lack of

an index. When you want to look some-

thing up, some thumbing through the

pages is usually required. After spending

many hours familiarizing myself with

Easywriter, the quick-reference card was
all that I needed for most uses.

The Easywriter program consists of

three systems—the Editor, the Disk Fil-

ing System, and the File Printing Sys-

tem. The Editor is where you will spend

most of your time, entering and editing

text. The Disk Filing System is the disk

operating system (DOS) of Easywriter.

Files created by Easywriter are not

readable by the Apple DOS, and vice ver-

sa; you are limited to using files created

by Easywriter. However, the disk filing

system operates much faster than the

Apple DOS, and provides a summary of

the space left on the diskette. Existing

files are accessed by file number rather

than file name, so only one or two key-

strokes are needed. The file printing sys-

tem takes care of the actual printing of

the text file. Printing formats such as line

length, margin position, page length and
line spacing can be specified before print-

ing, or specified and changed within the

text by imbedded characters.

I found that Easywriter lends itself well

to producing one-page letters. After you
get to know the program, it doesn't take

long to produce professional-looking

documents. If your printer has propor-

tional spacing, excellent results can be

obtained. Spaces as small as 1/120 of an
inch can be inserted between letters to

make the justification come out perfect-

ly. Otherwise you may notice some large

gaps between words.

Working with multipage documents or

documents with variable margins is

more difficult. There is no ability to print

just one page at a time; the entire file

must be printed. I encountered another
problem when I wanted to make a res-

ume. I needed to place labels justified to

the left of the paper, but I also wanted the

text to start indented ten spaces on the

same line, and continue this indentation

for the following lines. I didn't come up
with any easy way to do it.

Easymailer

When the Easymailer program arrived

I was anxious to put it to use. I booted the



Attention:

European Subscribers

Due to shipping problems in Europe, we are ask-
ing our subscribers to send us their most recent
mailing label from Kilobaud Microcomputing. If

you are unable to provide us with a label, please
send us your name and address, and tell us at what
point you are presently in in your subscription.

This information is very necessary in order to

solve a forwarding problem, so we are asking for

your co-operation in this matter. Please direct all

information to: Attn: Doris Day, Kilobaud
Microcomputing, 80 Pine Street, Peterborough,
NH 03458.

>«™ot<**VW$

is HARD COPY STORAGE a problem?
KILOBAUD MICROCOMPUTING, as

thick as it is. is more like a floppy

when it comes to standing on the

bookshelf. Try the KILOBAUD
MICROCOMPUTING Library Shelf

Boxes . . . sturdy corrugated white

dirt-resistant cardboard boxes
which will keep them from flopping

around. We have self-sticking labels

for the boxes, too, not only for

KILOBAUD MICROCOMPUTING, but

also for 73 Magazine, 80 MICRO-
COMPUTING . and for CQ, QST,
Ham Radio, Personal Computing, Radio Electronics, Inter-

face Age, and Byte. Ask for whatever stickers you want
with your box order. They hold a full year of KILOBAUD
MICROCOMPUTING, 80 MICROCOMPUTING or 7 3

Magazine. Your magazine library is your prime reference:

keep it handy and keep it neat with these strong library

shelf boxes. One box (BX-1000) is $2.00. 2-7 boxes (BX-

1 00 I ) are $ 1 .50 each, and eight or more boxes (BX- 1 002)
are $ 1 .25 each. Be sure to specify which labels we should

send. Have your credit card handy and call our toll-frpe

order number 800-258-5473. or use the order card in the

back of the magazine and mail to:

TM

MICROCOMPUTING
Peterborough nh 03458

Att: Book Sales Shipping & Handling $2 00 per order
$10.00 foreign airmail

MOVING?
Let us know 8 weeks in advance so that you won't
miss a single issue of Kilobaud Microcomputing.
Attach old label where indicated and print new address

in space provided. Also include your mailing label

whenever you write concerning your subscription. It

helps us serve you promptly.

Address change only Payment enclosed

Extend subscription (1 extra BONUS issue)

D Enter new subscription Bill me later

D 1 year $24.97 (Canada $27.97, US funds.
Foreign surface $44.97 US funds. Foreign air mail
please inquire.)

Ifyou have no label handy, print OLD address here.

an03 Name

. Address

t City State _ Zip

Name

print NEW address here:

Call

Address

City State. Zip

Microcomputing

P.O. Box 997#Farmingdale NY 11737

BUY of the YEAR!!!
Parallel, TTL Input WORD PROCESSOR
I/O "Selectric" TYPEWRITER/PRINTER

<-^\The manufacturer put em into storage to
depreciate em Now they re FINALL V

AVAILABLE " Removed from working
systems

,
these fantastic machines have

built-in driver and decoder circuitry and
take TTL level 6-bit character plus 4-bit

function input signals Easily driven by
most any micro Use as a typewriter (with
minor repeat circuitry) or as a KSR I O
printer or both Requires 115 60Hz for type-
writer motor. 5 VDC for TTL and 24 VDC for solenoids Table top style case Each
' Selectnc -

I O machine is complete and in operational condition 1 Include schematics
data, case platen and ribbon (Type element not included)

'21.00ea I O Selertnc *399.00*a.
Add $20 for Packaging and Hjniihnq Day Shipping on Delivery

New Type Element

WORD PROCESSOR CPU ASSEMBLY
Linked to and used with the above machine this unit

completes a system which originally sold for over
S3000 00 each' Features include standard cassette
deck auto centermq auto repeat auto underline
suppressed notations record playback auto
merge editing margin ad|usting and much much
more Parts include tape or mag card deck
cabinet fans power supply mother board
connectors cables LEDS ana more Worth much
more than our price for the parts alone Includes
schematics and data Tested and functional

Only $ 199.00 •a.

We Ofler New and Used FLOPPY
DRIVES. DISK DRIVES. PRINTERS

ft. MORE at BARGAIN PRICES!'!
Ask lor our Latest Flyer Listing NOW'

Add $20 lor Pkg and Handling • Pay Shipping on Delivery

Additional Cassette or Mag' Card Ass bly
Add-on package includes everything you need to

add on the second deck Easy to retrofit

Only >199.00ta.

New. Unused Cassettes or Mag' Cards
For above Word Processor
Tape Cassette »7.99ea . 1 0/*69.00
Mag Card *2.49e» , 1 O/M 9.00

Computers,
Peripherals,

.no Unlimited:

WAREHOUSE
18 Granite St Haverhill Mass 01830

MAIL ORDER
Boi 204 Newton N H 038S8

TELEPHONE ORDERS
617/372-8637
Sorry No Collect Calls

' M.i .I. i( h.uqi A VISA Ai i . pi. <i
'
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disk, and then entered the system config-

uration information; the information

scrolled off the screen, and the Apple

locked up. I read the instructions again,

and couldn't see where I had done any-

thing wrong. I phoned Information Un-

limited Software, and learned that the

printer should be on when you start the

program; this was not mentioned in the

manual. The remedy was to turn the

power off, remove the printer interface

card, then start all over again. When the

program looks for a card in the specified

slot, and doesn't find one, it asks for the

configuration information. This also was
not in the manual.
With the printer turned on, I still had

the same problem. I called IUS once

more. As it turned out, the printer inter-

face card I was using at the time, a CCS
serial card, did not work with "CCS"
specified in the configuration section.

This was due to the fact that I was using

an "old" version of the card (eight

months old). The fix was to specify "cus-

tom" in the configuration section.

Other than the above-noted omissions

in the manual. I found the Easymailer

documentation to be an improvement
over that of the Easywriter. It is clear,

provides a good tutorial and has an index.

Easymailer consists of four main sec-

tions. The Design Section allows you to

design the format of your mailing list.

Mailing list information is entered via the

Data Entry Section according to the for-

mat specified in the Design Section. In

the Browse mode you are able to browse

through records already entered in the

mailing list to change, erase or print

them. You can search for a specific record

using a previously defined keyfield. In

addition, you may print a form letter or

label from this mode, as well as the Main
Printing System. The Main Printing Sys-

tem is used when you wish to print letters

or labels, using all of the names in the

mailing list. With continuous paper this

is an automatic process.

Information specified from the mailing

list can be inserted anywhere within the

body of a document. This is done by im-

bedding a special character in the Easy-

writer file, followed by the field number of

the Easymailer design you wish to insert.

Drawbacks

I found the Easymailer program some-
what cumbersome to use. A typical se-

quence required to print form letters is:

1. Boot the Easymailer program disk-

ette.

2. Insert the Easymailer data diskette.

3. Insert the Easywriter diskette con-

taining the desired source document.
4. Reinsert the Easymailer data disk-

ette and begin printing. Disk swapping is

substantially reduced with two disk

drives.

Easywriter and Easymailer are not

compatible with a lowercase adapter;

capital letters are produced by pressing
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the escape key, once for a single capital,

twice to lock. Capital letters are repre-

sented in inverse video.

The printer must be on to use the Easy-

writer or Easymailer programs. If you

want to move your computer to another

room to do some editing, you will have to

lug the printer along, too.

I would like to see the capability of

printing letters from a certain range-of-

design field.

Each Easymailer Data diskette can

contain only one design and set of data. If

you want several separate designs, you

must use several diskettes.

Conclusion

The Easywriter and Easymailer pro-

grams do have a few drawbacks. How-
ever, they do work, and it is hard to find

software with all of the features that

everyone wants. If you occasionally need

mailing list capabilities, they may be use-

ful to you. Ifyou are doing a large volume
of mailouts, more sophisticated, and more

expensive, software may be necessary.

Additional program or data diskettes

can be produced from the Easywriter pro-

gram, but the Easymailer program is not

copyable by conventional means. A
backup copy of the Easymailer program
will be sent to you after your registration

card has been received.

(Information Unlimited Software, A46
N. Broad St., Griffith, IN 46319. About

$100 each.)

Lee Shuck
Kihei, HI

Text Wizard
At last, a good
Word processing program
For the Atari computers

I love to write. I also love my family. My
family does not love my writing because I

use a microcomputer to do my work, and
every microcomputer I've tried disrupts

our TV reception. Every microcomputer,

that is. except the Atari 8O0. The 800 is

designed to keep the radio frequency en-

ergy generated by its digital circuits

locked inside its cabinet.

Unfortunately, no word processing

programs available for the Atari were
good enough for serious writing. I could

play games on the 800 and use it for data

communications, but I had to return to

"dirtier" machines to get any work done.

Now, thanks to DataSoft. Inc. and their

Text Wizard word processing program, I

can write and watch the football game on
channel 2 at the same time.

The Quiet Atari

First, a quick review of the Atari com-
puter systems is in order. There are two
Atari computers, the 800 and the 400.

The 400 is an economical device with a

flat keyboard and limited memory capa-

bilities. It will, however, interface with a

disk drive, and can use Text Wizard. The

Atari 800 is a powerful and professional

machine. Both computers use a 6502 CPU
and both have excellent color graphics

and sound. The Atari systems rely on a

family of intelligent peripheral devices to

expand their capabilities. An interface

module provides four serial ports and a

parallel port for driving modems, print-

ers, and other devices. The disk drives

contain internal programming which al-

low them to quickly and simply interface

with the microcomputers with no chang-

es within the computers themselves.

To use Text Wizard, you need a fully

equipped Atari 800 or 400. The systems

need at least 32K of RAM, one disk drive

and the 850 interface module. (Plus a

printer and display device, of course.)

Text Wizard Features

Text Wizard is a full-screen text editor

with all of the options you would expect

to find in a well developed program. It

provides full control of the cursor and
vertical scrolling of the text on the

screen. All of the word processing func-

tions are directed through the use of the

control key. The author of the program
selected very reasonable key combina-

tions to signal the various commands.
Additionally, he was able to make good

use of the special keys available on the

Atari. Movement arrows, delete, insert

and many other phrases are already

marked on the Atari keyboard.

The insert function allows both charac-

ter and line insertion. The color graphics

capabilities of the Atari are used nicely

throughout the program to show the user

when a special command or condition is

in effect. When the program is in the in-

sert mode, the border of the screen

changes to green. This is nicer than the

little signs or symbols some programs
use. because your eye doesn't have to

travel very far to determine if insert is in

effect. Writer inserted carriage returns

and other editing marks are shown in re-

verse video. Various important com-
mands appear in vivid color to grab your
attention.

The delete function allows removal of

blocks of text, lines, characters to the

right of the cursor and characters to the

left of the cursor. This left-delete feature

means that if you recognize a typing er-

ror you just made, you do not have to

back up the cursor and delete. This de-

structive backspace is very handy as long

as you have arrow controls to do nonde-
structive movement. The destructive

backspace also works in the insert mode,
so you don't have to carry a pile of bad
characters in front of the cursor if you
make a typing error while in the insert

mode.
Text Wizard does a good job of finding,

moving, changing and duplicating words
and phrases in the text. Again, the extra



TECHNICAL JARGON
Are you on the verge of drowning in the flood of

technical information about computers in the

marketplace? Wayne Green Inc. can help!

Desktop Computing is here, and each month will

explain all about computers without the "com-
puterese."

Desktop Computing will cut through the techni-

cal hocus-pocus to bring you all the

information you need to take advantage

of the computer age. Thousands of

businessmen, like yourself are saving an
amazing amount of money as they find out \
that computers do things faster, provide

access to more information,

and allow a smaller staff

to do more work.

You can provide

more services at a

lower cost than

you have ever been

able to do before.

Now is the time for

you to get in on the

savings with the "plain

language" information that

only Desktop Computing
can offer you.

The real bargain is that all the "plain language"
information you need about computers is available

for only $24.97 for a 12 issue, one year subscription

that is tax deductible for most people!

To order, fill in the coupon below. A photocopy
of the coupon is acceptable. Introduce your friends

to Desktop Computing— it

makes a great gift! We accept

Mastercard, Visa, American
Express and personal checks or

money orders. A postage paid

reply card is attached for your

convenience. If you're not
delighted with Desktop

Computing, we'll refund

the unused balance of

your subscription.

Take advantage of

this no-risk offer

today. After all, how
often does your own

personal oasis come along?

Mail coupons to:

Desktop Computing

Subscriptions

Box 917
Farmingdale, NY 11737

One year, 12 issues of Desktop Computing, only

$24.97. Your first issue will arrive after receipt of pay-

ment. Canadian, one year/U.S. funds only $27.97.

Foreign surface one year/U.S. funds only $44.97.

Foreign air mail, please inquire.

flr"

I
-'*?*"

$24.97 U.S. funds

Check/money order Mastercard

U American Express

Desktop Computing

For a Friend:

323B7

Name
Please enter a subscription as my gift to:

Name
Address

Cif\

Signature

Card*

Stale /.,,,

Add ress

.Exp. Pate
I

( it\

iik)

State Zip

Interbank f

Box 917, Farmingdale, NY 11737

U I IK) D DONOT WANT A GIFTCARD ENCLOSED IN MY NAME.

PLEASE SEND IN BOTH COUPONS WHEN ORDERING FOR A FRIEND.
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keys on the Atari keyboard are a help

beeause they can be used to call for a

function logically associated with their

name. To search for a phrase, the user

pushes the Atari select button and the

letter S. Replacing a phrase requires the

use of the select button and the letter R.

There are no difficult codes, commands,
character spacing formats or multiple

key combinations to remember.

This ease of use is typical of the entire

Text Wizard progiam. It is easy to install

(insert the disk and close the door), easy

to use as an editor and easy to use as a

print formatting piogiam.

Printing

The Atari displays a maximum of only

40 chaiac teis pel line. This means that

what you see on the screen is not what
you will see on paper if you use standard

printing widths. Some special com-
mands are available In 1 ext Wizard to let

you set printing parameters, including

all margins, line spacing and spaces be-

tween pages (toi m ieeds). and spaces be-

tween characters on printers which will

support this function.

The margins can be set precisely be-

cause the software divides every inch in-

to 150 possible print positions. This

works out nicely tor tilling in preprinted

loi ins on a repeating basis. Line spacing

can be specitied by half lines lor precise

control.

The only feature 1 sometimes use that

Text Wizard docs not provide is control

over the length of the printing run. This

is handy if you only want to print a few

paragraphs out ol a document and not

the entire tile.

Text Wizard contains special features

for use with the Kpson MX -80. Atari 825
or Centronics 737 pi inters. (Although

not specified, it should give full width

control on the Epson- 100 too.) The Cen-

tronics version of the program comes on

one side- of the disk and the Epson version

is on the- other. The manuals in early pro-

gram packages, which you may still find

in a dealer's Mih k, don't mention the

two-sided teatuic ot the disk, but the disk

it sell is labeled.

Elongated, condensed and double-

struck printing modes can all be selected

with a quick one-key control code. The
piogram will also provide for subscripts

and supers* tipts in printing, if a Cen-

tronics 737/Atari 825 is being used, Text

Wizard will provide for double-column
printing. This icature can be greatly ap-

preciated by anyone who puts out a

newsletter or newspaper format docu-

ment. It is also very useful in report

writing.

The other Text Wizard printing fea-

tures include the insertion of headers and
footers, page numbering and optional

justification within the text.

Disk Functions

Text Wizard works well with the Atari

disk system. The disk directory is avail-

able for viewing and text can be saved

under a file name that is different from

the original. The program itselfcomes on
an uncopyable disk. A backup disk is

available at the time of software registra-

tion for $5. A replacement disk costs $30.

The program is a little more awkward
to use than many word processing pro-

grams on other computers because the

program is not present on the disk used

to record the text files. If you have a

single-drive system, you have to boot up
with the Text Wizard disk in the drive, re-

move it and insert a file disk before you
save or read in any text. The program
does not read in any overlays or reload it-

self during operation, so there is no need

to reinsert the program disk, but the disk-

swapping can be inconvenient.

Another minor inconvenience is the

need to place the cursor at the top of the

file before the text is saved. This method
of designating the data to be saved cost

me several frustrating moments when I

found I had lost a part of my file. If you

quickly realize what you have done, it is

possible to reload the file and merge it

with the text that was left behind, but if

you save the file and dump the program
the data will be lost.

It is easy to merge or insert text files

anywhere in the work area. A file of infor-

mation that is repeatedly used can be in-

serted wherever it is needed as many
times as it is needed. This can be done up
to the limit of the available memory. A
very nice printing feature allows the

chaining of files for printing. This means
that you don't have to bother reading in

multiple files ifyou are printing out a long

document. You can simply chain one file

to another by specifying the file name of

the next file to be called at the end ofeach

file. The system will print them out like

one long continuous document.

Documentation

The Text Wizard instruction book is

clearly written and easy to use. Its 56

pages are enclosed in a small, easy-to-

handle three-ring binder. Illustrations

show the way text will appear and which
keys are used to produce the desired re-

sults. A tutorial runs the user through a

sample text. A table of contents and in-

dex are both included. My instruction

book came with several additional pages

for insertion so it seems that DataSoft,

Inc. is continuing to update the docu-

mentation along with the program.

(DataSoft, PO Box 1061, Edgewood, MD
21040. Under $100.)

Frank J. Derfler, Jr.

Herndon, VA

Tax/Saver
Use micro power
To beat the IRS blues

At tax time this spring

When the afternoon of April 15 comes

around and you're still staring at a pile of

W-2 forms and various receipts and other

paperwork, and wondering whether to

file the short form or do it the long way
and itemize deductions, that's the time

you're going to wish you had Tax/Saver

for your TRS-80.

I was a little frightened when the

Tax/Saver package arrived because of its

sheer size—there are five disks, and all

contain programs.

There is no disk operating system on

these platters, and all prompts call for

disks to be mounted on drive 1 . Tax7Saver

requires at least a two-drive system, but

should be compatible with any of the

popular operating systems.

Once into the program, my fears were

dispelled. Tax/Saver is self-prompting,

with breaks now and then (called check

stop) to check the accuracy of the infor-

mation which has been input.

Documentation consists of a three-ring

binder with over 40 pages composing

almost a minicourse in tax preparation.

In addition, plastic holders for the disks

are included. A glossary in the back con-

tains several pages of words and terms

with which the nonprofessional may not

be familiar. As an example of the

thoughtfulness that has gone into this

package, these words are set off by aster-

isks whenever encountered in the pro-

gram text.

Notwithstanding Tax/Saver's self-

prompting, read the manual first. Then
prepare for a session by collecting the

documents you'll need: W-2 forms, bank

or other interest information, stock divi-

dend information, pension or annuity in-

come statements and so on. You get the

idea—anything pertaining to income.

In addition, you'll need dependent in-

formation, and. if you're going to itemize

deductions, you'll need information on

medical expenses, taxes, interest, contri-

butions, casualties and miscellaneous

expenses.

Incidentally. Tax/Saver will help to

determine whether a particular person

qualifies as a dependent.

As you begin the Tax/Saver session,

the first questions will be for page 1 of

form 1040. These include name and
marital and dependent status. If married,

you are given a choice of filing jointly or

separately, or figuring the tax both ways
to see which is more advantageous.

From this point, data on income and
expenses are entered. As different cate-

gories ofincome or expenses are covered,

you're prompted to insert the proper disk.

It is not necessary to do everything in

one sitting. From time to time, you'll

have the chance to save everything

entered so far into a disk file.

When you're entering information

from W-2 forms, a representation of the

form is drawrn graphically on the screen
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and blocks are filled in one by one. At the

conclusion, you can correct mistakes.

At the conclusion, I was expecting

such a message as, "Your adjusted gross

income is such-and-such—look up appli-

cable tax in tables." Well, I had a surprise

coming. Tax/Saver does the table lookup

for you! And it then tells you where to

enter it on the form 1040.

\n feci, after all computations have
been made, you're led line-by-line

through the 1040 and told what to enter

on each line.

You're then told how much of a refund

you have coming ifyou have overpaid, or

how much additional tax is owed.

I redid my 1980 tax computations as a

check on Tax/Saver and came out with

the same figures all the way through.

Although Tax/Saver is designed for in-

dividual use, it would undoubtedly be of

benefit to many small tax services.

The version I reviewed was for the

1980 tax year. For 1981, several en-

hancements will be added. These in-

clude:

•Two types of printout to the lineprinter

in addition to the screen output. One for-

mat will be for submission to the IRS.

The other is a printout with explanations,

similar to the screen format.

• Detailed storage ofinformation on disk.

• Optional program text, which is divid-

ed into two types. One is tax information

for those who lack a sophisticated tax

knowledge. The second is running in-

structions. Since both types are optional,

help is provided for the novice while the

professional is able to dispense with text.

• Additional screen formatting, com-
bined in many cases with check stops, for

easier input and verification.

An expanded version, Tax/Saver II,

will handle additional forms such as busi-

ness income/loss and capital gains/losses.

These additions should make the pack-

age even more useful.

In addition, a new program, Tax/Fore-

caster, is offered. This program can be

used all year to calculate how your finan-

cial decisions will affect next year's

taxes. It may also be used for making
revisions of already-completed Tax/
Saver returns.

Tax/Forecaster is a stand-alone pro-

gram, but can be purchased at a substan-

tial saving if bought at the same time as

one of the Tax/Saver packages. Price is

$49.95 alone or $29.95 with Tax/Saver.

New also for 1981 is a package of over-

lays for IRS forms not available in tractor-

feed format. By means of an overlay, the

data can be printed on plain white paper,

then duplicated with the overlay on a
copying machine for instant forms. Price

for the package is $39.95.

(Micromatic Programming Company,
PO Box 158, Georgetown, CT 06829.

Tax/Saver—$79.95; Tax/Saver II—
$119.95.)

Ronald H. Bobo
St. Louis, MO

Maxell Floppy Disks

The Mini-Disks

with maximum quality.

:',,ii maxeli

ptcr

Dealer inquiries

invited. CO.D's
accepted. Call

FREE (800) 235-4137.

PACIFIC EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd., San Luis

San Luis Obispo, CA 93401.
In Cal. call (800) 592-5935 or

(805)543-1037.

t* 172

TIREDOF CHANGING
CABLES AND TURNING
KNOBS?

$175

ASCI SWITCH
• Computer Controlled or Manual
• Command Code User Selectable

• Select one of two Peripherals

• Select one of two Computers
• Asynchronous to 19200 Baud
• No External Power Needed

Call or write

ADVANCED SYSTEMS CONCEPTS, INC.

P.O.BOX Q. ALTADENA, CA. 91001

(213)684-5461 or 794-2308

This publication

is available

in microform.

University Microfilms

International

Please send additional information

Name
Institution

Street

City

State Zip

300 North Zeeb Road
Dept. PR.
Ann Arbor. Mi. 48106
U.SA.

30-32 Mortimer Street

Dept. PR.
London WIN 7RA
England

Supports the

6801 mlcro-
computtr family

Only 4x6%"
Including 4x2

'

prototyping area

2K Bytes
EPROM/2K Byte
RAM RS-232
Intarfaea

Complata
documantatlon
(ovar SO pagaa)

MC6801 APPLICATIONS PROTOTYPE BOARD
The APB it small board which supports the MC6801 family of microcomputers it it

described in Motorola's application note AN7M A typical 0801 member containa an
enhanced 6800 processor. 2K bytes of ROM 128 bytes of RAM a 18-bit programmable
timer, parallel I/O. and a serial communications interface In addition to the resources
of the 6801 the APB provides an additional 2K bytes of EPROM (TMS2716) 2K bytes of

RAM (2i 14L) and a full duplex RS-232 interface it also supports special versions such
as the 6801G1 with its LILbug' monitor, and providea on-board programming of the
88701 EPROM version

The APB is an excellent educational eld which allows for evaluation and familiarization

of 6801 family members it is great for prototype development. Since the nuts and
bolts are elready in place, the designer need only add the necessary interface circuits
for a particular application It can also be used es a simple cost-effective dedicated
controller for those limited quantity applications
Besides being so practical, it is a fun little board Order yours today'

• TM of Motorola Semiconductor Products inc

APB- 1 Bare board with documentation $ 19
APB-2 Above assembled with all parts less microcomputer and memory $ 69
APB-3 Above with MC6801G1 and LILbug manual $109
APB-4 Above with four 21 14L RAMs $129

For the 88-30 Bus
AD-68A A/D Converter - 8 channels. 8 bit, 0-2 5V input. 6ms conversion time — $39 A*T
CI-68A Control Interface - 8 opto-isolated inputs. 8 reed relay outputs — $79 kit $96 A&T

Terms Check. MO. VISA, or MC In US and Canada add $3 per item for shipping Others
add $7 per item US funds only TX add S% tax Shipped from stock to two weeks

I

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
510 Oxford Park •^128

Garland S (214) 270-8393

NEW! S-lOO BUS COMPATIBLE
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER WITH VIDEO OUTPUT

USES:
This card can function as a stand alone single board computer or a S 100 intelligent video

interface card.

FEATURE*
4 MHZ Z 80A*. up to 8K of EPROM, up to 4K Static RAM. two 8 BIT input ports, one 8 BIT
output port, one 8 BIT sense input port with interrupt, composit video output (80x24),

video attributes (reverse video, underline, blinking), graphic capabilities using SMC CRT
5037 and CRT 8002

PRICEt
Bare board with documentation $49.95

Monitor and video terminal software (in EPROM) $45 00

Source listings (with Monitor purchase) $15.00

Hard to find Parts Kit (crystal and fuse link PROM's) $15.00

_^__ -_ _ ^-j— CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADO 6% TAX
^^V* ^BV^V M9 EalBCattOtuI •hvaWfxl Tr.drm«li of Slot he

PO BOX 16115 IRVINt. CA 92713-6115

SOFTWARE & NEWS
for MICR0P0LIS

MDOS & CP/M For use on Micropolis S- 100 drives VG.

EXIOY, COMPAL. COS. SOL. IMSAI. POLY. BLACKHAWK

Distributor for over a dozen S/W vendors, incl BON
JOEL. DATASMITH & SYSTEMATI0N Dozens of pro-

grams Languages. Utils , Apple s . Games Cat. S2

BASIC/S & Z Compilers $345

UTL-1; Set of 9 MDOS utilities Incls MDOS to CP/M.
CP/M to MDOS translator $95

SORT/ A. SORT B MD0S-CP/M assm Ig sorts $ 75

REACT; Calendar Reminder- Activity (MDOS) $ 50

DATA BASE II (MDOS) $ 50

TEXTWRITER; Text Formatter (MD0S&CP/M). . . $125

BANKING; Pers/Bus Banking Activ (MDOS) $75
BOOKKEEPING in MpBASIC or BASIC -80 $250

MAILSYS I (MDOS) $ 50

MEMBERSYS I (MDOS) $ 50

MICROPOLIS USERS GROUP. Mthy news r. yr $ 18

MUG Lib disks. 11 MDOS Vols, ea $ 15

Products postpaid to N Amer Add $7 elsewhere All

funds in US dollars VISA & MC accepted at 105% of

cash price

DAMAN (205) 881-1697
Ste 202. 604 Springwood Cir /Huntsville. AL 35803
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS Edited by Eric Maloney

Apple Aid to Graphing and Statistics

68OO Spelling-Checker
A Different Arcade Game
"Easy" Form Letter/Mailing Program
Atari Word Processor

VisiPlot and VisiTrend

Some more VisiPower
For graphing and statistics

From Personal Software

VisiTrend and VisiPlot bring to the Ap-

ple computer owner the ability to treat

statistics and graphing as easily as Visi-

Calc does mathematical calculations.

Like VisiCalc, the Trend/Plot programs
lend themselves to the now famous
"what if " projections.

Both Plot, which can be bought sepa-

? r
-t

—I—I—»—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—

K

F M A M J J h S N D88 F M h M J J

Q CLOSING PRICE
XYZ CORPORATION

Example la.

CLOSING PRICE
HOMING hUERhGE

HIGH/LOW

Example lb.
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rately, and Trend, which comes on one

disk with Plot, are written in Applesoft.

This makes the programs more versatile,

since some parameters can be repro-

grammed, and Applesoft functions can

be used. The Basic, of course, executes

much slower than the machine-language
VisiCalc. Speed, however, is not as im-

portant here as ease and flexibility of

operation.

Neither of the programs is learned

quickly, with VisiPlot the far simpler. If

you want to have a lot of pictorial

displays in the form of graphs, this is the

way to do it. Line charts, bar graphs, area

charts, pies, high/low plots and scatter

plots are available.

Not all data will fit all of the options.

The programs were written by Mitchell

Kapor of Micro Finance Systems and are

tilted strongly towards time-based fi-

c

nance. This is an unfortunate limitation,

since the scientific community would be

apt to use these programs more readily if

the proper options were available. It

would be nice if you could easily plot, for

example, percent transmission vs mg of

ion or pH vs concentration. Instead this

takes quite some manipulating.

The VisiTrend program will delight

anyone in need of statistical treatment of

data. On the other hand, if you are not

familiar with such terms as standard de-

viation, mean or coefficient of correla-

tion, buy a book on statistics first. Or you
may not want VisiTerm at all.

VisiPlot will display beautiful graphs
and charts in black and white or color on
your monitor or TV. You can print in

black and white with your Silentype

printer directly.

There are instructions on how to re-

Continued on page 199.

A FOOD •j o VC '-' ••
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D CAR INS. 2 v

E CLOTHES ll';
F U A C A T 1 N S 14";

G GIFTS, ETC. 155s

1 9 8

1

BUDGET 1981
TOTAL $ 1,608

Example 2.



MEET THE MTI FAMILY OF
LOW COST COMPUTERS

• IMMEDIATE
AVAILABILITY

• CPM OPTION
• GREAT DISK
STORAGE

• MODEL III

COMPATIBILITY

MOD III PLUS/140
We have taken the basic 16K
Model III expanded the memory
to 48K and added our MTI Double
Density. Dual Disk Drive System.

System is fully compatible with

Radio Shack DOS and peripherals.

FROM S1998

• 90 DAY
WARRANTY

• LOCAL DEALER
SERVICE

• 1 YR. EXT.
WARANTEE AVAIL.

MOD Ml/240

Same as the MOD III PLUS/140
but has double storage capacity,

and 2 dual headed 40 track

drives.

$2449.

CP/M-80: Option to run CP/M 2.2.

with 80x24 video board for word
processing and many other

applications.

S 849.

MOD III 280

Has 1.5 megabytes of storage

and utilizes 2 dual headed 80

track double density disk drives

with DOS plus 3.3.

$2799.

4 Mhz Speed-up enhancement
Doubles the processor speed of the

Mod III 140. 240. or 280 systems,

when used with the DOS plus

operating system.
$149.

MOD III WINCHESTER
Our largest business computer
system. 5.7 megabytes of

storage. Includes a 5 megabyte
Winchester hard disk drive and
80 track dual head disk drive

used as back up and for con-

ventional floppy disk operation.

$5399.

MTI AUTHORIZED SALES AND SERVICE CENTERS
Anchorage. AK
Rogers. AR
Mesa. AZ
Phoenix. AZ
Sierra Vista. AZ
Tempe. AZ
Tucson. AZ
Anaheim. CA
Costa Mesa. CA
Covina. CA
Goleta. CA
Huntington Beach. CA
Lancaster. CA
Montclair. CA

(907) 333

(501) 636

(602) 833

(602) 244

(602) 458

(602) 831

(602) 323

(714) 773

(714) 968

(213) 332

(805) 967

(714) 842

(805) 942

(714) 626

8322
9168
8949
9739
2479

5376

9391

0240
4076
-4088

-7628

-1348

-5747

-4813

Northridge. CA (213) 886-9200

Pacheco. CA (415) 689-2260

Port Hueneme. CA (805) 985-2329

Redondo Beach. CA (213) 370-5556

Riverside. CA (714)781-6361

San Jose. CA (408) 946-1265

San Diego. CA (714)275-4243

Vallejo. CA (707)554-4933

Walnut. CA (714)594-9760

Westlake Village. CA (213) 706-0333

Grand Junction. CO (303)434-3616

Groton. CT (203) 445-5166

Wilmington. DE (302) 762-0227

Hollywood. FL (303) 981-101

1

Mary Esther. FL (904) 243

Panama City. FL (904) 769

Tampa. FL (813) 247

Norcross. GA (404) 449

Blackfoot. ID (208) 785

Belleville. IL (618) 277

Collinsville. IL (618) 345

Oak Park. IL (312) 386

Shreveport. LA (318) 865

Shawnee. KS (913) 631

Minneapolis. MN (612)427

Camerson. MO (816)632

Joplin. MO (417) 782

Missoula. MT (406) 549

5793
5887
6023
8982
1497

2354
5068
3323
7189
-2029

-5783

-6528

-0880

-9715

Raleigh. NC
Grand Forks. ND
West Milford. NJ
Las Vegas. NV
Jericho. NY
New Rochelle. NY
Syracore. NY .

Troy. NY
White Plains. NY
Portland. OR . .

.

Tulsa. OK
Dallas. TX
San Angelo. TX
Cheyenne. WY

(919) 755

(701) 772

(201) 728

(702) 870

(516) 333

(914) 235

(315) 487

(518)273
(914) 761

(503) 668

(918)836
(214)698
(915) 658

(307) 632

1175
7848
8080
4138
2266
4444
5000
8411

9283
8666

9503
9995
3781
9132

MICROCOMPUTER TECHNOLOGY INC.
3304 W. MACARTHUR, SANTA ANA. CA 92704

(714) 979-9923 • TWX 910-595-1902 MTISNA
^219

Call or write for free brochure:
U.S. PRICES. FOB. SANTA ANA

CALIFORNIA AND MAY VARY BY AREA.
CP M is a registered trademark of Digital

Research Inc



'NEVER

Elephant™ floppies.

They're guaranteed to meet or beat every indus-
try standard for quality. They come standard with
reinforced hub rings at no extra cost. They come
in every popular 514"model, in both hard and

soft sector. And they sell at some of the lowest
prices in the business.

Elephant Flexible Disks.

They're heavy duty. They work for peanuts.
They never forget. Get yourself a trunkful.

HEAVY DUTY DISKS.
Distributed Exclusively by Leading Edge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike Street, Canton, Massachusetts 02021

Call: toll-free 1-800-343-6833; or in Massachusetts call collect (61 7) 828-8150. Telex 951-624.


